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Picture of Dayuanhunyi

Pictures of Capital cities in Different Periods (Partial picture), 1402

Picture of Xanadu City

Note: This picture was originally drawn by a Korean in the year of 1402 and was imitated in 1500 by Japanese. The pictures now can be found in

Note: The two pictures above are both from the book of Chen Yuanliang(in the South Song Dynasty) , entitled
Records of Stories (10th volume), printed during the years of 1330 and 1333. The current version are reprinted by
Zhonghua Book Company in February of 1999.
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Emperor Shizu of Yuan Dynasty (Kublai Khan)

Empress of Emperor Shizu of Yuan Dynasty

Note: The portraits of Emperor Shizu of Yuan Dynasty and his empress are painted by the
court painter in the palace and now can be found the Palace Museum in Taipei of Taiwan.
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Zhao Yong (Yuan Dynasty). The Horse Presented as a Gift, 1347,
Note: The paper picture is 31.5 x 73.5 cm in size and now is stored in the Freer Gallery of Art in Washington of America.

Liu Guandao (Yuan Dynasty), Picture of Emperor Shizu in Hunting, 1280
Note: This is a silk picture roll, 182.9 cm in length and 104.1 cm in height. It now can be found in the Palace
Museum of Taipei, in Taiwan.
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Zhou Lang (Yuan Dynasty). The
Horse from Fulang as a Gift, 1342
Note: The picture is now stored in the Palace
Museum of Beijing, China.

Zhou Lang (Yuan Dynasty). The
Horse from Fulang as a Gift, 1342
Note: The picture is now stored in the Palace
Museum of Beijing, China.

Portrait of Liu Bingzhong

Portrait of Gui Shoujing

Aniko(Araniko)

Marco Polo

Note: The picture is provided by the nomination project panel of Site of Xanadu City
of Inner Mongolian

Note: This is a stamp issued in 1962 by the China
People’s Post Service in honor of Guo Shoujing

Note: This is a stamp issued in 1972 by Nepal(Federal
Democratic Republic of Nepal) in honor of Aniko

Note: This is a mosaic fresco and now can be found in the municipal hall

Kublai Khan Met Marco Polo in the Xanadu City
Note: The ancient European picture is provided by the nomination project panel of Site of
Xanadu City of Inner Mongolian

郭守敬像

The Mongolian Army Seized people of the Western Regions

Note: This picture with unique flavor of Western Regions can be
found in the Historic Records of Rashid-eddin of Iran.

Picture of Marco Polo’s Departure
Mote: From Travels of Marco Polo, Old French version
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1. City site

Aerial photographic image of Site of Xanadu City, 1987

1. City site

Aerial photographic image of Site of Xanadu City, 1987

1.a Palace City

Aerial photographic image of Site of Palace City, 2009

1.a Palace City

Aerial photographic image of Site of Palace City, 2009

The eastern part of the city wall of the Palace City
(south-north)

The inner side of the western part of the south city
wall site of the Palace City (north-south)

A bird’s-eye view of the Palace City (north-south), 1997

Yutian Gate of the Palace City (south-north)

The northern part the west city wall of the Palace
City (north-south)

Site of Defense enclosure of the Yutian Gate
(northwest-southeast)

An overview of the Muqing Pavilion of the Palace City
(north-south)

The outer appearance of the north wall site of the
Palace City (west-east)
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No. 1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion), the stone base (southwest-northeast)

No 1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion) archeological remains

No. 1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion), the stone base (south-north)
No 1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion) scene of archeological excavation
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No.1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion) the type I tomb stone excavated at the upper layer of pavilion

Part of the stone inscription (the left part)

No.1 Building base (Da’an Pavilion) a white marble
angled pillar excavated at the bottom of the pavilion

Part of the stone inscription (the middle part)

No.1 Building Base (Da’an Pavilion) stone gate ornament with dragon head excavated at the upper layer of pavilion
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No.2 Building Base (Muqing Pavilion) the remains (southwest-northeast), 2009

No.2 Building Base (Muqing Pavilion) Scene of
archeological operations

No.2 Building Base (Muqing Pavilion) Scene of archeological operations,2010
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1.b Imperial City

Aerial photographic image of Site of Imperial City, 2009

1.b Imperial City

Aerial photographic image of Site of Imperial City, 2009

Outer appearance of east city wall of the Imperial City (east-west), 2009

Outer appearance of east city wall of the Imperial City (east-west), 2009

East city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

Moat outside east city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

Tree in east city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

East city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

Moat outside east city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

Tree in east city wall of the Imperial City , 2009

A bird’s-eye view of Furen Gate and its defense enclosure (north-south), 1997

Site of Furen Gate (south-north), 2009

The north wall of the Imperial City and the site of defense
enclosure of Furen Gate (east-west)

The eastern part of the north wall site of the Imperial
City (east-west)

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Small East Gate and its defense enclosure of the Imperial City (east-west), 1997

The site of east wall and defense enclosure of the Imperial City (north-south)

The site of the Small East Gate of the Imperial City
(south-north)

The site of angled terrace in the northeast of the
Imperial City (north-south)

A bird’s-eye view of Furen Gate and its defense enclosure (north-south), 1997

Site of Furen Gate (south-north), 2009

The north wall of the Imperial City and the site of defense
enclosure of Furen Gate (east-west)

The eastern part of the north wall site of the Imperial
City (east-west)

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Small East Gate and its defense enclosure of the Imperial City (east-west), 1997

The site of east wall and defense enclosure of the Imperial City (north-south)

The site of the Small East Gate of the Imperial City
(south-north)

The site of angled terrace in the northeast of the
Imperial City (north-south)

A bird’s-eye view of the northwest of the site of Imperial City (west-east), 1997

The site of the angled terrace in the northwest of the
Imperial City (north-south)

The site of southern part of the west wall of imperial City
and the defense enclosure of Small West Gate (north-south)

A bird’s-eye view of the West Gate and its defense enclosure site of the Imperial City (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the Small West Gate and it defense
enclosure of the Imperial City, 2009

Stones outside the east wall of the Imperial City

The site of the defense enclosure of the West Gate of the
Imperial City (northeast-southwest)

The defense enclosure of the Small West Gate of the
Imperial City (northeast-southwest)

A bird’s-eye view of the northwest of the site of Imperial City (west-east), 1997

The site of the angled terrace in the northwest of the
Imperial City (north-south)

The site of southern part of the west wall of imperial City
and the defense enclosure of Small West Gate (north-south)

A bird’s-eye view of the West Gate and its defense enclosure site of the Imperial City (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the Small West Gate and it defense
enclosure of the Imperial City, 2009

Stones outside the east wall of the Imperial City

The site of the defense enclosure of the West Gate of the
Imperial City (northeast-southwest)

The defense enclosure of the Small West Gate of the
Imperial City (northeast-southwest)
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Buddha-shaped clay structure

The copper article with ears

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Mingde Gate and its defense enclosure of the Imperial City, 2009

The clay figure
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The site of Mingde Gate and its defense enclosure of the
Imperial City (north-south), 2009

Clay weaving wheel

Head of lion in colored glass

The site of Mingde Gate of the Imperial City
(north-south), 2009

The western part of the south wall site of the Imperial
City (west-east), 2009
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The copper article with ears

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Mingde Gate and its defense enclosure of the Imperial City, 2009
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The site of Mingde Gate and its defense enclosure of the
Imperial City (north-south), 2009

Clay weaving wheel

Head of lion in colored glass

The site of Mingde Gate of the Imperial City
(north-south), 2009

The western part of the south wall site of the Imperial
City (west-east), 2009

Imperial City excavated articles
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Module bricks with Various
shapes

The front of the head of the marble tablet (from Xanadu, 1941)

The turtle-shaped base of the marble tablet (from Xanadu, 1941)

Brick with sunflower design

Imperial City excavated architectural structures

The back of the head of the marble tablet (from Xanadu, 1941)
The tile

Colored glass structure
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The tile

Colored glass structure

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Qianyuan Temple, 2009

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Huayan Temple (north-south), 1997

The base of the site of Qianyuan Temple (south-north)

The site of Huayan Temple (east-west)

the bottom of the stone pillar in the site of Qianyuan
Temple

The hornless dragon head of white marble

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Qianyuan Temple, 2009

A bird’s-eye view of the site of Huayan Temple (north-south), 1997

The base of the site of Qianyuan Temple (south-north)

The site of Huayan Temple (east-west)

the bottom of the stone pillar in the site of Qianyuan
Temple

The hornless dragon head of white marble

1. c Outer City

The aerial photographic image of the Site of Xanadu City, 2009

1. c Outer City

The aerial photographic image of the Site of Xanadu City, 2009

Outer City — A bird’s-eye view of the west of the Imperial City (north-south), 1997

Outer City — A bird’s-eye view of the north of the Imperial City (north-south), 1997

Outer City — A bird’s-eye view of the west of the Imperial City (north-south), 1997

Outer City — A bird’s-eye view of the north of the Imperial City (north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the city gate in the west of the north wall and its defense enclosure site of the
Outer City(northwest-southeast), 1997

The site of defense enclosure in the west of the north wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast), 1997

The site of the city wall in the northwestern corner and the moat of the Outer City, 2009

The site of the western part of the moat near the north wall and the defense enclosure of the Outer City (west-east)

A bird’s-eye view of the city gate in the west of the north wall and its defense enclosure site of the
Outer City(northwest-southeast), 1997

The site of defense enclosure in the west of the north wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast), 1997

The site of the city wall in the northwestern corner and the moat of the Outer City, 2009

The site of the western part of the moat near the north wall and the defense enclosure of the Outer City (west-east)

A bird’s-eye view of the West Gate and its defense enclosure of the Outer City, 2009

A bird’s-eye view of the South Gate and its defense enclosure site, 2009

The site of the defense enclosure of the West Gate of the Outer City (north-south)

The site of its defense enclosure of South Gate of Outer City (east-west)

A bird’s-eye view of the West Gate and its defense enclosure of the Outer City, 2009

A bird’s-eye view of the South Gate and its defense enclosure site, 2009

The site of the defense enclosure of the West Gate of the Outer City (north-south)

The site of its defense enclosure of South Gate of Outer City (east-west)

The eastern part of the moat of the south wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast)

Archeological explorations of The site of moat in front of the Mingde Gate
(south-north), 2009

Scene of archeological explorations
of the moat site of Outer City

The eastern part of the moat of the south wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast)

The eastern part of the moat of the south wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast)

Archeological explorations of The site of moat in front of the Mingde Gate
(south-north), 2009

Scene of archeological explorations
of the moat site of Outer City

The eastern part of the moat of the south wall of the Outer City (southwest-northeast)

1.d Neighborhood outside the city gate
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South Neighbourhood

West Neighbourhood

North Neighbourhood

The aerial photographic image of the
neighborhood outside the city gate, 2009

1.d Neighborhood outside the city gate

East Neighbourhood

South Neighbourhood

West Neighbourhood

North Neighbourhood

The aerial photographic image of the
neighborhood outside the city gate, 2009

The aerial photographic image of the East
Neighbourhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of the south of the site
(north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the north of the site
(north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the barn site in the East
Neighborhood (north-south), 1997

The Barn in the East Neighborhood (south-north), 2009

The aerial photographic image of the East
Neighbourhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of the south of the site
(north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the north of the site
(north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the barn site in the East
Neighborhood (north-south), 1997

The Barn in the East Neighborhood (south-north), 2009

The aerial photographic image of the West
Neighborhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of the south of the
site (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the north of the site
(northwest-southeast), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the barn site in the West
Neighborhood (west-east), 1997

The Barn in the West Neighborhood (east-west), 2009

The aerial photographic image of the West
Neighborhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of the south of the
site (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the north of the site
(northwest-southeast), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the barn site in the West
Neighborhood (west-east), 1997

The Barn in the West Neighborhood (east-west), 2009

The aerial photographic image of the South Neighborhood, 1987

The panorama of the building base 1 in the western area of
the South Neighborhood

The panorama of the building base 2 in the
western area of the South Neighborhood

The flower patterns in the staircase of the building base 1 of the houses
in the western area of the South Neighborhood

The aerial photographic image of the South Neighborhood, 1987

The panorama of the building base 1 in the western area of
the South Neighborhood

The panorama of the building base 2 in the
western area of the South Neighborhood

The flower patterns in the staircase of the building base 1 of the houses
in the western area of the South Neighborhood

A bird’s-eye view of the site of North Neighborhood, 1997

The aerial photographic image of the North Neighborhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of some buildings in the North Neighborhood(north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the site of North Neighborhood, 1997

The aerial photographic image of the North Neighborhood, 1987

A bird’s-eye view of some buildings in the North Neighborhood(north-south), 1997

1.e Tiefan’gan Canal

Tiefan’gan Canal (north-south)

1.e Tiefan’gan Canal

Tiefan’gan Canal (north-south)

Tiefan’gan Canal (west-east)

Tiefan’gan Canal (west-east)

A bird’s-eye view of the dam in the south of Tiefan’gan Canal (west-east), 1997

The Tiefan’gan Canal Dam (south-north)

The flood discharge point in the north of Tiefan’gan Canal (south-north)

The Tiefan’gan Canal (northwest-southwest), 2009

A bird’s-eye view of the dam in the south of Tiefan’gan Canal (west-east), 1997

The Tiefan’gan Canal Dam (south-north)

The flood discharge point in the north of Tiefan’gan Canal (south-north)

The Tiefan’gan Canal (northwest-southwest), 2009

The aerial photographic image of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill of the Yuan Dynasty, 1997

2. Tombs

2.a Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

The aerial photographic image of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill of the Yuan Dynasty, 

2. Tombs

2.a Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

A bird’s-eye view of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (northwest-southeast), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the western slope of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of part of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of part of the western slope of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (northwest-southeast), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (northwest-southeast), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of the western slope of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (west-east), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of part of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (north-south), 1997

A bird’s-eye view of part of the western slope of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill (northwest-southeast), 1997

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill of the Yuan Dynasty (east-west), 2010

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill of the Yuan Dynasty (east-west), 2010

The stones on the tomb passage (south-north)

The sealing stone for the gates
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B.1 Historical Events of Xanadu
History of Mongol Empire
In 1206, Genghis Khan unified the
tribes living in Mongolian Plateau,
and established the Mongol Empire.

In 1219, Kipchak Khanate
(Empire of the Golden Horde) was
established.

In 1221, Qiu Chuji set off westwards
to visit Genghis Khan. He passed
by Karakorum City and reached
Talikan, the place that Genghis Khan
lived in and lied east of Khanabad in
Afghanistan, in 1222.
In 1225, Ogadai Khanate was
established.
In 1227, Genghis Khan died, and
Chagatai Khanate was established.
In 1229, Ogadai Khan ascended the
throne.
In 1231, Mongol attacked Korea.

In 1240, Batu Khan, grandson of
Genghis Khan, occupied Kiev.
In 1241, Batu Khan led the army to
attack Poland, Hungary, Slovakia,
and Czech, till his failure in areas
near Vienna of Austria.
In 1246, Güyük Khan ascended the
throne.
Italian missionary Plan Carpin
visited Karakorum City and wrote
The Travels of P l a n C a r p i n t o
Mongol after returning to his
motherland.
In 1251, Möngke Khan ascended the
throne, and Kublai was appointed to
be in charge of the important military
affairs in the Han-Chinese region
south of the desert1.
In 1254, French missionary
Rubruck visited Karakorum City,
and wrote The Journey of William of
Rubruck to the Eastern Parts after
returning to Europe.
Hethum I, King of Armenia, visited
Karakorum City, and ordered his
attendants to write The Journey of
Hethum later.
In 1255, the 1 st debate between
Buddhism and Taoism was held in
Karakorum City, and Buddhism
prevailed.
In 1256, Ilkhanate was established.
In 1258, the army of Mongol Empire
for western expedition occupied
Baghdad.

History of China

Capital Construction of Mongol
Empire and Yuan Dynasty

Historical Events of Xanadu City

In 1215, Mongol occupied
Zhongdu City of Jin
Dynasty.
In 1218, Mongol annexed
Western Liao Dynasty.

In 1220 Genghis Khan chooses
Kharkhorin as the site of the future
capital.

In 1227, Mongol annexed
Western Xia Dynasty.

In 1234, Mongol annexed
Jin Dynasty (Jin Dynasty
annexed Liao Dynasty in
1125 and Northern Song
Dynasty in 1127).

1251 Kublai Khan establishes his
headquarters on Jinlianchuan Prairie,
stationing his troops in the area of
the former Jinhuan Prefecture.
In 1253, Mongol annexed
Kingdom of Dali.

In 1256 The Ilkhanate is founded.
In 1258, Kaiping City was built.
Dalongguanghuayan Temple was
established in the northeast corner of
the city.

In 1258, commissioned by
Möngke Khan, Kublai gathered
several hundred Buddhists and
Taoists in Kaiping City for debate,
and Buddhism succeeded.

History of Mongol Empire

History of China

In 1259, Mongolia army set off the
expedition to Syria.
In 1260, Mongolia army occupied
Damascus.

Capital Construction of Mongol
Empire and Yuan Dynasty

Historical Events of Xanadu City

In 1260, Kublai Khan ascended the
throne in Kaiping City.
The King of Korean sent envoys
with Memorial Rescript and gifts
to Kaiping to congratulate Kublai’s
enthronement.
In 1261, the Korean king sent his
son and his minister to Mongol
Empire as hostage.

In 1260, Kublai Khan
ascended the throne in
Kaiping City.

In 1263, Kaiping was upgraded to
Xanadu City2.

In 1264, Yanjing was changed to
Zhongdu City.

Envoys from a European country
came to Kaiping to have an
audience with Kublai Khan.
In 1264, Korean envoys came to
Xanadu City to congratulate Kublai
Khan on the victory in the battle
against Ariq Böke.
The Khan orders 10,000 Han troops
to come to Xanadu and attend the
grand court rally (hulitai).

In 1266, Da’an Palace was
constructed in Xanadu City.
In 1267, Confucius Temple was
rebuilt in Xanadu City.

In 1271, Dayuan was made
the reign title, and the
imperial order was issued3.

Construction of Zhongdu City
(Yanjing) started.
In 1268, Temple of City God was
built in Xanadu City.
In 1271, Wan’an Palace was
constructed in Xanadu City.
In 1272, Zhongdu City (Yanjing)
was made Dadu City5.
In 1274, Daqianyuan Temple and
Taiyi Palace were constructed in
Xanadu City.

In 1275, Korea submitted to the
Yuan Dynasty.

In 1271, Huihui Astronomical
Observatory was established in
Xanadu City by the Yuan court4.

In 1275 Kublai Khan receives
Marco Polo and his company from
Italy.

In 1276 Emperor Zhao Xian
of the Southern Song Dynasty
comes to Xanadu to receive
the Khan’s investiture.

In 1279, Yuan Dynasty
annexed Southern Song
Dynasty.

I n 1 2 8 0 , K o r e a n K i n g Wa n g
Jianchun had an audience with
Kublai Khan in Xanadu City.
In 1283, Korea sent the envoy Jo
In-Kyu to Xanadu.
In 1288, the warehouse inside
Xanadu City was built.
In 1290, about 2,000 people were
sent to build the wall of Xanadu
City.6

In 1298, Tiefan’gan Canal was built
in Xanadu City.

In 1294, Kublai Khan died of
disease. Korean king and his
concubine made a condolence visit
to Xanadu City.
Temür, Emperor Chengzong of the
Yuan Dynasty ascended the throne.

History of Mongol Empire

I n 1 3 1 0 , Ogadai Khanate was
annexed by Chagatai Khanate.

History of China

In 1313, Keju (Imperial
Examination System) was
implemented.

In 1322, Roman
missionary Odorico
visited Xanadu City
and wrote The Journey
of Odorico to the Eastern
Parts after he returned to
his motherland in 1330.

Capital Construction of Mongol
Empire and Yuan Dynasty

Historical Events of Xanadu City

In 1307, Bureau of Military Affairs
(Shumuyuan) sent 2,500 soldiers
to repair Duyingfang and the
government office.
Karakorum City became the seat
of government for Helin Branch
Secretariat.
The Zhongdu City was built in
t o d a y ’s Z h a n g b e i y i n g , H e b e i
province.

In 1307, Qaišan, or Emperor
Wuzong of the Yuan Dynasty,
ascended the throne in Xanadu
City.

In 1300, Korean king Wang Chou
had an audience with Emperor
Chengzong in Xanadu for another
time.
In1300, Emperor Chengzong
received the 91-people mission
from Myanmar.

In 1313, the Confucius Temple in
Xanadu City was repaired.
In 1320, Luding Hall was built for
the empress in Xanadu City.
In 1321, Xanadu City and the
Huayan Temple were repaired.
In 1322, the construction of Gable
and Hip-roofed Hall and Temple of
Emperor’s Teacher was stopped in
Xanadu.
I n t h e 1 2 th l u n a r m o n t h , t h e
construction was continued
according to the imperial order.
In 1323, Huayan Temple and Temple
of Emperor’s Teacher Hphags-pa
were repaired in Xanadu City.
In 1324, the building with a gable
and hip roof was constructed in
Xanadu City.
In 1325, the Xanadu incense hall
and Qianyuan Temple were repaired.
In 1326, Furen Gate was repaired in
Xanadu City.

In 1331, Hongxi and Chongshou
halls were repaired in Xanadu City.
In the 4th lunar month, the emperor
ordered to build houses for raising
hawks and gerfalcons.

In 1347, the ordo was built in
Xanadu City, and Huayan and
Qianyuan temples were repaired.

The 9th lunar month, 1328 Arigibag
ascends the throne in Xanadu and
Tugh Temür, or Emperor Wenzong,
does the same in Dadu, triggering
a war between them. In the 10th
lunar month, the regime based in
Xanadu is defeated.
In 1329, Tuq-temür, or Emperor
Wenzong ascended the throne in
Xanadu City.

I n 1 3 3 3 , To g h o n - Te m o r, o r
Emperor Huizong, ascended the
throne in Xanadu City.
In 1342, Marignolli led the mission
of the Pope to Xanadu City and
was received by Emperor Shundi
of the Yuan Dynasty. A tribute
horse was acclaimed by both the
emperor and the ministers.

History of Mongol Empire

History of China

In 1358, the Red Turban
Army occupied Xanadu
City.

Capital Construction of Mongol
Empire and Yuan Dynasty
In 1353, Muqing Palace was
constructed in Xanadu City.
In 1358, Xanadu City was destroyed.
In 1358, Zhongdu City was
destroyed.

Historical Events of Xanadu City

I n 1 3 6 2 , E m p e r o r H u i z o n g ’s
intention to repair palaces in Xanadu
City was rejected by the ministers.
In 1368, the Ming army
occupied Xanadu City and
the Yuan Dynasty fell.
In 1370, Chagatai Khanate was
annexed by Timur Empire.

In 1372, the Ming army attacked
Karakorum City but failed.
In 1388 The Ilkhanate is overthrown
by the Timurid Empire.
In 1388, the Ming army defeated the
Northern Yuan army.
In 1402, Northern Yuan regime fell.

In 1368, the history of Xanadu City
as the capital of the Yuan Dynasty
came to an end.
In 1370 Ayushiridara retreats to
Kharkhorin and founds the Northern
Yuan regime there.
In 1370, the Ming Dynasty
established Kaiping Wei (defense
administration) in Xanadu City.

In 1397, Kaiping City was repaired.
In 1402, Karakorum City got ruined.
In 1415 Eight beacon towers are
built in the vicinity of Kaiping Wei.
In 1430, Kaiping Wei was moved to
Chicheng in Hebei, and the ancient
Xanadu City was abandoned.

1
In Records of Shizu Emperor, Vol. 16 of the History of Yuan, in the 2nd lunar month of the 27th year during Zhiyuan period, 2,000 people went to
Xanadu to build the city wall. In Vol. 4 of the History of Yuan, Emperor Xianzong ascended the throne in the 6th lunar month of Xinhai year. Among
his brothers, Kublai Khan was the eldest and wisest. Therefore, Emperor Xianzong authorized him to handle the military affairs in Han-Chinese areas
south of the desert, and Kublai Khan stationed in Zhuahudu area. In Vol. 4 of the History of Yuan, Emperor Xianzong ascended the throne in the 6th
lunar month of Xinhai year. Among his brothers, Kublai Khan was the eldest and wisest. Therefore, Emperor Xianzong authorized him to handle the
military affairs in Han-Chinese areas south of the desert, and Kublai Khan stationed in Zhuahudu area.

In the New History of Yuan, Xanadu Administrative Division and Huanzhou of the former Jin Dynasty were for Zhala’er and Wulute tribes in the
early Yuan Dynasty. In the 6th year of Emperor Xianzong’s reign, Kublai ordered Liu Bingzhong to build a city in Longgang Hill east of Huanzhou
and north of Luanhe River.
2

In Records of Emperor Shizu (Ⅱ) in the History of Yuan, in the 5th lunar month of 1263, Kaiping was made Xanadu City.

3

In Vol. 7 of the Book of Yuan, the emperor visited Xanadu City in the 3rd lunar month of 1271, and in the 8th lunar month of the same year. In the
11 lunar month Dayuan was made the reign title, and the imperial order reads…
th

4

In Vol. 7 of the Book of Yuan, Huihui Astronomical Observatory was established in the 7th lunar month of the 8th year of Zhiyuan period. In Vol.
90 of the book, before Emperor Shizu ascended the throne, he selected Huihui people to act as astrologists including Zhamaliding and others with
great knowledge. No governmental office was established till the 8th year of Zhiyuan period when the Astronomical Observatory was set up. Also
in Vol. 90 of the book, in the 1st year of Zhongtong period, an Astronomical Observatory, different from Huihui Astronomical Observatory, was
established following Jurchen people’s system. In Vol. 33 of the book, the Imperial Astronomy Office and the Huihui Imperial Astronomy Office
were commissioned to sacrifice Heaven to eliminate the disaster.
5

In Vol. 7 of the Book of Yuan, Zhongdu City was changed to Xanadu City in the 2nd lunar month of the 9th year of Zhiyuan period.

6

In Records of Shizu Emperor, Vol. 16 of the History of Yuan, in the 2nd lunar month of the 27th year during Zhiyuan period, 2,000 people went to
Xanadu to build the city wall.
* Part of the chronology is based on Chen Gaohua and Shi Weimin: A Study of Dadu and Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty. Beijing: China Renmin
University Press, 2010, pp.284-295, Appendix II: Chronology of Important Events Related to Xanadu of Yuan.
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B.2 Relevant literature (excerpted)
B. 2-1 Foreign literature on Xanadu (excerpted)
B.2-1-1 The Travels of Marco Polo
Marco Polo (Italy); Translated into English by Marsden and into Chinese by FENG
Chengjun. The Travels of Marco Polo. Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 2005
(completed and originally published around 1299)
Nicolo, Mafeo, and Marco, however, undismayed by perils or difficulties—to which
they had long been inured—passed the borders of Armenia, and prosecuted their
journey. After crossing deserts of several days' march, and passing many dangerous
defiles, they advanced so far, in a direction between north-east and north, that at
length they gained information of the Great Khan, who then had his residence in a
large and magnificent city named Clemeinfu [Shangtu]. Their whole journey to this
place occupied no less than three years and a half; but, during the winter months, their
progress had been inconsiderable. The Great Khan having notice of their approach
whilst still remote, and being aware of how much they must have suffered from
fatigue, sent forward to meet them at the distance of forty days' journey, and gave
orders to prepare in every place through which they were to pass, whatever might be
requisite to their comfort. (Chapter 5, HOW THE TWO BROTHERS AGAIN
DEPARTED FROM VENICE ON THEIR WAY BACK TO THE GREAT KHAN
AND THEY TOOK WITH THEM MARCO THE SON OF MESSER NICOLO)
LEAVING the city and province last mentioned, and travel-ling three days, you arrive
at a city named Changanor, which signifies, the White Pool. At this place the Khan
has a great Palace, which he is fond of visiting, because it is surrounded with pieces of
water and streams, which are the haunt of many swans. There is also a fine plain,
where are found in great numbers, cranes, pheasants, partridges, and other birds. He
derives the highest degree of amusement from sporting with gerfalcons and hawks,
the game being here in vast abundance. Of the cranes they reckon five species. The
first sort are entirely black as coals, and have long wings. The second sort have wings
still longer than the first, but are white, and the feathers of the wings are full of eyes,
round like those of the peacock, but of a gold colour and very bright; the head is red
and black, and well formed; the neck is black and white, and the general appearance
of the bird is extremely handsome. The third sort are of the size of ours. The fourth
are small cranes, having the feathers prettily streaked with red and azure. The fifth are
of a grey colour, with the head red and black, and are of a large size.
Near to this city is a valley frequented by great numbers of partridges and quails,
for whose food the Great Khan causes millet and other grains suitable to such birds, to
be sown along the sides of it every season, and gives strict command that no person
shall dare to reap the seed; in order that the birds may not be in want of nourishment.
Many keepers, likewise, are stationed there for the preservation of the game, that it
may not be taken or destroyed, as well as for the purpose of throwing the millet to the
birds during the winter. So accustomed are they to this feeding, that upon the grain
being scattered and the man's whistling, they immediately assemble from every
quarter. The Great Khan also directs that a number of small buildings be prepared for
their shelter during the night; and, in consequence of these attentions, he always finds
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abundant sport when he visits this country; and even in the winter, at which season, on
account of the severity of the cold, he does not reside there, he has camel-loads of the
birds sent to him, wherever his court may happen to be at the time… (Chapter 60 OF
THE CITY OF CHANGANOR, OF DIFFERENT SPECIES OF CRANES AND OF
PARTRIDGES AND QUAILS BRED IN THAT PART BY THE ORDERS OF THE
GREAT KHAN)
DEPARTING from the city last mentioned, and proceeding three days' journey in
a north-easterly direction, you arrive at a city called Shandu [Shangtu], built by the
Great Khan Kublai, now reigning. In this he caused a palace to be erected, of marble
and other handsome stones, admirable as well for the elegance of its design as for the
skill displayed in its execution.
The halls and chambers are all gilt, and very handsome. It presents one front
towards the interior of the city, and the other towards the wall; and from each
extremity of the building runs another wall to such an extent as to enclose sixteen
miles in circuit of the adjoining plain, to which there is no access but through the
palace. Within the bounds of this royal Park there are rich and beautiful meadows,
watered by many rivulets, where a variety of animals of the deer and goat kind are
pastured, to serve as food for the hawks and other birds employed in the chase, whose
pens are also in the grounds. The number of these birds is upwards of two hundred,
without counting the hawks; and the Great Khan goes in person, once every week, to
inspect them. Frequently, when he rides about this enclosed forest, he has one or more
small leopards carried on horseback, behind their keepers; and when he pleases to
give direction for their being slipped, they instantly seize a stag, goat, or fallow deer,
which he gives to his hawks, and in this manner he amuses himself.
In the centre of these grounds, where there is a beautiful grove of trees, he has
built a Royal Pavilion, supported upon a colonnade of handsome pillars, gilt and
varnished. Round each pillar a dragon, likewise gilt, entwines its tail, whilst its head
sustains the projection of the roof, and its talons or claws are extended to the right and
left. The roof, like the rest, is of bamboo cane, and so well varnished that no wet can
injure it. The bamboos used for this purpose are three palms in circumference and ten
fathoms in length, and being cut at the joints, are split into two equal parts, so as to
form gutters, and with these, laid concave and convex, the pavilion is covered. But to
secure the roof against the effect of wind, each of the bamboos is tied at the ends to
the frame. The building is supported on every side like a tent by more than two
hundred very strong silken cords, and otherwise, from the lightness of the materials, it
would be liable to oversetting by the force of high winds. The whole is constructed
with so much ingenuity of contrivance that all the parts may be taken apart, removed,
and again set up, at his Majesty's pleasure. This spot he has selected for his recreation
on account of the mild temperature and salubrity of the air, and he accordingly makes
it his residence during the three months of the year, namely, June, July, and August.
(Chapter 61 OF THE GREAT KHAN'S BEAUTIFUL PALACE IN THE CITY OF
SHANDU AND OF THE CEREMONIES PRACTICED IN THE HALL OF THE
ROYAL PALACE)
Besides the marvels before mentioned, by which they are distinguished from each
other, they are likewise termed Bacsi, which applies to their religious sect or order. So
expert are they in their infernal art, they may be said to perform whatever they will}
and one instance shall be given, although it may be thought to exceed the bounds of
credibility. When the Great Khan sits at meals, in his hall of state—as shall be more
particularly described in the following book—the table which is placed in the centre is
elevated to the height of about eight cubits, and at a distance from it stands a large
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buffet, where all the drinking vessels are arranged. Now, by means of their
supernatural art, they cause the flagons of wine, milk, or any other beverage, to fill the
cups spontaneously, without being touched by the attendants, and the cups to move
through the air the distance of ten paces until they reach the hand of the Great Khan!
As he empties them, they return to the place from whence they came; and this is done
in the presence of such persons as are invited by his Majesty to witness the
performance.
These Bacsi, when the festival days of their idols draw near, go to the Palace of
the Great Khan, and thus address him:—"Sire, be it known to your Majesty, that if the
honours and offering are not paid to our deities, they will in their anger afflict us with
bad seasons, with blight to our grain, pestilence to our cattle, and with other plagues.
On this account we beg your Majesty to grant us a certain number of sheep with black
heads, together with so many pounds of incense and of lignaloes, in order that we may
be enabled to perform the customary rites with due solemnity."
Their words, however, are not spoken directly to the Great Khan, but to certain
great officers, by whom the communication is made to him. Upon receiving it he
never fails to comply with the whole of their request. Accordingly, when the day
arrives, they sacrifice the sheep, and by pouring out the liquor in which the meat has
been seethed, in the presence of their idols, perform the ceremony of worship.
In this country there are great Monasteries and Abbeys, so extensive indeed that
they might pass for small cities, some of them containing as many as two thousand
monks, who are devoted to the service of their divinities, according to the established
religious customs of the people. These are clad in a better style of dress than the other
inhabitants} they shave their heads and their beards, and celebrate the festivals of
their idols with the utmost possible solemnity, having bands of vocal music and
burning tapers. Some of this class are allowed to take wives.
There is likewise another religious order, the members of which are named
Sensin, who observe strict abstinence and lead very austere lives, having no other
food than bran, which they mix in warm water. That is their food: bran, and nothing
but bran; and water for their drink. This sect sometimes pay adoration to fire, and are
considered by the others as heretics, not worshipping idols as they do. There is a
material difference between them in regard to the rules of their orders, and these last
described never marry in any instance. They shave their heads and beards like the
others, and wear hempen garments of a black and blue colour j but even if the
material were silk, the colour would be the same. They sleep upon coarse mats, and
suffer greater hardships in their mode of living than any people in the world…
(Chapter 61 OF THE GREAT KHAN'S BEAUTIFUL PALACE IN THE CITY OF
SHANDU AND OF THE CEREMONIES PRACTICED IN THE HALL OF THE
ROYAL PALACE)
Kublai took his station in a large wooden castle, borne on the backs of four
elephants, whose bodies were protected with coverings of thick leather hardened by
fire, over which were housings of cloth of gold. (Chapter 4, Book II, OF THE
BATTLE THAT THE GREAT KHAN FOUGHT WITH NAYAN)

B.2-1-2 Compendium of Chronicles (Jami' al-tawarikh)
Written by Persian historian Rashid-al-Din Hamadani; translated into Chinese by YU
Dajun and ZHOU Jianqi. Compendium of Chronicles. Beijing: The Commercial Press,
1983-1985 (completed around 1300-1310)
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Later, Tachaer, Yeke Kadan, Nalin Kadan, Chiyin Temur, Guadu and other
princes and generals—King Muqali’s sons, Hulumishi, consort princes Nachen and
Tielihai, and the left-wing generals; Bolicha (Sudun Noyan’s son), Zhili (Tuerchi
Noyan’s son), two Tarxans, and the right-wing generals, all gathered together and
decided at the meeting, ‘Hulagu Khan has been to Tazi, Chagatai’s sons and
grandsons are faraway, and so are Chuchi’s. They have colluded with Ariq Böke and
done something silly. Before Hulagu and Bieerge even arrived, Ergene Khatun had, at
generals’ request, been to Ariq Böke’s on behalf of the Chagatai family. If we did not
have our own Great Khan, how could we even survive?’ After such a discussion, they
reached an unanimous agrteement. Then in midsummer, the year 658 by the Islamic
Calendar (Dec. 18, 1259-Dec. 5-1260), they enthroned 46-year-old Kublai in Kaiping.
By custom, all the above-mentioned princes and generals kneeled and avowed
allegiance to him; by the blessing and favor of the Paramount Allah, they hailed him
the Great Khan. (Biography of the Great Khan Kublai, son of Tolui, son of Genghis
Khan, p.p. 294-295 )
The Great Khan wished to build a palace of the same scale in Kaiping, his
summer resort 50 li away from Dadu (or Khanbaliq). There were three roads leading
from his winter resort to this place: the first road was used exclusively for
hunting—no one, except envoys with imperial edicts, could use this road; the second
road led to Zhuozhou, and, along the river bank, also led to this palce, which
abounded with grapes and fruit. Near this city stood another city named Zunmalintou
whose residents were mostly Samarkandish. According to their custom, they built
many gardens. There was yet another road along a … Height. After people passed by
that height and reached Kaiping City, then they would find grasslands, meadows and
the summer camp. The Great Khan used to spend summer in Zhuozhou. Later, he
built his summer resort in Kaiping and laid the foundation for a pavilion named after
him. One night, he had a nightmare and thus stopped the construction. Then he talked
to scholars and architects and discussed where to build another palace. It was
unanimously agreed that the best spot was by a lake at the center of the grassland near
Kaiping City. People had the inention to drain the lake. In this country, there was a
stone used to replace firewood. This kind of wood was collected in large quantities, as
well as coal; people used limestone and broken bricks to fill the lake and its source;
then they melt a lot of tin for reinforcement. After the foundation rose to about one
man high, stone planes were paved on it. Because the water was locked underneath, it
rushed to the small meadow on the other side and gushed like a fountain. On the stone
planes, a Chinese-style palace was built and the meadow was encircled by a wall. A
wooden wall built between the wall and the meadow so as to prevent any one from
transpassing onto the meadow. A variety of wild beasts were set free on the meadow;
there they lived and multiplied. At the center of the city, two palaces—including a
smaller one—were built. Joining the outer palace to the inner palace was a road
(street). Courtiers entered the palace through this passageway. However, the palace
courtyard where the Great Khan lived was encircled by a wall as high as a stone’s
throw. In most cases, the Great Khan lived in the palace outside the city. (Biography
of the Great Khan Kublai, son of Tulai, son of Ghenghis Khan, pp. 324-325)

B.2-1-3 Histoire des Mongols
Histoire des Mongols by Swedish historian C D’Ohsson; translated into Chinese
by Feng Chengjun. Shanghai: Shanghai Bookstore Publishing House, 2001
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(completely in the 19th century)
Wassaf says, at the meeting in Shangdu, Prince Qayshan (or Haishan) asked other
princes and generals, ‘according to the will of the Great Khan, who is entitled to
succeed to the throne?’ All those present at the meeting answered in unison, ‘now that
Kublai designated his son Chingkim (or Zhenjin) as Crown Prince; and ordered
Ananda’s father Mongalay to be a local ruler. Then the Qayshan is entitled to the
throne.’ All those present at the meeting pledged allegiance to Qayshan. Later, they
discussed the penalty Ananda was to received. Now that he attempted to usurp the
throne against Genghis Khan’s order and without the agreement of the royal family,
he should receive death penalty. (p.340)

B.2-1-4 Mongolia and the Mongols
[Russian] Alekseĭ Matveevich Pozdneev; translated by Zhang Mengling et al.
Mongolia and the Mongols (vol.2). Hohhot: Inner Mongolia People’s Publishing
House, 1983 (completed around 1893)
(Chapter VIII From Dolon-nuur to Jingpeng, p.p. 365-366)
This city also has walls. Each of the four walls measures about 880 steps
(according to calculation, the eastern city wall is 862 steps, the southern one 896 steps
and the western one 868 steps), approximately equivalent to 300 sazhens. The
structure of this wall is same as that of the second enclosure; they use the same filling,
except that the surfacing here is made up of fired bricks, not of stones. The section of
city wall near the southern gate has been preserved especially well, so has the
southern gate itself. The walls of the gate passageway are 7 sazhens thick, whereas the
walls at other places are not thicker than 1 sazhens 6 chetverts. (Chapter VIII)
Chapter VIII From Dolon-nuur to Jingpeng
……
May 23, Sunday
＋8º at 6; ＋13º at 9; ＋15.5º at 12; ＋14ºat 15; ＋10º at 18; 7º at 21
……The Xanadu River wound its way from west to east through the vally. At
1:40, at a place about 1.5 verst from the river bank, we entered the marshlands,
distributed along the two sides of the Xanadu River. Generally speaking, the soil was
extremely floppy. Now it had become bud because of the rain. Some places were
practically bogs. At this place, the Xanadu was about 8 sazhens wide and around 11
chetverts deep. The river bed is made of hard sand. Having crossed the Xanadu River,
we reached the site of Chaonaimensumu at 2:40. It began to drizzle before we
unloaded our luggage.
Chaonaimensumu was an ancient Chinese-Mongolian city. Initially, it was the
capital where Yuan emperors lived. After the Yuan regime was toppled, it was reduced
to an ordinary Chinese stronghold on the border, where Chinese kept a watchful eye
on Mongolian tribes that kept harassing Chinese border areas. In Mongolian,
Chaonaimensumu means ‘one hundred and eight temples’. Besides, its ruins still
retained the names used when it existed. For example, it was generally known as
‘Xanadu’ among Chinese, because it had served as Kublai’s capital in the north; later,
it was called Kaiping Fu, which is its original name.
The heavy rain made it impossible for me to tour the ruins on the day I arrived.
But as the ruins covered a large area, I decided that I should first of all develop a
general picture. I climbed onto a wall and instantly saw that Chaonaimensumu was
made of three smaller cities, each of which had a independent system of walls. I
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started by touring the outermost city. It took me three and a half hours for me to travel
around it along the city wall, from 4 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Therefore, it can be inferred
that the perimeter of the outer wall was at least 12 sazhens. Inside the city, there
seemed to be no hill or ditch left. The city wall left was now an earthen enclosure,
which tumbled at many places; especially its southern part—there was no sign
indicating it had been a section of the city wall. However, at some other places, there
were obvious bumps, especially the western section of the city wall. In the north of
the city, the city wall towered in the valley, reaching 4 sagenes at the highest places.
Had the city walls been built different in height?—This question could not be
answered without investigation. Undoubtedly, most of the southern wall toppled down
because it had been in neglect and disrepair for many years. However, we were also
rather positive that the city walls were different in height when built. When
Mongolians and Hans living on the steppe build their enclosures for their houses, the
northern wall is generally higher than the other walls because wind usually comes
from the north in these areas. In some cases, only the northern wall is built, as we saw
in Xilasumo, Dolon-nuur. As for the width of the outer wall of this city, accurate
calaculation was out of the question even at the footing of the northern wall, because,
after some section tumbled, the base was thickened as much as the upper part shrank.
People could ride horses on the city wall at will, because its top, even after its width
diminished, had not been less wide than 1 sagene. In other places, contemporary
Mongolians even build carriage ways. What had prompted them to do this was, no
doubt, due to the following situation: the Xanadu valley adjacent to the city wall was
basically impassable (especially on rainy days), and the path on the city wall was of
hard soil. Of course, to acquire the same convenience, they built winter houses and
pens. I remember that, not long ago, a traveler once reported the construction of a
temple here. However, this report was not true, as I only found a Buddhist shrine
covering 1.5 square archines. As routine, there was a figurine of the local of God of
Land. Except this, there was no other building of the same kind. The downtown area
within the outer wall, generally speaking, was crowded with mounds; however, it was
absolutely impossible to determine whether these mounds were remnants of buildings,
and what time they belonged. It was hard to imagine a city without any building.
However, these mounds were so low and they were bestrew with such a thick and
dense layer of grass that we could not develop any opinion without serious excavation.
This may probably have been that garden built by Kublai, depicted vividly by Marco
Polo.
When I returned to my tent, I was soaked with rain. Thus I could not make any
further investigation whatsoever; and besides, it was pretty dark. So I began to
recollect and reflect on what I had read on Xanadu so as to have a clearer idea of its
history and status quo. I do not wish to repeat what people have already know. I will
make some quotations from Xu Tong Jian, which is yet to be published.
As recorded in that book, Xanadu was built during 1256-1259. To be more
specific, in 1256, Kublai, the Mongolian Khan, wished to build a city which could
serve as a fair and an imperial palace, a place where his subjects could assemble.
Kublai assigned the task of site selection to a Buddhist monk called Zicong (Liu
Bingzhong), who picked a place known as Longchang located east of Huanzhou and
north of the Luanshui River. After the city was completed 3 year later, it was named
Kaiping Fu and later renamed Xanadu (in 1263).
In the 8th lunar month, 1301, because of rain lasting for days on end, a flood
surged to threaten the northwest corner of the city, Wang Bosheng, commander of the
garrison, led his men to drive piles into the ground, use soil, stone and carpets for
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reinforcement, and to dig ditches to channel water. When day broke, everything was
safe and sound. The residents even did not know what had happened during the past
night.
1321, Kublai dispatched 3,500 soilders to build Huayan Temple in Xanadu. In the
same year, the Muslim temple in the city was destroyed; a hall was built on the site in
honor of the Emperor’s teacher Pagba Lama. At the same time, a golden pagoda was
built in Xanadu to enshrine the relic. In the same year, the walls of Xanadu were
repaired.
In 1323, gold and silver mining was forbidden in Xanadu, Yunzhou, Xinghe,
Xuande, Weizhou, Fengshou Zhou, and Jimingshan Mountains.
In the summer of 1337, a grand banquet was thrown in the Yellow Palace of
Xanadu, which later became a custom for later emperors.
In 1354, the emperor ordered that the roads in the north of Xanadu be paved with
stone.
In 1358, Guan Xiansheng raided Xanadu from Datong and burned down the
palaces. There he stayed 7 days; then marched to Luoyang (which should be
Liaoyang). After the palaces were destroyed, Mongolian khans stopped going to
Xanadu.
In 1370, Xanadu was changed to Wei, which had 8 posts. The east four were
Liangting, Nihe (Shen’a according to History of Ming and Shenhe according to The
United Great Qing Dynasty), Saifeng and Huangyan, which led to Daning and
Guobeikou. The west four were Huanzhou, Weilu, Ming’an and Xianning, which led
to Dushankou.
May 24, Monday
＋7º at 6; ＋8º at 9; ＋13º at 12; ＋14º at 15; ＋11º at 18; ＋8º at 21
I woke up at 5 a.m. as usual, only to find the new day have nothing heartening.
Just like yesterday, it was still drizzling and the sky was downcast. I saw no sign that
the rain was going to stop. There was more mud; soil, when saturated, became softer
and were trembling under my feet like marshlands. At around 9, the rain began to stop,
at least momentarily. So I set out to tour the second section of the city. It took me one
good hour to travel around the second wall, therefore its perimeter was about 4 versts.
The second wall was in much better conditions than the first, especially the sections
on the west and east. At some places, the wall looked so solid and complete that it was
hard to imagine these ruins had a history of 500 years. During this period, everything
here had come down in the world. The wall was at least 5 sagenes high. Judging from
appearance, its surfaces on both sides were made of polished stones; the stones may
have been stuck together with the mixture of limestone and clay. The space between
the stone surfaces was filled with stones, sand and broken bricks. In order to reinforce
the walls, appended reinforcement structures were added to the wall every thirty
sagenes. At the top of the wall an extremely large number of tiles with polished
surfaces were piled. From this it could be inferred that the city wall was originally
roofed with tiles. The second wall had six gates: one in the north, one in the south,
two in the west and two in the east. Between the two gates in the east and in the west,
there was a distance of 800 steps. All the gates were two-fold. The part of city wall
blocking the gate passageway protruded about 10 sagenes than the inner city wall.
And the gates never led straight to the main building inside; rather they were laid out
sideways. Therefore, to enter the inner city, one must take the side passageways.
Outside the city wall there had undoubtly been a moat. Some parts of the moat were 1
sagene deep, and other parts were less deep. Within the second citywall, I counted 18
large mounds, of which 14 were located at the northwest and northeast corners of the
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city. Of the best preserved and highest mounds, there was one which local
Mongolians referred to as “Huhesumo” (Blue Temple). Around this mound, there was
an earthern wall which must have been the enclosure. It was 60 steps long from south
to north and 40 steps wide from east to west. Inside the enclosure, there were
altogether 4 mounds. Between every two neighbouring mounds there was a space of
5-6 steps. In the northeast courner of the enclosure, not far away from the main
mound, there was a relatively shallow pit where a half-damaged tablet of the Yuan
Dynasty could be found. This tablet had become a marble plane, which had been
polished. Two decorative dragons carved on the tablet added to its beauty. The heads
of the two dragons pointed downwards, with their tails interwining together. Their
foreclaws reached forward to sieze one round disc, on which 15 characters were
inscribed. Judging from its appearance, the tablet was square, each of whose sides
measured 1 sagene and 8 chetverts. As for the round disc with inscription, it was 14
cheverts long and 7.5 cheverts wide. The tablet was originally erected on a white
marble sculpture of a bixi beast. The bixi sculpture was now preserved too, not far
from the stone plane. Half the sculpture was buried underground. As for the
inscription, it was in seal script. The Chinese used the seal script before the second
century A.D. Now the special script was used only for the titles of important classic
and academic works, the captions of national maps, and sometimes, the captions of
especially important paintings, for decorative purpose. We’d like to put the true
rubbing of this inscription; at the same time, we want to make one extra point
clear—according to the habits and custom of contemporary Chinese calligraphy, the
format of the inscription should be:
The inscription may be translated as follows: ‘This tablet is erected by imperial
edict during the Yuan Dynasty in honor of Shou Yunxuan, an upright senior and great
spreader of popular culture. ’
Therefore, the tabet inscription itself proved that it might be a certain celebrity’s
tombstone. This gentleman had the title ‘Dasitu’ (which we translated into ‘great
spreader of popular culture’). In order to explain this title, we needed to make it clear
that in the Yuan Dynasty this was a common title. As it was generally known, Yuan
emperors were much concerned about educational development and agricultural
reform in China. In order to popularize relevant knowledge, they set certain posts,
which may sometimes have been called Dasitu. Besides the above-mentioned
responsibilities, these officials were also in charge of collecting taxes. As a matter of
fact, the title had been in existence prior to the Yuan Dynasty. Speaking of
Mongolians, it should be noted that they often conferred on people ancient titles,
which did not indicate these people were privileged. It was a custom that Mongolians
conferred on monks and the laity titles. The Dasitu buried behind the tablet was a
Buddhist monk.
Besides this tombstone, there was a rock in the northeast corner, on which two
Tibetan-style hats, with lofty and narrow roofs and broad edges, were carved. Near
one of the mounds in the northwest corner of the city, I saw several American-style
rolling stones, whose grinding grains were now rather broken (now rolling stones of
this kind are still in use in China). It was hard to determine whether these rolling
stones were from the Yuan Dynasty, or the Yuan Dynasty, or modern times.
Having made the rubbings of the tablet inscription, I set out to tour the innermost
city, where Mongolian emperors lived. This city also had an enclosure, each side of
which measured about 880 steps (according to calculation, the east wall was 862 steps
long, the south one 896 steps, and the west one 868 steps), approximately equivalent
to 300 sazhens. The structure of this enclosure was same as that of the second one; so
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was its filling, except that the la face was made of fired bricks instead of stone. The
section near the south gate was preserved especially well; so was the south gate itself.
The walls of the gate passageway were 7 sagenes thick, whereas those at other places
were no thicker than 10 sazhens 6 chetverts. Interestingly enough, the parts that had
collapsed were fairly evenly distributed. It seemed that at these places, some
structures other than walls had been built.
The upper parts of the east and west gates had almost been completely damaged.
However, their base and walls were preserved. It could be imagined that, besides tiled
roofs, there must have been decorations. For example, nearby the east gate, Chinese
lion sculptures, either broken or worn, were piled; there were also sculptures of bodies
of creatures with scales such as snakes or dragons. All these things were made of
marble; they were so exquisitely made that they could be compared with
contemporary works of art of the same kind. At each corner of the city wall there was
a round watch tower. The evidence which can be used to verify the shape of these
towers were the tower skeltons not higher than the city wall and the better-preserved
tower at the northeast courner of the city.
As was different from the first two cities, mounds and remnants of buildings were
almost everywhere. Bounds were blurred between some of these mounds to form
some shapeless larger mounds, which made it different to determine how many
buildings were buried in these mounds. It was also hard to find out where exactly the
former imperial palace was located. Presumably its ruins may be hidden in one of the
larger mounds in the downtown area; it was also likely that it was the building with
wings adjacent to the north wall. My local Mongolian guides told me that these ruins
were of the imperial palace. Their reasons were, that this building was indeed grander
than other buildings; and that there were a very large number of broken decorations
nearby, including sculptures of lion heads and dragon heads, flowers carved on stones
obviously for decorative purpose, two complete lion sculptures, etc. I said, these
decorations may also have belonged to the large building which formed the mound
opposite. My guide replied to me with conviction that what was buried under that
mound must be the ruins of Kublai’s main temple. To prove their theory, they first
inferred that Kublai could not have built his own palace in front of a temple. Then
they mentioned the fact that, when the land of Chaonaimensumuwas handed over to
the hands of shabinaer (or ‘the laity of a Tibet Buddhist temple’) of the ‘Janggiy-a
hutugtu’ (the ‘greatest living buddha’), it was at this mound that the Aliyabaolu Statue
was discovered and then presented to the ‘Janggiy-a hutugtu’ instantly. At present, the
statue is still preserved in his warehouse in Beijing. When they talked about this, I
began to wonder if this place had been excavated. However, further observation led
me to believe that there was no sign of excavation. Was it possible that the signs had
been lost in time.
If you look at all these ruins from the top of the city wall or the palace mound, it
is not hard to find that these ruins were arranged according to a certain order; they
were arrayed into 6 rows and extended from north to south. Therefore, it can be
inferred that there were 5 streets running from south to north and 8 from east to west.
In the downtown area, there were many round pits made of bricks, whose diameter
was near 1 sazhen. These pits may have been wells. Among the stones in saw in the
downtown area, there was one marble stone especially conspicuous. Probably the
largest stone, it was chiseled into the shape of a silver ingot, lying in the courtyard of
the first building, left to the palace. Local Mongolians believed that this house was
likely to have been the treasury of Yuan emperors. As far as I was concerned, I
thought it was pointless to air my opinions on when these buildings and their parts
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and the sections of the city were built and on what their uses or purposes had been. I
felt that all these conclusions were questionable. And the more we learned about the
past of this city and even of these ruins, the weaker their bases would be. No doubt,
any of these mounds assumed the form when they served as buildings in Yuan capital,
because on these ruins new buildings had been built more than once and all these new
buildings were also reduced to ruins and disorderly garbage heaps. According to the
legends of local Mongolians, Chaonaimensumu was the capital Kublai selected. They
even pointed where his palace was located. However, they would pass over the period
in which the city underwent the most changes, i.e. the Ming Dynasty. They would
describe in a detailed way how Chinese armies were stationed here during the reign of
the Kangxi Emperor in the Qing Dynasty. With a naïve and surprised look, they would
try to make listerners believe that these Qing soldiers had extraordinary skills so that
they could build gigantic houses used as their barracks. They would even play the
connoisseur and talk of the temporary houses which Chinese businessmen built here,
and of the enclosure the built (with the stones in the ruins again?)—its shape, size and
sturdiness—in which they grazed their sheep and camels so that they grew fat. All
these buildings have become garbage heaps, under which ruins were buried. However,
the ruins were first of all those of the Ming stronghold, rather than of Kublai’s capital.
According to History of Ming, Chaonaimensumu was no longer Mongolians’ capital
since 1369. The following was how the Chinese chronicle described the change:
‘In 1368, Great General Xu Da led a troop to attacked the Yuan Dynasty; the
Yuan Emperor fled outside the Great Wall by way of Beiping to Kaiping. He sent his
generals Yesu etc. to harass the north.’
‘In 1368, Chang Yuchun defeated the Yuan troops and the Chinese army
marched into Kaiping. There, they captured local governor Prince Dingzhu. At that
time, the Yuan Emperor (Toghon Temur) fled to Yingchang. His general, Wang
Baobao (or Koumlke Temur) occupied Dingxi to harass the border areas.’ (see History
of Ming, vol. 327, Biography of Xiecu)’
From then on, Mongolian Khans no longer lived in Kaiping (Chaonaimensumu)
and their former capital had been transformed by Ming people into an ordinary
stronghold. In other words, this city had a same fate and played the same role as
Xinghe. There, the Chinese monitored the actitivies of Mongolians in the north. This
fact was confirmed in the biographies of the History of Ming. According to the
records of History of Ming, the garrison leader of the border sent a memorial to the
Ming emperor, proposing a measure taken to render Mahamu to release the envoy he
seized, and Mahamu etc. gathered strengthen along the Yinma River and intended to
invade the borders. According to the records of History of Ming in 1424, ‘In spring,
the garrison leader of Kaiping reported Alutai’s invasion’ (see History of Ming, vol.
328, Biography of Wala). I could not find out later Chinese historical records on
Kaiping. Therefore, I could determine the exact time when the Chinese gave Kaiping
up. However, I believed that this took place early in the 15th century, because the
focus of their fighting and monitoring activities shifted westward. I mentioned this
materials only to prove my following view, that is—it would be difficult to make any
conclusion about the former Mongolian capital without any serious excavation of
Chaonaimensumu’s ruins.
At 12 o’clock p.m., it cleared up, which made it possible for me to take photos.
Though the possibility remained relatively low. I took my camera and took 3
panoramic pictures of the former imperial capital, pictures of a part of the city wall
and a city gate, a panoramic picture of the inside of the imperial capital, the picture of
what was supposedly Kublai’s palace, a picture of the layout within the second section
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and its relationship with the imperial capital in a whole, a picture of the stone tablet, a
picture of the West Gate (I chose to take a picture it because it was best preserved
compared with other gates), and a picture of a part of the east section of the second
enclosure (again, I took a picture of this place because it was best preserved, so that
people may have some idea how the city wall was built).
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B.2-2 Basic Historical Documents Relevant to Xanadu
B.2-2-1 Natural Setting
一、生态
圣上龙飞之地，岁丙辰始建都城。龙冈蟠其阴，滦江经其阳，四山拱卫，佳
气葱郁。都东北不十里，有大松林，异鸟群集，曰察必鹘者，盖产于此山。有木，
水有鱼，盐货狼籍，畜牧蕃息，大供居民食用。然水泉浅，大冰负土，夏冷而冬
冽，东北方极高寒处也。按方志盖东汉乌桓地也，距新桓州四十有五里。
（王恽：
《中堂事记》，《秋涧集》卷 81）
二、山脉
1.龙岗
初，帝命刘秉忠相地于桓州东、滦水北，建城郭于龙冈。
（《元史》卷 157《刘
秉忠传》）
龙风秀色常青青，年年五月来上京。……上都有山，名龙冈，宫阙对之。
（伍
良臣：《上京》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
卧龙山在旧开平城北三里，元上都北枕龙冈，即此山也。
（《大明一统志》卷
5《万全都指挥使司·山川》）
小呼尔虎山，当兆奈曼苏默城之北，大呼尔虎山在其西北，疑即古卧龙山。
在独石口外，旧开平城北三里。元上都北枕龙冈，即此山。以道里计之，二山当
即卧龙山也。（《嘉庆重修一统志》卷 548《牧厂》）
2.铁幡竿山
上京西山上树铁幡竿，高数十丈，以其下海中有龙，用梵家说作此镇之。
（周
伯琦：《立秋日书事五首》，《近光集》卷 2）
铁竿屹立海水竭，卧龙飞去空冥冥。（伍良臣：《上京》）
3.南屏山
……正位宸极召公……采祖宗旧典，参以古制之宜于今者，条列以闻。……
上命有司择上都南山之胜地，营建庵舍而居公焉，公号其山曰南屏。……车驾岁
时行幸两都，公必随之。（张文谦：《刘秉忠行状》，《藏春集》附录）
元自开国始创建于西山，赐上名额，实自太保刘文正公之主也。其祖坛在上
都南屏山，即太保读书处，有碑文纪事。而其开坛阐教之名氏次第于后：第一代
宗师刘忠太保文正公；第二代李；三代张；四代林；第五代林；六代毛；七代谢；
八代郭；九代刘；十代谭；十一代潘。（《析津志辑佚·寺观》
）
［天历二年八月］遣道士毛颖达，祭遁甲神于上都南屏山、大都西山。
（《元
史》卷 33《文宗纪二》）
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南屏山，在旧开平城南四十里。
（《大明一统志》卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川》）
4.馒头山
〔天历二年十二月〕改上都馒头山为天历山。
（《元史》卷 33《文宗纪》二）。
5.毡帽山
毡帽山，在开平卫城西北十里，远望如帽。
（《大明一统志》卷 5《万全都指
挥使司·山川》）
6.东山
东山，在开平卫城东三十里，极高峻，上有墩可

望百余里。
（《大明一统志》

卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川）
7.牛心山
牛心山，在旧开平城东四十里。
（《大明一统志》卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川》）
三、河流
1.滦河
滦河，源出金莲川中，由松亭北，经迁安东、东州西，濒滦州入海也。王曾
《北行录》云：“自偏枪岭四十里，过乌滦河，东有滦州，因河为名”。（《元史》
卷 64《河渠志一》）
滦河，在云州堡东北六十里，发源炭山，水井乱泉，合为此河，北流经古桓
州，南下流入开平界。（《大明一统志》卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川》
）
滦河，上都牧厂西，俗名上都河，即古濡水也。源出独石东北山中，西北流
至乌兰城东，折而东北，经开平城南东流，折而南至郭家屯，入承德州；复东南
流至喀喇河屯，合宜孙河、
热河诸水，流入边城。至永平府迁安县界，始名滦河。
（《口北三厅志》卷 2
《山川》）
2.兔儿河
兔儿河，发源开平废县，西南一百余里，上沙涡中东流，合入滦河。
（《大明
一统志》卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川》）
3.香河、簸箕河、闾河
香河，源发开平废县东北松林中，南流合入滦河。又有簸箕河、闾河，亦发
源松林中，西南流与滦河合。（《大明一统志》卷 5《万全都指挥使司·山川》）
四、金莲川
桓州……曷里浒东川，更名金莲川，世宗曰：“莲者连也，取其金枝玉叶相
连之义。”景明宫，避暑宫也，在凉陉，有殿、扬武殿，皆大定二十年命名。有
查沙、有白泺，国言曰勺赤勒。（《金史》卷 24《地理志上》）
明昌四年春，上得幸景明宫，安仁与同列谏曰：“昔汉、唐虽有甘泉、九成
避暑之行，然皆去京师不远，非如金莲千里之外，岭沙漠，隔关岭。万一有警，
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何以应变?”（《金史》卷 96《许安仁传》）
一望金莲五色中，离宫风月满云龙。向来菡萏香销尽，何许蔷薇露染浓。秋
水明边罗袜步，夕阳低处紫金容。长阳猎罢回天仗，万烛煌煌下翠峰。 （赵秉
文：《金莲》，《滏水集》卷 7）
茫茫金莲川，日映山色赭。天如碧油幢，万里罩平野。野中何所有，深草卧
羊马。昔人建离宫，今存但古瓦。秋风吹白波，犹似衰泪洒。村女采金莲，芳香
红满把。……金章宗与李妃避暑于此。有泰和宫，今废。
（陈孚：
《金莲川》，
《元
诗选》二集上）
……十五日丙子，停午至察罕脑儿，时行宫在此。申刻，大风作，玄云自西
北突起，少顷四合，雪华掌如，平地尺许，乱滦河而北。次东北土土娄下，群山
纠纷，川形平易，因其势而广狭焉。泉流萦纡，揭衣可涉。地气甚温，大寒扫雪，
寝以单韦，煦如也。沙草氄 茂，极利畜牧。按地志，滦野盖金人驻夏金莲，凉陉
一带，辽人曰王国崖者是也。（王恽：《中堂事记》，《秋涧集》卷 81）
宪宗二年，世祖以皇弟开邸金莲川。（《元史》卷 157《郝经传》）
宪宗继位，世祖以大弟镇金莲川，得开府，专封拜。
（《元史》卷 146《杨惟
中传》）
五、松林
滦人薪巨松，童山八百里。世无奚超勇，惆怅渡易水。原注：取松煤于滦阳，
即今上都。去上都二百里，即古松林千里。其大十围。居人薪之，将八百里也。
（白珽 《续演雅十诗》，《湛渊遗稿》卷中）
山围行殿周遭住，万里客看牧羊父。听神榆树北车声，满载松林寒雨。应昌
南旧日长城，带取上京愁去。又秋风落雁归鸿。怎说到无言语处。
（冯子振：
《松
林》，《全金元词》，下册，第 922 页）
阴阴松林八百里，昔山相传为界址。……（袁桷：
《松林行》，
《清容居士集》
卷 15）
百万苍虬几雪霜，夜深和雨激沧浪，……剑戟森严坚岁暮。……（张嗣德：
《松林夜雨》，《皇元风雅》后集，卷 3）
六、物产
（一） 野生植物
1.金莲花
开平昔在绝塞之外，其动植物，如金莲、紫菊、地椒、白翎鸟、阿兰之属，
皆居庸关以南所未尝有。（危素：《赠潘子华序》，《危太朴集》卷 8）
金兰花叶绿如黛，紫菊花大如盂，色深叶娇润可爱，俱产上都。（伍良臣：
《上京》诗注，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
重房自拆，娇黄谁注，烂漫风前无数。凌波梦断几番秋，只认得、三生月露。
川平野阔，山遮水护，不似溪塘迟暮。年年迎翠华行，看照耀，恩光满路。（刘
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敏中：《鹊桥仙·上都金莲》
，《中庵集》卷 25）
北皆刍牧之地，无树木，遍生地椒、野茴香、葱、韭，芳气袭人。草多异花
五色，有名金莲花者，似荷而黄。（周伯琦：《扈从诗前序》）
花色金黄，七瓣绕其心，一茎数朵，若莲而小。六月盛开，一望遍地，金色
烂然。至秋花干而不落，结子如粟米而黑。其叶绿色，瘦尖而长，或五尖，或七
尖。（《口北三厅志》卷 5《物产》）
2.紫菊、地椒草
紫菊花开香满衣，地椒生处乳羊肥。……原注：紫菊花，惟滦京有之，名公
多见题品。地椒草，牛羊食之，其肉香。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
冻雨催花紫，风轻散野香。刺沙尖叶细，敷地乱条长。楚客收成果，奚童撷
满筐。行厨供草具，调鼎尔非良。
（许有壬：
《上京十咏·地椒》，
《至正集》卷 13）
沙草山低叫白翎，松树春雨树青青。土房通火为长炕，毡屋疏凉启小棂。六
月椒香驼贡乳，
九秋雷隐菌收钉。（马祖常：《上京翰院书怀》，《石田集》卷 3）
3.芍药
时雨初肥芍药苗，脆甘味压酒肠消。扬州帘卷东风里，曾惜名花第一娇。原
注：草地芍药，初生软美，居人多采食之。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
东风亦肯到天涯，燕子飞来相国家。若较内园红芍药，洛阳输却牡丹花。原
注：内园芍药迷望，亭亭直上数尺许，花大如斗。扬州芍药称第一，终不及上京
也。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
红芍花开端午时，江南游客苦相疑。上京不是春光晚，自是天家日景迟。
（马
祖常：《五月芍药》，《石田集》卷 4）
滦京朱夏半，红药盛开初。天欲留春律，花应待乘舆。一台香雾湿，千朵锦
云舒。立转雕阑影，愚臣有谏书。
（许有壬：
《奏事洪禧殿赋殿前芍药》，
《至正集》
卷 12）
4.长十八
双鬟小女玉娟娟，自卷毡帘出帐前。忽见一枝长十八，折来簪在帽檐边。
（迺
贤：《塞上五曲》，《金台集》卷 2）
长十八，白花，红丝，白豆。大虽干亦不改色，不凋烂。上都田者，作人事
用。（《析津志辑佚·物产》）
5.蘑菇
牛羊膏润足，物产借英华。帐脚骈遮地，钉头怒戴沙。斋厨供玉食，毳索出
毡车。莫作垂涎想，家园有莫邪。原注：此物喜生车帐卓歇之地，夏秋则环绕其
迹而出。（许有壬：《上京十咏·沙菌》，《至正集》卷 13）
砂头蘑菇一寸厚，雨过牛童提满筐。
（柳贯：
《后滦水秋风词》，
《柳待制文集》
卷 6）
海红不似花红好，杏子何如巴榄良。更说高丽生菜美，总输山后蘑菇香。原
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注：海红、花红、巴榄仁，皆果名。高丽人以生菜裹饭食之。尖山产蘑菇。（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
6.芦菔（萝卜）
性质宜沙地，栽培属夏畦。熟登甘似竽，生蔗脆如梨。老病消凝滞，奇功直
品题。故园长尺许，青叶更堪

。
（许有壬：
《上京十咏·芦菔》，
《至正集》卷 13）

7.白菜
土羔新且嫩，筐筥 荐纷披。可作青菁饭，仍携玉版师。清风牙颊响，真味士
夫知。南土称秋末，投簪要及时。
（许有壬：
《上京十咏·白菜》，
《至正集》卷 13）
8.韭花
西风吹野韭，花发满沙陀。气校荤蔬媚，功于肉食多。浓香跨薑 桂，余味及
瓜茄。我欲收其实，归山种涧阿。
（许有壬：
《上京十咏·韭花》，
《至正集》卷 13）
9.荞麦
坡远花全白，霜轻实变黄。杵头麸褪黑，石岂 齿雪流香。玉叶翻盘薄，银
丝出漏长。元霄贮膏火，蒸黑笑南乡。原注：南乡乔麦黑甚，孰则坚若瓦石，田
家元夕以代陶盏贮膏火。（许有壬：《上京十咏·碜面》，《至正集》卷 13）
荞麦花开草木枯，沙头雨过茁蘑菇。牧童拾得满筐子，卖与行人供晚厨。
（胡
助：《宿牛群头》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 14）
10.粟、黍
卧龙冈外有人家，不识江南早稻花。种出碛中新粟卖，晨炊顿顿饭连沙。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
……三月，从幸上都，次察罕脑儿。帝以行宫亨丽殿制度卑隘，欲更广之。
奏曰：“此地苦寒，入夏始种粟黍。……（《元史》卷 136《拜住传》）
……至察罕脑儿，由此转西至怀秃脑儿……俗亦饲牛力穑，粟、麦不外求而
赡。凡一饲五牛，名曰一日耕地五六顷，收粟可二百斛。
（周伯琦：
《扈从诗后序》）
11.蕨菜、枸杞
野蓛 堆盘见蕨芽，珍羞眩眼有天花，宛人自卖葡萄酒，夏客熊烹枸杞茶。
（许
有壬：《竹枝十首和继学韵》，《至正集》卷 27）
（二） 野生动物
1.秋羊
塞上秋风起，庖人急上供。戎盐舂玉碎，肥羊宁压花重。肉净燕支透，膏凝
琥珀浓。年年神御殿，颁馂 每沾侬。（许有壬：《上京十咏·秋羊》，《至正集》卷
13）
2.对角羊
月出王孙猎兔忙，玉骢拾失戏沙场。皮囊乳酒锣锅肉，奴视山阴对角羊。原
注：橘绿羊，或四角六角者，谓之迭角羊。迭义未详。以其角之相对，故曰：对
角。毛角虽奇，香味稍别，
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故不升之鼎俎。于以见天朝之玉食，有等差也。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂咏》卷下）
3.黄羊
草美秋先腯 ，沙平夜不藏。解绦文豹健，脔炙宰夫忙。有肉须共世，无魂亦
似獐。少年非好杀，假尔试穿杨。
（许有壬：
《上京杂咏·黄羊》，
《至正集》卷 13）
嘉鱼贡自黑龙江，西域葡萄酒更良。南土至奇夸凤髓，北陲异品是黄羊。原
注：黑龙江，即哈八都鱼也。凤髓，茶品。黄羊，北方所产，御膳用。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂咏》卷上）
黄羊，朔方山野中广有之。毛黄红色，疏而长。小耳，两角亦尖小，成数群
常百数。上位驾回，围猎以奉上膳。其肉味精美，人多不敢食。
（《析津志辑佚·物
产》）
4.黄鼠
北产推珍味，南来怯陋容。瓠肥宜不武，人拱若为恭。发掘怜禽狝 ，招来或
水攻。君母急盘馔，幸自不穿墉。
（许有壬：
《上京十咏·黄鼠》，
《至正集》卷 13）
荞麦花深野韭肥，乌桓城下客行稀。健儿掘地得黄鼠，日暮骑羊齐唱归。
（贡
师泰：《和胡士恭滦阳纳钵即事韵五首》，《玩斋集》卷 5）
怪得家童笑语回，门前惊见事奇哉。老翁携鼠街头卖，碧眼黄髯骑象来。原
注：黄鼠，滦京奇品。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
5.白翎雀
白翎雀生于乌桓朔漠之地，雌雄和鸣，自得其乐，世皇因命伶人硕德闾制曲
以名之。（《南村辍耕录》卷 20）
白翎雀，形以鹌鹑，长身短足，善学百鸟之音，性驯可畜。（《口北三厅志》
卷 5《物产》）
七、气候
幽都风土异，六月亦冰霜。
（张养浩：
《上都道中二道》，
《张文忠公文集》卷
6）
遥遥瑞气笼金阙，隐隐明河傍玉楼。四海暑天三伏夜，六街凉月万家秋。
（刘
敏中：《上都凉甚喜书四绝》，《中庵集》卷 17）
院院翻经有咒僧，垂帘白昼点酥灯。上京六月凉如水，酒渴天厨更赐冰。
（萨
都剌：《上京即事》，《雁门集》卷 6）
小雨阴风夏夜阑，穿窗扑面雪成团。平明笑与长官说，天上玉京如此寒。
（欧
阳玄：《试院偶题赠巽斋》，《圭斋集》卷 3）
上都五月雪飞花，顷刻银汝十万家。说与江南人不信，只穿皮袄不穿纱。
（杨
瑀 《山居新语》
）

是时阊阖薰风暖，上京六月如初冬。（周伯琦：《诈马行》，《近光集》卷 1）
昨夜分明梦到家，庭前开遍石榴花。龙门不放东风过，五月平滦雪满沙。
（马
臻：《滦都寓兴》，《霞外诗集》卷 3）
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滦京九月雪花飞，香压萸襄与梦违。雁字不来家万里，狐裘旋买换征衣。雪
深连月与檐齐，谁把新吟向客题。一字成时笔如铁，不如载酒画楼西。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂咏》卷下）
B.2-2-2 Building and Planning of Xanadu
一、开平城的兴建
岁丙辰，春三月，命僧子聪卜地于桓州东、滦水北，城开平府，经营宫室。
（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
初，帝命秉忠相地于桓州东滦水北，建城郭于龙冈，三年而毕，名曰开平。
继升为上都，而以燕为中都。（《元史》卷 157《刘秉忠传》）
贾居贞字仲明，真定获鹿人。……世祖在潜邸，知其贤，召用之，俾监筑上
都城。讫事，以母丧归。（《元史》卷 153《贾居贞传》）
谢仲温字君玉，丰州丰县人。……丙辰，城上都，仲温为工部提领，董其役。
帝曰：“汝但执梃，虽百千人，宁不惧汝耶!”（《元史》卷 169《谢仲温传》）
公讳觽 ，字彦解；幼颖异不好弄。稍长，读书兼习国语及西域语，风仪耸然
魁杰也，事世祖皇帝潜藩以缜密受知。岁甲寅世祖城上都，公董役，有中帑金币
之赐。（虞集：《高鲁公神道碑》，《道园学古录》卷 17）
……欲成仁义俗，先定帝王都。畿甸临中国，河山拥奥区。燕云雄地势，辽
碣壮天衢。峻岭蟠沙碛，重门限扼狐。侵滛 冠带近，参错土风殊。翠拥和龙柳，
黄飞盛乐榆。岐山鸣，冀野牧。风入松杉劲，霜涵水草腴。穹访罢迁徙，区脱省
勤劬。阶士遵尧典，卑宫协禹谟。既能避风雨，何用饰金朱。栋宇雄新造，城隍
几力扶。建瓴增壮观，定鼎见规模。……（郝经：《开平新宫五十韵》，《郝文忠
公陵川文集》卷 3）
绳局，中统五年始置，提领二员。祗应司，国初建开平府宫阙、燕京琼花岛
上下殿宇，始置祗应司，以供备之。设大使一员，秩从五品，隶宫殿司。累置副
使一员，直长三员，吏目一员，司吏二人。今掌内府诸王邸第、异巧工作、修禳
应办、寺观营缮，管匠七百户，隶大都留守司。今定置大使一员，副使一员，直
长三员，吏目一员，司吏二人。（《经世大典·诸局》，《永乐大典》卷 19781）
上都本草野之地，地极高甚寒，去大都一千里。相传刘太保迁都时，因地有
龙池，不能干涸，乃奏世祖，当借地于龙，帝从之。是夜三更雷震，龙已飞上矣。
明日以土筑成基，至今存焉。（孔齐：《上都避暑》，《静斋至正直记》卷 1）
圣祖初临建国城，风飞雷动蛰龙惊。月生沧海千山白，日出扶桑万国明。原
注：上京大山，旧传有龙。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
皇帝光嗣天下……皇太弟忽必烈有以启囗元也……岁丙辰，诏开府囗岭北滦
水之阳，筑城辟营宫室焉。王恭承明命，乃经界疆里，申画邑新……设天地
神 ，……逐会清太洞□师天一清作醮五昼夜，昭告上帝浸命……一清及府僚李宗
杰，以金镂盒持香导以宝幡，藉以重囗囗于五狱四渎，投金龙玉册焉。……七
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月……时方旱……优渥老稚……王惠我雨……

丙辰抵清源之祠，翌日质明，一

清一岁服……告济各中，其度三献礼……即龙池扌来 献如礼而，……以答贤王
之诚，感囗之理，灼炙可信，答者周公以囗之亲作新大邑于洛，肇称殷礼，咸……
典文是则今日观王之举，其亦囗周公之囗意也。夫噫……开……今囗后土地腴沃，
风寸时若（?）民不天痤，物无囗囗……王朝囗囗万季金城之安，其肇本于此矣!
是……以有望于明神……王府囗东囗王博文记并书篆额。……行礼者长春宫提点
□志滨……宣授怀孟张（?）囗冯（?）如（?）囗立石（王博文：《开平府祭告济
渎记》，《北京图书馆藏中国历代石刻拓本汇编》（元））
……铁竿屹立海水竭，卧龙飞去空冥冥。原注：旧为龙渊，刘太保卜吉而视
之，龙夕去水竭，遂创宫室，立铁幡竿于阙西以镇之。
（伍良臣：
《上京》，
《永乐
大典》卷 7702）
二、元上都的布局
（一） 宫城
1.城门
东华西华南御天，三门相望凤池连。
（周伯琦：
《扈从上京宫学绝句二十首》，
《近光集》卷 1）
又是宫车入御天，丽姝歌舞太平年。待臣称贺天颜喜，寿酒诸王次第传。原
注：千官至御天门，俱下马徒行，独至尊骑马直入。前有教坊舞女引导，且歌且
舞，舞出天下太平字样，至玉阶乃止。内门曰御天门。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂咏》卷
上）
御天门前闻诏书，驿马如飞到大都。九州四海服训诰，万年天子固皇图。
（胡
助：《滦阳杂咏十首》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 14）
门：御天，上都。（王士点：《禁扁》戊集）
大乐出端门，金龙日正暾。千官齐跪听，万户列行屯。亲卫周卢列，王徭尺
籍存。侍臣头已白，宣室颠陈论。
（袁桷：
《御天门听诏》，
《清容居士集》卷 16）
……每年六月望日，帝师以百戏入内，从西华入，然后登城设宴，谓之游皇
城是也。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
2.宫殿楼阁
（1） 大安阁
层甍复阁接青冥，金色浮图七宝楹。当时熙春今避暑，滦河不比汉昆明。原
注：右咏大安阁，故宋汴熙春阁也，迁建上京。
（周伯琦：
《扈从上京宫学纪事绝
句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
至元三年……时熙春撤木万计，当浮卸以东陆辇之，劳汴卫两集其事，公曰：
“汴大卫小役与之，埒民将不堪力。”请于上，竟以汴输之河漘 ，且遣军士三百，
整桴而下，我止壅遏水势而已。
（王恽：
《总管陈公去思碑铭》，
《秋涧集》卷 53）
梓人钮氏者，向余谈熙春故阁形胜，殊有次第。既而又以界画之法为言曰：
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“此阁之大概也，构高二百二十有二尺，广四十六步有奇，从则如之。虽四隅阙
角，其方数纡，余于中下断鳌为柱者，五十有二，居中阁位与东西耳。构九楹，
中为楹者五，每楹尺二十有四，其耳为楹者各二，共长七丈有二尺。上下作五檐
覆压。其檐长二丈五尺，所以蔽亏日月而却风雨也。阁位与平座，叠层为四。每
层以古座通藉，实为阁位者三。穿明度暗而上，其为梯道凡五折焉。世传阁之经
始，有二子掖醉翁过前，将作者曰：‘此即阁之制也’。取其成体。故两翼旁构，
俯在上层，栏构之下，止一位而已。其有隆有杀，取其缥缈飞动，上下崇卑之序。
此阁之形势所以有瑰伟特绝之称也。”
予因念汴自壬辰兵后，故苑芜没，惟熙春一阁岿然独存。昔尝与客三至其上，
徙倚周览，虽怅然动麦秀黍离之感，且诧其嶻 嶪 壮丽，如神营鬼构，洞心骇目，
有不可端倪者。至不藉井干，不阶峻址，飞翔突起，干青霄而矗上，又似夫鳌掀
而凤翥者。
予历考秦汉已来宫殿之制，汉不复于秦，而唐不及于汉。如未央、长乐，曾
何得阿房之万一?含元、华清，又奚敢两都之规制也?盖天地气衰，国资民力与林
林之材，不克取盈，而尺度不足其数焉故也。
然熙春遗构，亦可为近代之杰观。彼骚人词客，虽称述赋咏，极其伟丽，是
犹臆说庭章，而徒彷像其千门万户而已，终非梓匠，不能知其规模与胜概之所以
然。阁废撤已久，及闻钮氏之说，使觚金爵上云雨飞空际者，尽在吾目中矣。然
不文之言，不足以达远，因作记以遗之。钮氏者，斯世工师之良者也。至元二十
三年冬十月记。（王恽：《熙春阁遗制记》，《秋涧先生大全集》卷 38）
熙春阁，在景龙江撷芳园中，政和三年建。……《研北杂志》：汴梁熙春阁，
旧名壶春堂，徽宗时称道君时居之，在撷芳园中，俗呼为八滴水阁。汲郡王恽仲
谋有《熙春阁遗制记》。（周城：《宋东京考》，第 199 页）
正大末，北兵入河南，京城作防守计，宫尽毁之。其楼亭材大者，则为楼橹
用，其湖石皆凿为炮矣。迄今皆废区坏址，荒芜所存者，独熙春一阁耳。盖其阁
皆桫木壁饰，上下无土泥，虽欲毁之，不能。世岂复有此良匠也。
（刘祁：
《归潜
志》卷 7）
世祖皇帝在藩，以开平为分地，即为城郭宫室。取故宋熙春阁材于汴，稍损
益之，以为此阁，名曰大安。既登大宝，以开平为上都，宫城之内，不作正衙，
此阁岿然遂为正殿矣。规制尊稳秀杰，后世诚无以加也。
（虞集：
《跋大安阁图》，
《道园学古录》卷 10）
至元三年十二月丁亥，建大安阁于上都。（《元史》卷 6《世祖纪》三）
大安阁是广寒宫，尺五青天八面风。阁中敢进竹枝曲，万岁千秋文轨同。
（许
有壬：《竹枝十首和继学韵》，《至正集》卷 27）
大安阁是延春阁，峻宇雕墙古有之。四面珠帘烟树里，驾临长在夏初时。
（张
昱：《辇下曲》，《可闲老人集》卷 2）
大安阁下晚风收，海月团团照上头。谁道人间三伏节，水晶宫里十分秋。原
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注：大安阁，上京大内也。别有水晶殿。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
（2） 水晶殿
冰华雪翼眩西东，玉座生寒八面风。巧思曾经修月手，通明元在五云中。原
注：右咏水晶殿。（周伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
白昼箫韶起半空，水晶行殿玉屏风。诸王舞蹈千官贺，高捧葡萄寿两宫。
（萨
都剌：《上京杂咏五首》，《雁门集》卷 6）
殿，……水晶、洪禧、睿思、穆清、清宁，已上五殿并在上都。（王士点：
《禁扁》乙集）
（3） 洪禧殿
镂花香案错琳镠 ，金瓮葡萄大白浮。群玉诸山环御榻，瑶池只在殿西头。原
注：右咏洪禧殿。（周伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
颇黎瓶中白马酒，酌以碧玉莲花杯。帝觞余沥得沾丐，洪禧殿上因裴回。
（周
伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1。“颇黎”，即玻璃，“裴
回”同徘徊—编者）
日漾珠帘动，风生宝殿寒。明时求治策，要道在儒冠。听纳劳前席，咨嗟感
从官。黄封颁赐后，愉悦蔼天颜，（许有壬：《洪禧殿进讲》，《至正集》卷 12）
（4） 睿思殿
崔敬字伯恭，大宁之惠州人。……〔至元〕六年，迁枢密院都事，拜监察御
史。……又上疏，谏天子巡幸上都，宜御内殿。其略曰：“世祖以上都为清暑之
地，车驾行幸，岁以为常，阁有大安，殿有鸿禧、睿思，所以保养圣躬，适起居
之宜，存畏敬之心也。……（《元史》卷 184《崔敬传》）
睿思阁下琐窗幽，百宝明珠络翠裘。内署传宣来准备，大廷盛宴先初秋。
（周
伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
（5） 仁寿阁
榜题仁寿睿思东，星列钩陈绣阁重。中使三时羞玉食，地凉不用暑衣供。
（周
伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
（6） 香殿
泰定二年八月戊子，修上都香殿。（《元史》卷 29《泰定帝纪》一）
皇庆二年七月二十一日，也可怯薛第二日，大安阁后香殿内有时分，特速古
儿赤野讷、院使光兀儿不花等有来……（《元典章》卷 59 工部卷 2《造作·桥道·道
傍等处栽树》）
鹧班百和作坚材，翥凤翔龙四壁开。宝地晓张香积界，始知天子是如来。原
注：右咏香殿。（周伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
香殿昼夜云气合，琼楼天回月轮孤。
（许有壬：
《和闲闲宗师至上京韵二首》，
《至正集》卷 16）
（7） 统天阁
大安、统天二阁，上京。（王士点：《禁扁》乙编）
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（8） 万安阁
〔中统二年五月八日〕上御万安阁，四川杨侍郎遣其子以弓矢等物具表来献。
（王恽：《中堂事记》中，《秋涧集》卷 81）
至元八年十一月丙戌，上都万安阁成。（《元史》卷 7《世祖纪》四）
至元二十二年六月二十九日，上御万安阁，大司农、御史大夫孛罗、司农卿
兼御史中丞张文谦、御史中丞木八剌、史某、御史斡失乃奏，……（《大元官制
杂记·初立巡行劝农司条画》
）
（9） 奎章阁
元统二年七月壬辰，帝幸大安阁。是日，宴侍臣于奎章阁。（《元史》卷 38
《顺帝纪》一）
（10） 宣文阁
延阁图书取次陈，讲帷日日集儒臣。墨池云合天光绚， 东壁由来近北辰。
原注：右咏宣文阁。
（周伯琦：
《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，
《近光集》卷 1）
（11） 穆清阁
拜住，安童孙也。……英宗登极，拜中书平章政事。……夏五月，徽政使失
烈门、要束木妻也里失八等谋为逆，帝密得其事，御穆清阁，召拜住谋之。
（
《元
史》卷 136《拜住传》）
至正十三年正月甲戌，重建穆清阁。（《元史》卷 43《顺帝纪》六）
至正十三年，上都穆清阁成，连延数百间，千门万户，取妇女实之，为大喜
乐故也。（权衡：《庚申外史》卷上）
上都大安阁及宋汴京熙春阁，我元易置于滦之湫潭之上。至正年间，今上新
盖穆清阁与大安相对，阁之西陲俱有殿。特出层霄，冠于前古。下亦三面别有殿。
北有山子殿。上位每于中秋于此阁燕赏乐，如环佩隐隐然在九霄之上，着意听之，
杳不可得，是为天下第一胜景。盖其地势抱皇城，缔构非凡故耳。然入八月，则
琼楼玉宇，高处不胜寒矣。多人南归之心，早已合矣。至是时，上位、宫中诸太
宰，皆簪紫菊、金莲于帽，又一年矣。（《析津志辑佚·岁纪》
）
北阙岧 峣 号穆清，北山迢递绕金城。四时物色图丹壁，翠辇时临喜太平。
（周
伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
（12） 隆德殿
〔至元〕六年五月六日，上都隆德殿前，枢密院奏。……（《大元马政记》
第 50 页）
（13） 清宁殿
水晶、洪禧、睿思、穆清、清宁。原注：已上五殿并在上都。
（《禁扁》乙编）
泰定三年十一月己巳， 徙上都清宁殿于伯亦儿行宫。
（《元史》卷 30《泰定
帝纪》二）
（14） 玉德殿
至正元年正月二十日，特命为授经郎，复置经筵，又命兼经筵译文官。先是
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授经郎学舍在宫门外，隘陋弗称。于是，有旨以玉德宫之西殿为学。（周伯琦：
《近光集》序）
（15） 崇寿殿
至顺二年二月庚午，修上都洪禧、崇寿等殿。
（《元史》卷 35《文宗纪》四）
（16） 鹿顶殿
延祐 七年十月丁卯，为皇后作鹿顶殿于上都。
（《元史》卷 27《英宗纪》一）
（17） 歇山殿
至治二年二月庚子，罢上都歇山殿及帝师寺役。（《元史》卷 28《英宗纪》
二）
泰定元年十一月甲辰，作歇山顶楼于上都。
（《元史》卷 29《泰定帝纪》一）
（18） 楠木亭
元统二年七月丙午，帝幸楠木亭。（《元史》卷 38《顺帝纪》一）
3.宫学
至正元年，皇帝肇开宣文阁，以稽古右文，乃设授经郎二员，以教世戚勋臣
之子孙，建学舍内苑，以严中外之别。……而考德问业者，皆入侍帷幄，出备警
跸，以故大驾岁清暑上京，必从授经郎二员在扈从列。……（王沂：《授经郎板
屋记》，《伊滨集》卷 18）
黉舍重开大殿西，牙符给事籍金闺。吾伊日课翻青简，挥染还看写赫蹄。紫
燕交飞夏日长，虎门风动撼仓琅。小侯饱咏诗书译，共拟皋

佐庙堂。原注：右

二首咏宫学。（周伯琦：《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
4.中书省上都分省
东华西华南御天，三门相望凤池连。
（周伯琦：
《扈从上京宫学纪事绝句二十
首》，《近光集》卷 1。“凤池”指中书省，——编者）
（二） 皇城
1.城门
（1） 明德门
偶因试马小盘桓，明德门前御道宽。楼下绿杨楼上酒，年年万国会衣冠。原
注：明德门、午门也。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
明德城南万骑过，御天门下百官多。（郑彦昭：《上京行幸词》，《永乐大典》
卷 7702）
（2） 东门
剌剌拔都儿，乃太平王将佐，后至元三年杀唐其势大夫于宫中，外未之觉也。
因其余党皆在上都东门之外，伯颜太师虑其生变，领三百余骑除之。
（杨瑀 ：
《山
居新语》）
（3） 小东门
达礼麻识理饬军士城守，……夜遣死士缒城而下，焚其攻具，而调副留守秃
鲁迷失海牙引兵由小东门出，与之大战卧龙冈，败之。
（《元史》卷 145《达礼麻
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识理传》）
惹雪和烟复带霜，小东门外万条长。（王士熙：
《上都柳枝词》，《江亭集》，
《元诗选》二集，戊集。）
（4） 西门
早出西门五里外，……北边设一紫锦罘罳 ，即家庙也。
（严光大：
《祈请使行
程记》，《钱塘遗事》卷 9）
（5） 小西门
窈窕仙姝出禁闱，小西门外绿杨堤。王陵公子多豪纵，缓勒骄骢不敢嘶。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
小西门外草漫漫，白露垂珠午未干。沙漠峥嵘车马道，半空秋影铁幡竿。
（胡
助：《上京杂咏十首》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 14）
（6） 北门
阴山分脉自昆伦，朔漠绵延迥北门。遥见马驼知牧地，时逢水草似渔村。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
（7） 南门
每岁七月半，都人倾城出南门外祭奠。（杨瑀 ：《山居新语》）
太后、嗣君福王、隆国夫人、中使等，天晓尽出南门十余里……在草地行宫
殿下，……（严光大：《祈请使行程记》，《钱塘遗事》卷 9）
（8） 复仁门
泰定三年五月乙巳，修上都复仁门。（《元史》卷 30《泰定帝纪》二）
复仁门边人寂寂，太平楼上客纷纷。（宋本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷
7702）
2.街道
市狭难驰马，泥深易没车。
（袁桷：
《上京杂咏十首》，
《清容居士集》卷 15）
3.佛寺、道观
乾、艮二隅立二佛寺，曰乾元，曰龙光华严。复立老子宫于东西。
（袁桷：
《上都华严寺碑》，《清容居士集》卷 25）
4.翰林院
斗北高寒无点暑，举头正见七星文。玉堂近与琳宫接，清夜步虚声最闻。
（胡
助：《滦阳杂咏十首》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 14）
5.孔子庙
中统二年八月丁酉，命开平守臣释奠于宣圣庙。
（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
至元四年五月丁亥，敕上都重建孔子庙。（《元史》卷 6《世祖纪》三）
世祖既城开平，寻升上都，文治益修。至元六年，命留守臣颜蒙古反作孔子
庙都城东南。仁宗皇庆二年，命留守臣贺胜重葺旧殿，增廊庑斋厅，庾庖

闳垣

墉西偏为堂庐，以待国子分学，田坐云州者六十顷五十九亩，兴州又十四顷，以
教以养，作人之盛蔚乎!首善之地矣。（许有壬：《上都孔子庙碑》，《至正集》卷
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44）
（三） 外城
1.北苑（御苑、瑞林苑）
古木阴阴覆苑墙，雁程霜早碧云长。欲知圣德如天处，最近来庭是越裳。
高榆远柳远参差，一幕秋空碧四垂。莫笑从臣归太急，人间天上共秋期。
万事浮云一瞬过，何劳辩口似悬河。北风卷雨城南去，是日滦江水又多。
金莲紫菊带烟铺，画出龙冈万世图。直使王嫱到青冢，汉家当日有人无。
（许
有壬：《和友人北苑马上四首》，《至正集》卷 27）
丽日初明瑞气开，千官锡宴集蓬莱。黄门控马天街立，丞相簪花御苑回。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
瑞林苑，上都。（王士点：《禁扁》卷甲）
2.关厢
西关轮舆多似雨，东关帐房乱如云。（宋本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷
7702）
3.粮仓
上都诸仓：醴源仓，正二座，各五间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长六丈
五尺……广济仓，正一座，十三间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长一十六丈……
万盈仓，正一座，十三间，高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长一十六丈……（《大元
仓库记》）
4.民居
屋宇矮小，多以地窟为屋。每掘地深丈余，上以木条铺为面，次以茨盖上，
仍种麦、菜，留窍出火。有地屋，掘地三四尺，四周土墙。
（严光大：
《祈请使行
程记》，《钱塘遗事》卷 9）
土床长伏火，板屋颇通凉。（周伯琦：《上京杂诗十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
土房通火为长炕，毡屋疏凉启小棂。
（马祖常：
《上京翰苑书怀》，
《马石田集》
卷 3）
腊冻彻泉地坟起，土膏春动消成窪 。千条万条壁缝拆，十家九家屋山斜。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）

B.2-2-3 Palaces of Xanadu
一、失剌斡耳朵（棕毛殿）
〔昔〕剌斡耳朵者，即世祖皇帝之行在也。每圣上巡幸上都者，盖亦行国赋
民力，其圣虑周知，非实以清暑为事也。（《析津志辑佚·古迹》）
崔敬字伯恭，大宁之惠州人。……又上疏，谏天子巡幸上都，宜御内殿。其
略曰：“世祖以上都为清暑之地，车驾行幸，岁以为常，阁有大安，殿有鸿禧、
睿思，所以保养圣躬，适起居之宜，存畏敬之心也。今失剌斡耳朵思，乃先皇所
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以备宴游，非常时临御之所。……”（《元史》卷 184《崔敬传》）
毳幕承空柱秀楣，彩绳亘地掣文霓。辰旗忽动祀光下，甲帐徐开殿影齐。芍
药名花围簇坐，葡萄法酒拆封泥。御前赐酉甫千官醉，恩觉中天雨露低。原注：
车驾驻跸，即赐近臣洒马奶子御筵，设毡殿失剌斡耳朵，深广可容数千人。（柳
贯：《观失剌斡耳朵御宴回》，《柳待制文集》卷 5）
黄道无尘帐殿深，集贤引见羽衣人。步虚奏彻天颜喜，万岁声浮玉座春。殿
中锡宴列诸王，羽礻属

分班近御床。特旨向前观妓乐，满身雨露湿天香。清晓

传宣入殿门，箫韶九奏进金樽。教坊齐扮神仙会，知是天师朝至尊。
（马臻：
《大
德辛丑五月十六日滦都棕殿朝见仅赋绝句三首》，《霞外诗集》卷 3）
北极修门不暂开，两行宫柳护苍苔。有时金锁因何掣，圣驾棕毛殿里回。原
注：棕毛殿，在大斡耳朵。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
泰定二年二月十六日，敕造上都棕毛殿铺设，省下随路民匠为之。九月十三
日输之留守司。成造地毯二扇，积二千三百四十三尺。（《大元毡罽 工物记》）
至正九年夏五月，天子时巡上京，乃六月二十有八日，大宴失剌斡耳朵，越
三日而竣，事遵彝典也。（王恽：《上京大宴诗序》，《王文忠公集》卷 3）
二、伯亦斡耳朵（西内）
泰定四年八月乙酉，伯亦斡耳朵作钦明殿成。
（《元史》卷 30《泰定帝纪》
二）
泰定四年十一月辛卯，给伯亦斡耳朵驼、牛。
（《元史》卷 30《泰定帝纪》
二）
龙光、慈仁、慈德。原注：三殿并伯亦斡耳朵。（《禁扁》卷乙）
天历二年四月十五日，……据大都申，大都至上都一千里路，起运伯亦斡耳
朵颜料并竹地席，和雇车辆脚价斤重，依例支付覆实。司提举杨奉训度得，《大
一统志》内，大都至上都止是八百里路，合依典故改正。本部议：大都至上都里
路跋涉，山岭险阻崎岖，车程搬运难同坦途，若依典故一概定论，似涉偏执。况
兼此例，循行已久，合依大都路已拟相应。（《经世大典·站赤》，《永乐大典》卷
19421）
扶桑海色朝瞳瞳，天子方御龙光宫。（周伯琦：《诈马行》，《近光集》卷 1）
西内西城外，周围十里中。草阴迷辇路，山色护离宫。翠殿光凝雾，璇题影
曳虹。鸣銮时一幸，草木尽祥风。吉日开名宴，崇班列上公。
（周伯琦：
《上京杂
诗十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
皇舆吉日如西内，马酒新羞白玉浆。遥酹诸陵申典礼，旋闻近侍宴明光。
（周
伯琦：《上幸西内望北方诸陵酹新马酒彝典也枢密知院奉旨课驹以数上因赋七
言》，《近光集》卷 1）
至正二年岁壬午七月十有八日，西域拂郎国遣使献马……是日天朗气清，相
臣奏进，上御慈仁殿临观称叹，遂命育于天闲，饲以肉粟湩 。
（周伯琦：
《天马行
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应制作有序》，《近光集》卷 2）
紫宸肃肃讲帷开，冠佩如云接上台。圣德乾坤同覆载，陈言海岱益涓埃。凉
风拂户鸣金钥，细雨侵帘润宝台。拜赐霞觞春浃髓，衢尊顾见被埏垓。
（周伯琦：
《七月六日上京慈仁殿进讲纪事》，《近光集》卷 2）
今日新秋节，年年客上京。……大驾留西内，兹辰祝典扬。……（周伯琦：
《立秋日书事五首》，《近光集》卷 2）
负临西内，文臣侍大廷。……（周伯琦：《五月八日上京慈仁宫进讲纪事》，
《近光集》卷 2）
泰定三年十一月己巳，徙上都清宁殿于伯亦儿行宫。（《元史》卷 30《泰定
帝纪》二）
三、察罕脑儿行宫
中统二年三月十五日丙子，停午至察罕脑儿，时行宫在此。申刻大风作，玄
云自西北突起，少顷四合，雪华掌如，平地尺许。乱滦河而北，次东北土塿 下，
群山纠纷，川形平易，因其势而广狭焉。泉流萦纡，揭衣可涉。地气甚温，大寒
扫雪，寝以单韦，煦加也。沙草氄 茂，极利畜牧。按地志，滦野，盖金人驻夏金
莲、凉陉一带，辽人曰王国崖者是也。（王恽：《中堂事记》，《秋涧集》卷 80）
凉亭千里内，相望列东西。秋狝 声容备，时巡典礼稽。鸨凫随矢落，豭 鹿应
弦迷。乾豆归时荐，康庄颂耄倪。原注：上京之东五十里，有东凉亭，西百五十
里有西凉亭，其地皆饶水草，有禽鱼山兽，置离宫。言巡守至此，必猎较焉。
（周
伯琦：《立秋日书事五首》，《近光集》卷 2）
至察罕脑儿，云然者犹汉言白海也。其地有水泺，汪洋而深不可测，下有灵
物，气皆白雾，故名。其地有行在，宫曰亨嘉殿，阙庭如上京而杀焉。置云需总
管府，秩三品，以掌之。沙井水甚甘洁，酿酒以供上用，居人可二百余家，又作
土屋养鹰，名鹰房，云需府官多鹰人也。驻跸，于是秋必猎校焉。
（周伯琦：
《扈
从诗前序》，《近光集》附录）
至元十七年甲辰，作行宫于察罕脑儿。（《元史》卷 11《世祖纪》八）
蔡珍，彰德安阳人。……十七年，升忠武校尉、中卫亲军总把，俄改属后卫，
赐银符。时白海初建行营，命珍督役，卒事，民不知扰，虽草木无纤介损。帝临
幸，问其故，近臣以蔡珍号令严肃为对，帝嘉之，赏以钞若干。
（《元史》卷 166
《蔡珍传》）
鸳鸯坡上是行宫，又喜临歧象驭通。芳草撩人香扑面，白翎随马叫晴空。原
注：由黑围至此，始合辙焉，即察罕脑儿。白翎，草地所产。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂
咏》卷上）
拜住，安童孙也。……拜中书左丞相。……至治元年三月，从幸上都，次察
罕脑儿。帝以行宫亨丽殿制度卑隘，欲更广之。奏曰：“此地苦寒，入夏始种粟
黍，陛下初登大宝，不求民瘼，而遽兴大役以妨农务，恐失民望。”从之。（《元
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史》卷 136《拜住传》）
云需总管府，秩正三品。掌守护察罕脑儿行宫，及行营供办之事。达鲁花赤
一员，总管一员，并正三品；同知一员，从四品；副总管一员，从五品；判官一
员，正六品；经历一员，知事一员，提控案牍一员。延祐 二年置。（《元史》卷
90《百官志》六）
四、东凉亭行宫（只哈赤·八剌哈孙）
尚供总管府，秩正三品。掌守护东凉亭行宫，及游猎供需之事。达鲁花赤一
员，总管一员，并正三品；同知一员，从四品；副总管一员，从五品；判官一员，
正六品；经历、知事、提控案牍各一员，令史、译史、知印、奏差有差。至元十
三年，置只哈赤八剌哈孙达鲁花赤。延祐 二年，改总管府。其属附见：
香河等处巡检司，巡检一员，司吏一人。
景运仓，秩从五品。提点一员，从五品；大使一员，正六品；副使一员，正
七品。至元二十一年置。
法物库，秩从九品。大使、副使各一员。至元二十九年置。（《元史》卷 90
《百官志》六）
滦水东流紫雾开，千门万户起崔嵬。坡陀草色如波浪，长是銮舆六月来。
（虞
集：《王朋梅东凉亭图》，《道园遗稿》卷 5）
鹤禁烟华紫，龙冈草色青。羽林移晓仗，法驾幸凉亭。
（张翥：
《上都从驾东
凉亭》，《张蜕庵诗集》卷 1）
东凉亭下水溶溶，敕赐游船两两红。回纥舞时杯在手，玉奴归去马嘶风。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）

B.2-2-4 Government’s Roads of Xanadu
一、大都至上都的驿路
（一） 驿路
大都正北微西昌平西北八十榆林西行至统幕分二路：一路北行至上都，一路
西行至雷家站……洪赞正北转东八十周鸟窝正北偏东八十赤城八十独石东北八
十牛群头六十明安六十李陵台正西三十六站入和林桓州至上都。（《析津志辑
佚·大都东西馆马步站》
）
至元二十九年闰六月十九日，中书省咨：通政院呈，赤城站南至刁窝，北至
独石，各九十里。中间山路窄狭，河水数多，比之其余站赤生受，逼临站户逃窜，
倒断站赤。为此，于龙儿年二月初一日，沉檀殿里有的时分，剌臣奏火你赤说有，
上都、大都十个站有，其间里一个站添呵哏便当有。那般奏呵，疾忙立者。么道，
圣旨了也。钦此。本院参详，拟合于龙门口北旧立站地面内，再行添插一站。于
上都附近、宣德府等处，当差户内差拨人户。却将赤城站起移，赴赤城店安立相
应。得此，本省议得，若便定夺，缘前项站户贫富高低、劳逸不等，通政院判火
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你赤深知备细，咨请摘委本官前来讲究定夺。准此。（《经世大典·站赤》，《永乐
大典》卷 19423）
两都相望不满千里，往来者有四道焉，曰驿路，曰东路二，曰西路。东路二
者，一由黑谷，一由古北。（周伯琦：《扈从诗前序》）
天历元年十一月十日，右丞相燕帖木儿、平章政事钦察、通政院寒使等奏，
昌平、榆林、洪赞、周鸟窝、赤城、龙门、独石、失八儿秃、昔宝赤、李陵台、
桓州、滦阳等二十三站。（《经世大典·站赤》，
《永乐大典》卷 19421）
（二）辇路（黑谷路）
至正十二年，岁次壬辰四月，予由翰林直学士、兵部侍郎拜监察御史，视事
之第三日，实四月二十六日，大驾北巡上京，例当扈从。是日启行至大口留信宿，
历皇后店皂角至龙虎台，皆纳钵也。国语曰：纳钵者，犹言汉言宿顿所也。五月
一日，过居庸关而北，遂自东路至瓮山。明日至车坊，在缙山县之东。缙山县轩
辕缙云氏，山下地沃衍，宜粟，粒甚大，岁供内膳，今名龙庆州者，仁庙降诞其
地故也。州前有涧，名芗水，风物可爱。又明日，入黑谷，过色泽岭，其山高峻
曲折，而上下凡十八盘，而即平地。遂历龙门及黑石头，过黄土岭至程子头。又
过摩儿岭至颉家营，历白塔儿至沙岭。自车坊、黑谷至此，凡三百一十里，皆山
路崎岖，两岸悬崖峭壁，深林复谷中则乱石荦确，涧水合流淙淙终日，深处数丈。
关有桥，浅处马涉颇艰。人烟并村坞辟处二三十家，各成聚落，种艺自养。山路
将尽，两山尤奇高耸，出云表如洞门。然林木茂郁，多巨材。近沙岭则土山连亘，
堆阜连络，惟青草而已。地皆白沙，深没马足，故岭以是名。过此则朔漠，平川
如掌，天气陡凉，风物大不同矣。遂历黑嘴儿至失八儿秃，其地多泥淖，以国语
名，又名牛群头。其地有驿，有邮亭，有巡检司甚盛，居者三千余家，驿路至此
相合，而北皆刍牧之地，无树木，遍生地椒、野茴香、葱、韭，芳气袭人。草多
异花五色，有名金莲者，绝似荷花，而黄尤异。至察罕脑儿……此去纳钵曰郑谷
店、曰明安驿泥河儿、曰李陵台双庙儿，遂至桓州，曰六十里店，桓州即乌丸地
也。前至南坡店，去上京止一舍耳。以是月十九日抵上京，历纳钵凡十有八，为
里七百五十有奇，为日二十四。……（周伯琦：《扈从诗前序》）
大驾北巡，与扈从之臣同发者，自黑峪道在开平为东道。朝官分曹之后行者，
由桑乾岭、龙门山以往为西道，皆出居庸关，口北始分，至牛群头驿乃合。各经
五六百里，共山川奇险不相上下。而东道水草茂美，牧畜尤便。
（王守诚：
《题上
京纪行诗后》，《纯白斋类稿》附录卷 2）
（三） 西道
出得胜口，抵扼胡岭，下有驿曰孛落，自是以北，诸驿皆蒙古部落所分主也。
每驿各以主者之名名之。由岭而上，则东北行，始见毳幕毡车，逐水草畜牧而已，
非复中原之风土也。寻过抚州，惟荒城在焉。北入昌州，居民仅百家，中有廨舍，
乃国王所建也。亦有仓廪，隶州之盐司。州之东有盐池，周广可百里，土人谓之
狗泊，以其形似故也。州之北，行百余里，有故垒隐然，连亘山谷，垒南有小废
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城，问之居者，云：此前朝所筑堡障也，城有戍者之所居。自堡障行四驿，始入
沙陀，际陀所及，无块石寸壤，远而望之，若冈陵丘阜然，既至，则皆积沙也；
所宜之木，榆柳而已，又皆樗散而丛生，其水尽硷卤也。……（张德辉：
《纪行》，
《秋涧先生大全文集》卷 100）
中统四年五月十七日，圣旨：谕随路宣慰司节该，上都以西隆兴府道立孛老
站，上都以南望云道立车站并马站。隆兴府以南、望云道偏岭以南至燕京汉地合
设站赤，令汉人站户应当。西路隆兴府以北及南路偏岭以北至上都，令达达贴户
应当，汉民津贴。据偏岭以南、隆兴府以南起移前来。（《经世大典·站赤》，《永
乐大典》卷 19416）
车驾既幸上都，以是年六月十四日大宴宗亲世臣环卫官于西内棕殿，凡一二
日。七月九日，望祭园陵，属车辕皆南向，彝典也。遂以二十二日发上都而南，
是日宿六十里店纳钵。明日过桓州至李陵台双庙儿，又明日至明安驿泥河儿。翌
旦至察罕脑儿，由此转西至怀秃脑儿，有大海在纳钵后。怀秃脑儿，犹汉言后海
也。曰平陀儿、曰石顶河儿，土人名为鸳鸯泺，其地南北皆水泺，势如湖海，水
禽集育其中，以其两水，故名鸳鸯，或云水禽惟鸳鸯最多。国语名其地曰遮里哈
剌纳钵，犹汉言远望则黑也。……察罕脑儿至此，百余里，皆云需府境也。界是
而西，则属兴和路矣。纳钵曰苦水河儿、曰回回柴，国语名忽鲁秃，犹汉言有水
泺也。隶属州保昌，曰忽察秃，犹汉言有山羊处也。地饶水草，野兽兔最多，鹰
人善捕，岁资为食。又西二十里则兴和路者，世祖所创置也。岁北巡东出西还，
故置有司为供亿之所。……东界则宣德府境，上都属郡也。……由兴和行三十里
过野狐岭，上为纳钵地，甚高，风寒凛栗不可留，山石荦确，中央深涧，夏秋多
水，东南盘折而下。平地，则天气即暄，至此无不减衣者。前至得胜口，宣德宣
平县境也。……得胜口南至宣平县十四里，小邑也。去邑三十里有山……又前至
沙岭……又五十里至顺宁府，本宣德府也，往年因地震改今名。……南过坳儿岭，
路多石，下临涧深，险阻可畏。……岭路参互，四十里至鸡鸣山……南二十里乃
平地，曰雷家驿，京尹所治也。雷家驿之西北十里纳钵曰丰乐，二十里阻车纳钵，
又二十里至统幕，则路驿程相合，而东历狼居胥山至怀来县。县唐所置也，四山
环抱，流注市有长桥，水名妫川，唐名妫川郡有碑可考，县南二里纳钵也。凡官
署留京师者，皆盛具牲酒、果核，于此候迎大驾，仍张大宴庆北还也。南则榆林
驿……自怀来行五十五里至妫头，又十里入居庸关，关南至昌平龙虎台，又南则
皇后店皂角大口焉，遂以八月十三日至京师。凡历纳钵二十有四，为里一千九十
又五，此辇路西还之所经也。（周伯琦：《扈从诗后序》）
（四） 古北口路（东道）
中统二年八月甲寅，立檀州驿。（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
中统三年闰八月丁亥，立古北口驿。庚寅，敕京师顺州至开平置六驿。
（《元
史》卷 5《世祖纪》二）
至元二十年十月壬辰，车驾由古北口路至自上都。
（《元史》卷 12《世祖纪》
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九）
自口北出五十里曰青松，又五十里曰古城，又六十里曰灰岭，又五十里曰滦
河，又五十里曰黄崖，又六十里曰哈八，又五十里曰沈河，又四十里曰东凉亭，
又五十里曰开平。（顾炎武：《昌平山水记》卷下）
二、上都至辽阳行省的驿路
至元十七年二月，上都留守司言，每岁支持粮斛，全藉北京收籴，民力运送，
官民劳费不便。又兴州道站赤相接北京路丰台站，岁运迤东高丽、耽罗、东京等
路进献御鹰隼诸物，往来官吏频数，人马阙乏。莫若将放罢牛群头等四站蒙古户
计，徙至兴州道上。立忏道秃、七个营蒙古两站。却以忏道秃等汉人站户，分立
尖山、新店、涌泉三站，每站拟设三百户。除旧户四百二十八户外，合拟北京路
附近相应当差四百七十二户，总九百户应当站役，与蒙古站接连递运，似为官民
两便。假如力有不迨，量顾民丁，终是省费，请区处事。是月四日，玉速铁木儿、
朵儿朵合等奏取圣裁，上从之。都省钦依付兵部、北京宣慰司、通政院施行讫。
（《经世大典·站赤》，
《永乐大典》卷 19417）
上都正东北二十里上道百三十七个营百二十尖山寨正东偏南百六十涌泉正
东百二十新店至此分二路：一路正北偏东十五里至松州，一路正东偏南一百一十
里至吴家堡与狗群道合。（《析津志辑佚·大都东西馆马步站》
）
三、上都至岭北行省的驿路
至元十四年春，〔张立〕率步卒千人转粟赴和林，道出应昌，会酋帅畔，谋
不轨，以射士三千踵其后，欲乘间夺其资粮。立觉有异，急命环车为栅以备之。
贼众已合，矢如雨下。初立之发上都也，每车载二板以备不虞，至是建板于车，
矢不能入。（《元史》卷 165《张立传》）
至大四年七月十四日，中书省奏，通政院既已罢去，站赤事归兵部。今兵部
言，各处站赤路官提调，惟蒙古站前此通政院官提调，每岁车驾还幸大都，通政
院官分住上都。今当还幸之时，乞定拟木邻站自察罕尼柳温，铁里干站自失儿古
鲁以里，令上都留守司官提调。察罕尼柳温、失儿古鲁以外至杭海站令和林省官
提调。（《经世大典·站赤》，《永乐大典》卷 19420）
延祐 六年四月，中书兵部承奉中书省劄 付，通政院官禀说，Tergen 站道内，
伯只剌、憨赤海两站，头匹倒死，失误走递，又苟赤人也速答儿以己马七匹，与
伯只剌站添力事。于三月二十九日，参政燕只哥、通政院使秃鲁哈帖木儿等奏，
每站各与马五十匹接济，奉旨准。又奏，也速答儿回赐表里，奉圣旨可赐银一锭，
以劝后人。钦此。迤北收买骟马，每匹给中统价钞六锭，钦奉前因都省议得，上
项马匹，委上都留守司达鲁花赤只儿哈郎、留守贺开府不妨司事提调。
（《经世大
典·站赤》，
《永乐大典》卷 19421）
四、元上都驿站的管理
（一） 管理机构和官员
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通政院，秩从二品。国初，置驿以给使传，设脱脱禾孙以辨奸伪。至元七年，
初立诸站都统领使司以总之，设官六员。十三年，改通政院。十四年，分置大都、
上都两院。……至大元年，升正二品。四年罢，以其事归兵部。是年，两都仍置，
止管达达站赤。延祐 七年，复从二品，仍兼领汉人站赤。……上都院使、同知、
副使、佥院、判官各一员，经历、都事各一员，品秩并同大都；令史四人，译史
三人，通事一人，知印一人，宣使十人。（《元史》卷 88《百官志》四）
至元二十八年八月，随处设站官二员，大都至上都置司吏三名，余设二名，
祗应头目、攒典各一名。站户及百者，设百户一名。
至大四年八月五日，兵部呈：大都至上都站赤，每岁车驾行幸，诸王百官往
复给驿频繁，与外郡不同，除设驿令、丞外，设提领三员、司吏三名。腹里路分
冲要水陆站赤，设提领二员，司吏二名，其余闲慢驿分，止设提领一员，司吏一
名。如无驿令，量拟提领二员，每一百户，从拘该路府州县提调正官于站户内选
用，三岁为满。将滥设官吏头目人等，尽行革去。（《经世大典·站赤》，《永乐大
典》卷 19421）
（二） 驿站概况
自昌平至独石站，亡墙草尘，皆是汉儿官人管待，名汉儿站。十八日，宿牛
群站，此去皆草地，此乃鞑靼家官人管待，名鞑靼站。并无房子，只是毡帐，鞑
靼人多吃马、牛乳，羊酪，少吃饭，饥则食肉。
（严光大：
《祈请使行程记》，
《钱
塘遗事》卷 9）
至顺元年七月，中书省所辖腹里各路站赤……上都路所辖陆站一十八处，马
一千九百三十六匹，车六百辆，驴二千二十头，牛一千三百四十支。桓州站，元
设马一百五十四匹，车五十辆，牛二百支，续添马五十八匹，车三十辆，牛一百
二十支。李陵台站，元设马一百五十匹，车五十辆，牛二百支，续添马五十八匹，
车三十辆，牛一百二十支。察罕脑儿站，元设马一百五十匹，车五十辆，牛二百
支，续添马五十八匹，车三十辆，牛一百二十支。牛群头站，元设马一百五十八
匹，车五十辆，牛二百支，续添马五十八匹，车三十辆，牛一百二十支。独石站，
马一百匹，车四十辆。赤诚站，马一百匹，车四十辆，驴四百头。龙门站，马九
十六匹，车四十辆。雕窝站，马一百匹，车四十辆。驴四百头。洪赞站，马一百
五匹，车四十辆，驴四百二十头。榆林站，马二百五十匹，车四十辆，驴四百头。
雷家站，马七十四匹，车二十辆，驴二百头。宣德府站，马一百匹，车二十辆，
驴二百头。涌泉站，马二十五匹，辛店站，马二十五匹。凌云站，马二十八匹。
蒙古三站、忏道土站，马三十五匹，牛二十支。七个岭站，马三十五匹，牛二十
支。尖山寨站，马三十五匹，牛二十支。
（《经世大典·站赤》
，
《永乐大典》卷 19422）

B.2-2-5 Two-capital System
一、两都巡幸制度的确立
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皇朝建国之初，四征不庭，靡暇安处。世祖皇帝定两都以受朝贡，备万乘以
息勤劳，次舍有恒处，车庐有恒治，春秋有恒时，游畋有度，燕享有节，有司以
时供具，而法寓焉。此安不忘危，贻子孙万世之法者也。故列圣至于今率循而行
之。（《经世大典序录·行幸》，《元文类》卷 41）
世祖皇帝在潜藩，建牙纛庐帐于滦河之上，始作城郭宫室，以谨朝聘、出政
令、来远迩、保生聚，以控朔南之交。及乎建国定都于燕，遂以是为上都而治开
平焉。大驾一巡幸，未暑而至，先寒而南，宫府侍从宿卫咸在，凡修缮供亿一责
于留守之臣。（虞集：《上都留守贺惠愍公庙碑》，《道园学古录》卷 13）
二、巡幸的日期
元世祖定大兴府为大都，开平府为上都。每年四月，迤北草青，则驾幸上都
以避暑，颁赐予其宗戚，马亦就水草。八月草将枯，则驾回大都。自后宫里为常。
车驾虽每岁往来于两都间，他无巡狩之事。
（叶子奇：
《杂制篇》，
《草木子》卷三
下）
国朝每岁四月驾幸上都避暑，为故事，至重九还大都。
（孔齐：
《上都避暑》，
《静斋至正直记》卷 1）
车驾自四月内幸上都……九月车驾还都，初无定制。或在重九节前，或在节
后，或在八月。（《析津志辑佚·风俗》
）
三、巡幸路程
大驾北巡，与扈从之臣同发者，自黑峪道达开平为东道；朝官分曹之后行者，
由桑乾岭、龙门山以往为西道，皆出居庸关口北始分，至牛群头驿乃合。各经五
六百里，其山川奇险不相上下，而东道水草茂美，牧畜尤便。
（王守诚：
《题上京
纪行诗后》，《纯白斋类稿》附录卷 2）
大抵两都相望，不满千里，往来者有四道焉，曰驿路，曰东路二，曰西路，
东路二者，一由黑谷，一由古北。曰古北口路，东道御史按行处也。予往年职馆
阁，虽屡分署上京，但由驿路而已，黑谷辇路未之前行也。因忝法曹，肃清毂下，
遂得乘驿，行所未行，见所未见，每岁扈从，皆国族大臣及环卫有执事者，若文
臣仕至白首或终身不能至其地也。（周伯琦：《扈从诗前序》）
国制：凡官署之幕职掾曹，当扈从者，东出西还，甲乙番次，多不能兼。惟
监察御史扈从，与国人世臣环卫者，同东西之行，得兼历而悉览焉。（周伯琦：
《扈从诗后序》）
四、扈从人员
1.后妃
先帝妃嫔火失房，前期承旨达滦阳。车如流水毛牛捷，韂 缕黄金白马良。原
注：毛牛，其毛垂地。火失毡房，乃累朝后妃之宫车也。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》
卷上）
黄金幄殿载前车，象背驼峰尽宝珠。三十六宫齐上马，太平清暑幸滦都。
（柯
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九思：《宫词十首》，《草堂雅集》卷 1）
2.官员、儒士
天子时巡上京，则宰执大臣下至百司庶府，各以其职分官扈从，国朝旧典
也。……世祖皇帝至元五年，肇建御史台，置殿中侍御史二员，而以殿中别为一
司，正名举职，纠察朝仪，外廷称庆则对立于龙墀之下，而不与庶僚序列。大驾
行幸则毕从于豹尾之中，而非它官可以更休。委任既专，地位复密，臣僚有所敷
奏，无不与闻，而其命秩之崇，品在第四，祝唐宋以七品官为之重。
（黄溍 ：
《上
都御史台殿中司题名记》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 8）
皇帝清暑上都，臣僚分次扈从，而殿中司题名有记，从故事也。至正六年，
殿中侍御史哈兰朵儿只公使来，请记之。惟自昔帝王之御天下，深居九重，而令
行于四海，故出必有警跸之节，入必有禁卫之严，所以示等威、昭上下。况殿廷
之间、朝会之际，尤不可以不肃，其奏对或病于政，仪文或悖于礼，皆得以言之。
岁至上都，官曹之从幸，不出三日，皆以关白，出三日，非有故不至，得纠其罪，
此殿中侍御史之职。（危素：《殿中司题名记》，《危太朴集》卷 2）
世祖皇帝作别都于滦阳……列圣相承，遵为典常，文武百司，扈从惟谨，翰
林国史职在代言，以施命于四方，载事以传信于万世，天子出御，经筵则劝讲、
进读，启沃圣心；退则绎前闻，以待访问，任重而地亲，上所识擢，必勋阀近臣、
儒林大老与一时名人魁士，实侍从之高选，非他有司比也。
（黄溍 ：
《上都翰林国
史院题名记》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 8）
国子助教，岁从幸分学上都，佩国子学印，给骑公车，学正或学录一人，伴
读四人，其一人兼掌仪，一人兼典籍，一人兼典书，一人兼管勾。弟子员或宿卫
或从父兄，无定数。初，留守司供稍食，至正囗年罢。独国子监自大都计钱粟以
来，及入学，留守司前期治具，宣徽院颁尚

，中书省、御史台、集贤院官必至，

所以奉明诏、致勉励，枢密、翰林国史、宣徽三院至不至视其人。
（危素：
《国子
监分学题名记》，《危太朴集》卷 2）
开平距大兴且千里，大驾岁一行幸，恒以仲夏之月至，及秋则南还，故百司
之扈从者骤往倏来，无复久居之志。在上者固简其约束，而弗遑有所程督。国子
监岁以助教一员佩印分学，学正、学录或一员，伴读四人，实从诸生之在宿卫，
或从父兄，多至数十人，以禀给庖隶自随，学馆即孔子庙西北为之，远绝尘嚣，
人事稀简，助教颛于教事，非休假不出户，可以稽经诹史，探索精微之蕴，百司
扈从者，求如分学之安适亦云鲜矣。
（危素：
《上都分学书目序》，
《危太朴集》卷
10）
泰定二年四月十一日，将仕郎国子助教程端学，以诸生随驾至上都，学录王
琰、伴读张汝遴、裴士、完颜恰、杨钜在行。十九日开学，七月二十六日南还。
余之来也，见学舍新美，而器物有未备者，言诸御史台、中书工部、留守司，得
木及工为墙，以限以内外为门，以谨出入，为栈阁以御湿，为座塌以即安，复言
诸集贤院、中书省、中书刑部，得官奴以充守者。其未备者，则待后之人。（程
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端学：《上都国子监题名记》，《积斋集》卷 4）
天子岁清暑上京，中书分总百职，率属小大相维以从，而上枢之地，皇武是
经喉舌之司，为股月 么

之本，必勋旧大臣任之，以辅弼皇图，羽仪近列。然

密勿之司，事机甚剧，以故幕府联属，偕上比还，题名存故实也。
（王沂：
《枢密
院经历司题名记》，《伊滨集》卷 18）
至正元年，皇帝肇开宣文阁，以稽古右文，乃设授经郎二员，以教世戚勋臣
之子孙，建学舍内苑，以严中外之别。……所以长养其材，以待上之用，德至美
也。而考德问业者，皆入侍帷幄，出备警跸，以故大驾清暑上京，必从授经郎二
员在扈从列。（王沂：《授经署板屋记》，《伊滨集》卷 18）
大德八年夏四月丁未，分教国子生于上都。（《元史》卷 21《成宗纪》四）
尚野字文蔚，其先保定人。……大德六年，迁国子助教。诸生入宿卫者，岁
从幸上都，丞相哈剌哈孙始命野分学于上都，以教诸生，仍铸印给之，上都分学
自野始。（《元史》卷 164《尚野传》）
3.宗教人士
（1） 喇嘛僧人
龙飞之初，诏槊思吉亦里拣卜八黑思八大师起寺上都大内之西南，车驾时往
幸焉。俾东宫皇太子以次诸王皆师事之。至元九年十一月分封安西王于秦，仍以
师之叔父槊里吉察思揭兀受戒弟子。
（商挺：
《宝庆寺碑记》，
《陇右金石录》卷 5）
成宗北巡，命胆巴以象舆前导。过云州，语诸弟子曰：“此地有灵怪，恐惊
乘舆，当密持神咒杯以厌之”。未几，风雨大至，众感震惧，惟幄殿无虞，复赐
碧钿杯一。大德七年夏，卒。皇庆间，追号大觉普惠广照无上胆巴帝师。
（《元史》
卷 202《释老传》）
达益巴，西域人，少为苾 刍，凡事帝师十有三年。……事二圣于潜，……往
返二都，虽雨夕风朝，恒在宫壶。（《历代佛祖通载》卷 22。编者按：“二圣”指
武宗、仁宗）
延祐 五年六月，中书省奏过事内节该：秋间起程时，僧人们一时去呵，车辆
铺马不敷有。今后交宣政院、功德司官提调者，好生分拣，休教泛滥。必合随驾
的僧人合骑铺马呵，交节续起呵，怎生?奉圣旨，那般者，钦此。
（《成宪纲要·驿
站》，《永乐大典》卷 19425）
（2） 道教首领
成宗皇帝自朔方还纂大统，公（吴全节）从开府率其属北迎，召见，赐公古
雕玉蟠螭之环一。有旨设醮于上都寿宁宫五昼夜，公专王章奏，特敕命公每岁侍
从行幸，所司给庐帐、车马、衣服、廪气，著为令。
（虞集：《河图仙坛之碑》
，
《道园学古录》卷 25）
至正元年……井公制授诸路道教都提点、洞阳显道忠贞真人，转教于大长春
宫，有司给驼马，扈从车马，巡幸上京。（《御香记》，《陕西金石志》补遗下）
4.军队
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（1） 扈从军
中卫营……昔世祖皇帝分置侍从亲军于畿甸，为诸卫所，以藩屏王室，张皇
国威。中卫营在漷 州东南，距京师百五十里。混一以来，兵革偃息，每岁銮舆行
幸上京，则分其大半，以备扈从，余则留屯于营力田，以供储 （《析津志辑佚·朝
堂公宇》）
至元十六年，诏立后卫亲军都指挥司，设使、副、签事，统选兵万人，车驾
所至常从。（赵孟頫 ：《明肃楼记》，《赵孟頫 集》卷 7）
至元十八年丁未，议选侍卫军万人练习，以备扈从。（《元史》卷 11《世祖
纪》八）
武宗至大二年十一月，枢密院臣言：“去岁六卫汉军内，以诸处兴建工役，
故用六千军士于上都。臣等议，来岁车驾行幸，复合骑卒六千人，备车马器仗，
与步卒二千人扈从。”制可。（《元史》卷 99《兵志·宿卫》二）
文宗天历二年二月，枢密院臣言：“去岁尝奉旨，依先制调军守把围宿，此
时各翼军人，皆随处出征，亦有溃散者，故不及依次调遣，止于右翼侍卫及右都
威卫内，发军一千一百二十六名以备围宿。今岁车驾行幸，臣等议于河南、山东
两都府内，起遣未差军士一千三名，以备扈从。”制可。
（
《元史》卷 99《兵志·宿
卫》二）
伯帖木儿，钦察人也。……至元二十六年……是年冬，立东路蒙古军上万户
府，统钦察、乃蛮、捏古思、那亦勤等四余户。升怀远大将军、上万户，佩三珠
虎符。……成宗即位，俾仍其官，车驾幸上京，征其兵千人从，岁以为常云。
（《元
史》卷 131《伯帖木儿传》）
（2） 围宿军
世祖至元二十六年七月，命大都侍卫军内，复起一万人赴上都，以备围
宿。……武宗至大四年……六月，以诸侯王、驸马等来朝，命发各卫色目、汉军
八百二十六人至上京，复命指挥使也干不花领之。（《元史》卷 99《兵志·宿卫》
二）
（3） 驻防军
至顺元年十月乙丑，枢密院臣言：“每岁大驾幸上都，发各卫军士千五百人
扈从，又发诸卫汉军万五千人驻山后，蒙古军三千人驻官山，以守关梁。乞如旧
数调遣，以俟来年。”从之。（《元史》卷 34《文宗纪》三）
（4） 巡逻军
仁宗皇庆元年三月，丞相铁木迭儿奏：“每岁既幸上京，于各宿卫中留卫士
三百七十人，以备巡逻。今岁多盗贼，宜增百人，以严守御。”制可。仍命枢密
与中书分领之。延祐 七年五月，诏留守司及虎贲司官，亲率众于夜巡逻。
（《元史》
卷 99《兵志·宿卫》二）
至顺元年闰七月癸未，卫士上都驻冬者，所给粮以三分为率，二分给钞。大
驾将还，敕上都兵马司二员，率兵士由偏岭至明安巡逻，以防盗贼。市橐驼百、
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牛三百，充扈从属军之用。（《元史》卷 34《文宗纪》三）
5、皇帝仪仗
翠华慰民望，时暑得北巡。牛羊及骡马，日过千百群。庐岩周宿卫，万骑若
屯云。毡房贮窈窕，玉食罗膻荤。珍缨饰驼象，铃韵遥相闻。

（胡助：《京华

杂兴诗二十首》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 2）
皂纛国语读如秃。建缨于素漆竿。凡行幸，则先驱建纛，夹以马鼓。……象
辎鞍，五采装明金木莲花座，绯缔攀鞍条，紫缔辛詹糯红锦屉，鍮 石莲花跋尘，
锦缘毡盘，红犛 牛尾缨拂，并胸攀鞧 。攀上各带红犁牛尾缨拂，鍮 石胡桃拔子，
杏叶铰具，绯皮辔头铰具。莲花座上，金涂银香炉一。……行幸则蕃官骑引，以
导大驾，以驾巨辇。
驼鼓，设金装铰具，花尉鞍褥橐箧，前峰树皂纛，或施采旗，后峰树小旗，
络脑、当胸、后秋，并以毛组为辔勒，五色璀玉，毛结缨络，周缀铜铎小镜，上
施一面有底铜小鼓，一人乘之，系以毛绳。凡行幸，先鸣鼓于驼，以威远迩，
亦以试桥梁伏水而次象焉。……
马鼓，辔勒、后勒、当胸，皆缀红缨拂铜铃，杏叶铰具，金涂钯，上插雉尾，
上负四足小架，上施以革鼓一面，一人前引。凡行幸，负鼓于马以先驰，与纛并
行。（《元史》卷 79《舆服志二·仪仗》）
象轿，驾以象，凡巡幸则御之。（《元史》卷 78《舆服志一．舆辂》）
鸳鸯坡上是行宫，又喜临歧象驭通。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
当年大驾幸滦京、象背前驮幄殿行。国老手钻先引导，白头联骑出都城。
（张
昱：《辇下曲》，《张光弼诗集》卷 3）
刘好礼字敬之，汴梁祥符人。……〔至元〕十九年，入为刑部尚书，俄改礼
部，又改吏部。好礼建言中书：“象力最巨，上注还两都，乘舆象驾，万一有变，
从者虽然多，力何能及。”未几，象惊几伤从者：（《元史》卷 167《刘好礼传》）
五、送迎仪式
1.驾前佛事
至顺二年三月庚子，以将幸上都，命西僧作佛事于乘舆次之所。
（《元史》卷
35《文宗纪》四）
2.大宴百官
万岁山在大内西北太液池之阳，金人名琼花岛。……山之东为灵囿，奇兽珍
禽在焉。车驾岁巡上都，先宴百官于此。（《南村辍耕录》卷 1《万岁山》）
3.吉日起驾
四月吾皇天寿旦，丹墀华盖朝仪灿。……十七日天寿圣节，太史院涓吉日，
大驾幸滦京，遵成宪也。（吉日预前期定）（《析津志辑佚·岁纪》）
4.大口导送
大口，大驾时巡，千官导送至此，其迎驾如之。（《析津志辑佚·属县》
）
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5.龙虎台奏行程记
纳宝盘营象辇来，画帘毡暖九重开。大臣奏罢行程记，万岁声传龙虎台。原
注：龙虎台，纳宝地也。凡车驾行幸宿顿之所，谓之纳宝，又名纳钵。
（杨允孚：
《滦京杂咏》卷上）
6.夜过居庸关
居庸关，在西北四十里。……每岁圣驾行幸上都，并由此涂，率以夜度关，
跸止行人。列笼烛夹道而趋，南龙虎台，北棒槌店，皆有次舍，国言谓之纳钵关，
置卫领之以司出入。 （《析津志辑佚·属县》
）
宫车次第起昌平，烛炬千笼列火城。才入居庸三四里，珠帘高揭听啼莺。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
7.沙岭迎驾
高岭横天山，炎天气候凉。白沙深没马，碧草浅连冈。晨服增绵纩，寒乡贵
稻粱。土风多国语，闾井异寻常。晴川平似掌，地势与天宽。……原注：右沙岭
二首，是日上都守土官远迎至此内廷小宴。（周伯琦：《纪行诗》上）
8.抵达上都
又是宫车入御天，丽姝歌舞太平年。侍臣称贺天颜喜，寿酒诸王次第传。原
注：千官至御天门，俱下马徒行，独至尊骑马直入。前有教坊舞女引导，且歌且
舞，舞出天下太平字样，至玉阶乃止。内门曰御天之门。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》
卷上）
9.起程南返
内宴重开马湩 浇，严程有旨出丹霄。羽林卫士桓桓集，太仆龙车款款调。原
注：马湩 ，马奶子也。每年八月开马奶子宴，始奏起程。太仆寺，掌马者。（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
10.南坡计归程
南坡暖翠接南屏，云散风轻弄午晴。寄语行人停去马，六龙飞上计归程。原
注：南坡，乃纳宝地也，故游人罕至焉。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
11.大都官员迎驾
翠华南下拂云霓，驻跸军都汉县西。龙虎台高惊峻绝，蓬瀛人老许扶携。九
天日月瞻光近，万国风烟入望低。佳节迎銮得清赏，牛山初不羡东齐。（王恽：
《奉和寅甫学士九日迎銮北口高韵》，《秋涧先生大全集》卷 23）
至怀来县……县南二里纳钵也，凡官署留京师者皆盛具牲酒、果核于此，候
迎大驾。仍张大宴，庆北还也。（周伯琦：《扈从诗后序》）
九月都城秋日亢，马头白露迎朝爽。……龙虎台前驼鼓响，擎仙掌，千官瓜
果迎銮仗。（欧阳玄：《渔家傲·南词》）
至龙虎台，高眺都城宫苑，若在眉睫。上位、三宫、储君至此，千官、百辟、
万姓多人仰瞻天表，无不欢忭之至。再一纳钵即三疙疸也。独守卫军指挥、留守
怯薛、百辟于此拜驾，若翰苑泊僧道乡老，各从本教礼祝献，恭迎大驾入城。
（《析
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津志辑佚·岁纪》）
12.西僧祈福
至顺二年七月乙酉，命西僧于大都万岁山悯忠阁作佛事，起八月八日，至车
驾还大都日止。（《元史》卷 35《文宗纪》四）
13.入大都城
上位、储君、正宫俱入厚载门。二后、三后銮舆，一如上仪，于凤池坊南，
从西入西宫。自平明入城，比及宫车及宫则晚矣。 人俱以金龙红纱长柄朱漆龙
杖，挑担大红灯笼罩烛而迎入矣。是日，都城添大小衙门、官人、娘子以至于随
从、诸色人等，数十万众。牛、马、驴、骡、象等畜，又称可谓天朝之盛。上位
下马后，茶饭次第，一如国制，三宫亦同，各有投下。宰相数日后，涓吉日入省
视朝政，设大茶饭，然后铨选。（《析津志辑佚·岁纪》）
14.大都留守官员
至大二年五月甲辰，御史台臣言：“乘舆北幸，而京师工役正兴，加之岁旱
乏食，民愚易惑，所关甚重，乞留一丞相镇京师，后为例。”制可。（《元史》卷
23《武宗纪》二）
泰定元年四月甲子，车驾幸上都，以诸王宽彻不花、失剌，平章政事兀伯都
剌，右丞善僧等居守。（《元史》卷 29《泰定帝纪》一）
车驾幸上都，旧制，枢府官从行，岁留一员司本院事，汉人不得与。
（《元史》
卷 154《郑制宜传》）
公讳文忠字彦诚，真定

城人。……〔至元〕十八年开局为典瑞监郎，为卿

阶以正议大夫，俄受资德大夫、佥枢密院事，卿如故，始不从跸，留居大都，凡
宫御、城门、直舍、徼道、环卫、屯营、禁兵、太府、少府、军器、尚乘等监，
皆领焉。（姚燧：《佥书枢密院事董公神道碑》，《牧庵集》卷 15）

B.2-2-6 Everyday Life in Xanadu
一、宴会
1.质孙宴
国有朝会庆典，宗王大臣来朝，岁时行幸，皆有燕飨之礼。亲疏定位，贵贱
殊列，其礼乐之盛，恩泽之普，法令之严，有以见祖宗之意深远矣。与燕之服，
衣冠同制，谓之质孙，必上赐而后服焉。（《经世大典·礼典总序》，《元文类》卷
41）
质孙，汉言一色服也，内庭大宴则服之。冬夏之服不同，然无定制。凡勋戚
大臣近侍，赐则服之。下至于乐工卫士，皆有其服。精粗之制，上下之别，虽不
同，总谓之质孙云。（《元史》卷 78《舆服志》一）
国家之制，乘舆北幸上京，岁以六月吉日命宿卫大臣及近侍服所赐只孙珠翠
金宝衣冠腰带，盛饰名马，清晨自城外各持彩仗，列队驰入禁中。于是上盛服御
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殿临观，乃大张宴为乐，唯宗王、戚里、宿卫、大臣前列行酒，余各以所职叙坐
合饮，诸坊奏大乐，陈百戏，如是者凡三日而罢。其佩服日一易。大官用羊二千，
口

敫 马三匹，它费称是，名之曰只孙宴。只孙，华言一色衣也。俗呼曰诈马

筵。至元六年岁庚辰，忝职翰林，扈从至上京。六月二十一日，与国子助教罗君
叔亨得纵观焉，因赋诈马行以记所见。
（周伯琦：
《诈马行有序》，
《近光集》卷 1）
国家侍内宴者，每宴必各有衣冠，其制如一，谓之只孙。
（虞集：
《句容郡王
世绩碑》，《道园学古录》卷 23）
千官万骑到山椒，个个金鞍雉尾高。下马一齐催入宴，玉阑干外换宫袍。原
注：每年六月三日，诈马筵开，所以喻其盛事也。千官以雉尾饰马入宴。
锦衣行处狻猊习，诈马筵前虎豹良。特敕云和罢纟玄管，君王有意听尧纲。
原注：诈马筵开，天下乐工隶焉。每宴，教坊美女必花冠锦肃，以备供奉。（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
至正九年夏五月，天子时巡上京，乃六月二十有八日，大宴失剌斡耳朵，越
三日而竣，事遵彝典也。盖自世祖皇帝统一区夏，定都于燕，复采古者两京之制
度，关而北即滦阳为上都。每岁大驾巡幸，后宫诸闱、宗藩戚畹、宰执从僚、百
司庶府，皆扈从以行。既驻跸则张大宴，所以昭等威、均福庆、合君臣之欢，通
上下之情也。然而朝廷之礼主乎严肃，不严不肃则无以耸遐迩之瞻视，故凡预宴
者同冠服、异鞍马，穷极华丽，振耀仪采而后就列，世因称曰

马宴，又曰只孙

宴。（王恽：《上京大宴诗序》，《王文忠公集》卷 3）
凡大宴，世臣掌金匮之书者，必陈祖宗大札撒以为训。
（柯九思：
《宫词一十
五首》，《草堂雅集》卷 1）
平沙班诈马，别殿拥棕毛。凤簇珍珠帽，龙盘锦肃袍。扇分云母薄，屏晃水
晶高。马湩 浮犀木宛，驼峰落宝刀。暖茵攒芍药，凉瓮酌葡萄。舞转星河影，歌
腾陆海涛。齐声才起和，顿足复分曹。急管催瑶席，繁弦压紫槽。
（贡师泰：
《上
京大宴和樊时中侍御》，《玩斋集》卷 5）
2.马奶子宴
内宴重开马湩 浇，严程有旨出丹霄。羽林卫士桓桓集，太仆龙车款款调。原
注：马湩 湩 ，马奶子也。每年八月开马奶子宴，始奏起程。太仆寺，掌马者。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
二、祭祀
1.祭天、祭祖
中统二年四月八日，祀天于旧桓州西北郊，皇族之外，皆不得预礼也。（王
恽：《中堂事记》，《秋涧先生大全集》卷 81）
每岁驾幸上都，以六月二十四日祭祀，谓之洒马奶子。用马一，羯羊八，彩
段练绢各九匹，以白羊毛缠若穗者九，貂鼠皮三，命蒙古巫觋及蒙古、汉人秀才
达官四员领其事，再拜告天。又呼太祖成吉思御名而祝之，曰：‘托天皇帝福荫，
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年年祭赛者。’礼毕，掌祭官四员各以祭币表里一与之。余物及祭物，则凡与祭
者共分之。（《元史》卷 77《祭祀志》六）
皇舆吉日如西内，马酒新羞白玉浆。遥酹诸陵申典礼，旋闻近侍宴明光。鼓
车未数汉千里，厩牧宁推唐八坊。天骑常随龙上下，明朝枢密课驹忙。
（周伯琦：
《上幸西内望北方诸陵酹新马酒彝典也枢密知院奉旨课驹以数上因赋七言》，
《近
光集》卷 1）
今日新秋节，年年客上京。……大驾留西内，兹辰祝典扬。龙衣遵质朴，马
酒荐馨香。望祭园林邈，追崇庙祐 光。艰难思创业，万叶祚无疆。原注：国朝岁
以七月七日或九日，天子与后素服望祭北方陵园，奠马酒，执事者皆世臣子弟，
是日择日南行。（周伯琦：《立秋日书事五首》，《近光集》卷 2）
后至元三年七月丙午，车驾幸失剌斡耳朵。丁未，车驾幸龙冈，洒马奶以祭。
（《元史》卷 39《顺帝纪》二）
祭天马酒洒平野，沙际风来草亦香。白马如云向西北，紫驼银瓮宴诸王。
（萨
都剌：《上京即事五首》，《雁门集》卷 6）
六月，大都涓日，遣翰林官一员，赴上都注香。比到，大臣奏上位亲嘱香授
使者，乘传回京，至健德门外礼贤亭住夏。宰辅百官恭迎至京。凡各寺有影堂者，
分其祭仪。（《析津志辑佚·祠庙、仪祭》
）
每年八月二十八日，大汗离此地时，尽取此类牝马之乳，洒之地上。缘其星
者及偶像教徒曾有言曰，每年八月二十八日，宜洒乳于地，俾地上空中之神灵得
享，而保佑大汗及其妻女财产，以及国内臣民，与夫牲畜、马匹、谷麦等物。洒
乳以后，大汗始行。（《马可波罗行纪》，第七四章上都城）
2.祭祀家庙
早出西门五里外，……北边设一紫锦罘

，即家庙也。庙前两拜。太后及内

人各胡跪，福王、宰执如南礼。又一人对罘罳 前致语，拜两拜而退。
（严光大：
《祈请使行程记》，《钱塘遗事》卷 9）
石琢元臣贵至坚，元臣何在石依然。臣杯注口衣从湿，肥脔涂身色愈鲜。范
蠡铸金功岂并，平原为绣世谁传。台前斩马踏歌起，未信英姿在九泉。原注：像
琢白石，在滦都西北七十里地，曰旭泥白、地架小室贮之，祭以酒湩 。注彻，则
以肥脔周身涂之，从祖俗也。因裁鄙语，用记异观。
（许有壬：
《陪太平王祭先太
师石像》，《至正集》卷 16）
三、狩猎
1.三不剌川狩猎区
由开平西南行七百里，稍折西北，其地有泉如悬帘，五色贯射，在昔世祖皇
帝名之曰三不剌，以其国语志之也。地旷衍，均成沙，居民鲜少。
（袁桷：
《竹凤
石屏记》，《清容居士集》卷 15）
络野笼山卷朔陲，尽随汤祝慑天威。客卿莫诧长杨赋，听说今秋第一围。诗
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咏虞官发五，汉家围合万车同，料应老上龙庭北，谷静川空说俊功。千里阴山骑
四周，休夸西伯渭滨游。今年较猎饶常岁，一色天狼四十头。……今年大带林秋，
青黄羊以万筹。摇吻戍儿欣有语，好云从此到南楼。今秋天饷住冬粮，万穴空来
杀气苍。渴饮马酮饮食肉，西风低草看牛羊。
（王恽：
《三不剌川在上都西北七百
里外董侯承旨扈从北回遇于榆林酒间因及今秋大之盛书六绝以纪其事》，
《秋涧先
生大全集》卷 32）
文用字彦材，俊之第三子也。……〔至元〕三十一年……是岁，世祖崩，成
宗将即位上都，太后命文用从行。既即位，巡狩三不剌之地，文用曰：“先帝新
弃天下，陛下巡狩，不以时还，无以慰安元元，宜趣还京师。且臣闻人君犹北辰
然，居其所而众星拱之，不在勤远略也。”帝悟，即日可其奏。（《元史》卷 148
《董文用传》）
八月二日，大驾北巡，将校猎于散不剌，诏免汉官扈从。
（柳贯：
《大驾北巡
将校猎于散不剌》，《柳待制文集》卷 5）
赵世延字子敬，其先雍古族人，居云中北边。……先是，帝猎北凉亭，顾谓
侍臣曰：“赵世延，先帝所尊礼，而帖木迭儿妄入其罪，数请诛之，此殆报私怨
耳，朕岂能从之。”侍臣皆叩头称万岁。（《元史》卷 180《赵世延传》）
2.东凉亭、西凉亭狩猎区
凉亭千里内，相望列东西。秋狝 声容备，时巡典礼稽。……上京之东五十里
有东凉亭，西百五十里有西凉亭，其地皆饶水草，有禽鱼山兽，置离宫巡守，至
此岁必猎较焉。（周伯琦：《立秋日书事五首》，《近光集》卷 2）
至察罕脑儿，……又作土屋养鹰名鹰房，云需府官多鹰人也，驻跸于是秋必
猎校焉。（周伯琦：《扈从诗前序》）
鹰房晓奏驾鹅过，清晓銮舆出禁廷。三百海青千骑马，一时随扈向凉陉。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
离宫秋草仗频移，天子长扬羽猎时。白雁水寒露满路，骑奴犹唱踏歌词。
（马
祖常：《丁卯上京四绝》，《石田集》卷 4）
四、娱乐活动
1.角觝
红云霭霭护棕毛，紫凤翩翩下彩条。武士承宣呈角抵，近臣侍宴赐珠袍。
（郑
彦昭：《上京行幸词》，《永乐大典》卷 7702）
黄须年少羽林郎，宫锦缠腰角抵装。得隽每蒙天一笑，归来驺从亦辉光。
（王
沂：《上京诗》，《伊滨集》卷 12）
大宴三日酣群，万羊脔炙万瓮农。九州水陆千官供，曼延角抵呈巧雄。（周
伯琦：《诈马行》，《近光集》卷 1）
2.竞走
皇朝贵由赤，每岁试其脚力，名之曰：放走。监临者封记其发，以一绳拦定，
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俟齐，去绳走之。大都自河西务起至内中，上都自泥河儿起至内中，越三时行一
百八十里，直至御前，称万岁礼拜而止。头名者赏银一锭，第二名赏段子四表里，
第三名赏二表里，余者各一表里。（杨瑜：《山居新语》）
贵由赤者，快行是也。每岁一试之，名曰放走。以脚力便捷者膺上赏。故监
临之官，齐其名数而约之以绳，使无后先参差之争，然后去绳放行。在大都则自
河西务起程，若上都则自泥河儿起程。起三时，走一百八十里，直抵御前，俯伏
呼万岁。先至者赐银一饼，余则缎匹有差。（《南村辍耕录》卷 1《贵由赤》）
九奏钧天乐渐收，五云楼阁翠如流。宫中又放滦河走，相国家奴第一筹。原
注：滦河至上京二百里，走者名贵赤。黎明放自滦河，至御前巳初，中刻者上赏。
（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
3.歌舞
千官至御天门，俱下马徒行，独至尊骑马直入。前有教坊舞女引导，且歌且
舞，舞出天下太平字样，至玉阶乃止。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
仪凤伶官乐既成，仙风吹送下蓬瀛。花冠簇簇停歌舞，独喜箫韶奏太平。原
注：仪凤司，天下乐工隶焉。每宴，教坊美女必花冠锦纟肃，以备供奉。（杨允
孚：《滦京杂咏》卷上）
凉殿参差翡翠光，朱衣华帽宴亲王。红帘高卷香风起，十六天魔舞袖长。
（萨
都剌：《上京杂咏》，《雁门集》卷 5）
鸾舆五月幸龙冈，宣唤新声促晓妆。拨断冰弘秋满眼，塞天云碧草茫茫。
（王
士熙：《皇元风雅》卷 12）
绿肃

芘安 页 翠流苏，属櫜 舍人金仆姑。宫中云门教坊奏，歌编竹枝并鹧

鸪。（马祖常：《和王左司竹词十首》，《马石田文集》卷 5）

B.2-2-7 Political Mechanism of Xanadu
一、上都路的建置
上都路，唐为奚、契丹地。金平契丹，置桓州。元初为札剌儿部、兀鲁郡王
营幕地。宪宗五年，命世祖居其地，为巨镇。明年，世祖命刘秉忠相宅于桓州东、
滦水北之龙冈。中统元年，为开平府。五年，以阙庭所在，加号上都，岁一幸焉。
至元二年，置留守司。五年，升上都路总管府。十八年，升上都留守司，兼行本
路总管府事。户四万一千十二，口一十一万八千一十一。领院一、县一、府一、
州四。州领三县。府领三县、二州，州领六县。
警巡院。
县一
开平。上。
府一
顺宁府，唐为武州。辽为德州。金为宣德州。元初为宣宁府。太宗七年，改
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山西东路总管府。中统四年，改宣德府，隶上都路。仍至元三年，以地震改顺宁
府。领三县、二州。
三县
宣德，下。倚郭。至元二年，省本府之录事司并龙门县并入焉。二十八年，
又割龙门去属云州。宣平，下。顺圣，下。本隶弘州，今来属。
二州
保安州。下。唐新州。辽改奉圣州。金为德兴府。元初因之。旧领永兴、纟
晋

山、怀来、山四县。至元二年，省樊山入永兴。三年，省纟晋

山入怀来，

仍改为奉圣州，隶宣德府。五年，复置纟晋山。延祐 三年，以晋山、怀来隶大都。
仍至元三年，以地震改保安州。领一县：
永兴。下。倚郭。
蔚州，下。唐改为安边郡，又改为兴唐县，又仍为蔚州。辽为忠顺军。金仍
为蔚州。元至元二年，省州为灵仙县，隶弘州。其年，复改为蔚州，隶宣德府。
领五县：
灵仙，下。灵丘，下。飞狐，下。定安，下。广灵，下。
州四
兴州，下。唐为奚地。金初为兴化军，隶北京，后为兴州。元中统三年，属
上都路。领二县。
兴安，下。至元二年置。宜兴。中。至元二年置。
松州，下。本松林南境，辽置松山州。金为松山县，隶北京路大定府。元中
统三年，升为松州，仍存县。至元二年，省县入州。
桓州，下。本上谷郡地，金置桓州。元初废，至元二年复置。
云州，下。古望云川地，契丹置望云县。金因之。元中统四年，升县为云州，
治望云县。至元二年，州存县废。二十八年，复升宣德之龙门镇为望云县，隶云
州。领一县：
望云（《元史》卷 58《地理志》一）
上都路中统五年，中书少囗开平府阙庭所在，加号上都。
开平府，县名开平。
风土：时雪四时多雨雪水极冷井深数十丈，六月结冰。形胜：星象大地高故
见地势高自燕京至上都一步高一步阴山在其北。（《皇朝混一方舆胜览》卷上）
二、上都留守司及其下属机构
1.上都留守司
上都留守司兼本路都总管府，品秩职掌如大都留守司，而兼治民事。车驾还
大都，则领上都诸仓库之事。留守六员，正二品；同知二员，正三品；副留守二
员，正四品；判官二员，正五品；经历二员，都事四员，照磨兼管勾一员，令史
四十四人，译史六人，回回令史三人，通事、知印各二人，宣使一十二人。国初，
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置开平府。中统四年，改上都路总管府。至元三年，又给留守司印。十九年，并
为上都留守司兼本路都总管府。（《元史》卷 90《百官志》六）
至元二十七年十月己卯，增上都留守司副留守、判官各一员。（《元史》卷
16《世祖纪》十三）
至大三年六月戊申，省上都留守司官七员。（《元史》卷 23《武宗纪》二）
延祐 七年三月戊戌，汰上都留守司留守五员。
（《元史》卷 27《英宗纪》二）
泰定三年九月丁未，增置上都留守判官二员，兼推官。
（《元史》卷 30《泰定帝
纪》二）
大驾岁幸，中外百官咸从，而宗王、藩戚之期会朝集，冠盖相望，供亿之计，
一统之留守，故为职最要焉。（虞集：《贺丞相墓志铭》，《道园学古录》卷 18）
2.上都留守司下属机构
修内司，秩从五品。掌营修内府之事。大使一员，从五品；副使三员，正七
品；直长三员，正八品。至元八年置。
祗应司，秩从五品。掌庄銮油染裱衤背之事。大使一员，从五品；副使二员，
正七品；直长三员，正八品。
器物局，秩从五品。掌造铁器，内府营造钉线之事。大使一员，副使一员，
直长二员。
仪鸾局，秩正五品。大使二员，副使三员，直长二员。至大四年，罢典设署，
改置为局。 兵马司，秩正四品。指挥使三员，副指挥使二员，知事一员，提控
控牍一员，司吏八人。至元二十九年置。
警巡院，秩正六品。达鲁花赤一员，警巡使一员，副使二员，判官二员，司
吏八人。
开平县，秩正六品。达鲁花赤一员，尹一员，丞一员，主簿一员，尉一员，
典史一员，司吏八人。
平盈库，大使一员，副使一员。至元三十年置。
万盈库，达鲁花赤、监支纳、大使、副使各一员。中统初置。
广积仓，达鲁花赤、监支纳、大使、副使各一员。中统初，置永盈仓。大德
间，改为广积仓。万亿库，秩正五品。达鲁花赤一员，提举一员，同提举、副提
举各一员，提控案牍一员，司吏六人，译史一人。至元二十三年置。
行用库，提点一员，大使一员，副使一员。
税课提举司，秩正五品。提举二员，同提举、副提举、提案案牍各一员。元
贞元年置。
八作司，品秩职掌，悉与大都左右八作司同。达鲁花赤一员，提领、大使、
副使各一员。至元十七年置。
饩廪司，掌诸王驸马使客饮食。大使一员，副使一员。至元二年，置上都应
办所。延祐 五年，改为饩廪司。（《元史》卷 90《百官志》六）
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三、上都留守司的主要官员
1.贺仁杰、忽剌忽耳
贺仁杰字宽甫，其先河东阝显

州人，祖种德徙关中，遂为京兆鄂人。……

〔至元〕十七年，上都留守阙，宰相拟廷臣以十数，皆不纳，帝顾仁杰曰：“无
以易卿者”。特授正议大夫、上都留守，兼本路总管、开平府尹。明年，赐三珠
虎符，进资德大夫，兼虎贲亲军都指挥使。寻加荣禄大夫、中书右丞，留守如故。
尚书省立，桑哥用事，奏上都留守司钱谷多失实。召留守忽剌忽耳及仁杰廷辨，
仁杰曰：“臣汉人，不能禁吏戢奸，致钱谷多耗伤，臣之罪。”忽剌忽耳曰：“臣
为长，印在臣手，事未有不关白而能行者，臣之罪。”帝曰：“以爵让人者有之，
未有争引咎归己者。”置勿问。（《元史》卷 169《贺仁杰传》）
2.木八剌沙
大德七年正月辛未，以平章政事、行上都留守木八剌沙、陕西行省平章阿老
瓦丁并为中书平章政事，江南行台御史中丞尚文为中书左丞，江浙行省参知政事
董士珍为中书参知政事。（《元史》卷 21《成宗纪》四）
〔至元〕二十二年，以钞五万锭，令木八剌沙和籴于上都。（《元史》卷 96
《食货志》四）
3.脱脱
脱脱，祖嗣国王速浑察，沉深有智略。……成宗即位，其宠顾为尤笃，常侍
禁固，出入惟谨，退语家人曰：“我昔亲承先帝训，饬令母嗜饮，食未能绝也。
岂有为人，知过而不能改者乎!自今以往，家人有以酒至吾前者，即痛惩之”。帝
闻之，喜曰：“扎剌儿台如脱脱者无几，今能刚制于酒，真可大用矣。”即拜资德
大夫、上都留守、通政院使、虎贲卫亲军都指挥使，政令严肃，克修其职。
（《元
史》卷 119《木华黎传》）
4.贺胜（贺伯颜）
成宗皇帝即位之十年，忠贞告老，寻殁于家，而公拜荣禄大夫、上都留守兼
本路都总管、开平府尹、虎贲亲军都指挥使，服忠贞所佩虎符。至大四年，拜光
禄大夫、左丞相、行都留守兼本路都总管府达鲁花赤。延祐 元年，拜开府仪同三
司、上柱国，三进而弥尊，遂兼合司之贵，而留钥之寄如一，盖世官矣。
（虞集：
《贺丞相墓志铭》，《道园学古录》卷 18）
延祐 七年五月庚辰，上都留守贺伯颜坐便服迎诏弃市，籍其家。
（《元史》卷
27《英宗纪》一）
5.李璧
又至大元年，上都开元寺西僧强市民薪，民诉诸留守李璧。璧方询问其由，
僧已率其党持白梃突入公府，隔案引璧发，诸地，捶扑交下，拽之以归，闭诸空
室，久乃得脱，奔诉于朝，遇赦以名免。（《元史》卷 202《释老传》）
6.哈剌帖木儿
［延祐 ］三年夏四月……遣上都留守哈剌帖木儿、度支监马札儿台传诏翰
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林。……（程钜夫：《昌平县新治记》，《雪楼集》卷 9）
7.憨剌合儿
延祐 三年四月庚子，以上都留守憨剌合儿知枢密事。（《元史》卷 25《仁宗
纪》二）
8.阔阔出
延祐 四年五月辛未，授上都留守阔阔出开府仪同三司、大司徒。
（《元史》卷
26《仁宗纪》三）
9.庆童
庆童字明德，康里氏。祖明里帖木儿，父斡罗思，皆封益国公。庆童早以勋
臣子孙受知仁庙，给事内廷，遂长宿卫。授大宗正府掌判，三迁为上都留守。又
累迁为江西、河南二行省平章政事。入为太府卿。复为上都留守。（《元史》卷
142《庆童传》）
10.只儿哈郎
至治元年六月己巳，以上都留守只儿哈郎为中书平章政事。（《元史》卷 27
《英宗纪》一）
11.铁木儿脱
至治元年八月乙卯，中书平章政事铁木儿脱罢为上都留守。（《元史》卷 27
《英宗纪》一）
12.乃蛮台（乃马台）
乃蛮台，木华黎五世孙。……至顺元年，迁上都留守，佩元降虎符，虎贲亲
军都指挥使，进阶开府仪同三司，知岭北行枢密院事，封宣宁郡王，赐金印。
至顺二年丙午朔，以上都留守乃马台行岭北行枢密院事，太禧宗

使谨只儿、

答邻答里、笃烈捏四人并知院事，遥授平章政事。
（《元史》卷 35《文宗纪》四）
13.太平（贺惟一）
太平字允中，初姓贺氏，名惟一，后赐姓蒙古氏，名太平，仁杰之孙，胜之
子也。初，胜以非罪死，太平年尚幼，泰定帝雪其父冤而抚卹 之，……会阳翟王
阿鲁辉铁木儿倡乱，骚动北边，势逼上都，皇太子乃言于帝，命太平留守上都，
实欲置之死地。太平遂往。（《元史》卷 140《太平传》）
上京夫子庙学既建六十有八年，尚未勒碑以纪成绩。留守贺惟一始为具石，
教授李溥请于朝，中书以闻。敕参知政事许有壬为之文，卜日树立。（苏天爵：
《上都庙学碑阴记》，《滋溪文稿》卷 2）
14 彻里帖木儿
彻里帖木儿，阿鲁温氏。……至顺元年，云南伯忽叛，以知行枢密院事总兵
讨之，治军有纪律，所过秋毫无犯。贼平，赏赉甚厚，悉分赐将士，师旋，囊装
惟巾栉而已。除上都留守。先是，上都官买商旅之货，其直不即酬给，以故商旅
不得归，至有饥寒死者。彻里帖木儿为之请。有旨，出钞四百万贯偿之。
（《元史》
卷 142《彻里帖木儿传》）
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15 马扎儿台
天历二年八月丁未，以马扎儿台为上都留守。马扎儿台前为陕西行台侍御史，
坐涂毁诏书得罪，以其兄伯颜有功，故特官之。（《元史》卷 33《文宗纪》二）
16.马儿
至顺元年七月丁丑，故丞相铁木迭儿子将作使锁住与其弟观音奴、姊夫太医
使野理牙，坐怨望、造符录、祭北斗、咒咀，事觉，诏中书鞫之。事连前刑部尚
书乌马儿、前御史大夫孛罗、上都留守马儿及野理牙姊阿纳昔木思等，俱伏诛。
（《元史》卷 34《文宗纪》三）
17.忻都
公讳答失蛮，其先西域人，系出哈剌鲁氏。……子男三人，……次，忻都，
资善大夫、上都留守兼本路都总管达鲁花赤，后公十八年卒。
（黄溍 ：
《宣徽使太
保定国忠亮公神道碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 24）
18.太不花（泰不花）
太不花，弘吉剌氏。世为外戚，官最贵显。太不花沉厚有大度，以世胄入官，
累迁云南行省右丞，历通政使、上都留守、辽阳行省平章政事。
（《元史》卷 141
《太不花传》）
19.阿牙赤
至正五年十月辛酉，命奉使宣抚巡行天下，……命上都留守阿牙赤……巡海
北海南广东道。（《元史》卷 41《顺帝纪》四）
20.古纳剌
……王之孙，今上都留守古纳剌，访求王世系官阀行事之实，序而铭之，元
名帖木儿，成宗御极，避而易，今讳曰也速儿，系出兀里养哈氏。
（黄溍 ：
《安庆
武襄王神道碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 24）
21.也先忽都（贺钧）
也先忽都，名均，字公秉。……〔至正〕十九年，群盗由开平东屯辽阳。冬，
诏也先忽都以知枢密院事兼太子詹事率师往讨。太平以其年少，数请改命，不允。
至则遣将拔懿州省治，盗逾辽河东奔。而朝廷谗拘日甚，罢为上都留守。
（《元史》
卷 140《太平传》）
22. 达礼麻识理
达礼麻识理字遵道，怯烈台氏。……〔至正〕二十三年冬，迁上都留守，兼
开平府尹，加荣禄大夫，分司土岭，东镇三州，以督转输。
（《元史》卷 145《达
礼麻识理传》）
23.塔失帖木儿
〔至正〕二十四年，朝廷以前中书平章政事塔失帖木儿来为留守。（《元史》
卷 145《达礼麻识理传》）
24.善安
适脱吉儿以孛罗帖木儿命屯兵盖里泊，托腹心于宗王也速也不坚，授以金印，
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俾驻上都之东郊，而以留守善安集兵于瓦吉剌部落。达礼麻识理遇之有礼，善安
辞去。（《元史》卷 145《达礼麻识理传》）
25.乃蛮台
〔至正二十八年八月〕二十四日，上都行枢密副使乃蛮台入觐。……以上都
焚毁，置行枢密院于察罕脑儿，乃蛮公以上都留守改行枢密副使，率万众追红贼
余党，次第略平。至是，自军中入觐，上留其军为宿卫焉。
（刘佶：
《北巡私记》）
26.王信
〔至正二十九年三月〕二十二日，以兀鲁不花为中书参知政事，王信为上都
留守。（刘佶：《北巡私记》）
27.忽都帖木儿
〔至正二十九年四月〕初十日，忽都帖木儿由太禧院使拜上都留守。
（刘佶：
《北巡私记》）
四、上都的驻军
1.外地郡兵戍上都
郡邑镇戍士卒，皆更相易置，故每岁以他郡兵戍上都。
（《元史》卷 99《兵
志二·围宿》
） 上都屯戍士卒，其奥鲁皆在西川；而戍西川者，多隆兴、西京军
士；每岁转饷，不胜劳费。（《元史》卷 99《兵志二·围宿》
）
〔至元〕十四年正月，诏：“上都、隆兴、西京、北京四路编民捕猎等户，
签选丁壮军二千人，防守上都。”中书省议：“从各路搭配，二十五户内取军一名，
选善骑射者充，官给行资中统钞一锭，仍自备鞍马衣装器仗，编立牌甲，差官部
领，前来赴役。”（《元史》卷 98《兵志一·兵制》）
至元十五年七月丁酉，复上都守城军二千人为民。
（《元史》卷 10《世祖纪》
七）
至元十六年四月，定上都戍卒用本路元籍军士。国制，郡邑镇戍士卒，皆更
相易置，故每岁以他郡兵戍上都，军士羁于转输。至是，以上都民充军者四千人，
每岁令备镇戍，羁他郡戍兵。（《元史》卷 99《兵志二·镇戍》）
至元十九年七月，以隆兴、西京军士代上都戍卒，还西川。先是，上都屯戍
士卒，其奥鲁皆在西川，而戍西川者，多隆兴、西京军士，每岁转饷，不胜劳费，
至是更之。（《元史》卷 99《兵志二·镇戍》
）
2.虎贲亲军都指挥使司
虎贲亲军都指挥使司，秩正三品。管领上都路元籍军人，兼奥鲁之事。至元
十六年，立虎贲军，设官二员。十七年，置都指挥使二员、副都指挥使一员，又
增置副都指挥使一员。元贞三年，以虎贲军改为虎贲亲军都指挥使司。十一年，
增置都指挥使六员。至大四年，省都指挥使九员。后定置司官，都指挥使三员，
正三品；副都指挥使二员，从三品；佥事二员，正四品；经历一员，从七品；知
事、照磨兼承发各一员，并从八品；令史七人，译史、通事、知印各一人，典吏
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二人。镇抚二员，都目一员。（《元史》卷 86《百官志》六）
虎贲司去上都二百里，世祖所立三十六屯在焉。（权衡：《庚申外史》卷下）
［至元］二十八年，发虎贲军二千人入屯。二十九年，增军一千，凡立三十
四屯，于上都置司，为军三千人，佃户七十九，为田四千二百二顷七十九亩。
（《元
史》卷 100《兵志二·屯田》）
至正八年二月壬辰，太平言：“孛答、乃秃、忙兀三处屯田，世祖朝以行营
旧站拨属虎贲司，后为豪有力者所夺，遂失其利。今宜仍前拨还。”从之。（《元
史》卷 41《顺帝纪》四）
3.守卫城门的军人
皇帝圣旨：大都、上都守把城围宿军官军人每、八剌哈赤每根底：自今己夜，
夜遇紧急事情，开门出入，差官将带夜行象牙圆牌、织字圣旨，门卫官员详验端
实方许开门出。虽有夜行象牙圆牌，如无织字圣旨，不以是何官员等，并不许辄
开城门纵令出入，违者处死。（虞集：《题朵来学士所藏御书后》，《道园学古录》
卷 10）

B.2-2-8 Political Life in Xanadu
一、在上都登基的蒙古皇帝
1.元世祖忽必烈
世祖圣德神功文武皇帝，讳忽必烈，睿宗皇帝第四子。母庄圣太后，怯烈氏。
以乙亥岁八月乙卯生。及长，仁明英睿，事太后至孝，尤善抚下。纳弘吉剌氏为
妃。……
中统元年春三月，戊辰朔，车驾至开平。亲王合丹、阿只吉率西道诸王，塔
察儿、也先哥、忽剌忽儿、爪都率东道诸王，皆来会，与诸大臣劝进。帝三让，
诸王大臣固请。辛卯，帝即皇帝位。（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
岁庚申春，上至开平，诸王宗戚咸会，塔察儿率先劝进。王奏曰：“阿里勃
哥挟居守之权，鬼夺其鉴，或窃位，号令至，违从顺逆立判。若早承大统，诏告
天下，彼或顾望，我有辞矣。机会之乘，不容发间。”上良曰：“吾意决矣。”翌
日登大宝位，建元中统。（元明善：《平章政事廉文正王神道碑》，《元文类》卷
65）
2.元成宗铁穆耳
成宗钦明广孝皇帝，讳铁穆耳，世祖之孙，裕宗真金第三子也。母曰徽仁裕
圣皇后，弘吉烈氏。至元二年九月庚子生。二十四年，诸王乃颜反，世祖自将讨
平之。其后合丹复叛，命帝往征之，合丹败亡。三十年六月乙巳，受皇太子宝，
抚军于北边。三十一年春正月，世祖崩，亲王、诸大臣遣使告哀军中。
夏四月壬午，帝至上都，左右部诸王毕会。先是，御史中丞，崔彧 得玉玺于
故臣之家，其文曰“受命于天，既寿永昌”，上之徽仁裕圣皇后。至是手授予帝。
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甲午，即皇帝位，受诸王宗亲、文武百官朝于大安阁，诏曰：
“朕惟太祖圣武皇帝受天明命，肇造区夏，圣圣相承，光熙前绪，迨我先皇
帝体元居正以来，然后典章文物大备。临御三十五年，薄海内外，网不臣属，宏
规远略，厚泽深仁，有以衍皇元万世无疆之祚。
我昭考早正储位，德盛功隆，天不假年，四海缺望。顾惟眇质，仰荷先皇帝
殊眷，往岁之夏，亲授皇太子宝，付以抚军之任。今春宫车远驭，奄弃臣民，乃
有宗藩昆弟之贤，戚畹官僚之旧，谓祖训不可以违，神器不可以旷，体承先皇夙
昔付之意，合辞推戴，诚切意坚，朕勉徇所请，于四月十四日即皇帝位，可大赦
天下。
尚念先朝庶政，悉有成规，惟慎奉行，网敢失墜 。更赖祖亲勋戚，左右忠良，
各尽乃诚，以辅台德。布告远迩，咸使闻知。”
诏除大都、上都两路差税一年，其余减丁地税粮十分之三。系官逋欠，一切
蠲免。民户逃亡者，差税皆除之。（《元史》卷 18《成宗纪》一）
谨按太傅淮安忠武王，讳伯颜，姓八邻氏，蒙古部人。……［至元三十一年］
四月，成宗即皇帝位于上都大安殿，时亲王有违言，王按剑陈祖宗宝训，述所以
立成宗之意，辞色俱厉，诸王股栗，趋殿下拜。
（元明善：
《丞相淮安忠武王碑》，
《元文类》卷 24）
贾昔剌，燕之大兴人也。本姓贾氏，其父仕金为庖人。昔剌体貌魁硕，有志
于当世。岁甲申，因近臣入见庄圣太后，遂从睿宗于和林，典司御膳，以其鬚 黄，
赐名昔剌，俾氏族与蒙古人同，甚亲幸之。……成宗即位，诸侯王会于上京，凡
刍饩宴享之节、赐予多寡、疏戚之分，无一不当其意，帝喜曰：“宣徽得秃坚不
花足矣。”进同知宣徽院事。（《元史》卷 169《贾昔剌传》）
3.元武宗海山
武宗仁惠宣孝皇帝，讳海山，顺宗答剌麻八剌之长子也。母曰兴圣皇太后，
弘吉剌氏。至元十八年七月十九日生。……
［大德十一年］五月，至上都。乙丑，仁宗侍太后来会，左右部诸王毕至会
议，乃废皇后伯要真氏，出居东安州，赐死。执安西王阿难答、诸王明里铁木儿
至上都，亦皆赐死。甲申，皇帝即位于上都，受诸王文武百官朝于大安阁，大赦
天下，诏曰：
“昔我太祖皇帝以武功定天下，世祖皇帝以文德洽海内，列圣相聚，丕衍无
疆之祚。朕自先朝，肃将天威，抚军朔方，殆将十年，亲御甲胄，力战却敌者屡
矣。方诸藩内附，边事以宁，遽闻宫车晏驾，乃有宗室诸王、贵戚之勋，相与定
策于和林，咸以朕为世祖曾孙之嫡，裕宗正派之传，以功以贤，宜膺大宝。朕谦
让未遑，至于再三。还至上都，宗亲大臣复请于朕。间者，奸臣乘隙，谋为不轨，
赖祖宗之灵，母弟爱育黎拔力八达禀命太后，恭行天罚。内难既平，神器不可久
虚，宗祧不可乏祀，合辞劝进，诚意益坚。朕勉徇舆情，于五月二十一日即皇帝
位。任太守重，若涉渊冰，属嗣服之云初，其与民更始，可大赦天下。”
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存恤征戍军士及供给繁重州郡。免上都、大都、隆兴差税三年，其余路分，
量轻重优免。云南、八番、田杨地面，免差发一年。其积年逋欠者，蠲之。逃移
复业者，免三年。被灾之处，山场湖泊课程，权且停罢，听贫民采取。站赤消乏
者，优之。经过军马，勿得扰民。诸处铁冶，许诸人煽办。勉励学校，蠲儒户差
役。存问鳏寡孤独。（《元史》卷 22《武宗纪》一）
王讳哈剌哈孙，朔方人，其族为斡罗那氏，袭号答剌罕。……丁未春正月，
宸御晚驾，时武宗皇帝抚兵居北，王封府库，移疾卧阙下。理机务如故。中闱以
奸臣谋，绝北道驿，欲行庙礼，王格其事，密记授使间走，逾两驿始得传，驰报
武宗。诸怀诈者，数欲害王，王不为动。内外懔懔，视王以安。会今上皇帝、皇
太后，至自怀，奸臣希中旨，谋为不轨。三月，王赞今皇太后，擒灭其党，发使
迎武宗。四月，今上皇太后如上都，王继往。五月，武宗即大位，加太保、开府
仪同三司、录军国重事、中书右丞相、监修国史。
（刘敏中：
《丞相顺德忠献王碑》，
《元文类》卷 25）
4.天顺帝阿剌吉八
［致和元年］九月，倒剌沙立皇太子为帝，改元天顺，诏天下。
（《元史》卷
30《泰定纪》二）
［泰定三年］七月庚午，泰定皇帝崩于上都，倒剌沙专权自用，逾月不立君，
朝野疑惧。……时倒剌沙在上都，立泰定皇帝子为皇帝，乃遣兵分道犯大都。
（《元
史》卷 31《明宗纪》）
［致和元年八月］是月，倒剌沙立泰定帝子阿剌吉八为帝于上都，年九岁，
改元天顺。 （［明］陈邦瞻：《元史纪事本末》卷 22《三帝之立》）
5.元文宗图帖睦尔
文宗圣明元孝皇帝，讳图贴睦尔，武宗之次子，明宗之弟也。母曰文献昭圣
皇后，唐兀氏。大德三年，武宗总兵北边，帝以八年春正月癸亥生。……（《元
史》卷 32《文宗纪》一）
［天历二年］八月乙酉朔，明宗次于王忽察都。丙戌，帝入见，明宗宴帝及
诸王、大臣于行殿。庚寅，明宗崩，帝入临哭尽哀。燕铁木儿以明宗后之命，奉
皇帝宝授于帝，遂还。……己亥，帝复即位于上都大安阁。大赦天下，诏曰：“朕
惟昔上天启我太祖皇帝肇造帝业，列圣相承。世祖皇帝既大一统，即建储贰，而
我裕皇天不假年，成宗入继，才十余载。我皇考武宗归膺在宝，克享天心，志存
不私，以仁庙居东宫，遂嗣宸极。甫及英皇，降割我家。晋邸违盟构逆，据有神
器，天示谴告，竟损厥身。是宗戚旧臣，协谋以举义，正名以讨罪，揆诸统绪，
属在眇躬。朕兴念大兄播迁朔漠，以贤以长，历数宜归，力拒群言，至于再四。
乃曰艰难之际，天位久虚，则众志弗固，恐隳大业。朕虽从请而临御，秉初志之
不移，是以固让之诏始颁，奉迎之使已遣。寻命阿剌忒纳失里、燕铁木儿奉皇帝
宝玺，远迓于途。受宝即位之日，即遣使授朕皇太子宝。朕幸释重负，实获素心，
乃率臣民，北迎大驾。而先皇帝跋涉山川，蒙犯霜露，道里辽远，自春徂秋，怀
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艰阻于历年，望都邑而增慨，徒御弗慎，屡爽节宜。信使往来，相望于道路，彼
此思见，交切于衷怀。八月一日，大驾次王忽察都，朕欣瞻对之有期，独兼程而
先进，相见之顷，悲喜交集。何数日之间，而宫车弗驾，国家多难，遽至于斯!
念之痛心，以夜继旦。
诸王、大臣以为祖宗基业之隆，先帝付托之重，天命所在，诚不可违，请即
正位，以安九有。朕以先皇帝奄弃方新，摧怛何忍；衔哀辞对，固请弥坚，执谊
伏阙者三日，皆宗社大计，乃以八月十五日即皇帝位于上都。可大赦天下，自天
历二年八月十五日昧爽以前，罪无轻重，咸赦除之。
于戏!戡定之余，莫急乎与民休息；丕变之道，莫大乎使民知义。亦惟尔中
外大小之臣，各究乃心，以称朕意。”（《元史》卷 33《文宗纪》二）
先是，文宗以天下即定，可行初志，遣治书侍御史撒迪迎大兄明宗于漠北。
三月辛酉，乃诏燕铁木儿护玺宝北上。明宗嘉其功。五月，特拜开府仪同三司、
上柱国、录军国重事、中书右丞相、监修国史、大都督、领龙翊亲军都指挥使、
答剌罕、太平王。六月，加拜太师，余如故。从明宗南还。八月朔，明宗次王忽
察都之地，文宗以皇太子见。庚寅，明宗暴崩。燕铁木儿以皇后命奉皇帝玺宝授
文宗，疾驱而还，昼则率卫士以扈从，夜则躬环甲胄绕幄殿巡护。癸巳，达上都。
遂与诸王大臣陈劝复正大位。己亥，文宗复即位于上都。
（《元史》卷 138《燕铁
木儿传》）
6.元顺帝妥欢帖睦尔
顺帝名妥欢帖睦尔，明宗之长子。母罕禄鲁氏，名迈来迪，郡王阿儿厮兰之
裔孙也。初，太祖取西北诸国，阿儿厮兰率其众来降，乃封为郡王，俾领其部族。
及明宗北狩，过其地，纳罕禄鲁氏。延祐 七年四月丙寅，生帝于北方。……
［至顺］三年八月己酉，文宗崩，燕铁木儿请文宗后立太子燕帖古思，后不
从，而命立明宗次子懿邻只班，是为宁宗。十一月壬辰，宁宗崩，燕铁木儿复请
立燕帖古思，文宗后曰：“吾子尚幼，妥欢帖睦尔在广西，今年十三矣，且明宗
之长子，礼当立之。”乃命中书右丞阔里吉思迎帝于静江。至良乡，具卤薄以迓
之。燕铁木儿既见帝，并马徐行，具陈迎立之意，帝幼且畏之，一无所答。于是
燕铁木儿疑之。故帝至京，久不得立。适太史亦言帝不可立，立则天下乱，以故
议未决。迁延者数月，国事皆决于燕铁木儿，奏文宗后而行之。俄而燕铁木儿死，
后乃与大臣定议立帝，且曰：“万岁之后，其传位于燕帖古思，若武宗、仁宗故
事。”诸王宗戚奉上玺绶劝进。
四年六月己巳，帝即位于上都，诏曰：
“洪惟我太祖皇帝，受命于天，肇造区夏；世祖皇帝，奄有四海，治功大备；
列圣相传，丕承前烈。我皇祖武宗皇帝入纂大统，及致和之季，皇考明宗皇帝远
居朔漠，札牙笃皇帝戡定内难，让以天下。我皇考宾天，札牙笃皇帝复正宸极。
治化方隆，奄弃臣庶。”
今皇太后召大臣燕铁木儿、伯颜等曰：“昔者阔彻伯、脱脱木儿、只儿哈郎
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等谋逆，以明宗太子为名，又先为八不沙始以

忌，妄构诬言，疏离骨肉。逆臣

等既正其罪，太子遂迁于外。札牙笃皇帝后知其妄。寻至大渐，顾命有曰：‘朕
之大位，其以朕兄子继之’。时以朕远征南服，以朕弟懿邻只班登大位，以安百
姓，乃遽至大故。皇太后体承札牙笃皇帝遗意，以武宗皇帝之元孙，明宗皇帝之
世嫡，以贤以长，在予一人，遣使迎还。征集宗室诸王来会，合辞推戴。今奉皇
太后勉进之笃，宗室大臣恳请之至，以至顺四年六月初八日，即皇帝位于上都。
于戏!惟天、惟祖宗全付予有家，威惧，若涉渊冰，网知攸济。尚赖宗亲臣
邻，交修不逮，以底隆平。其赦天下。（《元史》卷 38《顺帝纪》一）
二、发生在上都的重大政治事件
1.阿里不哥归降忽必烈
至元元年七月庚子，阿里不哥自昔木土之败，不复能军，至是与诸王玉龙答
失、阿速带、昔里给、其所谋臣不鲁花、忽察、秃满、阿里察、脱忽思等来归。
诏诸王皆太祖元裔，并释不问，其谋臣不鲁花等皆伏诛。
（《元史》卷 5《世祖纪》
二）
至元元年八月丁巳，以改元大赦天下，诏曰：“应天者惟以至诚，拯民者莫
如实惠。朕以菲德，获承庆基，内难未戡，外兵未戢，夫豈 一日，于今五年。赖
天地之畀矜，暨祖宗之垂裕，凡我同气，会于上都。虽此日之小康，敢朕心之少
肆。”
比者星芒示儆，雨泽愆常，皆阙政之所由，顾斯民之何罪。宜布惟之令，溥
施在宥之仁。据不鲁花、忽察、秃满、阿里察、脱火思辈，构祸我家，照依太祖
皇帝扎撒正典刑讫。可大赦天下，改中统五年为至元元年。于戏!否往泰来，迓
续亨嘉之会；鼎新革故，正资辅弼之良。咨尔臣民，体予至意!（《元史》卷 5《世
祖纪》二）
2.亡宋君臣在上都
（1） 礼拜元廷太庙
［至元十三年五月初一日，南宋皇帝、太皇太后等被送到上都的第三天］，
早出西门五里外，……北边设一紫锦罘罳 ，即家庙也。庙前两拜。太后及内人各
胡跪，福王、宰执如南礼。又一人对罘

前致语，拜两拜而退。
（严光大：
《祈请

使行程记》）
（2） 伯颜在上都近郊祭告天地、祖宗
［至元十三年］五月乙未朔，伯颜以宋主至上都，制授开府仪同三司、检校
大司徒，封瀛国公。以平宋，遣官告天地、祖宗于上都之近郊。
（《元史》卷 9《世
祖纪》六）
（3） 亡宋君臣初见进贡礼仪
［至元十三年五月初二日，南宋皇帝赵、太皇太后一行投降后被送到上都的
第四天］
，天晓，尽出南门十余里，宰执同属官亦列铺设金银玉帛一百余桌，在
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草地上行宫殿下，作初见进贡礼仪。行宫殿宇宏丽，金碧晃耀。诸妃诸王皆升殿
卷帘列坐。皇帝、皇后共坐霤 中，诸王列坐两序。……班退、升殿，再两拜，就
留御宴。（严光大：《祈请使行程记》）
（4） 封亡宋皇帝赵制书
我国家诞膺景命，奄有多方。炎风朔雪之乡，尽修职贡；若木虞渊之地，靡
不来庭。罄六合而混同，岂一方之独异。用慰徯 苏之望，爰兴问罪之师。戈船尺
流而天堑无凭，铁马长驱而松关失险。宋主乃能察人心之向背，识天道之推移，
正大奸误国之诛，斥群小浮海之议，决谋宫禁，送款军门，奉章奏以祈哀，率亲
族而入觐。是用昭示大信，度越彝章，位诸台辅之尊，爵以上公之贵。……（王
磐：《降封宋主为瀛国公制》，《元文类》卷 11）
3.上都留守贺胜（贺伯颜）被诛
贺胜，仁杰子也，字贞卿，一字举安，小字伯颜，以小字行。……至大三年，
进光禄大夫，左丞相，行上都留守，兼本路总管府达鲁花赤。……初，开平人张
弼，家富。弼死，其奴索钱民家，弗得，殴负钱者至死。有治其狱者，教奴引弼
子，并下之狱。丞相铁木迭儿受其赂六万缗，终不为直。胜素恶铁木迭儿贪暴，
居同巷，不与往来。闻弼事，以语御史中丞杨朵儿只。杨朵儿只以语监察御史玉
龙帖木儿、徐元素。遂劾奏丞相，逮治其左右，得所赂事实以闻。帝亦素恶铁木
迭儿，欲诛之。铁木迭儿走匿太后宫中，太后为言，仅夺其印绶而罢之。及英宗
即位，在谅闇 中，铁木迭儿遂复出据相位，乃执杨朵儿只及中书平章政事萧拜住，
同日戳于市。且复诬胜乘赐车迎诏，不敬，并杀之。胜死之日，百姓争持纸钱，
哭于尸傍甚哀。泰定初，诏雪其冤，赠推忠宣力保德功臣、太傅、开府仪同三司、
上柱国，追封秦国公，谥惠愍。至正三年，加赠推忠亮节同德翊戴功臣、太师、
开府仪同三司、上柱国，追封泾阳王，改谥忠宣。（《元史》卷 179《贺胜传》）
［延祐 七年五月］庚辰，上都留守贺伯颜坐便服迎诏弃市，籍其家。……甲
辰，以诛阿散、黑驴、贺伯颜等诏天下。……丁未，以贺伯颜、失列门、阿散家
资、田宅赐铁木迭儿等。（《元史》卷 27《英宗纪》一）
［延祐 七年］五月，英宗在上都，铁木迭儿嫉留守贺伯颜素不附己，乃奏其
以便服迎诏为不敬，下五府杂治，竟杀之。都民为之流涕。
（《元史》卷 205《铁
木迭儿传》）
4.南坡之变
［延祐 三年］八月癸亥，车驾南还，驻跸南坡。是夕，御史大夫铁失、知枢
密院事也先帖木儿、大司农失秃儿、前平章政事赤斤铁木儿、前云南行省平章政
事完者、铁木迭儿子前治书侍御史锁南、铁失弟宣徽使锁南、典瑞院使脱火赤、
枢密院副使阿散、佥书枢密院事章台、卫士秃满及诸王按梯不花、孛罗、月鲁铁
木儿、曲吕不花、兀鲁思不花等谋逆，以铁失所领阿速卫兵外应，铁失、赤斤铁
木儿杀丞相拜住，遂弑帝于行幄。年二十一，从葬诸帝陵。泰定元年二月，上尊
号曰睿圣文孝皇帝，庙号英宗。四月，上国语庙号曰格坚。（《元史》卷 28《英
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宗纪》二）
［延祐 三年］夏六月，拜住以海运粮视世祖时顿增数倍，今江南民力困极，
而京仓充满，奏请岁减二十万石。帝遂并铁木迭儿所增江淮粮免之。时铁木迭儿
过恶日彰，拜住悉以奏闻。帝悟，夺其官，仆其碑。奸党铁失等甚惧。帝在上都，
夜寐不宁，命作佛事。拜住以国用不足谏止之。既而惧诛者复阴诱群僧言：“国
当有厄，非作佛事而大赦无以禳之。”拜住叱曰：“尔辈不过图得金帛而已，又欲
庇有罪耶?”奸党闻之益惧，乃生异谋。晋王也孙帖木儿时镇北边，铁失潜遣人至
王所，告以逆谋，约事成推王为帝。王命囚之，遣使赴上都告变，未至，车驾南
还，次南坡，铁失与赤斤铁木儿等夜以所领阿速卫兵为外应，杀拜住，遂弑帝于
行幄。晋王即位，铁失等伏诛。诏有司备仪卫，百官耆宿前导，舆拜住画像于海
云寺，大作佛事，观者万数，无不叹惜泣下。（《元史》卷 136《拜住传》）
［至治三年］……时铁木迭儿，罪恶日彰，英宗委任拜住为右丞相，振立纪
纲，修举废坠，以进贤退不肖为急务。铁失以奸党不自安，潜蓄异图。
秋八月癸亥，英宗自上都南还，驻跸南坡。是夕，铁失与枢密院事也先铁木
儿、大司农失秃儿、前中书平章政事赤斤铁木儿、前云南行省平章政事完者、前
治书侍御史锁南、铁失之弟宣徽使锁南、典瑞院使脱火赤、枢密副使阿散、佥书
密院事章台、卫士秃满，及诸王按梯不花、孛罗、月鲁铁木儿、曲律不花、兀鲁
思不花等，以铁失所领阿速卫兵为外应，杀右丞相拜住，而铁失直犯禁幄，手弑
英宗于卧所。九月四月，晋王即位，铁失及其党皆诛。
（《元史》卷 207《铁失传》）
5.两都战争
（1） 大都政变
致和元年春，大驾出畋柳林，以疾还宫。诸王满秃、阿马剌台，太常礼仪使
哈海，宗正扎鲁忽赤阔阔出等，与佥枢密院事燕铁木儿谋曰：“今主上之疾日臻，
将往上都。如有不讳，吾党扈从者执诸王、大臣杀之。居大都者，即缚大都省、
台官，宣言太子已至，正位宸极，传檄守御诸关，则大事济矣”。
三月，大驾至上都，满秃、阔阔出等扈从。西安王阿剌忒纳失里居守，燕铁
木儿亦留大都。时也先捏至上都，与倒剌沙等图弗利于帝，乃遣宗正扎鲁忽赤雍
古台迁帝居江陵。
七月庚午，泰定皇帝崩于上都。倒剌沙及梁王王禅，因结党害政，人皆不平。
时燕铁木儿实掌大都枢密符印，谋于西安王阿剌忒纳失里，阴结勇士，以图举义。
八月甲午，黎明，百官集兴圣宫，燕铁木儿率阿剌铁木儿、孛伦赤等十七人，
兵皆露刃，号于众曰：“武宗皇帝有圣子二人，孝友仁文，天下正统当归之。今
尔一二臣，敢紊邦纪!有不顺者斩。”乃手缚平章政事乌伯都剌、伯颜察儿；分命
勇士执中书左丞朵朵，参知政事王士熙，参议中书省事脱脱、吴秉道，侍御史铁
木哥、丘世杰，治书侍御史脱欢，太子詹事丞王桓等，皆下之狱。燕铁木儿与西
安王阿剌忒纳失里共守内廷，籍府库，录符印，召百官入内听命。即遣前河南行
省参知政事明里董阿、前宣政使答里麻失里，驰驿迎帝于江陵，密以意谕河南行
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省平章政事伯颜，令简兵以备扈从。是日，前湖广行省左丞相别不花为中书左丞
相，太子詹事塔失海涯为中书平章政事，前湖广行省右丞相速速为中书左丞，前
陕西行省参知政事王不怜吉台为枢密副使，与中书右丞赵世延、同佥枢密院事燕
铁木儿、翰林学士承旨亦列赤、通政院使寒食分典机务，调兵守御关要，征诸卫
兵屯京师，下郡县造兵器，出府库犒军士。燕铁木儿直宿禁中，达旦不寐，一夕
或再徙，人莫知其处。……（《元史》卷 32《文宗纪》一）
（2） 倒剌沙在上都杀燕铁木儿同党
［致和元年八月］己酉，诸王满秃、阿马剌台，宗王扎鲁忽赤阔阔出，前河
南行省平章政事买闾，集贤侍读学士兀鲁不花，太常礼仪院使哈海赤等十八人，
同谋援大都，事觉，倒剌沙杀之。（《元史》卷 32《文宗纪》一）
（3） 大都军力战上都军
［致和元年八月］己未，上都王禅及太尉不花、丞相塔失帖木儿、平章买闾、
御史大夫纽泽等军次榆林。九月庚申，诏燕铁木儿帅师御之，撒敦先驱，至榆林
西，乘其未阵薄之，北军大败。甲子，诏还都。戊辰，辽东平章秃满迭儿以兵犯
迁民镇，斩关以入。遣撒敦往拒，至蓟州东沙流河，累战败之。
癸酉，封燕铁木儿为太平王，以太平路为其食邑。甲戌，加开府仪同三司、
上柱国、录军国重事、中书右丞相、监修国史、知枢密院事；……即日诏将兵出
蓟州拒秃满迭儿。乙亥，次三河，而王禅等军已破居庸关，遂进屯三。丙子，燕
铁木儿蓐食倍道而还。丁丑，抵榆林，闻帝出都城，将亲督战，燕铁木儿单骑请
见，曰：“陛下出，民心必惊，凡剪寇事一以责臣，愿陛下亟还宫以安黎庶。”
文宗乃还。明日丁丑，阿速卫指挥使忽都不花、塔海帖木儿，同知太不花构变，
事觉，械送京师斩以徇。己卯，与王禅前军遇于榆林河北，我军奋击败之，追至
红桥北。王禅将枢密副使阿剌帖木儿、指挥忽都帖木儿引兵会战。阿剌帖木儿执
戈入刺，燕铁木儿侧身以刀格其戈就斫之，中左臂。部将和尚驰击忽都帖木儿，
亦中左臂。二人骁将也，敌为夺气，遂却。因据红桥。两军阻水而阵，命善射者
射之，遂退，师于白浮南，命知院也速答儿，八都儿、亦讷思等分为三队，张两
翼以角之，敌军败走。辛巳，敌军复合，鏖战于白浮之野，周旋驰突，戈戟戞 摩。
燕铁木儿手毙七人。会日晡，对垒而宿。夜二鼓，遣阿剌帖木儿、孛伦赤、岳来
吉将精锐百骑鼓譟 射其营，敌众惊扰，互自出击，至旦始悟，人马死伤无数。明
日，天大雾，获敌卒二人，云王禅等脱身窜出谷矣。癸未，天清明，王禅散卒成
列出山，我师驻白浮西，坚壁不动。是夜，又命撒敦潜军绕其后，部曲八都儿压
其前，夹营吹铜角以震盪 之，敌不悟而乱，自相挞击，三鼓后乃西遁。迟明，追
及昌平北，斩首数千级，降者万余人。…… 俄报古北口不守，上都军掠石槽。
丙戌，遣撒敦为先驱，燕铁木儿以大军继其后，至石槽。敌军方炊，掩其不备，
直蹂之，大军并进，追击四十里，至牛头山，擒驸马孛罗帖木儿，平章蒙古答失、
牙失帖木儿，院使撒儿讨温等，献俘阙下，戮之。各卫将士降者不可胜纪，余兵
奔窜。夜遣撒敦袭之，逐出古北口。
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丁亥，秃满失儿及诸王也先帖木儿军陷通州，将袭京师，燕铁木儿急引军还。
十月己丑朔，日将昏，至通州，乘其初至击之，敌军狼狈走渡潞河。庚寅，夹河
而军。敌列植黍稭 ，衣以毡衣，然火为疑兵，夜遁。辛卯，率师渡河追之。癸巳，
驻檀子山之棗 林。也先帖木儿、秃满迭儿合阳翟王太平、国王朵罗台、平章塔海
军来斗，士皆殊死战。至晚，唐其势陷阵，杀太平，死者蔽野，余兵宵溃。已而
撒敦将轻兵要之，弗及而还。
乙未，上都诸王忽剌台，指挥阿剌铁木儿、安童入紫荆关，犯良乡，游骑逼
南城。燕铁木儿即率诸将兵循北山而西，令脱衔系囊，盛莝 豆以饲马，士行且食，
晨夜兼程，至于庐沟河，忽剌台闻之，望风西走。是日凯旋，入自肃清门，都人
罗拜马首，以谢更生之惠。燕铁木儿曰：“此皆天子威灵，吾何力焉。”入见，帝
大悦，赐燕兴圣殿，尽欢而罢。……
是日，撒敦遣报秃满迭儿军复入古北口，燕铁木儿遂从师赴之，战于檀州南
野，败之。东路蒙古万户哈剌那怀率麾下万人降，余兵东溃，秃满迭儿走还辽东。
获忽剌台、阿剌帖木儿、安童、朵罗台、塔海等戮之。……（《元史》卷 138《燕
铁木儿传》）
（4） 倒剌沙投降
［天历元年十月］辛丑，齐王月鲁帖木儿、东路蒙古元帅不花帖木儿等以兵
围上都，倒剌沙等奉皇帝宝出降。梁王王禅遁，辽王脱脱为齐王月鲁帖木儿所杀，
遂收上都诸王符印。……庚戌，帝御兴圣殿，齐王月鲁帖木儿、诸王别思帖木儿、
阿儿哈失里、那海罕及东路蒙古元帅不花帖木儿等奉上皇帝宝。倒剌沙等从至京
师，下之狱。……
十一月癸未，倒剌沙伏诛，磔其尸于市，王禅亦赐死，马某沙、纽泽、撒的
迷失、也先铁木儿等皆弃市。（《元史》卷 32《文宗纪》一）
6.上都兵变
（1） 唐其势策划兵变
当帝（顺帝）在广西来京师，宿留汴梁，心方不测朝廷权臣意，其时伯颜适
为汴梁省左平章，提所有蒙古、汉军扈从入京，帝深德之，既以扈从功封太尉。
至是，一旦为相，居唐其势上。
唐其势忿曰：“天下者，本我家天下也，伯颜何人位居我上!”或时囊甲至伯
颜家，或夜入都人家饮，然猛憨无术，实无他异谋也。
乙亥，至元元年四月，右丞相伯颜奏曰：“御史大夫唐其势与其弟塔剌海为
文宗子者，谋为不轨，将不利社稷”。（权衡：《庚申外史》卷上）
（2） 唐其势兵败
［至元元年］六月三十日，唐其势伏兵［上都］东郊，身率勇士突入宫阙。
伯颜及完者帖木儿、定住、阔里吉思等掩捕获之。唐其势及其弟塔剌海皆伏诛。
而其党北奔答里所，答里即应以兵，杀使者哈儿哈伦、阿鲁灰用以祃 旗。帝遣阿
弼谕之，又杀阿弼，而率其党和尚、剌剌等逆战，为搠思监，火儿灰、哈剌那海
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等所败，遂奔晃火帖木儿。命孛罗、晃火儿不花追袭之，力穷势促，阿鲁浑察执
答里送上都戳之。晃火帖木儿自杀。怯薛官阿察赤亦预唐其势之谋，欲杀伯颜，
后擒付有司，具伏其辜，伏诛。
初，唐其势事败被擒，攀折殿槛不肯出。塔剌海走匿皇后坐下，后蔽之以衣，
左右曳出斩之，血溅后衣。伯颜奏曰：“岂有兄弟为逆而皇后党之者!”并执后。
后呼帝曰：“陛下救我。”帝曰：“汝兄弟为逆，岂能相救邪!”乃迁皇后出宫，寻
酖 之于开平民舍，遂薄录唐其势家。
（《元史》卷 138《燕铁木儿传》）

（3） 处决唐其势及其党羽
［至元元年］六月庚辰，伯颜奏唐其势及其弟塔剌海谋逆，诛之。执皇后伯
牙吾氏幽于别所。……
秋七月壬午，伯颜杀皇后伯牙吾氏于开平民舍。……乙巳，罢燕铁木儿、唐
其势举用之人。戊申，诛答里及剌剌等于市，诏曰：“曩者文宗皇帝以燕儿木儿
尝有劳伐，父子兄弟，显列朝廷，而辄造事衅，出朕远方。文皇寻悟其妄，有旨
传次于予。燕铁木儿贪利幼弱，复立朕弟懿

质班，不幸崩殂。今丞相伯颜，追

奉遗诏，迎朕于南，既至大都，燕铁木儿犹怀两端，迁延数月，天陨厥躬。伯颜
等同辞翊戴，乃正宸极。后撒敦、答里、唐其势相袭用事，交通宗王晃火帖木儿，
图危社稷，阿察赤亦尝与谋，赖伯颜等以次掩捕，明正其罪。元构难，贻我皇太
后震惊，朕用兢惕。永惟我皇太后其所生之子，一以至公为心，亲挈大宝，予兄
弟，迹其定策两朝，功德隆盛，近古罕比。虽尝奉上尊号，揆之朕心，犹为未尽，
已命大臣特议加礼。伯颜为武宗捍御北边，翼戴文皇，兹又克清大憝，明饬国宪，
爰赐答剌罕之号，至于子孙，世世永赖。可赦天下。”
冬十月丁巳，流晃火帖木儿、答里、唐其势子孙于边地。
（《元史》卷 38《顺
帝纪》一）
三、 （上都分台题名记）许有壬
官署题名，旧制也。司马公记谏院，其较著者焉。世祖建御史台，劾省院百
司非违，谏议官言，实总之。省若院鼎足立，台政则省院无与。其雄峻，古所不
及。大驾岁幸上京，分则台从。大夫二，必大贵近，不去左右。中丞下，分员行，
夏泣秋还，机务常沓至，外事未遑也。
分台旧无题名，至顺癸酉，始榜堂颜。元统甲戌（1334），大夫银青公既入
视事，谓榜不能容，且积久偏亭壁，不称具瞻，而上京艰石，请于上，得陛财，
龏 而画之，为十八年地，并其阴，为三十六年。往者兹无从征，且不胜书，断自

癸酉，讹始今天子即位年书之，继者驰勒其下。
若稽建台，昉 至元戊辰（1268）责大寄重，有识公知，六十七年章程具悉，
无庸赘及。惟先哲言：官事如家，居及实远。今夫齐民拘屋作器，必欲终其身及
其子孙而勿坏；政治之鳏，有官之治其事，不能如齐民之治其家也。事去手则已，
为岁月计者且不多得，况有为世计者乎！公之心可谓周矣。推此心也，一事不如
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法，一人不得评，其肯因循而不恤乎？继者又能推公之心，由三十六年至于百千
年，感激率兴，有功风纪，其可量邪？而某正某邪，观者得以指议，知之择从，
则又司马公之意也。
（斯石也，）其亦又补于风纪者乎？ （《至正集》卷三十六，
页五十四上至五十五上）
四、（上都御史台殿中司题名记）黄溍
天子时巡上京，则宰执大臣下至百司庶府，各以其职分官扈从，国朝旧典也。
凡公署必立题名，以志其去来岁月，御史台殿中司之有题名，始于至顺三年
（1332），率皆削木为方板而书之。至正八年（1348），今殿中侍御史？仟护都、
侼 罗铁木而、虑其久或蠢敝，乃命代以石，大书而深刻焉，且俾？记其作始之自。

谨按：汉御史大夫有两丞，其一曰中丞，居殿中兰台，外督部刺史，内领侍
御史，受公卿奏事，举劾按章，亦谓之中执法，则居殿中者实古中丞之职。魏以
二御史居殿中，察非法，大朝会则簪白笔侧陛而坐，乃殿中设侍御史之始也。其
后殊时异制，沿革靡常。在唐则兼知库藏出纳、宫门内事、京畿诸州诸卫兵禁，
而政务非一。在宋则三院并得言事并察事，而官守部分。逮我世祖皇帝至元五年
（1268）肇建御史台，置殿中侍御史二员，而以殿中别为一司，正名举职，纠察
朝仪。外廷称庆，则对立于龙？之下，而不与庶僚序列；大驾行幸，则毕从于豹
尾之中，而非若它官可以更休。委任既专，地位复密，臣僚有所敷奏，无不与闻，
而其命之崇，品在第四，视唐宋以七品官为之，重轻之不侔，从可知也。自非勳
贤贵？，秉清方直亮之节，？为众所严惮，莫宜当其选。由是而致位卿相，未始
乏人。诚欲使来者知所幕效而思继其风烈，则所托以昭示于永久者，曷可缺？盖
物莫寿于金石，然自古及今，名垂天壤，与国家相为无穷者，固不独恃夫金石以
为存也。请以是为记，可乎？是岁，乘舆以五月届滦阳，八月回銮，十月甲子朔
记。（《金华黄先生文集》卷八，页二十一上至下）

B.2-2-9 Ecomomical Life in Xanadu
一、畜牧业
1.上都牧地
国朝肇基朔方，地大以远。橐驼马牛羊，莫可以限量而数计。今则牧马之地，
东越耽罗，北逾火里秃麻，西至甘肃，南暨云南，凡十有四所。又大都、上都及
玉你伯牙、折连怯朵儿，地周迴 万里，无非监牧之野。（《大元马政记》）
凡御位下、正宫位下、随朝诸色目人员，甘肃、土番、耽罗、云南、占城、
芦州、河西、亦奚卜薛、和林、斡难、怯鲁连、阿勒忽马乞、哈剌木连、亦思浑
察、成海、阿察脱不罕、折连怯呆儿等处草地，内及江南、腹里诸处，应有系官
孳生马、牛、驼、骡、羊点数之处，一十四道牧地，各千户、百户等名目如左：
东路折连怯呆儿等处，玉你伯牙、上都周围，哈剌木连等处，阿剌忽马乞等
处，斡斤川等处，……（《元史》卷 100《兵志三·马政》
）
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［泰定四年五月十五日］……上都周遭草地及各站牧马地内，旧例：“马牛
外来者，执之以供驿传三日，后回付畜主。羊口入禁，没为馆食。”今议若主不
出识者，合无作不兰奚系之，奉旨准。
（《经世大典·站赤》
，
《永乐大典》卷 19421）
2.和买马匹
成宗皇帝大德五年三月，兵部承奉中书省劄 付：三月二十六日奏，山后城池
内所有马匹，尽数和买，奉旨准，钦此。都省议得：拟于上都、大同、隆兴三处
和买马匹，每处拨降中统钞一万锭，差官驰驿管押前去。除已付隆兴路委本路总
管也里忽里、河东宣尉司委本道宣尉使法忽鲁丁，上都留守司委本司副达鲁花赤
撒哈秃，不妨本职提调，钦依和买。十岁已下，四岁之上，堪中肥壮，骟马、曳
剌马、小马，每匹价钱通滚不过中统钞五锭。将所买马匹印烙，差人趁善水草牧
养，听候，无致瘦弱损失。如见发价钱不敷，于本处不以是何系官钱内支付。具
买到马数，遂旋呈报。……（《大元马政记》）
3.括马（刷马）
［至元］二十年六月十三日，丞相安童等奏，议定汉地州城括马，斡儿脱、
达鲁花赤官、回回、畏吾儿并闲居人富户有马者，三分之中取二分，汉人尽所有
拘收。……总计刷到马一十万二千匹。一、赴上都交纳马八万匹；大都路一万
匹，……（《大元马政记》）
［延祐 ］四年闰正月十八日，太师右丞相铁木迭儿等奏，前者军人上马之时，
大都、上都西路拘刷马匹。今东西济南、益都、般阳等处，又北京一带、辽阳所
辖路府并未刷去处，乞差人依先例拘刷，奉旨准。总计二十五万五千二百九十一
匹。腹里一十六万四千五百二十三匹，上都留守司二千六百二十匹。……（《大
元马政记》）
4.牧养官马
［至元］二十七年二十八日，丞相桑哥奏，只儿哈忽昔宝赤并憨哈纳思、乞
里吉思等马，总计五百一匹。先奉旨于云州、宣德府周回牧养，又哈迷昔宝赤马
二千六十匹，曾移文于兴州、松州牧养。今上都留守司言，今年宣德、云、兴、
松四州，百姓田禾霜灾阙食，若于其周回牧马，不可。乞取回京师饲秣，奉旨准。
三十年八月十四日，平章不忽木等奏，按坦火儿欢地及抚州所有官马，除肥
健者支散外，其瘦病者，按坦火儿欢马分付上都，抚州马委抚州，令各于其境牧
养。（《大元马政记》）
二、粮食调运和储备
1.粮食调运
上都地寒，不敏于树艺，无土著之民，自谷粟布帛，以至纤靡奇异之物皆自
远运至。（虞集：《贺丞相墓铭》，《道园学古录》卷 18）
［大德七年五月］乙卯，诏中外官吏无职田者，验俸给米有差，其上都、甘
肃、和林诸处非产米地，惟给其价。（《元史》卷 21《成宗纪》四）
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今后起运上都米面等物，合从宣徽院选委有职役廉干人员长押。先将合起物
色，一一亲临秤盘装发，打角完备，如法封记。斟酌合用车辆，令大都路巡院正
官如募有抵业信实车户，明立脚契，编立牌甲，递相保管，然后许令揽运。各于
契上开写所载箱包衣袋，各各斤重眼同交盘，责付车户收管，及令重护封头，长
押官通行管押。如运至上都交收，辨得封记打角俱无损坏，布袋箱包亦不松慢，
秤盘斤重又与元揽相同。中间却有短少不堪，盖为押运人员装发之际失于照略，
着落追陪相应。若苫盖不如法，装卸不用心，致有损失，虽封记俱全，比元封打
角松慢，或去封头，箱包布袋破漏，交出短少不堪者，即是车户不为照略，或因
而侵盗，就将行车人监勒，追征不敷之物。照依脚契，先验之雇车户均征，更有
追补不足者，着落当该雇车官司补纳，仍以物多寡量情断罪。押运人员回还，须
要纳获无欠朱钞销照。（《通制条格》卷 18《关市·和雇和买》
）
至元二十八年春正月癸卯，上都民仰食于官者众，诏佣民运米十万石至上都，
官价石四十两，命留守木八剌沙总其事。（《元史》卷 16《世祖纪》十三）
2.市籴
［中统二年正月］命户部发钞或盐引，命有司增其市直，于上都、北京、西
京等处，募客旅和籴粮，以供军需，以待歉年，岁以为常。（《经世大典·市籴粮
草》，《永乐大典》卷 11598）
［中统二年九月］辛未，置和籴所于开平，以户部郎中宋绍祖为提举司和籴
官。（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
市籴粮之法，世祖中统二年，始以钞一千二百锭，于上都、北京、西京等处
籴米三万石。（《元史》卷 96《食货志·市籴》
）
［至元］十九年九月，以钞三万锭隆兴等处市籴米粮，丞相火鲁火孙、右丞
相麦术丁等奏：上都兀良哈、月赤察儿、帖木儿遣人来言，今年田禾好收，今冬
就彼处籴粮甚易。臣等议，上都兀良哈处宜降钞二万锭，隆兴府、宣德州、德兴
府已差人视其禾稼，甚收成，宜再降钞一万锭，令准备市籴米粮。……（《经世
大典·市籴粮草》
，《永乐大典》卷 11598）
［至元］二十年正月……是年二月发钞万锭上都市籴粮，丞相火鲁火孙、耶
律铸等奏，上都米粮亦贱，再给钞一万锭，令其市籴，奏可。是年三月，以上都
市籴粮，续发钞五万锭。贺留守等奏，以上都和籴米粮，中书省先给钞三万锭，
今米来者多，兀良哈与丞相火鲁火孙等集议，宜续降钞五万锭，令臣等闻奏，从
之。（《经世大典·市籴粮草》
，《永乐大典》卷 11598）
［至元二十一年］九月，发盐引七万道、钞三万锭和籴上都粮，丞相火鲁火
孙等奏，臣与月赤彻儿、怯来等议，上都缺少粮储非宜，去年河西之地麦术丁用
盐引中粮，仓粮得成就。如今上都宜以盐引七万道，依前者奏，准三万锭钞数与
之，令明安答儿、木八剌沙二人专一管领，和中收受，上是之。（《经世大典·市
籴粮草》，《永乐大典》卷 11598）
［至元］二十二年正月，以钞五万锭令木八剌沙和籴上都粮。不鲁迷失海牙
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等奏，去岁上都奏准以盐引七万道，令市籴粮斛，未曾成就。今宜给五万锭令木
八剌沙等市籴，从之。（《经世大典·市籴粮草》
，《永乐大典》卷 11598）
［至元三十一年］十一月辛亥，上都、隆兴、西京、应昌、甘肃等处籴粮钞
计用二十余万锭，……（《元史》卷 18《成宗纪》一）
［天历二年秋］时天子（明宗和世）自北方还，上都供亿视常岁为多，有司
请预大储蓄。宰相使刑部（刑部员外井渊——引者）为之。出令使民得入粟厚直，
于是任者、辇者、负者、戴者毕至，则平斗斛受之。民以次得直去，府使阍缴无
奸留，不日而粟盈巨万。四方闻之，商家日集都市，粟价顿平，民益悦。
（虞集：
《威宁井氏墓志铭》，《口北三厅志》卷 13）
窃见上都北边，每岁临幸及屯戍征兵，岁用粮斛甚广，虽官为和籴，商旅兴
贩终是远窎 ，不能多广得济……不若令办课官验额轻重，使输粟上都及以北州郡，
几何者则任其处监当官一年，立为定制，谓如某处务场，周岁课额十锭，设官二
员，每员输米或粟上都者若干，以北州郡者如此，不半岁上都及缘边州郡便得米
数十万石，岂不大便益哉。（王恽：《便民三十五事·纳粟除监当官》，《秋涧集》
卷 90）
……外路客旅于上都和籴所中纳米粮，皆揭利钱，于随处籴到白米，至元七
年十二月内搬到和籴所永盈、万盈两仓下御中纳。其两仓见百姓搬载米粮数多，
推称元籴粮数已足，不肯收受。百姓在客日久，牛支损死，盘费俱尽，将所载米
粮不得已折本贱粜。本都官豪富要之家，厘勒减价收籴，却赴仓中纳，仓官通同
看循收受。其客旅如太原乌德美、西京杜阿萨尔、冯琪、李春等，纳一粮米，皆
刁蹬不受。现于两仓露地堆积约一万石，以致损耗，委是生受。（魏初：《奏议》
（至元八年五月二十九日），《青崖集》卷 4）
近为察到上都万盈仓飞钞事，就向得监视官运司知事赵瑄 ，曾于巴图乌尔古
处买到支帖三百石，每石用钞一两二钱，却于官库内每石关支二两五钱，已行具
呈御史台照祥施行。今参议得，国家蓄粮，本以养军，而粮及于军者不足，此弊
也。给钞以中粮，本以便民，而粮不得尽中，其弊二也。养不及军，便不及民，
官库之钞随于富强作弊之手，其弊三也。……（魏初：
《奏议》
（至元八年五月二
十九日），《青崖集》卷 4）
3.上都粮仓
国之有仓廪府库，所以为民也。我朝仓库之制，北则有上都、宣德诸处，自
都而南则有通州、河西务、御河及外郡常平诸仓，以至甘州有仓，盐茶有局，所
以供亿京师赈恤黎元者，其措置之方可谓至矣。……
上都诸仓：醴源仓，正二座各五间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长六丈五
尺。东二座各五间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长六丈五尺。广济仓，正一座
十三间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长一十六丈。东二座，各十间，柱高一丈
六尺，深四丈五尺，长十二丈。西二座各十间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长
一十二丈。南二座各十间，柱高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长一十丈。万盈仓，正
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一座十三间，高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长一十六丈。西、东、南（皆与广济仓
原文同）太仓，一座七间，高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长六丈五尺。云州仓，正
二座各五间，高一丈六尺，深四丈五尺，长六丈。东二座各五间，高一丈六尺，
深四丈五尺，长六丈五尺。西二座，同东。（《大元仓库记》）
广积仓，达鲁花赤、监支纳、大使、副使各一员。中统初，置永盈仓。大德
间，改为广积仓。……
景运仓，秩从五品。提点一员，从五品；大使一员，正六品；副使一员，正
七品。至元二十一年置。（《元史》卷 90《百官志》六）
［至元］二十五年五月十三日，丞相桑哥等奏，上都仓俱在城外，不便，令
议拟于城内建仓一、二所，上从之。（《大元仓库记》）
大德四年八月，上都留守司关，上都广济、万盈、永丰三仓攒典刘聚等未定
出身。吏部议，上都所设万盈、广积二仓俱系正六品，永丰仓系七品，比之大都
平准行用库品级尤高，又系酷寒之地，今拟各仓典转寺监本把并万亿库司吏相应，
省准。户部言，上都东西万盈、广积二仓所设仓官，二周岁为满，司仓一周数为
满，不能齐界，似为未便。吏部议，宜依户部拟，司仓与仓官一体二周岁为满，
省准。（《大元仓库记》）
4.粮食赈济与外运
大德六年夏四月庚辰，上都大水民饥，减价粜粮万石赈之。（《元史》卷 20
《成宗纪》三）
至大三年九月庚子，上都民饥，敕遣刑部尚书撒都丁发粟万石，下其价赈粜
之。（《元史》卷 23《武宗纪》二）
皇庆二年甲申，上都民饥，出米五千石减价赈粜。
（《元史》卷 24《仁宗纪》
一）
延祐 六年夏四月丙辰，命京师诸司官吏运粮输上都、兴和，赈济蒙古饥民。
（《元史》卷 26《仁宗纪》三）
天历二年十二月丁未，赈上都留守司八剌哈赤二千二百余户，烛剌赤八百余
户粮三月，钞有差。（《元史》卷 33《文宗纪》二）
至顺元年秋七月。丙寅，蒙古百姓以饥乏至上都者，阅口数给以行粮，俾各
还所部。（《元史》卷 34《文宗纪》三）
至元二十五年十二月乙卯，命上都募人运米万石赴和林。
（《元史》卷 15《世
祖纪》十二）
大德元年六月己酉，令各部宿卫士输上都、隆兴粮各万五千石于北地。
（《元
史》卷 19《成宗纪》二）
三、商业
1.商贾之资
……世祖皇帝在潜藩，建牙纛、庐帐于滦河之上，始作城郭宫室，以谨朝聘、
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出政令、来远迩、保生聚，以控朔南之交。及乎建国定都于燕，遂以是为上都而
治开平焉。大驾一巡幸，未暑而至，先寒而南，宫府侍从宿卫咸在，凡修缮供亿
一责于留守之臣。然地高寒，鲜土著种艺之利，在野者畜牧散居，以便水草；在
市者则四方之商贾与百工之事为多。怀柔抚绶使薄来而厚往，然后奇货用物，本
末纤巨，莫不毕至，充溢盛大，以称名都焉。
（虞集：
《上都留守贺惠愍公庙碑》，
《道园学古录》卷 13）
上都地寒，不敏于树艺，无土著之民，自谷粟布帛以纤靡奇异之物，皆自远
至。宫府需用万端，而吏得以取具无阙者，则商贾之资也。
（虞集：
《贺丞相墓志
铭》，《道园学古录》卷 18）
2.商税
至元二年五月庚寅，敕上都商税、酒醋诸课毋征，其榷盐仍旧：诸人自愿徙
居永业者，复其家。（《元史》卷 6《世祖纪》三）
至元七年五月丙辰，尚书省臣言：“……上都地里遥远，商旅往来不易，特
免收税以优之，惟市易庄宅、奴婢、孳畜，例受契本工墨之费。……”并从之。
（《元史》卷 7《世祖纪》四）
至元七年，遂定三十分取一之制，以银四万五千锭为额，有溢额者别作增余。
是年五月，以上都商旅往来艰辛，特免其课。凡典卖田宅不纳税者，禁之。二十
年，……始定上都税课六十分取一。二十二年，……上都税课，于一百两之中取
七钱半。……元贞元年，用平章剌真言，又增上都之税。……
商税数额：
上都留守司，一千九百三十四锭五两
上都税课提举司，一万五百二十五锭五两（《元史》卷 94《食货志·商税》）
至元二十二年三月庚子，诏依旧例，凡盐一引四百斤，价银十两，以折今钞
为二十贯，商上都者，六十而税一。（《元史》卷 13《世祖纪》十）
大德元年冬十月辛丑，减上都商税额为三千锭。（《元史》卷 19《成宗纪》）
3.市场与商业区
泰定三年五月十日，上都留守司及本路总管府言：“巡视大西关南马市口滦
河递北堤，侵啮渐崩，不预治，恐夏霖雨水泛，贻害居民。”于是送都城所丈量，
计用物修治，工部移文上都分部施行。（《元史》卷 64《河渠志》一）
煌煌千舍区，奇货耀出日。方言互欺诋，粉泽变初质。开张益茗酪，谈笑合
膠 漆。
（袁桷：《开平十咏》，《清容居士集》卷 16）

复仁门边人寂寂，太平楼上客纷纷。寒垣蔬菇黑谷菜，芸桑叶子芍药芽。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》）
怪得家童笑语回，门前惊见事奇哉。老翁携鼠街头卖，碧眼黄须骑象来。……
卖酒人家隔巷深，红桥正在绿杨阴。佳人停绣凭栏立，公子簪花倚马吟。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
成宗大德七年郑介夫上奏一纲二十目……
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今大都、上都有马市、牛市，亦有人市，使人畜平等，极为可怜，是朝廷虚
视其禁，而明开其门也。（郑介夫：《治道》，《历代名臣奏议》卷 67）
官曹多合署，贾肆不常居。（周伯琦：《上京杂诗十首》，《近光集》卷 1）
四、手工业
1.毛织业
泰定五年二月十六日，敕造上都棕毛殿铺设，省下随路民匠府为之，九月十
三日输之留守司，成造地毯二扇，积二千三百四十三尺，用物荒秋青白羊毛二千
三百四十四斤，茜根五百五十五斤，淀八百六十一斤，白矾二百八十六斤，荆叶
二百二十斤，棠叶一百四十八斤四两，牛李二百九十六斤，黄芦一百一十斤，橡
子一石八斗五升，绿矾三斤一十四两，槐子三十七斤，醋一石三斗七升，石灰八
十三斤，硬柴六千八百九十三斤。（《大元毡罽 工物记》）
上都毡局，秩从五品。大使一员，副使一员。管人匠九十有七户。（《元史》
卷 85《百官志》一）
2.制革业
上都软皮局，局使一员，副使一员。至元十三年置。
上都异样毛子局，大使一员，副使一员。至元二十年置，受詹事院。……
上都钭皮等局，大使一员，副使一员。至元二十年置，受詹事院。……
上都隆兴等路杂造鞍子局，提领一员，大使一员，直长二员。至元二十三年
置，受詹事院。（《元史》卷 89《百官志》五）
至元十三年夏四月庚辰，以水达达分地岁输皮革，自今并入上都。（《元史》
卷 9《世祖纪》六）
3.制甲业
上都甲匠提举司，秩从五品。提举、同提举、副提举各一员。其属：兴州白
局子甲局，院长一员；兴州千户寨甲局，院长一员；松州五指崖甲局，院长一员；
松州胜安甲局，院长一员。……
上都杂造局，秩正七品。大使、副大使各一员。（《元史》卷 90《百官志》
六）
至治四年，上都李仲成造靴车神内弩，射八百余步。（《元文类》卷 41《经
世大典·政典总序·军器》）
4.矿冶业
至大三年六月己酉，立上都、中都等处银冶提举司，秩正四品。尚书省臣言：
“别都鲁思云云州潮河等处产银，令往试之，得银六百五十两。”诏立提举司，以
别都鲁思为达鲁花赤。（《元史》卷 23《武宗纪》二）
至大三年十一月辛巳，尚书省臣……又言：“上都、中都银冶提举司达鲁花
赤别都鲁思，去岁输银四千二百五十两，今秋复输三千五百两，且言复得新矿，
银当增办，乞加授嘉议大夫。”并从之。（《元史》卷 23《武宗纪》二）
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至治三年春正月壬寅，罢上都、云州、兴和、宣德、蔚州、奉圣州及鸡鸣山、
房山、黄芦、三叉诸金银冶，听民采炼，以十分之三输官。（《元史》卷 28《英
宗纪》二）
5.采伐业
上都采山提领所，秩从八品。提领、副提领、提控各一员。至元九年，以采
伐材木，炼石为灰，征发夫匠一百六十三户，遂置官以统之。
（《元史》卷 90《百
官志》六）
6.匠局与匠户
管领上都等处诸色人匠提举司，秩从五品。达鲁花赤一员，提举一员，并从
五品；同提举一员，从六品；副提举一员，从七品；直长一员，都目一员，吏目
一员，司吏四人，部役二人。元贞元年始置，管户二千五百有奇，隶翊正司。
（《元
史》卷 88《百官志》四）
上都人匠提领所，秩从七品。达鲁花赤、提领、副提领各一员。至元二十四
年置。……

上都人匠局，秩从七品。达鲁花赤二员，副使二员。至元二十七

置。（《元史》卷 89《百官志》五）
上都诸色民匠提举司，秩从五品。提举一员，同提举、副提举、吏目各一员。
至元十九年立。至大元年，增达鲁花赤一员。至治三年，省增置三员，设官如旧。
（《元史》卷 89《百官志》五）
至元三十年五月丁丑，中书省臣言：“上都工匠二千九百九十九户，岁縻实
粮万五千二百余石，宜择其不切于用者，俾就食大都。”从之。
（《元史》卷 17《世
祖纪》十四）
五、农业与屯田
1.农业
卧龙冈外有人家，不识江南早稻花。种出碛中新粟卖，晨炊顿顿饭连沙。
（宋
本：《上京杂诗》）
荞麦花开草木枯，沙头雨过茁蘑菇。牧童拾得满筐子，卖与行人供晚厨。
（胡
助：《宿牛群头》，《纯白斋类稿》卷 14）
察罕脑儿……此地苦寒，入夏始种粟、黍。（《元史》卷 136《拜住传》）
2.屯田
至元二十八年己卯，以上都虎贲士二千人屯田，官给牛具农器，用钞两万锭。
（《元史》卷 16《世祖纪》卷十三）
至元二十九年十一月戊寅，枢密院奏：“一卫万人，尝调二千屯田，木八剌
沙上都屯田二年有成，拟增军千人。”从之。（《元史》卷 17《世祖纪》）
至元三十年二月，益上都屯田军人，给农具、牛价钞五千锭，以木八剌沙董
之。（《经世大典·政典总序·屯田》
，《元文类》卷 41）
腹里所辖……虎贲司屯，上都置司，典松州分司，军三千，佃户七十九户，
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田四千二百顷。（《经世大典·政典总序·屯田》
，《元文类》卷 41）

B.2-2-10 Religions in Xanadu
一、戊午年（1258 年）开平的佛、道辩论
至元二十一年三月日，诏遣资德大夫、总制院使兼领都功德使司事相哥谕翰
林院，戊午年僧道持论及至元十八年十月二十日焚毁道藏伪经始末，可书其事于
后。……
昔在宪宗皇帝朝，道家者流出一书，曰《老君化胡成佛经》及《八十一化图》，
镂板本传四方，其言浅陋诞妄，意在轻蔑释教而自重其教。宾大师、阑麻总统、
少林福裕以其事奏闻。时上居潜邸，宪宗有旨令，僧道二家诣上所辨析。二家自
约：道胜则僧冠首而为道，僧胜则道削发而为僧。僧问道曰：“汝书谓《化胡成
佛经》，且佛是何义?”道对曰：“佛者觉也。觉天、觉地、觉阴、觉阳、觉仁，觉
义之谓也。”僧曰：“是，殆不然。所谓觉者，自觉、觉他、觉行，圆满三觉圆明，
故号佛陀。岂特觉天地、阴阳、仁义而已哉?”
上谓持臣曰：“吾亦心知仁义乃孔子之语，谓佛觉仁觉义，其说非也。”道者
又持《史记》诸书以进，欲以多说侥幸取胜。帝师辨的达八合思八曰：“此谓何
书?”曰：“前代帝王之书。”上曰：“今持论教法，何用攀援前代帝王。”帝师曰：
“我天竺亦有《史记》，汝闻之乎?”对曰：“未也。”帝师曰：“我为汝说，天竺频
婆娑罗王讚 佛功德，有曰：‘天上天下无如佛，十方世界亦无比，世间所有我尽
见，一切无有如佛者。’当其说是语时，老子安在?”道不能对。帝师又问：“汝《史
记》有化胡之说否?”曰：“无。”“然则老子所传何经?”曰：“《道德经》。”“此外更
有何经?”曰：“无。”帝师曰：“《史记》中既无，
《道德经》中又不载，其为伪妄
明矣。”道者辞屈。尚书姚枢曰：“道者负矣!”上命如约行罚，遣使臣脱欢将［道］
者樊志应等十有七人诣龙光寺削发为僧，焚伪经四十五部，天下佛寺为道流所据
者二百三十七区，至是悉命归之。（祥迈：《大元至元辨伪录》卷五）
二、宗教人士
1.佛教人士
（1） 至温
……师讳至温，字其玉，一号全一，邢州郝氏子也。幼聪敏异常，儿年六岁，
其母携之至庞马村，见寂照和尚于净土院。寂照曰：“汝其为释氏乎?”师心许之。
会寂照避乱去隐辽西，乃礼寂照弟子辨庵，讷而祝发焉。……年才十有五为万松
侍者，凡万松倡颂法语，一闻辄了之，遂得法焉。……太保刘文贞公，长师一岁，
少时相好也。刘公厌世，故思学道，师欢之为僧，同参西京宝胜明公，既而为世
祖知遇，侍帷幄为谋臣，荐师可大用，得召见，与语大悦。将授以官，弗受，曰：
“天下佛法流通，臣僧之愿，富贵非所望也。”留王庭多有赞益，居三岁遣还，出
赐金资日用，不计其费。时宪宗命海云主释教，诏天下作资成会，师持旨宣布中
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外而辅成之。世祖征云南还，刘公请承制锡师号，曰佛国普安大禅师，总摄关西
五路、河南南京等路、太原府路、邢、磁、怀孟等州僧尼之事。……师既开山龙
光，又作大都之资圣、真定之安国、汾阳之开化、彰德之光天、固安之兴化、三
河之莲宫，余不能尽纪。
宪宗末年，僧道士有诤，各为违言以相危。上命聚讼于和林，剖决真伪。师
从少林诸师辩之，道士义坠剃须发者十七人，道宫之复为僧者以千百计。中统建
元，释教大盛，僧众赖之，甚思师之功焉。而师遂纳印辞职，每岁官赐金修寺之
外，世味泊如也。至元丁卯五月二十二日以疾终于桓州之天宫寺……寿五十
一。……（虞集：《佛国普安大禅师塔铭》，《道学园古录》卷 48）
（2） 肥巴
肥巴，此云微妙，西番突甘斯旦麻人，幼孤，依季父闻经止啼，知其非凡。……
甲午四月，成宗皇帝践祚，遣使诏师，师至，庆贺毕奏曰：“昔成吉思皇帝有国
之日疆土未广，尚不征僧道税粮，今日四海混同，万邦入贡，岂回征利而弃成规，
倘蠲其赋则身安志专，庶可勤修报国。”上曰“师与丞相完泽商议。”奏曰：“此谋
出于中书省官，非圣裁他议何益。”上良久曰：“明日明旦就大安阁释加舍利像前
修设好事，师宜早至。”翌日，师登内阁次帝师坐，令必闍 赤朗宣敕旨，顾问师
曰：“今已免和上（尚）税粮，心欢喜否?”师起谢曰：“天下僧人，咸沾圣泽。”……
壬寅春……三月二十四日，大驾北巡，命师象舆行驾前，道过云州龙门，师谓徒
众曰：“此地龙物所都，或兴风雨，恐惊乘舆，汝等密持神咒以待之。”至暮，雷
电果作，四野震布，独行殿一境无虞。至上都，近臣咸谢曰：“龙门之恐，赖师
以安”。……（《胆巴金刚上师》，《佛祖历代通载》卷 22）
（3） 福裕
……至岁乙巳时，世祖居潜邸，命师以明年于少林大作资戒会。戊申，太宗
诏往和林兴国，辛亥宪宗召至北庭行在，所居累月，其言上当帝心泊。世祖即阼，
总教门事，赐号光宗正法，俾建精舍于故里，曰报恩，给田若物以饭众师，……
即为祝发，授具与双溪广公，固执事者七年，游方来燕，亲炙报恩万松，师者道
益隆，学者益广。其往少林也，万松、海云二老，实为之主属，……至元八年春，
诏天下释子，大集于京师，师之学徒居三之一，……人以雪庭称之。……（程钜
夫：《嵩山少林寺裕和尚碑》，《雪楼集》卷 8）
（4） 八思巴
班弥怛·拨思发帝师，乃土波国人。……癸丑，师年十五，世祖皇帝龙德渊
潜，师知真命有归，驰

径诣王府，世祖宫闱、东宫皆秉受戒法，特加尊礼。戊

午，师二十岁，释道订正化胡经，宪宗皇帝诏师剖析是非，道不能答，自弃其学，
上大悦。庚申，师二十岁，世祖皇帝登极，建立中统，尊为国师，授以玉印，任
中原法主，统天下教门，辞帝西归，未諅 、月召还。庚午，时年三十二岁，时至
元七年诏制大元国字，师独运摹画，作成称旨，即颁行朝省郡县遵用，迄为一代
典章，升号帝师、大宝法王，更赐玉印，统领诸国释教，旋又西归。甲戌，师年
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三十六岁，时至元十一年，皇上专使召之。岁杪抵京，王公宰辅士庶，离城一舍
结大香坛，设大净供香花幢盖大乐仙音罗拜迎之，所经衢陌皆结五采翼其两傍，
万众瞻礼，若一佛出世。……庚辰，师年四十二岁，时至元十七年十一月二十二
日示寂，上闻不胜震悼。……（王磐：《帝师发思八行状》，《佛祖历代通载》卷
21）
（5） 达益巴
国师名达益巴，……是以誉延两京，道重三朝，事二圣于潜，竭勤逾纪，从
属车往返二都，虽雨夕风朝恒在宫壶。……封号弘法普济三藏大师，延祐 五年八
月十六日化于京师，年七十有三。
（《三藏达益巴国师》，
《佛祖历代通载》卷 22）
2.道教人士
（1） 张留孙
公讳留孙，字师汉，系出清河东武城张氏，……世祖皇帝平江南，召嗣天师
宗演选公从行，北方地高寒，皆不乐居中，遂委任其事，门室清泊，处之晏如也。
世祖祠幄殿，裕宗入侍，风雨卒至，召见于上，见貌异常士，而奏对简异，益器
之，风雨随止，遂赐廪给，裘衣，俾岁从北巡。上与昭睿顺圣皇后驻日月山，后
疾甚，召至命愈其疾，若有神人献梦于后，遂愈。上大喜，命为上卿，铸宝剑镂
其文曰：“大元赐张上卿，敕两都各建崇真宫，朝夕从驾”。十五年，加玄教宗师，
授道教都提点，管领江北淮东、淮西、荆襄道教事，佩银印。……元贞元年，同
知集贤院道教事，大德三年，加大宗师，别给银印，视二品。……武宗即位加大
真人、知集贤院事。至大二年，领集贤院，位大学士。是岁，再加特进。时仁宗
在东宫，进讲老子，自是入侍必赐坐。皇庆元年，锡号辅成赞化，二年命将作臣
制玉刻文曰：“玄教大宗师”。手授曰：“以是传教，俾永远”。延祐 二年，群臣侍
嘉禧殿……上语曰：“张上卿其人乎?”众唯唯，遂制授开府仪同三司，号加保运。
四年，以七十特敕设于其宫。……七年，英宗皇帝即位，遵累圣优褒礼再降玺书。
至治元年，益求去，十二月壬子酌酒会弟子，少顷入寝室，修静端坐，以化歛 之
日，颜色完好，举体如蜕羽，两宫震悼。……（袁桷：《玄教大宗师张公家传》，
《清容居士集》卷 34）
（2） 薛玄曦
公讳玄曦，字玄卿，姓薛氏。……年十二，辞家入道龙虎山，师事故开府大
宗师张公及今特进大宗师吴公。始至京师，即出游渤海碣石间，纵观古灵仙之迹，
人莫知其所在，久之乃还。仁宗时，用荐者得召见侍祠。延祐 四年，制授大都崇
真万寿宫提举，居三岁，升提点上都崇真万寿宫。……泰定元年，奉诏征嗣天师，
既至，被旨住镇江之乾元宫，未行，扈从滦阳至龙虎台，喟然叹曰：“楚云江树，
遐阻万里，引领亲舍，宁无恻然于中乎!”即日辞归，士大夫咸送以诗，蜀郡虞公
为之序，三年八月也。至正三年四月八日，上御明仁殿集贤以闻，制授公弘文裕
德崇仁真人，佑圣观住持兼领杭州宫观，公不得辞，乃拜命而遣弟子摄其事，以
遂高举远引之志焉。……［至正］五年……厥明倏然而死，是年二月七日也，春
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秋五十有七。……（黄溍 ：《弘文裕德崇仁真人薛公碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷
29）
（3） 夏文泳
公讳文泳，字明适，别号紫清，世居信州贵溪杲之唐甸。……年十六，学道
于龙虎山之崇真院，初开府仪同三司、上卿张公入觐世祖皇帝，肇立玄教，命为
大宗师，建崇真万寿宫以居之。公素清慎博雅，为开府公所赏识。大德四年，始
至京师，与大宗师特进上卿吴公同侍开府公左右，日相切磨，而学益以进。八年，
开府公以上命遣公抚视诸道流于大江之南，比还，制授元道文德和法师、崇真万
寿宫提点。至大四年，仁宗皇帝在储宫，闻公贤有道，而其法又多灵验，乃召见，
命独任本宫承应法师，有司岁给车马，扈从往来两京，出入禁卫无间，奏对率皆
称旨，甚敬礼焉。仁宗正位宸极，皇庆元年首降制授元成文正中和真人、江淮荆
襄等处道教都提点，赐以银印，视秩二品。……延祐 ……七年，开府公示将解化，
以教事付吴公，而命公继之。……至正六年，吴公乘化而终，以开府公治命属公
嗣领教事，中书、集贤同奉上旨，授特进上卿、宗教大宗师、元成文正中和翊运
大真人，总摄江淮荆襄等处道教、知集贤院道教事，玺书护持，佩以先朝所赐开
府公玉印、宝剑，他恩数皆如旧制。……二月……十七日戊寅，晨起

手焚香，

整衣端坐，倏然而逝，寿七十有三。……（黄津：《特进上卿玄教大宗师……夏
公神道碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 27）
三、佛寺道观及其他诸庙
1.佛寺
（1） 大龙光华严寺
至顺二年夏，上都大龙光华严禅寺住持僧法琳言，昔在宪宗皇帝癸丑之岁，
世祖皇帝尝命我开山温公统释氏于中原，后五年丙辰之岁始成上都，又三年戊午
之岁作大龙光华严寺于城东北隅，温公主之。温去世而少林雪庭裕公主之。裕公
去之二十年，竹斋谊公、屏岩顒 公、云松微公至于我先师筠轩寿公，六世矣。在
寿公之时，英宗皇帝念兹寺为世祖所筑，而新之加广大焉。
（虞集：
《佛国普安大
禅师塔铭》，《道园学古录》卷 48）
世祖皇帝始在潜邸，……相地于桓州东、滦河北之龙冈，建开平府，首于城
中乾艮二隅，造两佛刹，曰大乾元寺，曰大龙光华严寺。龙光华严则以传菩提达
摩之学者居之。……寺之开山之初祖曰至温，与故太师刘文正公秉忠友善，有志
气而深于谋略，世祖甚器重之。温六传至维寿，以道行文学受知英宗，制授大司
徒，寿传弘琛，琛传妙桂，今惟足，则桂之法嗣也。
（黄津：
《上都大龙光华严寺
碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 8）
至治元年二月辛亥，调军三千五百人修上都华严寺。（《元史》卷 27《英宗
纪》一）
至治三年二月癸亥朔，作上都华严寺、八思巴帝师及拜住第，役军六千二百
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人。（《元史》卷 28《英宗纪》二）
延祐 三年春正月壬戌，赐上都开元寺江浙田二百顷，华严寺百顷。（《元史》
卷 25《仁宗纪》二）
英宗嗣位，万几之暇，数尝临幸，谓五方佛像在世祖时，因感异梦而迎致于
兹，命于大殿之南，别作前殿以安奉焉，且赐以吴中上腴之田一万亩，使赡其众。
（黄津：《上都大龙光华严寺碑》，《金华黄先生文集》卷 8）
（2） 大乾元寺
……乾艮二隅，立二佛寺，曰乾元，曰龙光华严。
（袁桷：
《华严寺碑》，
《清
容居士集》卷 25）
大德五年二月戊戌，赐昭应宫、兴教寺地各百顷，兴教仍赐钞万五千锭；上
都乾元寺地九十顷，钞皆如兴教之数。（《元史》卷 20《成宗纪》三）
延祐 六年壬子，赐大乾元寺钞万锭，俾营子钱，供缮修之费，仍升其提点所
为总管府，给银印，秩正三品。（《元史》卷 26《仁宗纪》三）
延祐 七年二月己巳，罢上都乾元寺规运总管府。（《元史》卷 27《英宗纪》
一）
泰定二年秋七月癸亥，修大乾元寺。（《元史》卷 29《泰定帝纪》一）
泰定三年秋七月甲寅，幸大乾元寺，敕铸五方佛铜像。
（《元史》卷 30《泰
定纪》二）
后至元三年七月壬子，车驾幸乾元寺。（《元史》卷 39《顺帝纪》二）
至正七年三月壬申，遣使修上都大乾元寺。（《元史》卷 41《顺帝纪》四）
成宗元贞元年闰四月，……上都、大都、扬州在先领奉圣旨，拔赐大乾元寺、
大兴教寺、大护国仁王寺酒店、湖泊，出办钱物，令有司通行管办，赴官送纳。
寺家合得钱物官为支付，无得似前另设人员，侵损官课……”（《元典章》卷 24
《僧道税·僧道租税体制》）
（3） 开元寺
又至大元年，上都开元寺西僧强市民薪，民诉诸留守李璧，璧方询问其由，
僧已率其党持白梃突入公府，隔案引璧发，诸地，捶扑交下，拽之以归，闭诸空
室，久乃得脱，奔诉于朝，遇赦以免。（《元史》卷 202《释老传》）
（4） 帝师寺
至治元年五月丙子，毁上都回回寺，以其地营帝师殿。
（《元史》卷 27《英
宗纪》一）
至治三年二月癸亥朔，作上都严华寺、八思巴帝师寺及拜住第，役军六千二
百人。（《元史》卷 28《英宗纪》二）
（5） 黄梅寺
上都黄梅寺住持通慧大师讲经沙门释温吉祥。（《至元法宝勘同总录》卷首、
卷一）
（6） 弥陀院
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上都弥陀院……（赵孟頫 ：《龙兴寺无上帝师之碑》（拓本））
（7） 庆安寺
大德七年，胆巴金刚上师殁，……就上都庆安寺结塔茶毗，王及四众莫不哀
恻。（《胆巴金刚上师》，《佛祖历代通载》卷 22）
（8） 弘正寺
公姓刘氏，陇西巩昌成州人。……英宗……即位，即授公荣禄大夫、司徒，
已而进阶光禄加大司徒，刻银为印，食一品禄，承制总选名僧，校讐 三藏书，领
江淮官讲凡三十所，于是贵幸莫比矣。会寿安山大昭考寺成，诏以公主之，大都
弘正、栖禅，上都弘正等寺皆隶焉。
（许有壬：
《敕赐故光禄大夫大司徒释源宗主
洪公碑铭》，《至正集》卷 47）
2.道观
（1） 长春宫
［中统二年四月］十三日丙午，有旨就上都长春宫作清醮三昼夜，为民祈福，
奏告文字交王鹗定撰者。（王恽：《中堂事记》上，《秋涧先生大全集》卷 18）
（2） 崇真万寿宫
［至元十四年］……遣崇真宫于两京，俾留孙居之，专掌祠事。
（袁桷：
《玄
教宗师张公家传》，《清容居士集》卷 34）
公讳留孙，字师汉，姓张氏。……上命公称天师，公言：“天师嗣汉张有世
系，非臣所当为。”乃号公上卿，命尚方铸宝剑，刻文曰：“大元皇帝赐张上卿，
两都皆作崇真宫，赐园田命公居之，号玄教宗师，佩银印”。（虞集：《张宗师墓
志铭》，《道园学古录》卷 50）
（3） 寿宁宫
至元十八年八月壬辰，设醮于上都寿宁宫。（《元史》卷 11《世祖纪》八）
吴全节……三十一年，成宗皇帝自朔方还纂大统，公从开府率其属北迎，召
见，赐公古王周玉蟠螭之环一。有旨设醮于上都寿宁宫五昼夜，公专王章奏特敕
命公每岁侍从行幸，所司给庐帐、车马、衣服、廪气，著为令。
（虞集：
《河图仙
坛之碑》，《道园学古录》卷 25）
（4） 太一宫
太一教者，始金天眷中道士萧抱珍，传太一三元法箓 之术，因名其教曰太一。
四传而至萧辅道。世祖在潜邸闻其名，命史天泽召至和林，赐对称旨，留居宫邸。
以老，请授弟子李居寿掌其教事。
至元十一年，建太一宫于两京，命居寿居之，领祠事，且禋 祀六丁，以继太
保刘秉忠之术。十三年，赐太一掌教宗师印。十六年十月辛丑，月直元辰，敕居
寿祠醮，奏赤章于天，凡五昼夜。事毕，居寿请间曰：“皇太子春秋鼎盛，宜参
予国政”。且又因典瑞董文忠以为言，世祖喜曰：“行将及之”。其后诏太子参决
朝政，庶事皆先启后闻者，盖居寿为之先也。（《元史》卷 202《释老传》）
灵应万寿宫，元自开国始创建于西山，赐上名额，实自太保刘文正之主也。
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其祖坛在上都南屏山，即太保读书处，有碑文纪事。而此坛天下有二焉，因著其
开坛阐教之名氏次第于后：第一代宗师刘秉忠太保文正公；第二代李；三代张；
四代林；第五代林；六代毛；七代谢；八代郭；九代刘；十代谭；十一代潘（《析
津志辑佚·寺观》）
3.回回寺
至治元年五月丙子，毁上都回回寺，以其地营帝师殿。
（《元史》卷 27《英
宗纪》一）
泰定元年六月癸亥，作礼拜寺于上都及大同路，给钞四万锭。（《元史》卷
29《泰定帝纪》一）
4.孔庙
中统二年八月丁酉，命开平守臣释奠于宣圣庙。
（《元史》卷 4《世祖纪》一）
至元四年五月丁亥，……敕上都重建孔子庙。（《元史》卷 6《世祖纪》三）
至顺二年八月甲辰朔，敕上都孔子庙碑（《元史》卷 35《文宗纪》四）
后至元二年秋七月庚午，敕赐上都孔子庙碑，载累朝尊崇之意。
（《元史》卷
39《顺帝纪》二）
至元二年丙子岁七月庚午，皇帝御洪禧殿，太师、秦王、中书右丞相答剌罕
臣伯颜率中书臣僚奏，上都世祖皇帝所城，至元间作孔子庙，仁宗皇帝修其敝增
两庑庖馆，故事，当刻石纪。……世祖之制，其略曰：孔子之道，垂宪万世，有
国家者所当崇奉，而曲阜、上都、大都、又专言之，圣意所注可见矣。……
世祖既城开平，寻升上都，文治益修。至元六年命留守臣颜蒙古反作孔子庙
都城东南。仁宗皇庆二年，命留守臣贺胜董葺旧殿，增廊庑厅、庾廪庖湢 、閈 闳
垣墉，西偏为堂庐，以待国子分学。田坐云州者六十顷五十九亩，兴州又十四顷，
以教以养，作人之盛蔚乎?首善之地矣。……（许有壬：
《上都孔子庙碑》，
《至正
集》卷 44）
5.城隍庙
至元五年春正月庚子，上都建城隍庙。（《元史》卷 6《世祖纪》三）
6.上都三皇庙
予所见又有上都三皇庙，尤古粹，造意得三圣人之微者，亦正奉所造也。
（虞
集：《刘正奉塑记》，《道园类稿》卷 29）
四、宗教活动
1.受佛戒
累朝皇帝，先受佛戒九次，方正大宝。而近侍陪位者，必九人或七人，译语
谓之火 爰 答世，此国俗然也。今上之初入戒坛时，见马哈剌佛前有物为供，因
问学士沙剌班曰：‘此何物?’曰：‘羊心’。上曰：‘曾闻用人心肝者，有诸?’曰：‘尝
闻之，而未尝目睹。请问剌马。’剌马者，帝师也。……（陶宗仪：
《南村辍耕录》
卷 2《受佛戒》）
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泰定元年六月辛未，修黑牙蛮答哥佛事于水晶殿，癸酉，帝受戒于帝师。
（《元
史》卷 29《泰定帝纪》一）
泰定三年秋七月壬子，皇后受牙蛮答哥戒于水晶殿。（《元史》卷 30《泰定
帝纪》二）
2.游皇城
百戏游城又及时，西方佛子阅宏观。彩云隐隐旌旗过，翠阁深深玉笛吹。原
注：每年六月望日，帝师以百戏入内，从西华门入，然后登城设宴，谓之游皇城
是也。（杨允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
岁时相仍作游事，皇城集队喧憧憧。吹螺击鼓杂部伎，千伏百戏群追从。宝
车瑰奇耀晴，舞马装辔摇玲珑。红衣飘裙火山耸，白伞撑空云叶丛。王官跪酒头
叩地，朱轮独坐颜酡烘。蚩氓聚观汗挥雨，士女簇坐摇风。（袁桷：《皇城曲》，
《清容居士集》卷 16）
3.其他佛事
至顺元年闰七月庚子，中书省臣言：“内外佛事（疑‘寺’为‘事’之误——引者）
三百六十七所，用金、银、钞、币不赀，今国用不充，宜从省。”命省人及宣政
院臣裁减。上都岁作佛事百六十五所，定为四百所，令有司永为岁例。（《元史》
卷 35《文宗纪》四）
至顺二年秋七月乙酉，命西僧于大都万岁山悯忠阁作佛事，起八月八日，至
车驾还大都日止。（《元史》卷 35《文宗纪》四）
院院翻经有咒僧，垂帘白昼点酥灯。（萨都剌：《上京杂咏五首》，《雁门集》
卷 6）
雍容环佩肃千官，空设番僧止雨坛。自是半晴天气好，螺声吹起宿云寒。
（杨
允孚：《滦京杂咏》卷下）
宝马珠衣乐事深，只宜晴景不宜阴。西僧解禁连朝雨，清晓传呼趣赐金。
至治元年五月丁亥，修佛事于大安阁。（《元史》卷 27《英宗纪》一）
至顺三年秋七月乙亥，命僧于铁幡竿修佛事，施金百两、银千两、币帛各五
百匹，布二千匹、钞万锭。（《元史》卷 36《文宗纪》五）

B.2-2-11 Statement of Xanadu during the Later Time of Yuan Dynasty
一、农民起义军攻克上都
1.关先生、破头潘攻陷上都
［至正十八年］九月，关先生攻保定路，不克，遂陷完州，掠大同、兴和和
塞外诸郡……十二月……癸酉，关先生、破头潘等陷上都，焚宫阙，留七日，转
略往辽阳，遂至高丽。（《元史》卷 45《顺帝纪》八）
至正十八年……关先生、沙刘二、破头潘等，由大同直趋上都，焚毁宫殿，
望虎贲司，犯大宁。虎贲司去上都二百里，世祖所立三十六屯在焉。
（《庚申外史》
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卷下）
关先生以察罕帖木儿还兵河南，遂引兵自塞东还，攻保定，不克，陷完州，
又西出掠大同、兴和、中都诸郡，军声大振。乃还兵东向至高丽界，焚上都宫殿，
攻陷辽阳，元总管李震死之。（高岱：《鸿猷录》卷 2《宋事始末》）
关先生、破头潘、董太岁、沙刘二引兵自开平、全宁陷大宁懿州路并海、盖、
复、金四州及辽阳路，所过杀掠，逃窜殆尽。（《全辽志》卷 6《外志史考》）
2.元廷镇压起义军
至正十九年，群盗由开平东屯辽阳。冬，诏也先忽都以知枢密院事兼太子詹
事率师往讨。太平以其年少，数请改命，不允。至则遣将拔懿州省治，盗逾辽河
东奔。而朝廷谗构日甚，罢为上都留守。（《元史》卷 140《太平传》）
孛罗帖木儿，答失八都鲁之子也。……至正二十年三月，命讨上都程思忠，
兵次兴和，思忠奔溃。（《元史》卷 207《孛罗帖木儿传》）
至正二十年九月癸未，贼复犯上都，右丞忙哥帖木儿引兵击之，败绩。
（《元
史》卷 45《顺帝纪》八）
也速，蒙古人。……拜辽阳行省左丞相，知行枢密院院事，抚安以东兵农，
委以便宜，开省于永平，总兵如故。金、复、海、盖、乾、王等贼并起，西侵兴
中州，阴由海道趋永平，闻也速开省乃止。也速亟分兵防其冲突。贼乃转攻大宁，
为守将王聚所败，斩其渠魁，众溃，皆西走。也速虑贼窥上都，即调右丞忽林台
提兵护上都，简精锐自蹑贼后。贼果寇上都，忽林台击破之，贼众又大溃。永平、
大宁于是始平。（《元史》卷 142《也速传》）
至正二十三年三月，……是春，关先生余党复自高丽还寇上都，孛罗帖木儿
击降之。（《元史》卷 46《顺帝纪》九）
二、陈祖仁上疏停修上都宫殿
陈祖仁字子山，汴人也。……历太庙署令、太常博士，迁翰林待制，出佥山
东肃政廉访司事，擢监察御史，复出为山北肃政廉访司副使，召拜翰林直学士，
升侍讲学士，除参议中书省事。
［至正］二十年五月，帝欲修上都宫阙，工役大兴，祖仁上疏，其略曰：“自
古人君，不幸遇艰虞多难之时，孰不欲奋发有为，成不世之功，以光复祖宗之业。
苟或上不奉于天道，下不顺于民心，缓急失宜，举措未当，虽以此道持盈守城，
犹或致乱，而况欲拨乱世反之正乎!夫上都宫阙，创自先帝，修于累朝，自经兵
火，焚毁殆尽，所不忍言，此陛下所为日夜痛心，所宜亟图兴复者也。然今四海
未靖，疮痍未瘳，仓库告虚，财用将竭，乃欲驱疲民以供大役，废其耕耨，而荒
其田亩，何异扼其吭而夺之食，以速其毙乎!陛下追惟祖宗宫阙，念兹在兹，然
不思今日所当兴复，乃有大于此者。假令上都宫阙未复，固无妨于陛下之寝处，
使因是而违天道，失人心，或致大业之隳废，则夫天下者，亦祖宗之天下，生民
者，亦祖宗之生民，陛下亦安忍而轻弃乎!愿陛下以生养民力为本，以恢复天下
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为务，信赏必罚，以驱策英雄，亲正人，远邪佞，以图谋治道。夫如是，则承平
之观，不日咸复，距止上都宫阙而已乎!”疏奏，帝嘉纳之。
（《元史》卷 186《陈
祖仁传》）
至正二十二年五月已未，中书参知政事陈祖仁上章，乞罢修上都宫阙。
（《元
史》卷 46《顺帝纪》九）
三、上都留守太平、也先忽都之死
1.太平之死
太平，字允中，初姓贺氏，名惟一，后赐姓蒙古氏，名太平，仁杰之孙，胜
之子也。……太平始袭父职，为虎贲亲军都指挥使，寻擢陕西汉中道廉访副使。
文宗召为工部同知。顺帝元统初，命为枢密院副使，寻升同知枢密院，迁御史中
丞。……［至正］四年，升中书平章政事。五年，迁宣徽院院使。……六年，拜
御史大夫。故事，台端非国姓不以授，太平因辞，诏特赐姓而改其名。七年，迁
中书平章政事，班同列上。……
二皇后奇氏与皇太子谋，欲内禅，遣宦者资正院使朴不花谕意于太平，太平
不答。皇后又召太平至宫中，举酒申前意，太平依违而已。是时，皇太子意尽逐
帝近臣，又令监察御史劾帝亲暱 臣御史中丞秃鲁铁木儿，未及奏而所劾御史被迁
为他官，皇太子疑也先忽都泄其事，益决意去太平政柄。知枢密院事纽的该闻而
叹曰：“善人国之纪也，苟去之，国将何赖乎”。数于帝前左右之，以故皇太子之
志未及逞。会纽的该死，皇太子遂令监察御史买住、桑哥失理劾左丞成遵、参政
赵中等下狱死，以二人为太平党也。太平知势有不可留，数以疾辞位。二十年二
月，拜太保，俾养疾于家。台臣奏言以谓当时事之艰危，政赖贤才之宏济，太平
以师保兼相职为宜。帝不能从。
会阳翟王阿鲁辉铁木儿倡乱，骚动北边，势逼上都，皇太子乃言于帝，命太
平留守上都，实欲置之死地。太平遂往。有司知太常院事脱欢者，也先忽都故将
也，闻阳翟王将至，乃引兵缚王至军前，太平不受，令生致阙下，北边以宁。太
平终不以为己功。
未几，诏拜太傅，赐田若干顷，俾归奉元。帝欲以伯撒里为丞相，伯撒里辞
曰：“臣老不足以任宰相，陛下必以命臣，非得太平同事不可。”于是密旨令伯撒
里留太平毋行。太平至沙井，闻命而止，宿留久之。皇太子恶其既去复留也，二
十三年令御史大夫普化劾太平故违上命，当正其罪。诏乃悉拘所授宣命及所赐物，
俾往陕西之西居焉。搠思监因诬奏之，安置土番，寻遣使者逼令自裁，太平至东
胜，赋诗一篇，乃自杀。年六十三。二十七年，监察御史辨其非辜，请如褒赠。
（《元史》卷 140《太平传》）
2.也先忽都之死
也先忽都，名均，字公秉。少好学，有俊才，累迁殿中侍御史、治书侍御史、
翰林侍读学士，皆兼袭虎贲亲军都指挥使。太平之为相也，务广延才彦，而也先
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忽都以丞相子又倾己下士，以故名称籍然。已而被劾罢，从亲还奉元。居六年，
召为兵部尚书、同知枢密院事，除通政院使。太平再相，授知枢密院事，迁太子
詹事。
十九年，群盗由开平东屯辽阳。冬，诏先也忽都以知枢密院事兼太子詹事率
师往讨。太平以其年少，数请改命，不允。至则遣将拔懿州省治，盗逾辽河东奔。
而朝廷谗构日甚，罢为上都留守。寻改宣政院院使，以丁内艰不起。搠思监再相，
复奏强起之，即日监察御史也先帖木、李好直又劾罢之。
已而搠思监徇皇太子旨，构成大狱，诬老的沙、蛮子、按难达识理、沙加识
理、也先忽都及脱欢等不轨，执脱欢煅炼其狱，连逮不已。帝知其无辜，欲释其
事，特命大赦。而搠思监增入条画内，独不赦前狱。唯老的沙逃于孛罗铁木儿大
同军中，蛮子、按难答识理等遂皆贬死。也先忽都当贬撒思嘉之地，道由朵思麻。
行宣政院使桓州闾素受知太平，因留居其地，执政知其故，奏也先忽都违命，杖
死之。年四十四。有诗集十卷。（《元史》卷 140《太平传》）
四、上都留守达礼麻识理保卫上都之战
达礼麻识理字遵道，怯烈台氏。其先北方大族，六世祖始居开平。……［至
正］二十年，由中书参议升中书参知政事、同知经筵事。二十三年冬，迁上都留
守，兼开平府尹，加荣禄大夫，分司土岭，东镇三州，以督转输。
二十四年，朝廷以前中书平章政事塔失帖木儿来为留守。时孛罗帖木儿拥兵
京师，而皇太子出居于外，达礼麻识理与塔世帖木儿皆以忠义许国，相与结人心
以观时变。未几，改授塔世帖木儿为大司农。塔世帖木儿谓达礼麻识理曰：“我
至京师制于强臣，未易图也。”因留不行。适脱吉儿以孛罗帖木儿命屯兵盖里泊，
托腹心于宗王也速不坚，授以金印，俾驻上都之东郊，而以留守善安集兵于（瓦）
［弘］吉剌部落。达礼麻识理遇之有理，善安辞去。孛罗帖木儿复调帖木儿、讬
忽速哥至上都，以守御为名，事益矛盾。达礼麻识理与之周旋，略无几微见于外，
而密遣前宗正扎鲁忽赤月鲁帖木儿潜通音问于罕哈哈剌海行枢密知院益老答儿，
请亟调兵南行。又遣留守司照磨陈恭取兵兴州。访求在闲官吏之有才者，约束东
西手八剌哈赤、虎贲司，纠集丁壮苗军，火统什伍相联，一旦布列铁竿下，扬言
四方勤王之师皆至，帖木儿等大骇，一夕东走，其所得将兵尽溃。由是达礼麻识
理增修武备，城守益严。
二十五年，皇太子在冀宁，命立上都分省，达世帖木儿为平章政事，达礼麻
识理为右丞，便宜行事，以固护根本。七月，秃坚帖木儿用孛罗帖木儿命以兵犯
上都，先遣利用少监帖里哥赤至上都，令广备粮饩，远迓大军。达礼麻识理开陈
大义，戳之于市，民情乃定，已而秃坚帖木儿帅铁甲马步军蔽野而至，呼声动天。
达理麻识理饬军士城守，申明逆顺之理，以安人心，巡视城壁，昼夜不少息。夜
遣死士缒城而下，焚其攻具，而调副留守秃鲁迷失海牙引兵由小东门出，与之大
战卧龙冈，败之。未几，孛罗帖木儿伏诛，秃坚帖木儿皆奔溃，而上都以安。拜
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中书右丞，兼上都留守，提调虎贲司，加光禄大夫，赐黄金系腰，仍命提调东西
手八剌哈赤。既而上都分省罢，遥授中书平章政事、上都留守，位居第一，力辞
不允。（《元史》卷 145《达礼麻识理传》）
五、惠宗退居上都
1.惠宗一行离大都赴上都
至正二十八年闰七月二十八日，惠宗皇帝御清宁殿，召见群臣，谕以巡幸上
都。皆屏息无一言，独知枢密院事哈剌章公力言不可，大意谓贼已陷通州，若车
驾一出都城，立不可保，金宣宗南奔之事可为殷鉴，请死守以待援兵。上曰：“也
速已败，扩廓帖木儿远在太原，何援兵之可待也”。遂退朝。
枢密院属官，知院出，佶遇于中书省，问曰：“大计如何?”知院惟痛哭而已。
中书左丞相庆童，国之老成人也，叹息曰：“吾知死所，尚何言哉!”既而知院密
语佶曰：“今夜必有举动，君去就何如?”佶曰：“朝廷大计不敢问，愿从公后，可
乎?”知院颔之。是夜，漏三下，车驾出建德门，率三宫后妃、皇太子、皇太子妃
幸上都。百官扈从者左丞相失烈门、平章政事臧家奴、右丞定住、参知政事哈海、
翰林学士承旨李百家奴、知枢密院事哈剌章、知枢密院事王宏远等百余人。从者
（此下有脱文），佶匹马遇知院公于道中。（刘佶：《北巡私记》）
［至正二十八年］后七月二十七日，大军至通州。帝得报大惧，即日委淮王
帖木儿不花、丞相庆童留守大都，二十八日夜，帝即卷其女子玉帛，出居庸关，
遁入上都。（权衡：《庚申外史》下）
元主闻报大惧，集后妃太子，议避兵北行，迟明，召群臣会议端明殿，时元
都再遭孛罗、扩廓之变，民生丧乱，守备多不设。元主徘徊叹息曰：“今日岂可
复作徽钦，”遂决计北徙。左丞相失烈门、知枢密院事黑厮等皆劝固守京城，不
听。命淮王帖木儿不花监国，丞相庆童留守。是夜三鼓，元主及后妃太子开建德
门，由居庸关北走，如上都。（《明史纪事本末》卷 8《北伐中原》）
2.惠宗一行北走上都途中
二十九日，车驾至居庸关。时经红贼之乱，道路萧条，关无一兵。车驾至，
亦无供帐。帝太息曰：“朕不出京师，安知外事如此?”是日，诏也速率本部兵趋
行在。
三十日，雨。车驾次鸡鸣山。辽阳行省左丞相也先不花奏至，请入觐，诏止
之。是夜，鸡鸣山西北峰崩，声如巨雷，御营中人马皆惊。上御行殿召见群臣，
以为贼兵奄至。黎明，抢攘始定。
八月初一日，雨。道路泥泞。是夕，驻跸营口。知枢密院事哈剌章请速召扩
廓帖木儿入援，从之。佶经日不食，谒知院公，留宿于毡帐中，炙羊肉食之。
初二日，雨不止。百官雨行，皆露透。天寒甚，人有冻毙者。左阿速卫御营
指挥使（此下有脱文）。上以军事烦，命翰林学士承旨观音奴兼知枢密院事。观
音奴公三十日出京师，至是谢恩于马前，上命左右掖之。辽东参政赛因帖木儿率
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五千骑入觐，军容甚整，帝慰劳良久始已。
初五日，也速奏京师失守，淮王及丞相庆童死事。参知政事张守礼自京师奔
行在。
初七日，左丞相失烈门卒，以辽阳行省左丞相也速不花为中书左丞相，以纳
哈出为辽阳行省左丞相。纳公为行省平章政事，知兵善战，辽东贼皆为所殄。皇
后欲寻仇于高丽，语皇太子，曷使纳哈出问高丽之罪，皇太子不可。
初九日，车驾至中都，以李仲时为兵部尚书，征兵于高丽。
十五日，车驾至上都。上都经红贼焚掠，公私扫地，宫殿官属皆焚毁，民居
间有存者。辽阳行省左丞相也速公献币二万匹、粮五千石至，始有自存之势矣。
佶与达鲁花赤秃因不花旧交也，秃因公殷勤周恤，无所不至。患难中得此良友，
真可感幸。（刘佶：《北巡私记》）
3.惠宗在上都理政
［至正二十八年八月］十七日，加纳哈出太尉，鼎住（此下有脱文）。上自
至上都，昼夜焦劳，召见省臣或至夜分。佶问哈剌知院国事何如，哈剌公曰无可
为也。当时颇有议省行与枢臣龃龉者，时事至此，犹有朋党之见存，唏矣!
二十四日，上都行枢密院副使乃蛮台入觐。初二（二字误，此下有脱文），
以上都焚毁，置行枢密院于察罕脑儿，乃蛮公以上都留守改行枢密院副使，率万
众追红贼余党，次第略平。至是，自军中入觐，上留其军为宿卫焉。
二十六日，贼将薛显出古北口，古北口守将佥知枢密院事张益奔行在。
九月初六日，哈剌公过予，言从臣闻贼出居庸关，意颇惶惶，有劝上北幸和
林者，上迟疑不决。既而闻贼兵不出，事乃已。
初十日，以鼎住为中书平章政事。
十一日，上召见群臣，询恢复之计。
十四日，诸王朵列纳至上都。
十九日，诏高丽王发兵至上都，听候调遣。
十月二十五日，封扩廓帖木儿为齐王，赐金印。
十一月初一日，封也速为梁王，加太保。
二十一日，陕西行省平章政事脱因帖木儿入觐。上问陕西之事，始悟李思齐、
张宗道有贰心。
二十四日，皇太子出屯红罗山。
十二月初八日，始闻扩廓帖木儿败于保安之信。
初十日，遣使征扩廓帖木儿赴行在，时不知扩廓公存没，故遣使者访其消息。
十三日，监察御史徐敬熙条陈十事：一戒酒；一勿令宫掖干预政事；一选将；
一宰相非人，请择贤者、能者；一明赏罚；一严军律；一汰军中老弱；一征西北
诸藩；一征饷于高丽；一开言路。其言殊切直，上不罪之也。
是月大雪，深五六尺。
［至正］二十九年正月初一日，颁新历于高丽。台官携新历赴行在，遂用之。
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从官入贺行殿，上以疾不出。贼兵久不出边，从官渐为室家之计。哈剌公尝太息
谓予曰：“亡国之臣岂可与图恢复?吾当与西北诸蕃共图此事耳。”佶问何不早为
此计，哈剌公曰：“子独不见阿鲁辉王之事乎?”遂唏嘘而起。
初三日，以魏伯颜为中书参知政事。
初六日，平章政事李百家奴上疏陈恢复大计，以兵太弱，请征西北诸蕃兵入
援。疏入，寝不报。哈剌公之言可谓先几矣。
初九日，佶拜监察御史之命。是日，有狐数头入行殿，直至御座下。御史大
夫阿剌不沙见上，极言亡国之兆，上曰：“天意如此，朕将奈何?”
二十日，上都大风，昼晦。是日，中都地震。
二十一日，诏也速丞相屯全宁州。拜扩廓帖木儿中书右丞相，欲以内事委之
也。扩廓公遣使至行在，始知西北消息。高丽国遣使贡岁币如旧例，且诉纳哈出
构兵之事，上优诏答之。佶奏高丽心怀两端，不可恃为外援。疏入，不报。
二十四日至二十七日，皆风霾，室中白昼燃烛。
二月初一日，大风，昼晦。以阿剌罕为枢密副使，撒里蛮为中书平章政事。
撒里公嗜酒，不欲问时事，疏辞，不允。
初三日，赐宿卫军士衣粮。
初八日，上不豫，辍朝。
十三日，上疾瘳。
十五日，也速丞相率精骑四万抵通州，贼固守不下。诏也速公勿深入，恐贼
乘虚内犯。未几，遣左司郎中黄卓至军中，赐也速公龙衣、御酒，将士赏赉有差。
二十二日，佶谒哈剌公，留宴邸中。哈剌公言执政竞市高丽婢，若忘社稷之
为墟者，尤以撒里平章为不称职。佶曰：“公何不与上言之?”哈剌不答，意其有
内援也。
三月二日，猎于近郊。初（此下有脱文）。皇太子请率精骑直博大都，上不
许。
十八日，遣工部侍郎得勒海谕高丽，赐高丽王龙衣、御酒。
二十日，上不豫。
二十二日，以兀鲁不花为中书参知政事，王信为上都留守。
二十八日，始召见群臣。
夏四月一日，诏晃火帖木儿、也速分道讨贼，恢复京师。
初五日，传闻贼将常遇春率数将分道深入，上手诏戒严。侍御史任忠敏疏请
速幸和林，召集东西部诸蕃为恢复之计。
初六日，也速丞相败绩于滦州。
初十日，忽都帖木儿由太禧院使拜上都留守。
十四日，遣人以手书至行在，省臣议斩之。上曰：“彼无罪，逐之可矣。”
上宽仁如此，宰相不能将顺，致海宇土崩，覆亡之罪固有所归矣。
五月六日，平章政事（此下有脱文）
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自十四佶苦痢，请假养，至六月初旬始愈。
十九日，（此下有脱文）
六月初五日，也速丞相与贼兵战于全宁，贼首为常遇春，骁键有名，率步骑
十万入寇。也速公战不利，退至大帽山。
初七日，败书闻，上急召群臣议幸和林。
初九日，平章政事李百家奴卒。哈剌公加开府仪同三司，封徐国公。
十二日，贼陷大宁州。中书右丞脱火赤逆战，败绩，为贼所擒。脱公嗜酒，
醉而踣于阵，士卒尽没。（刘佶：《北巡私记》）
4.惠宗从上都至应昌
［至正二十九年六月］十三日，车驾幸应昌府，留河南王普化、中书平章政
事鼎驻守上都。
十五日，晃火帖木儿王与贼兵战于新开岭，大败。王匹马陷阵，死之。
十七日，贼陷上都。是日，车驾至曲也脑儿，尚不知败信。
十八日，诏扩廓帖木儿入援。
二十日，车驾至应昌。
二十一日，帝不豫。
十六日，帝疾廖，始议幸和林之计。观音奴公建议令西边诸将攻大同，贼顾
后路，可以纾难。从之。
八月初三日，脱列伯、孔兴等合兵攻大同。
初四日，我师败绩。
初十日，败书闻，省臣请征扩廓帖木儿王入援，遣御史中丞黑的赉手诏以往。
应昌未经红贼，城市尚完。惟六军莅止，粮储先罄。哈剌公屡言之，上亦无可为
计也。
九月二日，复遣侍御史双双征扩廓帖木儿王入援。
初六日，哈剌章公拜太保之命。公因辞，不许。
初七日，郡王阿怜歹入觐。诏郡王统五投下之众屯于会州。
二十五日，也速丞相退保红罗山。
十月十一日，□□遣人复以书来，诏屏之城外。以孛罗罕为（此下有脱文）
十一月十八日，陕西行省左丞王公克勤至应昌。王公至扩廓王营中，扩廓附
奏，请车驾速幸和林，勿以应昌为可恃之地。
十九日，帝不豫。
十二月十二日，帝始视朝。
十四日，封也速丞相为威定王。
十八日，御史大夫朵朵卒，以三宝奴为御史大夫。
三十年正月初二日，帝不豫。诏皇太子总军国诸事。
初九日，诏观音奴公赉手诏赐扩廓帖木儿王，征其入卫。观音公奏请以监察
御史张佶从行，上允之。
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初十日，佶从观音公入见。
十一日，启行。
自二十八年闰七月至三十年正月共十七月之事，佶所知者撮其大要载之，以
备异日掌故。至密勿大政及军旅之计，非小臣所得知者，故缺云云。
（刘佶：
《北
巡私记》）
［至正二十八年］八月庚午，大明兵入京城，国亡。
后一年，帝驻于应昌府。又一年，四月丙戌，帝因痢疾殂于应昌，寿五十一，
在位三十六年。太尉完者、院使观音奴奉梓北葬。五月癸卯，大明兵袭应昌府，
皇孙买的里八剌及后妃并宝玉皆被获，皇太子受猷识礼达腊从十数骑遁。大明皇
帝以帝知顺天命，退避而去，特加其号曰顺帝，而封买的里八剌为崇礼侯。
（《元
史》卷 47《顺帝纪》十）
六、惠宗作怀念两都之歌
以诸色珍宝建造的纯朴优美的大都，
先汗们夏营之所我的上都沙拉塔拉，凉爽宜人的开平上都，
温暖美丽的我的大都，
丁卯年失陷的我可爱的大都，
清晨登高眺望，烟霞飘渺。
乌哈噶图可汗我御前曾有拉哈、伊巴呼二人，
［虽曾］识破，但却放弃了可爱的大都，
生性愚昧的那颜们都回顾了自己的国家。
我哭也枉然，我好比遗落在营盘的红牛犊。
以各种技巧建立的八面白塔，
宣扬大国威仪以九宝装饰的我的大都城，
宣扬四十万蒙古声威的四方四隅的大都城，
恰在弘扬佛法之际、因昏瞶 而失去可爱的大都，在我的名声之下。
为四面八方的蒙古之众显耀、矜夸我的可爱的大都，
冬季御寒的我的巴尔哈孙，
夏季避暑的我的开平上都，
我的美丽的沙拉塔拉，
未纳拉哈、伊巴呼二人之言，乃我应受的报应。
把神明所建的竹宫，
把忽必烈薛禅可汗避暑的开平上都，
统通失陷于汉家之众；
贪婪的恶名，加诸于乌哈噶图可汗了。
把众民所建的玉宝大都，
把临幸过冬的可爱的大都，
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一齐失陷于汉家之众；
凶暴的恶名，加诸于乌哈噶图可汗了。
把巧营妙建的宝玉大都，
把巡幸过夏的开平上都，
贻误而失陷于汉家之众；
流亡之恶名，加诸于乌哈噶图可汗了。
把可汗国主经营的大国威仪，
把灵妙薛禅可汗所造的可爱的大都，
把普天之下供奉的锅撑宝藏之城，
尽皆攻陷于汉家之众；
把可爱的大都，
把可汗上天之子成吉思汗的黄金家族，
把一切佛的化身薛禅可汗的殿堂，
由一切菩萨的化身乌哈噶图可汗之天命而失掉了。
把可爱的大都，
把可汗国主的玉宝之印褪在袖里出走了，
从全部敌人当中冲杀出去了。
布花帖木儿丞相突破重围，
愿汗主的黄金家族当受汗位，千秋万代。
因不慎而沦陷了可爱的大都，
当离开宫殿时遗落了经法宝卷，
愿光明众菩萨垂鉴于后世，
回转过来着落于成吉思汗的黄金家族。
（朱风、贾敬颜：《汉译蒙古黄金史纲》，第 43～45 页）

B.2-2-12 Statics of the Emperors Arriving in Xanadu
帝名

年代

元世祖忽必烈

中统元年

元世祖忽必烈

中统二年

元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈

中统三年
中统四年

从大都启程日
期

返回大都日期

三月一日至开
平，七月，北上
征阿里不哥。
二月十四日至
开平，秋，北征
阿里不哥。
缺载
缺载
二月十四（甲 八月二十五日
子）
（壬申）
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备注
冬，从和林返
回，驻燕京近
郊。
十一月，回师驻
潮河川。

五月改开平为
上都。
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元世祖忽必烈

至元元年

元世祖忽必烈

至元二年

元世祖忽必烈

至元三年

元世祖忽必烈

至元四年

元世祖忽必烈

至元五年

从大都启程日
期
二月二十八日
（癸酉）
二月十七日（丁
巳）
二月十九日（癸
未）
二月二十九日
（丁亥）
缺载

元世祖忽必烈

至元六年

缺载

元世祖忽必烈

至元七年

帝名

元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈

年代

返回大都日期

九月十日（辛
巳）
八月二十三日
（戊子）
九月二十九日
（戊午）
九月二十九日
（癸丑）
九月十七日（乙
丑）
九月二十八日
（辛未）
十月二十二日
（己丑）
八月二十日（壬
子）
八月二十日（乙 二 月 改 中 都 为
巳）
大都
九月二十七日
（丙午）
九月二十日（癸
巳）
八月二十三日
（辛酉）
八月十八日（庚
辰）
缺载

三月十五日（甲
寅）
至元八年
三月二十一日
（甲申）
至元九年
二月十九日（戊
申）
至元十年
三月二十日（癸
丑）
至元十一年 二 月 二 十 五 日
（壬申）
至元十二年 二月十九日（庚
午）
至元十三年 二 月 二 十 五 日
（辛酉）
至元十四年 二月十五日（甲
戌）
至元十五年 缺载
十月十日（庚
申）
至元十六年 二 月 二 十 七 日 八 月 二 日 （ 丁
（甲辰）
丑）
至元十七年 三 月 三 日 （ 甲 九月十三日（壬
辰）
子）
至元十八年 三月十一日（丙 闰 八 月 十 四 日
午）
（丙午）
至元十九年 二 月 二 十 四 日 八 月 二 十 八 日
（甲寅）
（甲寅）
至元二十年 三月十二日（丙 十月十二日（壬
寅）
辰）
至元二十一 三月十七日（丙 八 月 二 十 五 日
年
寅）
（庚午）
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帝名

年代

元世祖忽必烈

至元二十二
年
至元二十三
年
至元二十四
年
至元二十五
年
至元二十六
年
至元二十七
年
至元二十八
年
至元二十九
年
至元三十年

元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈
元世祖忽必烈

至元三十一
年

成宗铁穆耳

元贞元年

成宗铁穆耳

元贞二年

成宗铁穆耳

大德元年

成宗铁穆耳

大德二年

成宗铁穆耳

大德三年

成宗铁穆耳

大德四年

成宗铁穆耳

大德五年

成宗铁穆耳

大德六年

成宗铁穆耳

大德七年

成宗铁穆耳

大德八年

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

从大都启程日
期
二月二十五日
（戊辰）
三月十日（丙
子）
闰二月二十九
日（庚寅）
三月六日（庚
寅）
二月十七日（丁
卯）
四月一日（癸
酉）
二月十五日（癸
未）
三月十八日（庚
戌）
二月二十日（丁
未）
正月二十二日
（癸酉）忽必烈
病死于大都
二月二十日（丁
酉）
三月八日（丙
子）
三月十四日（丙
子）
二月二十八日
（乙丑）
二月二十八日
（庚辰）
二月二十九日
（乙亥）
二月二十七日
（丁亥）
四月二十四日
（戊子）
三月二十六日
（甲寅）
二月二十四日
（丙午）
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备注

八月十六日（丙
辰）
十月六日（己
亥）
缺载
九月十日（壬
辰）
闰十月二日（戊
寅）
缺载
缺载
八月十六日（甲
辰）
九月一日（癸
丑）
四月二日（壬 十月二日（戊
午）成宗铁穆耳 寅）成宗至大都
在上都即位
九月三日（甲
戌）
十月十七日（壬
子）
九月二十二日
（壬午）
九月十二日（丙
申）
九月二十一日
（己亥）
闰八月二十八
日（庚子）
十月十七日（壬
午）
十月十六日（丙
子）
九月四日（戊
午）
九月四日（癸
丑）
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帝名

年代

成宗铁穆耳

大德九年

成宗铁穆耳

大德十年

成宗铁穆耳

大德十一年

武宗海山

至大元年

武宗海山

至大二年

武宗海山

至大三年

武宗海山

至大四年

仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达
仁宗爱育黎拔
力八达

皇庆元年

英宗硕德巴剌

皇庆二年
延祐元年
延祐二年
延祐三年
延祐四年
延祐五年
延祐六年
延祐七年

延祐七年

英宗硕德巴剌

至治元年

英宗硕德巴剌

至治二年

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

从大都启程日
期
三月一日（丁
未）
二月二十八日
（戊辰）
正月八日（癸
酉）成宗病死于
大都
三月十九日（戊
寅）
三月七日（庚
寅）
三月十四日（壬
辰）
正月八日（庚
辰）武宗病死于
大都
四月八日（癸
酉）
四月十六日（乙
亥）
三月二十四日
（戊申）
四月二十八日
（乙巳）
三月二十一日
（癸亥）
三月二十五日
（辛卯）
四月二十八日
（戊午）
四月十五日（庚
子）
正月二十一日
（辛丑）仁宗病
死于大都
四月十九日（戊
辰）
三月八日（辛
巳）
四月一日（戊
戌）
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返回大都日期
九月十七日（庚
申）
十一月二日（己
巳）
五月二十一日
（甲申）武宗即
位于上都。
九月二十日（乙
亥）
九月七日（丙
戌）
九月十二日（丙
戌）
三月十八日（庚
寅）仁宗即位于
大都
八月十七日（庚
辰）
八月十日（丁
卯）
八月七日（戊
子）
八月十三日（己
丑）
八月九日（己
卯）
八月三日（丙
申）
八月十二日（庚
子）
八月十八日（庚
子）
三月一日（庚
辰）英宗即位于
大都
十月十三日（戊
午）
九月二十七日
（丁酉）
五月英宗由上
都前往五台山

备注

九月三日（甲
子）武宗至大都

闰七月仁宗由
上都启程南返
大都

八月返回大都

—————————————ANNEX B

帝名
英宗硕德巴剌

泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
泰定帝也孙铁
木尔
文宗图贴睦尔

文宗图贴睦尔

文宗图贴睦尔
文宗图贴睦尔
文宗图贴睦尔

惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

从大都启程日
返回大都日期
备注
期
至治三年
三月一日（壬 八月四日（癸
辰）
亥）英宗在上都
南坡遇刺
至治三年
九月四日（癸 十一月十三日
巳）泰定帝即位 （辛丑）泰定帝
于龙居河
至大都
泰定元年
四月九日（甲 八月二十四日
子）
（丁丑）
泰定二年
三月十五日（乙 九 月 六 日 （ 癸
丑）
丑）
泰定三年
二 月 二 十 九 日 九月十九日（庚
（甲辰）
申）
泰定四年
三 月 二 十 三 日 闰九月四日（己
（壬戌）
巳）
泰定五年
三月二十五日 七月十日（庚
（戊子）
午）泰定帝病死
于上都
天 历 元 年 九月十三日（壬 十月十三日（辛
（ 致 和 元 辰）文宗即位于 丑）上都倒剌沙
年）
大都
等人奉皇帝玉
玺出降
天历二年
八月十五日（己 九月十三日（丁 正 月 二 十 八 日
亥）文宗复即位 卯）
和世剌（左王右
于上都
束）在和林即
位，八月二日死
于旺兀察都。
至顺元年
五月十八日（戊 八月十一日（己
辰）
未）
至顺二年
五月二十二日 八月八日（辛
（丙申）
亥）
至顺三年
五 月 二 十 二 日 八月十二日（己 十 月 四 日 （ 庚
（庚申）
酉）文宗病死于
子）懿璘质班即
上都
位于大都，十一
月二十六日（壬
辰）病逝。
元统元年
六月八日（己
（至顺四
巳）惠宗即位于
年）
上都
元统二年
四月
九月六日（辛
卯）
年代
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帝名
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔

年代
至元元年
至元二年
至元三年
至元四年
至元五年

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

从大都启程日
期
五月七日（戊
子）
四月二十二日
（戊戌）
四月九日（己
卯）
四月十四日（己
卯）
四月

返回大都日期
九月
九月二十六日
（戊辰）
八月
八月

至正元年

八月一日（丁
亥）
五 月 二 十 四 日 八月
（丙子）
四月
八月

至正二年

四月

至正三年

四月

九月三日（辛
未）
八月

至正四年

四月

八月

至正五年

四月

八月

至正六年

八月

至正八年

四月十九日（丁
亥）
四月十九（辛
亥）
四月

至正九年

四月

八月

至正十年

四月

八月

至正十一年

四月

八月

至正十二年

四月

八月

至正十三年

四月

八月

至正十四年

四月

八月

至正十五年

四月

八月

至元六年

至正七年
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申）
八月

备注
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至正十六年

从大都启程日
期
四月

八月

至正十七年

四月

八月

至正十八年

四月

八月

帝名

年代

惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔
惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔

惠宗妥欢贴睦
尔

至正十九年
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备注

十二月九日关
先生、破头潘攻
占上都，烧宫
阙。
是年，因上都宫
阙尽废，停止巡
幸。
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B.2-3 Biography of Liu Bingzhong
History of Yuan, Vol. 157, Liu Bingzhou (excerpted)
Liu Bingzhong was also known as Liu Zhonghui, Liu Kan, and Liu Zicong for he
believed in Buddhism. It was not until he began his career as an official that he started
to use the name Bingzhong. His ancestors were from Ruizhou, serving the Liao
regime. Hence, Liu was born into a family with a tradition of public service. As his
great grandfather served the Jin regime as Vice Military Governor of Xingzhou, the
Liu family moved to and settled down in Xingzhou. In Gengchen year, after Muhuali
seized Xingzhou and established Marshal’s Government, Liu Run, Bingzhong’s father,
was appointed Dutong, (the commanding officer). After the war, Liu Run was
reassigned to the position of Copyist, and later to Tiling in the counties of Julu and
Neiqiu. Wherever he held an office, he showed leniency to and did good for common
people. Since his childhood, Liu Bingzhong had been extraordinary, ambitious,
forthright and unrestrained in manners. When he entered school at the age of 8, his
photographic memory enabled him to memorize and recite hundreds of characters.
When he was 13, he became hostage in Marshal’s Government. At the age of 17, he
served as clerk of the Military Governor of Xingtang so as to raise his family. As such,
he was often depressed. One day, he put down his writing brush on the desk with a
sigh, saying, ‘Being from a prestigious aristocratic family, how can I settle for such a
humble post as clerk? When a man has talent but no opportunity to use it, he shall live
as a hermit in pursuit of his ideal.’ So he resigned and lived reclusively in Wu’an
Mountains. Later, Xuzhao, Buddhist Master of Tianning Temple, sent a disciple for
him and made him a monk. As he was good at writing, he acted as Clerk Monk.
Afterwards, he toured Yunzhong and resided at Nantang Temple.
Before Emperor Shizu ascended the throne, the Buddhist Master Haiyun was
about to meet him. When Haiyun passed by Yunzhong, he heard of Liu Bingzhong’s
erudition and versatility and invited him to go together. When meeting the Emperor,
Liu Bingzhong’s responses to his inquiries satisfied the emperor and the emperor
consulted him on many occasions. Liu was a well-read man, and was especially well
versed in The Book of Changes, and The Book of Administering Affairs by Shao Yong
of the Northern Song Dynasty. As for astronomy, geography, law, calendar, divination,
etc., there was not an art that he did not master. He was so familiar with state affairs
that he could provide insightful opinions on them. Emperor Shizu instantly developed
a favor for this talented man. When Haiyun returned to South China, Liu Bingzhong
was told to stay on. Several years later, when Liu’s father passed away, the emperor
bestowed on him a hundred liang of silver to fund the funeral and sent an envoy to
escort him to Xingzhou. Having observed the mourning rite, Liu was summoned back
to Helin by imperial edict. Then he presented to the throne a memorial of thousands of
characters. Its main points were as follows: (Omitted)
Emperor Shizu accepted his advice with approval. Then he proposed again,
saying, ‘Xingzhou used to have over 10,000 households. Since war was waged, there
remain only hundreds. And the situation is still deteriorating. If good governors such
as Zhang Geng of Zhending and Liu Su of Mingshui can be appointed, it may recover
completely.’ The imperial court followed his proposal by making Zhang Governor of
Appeasement of Xingzhou and Liu Vice Governor. Since then, war refugees settled
down and reverted to work, and Xingzhou was promoted to Prefecture of Shunde.
In Kuichou Year, he took part in Emperor Shizu’s expedition to Dali and the next
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year, in the expedition to Yunnan. As he always suggested that it was a virtue of a
good emperor to cherish and respect life, no one had been killed arbitrarily when the
cities were broken and seized. In Jiwei Year, he took part in the expedition against the
Southern Song Dynasty. Again, he gave the same proposal to the emperor as in
Yunnan. Wherever he arrived, numerous captives of cities were spared.
In the first year of Zhongtong period, Emperor Shizu ascended the throne. When
the emperor consulted him for good measures to attain national prosperity, Liu
Bingzhong collected the former measures, kept those still applicable to the then
situation, and presented them to the emperor. Then, the emperor ordered to record the
date by the reign title and established the Central Secretariat and the Department of
Appeasement. Veteran officials and talented hermits were all recruited by the imperial
court. The social system was restored.
Though an official of high statues accompanying the emperor, Liu did not
changed his past outfits. Thus he was commonly referred to as Clerk Cong. In the first
year of Zhiyuan period, Hanlin Academician Wang E proposed to the throne, ‘Liu
Bingzhong has served in Your Majesty’s Palace for years. With diligence, loyalty and
conscientiousness, he has participated in the formulation of military strategies and of
state policies. Because of his worthy service, he deserved to be praised and respected.
Now that Your Majesty rules this country wisely, everything takes on a new look.
However, Liu is still dressed in his old non-official attire. This makes me upset. In my
opinion, it is appropriate to bestow a high position upon him and he shall change into
official outfits so that his distinguished status can be shown.’ Having read Wang’s
memorial, the emperor appointed Liu Guanglu Dafu (Household Counsellor) and
Temple Curate and asked him to preside over the Central Secretariat. He also wedded
to Liu the daughter of Dou Mo, Awaiting Hanlin Academician by imperial order and
presented a mansion to Liu in Fengxianfang. Besides, the emperor also gifted him
with many serfs. Having received the order, Liu took on the world as his
responsibility; and on affairs concerning national interests, whether important or not,
he was willing to put forward his suggestions which were received by others. When
the emperor consulted him in spare time, he recommended talented people for right
posts. All those officials he selected became famous later.
At first, the emperor asked Liu Bingzhong to conduct field investigation in the
north of the Luanshui River and the east of Huanzhou to construct a city at Longgang.
It took three years to complete the construction, which was named Kaiping. Later, the
city was promoted to Shangdu (the Upper Capital) and Yanjing was made Zhongdu
(the Middle Capital). In the fourth year, the emperor ordered Liu Bingzhong to
preside over the construction of Zhongdu; it was then that the Imperial Ancestral
Temple and the imperial palace were built. In the eighth year, as recommended by Liu,
Dayuan was adopted as the name of the nation and Zhongdu was changed to Dadu
(Great Capital). Other rules and regulations and codes on the systems of clothing,
court rites, salary and official positions were all designed by Liu Bingzhong and
followed by later generations throughout the Yuan Dynasty.
In the 11th year, Liu accompanied the emperor to Shangdu. There was Nanping
Mountains, where he built a cottage to live in. In the 8th lunar month of the year, Liu
passed away in a sitting posture at the age of 59 without any sickness. At the news of
his death, the emperor was shocked and immensely grieved. He told the officials, ‘Liu
Bingzhong has served me over 30 years loyally and conscientiously. He has never
feared difficulty or refrained from speaking out his mind. He is so good at divination
that all his predictions, which I know exclusively, have materialized, though others
have no chance to hear them.’ Then the emperor ordered the Department of Imperial
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Household to fund his funeral and prepare his coffin, and dispatched Zhao Bingwen,
Assistant Minister of Rites, to escort his body back to Dadu. In the 12th year, the
emperor promoted him to the Grand Preceptor, conferred the title—Lord of Zhao on
him, and granted him the posthumous title Wenzhen. During Emperor Chengzong’s
reign, he was cited as Emperor’s Tutor with the posthumous title Wenzheng. During
Emperor Renzong’s reign, another posthumous title—Lord of Changshan was granted
to him.
Since his childhood, Liu Bingzhong had been studious. His love for learning had
not diminished in the last days of his life. Though he reached the highest rank, he
lived a simple life and pursued neither the fame nor the wealth as usual. He had called
himself Cangchun Sanren (Leisurely Man of Hidden Spring). He often composed and
chanted poems to entertain himself. His poems are graceful and show indifference to
fame or gain—they are a truthful representation of Liu himself. The collection of his
works may be divided into ten volumes. As he had no son, he adopted Lanzhang, the
son of his brother Liu Bingshu, as his offspring.
元史

卷一五七

刘秉忠（节选）

刘秉忠，字仲晦，初名侃，因从释氏，又名子聪，拜官后始更今名。其先瑞
州人也，世仕辽，为官族。曾大父仕金，为邢州节度副使，因家焉，故自大父泽
而下，遂为邢人。庚辰岁，木华黎取邢州，立都元帅府，以其父润为都统。事定，
改署州录事，历巨鹿、内丘两县提领，所至皆有惠爱。秉忠生而风骨秀异，志气
英爽不羁。八岁入学，日诵数百言。年十三，为质子于帅府。十七，为邢台节度
使府令史，以养其亲。居常郁郁不乐，一日，投笔叹曰：“吾家累世衣冠，乃汨
没为刀笔吏乎！丈夫不遇于世，当隐居以求志耳。”即弃去，隐武安山中。久之，
天宁虚照禅师遣徒招致为僧，以其能文词，使掌书记。后游云中，留居南堂寺。
世祖在潜邸，海云禅师被召，过云中，闻其博学多材艺，邀与俱行。既入见，
应对称旨，屡承顾问。秉忠于书无所不读，尤邃于《易》及邵氏《经世书》，至
于天文、地理、律历、三式六壬遁甲之属，无不精通。论天下事如指诸掌。世祖
大爱之，海云南还，秉忠遂留藩邸。后数岁，奔父丧，赐金百两为葬具，仍遣使
送至邢州。服除，复被召，奉旨还和林。上书数千百言，其略曰：
……
世祖嘉纳焉。又言：“邢州旧万余户，兵兴以来不满数百，凋坏日甚，得良
牧守如真定张耕、洺 水刘肃者治之，犹可完复。”朝廷即以耕为邢州安抚使，肃
为副使。由是流民复业，升邢为顺德府。
癸丑，从世祖征大理。明年，征云南。每赞以天地之好生，王者之神武不杀，
故克城之日，不妄戮一人。己未，从伐宋，复以云南所言力赞于上，所至全活不
可胜计。
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中统元年，世祖即位，问以治天下之大经、养民之良法，秉忠采祖宗旧典，
参以古制之宜于今者，条列以闻。于是下诏建元纪岁，立中书省、宣抚司。朝廷
旧臣、山林遗逸之士，咸见录用，文物粲然一新。
秉忠虽居左右，而犹不改旧服，时人称之为聪书记。至元元年，翰林学士承
旨王鹗奏言：“秉忠久侍藩邸，积有岁年，参帷幄之密谋，定社稷之大计，忠勤
劳绩，宜被褒崇。圣明御极，万物惟新，而秉忠犹仍其野服散号，深所未安，宜
正其衣冠，崇以显秩。”帝览奏，即日拜光禄大夫，位太保，参领中书省事。诏
以翰林侍读学士窦默之女妻之，赐第奉先坊，且以少府宫籍监户给之。秉忠既受
命，以天下为己任，事无巨细，凡有关于国家大体者，知无不言，言无不听，帝
宠任愈隆。燕闲顾问，辄推荐人物可备器使者，凡所甄拔，后悉为名臣。
初，帝命秉忠相地于桓州东滦水北，建城郭于龙冈，三年而毕，名曰开平。
继升为上都，而以燕为中都。四年，又命秉忠筑中都城，始建宗庙宫室。八年，
奏建国号曰大元，而以中都为大都。他如颁章服，举朝仪，给俸禄，定官制，皆
自秉忠发之，为一代成宪。
十一年，扈从至上都，其地有南屏山，尝筑精舍居之。秋八月，秉忠无疾端
坐而卒，年五十九。帝闻惊悼，谓群臣曰：“秉忠事朕三十余年，小心慎密，不
避艰险，言无隐情。其阴阳术数之精，占事知来，若合符契，惟朕知之，他人莫
得闻也。”出内府钱具棺敛，遣礼部侍郎赵秉温护其丧还葬大都。十二年，赠太
傅，封赵国公，谥文贞。成宗时，赠太师，谥文正。仁宗时，又进封常山王。
秉忠自幼好学，至老不衰，虽位极人臣，而斋居蔬食，终日淡然，不异平昔。
自号藏春散人。每以吟咏自适，其诗萧散闲淡，类其为人。有文集十卷。无子，
以弟秉恕子兰璋后。
……
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B.2-4 The History of Xanadu of Yuan
Annals

Ev ents

S o u rc e

In the 10 lunar mo nth, Kublai Khan
o rdered Liu Bingzhong to build
Kaiping City. The con stru ction took
th ree yea rs, with th e fi rst yea r spent
on building the palatia l st ructu re s
and the second ye ar on renovating th e
i mp e rial p alac e.

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (1 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.4

G r e a t L o n g g u a n g H u a ya n Te mp l e w a s
built in the southea st co rne r of the
i mp e rial city.

Th e Table t o f Great
Longguang
Hu a ya n
Te mp le in Xanadu b y
Huang Jin

Kaiping City wa s co mp let ed.

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (1 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.4

th

th

1256 (the 6
yea r in the
reign
of
E mp e ro r
Xianzong )
th

1258 (the 8
yea r in the
reign
of
E mp e ro r
Xianzong )
th

1259 (the 9
year
of
E mp e ro r
Xianzong )

th

nd

1261 (the 2
year
of
Zhongtong )

In the 5
mo n t h , t h e I mp e r i a l
A c a d e my w a s e s t a b l i s h e d i n K a i p i n g .

th

I n t h e 9 mo n th, th e O ffice fo r th e
Offi cial Procu re me nt o f Grain wa s
es tab lis h ed in K a i p i n g .

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (1 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.4
Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (2 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.5

th

1263 (the 4th
year
of
Zhongtong )

In the 5 mo n th, Kaiping Prefectu re
wa s elev ated to Xanadu.
th
month , a govern mental
In the 6
pha rma ceutica l
bu reau
wa s
established in Xanadu.

rd

1266 (the 3
year
of
Z h i yu a n )

th

In the 12 mo n th, Da’an Pavilion was
1
co mp leted in Xanadu .

1

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (2 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.5
Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (3 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.6

According to ‘Biography of Emperor Shizu’ (3) in History of the Yuan Dynasty (vol.6), (in the 12th lunar month
of the 3rd year of Zhiyuan), Da’an Pavilion was built in Xanadu. This seems to differ from a passage in
Clarifications of Stories of the Capital City, Authorized by the Emperor (vol.32): Your Majesty, as we have found
in Jin Bian, both Da’an Pavilion and the Crystal Hall were located in Xanadu, and, according to ‘Biography of
Emperor Shizu’ in History of the Yuan Dynasty, Da’an Pavilion was built in Xanadu in the 2nd year of Zhiyuan – it
was completed on the 11th day of the 8th lunar month as the principal hall of the imperial palace in Xanadu. Based
on a synthesis of available data, both Mr. Ye Xinmin and Mr. Wei Jian adopt the view that Da’an Pavilion was
completed in 1266, the 3rd year of Zhiyuan.
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Ev ents

S o u rc e

I n t h e 4 month, the emp e ror o rdered
the reconstruction o f the Confu ciu s
Te mp l e i n X a n a d u .

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (3 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.6

th

th

1268 (the 5
year
of
Z h i yu a n )

st

In the 1 month, the City God Te mple
wa s built in Xanadu .

In the 11 mo nth, Wan ’an Pavilion
wa s co mp leted in Xanadu.

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (4 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.7

Daqianyuan
Xanadu.

“Tablet
of
Duke
M i n h u i o f t h e Sta t e o f
L iang” b y Cheng Ju fu

th

1271 (the 8
year
of
Z h i yu a n )

1274
(the
th
yea r o f
11
Z h i yu a n )

th

Te mp le

wa s

built

in

Tai y i Palace wa s bui lt.

th

1282
(the
th
year o f
19
Z h i yu a n )

In the 11 mon th, the Wa rehouse o f
Money and Materials was established
in Xan adu.

In 1283 (the
th
year o f
20
Z h i yu a n )

In the 1 mo n th, the Warehouse for
Trade with Mo slems in Xanadu was
abolished.

1285
(the
nd
year o f
22
Z h i yu a n )

I n t h e 3 mo n th, the Wa rehou se fo r
Trade with Mo slems under the Office
fo r
Fin ancial
Planning
was
established in Xanadu.

st

rd

1288
(the
th
year o f
25
Z h i yu a n )
1290
(the
th
year o f
27
Z h i yu a n )

Biog raph y o f Empero r
S hizu (3 ), H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.6

“Reco rds
about
Buddhism
and
Tao i s m” , H i s t o r y o f
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.202
“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Shizu” (9) ,
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.12
“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Shizu” (9) ,
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.12
“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Shizu” (10 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.13

I n t h e 5 month, the con stru ction o f a
warehou se began in Xanadu .

“Biog raphy
of
E mp e ro r Shizu” (12 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.15

2,000 me n were sent to Xanadu to
build the cit y wa ll.

“Biog raphy
of
E mp e ro r Shizu” (13 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.16

th
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Ev ents
nd

C anal

S o u rc e

1298 (the 2
year o f Dade)

Ti efan ’gan
Xanadu.

wa s

built

in

1307
(the
th
yea r o f
11
Dade)

Bureau of Military Affairs (Shumiyuan) sent
2,500 men to repair Duyingfang and
government offices.

nd

1313 (the 2
year
of
Huangqing )

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Wu zong” (1 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.22

mo n t h , t h e
Po st s
was

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Renzong”
( 1 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.24

Th e Con fuciu s Te mp le in Xan adu wa s
renovated , involving the addition o f
verandas, halls and roo ms fo r stud y.

“Tablet
of
the
Con fuciu s Te mp le in
Xanadu”
by
Xu
You ren

th

1311 (the 4
year
of
Zh ida)

“B iograph y o f Guo
Shoujing”, History of
the
Yuan
Dynasty,
vol.164

In the inte rcal ary 7
Ad mi nist ration
of
established in Xanadu.

th

st

rd

1316 (the 3
year
of
Ya n yo u )

mo nth, the empero r
In the 1
b es to wed 2 0 0 q ing o f f ield s in
J ian g s u an d Z h e j i a n g o n Ka i yu a n
Te mp l e a n d 1 0 0 qing o f f i e l d s o n
H u a ya n Temp l e .
th

th

1319 (the 6
year
of
Ya n yo u )

month , the empero r
In the 6
besto wed 10,000 ingots o f cash and
biying zi
mo n e y
on
Daqianyuan
Te mp le as fund s for its renovation.

th

1320 (the 7
year
of
Ya n yo u )

th

In the 10 mo n t h , L u d i n g H a l l wa s
built fo r the e mp re ss.

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Renzong”
( 2 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.25
“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Renzong”
( 3 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.26
“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Yingzong”
( 1 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.27

nd

st

1321 (th e 1
year
of
Zh izhi )

I n t h e 2 mo n th, Hua yan Te mp le in
Xanadu was renovated.
th
mo n t h , t h e mo s q u e i n
In the 5
X a n a d u w a s d e mo l i s h e d a n d a
Buddhist ceremo n y was held in Da’an
Pavilion .
th
I n t h e 6 month, a golden p agoda was
built in Xanadu.
th
mo nth, the c it y wall o f
In the 7
Xanadu was renovated.
th
In the 8 mo n th, Luding Hall was
co mp leted .
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Ev ents

S o u rc e

In the 2 mo n th, the con struction o f
Gable and Hip - roofed Hall and Dishi
Te mp le was susp ended in Xan adu.
th
In the 12 mo nth, the con struction
wa s resu me d b y i mp e r i a l c o m ma n d .

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Yingzong”
( 2 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.28

nd

nd

1322 (the 2
year
of
Zh izhi )

rd

1323 (the 3
year
of
Zh izhi )

nd

In the 2 mo n th, Huayan Te mp le and
Te mp le o f P h ag p a we re re n o v a t e d i n
X a n a d u C i t y.

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r
Yingzong”
( 2 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.28

th

st

1324 (th e 1
year
of
Taid ing)

I n t h e 6 mo n th, a mo sque was built
in Xanadu and a Buddhist ceremo n y
c a l l e d H e i ya ma n d a g e w a s h e l d i n t h e
C r ystal Hall.
th
I n t h e 11 mo nth, a to we r with a
gable and hip roof was built in
Xanadu.
th

In the 7 mo n th, Daqian yuan Temp le
was renovated .
nd

1325 (the 2
year
of
Taid ing)

“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Taiding” (1 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.29

“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Taiding” (2 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.30

th

In the 8 mo n th, the Incen se Hall in
Xanadu was renovated.
th
In the 11 mo nth, con stru ctions fo r
th e
emp res s
in
Xa n a d u
w e re
te rmi nated.

“Biograph y
of
E mp e ro r Taiding” (1 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.29

th

rd

1326 (the 3
year
of
Taid ing)

mo nth, Fu ren Gate o f
In the 5
Xanadu was repaired.
th
In the 11 mo n th, Qingning Hall was
mo v ed from Xan adu to Bo yi ’er, an
imperial palace for short stays away from the
capital.

th

1327 (the 4
mo n th
of
Taid ing)

I n t h e 8 mo n th , Q i n mi n g H a l l w a s
co mp leted at Bayirordo (Boyi’er).

nd

In the 2 mo n th, Hongxi, Chongshou
and other halls in Xanadu were
renovated .

th

“Biog raphy
of
E mp e ro r Taiding” (2 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.30
“Biog raphy
of
E mp e ro r Taiding” (2 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.30

nd

1331 (the 2
year
of
Zh ishun )

th

I n t h e 4 month, the emp e ror o rdered
the construction of hou ses fo r raising
hawk s and falcon s.
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1332 (the 3
year
of
Zh ishun )
1347 (the
month
Zhizheng)

th

7
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Ev ents

S o u rc e

st

I n t h e 1 mo n t h , t h e e mp e r o r o rd e r e d
the Ad mini st ration of th e Imp e rial
Palace and the Capital o f Xanadu to
build a ma nsion fo r El Te mü r.

“Biograph y
of
Emp e ro r
Wenzong”
( 5 ), Hi story o f th e
Yuan Dyna sty , vol.36

rd

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Shundi” (4 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.41

In the 3 month, Daqianyuan Temple in
Xanadu was renovated.
th

In the 9 month, the ordo was completed in
Xanadu.

th

1348 (the 8
year
of
Zh izheng )

In the 6 month, the Imperial Observatory
was established in Xanadu.

1353
(the
th
year o f
13
Zh izheng )

I n t h e 1 mo nth, Muqing Pav ilion
wa s reconstru cted. When it wa s
co mp leted , it co mp rised hund reds of
bays.

1358
(the
th
year o f
18
Zh izheng )

I n t h e 1 2 mo n th , th e Red Tu rb an
A r my t o o k X a n a d u .

th

st

nd

1362 (the 22
year
of
Zhizheng)

1369
(the
th
year o f
29
Zh izheng )

th

th

In the 5 month, Emperor Huizong was
dissuaded by his ministers from
restoring the imperial palace in Xanadu.

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Shundi” (6 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.43
“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Shundi” (8 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.45
“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Shundi” (9 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.46

mo nth, the Red Turban
In the 7
Army took Xanadu and Empero r
Shundi fled.

L i u Ji: Private Not es
a b o u t t h e E m p e ro r ’s
No rthe rn Insp ection ,
photocopy
of
the
hand -copied
edition
th
yea r o f
o f th e 9
Xian feng, ma d e in the
rd
yea r
of
th e
3
Republic
of
Chin a
(1914 ) as part o f the
Yun ch u a n g S e r i e s

Th e
Ming
Dynasty
Kaiping Wei in Xanadu.

Lei
Li:
Political
Records of the Great
Ming Dynasty, vol.10 ,
p rinted edition ma de
in th e reign o f Wanli
o f t h e M i n g D yn a s t y

th

rd

1370 (the 3
year
of
Hong wu
of
the
Ming
Dynasty)

“Biog raphy
of
Emp e ro r Shundi” (4 ),
H i s t o r y o f t h e Yu a n
D y n a s t y, vol.41
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Annals

Ev ents

S o u rc e

1397
(the
th
year o f
30
Hong wu )

I n t h e 1 mo n th, the renovation of
Kaiping City wa s co mp let ed.

st

th

1406 (the 4
year
of
Yo n g l e )

nd

mo n th, Kaiping Wei was
In the 2
reestablished.

th

Tr u e
R e c o rd s
Emperor
Taizu
Ming , vol.249

of
of

G u Yan wu : Zhao Yu
Z h i,
vol.21 ,
hand -copied
edition
o f t h e Q i n g D yn a s t y
G u Yan wu : Zhao Yu
Z h i,
vol.21 ,
hand -copied
edition
o f t h e Q i n g D yn a s t y

1410 (the 8
year
of
Yo n g l e )

In the 7 mo n th , t h e c o n st r u c t i o n o f
the Cit y o f Kaiping Wei wa s sta rted.

1415
(the
th
year o f
13
Yo n g l e )

On the da y o f Yi you in the 5 month
in the su mmer o f 1415, eight beacon
towers were built in Kaiping, located at Xijiu
Village, the northeast hill, Liulin Xiaozhan,
the hill to the southwest of the sand hill, Quhe
Xiaozhan, Jiuzhuang Xiaozhan, the east hill
of Pianling, and to the southwest of the
Moslem tombs.

Tr u e
R e c o rd s
E m p e ro r Ta i z o n g
Ming , vol.6

Kaiping Wei was moved inland to
Chicheng, Hebei; the fo rmer site o f
Xanadu o f Yu an was deserted ag ain.

“ Ge o g ra p h i c a l
Re cord s” (1 ), Hi sto ry
o f t h e M i n g D y n a s t y,
vol.40

th

th

th

1430 (the 5
year
of
Xuande)

of
of

B.3 Introduction of relevant important historical
figures
During the 100 years from the mid-13th century to mid-14th century, Xanadu
served as capital of Yuan, the most powerful empire in the world of the time. It had
attracted and fascinited great men in and beyond the Yuan Empire because of its
significance in politics, military and economy, its location on the prairie and ethnic
characteristics; so they—the Great Khans, kings, officials, envoys, travelling
merchants and artists—all flooded into and developed close ties with this great city.

B.3-1 Emperors and princes
1. The Shizu Emperor, Kublai
Kublai (1215-1294), founder of the Yuan Dynasty on the throne from 1260 to
1294, was the second son of Tolui whose mother was Tolui’s principal wife.
Since the Mongolians terminated the Jin regime and seized the Central Plains,
Mongolian nobles accustomed to nomadic life had no idea how to reign
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Han-inhabited areas by Han law, which hindered the development of the economy of
the Central Plains and jeopardized the stability of Mongolian rule over the region.
When Kublai was a military governor and prince, he had ‘the ambition to reign the
world and invited and consulted his veteran subordinates and educated men of
different place on this topic’2 . in 1521, his eldest brother Mongke ascended the
throne of the Great Khan. As he was Mongke’s brother, Kublai was assigned to handle
the ‘military and civil affairs in the Han-inhabited areas south of the Great Desert’;
thus he established his headquarters at Jinlianchuan. In 1253, by the order of the Great
Khan, Kublai and General Uriyangqatai led an expedition against Yunan and seized
the State of Dali. By the end of that year, he led the troops back to the north, whereas
Uriyangqatai was left to administer that region. In 1256, he ordered Buddhist monk
Zicong to select a place northeast of Huanzhou (now north of Zhenglanqi, Inner
Mongolia), that is Longgang on the northern bank of the Luanhe River (now
northwest of Duolun, Inner Mongolia), where he built palaces. After the palaces were
completed three years later, Kublai named the place Kaiping, which became the
foothold of the Kublai interest group, where a large number of his important
counselors gathered.
In 1258, Mongke sent an expedition against the Northern Song regime. Kublai
was left home because of his foot disease. Later, as the attack on the region of
Xiangyang and Jingzhou ended in vain, Mongke appointed Kublai
Commander-in-chief of the Eastern Force. In the ninth lunar year of 1259, the army
led by Kublai reached the Huaihe River when word came that Mongke passed away at
the Taizhou frontline, Kublai led his army to cross the Yangtze at Fort Yangluo and
besieged Erzhou (now Wuhan, Hubei Province), where he was reinforced by the force
led by Uriyangqatai from Yunnan. Then, he learned that his younger brother Ariq
Böke attempted to usurp the throne. He immediately adopted the advice of a Han
confuncian scholar Hao Jing and struck a peace treaty with the Southern Song Regime.
After that, he travelled light back to Yanjing and strived to seize the throne taking
advantage of his own military power.
Early in 1260, Ariq Böke ascended the throne at the Xi’antan River of Korum
City. His supporters included the vast majority of West-Dao princes, including the
Later Prince of Ögedei, the Later Prince of Chuchi, the Later Prince of Chagatai,
Asuday, Yulongdashi, Yudongdaishi, Xiliji, Hulagu and his son Chumuhaer along the
line of Tolui and Mongke. Besides, there were also high-rank generals Alandar,
Tuolichi, Hunduhai, Milihuozhe, Qitaibuhua etc. In the 3rd lunar month, Kublai
ascended the throne of the Mongolian Great Khan in Kaiping under the support of the
East-Dao princes headed by Tachaer, nobles of 5 ‘ayimaqs’, and a small number of
princes such as Kadan (sixth son of Ogedai), Azhiji (Chagatai’s grandson); his reign
title was Zhongtong. ‘In the spring of 1260, Kublai reached Kaiping by carriage. The
East-Dao princes headed by Kadan and Azhiji, including Tachaer, Yexiange, Hulahuer
and Guadu, all came to meet him. Together with the officials present, they requested
that His Majesty ascended the throne. His Majesty turned down their request three
times, but the princes and officials insisted. And Kublai ascended the throne of the
Emperor.’ 3 As most Mongolian nobles were absent from the enthronement, the
legitimacy of the ceremony was always demurred. To matters worse, Kublai’s
enthronement plunged the great Mongolian empire into a state of ‘two co-exisiting
emperors’ and led to a war for the throne.
2
3

History of Yuan, Vol. 4, Biography of Shizu I, p57
History of Yuan, Vol. 4, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (I), p.63.
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During the war over the throne, Ariq Böke assigned Huo Luhai and Liu Taiping
to Shaanxi and Gansu. Kublai appointed Lian Xixian Envoy of Appeasement of the
Capital District. After he took office, Lian arrested Huo Luhai and killed Liu Taiping,
Milihuozhe, and Qitaibuhua, and thereby pacified the situation in that region. Then by
Ariq Böke’s order, a troop led by Alandar moved southward from Korum to join
forces with Halabuhua and Hunduhai; after that they marched to Ganzhou (now
Zhangye, Gansu), where they were defeated by Bachun, Wang Liangchen and Kadan
on Kublai’s side and Alandar and Hunduhai were killed. In 1260, an army led by
Kublai himself marched to Korum; knowing that he was not Kublai’s match, Ariq
Böke fled to Kem-Kemiud (now in the south of the lower reach of the Yenisei). With
Kem-Kemiud and the region of Antai Mountains (now Altai Mountains) with his base,
Ariq Böke controlled the fiefs of Chagatai’s and Ogedai’s descendents and then
assigned Alghu to garrison the region. After he arrived in Almaligh, Alghu squeezed
Chuchi’s influence out of Hezhong, the vast area between the Amudarja and the Syr
Darya, and controlled all Chagatai’s fief. No longer willing to be obedient to Ariq
Böke, he declared alliegance to Kublai. Having lost the military and material support
of the princes in Monan and the West Dao, Ariq Böke was in serious trouble. In the
autumn of 1261, he went to Korem and pretended to surrender to Kublai. Then he
attacked Yixiangge (i.e. Yexiange, son of Genghis Khan’s brother Qasar) and seized
Korem, where marched further southward. Because of internal conflicts and
increasing destitution of financial and material resources, the Ariq Böke bloc fell to
disunion and many people changed to Kublai’s side. As Kublai had the Han-inhabited
areas in the Central Plains to back him, he had plenty of provisions; with his
well-trained soldiers and sturdy horses, he gradually got the upper hand. In the 11th
lunar month of the same year, the two sides battled fiercely to the northwest of what is
now the East Ujimqin Banner, Inner Mongolia. Ariq Böke suffered a crushing defeat.
Most of his followers deserted him and surrendered. Eventually, he had to give in to
Kublai in 1264. When he was brought to Kublai, the victor asked, ‘who is legitimate
to succeed to the throne?’ Ariq Böke answered, ‘I was, but now you are’. After 4
years’ struggle, Ariq Böke’s force was eliminated, Mobei (khalkha) and the Central
Plains were reunited.
In Spring, 1262, Li Tan rebelled in the province of Yidu. The rebellion was
readily crushed down. Before long, the princes in the Northwest head by Qaidu,
grandson of the Taizong Emperor Ogadai, launched an insurrection, which split up the
great Mongolian empire. The areas ruled by Kublai, the Great Khan, reduced greatly
and were restricted to the Mongolian Plateau and the Central Plains, which forced
Kublai to concentrate on the administration of the Central Plains. He made it a basic
political decree to ‘enforce Han law’. As Li Tan’s rebellion aroused his strong mistrust
of the Han people, he took a series of measures: he forbidden Han people of the same
family to serve as officials at the same time; he weakened local military power and
implemented the division of civilian and military rule; he abolished the hereditary
system and brought to effect the relocation law; he carried out the general rotation
system so that generals were never too familiar with their men; He set Wanhu Fu to
supervise troops and selected Suweishi to supervise the Han troops; and he abolished
the fiefs of Han officials. These measures, together with the establishment of the Privy
Council and further empowerment of the Central Secretariat, consolidated the
centralized system. On the other hand, he also put himself on guard against Han
officials and appointed many Semu officials so that they could administer together
and contain each other. In 1265, Kublai decreed that ‘Mongolians shall serve as
Daluhuachi, Han people as governors, and Hui people as Tongzhi—and this shall be
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an established decreee’4. This new dynasty founded in such a political context and
with such politial ambitions carried necessary changes in terms of code and law with
the aim to retain the privileges of Mongolian nobles, gear the administrative organs
basically to the needs of ruling Han-inhabited areas, and safeguard Mongolian nobles’
gained interests.
Being unsatisfied with Kublai’s thronement, Qaidu, Ogedai’s descendent,
believed that he was legitimate heir to the throne. So he collaborated with the
Chagatai family and the Chuchi family to launched a rebellion. In 1269, the three
families had a meeting at which Qaidu was elected Great Khan. They made it clear
that they would stick to Mongolian nomadic traditions and fought Kublai and Il-Khan
(head of Il-khanate founded by Hulegu, Kublai’s brother, in what is now Iraq). In
1275, Kublai sent his son Nomokhan and Right Grand Councilor Anton to wage a war
against Qaidu. They were accompanied by a brilliant staff of princes, including Shirki
(Mongke’s son), Mingli Temur (Ariq Böke’s son), Yamuhuer (Ariq Böke’s son),
Tuotuomuer (son of Suigedu, Kublai’s brother). However, as Mongke’s and Ariq
Böke’s sons were at odds with Kublai, they rebelled on the way with Chirki as their
leader. In 1287, Kaidu formed a fresh alliance against Kublai, bringing into it the
collateral Mongol branches: the descendents of Genghis Khan’s brothers. Among
these were the princes Nayan, Shiktur, and Qada’an. Nayan was the descendent of
Genghis Khan’s youngest brother Temuge Ochijin; Shiktur the grandson of Qasar; and
Qada’an the descendent of Qachi’un. After more than 3 decades’ war, the Yuan
Dynasty was finally able to crush these rebellions one by one. However, the
independence of the four Mongol khanates and their secession from the Mongol
empire became a fact.
In the 8th lunar month of 1264, Kublai changed his reign title from Zhongtong to
Zhiyuan. After improvements and rectifications throughout the years from the first
year of Zhongtong and the first year of Zhiyuan, various systems of the new dynasty
were basically established. In 1271 (the 8th year of Zhiyuan), the title of the dynasty
was officially established as ‘Great Yuan’5. In 1272, Dadu or the ‘Great Capital’ (or
Khanbaliq in Mongolian) was made capital, which marked the new dynasty’s
completion of power construction.
In the 6th lunar month of 1274, Kublia ordered Bayan and Ashu to lead an army
and wage an all-out war against the Southern Song regime. On the 18th day of the first
lunar month in 1276, the Song court sent two members of the royal clan Zhao Yinfu
and Zhao Jifu to the camp of the Yuan forces, taking the imperial jade emperor and
instrument of surrender, which were accepted by Bayan. In the 2nd month, the Gongdi
Emperor of Song, Zhao Xian, officially surrendered. Yuan changed Lin’an into the
Great Military Government of Zhedong and Zhexi and ordered Mangwutai and Fan
Wenhu to take over the city. The Shizu Emperor issued a proclamation. By now, the
Southern Song Dynasty was overthrown. In the 16th year of Zhiyuan (1279), the
remaining forces of the Southern Song Dynasty in exile in Yashan were finally
annihilated. The entire nation was unified.
The Yuan Dynasty was the first imperial dynasty ruled by an ethnic minority in
chinese history. It defined China’s territory and developed the economic and cultural
exchange between nationalities within the country. The unification of the south and
the north made it possible for the further development of economy and society. Thus,
this event was of profound significance.
4
5

History of Yuan, Vol. 6, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (III), p.106
History of Yuan, Vol. 7, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (IV), p.p. 138-139
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According to Mongol custom, Kublai classified his wives into four Ordos (or
palaces), respectively in charge of four empresses. The first Ordo was in the hands of
Empress Khatun Chabi. In 1281, Chabi died. In 1283, Kublai married her younger
sister Nanbi as the empress of the first Ordo. Kublai had always suffered a foot
disease. In his late years, he was so physically weak and sickly that he was often
unable to meet his officials. Therefore, matters tended to be reported to him through
Nanbi. Therefore, Nanbi often interfered in state affairs6. In the first lunar month of
1294 (i.e. the 31st year of Zhiyuan), Kublai passed away at the age of 80. He had been
in reign for 35 years, known as the Shizu Emperor and as Sečen qaɤan in Mongolian.
Of his 11 sons, the second son Chingkim had initially been made Crown Prince, but
he died before Kublai. In 1293, Kublai made Chingen-Temur's son Temür the new
Crown Prince.
2. The Chengzong Emperor, Temur
The Chengzong Emperor of Yuan, Temur (1265-1307, in reign during 1294-1307),
was the second emperor of the Yuan Dynasty. He was the third son of Chingkim,
Kublai’s second son. He was born in 1265. his mother was Bairam Egchi of the
Onggirat clan.
In 1273, Kublai named Chingkim his Crown Prince. After Chingkim died in 1285,
Kublai did not name a new Crown Prince until Temur received Chingkim’s ‘Seal of
Crown Prince’ from Kublai when he was ordered in 1293 to annihilate Nayan’s
remaining forces led by Qada'an and to command the garrison troops in Desert North7.
The means that Temur was established as Crown Prince. In the first lunar month of
1294, Kublai passed away. In the 4th lunar month, Mongol princes and nobles met in
Xanadu to elect the emperor. At the meeting, the competition between Temur and his
elder brother Kamala was fierce. Temur was backed up by powerful officials such as
Bayan and Üs Temur. ‘Standing in the hall, sword in hand, Bayan stated the ancestors’
teachings, publicized the late emperor’s posthumous edict, and made clear his
intention to choose Temur as his successor. His look was so fierce and his words were
so intimidating that all the princes present felt their legs faltering. So they went
upward and kneeled.’8 Then Üs Temur exerted pressure on Kamala,saying, ‘His
Majesty has deceased for over 3 months. The Imperial Seal could not be long in want
of its owner; and the sacrificial rites in the ancestral temple need some one to preside
over. Now that the Seal of Crown Prince has its legitimate owner, why do you, head
of the clan, remain silent?9’ Under such great pressure, Kamala made know his stand
in a haste, ‘Once the emperor ascends the throne, I will willingly be his loyal
subject.’10 Thus members of the royal clan and reached consensus and together, they
requested Temur to ascend the throne. So he did. His reign title was first Yuanzhen
(1295-1296) and then changed to Dade (1297-1307).
Being aware of Kublai’s mistakes in his late years, such as mistrusting Sengge
and using troops overseas, the Chengzong Emperor treated Han people fairly,
restricted illegal activities in the princes’ fiefs, stopped the intrusion of Japan and
Vietnam, reduced taxes in South China, and ordered the codification of laws and
regulations. All these measures eased the social conflicts temporarily. Especially
worth mentioning during his reign, the Yuan forces frustrated the intrusion and
6

History of Yuan, Vol.114, Biographies of Empresses, p. 2873
History of Yuan, Vol. 119, Biography of Üs Temür, p.2948
8
History of Yuan, Vol. 127, Biography of Bayan, p.3115
9
History of Yuan, Vol. 119, Biography of Üs Temur, p.2948
10
History of Yuan , vol. 119, Biography of Üs Temur, p.2948
7
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harrassment of Qaidu and Duwa, forcing the rulers of the Chagatai Khanate and
Ogedei Khanate to seek truce and make peace. In this way, the Great Khan regained
its position as the suzerain in the western Khanates and basically put an end to the
internal strifes in the royal clan lasting more than 40 years.
In order to reward the princes’ support and loyalty, the Chengzong Emperor
granted handsome rewards excessively. ‘Those who should received 1 gold ingot
receive 5 and those who should receive 1 silver ingot receive 3.’11 Very soon, this
measure led to the exhaustion of the state treasury and serious financial deficits.
Excessive rewarding started during the reign of the Chengzong Emperor and became
more rampant during the reign of the Wuzong Emperor. It gradually constituted a
heavy fiscal burden on the Yuan court.
During the reign of the Chengzong Emperor, the government organization was
extremely complicated. Five years after his enthronement, he was not able to know all
the officials of the Six Ministry—this was indeed ridiculous. During his reign, there
were many major corruption cases. In his late years, the Chengzong Emperor was so
silkly that he ignored state affairs. ‘The order of the imperial household was
maintained by custom and state affairs were entrusted to senior officials.’12 Thus the
imperial power fell into the hands of Empress Bulugan and Harghasun, Right Prime
Minister of the Central Secretariat.
In the first month of 1307 (11th year of Dade), the Chengzong Emperor passed
away. He had been in reign for 13 years, known as Chengzong and as Öljeitü-qaɤan in
Mongolian.
3. The Wuzong Emperor, Qayshan
The Wuzong Emperor of Yuan, Qayshan (1281-1311, in reign during 1307-1311),
was the third emperor of the Yuan Dynasty. He was grandson of Chingkim, Kublai
Khan’s Crown Prince, and second son of Darmabala and Dagi of the Khunggirad clan.
In 1307 (i.e. the 11th year of Dade), the Chengzong Emperor passed away after
Teshou, the Crown Prince he initially designated, died. The late emperor did not set
up a new crown prince before his death. Therefore, Qayshan, Temur Khan’s nephew,
and his younger brother Ayurbarwada stood up and fought for emperorship.
Qayshan had long commanded troops in Desert North. In 1299, ‘Because
Kukuchu, Prince Ningyuan, who commanded the troops on the north border, was
slack in defense preparations, Qayshan was ordered by the Chengzong Emperor to
replace him.’13 This indicates that Qayshan had been in the military of Desert North
that year14, and he was stationed at Chenghai, east of Antai Mountains. In the 8th
lunar month of 1300, the Yuan forces led by Qayshan and by Kamala clashed with the
troops of Qaidu (Ulus Khan of Ogedai Khanate) at Kuobielie, south of Antai
Mountains15. Qayshan was nearly routed and withdrew from Chenghai to Hanghai
Mountains. 16On the 1st day of the 8th lunar month in 1301, the Yuan forces
commanded by Qayshan fought fiercely with Qaidu and Duwa in Dieqieligu. Both
parties suffered great losses and the Yuan forces gained a slight upper hand. Duwa
11

History of Yuan, Vol. 18, Biography of the Chengzong Emperor, p. 382
History of Yuan, Vol. 21, Biography of the Chengzong Emperor (IV), p.472
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History of Yuan, Vol. 22, Biography of the Wuzong Emperor (I), p477
14
History of Yuan, Vol. 22, Biography of the Wuzong Emperor (I), p477
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Koichi Matsuda, Qayshan Garrisoned the Northwest of the Mongol Empire, see Selected Translated Texts of
Mongol Studies (restricted data) edited by the Information Institute, Inner Mongolia Academy of Social Sciences,
1984
16
Chen Dezhi, A Study of Government Organization in Lingbei Province (sequel), Collection of Studies on
Mongol and Yuan History, p.176
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was wounded and Qaidu fell ill. In a haste, the rebel forces withdrew. Shortly after
this battle, Qaidu passed away and Duwa were seriously wounded. Then Chapar,
successor to Qaidu, Duwa, and Timur-Malik, leader of Shirki’s remaining rebel forces,
pleaded for peace to the Yuan Dyansty. In 1304, the Yuan Dynasty and Chagatai
Khanate and Ogedai Khanate reached a truce accord. After that, the border areas in
Desert North came to rest temporarily. Qaysan remained to be the commander of the
garrison force in Chenghai. In the 7th lunar month of 1306, backed by the Yuan
Dynasty, Duwa made claims on Chapar’s fief; then he attacked the latter. The forces
led by Qaysan set out from Antai Mountains in support of Duwa and threatened the
flank of the Ogedai Khanate. Chapar sent a force of ten thousand men from the Irtysh
River to Antain Mountains to confront the Yuan force. Soon, a large-scale campaign
broke between the two armies. According to Biography of the Wuzong Emperor, ‘In
the 7th lunar month of the 10th year of Dade (1306), Qayshan led an army to leave
Tuohusiquan, climbed over Antai Mountains, pursued the rebel prince Woluosi, and
seized his wives, children and suplies and gear; then he captured the rebel prince
Yesuntua and consort prince Bayan. In the eighth lunar month, his army arrived in
Yelideshi, where he accepted the surrender of the princes Tuman, Mingli Temur, and
Aluhui. Chapar, Qaidu’s son, fled to Duwabu, but his family members were captured
and his tents seized. In the winter, Qayshan garrisoned Antai Mountains. Prince
Tuqumie, who had surrendered, rebelled again. Qayshan engaged and beat him. Thus,
the north was all pacified.’17 Mr. Chen Dezhi believed that Tuohusiquan might be a
lake near what is now Ölgii.
In the 10th lunar month of 1304, the Chengzong Emperor of Yuan ‘conferred on
his nephew Qayshan Prince Huaining, granted him gold seal and gave him Wangfu
Palace as his residence…’18 In the first lunar month of 1307, the Chengzong
Emperor deceased. Qayshan returned to Karakorum in the 3rd lunar month and
watched the situation. Before that, Ayurbarwada, his brother, and Dagi, his mother,
had returned from Huaimeng to Dadu. Harghasun, Right Prime Minister, and other
senior officials plotted and carried out a coup and got rid of Qayshan’s political
enemies including Temur's widow and Ananda, the Prince of Anxi. Therefore, once,
Qayshan arrived in Karakorum, the princes and senior officials asked him in chorus to
ascend to the throne. To this, Qayshan replied, ‘My mother and brother are all in Dadu.
Let’s discuss this matter when all the members of the clan meet.’ However, Daji was
inclined to set up Ayurbarwada. Then Qayshan sent three armies to Dadu. The West
Army was led by Anhuiyou, the Middle Army by Qayshan himself and the East Army
by Chuangwuer. Each army consisted of 10 thousand warriors. Qayshan was ready to
be at war with his brother19. As a result of Kanglituotuo’s mediation, on the one hand,
Daji and her younger brother agreed to the enthronement of Qayshan, which avoided
a forthcoming war over emperorship; on the other, Qayshan agreed to make
Ayurbarwada Crown Prince, so that the latter’s effort would not be rewarded and that
the benefits Ayurbarwada deserved were guaranteed. After such an agreement were
reached, in the 5th lunar month, Qayshan reached Xanadu. Ayurbarwada, their mother
Daji, and other princes all assembled in Xanadu. Then, Qayshan ‘deposed Temur’s
empress Bulughan of the Bayaud tribe, exiled her to Dong’an Zhou, and executed her;
Ananda, the Prince of Anxi, and the other insurgent princes including Muli Temur,
17
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were brought to Xanadu and all executed. On June 21, 1307, the Qayshan's
enthronement was performed properly and all the princes and all the civil and military
officials paid their respects to the new emperor in Da’an Pavilion.’20 Qayshan was
the Wuzong Emperor of Yuan.
The Wuzong Emperor was more extravagant and overspending than his
predecessor. He granted rewards according to the standards during the reign of
Chengzong, though the financial situation could not afford this. The Chengzong
Emperor’s excessive rewarding was based on the large amount of national wealth
accumulated during the reign of the Shizu Emperor. Though a large share of the
wealth was used as rewards, no serious financial difficulties were caused. However,
when the Wuzong Emperor ascended to the throne, the national treasury was no
longer as full. If excessive rewarding was continued, it would be inevitable that ‘the
wealth stored in the two capitals was depleted’21. But Qayshan, the Wuzong Emperor,
spent money like water nevertheless. For instance, in the 9th lunar month in 1307, in
order to purchase the tributes paid by Qielaimuding, he ‘gave the tribute payer 10,000
yin of salt and promised to give 90,000 more’22. In the first lunar month of 1308,
famine went rampant in the six lu’s (provinces) of South China and numerous people
were starved to death. However, Qayshan still resolutely went in for large-scale
construction and built Zhongdu (Central Capital) in what is now Zhangbei County,
Hebei Province. As a result, the national treasury was nearly exhausted and both the
military and the people were under great burden. In order to resolve financial
difficulties, the Wuzong Emperor established the Council of Advisors to the Throne, a
government branch specializing in financing. The Zhida Silver and Copper Money
was brought to use.
In the first lunar month of 1311 (the 4th year of Zhida), the Wuzong Emperor
passed away. He had been in reign for 5 years. He is known as Wuzong and Külük-qa
ɤan in Mongolian.
4. The Yingzong Emperor, Shidibala
The Yuanzong Emperor of Yuan, Shidibala (1303-1323, in reign from
1320-1323), was the eldest son of Ayurbarwada, the Renzong Emperor.
In the winter of 1306, he went to Huaizhou with his father at the age of 4. When
the Cengzong Emperor deceased more than 2 months later, he went back to Dadu and
lived in their former residence. In 1316, his father, the Renzong Emperor, plotted with
Daji and Temuder and used him to replace his cousin Kuśala. In 1320, the Renzong
Emperor passed away and Shidibala was enthroned; the next year saw the reign title
changed to Zhizhi.
In the first year of Zhizhi, two major political factions formed in the Yuan court.
Whereas the first faction was represented by the Yingzong Emperor and Baiju, the
Left Grand Councillor who aspired to rule the Yuan Empire according to
Confucianism, the other was represented by Daji, his great-grandmother and the Right
Grand Councillor Temuder. Being not content with her life in the imperial palace, she
convived at Temuder and Shiramon and spared no effort in preventing the Renzong
Emperor from punishing them. Being weak in character, the Renzong Emperor
dismissed these treacherous officials from office but then reinstalled them later. This
leniency towards the evil caused the Yingzong Emperor serious aftermath. In the first
20
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lunar month of 1320, Daji appointed Temuder Right Grand Councillor before the
Yingzong Emperor ascended the throne23. After being appointed, Temuder instantly
installed his partisans Heilv and Zhao Shirong into important posts, as well as a large
number of his trusted followers24. However, he also removed Li Meng, a senior
official during the reign of the Renzong Emperor, from the post of the Manager of
Affairs with the Secretariat and deprived him from the title of the Prince of Qin25.
Then he executed Yangduoerzhi, Chief Censor, and Xiao Baiwang, Manager of
Governmental Affairs, on the charge of being against the Empress Dowager’s will and
then confiscated their family possessions26. The Yingzong Emperor could treat Daji
and Temuder’s faction lightly; so he promoted Baiju, a man he trusted, to Right Grand
Councilor so as to check Temuder.
During the early years of his reign, the influence of Daji and Temuder was great;
though the two factions confronted each other, Yingzong and Baiju did not fall out
openly with Daji and Temuder and what they did was boycott cleverly. In 1322, Daji
and Temuder passed away, which provided an opportunity, as well as conditions, for
Yingzong and Baiju to carry out their political reform. However, the remaining forces
of Temuder’s faction, represented by Tegshi, had their influence throughout the court.
It was a time when social conflicts became increasingly intensified. Frequent natural
disasters and mass uprisings made political reform necessary.
The Yingzong Emperor recruited a large number of Han bureaucratic landlords
and Confucian scholars, weeded out the superfluous and unqualified redundant,
implemented the Service Assistance Act, examinated and promulgated Da Yuan Tong
Zhi ("The Comprehensive Institutions of the Great Yuan"). All these measures,
especially the adoption of Confucian officians and the elimination of the redundant,
directly encroached on the hereditary privileges of a large number of Mongol and
Semu nobles and incurred their strong opposition. Temuder's supporters, headed by
his adopted son Tegshi, were in greater fear. They plotted a bloody coup d’estat.
On the 5th day of the 8th lunar month in 1323, the Yingzong Emperor returned to
Dadu from Xanadu and stopped at Nanpo, 20 li southwest to Xanadu, for the night.
Sixteen of Temuder’s faction, including Tegshi; Esen Temur, Administrator of the
Privy Council; Shituer, Great Administrator of Agriculture; and Chijin Temur, former
Manager of Affairs with the Secretariat, launched the coup d’etat. Tegshi ordered
Asuwei to keep watch, and at the same time, he and Chijin Temur attacked the
emperor’s ordo. Baiju was first assassinated and then the Yingzong Emperor was
murdered in the bed by Tegshi. This bloody coup was known in history as ‘Nanpo
Coup’27. The Yingzong Emperor was unable to see the achievements of his refrom
and fell prey to political conflict. He lost his life at the age of 21. The young
emperor’s posthumorous title was Yingzong and he was referred to as ‘Gegehen
qahan’ in Mongolian.
5. The Taiding Emperor
The Taiding Emperor, Yesun Temur (1276-1328), was in reign during 1323-1328.
his father Kamala was grandson of Kublai, the Shizu Emperor. In 1302, Yesun
Temur’s father was made Prince of Jin.
In 1323 (the third year of Zhizhi), Tegshi et al plotted a coup and sent a
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messenger to Lingbei, telling Yesun Temur who commanded a large number of forces
that if the coup succeeded, they would put him on the throne. After the Yingzong
Emperor was assassinated in the Nanpo Coup, Yesun Temur held his coronation
ceremony by the Kherlen River (the River where the Dragon Lives) in Desert North28.
The next year saw him change the reign title to Taiding.
When he ascended the throne, in order to palaver Tegshi and his accomplices who
plotted the assassination of the Yingzong Emperor, the Taiding Emperor made Esen
Temur Right Grand Councilor and Tegshi, Administrator of the Privy Council29.
However, in the tenth lunar month of the same year, before he arrived in Dadu, he
resolutely executed the treacherous officials who launched the coup, including Esen
Temur, Wanzhe, Suonan, Tuman, etc. He appointed Kumeijil Right Grand Councilor
and assigned him and Niuzhe, Chief Sensor, to execute Tegshi, Shituer, Chijin Temur,
Tuohuochi, Zhangtai, etc. and their offspring and confiscated their family possessions.
Then he tightened his control over Asuwei and put Kumeijil in the post of Darughachi
(Commander) of the Aorsoi30. In the 12th lunar month, he purged his administration of
the remaining confederates, executing Yuelu, Tutuha, Sudun etc., and put some
treacherous princes involved in exile, e.g. Altan Bukha to Hainan, Kulud Bukha to
Nuergan, Bolad and Ulus Bukha to an island in the sea31. The reason why the Taiding
Emperor did this was that, in doing this, he could exculpated himself from the Nanpo
Coup; and that he upheld the principle that forbade the subject’s killing a member of
the Golden Horde. Thereby he won the support of a lot of courtiers and officials.
During his reign, the Taiding Emperor proclaimed to adhere to the laws and
regulations formulated by Kublai , used a large number of officials appointed by the
Yingzong Emperor, strived to preserve the reform achievements during Renzong’s
and Yingzong’s reigns and complied with the historical trend of enacting Han code.
Though natural disasters occurred for year on year, the social order had basically been
stable. ‘The years when the Taiding Emperor was was in reign saw a number of
rarely-seen disasters. None of the emperor and officials had taken the blame and
responsibility personally. However, the emperor knew well enough to uphold the rules
and regulations laid out by the ancestors. Hence, the empire was basically in peace.
And the emperor’s reign was worthy of its title Zhiping, which means ‘peace and
stability’ in Chinese’.32
In the 7th lunar month of 1328 (the first year of Zhihe), the Taiding Emperor
deceased in Xanadu without a posthumorous title.
6. the Tianshun Emperor, Aragibaq
The Tianshun Emperor Aragibag (131933-1328), son of the Taiding Emperor, had
a short reign in 1328. In the 3rd lunar month of 1324 (the first year of Taiding), he was
set up as Crown Prince. The Taiding Emperor trusted and favored a Hui Muslim
called Dawlat Shah, who was promoted to Right Grand Councilor. In the 7th lunar
month of 1328, the Taiding Emperor passed away; in the 9th lunar month, Dawlat
28
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Shah, together with Tuotuo, Prince of Liao and Wang Chan, Prince of Liang,
enthroned Aragibaq in Xanadu and changed the reign title to Tianshun34. At that time,
El Temür, Supervisor of the Privy Council who was stationed in Dadu, launched a
coup with Aratnasili, Prince of Xi’an, and installed Qayshan’s son in the throne.
Therefore, a war broke out between the two factions in Xanadu and Dadu. The war
lasted more than 2 months and the Dadu faction won out35. Dawlat Shah, Wang Chan,
etc. were executed and Aragibaq disappeared.
7. the Wenzong Emperor, Tugh Temür
The Wenzong Emperor, Tugh Temur (1304-1332), second son of Qayshan the
Wuzong Emperor, was in reign during 1329-1332.
In the 5th lunar month of the first year of Zhizhi during the reign of the Yingzong
Emperor Emperor, being suspected of attempted rebellion, he was put in exile to
Hainan36. As the Taiding Emperor was associated with the Nanpo Coup, he was eager
to please the imperial clan. In the first lunar month of 1324 (the first year of Taiding),
he issued an amnesty, ‘ordering the princes in exile to return to their respective fiefs’.
And he ‘recalled Prince Tugh Temur from Qiongzhou (Hainan) and Amuge from
Datong’. In the tenth lunar month, he was made Prince of Huai and married to
Budashiri, daughter of Xianggelaji (Greatest Princess of Lu), sister of the Wuzong
Emperor and the Renzong Emperor37. (Later, she was made Empress.) Unfortunately,
it was not long before the Taiding Emperor recognized that Tugh Temur constituted a
threat to the throne. In the first year of 1325, Tugh Temur was relocated to Jiankang
(now Nanjing)38.
In the 7th year of 1328 (the first year of Zhihe), the Taiding Emperor died. El
Temur, who was stationed in the capital, plotted a coup and conspired to put one of
Qayshan’s sons on the throne. He assigned Minglidonga, Administrator of Affairs in
Henan Province, and Dalimashili, former Envoy of Propaganda, to the task of
fetching Tugh Temur from Jiangliang to Dadu. When they passed by Henan, Bayan,
local Administrator of Political Affairs, led an army to escort the would-be emepror.
In the ninth lunar month, Wang Chan, Prince of Liang, and Dawlat Shah, Prime
Minister, enthroned Aragibaq in Xanadu, changed the reign title to Tianshun, and sent
an army to attack Dadu. In the same month, Tug Temur ascended to the throne in
Dadu and changed the reign title to Tianli. With the support of El Temur’s kipchak,
Aorsoi troops and some of the Wuzong Emperor’s former officials, he defeated Wang
Chan and Dawlat Shah and seized Xanadu. After that, he successfully pacified the
rebellions in Sichuan and Yuan by force. The Wuzong Emperor’s eldest son, Kasala,
was forced to leave the capital during the reign of the Wenzong Emperor and lived a
place west of Altai Mountains. Thus in the imperial edict announcing his
enthronement, he made clear his willingness to abdicate and give the throne up to his
elder brother39. Then he sent an envoy to bring Kasala back. In the 2nd year of Tianli
(1329), Kasala heard the news and returned eastwards. He held the enthronement
ceremony north of Karakorum. And he was the Mingzong Emperor. In the 4th lunar
34
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month, he made Tuq Temur Crown Prince and the two agreed that the younger brother
would be heir to the throne if the elder brother passed away. In the 8th lunar month,
the Mingzong Emperor moved southward to Xanadu and lived in Ongghuchad near
Xanadu. Tugh Temur and El Temur who went to great him took advantage of this
opportunity to poison the Mingzong Emperor. Tugh Temur was restored to the throne
in the 8th lunar month in Xanadu. The next year saw the reign title changed to Tianli.
Tugh Temür had a good knowledge of the Chinese language and history and was
also a creditable poet, calligrapher, and painter. His poems have been passed down to
today. During his reign, he made great achievements in cultural construction. In the
2nd year of Tianli (1329), he established the Academy of the Pavilion of the Star of
Literature west of Xingsheng Pavilion, ‘asking Confucian officials to present
Chinese classics and history books and study the ways how the emperor rules a
country’40. By his order, the academy compiled a vast institutional compendium
named Jing Shi Da Dian ("Grand Canon for Governing the World"). The compilation
was started in the ninth lunar month of the second year of Tianli and completed in
the 2nd year of Zhishun (1331)41.
The influence of Muslims in the administration was severely diminished after the
failure of Dawlat Shah; therefore the political influence of the Semu was also
weakened. In contrast, the kipchak fraction had greater political influence. El Temur
dominated the Wenzong Emperor’s reign and had the final say on all state affairs,
even including the designation of the Crown Prince. Because of this situation, the
Wenzeng Emperor lose the support of the Mongol nobles. This situation was
different from the previous reigns.42
In the 8th lunar month of the 3rd year of Zhishun, the Wenzong Emperor deceased.
His posthumorous title was Wenzong and his honorary title in Mongolian ‘Jayahatu
Qaɤan’.
8. the Huizong Emperor, Toghun Temür
The Huizong Emperor of Yuan, Toghun Temur (1320-1370), was in reign during
1333-1370. He was the eldest son of the Mingzong Emperor Kasala.
After the Wenzong Emperor murdered the Mingzong Emperor and stole the
throne, he banished Toghun Temur to Goryeo, and one year later, to Jingjiang (now
Guilin, Guangxi)43 and kept him from contacting other people. When the Wenzong
Emperor died in 1323, his widow Budashiri Khatun respected his will to make
Kuśala's son succeed the throne instead of his son El Tegüs. But it was not Toghun
Temür but his younger half-brother Rinchinbal, whose posthumorous title was
Ningzong. Before long, the Ningzong Emperor passed away, and the de facto ruler El
Temür attempted to install El Tegüs again, but it was rejected by Budashiri. As a result,
Toghun Temür was summoned back from Guangxi. El Temür feared that Toghun
Temür, who was too mature to be a puppet, would take against him since he was
suspected of the assassination on Toghun Temür's father Kuśala. The enthronement of
Toghun Temür was postponed for six months by El Temür. He managed to succeed to
the throne in 1333 when El Temür died44.
After Toghun Temur’s succession to the throne, he appointed Bayan, who had
40
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supported him, Right Grand Councilor, so as to check Sadun, El Temur’s younger
brother and Left Grand Counciler, and Tangqishi, El Temur’s son and Chief Censor.
Bayan and Tangqishi scrambled for power and profits. In 1335, Bayan executed
Tangqishi and his brother Talahai and poisoned his sister, who was the empress after
charging Tangqishi’s faction with ‘intention to rebel’. After that Bayan dominated the
administration and carried out autocratic rule.
Bayan’s despotic rule disturbed his nephew Toghtogha. Fearing that Bayan might
bring shame and ruin upon both of them, he expressed his loyalty to Toghun Temur
and vowed to purge his uncle. In 1340, Toghtogha banished Bayan and was appointed
Right Grand Councilor. After taking office, he abolished many of his predecessor’s
policies, which was known in history as ‘Toghtogha’s Reform’. He took a lot of new
measures, mainly including restoring the imperial examination system, reducing taxes,
compiling the official histories of Liao, Jin and Song, and promulgating the Zhizheng
Code45. However, these new policies failed to save the Yuan regime from its social
crises.
Since the late 1340s, people in the countryside suffered from frequent natural
disasters; droughts, floods and the ensuing famines. The empire lose half of its
population and was faced with an empty treasury. Toghun Temur was forced to
change the monetary system in 1350, so that he may contain the floods. But the
changes in the monetary system resulted in a rise in prices. As the water control
project was pressing, official took advantage of this opportunity to extort excessive
taxes and levies, which eventually led to the large-scale Red Turban uprising during
the late years of the Yuan Dynasty.
Toghun Temur strived to quell the Red Turban Rebellion mercilessly. In 1351, a
large army led by Toghtogha and other local officials, consisting of central and local
forces and even forces of princes and warlords on the steppe, was sent to crush the
rebellion. During 1355-1363, the emperor mainly relied upon the forces of the
warlords such as Chahan Temur and Bolad Temur. Since 1363, one Red Turban force
led by Zhu Yuanzhang became strong and gradually united the south. The Yuan
Dynasty had lost the strength to confront it. At the same time, the ruling class of the
Yuan Dynasty became increasingly corrupt and was consumed by internal struggle.
Mongolian and Han warlords which had gained strength while crushing the rebellion
started their turf war. In 1354, while Toghtogha led an army to attack Gaoyou, some
officials slandered him and accused him of being slack. Toghun Temur believed these
slanders and deprived Toghtogha of his military power and put him in exile. This
foolish decision not only disarmed Yuan’s central forces against the Red Turban rebels
but also put the empire’s administrative power into the hands of such villainous
officials as Hama and Xuexue. Losting interest in politics, Toghun Temur ceased to
intervene political struggles and abandoned himself to banquets. In 1356, Hama and
Xuexue plotted to abdicate Toghun Temur and put Crown Prince Ayushiridar on the
throne. Their conspiracy did not turn out well and the two conspirators were killed.
After that, the Crown Prince and his mother the Qi Empress still had the intention to
depose the emperor. The court was divided into two faction, one in favor of the
Shundi Emperor and the other in favor of the Crown Prince. Since 1364, the conflict
between the two faction intensified. The north was controlled by warlords fighting
each other. In order to expand their influences, Yuan generals attacked each other.
Toghun Temur basically lose control of China.
In the 10th lunar month of 1357, Zhu Yuanzhang started his northward expedition.
45
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Nine months later, Ming forces threatened Dadu. On the 18th day of the 7th lunar
month, Toghun Temur, together with his wives and Crown Prince, fled to Xanady. On
the 2nd day of the 8th lunar month, the Ming army led by Xu Da entered Dadu. The
Yuan Dynasty’s 130-year rule of the Central Plains was put to an end.
Having lost Dadu, Toghun Temur woke up to his mistakes. In Xanadu, he
discussed how to regain the lost territory with his officials day and night, attempting
to seize the Central Plains back. He made Köke Temür, who came from a humble
background yet had remarkable talent in military and politics, Right Grand Councilor
and Halazhang, Administrator of the Privy Council and Chief Manager of
Governmental Affairs. These appointments laid the foundation for the rise of the
Northern Yuan Dynasty.
In the 6th lunar month of 1369, Ming generals Chang Yuchun and Li Wenzhong
attacked Xanadu. Toghun Temur escaped to Yingchang (now southwest of Dalai Nur
in Inner Mongolia). In the 4th lunar month of the following year, he died of dysentery
in there. His posthumorous title was Huizong, and Zhu Yuanzhang, the Taizu Emperor
of Ming, conferred on him the title of Shundi; and his honary title in Mongolian was
Uqahatu qahan.
9. the Gongdi Emperor of the Southern Song Dynasty
The Gongdi Emperor of Song (1271-?), born Xian, was in reigh during
1274-1276. He was son of the Duzong Emperor and Empress Quan. In the 7th lunar
month of 1274 when his father died, Zhao Xian ascended to the throne. Though his
grandmother Empress Dowager Xi held court in name, Jia Sidao, Administrator of the
Governmental Affair was the de facto ruler. In the 7th lunar month of th same year,
Kublai sent Yuan forces led by Bayan to launch a large-scale attack against Song. In
the 12th lunar month, the Yuan army under the command of Bayan stormed
Yangluobao. The news came as a shock to the areas along the Yangtze. Dozens of
cities were abandoned by their garrisons.
In the 2nd lunar month of 1275, Song and Yuan forces met near Dingjiazhou
(now Tongling) and a fierce battle broke out. The Song forces were routed. The Yuan
forces marched 150 li to pursue them and seized their battleships, weapons, supplies,
maps and seals. This battle inflicted heavy losses on the main strength of the Song
forces. Since then, the Southern Song Dynasty basically lose the capability to resist
the Yuan and its downfall was around the corner. In 1st lunar month of 1276, the Yuan
troops advanced to Gaoting Hill in the suburb of Lin’an (now Hangzhou). The
Southern Song court sent Jia Yuqing, Governor of Lin’an, and two members of the
royal clan, Zhao Yinfu and Zhao Jifu, to the camp of the Yuan forces with the imperial
seal, begging to surrender. At this point, the Empress Dowager Xie and the young
emperor was still in the palace of Lin’an, whereas the emperor’s brothers Prince of Yi
and Prince of Guang (later Prince of Wei) fled southwards together with Chen
Yizhong and Zhang Shijie. In the 2nd lunar month, the Gongdi Emperor led all the
civil and military officials to submit the capitulation. In the 3rd lunar month, Bayan
officially entered Lin’an and confiscated the sacrificial vessels, appointment book and
imperial seal, procession facilities, and books; whereas Alahan and Dong Wenbing
were left to administer the provinces including Fujian, Guangdong and Guangxi, he
escorted the captives of the Song court northwards to the Yuan Emperor. In the 5th
lunar month, the escort team led by Bayan arrived in Xanadu. Zhao Xian was given
the title of Lord of Ying. To wind up the business concerning the Song Dynasty, the
Yuan Court held a grand sacrifical rite in the suburb of Xanadu, telling the news to
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Heaven & Earth, and the ancestors46. Besides, the emperor, his wives and officials
paid respects to Kublai and his Empress in the temporary palace more than 10 li to the
south gate of Xanadu47. Later, Zhao Xian may lived in Dadu for 5-6 years until he
was relocated to Xanadu in the 12th lunar month of 1282.48
However, seeing that a constant series of rebellions had broken out though the
south had submitted for over a decade, in the winter of 1288, the Yuan rulers exiled
Zhao Xian to Tibet, where he was supposed to study Buddhism49. And Empress
Dowager Quan was also forced to become a nun. According to Chronicles of Buddhas
and Patriarchs, in the 4th lunar month of 1323, ‘The Lord of Ying and Master
Lha-btsun was forced to commit suicide in Hexi… ’ According to other records, Zhao
Xian lost his life because of one of his poems, which writes,
I wish to ask Lin Hejing, the famous recluse:
How many times has plum trees blossomed?
The one who was once at the steps of the Gold Terrace
Will surely never return.50
10. Ariq Böke
Ariq Boke (?-1266) was the youngest son of Tolui and his empress Sorkakteni
Beki and the brother of Mongke, the Xianzong Emperor; Kublai, the Shizong
Emperor; and Hulegu, founder of Il Khanate. According to tradtion and custum, the
youngest son of a family was responsible for guarding the family’s possessions. Ariq
Boke lived with his mother and inherited her Ordo. When Mongke led the Mongol
forces to conquer the south , he ordered his youngest brother to stay in the military
back in Mongol and guard the ordo. In the autumn of 1259, Mongke died when laying
siege to hezhou, Sichuan. Ariq Boke, having been instigated by Bolutai and Alandar,
planned to ascend to the throne. Early in 1260, Ariq Boke was enthroned by the Antan
River west of Karakorum51. He had the support of most of the existing ministers and
powerful families in the capital of Karakorum, such as Mongke's family, and other
princes of the Golden family along with other forces in the capital of Karakorum
including Torguud royal bodyguards and White Horde elites, as well as the Oirats,
who were allied with him as one of the Oirat leaders was married to his daughter. By
then, Kublai had returned to Yanjing. He was now ready to scramble for emperorship.
In the 3rd lunar month of 1260, Kublai ascended to the throne in Kaiping, appointed
all civil and military officials, established all the necessary geovernental organs and
changed the reign title to Zhongtong52.
In the autumn of 1260, Ariq Boke sent an army commanded by Alandar to attack
Xiliang Fu. Alandar’s operation was coordinated by Hunduhai and Halabuhua; at the
same time, he ordered Yaomuhuer his eldest son and Halachaer (Chuchi’s grandson
and Woluduo’s son) to lead the left army to cross the Great Gobi and march
southwards. Kublai dispatched Lian Xixian and Shangting to pacify Guanzhong,
where they routed Alandar in Gucang (now Shandan, Gansu); then he lead the
northward expedition in person and defeated Ariq Boke’s forces. Ariq Boke escaped
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to Jieryousi. Kublai blockaded all supplies to Desert North. As a result, Ariq Boke
was in serious trouble. Therefore, he ordered Alghu (Chagatai’s grandson and
Baidar’s son) to take charge of the Chagatai Khanate, and to collect weapons,
materials and food provisions so that Alghu could provide material assistance. At the
same time, Alghu was also ordered to defend the Amu River and ward off Hulegu’s
reinforcement. In the 9th lunar month of 1261, Ariq Boke pretended to surrender and
then launched a surprise attack at kublai’s garrison force led by Yixiangge. Then, he
crossed the Great Gobi Desert and marched southward. Kublai called upon both
Mongolian and Han forces to resist the invading enemy. The brothers were first
engaged at Ximutunaoer; neither of them managed to overwhelm the other. So they
both retreated to their bases. In the spring the second year, having learned that Alghu
declared his alliegance to Kublai, Ariq Boke led his force westward, defeated Alghu
and seized Almaligh, which was plundered and looted wantonly. This incurred great
hatred of the people there and disunited his subordinates. Then when Alghu rallied his
forces and took the offense, Ariq Boke felt unable to resist him. Therefore, in the 7th
lunar month of 1264, he surrendered. One month later, Kublai issued an imperial edict
to announce the change the reign title. In the edict, he writes, ‘On this occasion of a
reign title change, I hereby grant an amnesty. Heaven favors the one with utmost
honesty; and the one who saves the people shall give them concrete benefits. I, who
lack virtue, is privileged to ascend to the throne. The internal chaos have not been
pacified and war has not been ended. Most unfortunately, they have lasted just for one
day, but for 5 years. Thanks to the blessing of Heaven and my ancestors, I now
become the emperor and those who support me assemble in Xanadu. Despite the
current temporary peace, I dare not be slack in the slightest.’ Soon Ariq Boke passed
away.
11. Wang Chan, Prince of Liang
Wang Chan’s title In the 5th lunar month of the 7th year of Yanyou, Wang
Chan received the title Prince of Yunnan and guarded Yunnan53. In the 10th lunar
month of the first year of Taiding, Wang Chan was made Prince of Liang.54
Wang Chan was the son of Songshan, grandson of Chingkim and great grandson
of Kublai. In the 5th lunar month of 1320, the Yingzong Emperor conferred the title
Prince of Yunnan on Wang Chan and sent him to garrison the place55. Having seized
the throne by means of coup d’etat, the Taiding Emperor had paid much emphasis on
winning over the princes of his own household. As Wang Chan was Yesun Temur’s
nephew, the emperor ‘conferred the title Prince of Liang on Wang Chan; and his fief,
Yiyang Zhou, had 65,000 families and his son inherited the title Prince of Yunnan.’56
In the 6th lunar month of 1326, the Taiding Emperor ordered Wang Chan and Prince
Chechetu to command the troops north of the Gobi Desert57; in the 8th lunar month,
he assigned Wang Chan, Prince of Liang, to the task of straightening out the affairs in
the region of the Genghis Khan’s four Ordos and the north border. This task had been
the Prince of Jin’s responsibility. After Yesun Temur, the former Prince of Jin,
ascended to the throne, though he had made his son Bademayi’erjianbu Prince of Jin.
It was likely that the current Prince of Jin was thought too young for the responsibility
and that Wang Chan, Prince of Liang performed it in his stead.
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In the 7th lunar month of 1328 when the Taiding Emperor passed, internal
conflicts of the ruling class started again. As the deceased emperor, Songshan, Prince
of Liang, and Dieligeer Buhua, Prince of Xiangning, were brothers by blood.
Therefore, during the reign of the Taiding Emperor, Wang Chan of the Songshan clan
and the Prince of Yunnan, his son Temur Bukha, and the Prince of Xiangning,
Balashili of the Dieligeer clan received special attention. Due to this blood relations
and the relations of interests, Wang Chan and Balashili decided to support the Taiding
Emperor’s son as the candidate for the throne58. In the 8th lunar month, the factions in
Xanadu and Dadu were at war before a new Great Khan was enthroned. Wang Chan
took a shortcut to bypass Jishan Mountains and attacked Dadu59. On the 30th day of
the 8th lunar month, ‘the forces of the Xanadu faction, commanded by Wang Chan,
Prince of Liang; Tashi Temur, Right Grand Councilor; Mailu, Administor of Political
Affairs; and Niuze, Chief Censor, were stationed in Yulin.’ On the 13th day of the 9th
lunar month, the Wenzong Emperor was enthroned. On the 16th day, the force led by
Wang Chan breached the Jiayu Pass and the troops defending Dadu retreated in
disorder; on the 17th day, the force led by Wang Chan marched to Dakou. On the 19th
day, El Temur led an army to attck Yuhe, where he engaged Wang Chan. The latter
was defeated and El Temur pursued him to the north of Hongqiao (Red Bridge). Then
the forces led by Ala Temur, Deputy Envoy of the Privy Council, and by Hudu Temur,
Military Commissioner, merged with the force led by Wang Chan. Together, they
launched a counter-attack but were defeated. And the forces of the Dadu faction
seized Hongqiao. On the 13th day, Wang Chan etc. fled to Kunshan Zhou. The next
day, he rallied his forces and engaged the forces of Dadu west of Baifu. There, he was
assailed by Dunsa and Toutoumuer from two sides and routed west of Changping.
Thousands of his men were decapitated and over 10,000 surrendered. On the 25th day,
Wang Chan fled alone on horse; Dunsa tried to capture him but failed. On the 13th day
of the 10th lunar month, Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi, and Bukha Temur,
Commander-in-chief of the east Mongol force besieged Xanadu. And Dawlat Shah etc.
surrendered with the imperial seal. Wang Chan, Prince of Liang, escaped; Toghtogha,
Prince of Liao, was killed by Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi. The seals of the princes in
the Xanadu faction were confiscated60. In the 11th lunar month, Wang Chan was
captured. ‘Dawlat Shah was executed and his body was dismembered in public; Wang
Chan was forced to commit suicide.’61
12. Toghtogha, Prince of Liao
According to the second book of the first volume of the Russian and Persian
versions of Compendium of Chronicles, Tuoheitai, Nayan’s son was Toghtogha,
Prince of Liao. Bayan rebelled in 1287 and was later excecuted. With Kublai’s
support, Naimantai, another prince of the Ochijin clan, was made Prince of Shou and
got his share of the Ochijin Ulus. Toghtogha was later made Prince of Liao. As
Patriarch of the Ochijin clan, he presided over the Ochijin Ulus.
In the 3rd lunar month of 1305, the Chengzong Emperor went to Xanadu.
Toghtogha participated in the assembly and was granted 2,000 ding of tin money62.
In the 6th lunar month of 1326 when the Taiding Emperor stayed in Xanadu,
Toghtogha came to have an audience with him. ‘In the 7th lunar month, Toghtogha’s
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carriage and escort team left for Xanadu. He forbade his followers trampling people’s
crop. Toghtogh, Prince of Liao, asked for the Empress Dowager Yueerlun’s fief and
garrison. But this proposal was turned down.’ 63 Yueerlun was in fact Empress
Dowager Ho'elun, Genghis Khan’s mother. Her fief was inherited by her youngest
son Ochijin. After Nayan’s rebellions, this fief might have been confiscated by the
court. Toghtogha wished to reclaim it from the court. In the 7th lunar month of 1328,
the Taiding Emperor deceased. Toghtogha received much attention during the Taiding
Emperor’s reign. Censors impeached him twice, but the emperor ignored them.
Instead, the emperor granted him many gifts. Therefore, Toghtogha supported the
Taiding Emperor’s sons in the fight for emperorship. In the 8th lunar month, the
Xanadu faction sent several forces to attack Dadu. Toghtogha, Prince of Liao, Prince
Bolad Temur, Grand Precepter Duodai, Left Grand Councilor Dawlat Shah and
Temur, Administror of the Privy Council, were left to guard Xanadu. On the 13th day
of the 10th lunar month, ‘Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi and Bukha Temur,
Commander-in-chief of the east mongol army besiedged Xanadu. Dawlat Shah etc.
surrendered with the imperial seal. Wang Chan, Prince of Liang, fled. Toghtogha,
Prince of Liao was killed by Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi. The seals of the princes in
the Xanadu faction were confiscated.’64 The struggle for the throne ended with the
princes of the Wuzong Emperor’s faction as winners.

B.3-2 Officials
1. Grand Preceptor Liu Bingzhong—Architect of Xanadu
Kublai’s advisor Liu Bingzhong (1216-1274) was originally named Kan,
also known as Zicong as a Buddhist monk, aliased Zhonghui and self-named
Cangchun (Hidden spring). Bingzhong was a name he adopted when he renounced the
cloth in 1264. He was from a distinguished family in Ruizhou (now southwest of
Suizong, Liaoning) and his ancestors took prominent posts in the Liao regime. As his
great grandfather served the Jin regime as Vice Military Governor of Xingzhou (now
Xingtai, Hebei), his father moved and settled down in Xingzhou. At the age of 17, Liu
Bingzhong served as clerk of the Military Governor of Xingtai. Being an ambition
young man, he was not content with such a humble post. Thus in the spring of 1238,
he quitted his job and lived as a Taoist recluse at Duishuijian; before long he shaved
by Buddhist master Xuzhao of Tianning Temple and became a Buddhist monk. And
he acted as the clerk monk. In the autumn of the same year, he accompanied his
master to Yunzhong (Datong, Shanxi). In 1242, Haiyun (Yinjian), Buddhist master of
the Chan sect, beng summoned by Kublai, went to the north of the Gobi Desert by
way of Yunzhong. He had heard a lot about Liu’s versatility, so he ask Liu to go with
him. Seeing that Liu Bingzhong was knowledgeable and versatile, Kublai kept Liu in
his mansion as a advisor. Thus Liu became the great man’s earliest Han advisors.
Zhang Wenqian says that ‘while serving as an advisor, he exerted his influence on
talent.’65 After that, Kublai came to ‘like inquiring about former emperors’ deeds’; in
particular, he admired ‘the Taizong Emperor of Tang, who, when serving the throne as
Prince of Qin, employed cultured and learned people of many places, discussing with
them how to rule the empire, and eventually attained peace.’ To follow Taizong’s
63
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example, Kublai sent envoys many times to the Han-inhabited areas to recruit famous
talented people, which had much to do with Liu Bingzhong’s advice and
recommendation.
In the summer of 1250, Liu Bingzhong presented to Kublai a 10,000-character
memorial on how to rule the empire. In the memorial, he first expounded his theory
that ‘Mongolians may conquer the country on the horse, but they shall not rule the
country on the horse’; then he revealed the administrative problems of the
Han-inhabited areas, such as unregistered households, corrupt officials, stern criminal
law and usurious loans, and provided their solutions; besides, he also pointed out
many constructive proposals such as founding schools, recruiting talented people,
encouring the free airing of views, encouraging farming and planting, and holding
morning meetings66. Kublai praised Liu Bingzhong and accepted his proposals.
In 1252, Kublai led an expedition against Dali by imperial order. Liu Bingzhong
went with him. ‘His opinions on when and how to achieve victory often coincided
with Kublai.’ 67 When Dali fell, Kublai originally wished to massacre all the
inhabitants because his envoy had been killed. Liu, together with Zhang Wenqian and
Yao Shu, proposed to him, ‘It was Gao Xianger who disobeyed your order and killed
the envoy. The residents should not take the blame. Please spare them.’68 Thanks to
their advice, Dali was not annihilated. Having returned from Dali, Liu Bingzhong
accompanied Kublai back to his mansion in Jinlianchuan (now the region of the
Shandian River, a tributary of the Lianhe River in the upstream). In the spring of 1256,
‘Kublai assigned Buddhist monk Zicong to select a site for the city named Kaiping
east of Huanzhou and north of the Luanshui River.’69 After three years’ construction,
Kaiping City was basically built. In 1259 when Kublai attacked the Song Dynasty,
Liu Bingzhong worked conscientiously and provided many brilliant ideas70. When
Kublai’s army besieged Ezhou, Jia Sidao, Prime Minister of the Song Dynasty,
‘encircled the city with wooden fences and finished in a night’. Kublai asked his
followers, ‘Where and how can I get such a talented person as Jia?’ Liu and Zhang Yi
recommended Wang Wentong71. After his enthronement, Kublai made Wang his Chief
Administor of Political Affairs.
Helping the Shizu Emperor Making Laws and Regulations
After
Kublai ascended to the throne, he consulted Liu Bingzhong on how to rule the empire
and prosper the economy. Liu Bingzhong borrowed from ancestors’ old code, selected
those appropriate to the current day from ancient regulations and systems, and
presented them to the emperor in the form of a list. Thus, the emperor issued his
imperial edict, changing the reign title and establishing the Secretariat and the
Departments of Appeasement, Veteran officials and talented hermits were all recruited
by the imperial court. The ritual and music system was restored. Having followed
Kublai for years, Liu Bingzhong was very familiar with Mongol ‘ancestral code’.
Therefore, he combined the Mongol systems and the traditional systems in the Central
Plains and formulated the new systems of the Yuan Dynasty. He played an important
role in the establishment of the Central Secretariat, the change of the reign title, the
setup of the ten Department of the Appeasement, the promulgation of laws, and the
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selection of officials. Kublai once had a temple built at a scenic spot in the mountains
south of Kaiping so that Liu Bingzhong could live there. Ling Bingzhong namded the
mountains Nanping72. In the first year of Zhiyuan period, Hanlin Academician Wang
E proposed to the throne, ‘Liu Bingzhong has served in Your Majesty’s Palace for
years. With diligence, loyalty and conscientiousness, he has participated in the
formulation of military strategies and of state policies. Because of his worthy service,
he deserved to be praised and respected. Now that Your Majesty rules this country
wisely, everything takes on a new look. However, Liu is still dressed in his old
non-official attire. This makes me upset. In my opinion, it is appropriate to bestow a
high position upon him and he shall change into official outfits so that his
distinguished status can be shown.’73 The Shizu Emperor accepted this proposal with
approval. He ‘ordered Buddhist monk Zicong to discuss the affairs of the Privy
Council, then issued an imperal edict to restore his original family name Liu, change
his name to Bingzhong, appoint him Grand Preceptor and let him head the
Secretariat.74
In 1266, Kublai assigned Liu Bingzhong to preside over the construction of the
new city of Zhongdu, with Zhang Rou and Duan Tianyou of the Ministry of Works in
charge of the construction project. Liu Bingzhong chose the spacious place northwest
the old city as the site for the new city, and planned the new city according to
traditional Chinese city arrangement. The construction started the next year, with the
city walls, temples, government offices and fairs built in succession. In 1271, Kublai
accepted his advice and changed Zhongdu to Dadu. In 1269, by imperial order, Liu
Bingzhong and Xu Heng discussed and set the bureaucratic establishments and then
presided over the formulation of court etiquette. Having watched the court etiquette,
Kublai was very satisfied. Liu then proposed that the Palace Ceremonial Office be
established to take charge of court etiquette. In 1271, a new festival, Tianshou
Festival, was observed to celebrate Kublai’s birthday. Later, on all ceremonial
occasions such as enthronement, New Years’ Day, Tianshou Festival, audiences with
princes and foreign envoys, appointment, granting honorary titles, and sacrifical rites,
the court etiquette formulated by Liu was observed. When the Taizong Emperor,
Ogedai Khan, ascended to the throne, Yelü Chucai had formulated an incomplete
system of court etiquette. However old Mongol traditions and customs were not
changed. It was in Liu Bingzhong’s hands that the etiquette was set. This constituted a
major reform of the Mongol court system.
In 1271, Liu Bingzhong proposed that an official name be given to regime. Since
Genghis Khan founded the state, it had been referred to as the ‘Great Mongolia’ or
‘Great Dynasty’. It was not unitl then that the Great Mongolia had its official name
established as Great Yuan.
Every time Kublai toured and lived Xanadu, Liu Bingzhong escorted him. In the
th
8 lunar month of 1274, Liu passed away in his temple residence in Nanping
Mountains near Xanadu. The next year, Kublai issued an imperial edict, conferring on
him two tiltes i.e. Grand Tutor and Yitong Sansi, and a posthumorous name, i.e.
Wenzhen. During the reign of the Chengzong Emperor, Liu received another title,
Grand Perceptor, and another posthumorous name, Wenzheng. During the reign of the
Renzong Emperor, he was given the title of Prince of Changshan.
Liu Bingzhong had played an extremely important role in the establishment of the
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Yuan Dynasty. The talented people he recommended to the Yuan court were large in
number. Therefore, he had been widely praised by his contemporaries. Liu Bingzhong
was versed in poetry, music, calligraphy and painting. A collection of his works
Collection of Cangchun has been handed down. As he had no son, he adopted
Lanzhang, the son of his brother Liu Bingshu, as his offspring.
2. Zhang Wenqian
When Kublai lived in Jinlianchuan as a prince, many scholars of the
Han-inhabited areas were recruited, including Liu Bingzhong, Zhang Wenqian, Li
Dehui, Dou Mo, Lian Xixian, Yao Shu, Liu Su, Zhang Jian, Zhang Geng, Wang Xun,
Liu Bingshu, Zhang Yi, Yang Weizhong, Xu Heng, Phags-pa, Yang Guo, Hao Jing,
Yang Huan, Song Zizhen, Shang Ting, Li Chang, Xu Shilong, Ariq Qaya, Ye
Xianding, Amir al-Din, Jāmalading, Lizhi and so on. These talented people were
highly representative. There were well-read scholars, distinguished generals, aides
from noble Han families who mastered strategy, and ingenious professionals. Among
them, Zhang Wenqian had played an outstanding role.75
Zhang Wenqian (1217-1283), alias Zhongqian, was from Xingzhou (now Xingtai,
Hebei). Since childhood, he had been Liu Bingzhong’s classmate and friend; and both
had found each other congenial. In 1238, he sat the scholars’ exam held by Mongolia
in the Central Plains and was selected. In 1247, he was summoned by Kublai thanks
to Liu Bingzhong’s recommendation. ‘He became a member of Kublai’s retinue, in
charge of writing decress and memorials.’ Later, ‘Wherever Kublai went, be it Dali or
Hubei, he had Zhang in his retinue.’76 In 1252 when Kublai broke Dali, he, together
with Liu Bingzhong and Yao Shu dissuaded Kublai from massacring the residents. In
1259, he also took part in Kublai’s expedition against the Song regime. In the 3rd
lunar month of 1260 when Kublai ascended to the throne in Kaiping and established
the Central Secretariat, Zhang was appointed Right Grand Councilor, who handled
political affairs with Wang Wentong, Administrator of Political Affairs. In the 5th
lunar month when the reign title was changed to Zhongtong and ten Departments of
Appeasement were established, Zhang served as Left Grand Councilor and Envoy of
Appeasement for Daming and Zhangde and held the Tiger-shaped Tally of Power. In
the spring of 1261, he returned to the capital and served in the Central Secretariat. In
the 4th lunar month, he, together with other major officials such as Wang Wentong,
Lian Xixian and Zhang Yi, reached consensuses in Kaiping on official recruiting,
taxation, post service, monetary system, etc. They formulated specific formations for
each Department of Apeasement, which were enforced after approved by the emperor.
In the 5th lunar month, central governmental organs were improved; the officials were
classified into the left and right wings to handle various affairs. The Shizu Emperor
appointed the Right and Left Grand Councilors, Managers of Governmental Affairs,
Right and Left Prime Ministers, Assistant Administors of Political Affairs, and Royal
Secretaries; he also determined the officials who served in Kaiping and Yanjing.
Zhang Wenqian remained Left Grand Councilor and stayed in Kaiping with Shi
Tianze, Right Prime Minister. In 1264, by imperial order, Zhang inspected Zhongxing,
Xixia (now Yinchuan, Ningxia) as Left Grand Councilor of the Secretariat.
In 1266, Zhang returned to the capital and still served as Left Grand Councilor in
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the secretariat. The next year saw him shifted to the post of Administor and reduced to
Manager of Political Affairs. In 1269, he was ordered by the emperor to discuss the
official system with Liu Bingzhong and Xu Heng. In 1270, the Department of
Agriculture was established to manage agriculture and Zhang Wenqian served as
Secretary of Agricturel. Then he laid down certain principles and rules and proposed
to establish four Mobile Offices of Encouring Agriculture, whose envoys and deputy
envoys toured the zhou’s and countries under them regularly to urge and inspect
agricultural production and construction of irrigation works; he ordered local
administers to encourage agricultural production, which was used a criterion for
judging their achievements. He also ordered the officials under him to search ancient
and contemporary books on agriculture, and pooled their gists and key points into a
7-volume monumental book Nong Sang Ji Yao (Agriculture Digest), which was used
to guide agricultural production. Then he proposed to establish the Imperial College
and recommended Xu Heng as the President. Children of Mongol nobles and officials
were educated there. In 1276, he was made Chief Censor. In 1277, he was reappointed
Grand Academician of Zhaowen Pavilion and assigned to the Astrological
Commission, where he was in charge of making the calendar. In the 12th lunar month
of 1282, he was appointed Deputy Administrator of the Privy Council. And he passed
in the 3rd lunar month the next year.
Zhang Wenqian, like Liu Bingzhong, was Kublai’s most trusted advisor. He was
given the same credit as Liu in recommending talent and dissuading Kublai from
killing the innocent arbitrarily. And he played a role as important as Liu in laying the
foundation for the early years of Kublai’s reign.
3. Lian Xixian
Lian Xixian (1231-1280), aliased Shanfu and self-named Yeyun (Wild Cloud),
was a Uigur, whose father was Buluhaiya. In 1209, Uighur was annexed by Mongolia.
In 1214, Buluhaiya was recruited by Mongolians as a guard (ke ig-tei). He escorted
Genghis Khan during the westward expedition and distinguished himself for his
diligence and loyalty. Later. Tolui’s Empress, Sorkakteni, heard of his virtue and
conscientiousness. Then she asked for him from the Taizong Emperor so that he could
administer the craftman families of Tolui’s fief in Yanjing and Zhongshan. Then he
was granted a fief in Zhending and was made Darughachi of Zhending77. Then he
served as one of the administrators of the Han-inhabited areas, which were part of
Sorkakteni’s fief. Xixian, Buluhaiya’s second son, was born in the Han-inhabited
areas and learned Han culture since childhood. Moreover, he was also good at
horse-riding and archery. As ordered, he, Kuokuo, etc. shared one common
teacher—Wang E, a distinguished scholar. In 1249, he accompanied his father to have
an audience with Kublai and then became a guard in Kublai’s mansion. In 1252, he
escorted Kublai during the expedition to Dali. After they returned, he acted as Envoy
of Appeasement of Jingzhao (now Xi’an), which was part of Kublai’s fief in
Guanzhong78. In 1257, because the Xianzong Emperor had scruples about Kublai’s
great influence in the Great Plains, he sent Alandar to audit the income and crop yield
of Guanzhong. Thus, Lian Xixian suspended his duty and returned to Kublai’s
77
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section whose sources are not specified are all quoted from that piece of writing.
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mansion79.
In 1259, he took part in Kublai’s war against the Song regime. After the death of
the Xianzong Emperor, Ariq Boke saught to be the Great Khan. He sent Tuolichi to
recruit Han people as soilders. Having been informed of this, Kublai led his forces
northwards from Ezhou. Xixian then told him an ‘ambitious plan’: ‘now that you are
the grandson of Genghis Khan and the brother of the deceased emperor. You have
conquered Dali and seized the capital of the Southern Song regime; you have
recruited many talented people and placated the people. As a result, it is self-evident
that all the people supported you. You deserve to be the Great Khan.’ Thus, Kublai
sent Lian to watch the situation. When later Lian learned that Ariq Boke had
dispatched Liu Taiping and Huo Luhai to Shaanxi, Lian realized this was extremely
disadvantageous to Kublai considering the fact that when the Shanzong Emperor
attacked Sichuan, he had left General Hunduhai to guarrison Liupan Mountians with
40,000 horsemen. Now that the forces attacking Sichuan were scattered in Shaanxi
and Sichuan, it was possible that Liu had connections with the commanding generals
and the region west of Tongguan Pass might fall into the hands of Ariq Boke.
Therefore, Lian reported to Kublai immediately, suggesting that Kublai sent Zhao
Liangbi to Shaanxi for reconnaissance. If Kublai wished to gain the upper hand in the
contest for the throne, he must solicit the support of the princes of the West Dao,
which meant that he had to cultivate good relations with Tachaer, head of the princes.
Lian Xixian volunteered to visit Tachaer as an envoy with presents. When he met the
prince, he praised Kublai’s virtue and prestige and expounded the support he had got.
He said, ‘We have discussed and concluded: Considering your distinguished status,
you should be the first to support our lord before any one else.’ Tahaer was convinced
and agreed to follow his advice. The two parties struck a deal. In the spring of 1260,
when princes assembled in Kaiping to elect the Great Khan, seeing that Kublai was
hesitating, Lian said to him, ‘Though Ariq Boke was your younger brother, he had a
history of having a law to himself. Suppose there were evil-minded men around him
who instigated him into setting a reign title and justifying himself with the imperial
seal that is currently in his hands, then they would had the edge against us. If you
ascend to the throne first and spread the great news and they dare to plot anything,
you may call them rebels. The wheel of history is now in your hands. Please decide as
soon as possible!’ Thus Kublai declared his coronation. Then, Lian Xiyan was order
to pacified Shaanxi. He established the local government together with Bachun
(Administrator), Shang Ting (Deputy Envoy of Appeasement of Sichuan and Shaanxi)
and Zhao Liangbi (Consultant) and arrested and killed Ariq Boke’s garrison generals
Liu Taiping, Huo Luhai and Milihuozhe; then he order Wang Weizheng to kill
Qitaibuhua and granted the Tiger-shaped Tally and Siver Seal to Wang Liangchen,
Commander-in-chief of Gongchang; he also ordered the troops under Wang
Liangchen, together with the troops in Shaanxi and Gongchang, to attack Ariq Boke’s
garrison in Liupan Mountains80. In the 8th lunar month, Kublai issued an imperial
edict, changing the Department of Appeasement into a Branch Secretariat so as to
give it more power. He appointed Lian Xilian Right Grand Councilor of the Branch
Secretariat, Shang Ting Notary of the Palace Domestic Service, and Zhao Liangbi
Consultant. Before long, the troops led by Wang Liangchen, Bachun and other princes
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See Lian Xixian, Section I of Chapter VIII, in Vol.8, From Middle Ages to Yuan, in General History of China,
written by Bai Shouyi, and published by Shanghai People’s Press in 1999.
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Family Biography of Lian Xixian, and Inscription on the Tombstone of Lian Xixian compiled by Yuan
Mingshan attribute this deed to Weiliang by mistake.
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routed the enemy forces and captured Alandaer and Hunduhai, who were escorted to
the capital and executed. Thus Shaaxi and Gansu was pacified. In the spring of 1261,
Lian Xixian was summoned back to the capital by imperial order. He was installed in
the Central Secretariat, discussing and handling political affairs together with other
major officials. In the 5th lunar month, he was made State Councilor and
Administrator of Political Affairs. His main responsibility remained to be
administering Shaanxi and Sichuan81. In 1261, he returned to capital and served as
Administor of Political Affairs.
In 1267, he was reduced to Left Aide. In the 1st lunar month of 1270, because he
disputed with Kublai at a court audience and irritated the emperor, he was dismissed
from office. In the 2nd lunar month of 1274, he was reappointed Right Aide to the
Central Secretariat and Administor of the Branch Secretariat in Beijing etc.
In 1275, Alihaiya occupied Jiangling. Kublai orderd Lian Xixian to inspect
Jinghu as Right Aide to the Central Secretariat. The next year, he returned ot the
capital for physical reasons. In the 11th lunar month of 1280, he passed away.
4. Phags-pa
Phagas-pa (1235-1280) was from the Hkhon family in Sasijia, Dbus gtsang (now
Sajia County, Tibet Autonomous Region). In 1244, Godan, Ogedai’s son who
garrisoned Liangzhou sent a letter to ‘Sa-skya Pandita Kun-dgah rgyal-mtshan’
(referred to as Sakya Pandita hereafter, 1182-1251), leader of the Sakya School,
inviting him to disucss the annexation of Tibet into Mongolia. Sakya Pandita
proceeded from the overall situation to accept the invitation. Thus, he left for
Liangzhou with two of his nephews Phags-pa and Phyag-nardo-rje (1239-1267). They
arrived in 1246. At that time, Godan was in Karakorum, present at the Kurultai which
elected Güyüg as the Great Khan. The next year, he returned to Liangzhou. The two
parties signed a pact which made Tibet part of Mongolia. Sakya Pandita was asked to
inform the religious and secular leaders of the Dbus gtsang mngah-ris of this. Tibet
officially became part of the Great Mongolia. After that, Sakya Pandita stayed in
Liangzhou as Godan’s guru. Phags-pa learned Buddhism from his uncle. He wore
Mongol outfits, learned Mongolian and married the daughter of a Mongol lord. In
1251, when Sakya Pandita passed away in Liangzhou, Phags-pa succeeded him as the
guru of Sasijia82.
In 1253, Phags-pa met Kublai for the first time and Kublai received Tantric
Initiation from him. In 1252, accompanied by Menggedu, Godan’s son, Phags-pa met
Kublai in Liupan Mountains, who had returned from his expedition to Dali. Being
pleasantly surprise, Kublai had Phags-pa stay and established the relationship of
‘donor and receiver’. In 1257, Phags-pa paid a visit to Wutai Mountains, a famous
Buddhist sacred land. In 1258, the dispute between Buddhism and Taoism intensified.
Kublai was order by Mongke to preside over a great debate between Buddhist monks
and Taoists on the authenticity of Sutra on the Conversion of the Barbarians. As one
of the Buddhist masters who attended the debate, he was second only to Buddhist
81
See Wang Yun’s Zhong Tang Shi Ji (Events of the Central Secretariat). According to Biography of the Shizu
Emperor, History of Yuan, in the 3rd lunar month of the 3rd year of Zhongtong, ‘ By imperial order, Mama, Lian
Xixian—both Administrators of Political Affairs, Shang Ting, Consultant, and Xia Xiaoxing, Administor, went to
administer Shaanxi and Sichuan.’ It was likely that Lian went there before this. Besides, Family Biography of Lian
Xilian and the inscription on his tombtone say that Lian was made Administor of Political Affairs—this is an error.
82
See Phags-pa, Section II of Chapter XV, From Middle Ages to Yuan, Vol. 8 of General History of China, written
by Bai Shouyi and published by Shanghai People’s Press in 1999
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master Namo. With his eloquence, he contributed much to the victory of Buddhism.
After the debate, seventeen Taoists including Fan Zhiying etc. shaved and were
converted to monks. The forged sultra was destroyed. Phags-pa’s reputation began to
soar. In 1260, Kublai mounted the throne and set his reignt title to Zhongtong.
Phags-pa was made Royal Preceptor. As recorded in Chronicle of Phags-pa, ‘he was
granted a jade seal and made Leader of Buddhism in the Central Plains and in the
empire.’ In 1264, the Shizu Emperor established the Supreme Control Commission
and put in the charge of the Royal Master. Later this institution was changed to the
Commission for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs. In the same year, Kublai Khan issued
an imperial edict, making it clear that he had received Tantric Initiation from
Phags-pa and made him Royal Master and ordering that all Buddhist monks in the
empire shall obey him and that all Buddhist monks in the empire shall be treated
courteously and that all temple possession shall not be infringed on.
In the summer of 1264, Phags-pa and Chhana left Dadu for Tibet, where they
established a local administrative system of Dbus gtsang. During the several years’s
stay in Tibet, not only did he accompanished the assignment, but also, quite
remarkably, created a new Mongolian script. In 1269, Phags-pa returned to Dadu and
presented it to Kublai, who was so much pleased that he issed an imperial edict,
saying, ‘From now on, all official documents shall be written in the Mongol script, as
well as in other scripts.’ (Biographies of Buddhist Masters, History of Yuan). The
next year, Phags-pa was made Karmapa and Imperial Preceptor of the Great Yuan and
given the jade seal. As the Imperial Preceptor, Phags-pa expounded Buddhist sutras to
the Emperor, Empress and Crown Prince, praying for their blessing and longevity and
asking them to take part in Buddhist services so that the empire would be protected by
the Buddha. In the 8th lunar month of 1271, Phags-pa left Dadu for Lintao for the
summer. There, he built a temple and disseminated the Dharma. In the 3rd month of
1274, he set out for Lhasa, escorted by a force led by Chingkim. On the journy, he
explained on Buddhist teachings to the prince and his lectures were later collected
into a book Zhang Suo Zhi Lun (On What I know). By the end of 1276, he arrived in
Sasijia and was met by local Geshe monks in administrative leaders.
On the 22nd day of the 11th lunar month in 1280, Phags-pa passed away in the
lakangnarang of Sasijia at the age of 46. He was an outstanding religious and social
activist in the Yuan Dynasty. His entire life had been dedicated to reinforcing of the
Yuan empire’s rule of Tibet, promoting of the mutual understanding and solidarity
between Mongolians, Tibetans, Uighurs and Han people, maintaining the unity of the
empire, protecting the freedom of religion, and boosting cultural undertakings. The
Imperial Preceptor System, established by Kublai Khan, had been followed by
succeeding emperors until the collapse of the Yuan Dynasty.
5. Ho Renjie, Ho Sheng and Ho Weiyi, Mayors of Xanadu
Ho Renjie, alis Kuanfu, was from Jingzhao. Before Kublai launched his
expedition to Yunan, he garrisoned his troops in Liupan Mountains. Then Ho Bi, He
Renjie’s father, presented 5,000 lian of silver to Kublai and recommended his son to
Kublai. Thus Ho Renjie became a follower of Kublai, from the expedition to Yunan to
the war against Nayan. In this process, he won the favor of his lord because of
meritorious service.
In 1280, Kublai appointed Ho Renjie Liushou (Mayor) of Xanadu, Chief
Administrator of the Lu, and Governor of Kaiping Fu. The next year, he was granted a
tiger-shaped tally with three pearls and promoted to Grand Master for Assisting
Toward Virtue and Commander-in-chief of the Emperor’s Bodyguards. Later, he was
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promoted again to Grand Master for Glorious Happiness and Right Aide of the
Central Secretariat. At the same time, he still held the post of Mayor of Xanadu. ‘Ho
had been in office for over 5 decades; for half of the time, he had served as Mayor of
Xanadu and made arrangements and provided for the emperor’s inspection tours in
spring and autumn. Never for once did he anger the Great Khan.’83 In 1308, at the
age of 72, Ho Renjie quitted the post for old age. His son, Ho Sheng, succeeded him
as Major of Xanadu and Commander-in-chief of the Imperial Bodyguards.
Ho Sheng, father Ho Renjie and alias Zhenqing or Ju’an, had an generally used
infant name Boyan. He became one of Kublai favourite bodyguards at the age of 16.
In 1287 when Kublai led a force in person to quell Nayan’s rebellion, Ho Sheng, as
one of Kublai’s closest bodyguards, won Kublai’s absolute trust.
In 1291, Sengge, Manager of Political Affairs in the Council of Advisors to the
Throne, was dismissed from office because he committed a crime. Kublai Khan
abolished the total institution. He followed Ho Sheng’s recommendation and
appointed Wanze Grand Councilor. Then he proceeded to make Ho Sheng Assistant
Administrator of Political Affairs. In 1293, Ho was made Notary of the Bureau of
Military Affairs and then Grand Protector.
In 1305 when his father, Ho Renjie, requested resignation for retirement, Ho
Sheng succeeded him as Mayor of Xanadu and served simultaneously as Chief Area
Commander, Governor of Kaiping and Commander-in-chief of the Imperial
Bodyguards. He ‘promoted commerce, contained local despots, received and
expended money with discipline, kept good measures and provided profound supplies.
Thus the people there relied on him for a happy living. If children or slaves of local
bigwigs dared to break law or disregard authority, they would all be brought to
justice.’84
In 1310, Ho Sheng was promoted to Grand Master for Assisting Toward Virtue
and Left Grand Councilor. At the same time, he also acted as Mayor of Xanadu and
Darughachi of the Governor’s House of the Lu. When Ho Sheng was in office in
Xanadu, Zhang Bi, a rich man who committed murder, was held in custody in Xanadu.
He bribed Temuder, who sent one of his family members to Ho Sheng, forcing the
latter to release the murderer. But Ho turned a deaf ear to this. Later, he joined Baiju,
Manager of Governmental Affairs, and Yangduoerzhi, Assistant Chief Censor, to
impeach Temuder. As a result, the despotic official was dismissed from office. Four
days after the death of the Renzong Emperor, Temuder was reinstalled as Right Grand
Councilor by the Empress Dowager’s edict. He began to retaliate by killing Baiju and
Yangduoerzhi. Ho Sheng did not escape the fate of being retaliated against. Two
months after the Yingzong Emperor ascended to the throne, Temuder ‘accused Ho
Sheng of disrespectfully greeting the imperial edict in the carriage the emperor
granted him and then executed him.’ During the reign of the Taiding Emperor, Ho
Sheng was rehabilitated.
Ho Sheng’s son Ho Weiyi once served as Vice Mayor of Xanadu. ‘The Ho family
have taken the office for 6-7 decades since Kublai Khan’s reign…’85
Taiping, aliased Yunzhong and also named Weiyi, was Hong Sheng’s on. Taiping
was the name he got after he was granted a Mongol surname. At the beginning,
Taiping succeeded his father as Commander-in-chief of the Imperial Bodyguards.
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History of Yuan, Vol.169, Biography of Ho Renjie
History of Yuan, Vol. 179, Biography of Ho Sheng
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Yu Ji, Inscription on the Tombstone of Ho Huimin (Sheng), Mayor of Xanadu, Dao Yuan Xue Gu Lu, Vo. 13,
collected in The Collection of Books in the Four Categories
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Before long, he was promoted Vice official Inspector of Shaanxi and Hanzhong.
During the Wenzong Emperor’s reign, he was summoned to the capital, promoted to
Miniter of Construction and put in charge of the construction of Kuizhang Pavilion.
Later, he was made Mayor of Xanadu. In 1346, he was appointed Chief Inspector.
‘According to old custom, the post of Chief Inspector was not to be taken by anyone
who was not of a Mongol origin. For this reason, Taiping quitted this post. Thus the
Emperor issued an edict to change his name.’86 Later he took a series of other posts
such as Manager of Governmental Affairs in the Central Secretarait, Left Grand
Councilor, and Supervisor on State History Compilation. In the 7th lunar month of
1349, because of an unjust accusation, he was reucted to Hanlin Academician
Recipient of Edicts. Later he returned to Fengyuan and immured himself for studies.
In 1355 when the Red Turban Uprising broke out, he was made by imperial order Left
Grand Councilor of the Branch Secretariat of Huainan Province and Administrator of
the Branch Bureau of Military Affairs, taking charge of all the Yuan troops. In the 5th
lunar month of 1357, he was promoted to Left Grand Councilor of the Central
Secretariat. At the time, Qi Empress and Ayushiridar, Crown Prince, intended to force
the Shundi Emperor to abdicate. They sent Piao Buhua, Envoy of the Advisory
Council, to contact Taiping. However, Taiping did not respond. Qi Empress thus
summoned Taiping to the palace and ‘made clear her intention again at a banquet.’
Again, Taiping gave an ambiguous reply87. Esen Kudu, Taiping’s son, was also
involved in this court struggle and displeased the Crown Prince. Taiping was forced to
quit and recuperated at home. In 1362, Aluhui Temur, Prince of Yangzhai, rebelled
with his fief as the base, and threatened Xanadu. ‘The Crown Prince proposed to the
Emperor that Laiping should be left to guard Xanadu, with the secret intention to have
him killed. Taiping went there nonetheless.’88 Before Taiping started his expedition,
the rebel prince had been captured. The next year, the Crown Prince incited Puhua,
Chief Censor, to impeach Taiping, accusing him of defying the emperor’s order on
purpose. Thus Taiping was put in exile and later forced to commit suicide. He went to
Dongsheng, where he composed a poem and killed himself at the age of 63.
Yexianhudu, Taiping’s son, was ordered to lead a force, as Administrator of the
Privy Council and Supervisor of the Household of the Heir Apparent, to pursue the
rebel army which had fled to Liaoyang. Because of ‘persistent unjust accusations’, he
was reduced to Mayor of Xanadu. Later, the Crown Prince framed him up and had
him caned to death.
6. Wang Yun
Wang Yun, alia Zhongmou, was from Jixian, Weizhou (now Weihui, Henan).
Being a talented man of eminent goodness who excelled in writing, he was often
referred to together with Wang Bowen from Donglu and Wang Xu from Bohai89. In
1260, he was appointed Recommendation Evaluator of Dongping by Yao Shu, Left
Grand Councilor. In the 7th lunar month, Kublai established a branch secretariat in
Yanjing. Wang Yun was transferred there and promoted to Recommendation
Evaluator of the Central Secretariat. In the spring of 1261, he was shifted to Hanlin
Compiler and Edict Drafter. Soon after he was assigned to a concurrent post of
Administrator of the Left and Right Divisions of the Central Secretariat. In the 2nd
86
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History of Yuan, Vol. 140, Biography of Taiping
History of Yuan, Vol. 140, Biography of Taiping
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See History of Yuan, Vol. 167, Wang Yun
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lunar month, provincial offiicals went to Kaiping by imperial order. Wang Yun wrote
Events of the Central Secretirat, in which he recorded in detail the audience system
established during Kublai’s reign: officials had audiences with the Great Khan and
reported to him state affairs. In the book, there was an essay entitled The Journey to
Kaiping, which records the geographical situation on the way and in the surroundings
of Kaiping: the author set out from Yanjing and, by way of Juyong, Beikou, Badaling,
Yulinyi, Huailai, Tongmu and Lei’s posthouse, arrived in Fengsheng Zhou (now the
old city of Bao’an), where he took an eastward turn and entered Xuande Zhou. He
passed by Qinglu, Dingbiancheng, Quechangyu, and Chahannaoer, where he crossed
the Luanhe River and moved northward. ‘We stopped at the northeast foot of the low
earth mounds, only to find we were surrounded by yellow hills. The river wound its
way through the hills slowly, wide at some places and narrow at others. There were
also creeks or brooks which were so shallow that could be easily waded through with
clothes in hands. The ground temperature was pretty high. Though it was in late
winter, we swept a spot clear of snow and slept there on a thin piece of layer but still
fell warm at night. The grass grew very lushly which made the region suitable for
animal husbandry. According to geography, this open area near the Lianshui River
was Jinlian and Liangqing where the Jin people had stayed for summer and
Wangguoya spoken of by the Liao people… On the 23rd day, we stopped for night to
the south of Anzi (Saddle) Hill, 40 li from the Luanhe River. On the 24th day, we
stopped in the former town of Huanzhou. Fourty li southwest to the place lied General
Li Ling’s Tomb. The site of the temple built by the order of the Shengzong Emperor
of Jin was still there. In the time of Wei (1:00-3:00 p.m.), a wind was up and snow
began to fall. I gave my order: As the horse born this spring could not bear coldness,
those weak should have their backs covered by blankets. Whoever disobeyed this
order would be punished. On the 16th day,…the wilderness was coated with morning
frost which resembled snow. Not until the sun was high up in the sky did the frost
thawed. We were 25 li from Anzi Hill…. On the 27th day, we stayed in the new town
of Huanzhou for the night. Ten li southwest to the city, the border ditch dividing the
south and north was very obvious to see. We were now 30 li away from the old town
of Huanzhou. At the time of Shen (3:00-5:00 p.m.), rapidly a hare ran from the north
into Wang Wentong’s tent and was capture. He said, “the hare was very cunning.
Now that I caught one easily, does it mean that I have a solution to my problem?” On
the 28th day, we had our meal in the new town of Huanzhou. At the time of Wei
(1:00-3:00 p.m.), we entered Kaiping with a retinue. This was the place where the
Great Khan ascended to the throne. It was not until the year of Bing Chen that this
capital city was built. To its south stood the Dragon Hill (Longgang Hill); and to its
north flew the Luanjiang River. Surrounded by hills on the four sides, the city was
hidden in lovely green. Less then 10 li northeast to the city, there was a large pine
wood, which was the habitat of a species of unusual birds known as Chabi pigeon. On
the hills there were trees; in the water there were fish; salt abounded and animals grew.
Residents had abundant food sources. However, the water here was rather shallow and
the earth often frozen. The water was cool in summer and cold in winter. It was a
place in the northeast of the empire whose altitude was high and whose climate was
cold. According to geography, it was the place known as Jiaohuan in the Han Dynasty.
It was 45 li from the new town of Huanzhou.’90 The Events of the Central Secretariat
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Wang Yun, Events of the Central Secretariat, A Complete Collection of the Gentleman Living near the Autumn
Valley, vol. 80-vol.81, The Collection of Books in the Four Categories; Jia Jingyan, The Verified Version of the 13
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and the Journey to Kaiping became important bases for studies on the traffic between
Dadu and Xanadu, the geography of Xanadu, and the reporting and imperial edict
systems of the Yuan Dyansties.
In 1268, the Yuan Dynasty established the Censorate and Wang Yun acted as the
first Investigating Censor. In 1272, he was appointed Gentleman for Forthright
Service and Manager of the Governor’s Mansion of Pingyang Lu. In 1277, he was
made Hanlin Edict Attendant, Grand Master for Court Precedence and Vice Judicial
Surveillance Commissioner of North Henan Dao. Later, he was transferred to North
Yannanhe Dao. In the prefectures under him, corrupt officials were mostly dismissed.
In the spring of 1282, he was transferred again to Vice Judicial Surveillance
Commissioner of East and West Shandong Dao. After 1 year in office, he quitted for
physical reasons.
In 1289, he was made Junior Grand Master of the Palace and Judicial
Surveillance Commissioner of Minhai Dao, Fujian. In 1291, Wang Yun was
summoned to the capital. After the Cengzong Emperor ascended to the throne, Wang
Yun was promoted to Grand Master for Thorough Counsel, Participant Edict Drafter
and Compiler of the Dynastic History. He began to compile the Chronicle of the
Shizu Emperor by imperial order. In the 6th lunar month of 1304, Wang died. Wang
Yun was a productive writer. His works included Xian Jian (50 volumes), Jijun
Prefecture (15 volumes), Cheng Hua Shi Lue, Events of the Central Secretariat,
Account of the Activities of the Censorate, Yu Tang Jiahu and miscellaneous writing
such as poetry and essays. Together there are 100 volumes.
7. Zhou Boqi
Zhou Boqi, alias Bowen, was from Raozhou. His father, Yingji, was Hanlin Edict
Attendant during the years of Zhida (1308-1311), i.e. the reign of the Wuzong
Emperor. Later, he became a teacher of Shidibala, the son of the Renzong Emperor.
During the reign of the Renzong Emperor, he was shifted to Edict Attendent of the
Academy of Scholarly Worthies. Since his childhood, Zhou Boqi has been lived in the
capital together with his father and later went to the Imperial College. Later, he was
appointed Court Gentleman for Ceremonial Service and Assistant Magistrate of
Nanhai County because of his family background. Later, he was promoted to Hanlin
Compiler.91
In 1341, the Yuan court changed the Hall of Literature and Directorate of
Literature to the Directorate for the Veneration of Literature. Zhou Boqi served as
Classics Teachersof the institution, teaching children of the royal clan and officials.
Because Zhou was good at calligraphy, the Huizong Emperor ordered him to design
and create the Seal of Directorate for the Veneration of Literature. As a result, every
book collected by this institution bears this seal mark. In 1348, he was made Hanlin
Edict Attendant, in charge of compiling the biographies of empresses and meritorious
statesmen. Later he was promoted to Auxiliary Academician.
In 1352, the Huizong Emperor of Yuan issued an imperial edict, permitting the
Han people in South China to take posts in the Central Secretariat and the Censorate.
Thus Zhou Boqi was made Vice Minister of War and, then Investigating Censor with
Gong Shitai. In the 4th lunar month of the same year, the Shundi Emperor inspected
Xanadu, taking Zhou with him. They went to Xanadu from the eastern route, which
started from Dadu, passed by Tongzhou, Shunzhou (now Shunyi County, Beijing),
Yun, The Journey to Kaiping, Zhonghua Book Company, 2004
91
See History of Yuan, Vol. 187, Biography of Zhou Boqi.
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Tanzhou (now Miyun County, Beijing), Gubeikou, and Yixng Zhou (now the ancient
city of Xiaochengzi at Xingzhou Village, Luanping County, Hebei), then turned
northwest along the Luanhe River, and arrived in Xanadu by way of Dongliangting
(now the ancient city of Baichengzi, Duolun County). This was also known as the east
route designated for censors. In the 7th lunar month, when they returned, they took the
west route, which started from Xanadu, moved southeast and went back to Dadu by
way of Huanzhou, Chahannaoer Temporary Palace, Gailipo (now Bayan Tsagaannuur,
south of Tapusi Banner), Baochang Zhou, Fuzhou, Yehuling (literally ‘Wild Fox’)
Ridge (now northwest of Zhangjiakou City, Hebei), Xuande Fu (now Xuanhua,
Hebei), Yulin Posthouse, and Juyong Pass.92
During the journeys and his stay in Xanadu, Zhou Boqi composed more than 30
poems with prefaces. Whereas the prefaces are known as ‘Prefaces to the Poems
CXmposed in the Retinue’, the poems are known as ‘Poems Recording the Journeys’.
Both of them shed light on the geography in the region between Xanadu and Dadu in
the Yuan Dynasty. The poems on Xanadu are also primary data through which people
of later times can form a picture of the capital city during the Yuan Dyansty.
In 1353, Zhou Boqi was shifted to Eunuch of the Veneration of Literature and
Participant in the Classics Colloquium, in charge of paying sacrifices to Goddess of
Heaven for the royal court. The next year, he was changed to Surveillance
Commissioner of Jiangdong (‘east of the Yangtze’). In 1357, by the order of Dashi
Temur, Governor of Jiangzhe Province, Zhuo went to issue an imperial edict to Zhang
Shicheng, leader of the peasant uprising in Pingjiang (now Suzhou, Jiangsu), where
he was held in custody for more than 10 years. Not unitl Zhang was annihilated by
Zhu Yuanzhangd was he able to return to Boyang, where he passed away soon.
8. El Temur and his son Tangqishi
Plotting a coup to enthrone the Wenzong Emperor
El Temur (?-1333), of the Qipchaq, was Chuangwuer’s third son. In his early
youth, he became the close guard of Prince Qayshan. When Qayshan (the Wuzong
Emperor) ascended to the throne, he was made Vice Palace Provisions Commissioner.
In 1312, he inherited his father’s post as Commander-in-chief of the Left Guards. The
following years saw him constantly promoted. In 1328, he was promoted to Notary of
the Bureau of Military Affairs.93
In the spring of 1328, the Taiding Emperor fell ill when hunting in Liulin and
returned to the palace. El Temur thus plotted with Prince Mantu etc. to launched a
coup d’etat after the diseased emperor died and put the Wuzong Emperor’s son on the
throne.94 In the 3rd lunar month when the Taiding Emperor went to Xanadu, El Temur
stayed in Dadu, in command of the Veteran Guards. In the 7th lunar month, the
emperor died in Xanadu. Relying upon the strength in his control in Dadu, he and
Aratnasili, Prince of Xi’an, who were garrisoned in Dadu planned the coup d’etat. On
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the fourth day of the 8th lunar month, the coup d’etat was launched and a new
government established. When they completely controlled the situation Dadu, they
sent for Qayshan’s second son Tugh Temür in Jiangling and claimed that they were
fetching Kuśala from west of Jinshan. At the same time, in Xanadu, Dawlat Shah
(Left Grand Councilor), Wang Chan (Prince of Liang), Toghtogha (Prince of Liao),
Tashi Temur (Right Grand Councilor), Temur Togh (Administrator of the Bureau of
Military Affairs), and Niuze (Chief Censor) formed the fraction supporting the
Taiding Emperor’s son. They executed Prince Mantu, who attempted to act in
coordination, and sent a force to attack Dadu. Thus began the war between the two
capitals.
Tuqh Temur arrived in the capital by the end of the 8th lunar month. On the 13th
day of the 8th lunar month, he held the coronation ceremony, at which he appointed El
Temur Prince of Taiping, Yi Tong San Si (literally ‘Treatment as the Three Lords’),
Pillar of State, Administrator-general of National Affairs and Right Grand Councilor.
He also acted concurrently as Administrator of the Bureau of Military Affairs. In the
same month, Dawlat Shah etc. also put the Taiding Emperor’s son on the throne.
The forces of the Xanadu faction were led respectively by Prince of Liang Wang
Chan, Prince Shila, and Esen Temur. They marched towards Juyong Pass, Gubeikou
and Qianmin Town (now Shanhai Pass); at the same time, Prince of Xiangning
Balashili and Prince Hulatai led another force to go around Shanxi and march towards
Zijingkou. Thus a situation that Dadu was besieged was formed. In the early 9th lunar
month, El Temur led the main strength of his faction to repel the force led by Wang
Chan, which had been threatening Yulin (outside Juyong Pass). Before long, the
Liaodong force of the Xanadu faction led by Esen Temur and Tumandeer broke
through the defense at Qianmin Town. El Temur led a force to meet them by imperial
order. On the 16th day when he reached Sanhe County, he received the news that
Wang Chan had seized Juyong Pass. So he ordered a part of his force to guard Jizhou
and led the main strength to march rapidly towards the west. On the 20th day, he
engaged the enemy in the Yuhe River. After a fierce battle, the enemy was repelled.
He pursued them to the north of Hongqiao. Therefore, the two armies set up camps on
the two sides of the river. The following days saw another two engagements the
wilderness near Baifu north of the Yuhe River. El Temur came up with a clear
strategy and ordered his men to create a lot of noise with bells and drums, which
agitated the enemy so much that they trampled on and shot at each other and
eventually fled in defeat. On the 25th day, he caught up with Wang Chan’s force north
of Changping, killed thousands and captured more than 10,000; the next day, Wang
Chan fled into the mountains in the north and Juyong Pass was recovered. El Temur
assigned a general to guard it. On the 27th day, on learning that the forces of the
Xanadu faction broke Gubeikou and attacked Shicao (southwest of Huairou), he
instantly sent his brother Sadun to meet them. He led his large force to arrive soon. A
battle broke out in Niutou Mountains (south of Huairou). Prince Bolad Temur was
captured and more than 10,000 of the forces of the Xanadu faction surrendered. The
rest fled in fiasco. And the forces of the Xanadu faction were driven out of Gubeikou.
On the 28th day, Esen Temur and Tumandeer attacked and occupied Dadu. El Temur
rushed for rescue. At dusk of the 1st day of the 10th lunar month, he arrived and
attacked the enemy camp when the enemy were resting. Being attacked unprepared,
the enemy withdrew to the east of the Luhe River. Two days later, they fled at night.
Thus, El Temur crossed the river, pursued and attacked the enemy and garrisoned
Zaolin (southeast of Tongzhou); on the 5th day, the Xanadu faction mustered their
strength and attack again. After a fierce battle, El Temur defeated the invading enemy,
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killed Taiping, Prince of Yangzhai, and inflicted heavy losses on them. Thus the
enemy fled northward. The force led by Prince Hulatai of the Xanadu faction broke
into Zijing Pass by the end of the 9th lunar month and attacked Zhuozhou in the early
10th lunar month. He routed the forces of the Dadu faction south of Liangxian and
occupied Marco Polo Bridge to form arrays. On the 7th day, El Temur led a force to
advance at double speed. He ordered his men to fill their stomach on the way while
approaching Liangxiang. The forces of the Xanadu faction engaged at Marco Polo
Bridge hoorayed at the news of El Temur’s arrival. The forces of the Xanadu faction
were so frightened that they withdrew. Later, these forces took Jining (now Taiyuan);
but this could not reverse the Xanadu faction’s slide to failure. They withdrew to
Mayi where Balashili, Prince Hulatai and others were all captured. On the 11th day, a
force of the Xanadu faction led by Tumandeer returned via Gubeikou and the troops
under the command of El Temur went to meet them. A fierce battle broke out to the
south of Tanzhou (now Miyun). The Xanadu faction was defeated again. The Wu Hu
General (literally ‘the general commanding 10,000 men’) defected together with his
men. On the 13th day, Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi, and Bukha Temur, Marshal of the
East Mongol Army and El Temur’s Uncle, besieged Xanadu where the defensive
forces were weak, Dawlat Shah and other officials surrendered themselves. By now,
the war between the two factions ended up in the Xanadu faction’s failure.
The victory in the war empowered El Temur immensely. The Wenzong Emperor
issued an imperial edict, saying, ‘From now on, no official shall hand in a memorial to
me on the matter of political affairs or on the redistribution of confiscated properties
without discussion with El Temur.’ The powerful man was granted the title Tarkhan,
which was to be inherited by his offspring generation after generation; and he was
allowed to take charge of three major governmental institutions. On the 12th lunar
month, the Dragon Guards Corps, made up by Kipchak guard, was established and put
in the command of El Temur. On the 1st day of 1329, the Chief Military Commission
was established (escalated to the Great Chief Milistary Command) to command the
Left and Right Kipchak Corps, and the Dragon Corps; the Qarluq people, the East
Mongol Twenty-thousand-household Command, and the East Mongol Marshal’s
Headquarters were also put in his charge. Besides, he was also appointed Chief
Censor. Therefore, all the military, political and supervisory powers fell into his
hands.
Participating in the murder of the Mingzong Emperor
When the Wenzong Emperor ascended to the throne, he declared that he would
abdicate instantly and gave the throne to his elder brother upon the latter’s arrival; and
that he would send officials to fetch Kuśala once the Xanadu faction was defeated. On
the 1st month of 1329, Kusala held his coronation ceremony north of Karakorum. He
was known in history as the Mingzong Emperor. On the 4th lunar month, El Temur
presented the Imperial Seal to the Mingzong Emperor in Jiejianchahan (the Taizong
Emperor’s temporary palace in summer located north of Karakorum) by the Wenzong
Emperor’s order. The Mingzong Emperor made it clear that he would retain all his
titles and posts. Thus El Temur escorted the new emperor southwards. On the 1st day
of the 8th lunar month, Kasala arrived in the Middle Capital (located now north of
Zhangbei, Hebei Province). The next day, the Wenzong Emperor who had come all
the way from Xanadu met his brother and they threw a banquet to treat the princes
and officials in the temporary palace. On the 6th day, the Mingzong Emperor
‘deceased all of a sudden’. El Temur alleged that the Mingzong Emperor’s Empress
had ordered him to present the Imperial Seal to the Wenzong Emperor. He then
instantly accompanied his lord back to Xanadu in a hurry. On the way, ‘he led veteran
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guards to escort the emperor on the day and inspected and guarded the emperor’s tent
in person with the armors and helmet on at night.’ On the 8th day, they arrived in
Xanadu. A week later, the Wenzong Emperor ascended to the throne once again.
There was something ugly behind the Mingzong Emperor’s death. In 1340, the
Shundi Emperor revealed that ‘the Wenzong Emperor, when greeting my respected
father, plotted his death at a banquet with his followers Yulubuhua, Yeliya and
Minglidong’a.’ (Biography of the Shundi Emperor III, History of Yuan).
Dominant ruler of the court
After the Wenzong Emperor ascended to the throne again, he relied more heavily
on El Temur. He issued an imperial edict, conferring the posthumorous title of Princ
of Liyang on Banducha—El Temur’s great grandfather, that of Prince of Sheng on
Tutuha—his grandfather, and that of Prince of Yang on Chuangwu’er—his father95.
He made El Temur Right Grand Councilor but appointed no Left Grand Councilor,
which in effect left political affairs in the sole charge of the powerful official. He also
ordered the Directorate of Literature to publish his biography; Ma Zuchang, Director
of the Board of Rites, to compose a tablet inscription to record his contributions,
which he entitled in person Tablet of the Grand Precepter, Prince of Taiping and
Policy-making Statesman. Then he issued an imperial edict, ordering that a shrine to
him be built, and then offered sacrifices there in person; he ordered that a residence be
built for him southwest of Xingsheng Palace; he issued an imperial edict to adopt his
son Talahai; besides, he granted El Temur land, Falcon Cages, silver and gold, court
ladies, and son on. El Temur’s younger brother, Sadun, was made Administrator of
the Bureau of Military Affairs, and his son Tangqishi Chief of the Imperial Household.
The family was so influential that Tangqishi once said arrogantly, ‘China is in our
hands’ (Biography of Tangqishi, History of Yuan). During this period, the court may
have built statues of El Temur’s ancestors. In 1331, El Temur escorted the Wenzong
Emperor on an inspection tour of Xanadu. During the 7th and 8th lunar months,
accompanied by Tuobiedai (Chief Censor) and Xu Youren (member of the Central
Secretariat), he went to a place 70 li northwest of Xanadu (now near Yangqunmiao
Township, Right Blue Banner), and held a grand sacrificial ceremony according to
ancient Kipchak custom, offering sacrifices to his ancestors. To mark this occasion,
Xu Youren composed a poem entitled Offering Sacrifices to Statues of the Ancestors
of Right Grand Councilor and Prince of Taiping96. The three white marble statues
unearthed by archeologists at Yangqunmiao 70 li northwest of the site of Xanadu97
might be those mentioned in Xu’s poem.
In the 8th lunar month of 1332, the Wenzong Emperor died, leaving an imperial
edict stating his wish that the Mingzong Emperor’s son would succeed the throne. El
Temur thus put the Mingzong Emperor’s second son, Rinchinbal, on the throne on the
4th day of the 10th lunar month. This 7-year-old young emperor died 43 years later.
Therefore, the Empress of the Wenzong Emperor held court from behind a curtain. El
Temur and other officials brought up again the possibility of enthroning the Wenzong
Emperor’s son El Tegüs. The widow did not agree and insisted on installing Toghun
Temür. At that time, Toghun Temur was 13 years old. He was living in Jingjiang,
Guangxi (now Guilin). El Temur sent for the young candidate, greeted him in person
at Liangxiang, and stated his intention to fetch him back and install him on the throne.
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Being very young and frightened, Toghun Temur ‘made no reply’. This threw El
Temur into agitation. He was fearful that Toghun Temur would inquire about his
father’s murder after enthroned. Therefore, he delayed the coronation ceremony for 6
months. Without an emperor, all military and state affairs were up to this de facto
ruler. Later, El Temur died because of excessive licentiousness. Only after that was
Toghun Temur ascend to the throne in Xanadu in the 6th lunar month of 1333. And he
was known in history as the Shundi Emperor.
After El Temur’s death, Bayan became the dominant ruler, with Tangqishi
competing against him. In the 4th lunar month of 1335, Bayan reported to the emperor
that Chief Censor and his brother Talahai, i.e. the Wenzong Emperor’s adopted son,
were hatching a sinister plot98. On the 30th day of the 6th lunar month, Tangqishi set
up an ambush in the east suburb of Xanadu and then stormed the imperial palace with
some brave warriors. Bayan, together with Wanzhe Temur, Dingzhu and Kuolijisi,
rounded up Tangqishi and his brother. Tangqishi hung on to a threshold and refused
to be taken away; Talahai hid himself under the seat of his sister, i.e. the Empress of
the Boyawu clan. The Empress sheltered her brother with her robe. Then, the man
was pulled out and executed. His blood spilt on the Empress’s clothes. Then Bayan
said to the emperor, ‘The Empress attempts to cover up her brother’s crime—Can this
be tolerated?’ Then he arrested the Empress, who called out to the Emperor, ‘Please
save me, Your Majesty!’ The Emperor replied, ‘Your brother has plotted against me.
How can I save you?’99 In the 7th lunar month, Bayan poisoned the Emperor in a
commoner’s house in Kaiping. The remaining forces of the Tangqishi faction escaped
to join Dali, Sadun’s brother, who rebelled and was later captured and executed. After
that, El Temur’s family disappeared on the political stage of the Yuan Dynasty.
9. Dawlat Shah
Dawlat Shah was a Hui Muslim from the West Regions. He was born to a
Persian-speaking clan in Central Asia. He was once Administrative Counselor in the
Prince’s Office of Yesun Temur, Prince of Jin (i.e. the Taiding Emperor).
After the Yingzong Emperor ascended to the throne, he made Baiju Prime
Minister, appointed many knowledgeable scholars as officials, dismissed redundant
staff, and reduced the people’s conscript labor and taxes. His reforms violated the
interests of Mongol and Semu nobles and soon incurred their opposition and boycott.
Thus they partied up to resist the political faction headed by the Yingzong Emperor.
The partisan struggle eventually led to the assassination of the Yingzong Emperor.
Before Tegshi launched the coup d’etat, he contacted Yesun Temur, the Prince of Jin,
in secret, attempting to trade the enthronement of Yesun Temur for the exemption of
his regicide. Dawlat Shah served as the bridge between the coup plotters and Yesun
Temur. According to historical records, ‘Dawlat Shah won the favor of the Emperor.
He often sniffed at good opportunities and sent his son Hasan to call on Baiju. When
Hasan returned, he spoke of the conflict between Tegshi and Baiju and of Tegshi’s
intention to harm him. In the 3rd lunar month of the third year of Zhizhi, Tante, Chief
of the Imperial Household came to the Prince’s Mansion and told Dawlat Shah, “You
may inform Masuhu of this, but never Kumeijil”.’100 ‘Soon, Tegshi and Dawlat Shah
plotted the assassination of the Yingzong Emperor…’ From this document , it can be
learnt that Dawlat Shah and the Taiding Emperor knew about Tegshi’s coup d’etat in
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advance. 101
After the Taiding Emperor ascended to the throne, Dawlat Shah went up the
ladder. ‘In the year of Jia Wu, Dawlat Shah was made Manager of Governmental
Affairs in the Central Secretariat’; ‘IN the year of Ding Hai, awards were granted
according to officials contributions…Dawlat Shah was made Left Grand Councilor of
the Central Secretariat. Mamousha, Administrator of the Bureau of Military Affairs;
Niuze, Chief Censor; and Suotu, Commissioner for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs,
were all made Grand Master for Splendid Happiness……’102 After Nanpo Coup,
Dawlat Shah was promoted from Administrative Counselor (Rank II) to Manager of
Governmental Affairs in the Secretariat (Lower Rank I), and then to Left Grand
Councilor (Rank I). It was rare in the Yuan Dynasty that a semu was made Left Grand
Councilor of the Central Secretariat. For a short time, Dawlat Shah was reduced to
Chief Censor, but was soon reinstalled into the position. According to the Chronology
of Grand Councilors in the Yuan Dynasty, he had been Left Grand Councilor until the
end of the Taiding Emperor’s reign.
Dawlat Shah was a Muslim. His religion influenced the Taiding Emperor’s
religious policies. In 1324, the Taiding Emperor issued an imperial edict, ordering
that ‘Muslim mosques be built in Xanadu and Datong’ ‘with a fund of 40,000 ding
of money’103. In order to resolve the lack of funds in Xanadu, Dawlat Shah also
released excessive paper money. In 1328, before he was imprisoned, the Chief Censor
filed in a report, saying that ‘According to the monetary law of the Ministry of
Revenue, every year there is a certain amount of new money released. New money is
released to replace old money so that the monetary system circulates. That sum of
money is not supposed to be exceeded. Unfortunately, because of shortage of funds,
Dawlat Shah ordered that more money-printing plates be made. Now that everything
has been settled, they should be destroyed.’104
In the 7th lunar month of 1328, the Taiding Emperor died in Xanadu. In the 9th
lunar month, Dawlat Shah etc. set up Aragibaq as Crown Prince in Xanadu. He was
known in history as the Tianshun Emperor. However, El Temur of the Kipchak
launched a coup d’etat in Dadu and supported the Wuzong Emperor’s sons in the bid
for emperorship. Dawlat Shah dispatched the forces at his disposal to attack Dadu. He,
Tuotuo (Prince of Liao), Prince Liluo Temur, Grand Precepter Duodai, and Temur
Togh (Administrator of the Bureau of Military Affairs) guarded Xanadu. 105
Undoubtedly, in the war between the Xanadu and Dadu factions, Dawlat Shah was the
pillar of the faction supporting Xanadu. However, being both brave and wise, the
forces of the Dadu faction led by El Temur defeated the forces of the Xanadu faction
one by one. In the end, in the war for the throne, the Xanadu faction was defeated by
El Temur. In the 10th lunar month of 1328, ‘Yuelu Temur, Prince of Qi, and Bukha
Temur, the East Mongol Marshal, besieged Xanadu. Dawlat Shah and others
presented the Imperial Seal. Not until then were the roads between the capitals
open.’106 After his defeat, Dawlat Shah was escorted to Dadu and thrown in prison. In
the 11th lunar month, ‘Dawlat Shah was executed…His body was exposed in the
fair’.107 The scamble for emperorship ended up in the failure of the Xanadu faction.
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B.3-3 Foreign envoys, merchants and scientists
1. Jamal al-Din
Jamal al-Din was a Muslim astronomer who travelled to China in the 13th
cnetury. He introduced to China the Arabic astronomy and calendar and initiated the
compilation of The Geographical Encyclopedia of the Great Yuan Dynasty, which
contributed to the development of Chinese science and culture.
We now know very little about Jamal al-Din—his birth year, birthplace, and
earlier activities. Foreign researchers generally believe that he was from Malaja City
near Tabriz, Persia (now a place in Iran). According to Chinese historical records
available, the astronomer went to China before Kublai Khan ascended to the throne
(1260). The biography of Kublai Khan in History of Yuan mentions, ‘In the year of
Jia Chen (1244) when the Great Khan was in Qiandi Temporary Palace, he thought of
making great achievements in China. Thus he invited over his former followers and
talented and knowledgeable people, and inquired them about the ways to rule.’
According to the records of Biographies of Officials in the History of Yuan, ‘When in
the Qiandi Temporary Palace, Kublai Khan issued an imperial edict to summon
Muslim astronomers. Jamal al-Din etc. had an audience with the Emperor and
demonstrated his art. But he was not assigned to any specific governmental organ.’
Jamal al-Din might have been in China around the mid 1350s.108
According to On Astronomy in History of Yuan, Jamal al-Din made 7
astronomical instruments of the Western Regions in 1267; as recorded in On the
Calendar in History of Yuan, he also compiled a perpetual calendar which was
enforced after approved by the Shizu Emperor. Neither of these two tasks could be
fulfilled within a short time span. Therefore, it is positive that Jamal al-Din had been
engaged these two important tasks astronomy years before 1267. IN 1271, the Yuan
Dynasty built a Muslim astronomical observatory and the astronomer was appointed
Director. In 1273, he was assigned by Kublai Khan to a concurrent post and served as
one of the two chiefs of the Directorate of the Palace Libraray, the other being a Han
scholar named Jiao Youzhi who used to be Minister of Revenue.
The Directorate of the Palace Library was largely a library of the books of
different times and forbidden books on Yin and Yang in the collection of the imperial
court. It was also responsible for carrying out compilation tasks demanded by the
emperor. During the Yuan Dynasty, as the Astronomical Observatory was considered
as involving secrets of the royal family, it was put under the Directorate of the Palace
Library. By custom, the two posts i.e. director of the Muslim Astronomical
Observatory and chief of the Directorate of the Palace Library, were held concurrently
by one official. Jamal al-Din was the one who started this custom. Those who were
installed in the Directorate of the Palace Library were all trustworthy in the emperor’s
eyes. Under the leadership of Jamal al-Din, the agency introduced numerous Persian
and Arab books and instruments in astronomy, mathematics, and astrology, of which
the most famous were Geometric Elements by Euclid and Almagest by Ptolemy, as
well as a large number of Arab maps.
In the Yuan Dynasty, the Directorate of the Palace Library was an important
center of cultural exchange between China and the Arab world in terms of science and
culture. At the same time, Jamal al-Din gradually climbed up the ladder. He was
See Jamal al-Din, Section I of Chapter XV in From Middle Times to Yuan, Vol. 8 of the General
History of China written by Bai Shouyi and published by Shanghai People’s Press in 1999.
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promoted from the Director of the Astronomical Observatory (Lower 5th Rank), to
Director of the Directorate of the Palace Library (Lower 3rd Rank). Several year later,
he was appointed Grand Master of Good Counsel (3rd Rank). In 1287, he was
promoted to Director of Scholarly Worthies and Grand master for Palace Attendance,
who concurrently took charge of the Directorate of the Palace Library (Lower 2nd
Rank). The Director of Scholarly Worthies was head of the Academy of Scholarly
Worthies, which was mainly in charge of ‘distributing educational resources and
recruiting talented recluses.’ ‘All work in relation to the Imperial College, Taoism,
Yin & Yang, sacrificial rites, and divination’ (Biographies of Officials III, History of
Yuan) was the responsibilities of the Academy of Scholarly Worthies. It was indeed
unusual that Jamal al-Din, a Muslim, was appointed the chief of the highest
administrative organ of traditional Chinese culture. In his late years, Jamal al-Din also
accomplished two especially important jobs, one of which was completely unrelated
to astronomy. According to Biographies of Officials in History of Yuan, in 1287,
‘Jamal al-Din led some craftsmen to weave Zandaniji, as well as some silk’. Zandaniji
was a beautiful and noble textile in Persia or Central Asia.
Another task resulted from Jamal al-Din’s proposal to Kublai Khan in 1285 on
the compilation of an altas of China. This proposal was approved by the Emperor and
the project was carried out under Jamal al-Din’s leadership. The final result was the
famous The Geographical Encyclopedia of the Great Yuan Dynasty. This book was
not only of military and political significance, but also of great academic values. The
last two of Jamal al-Din’s activities was chronicled in 1289 in Records of the
Directorate of the Palace Library of the Yuan Dynasty. Jamal al-Din may have passed
away in 1290.
2. Ise Terchiman
Ise Terchiman (1227-1308, whose Arab name Isa was the transliteration of
‘Jesus’) was from Porum (now Syria) of the West Regions.109 He was born to a
family of the Nestorian sect of Christianism. His grandfather Bu’ali and father
Bulumashi were both prestigious. During the reign of Ogedai Khan, Simeon
Rabban-ata (Simeon is his name and Rabban-ata a Syrian-Turkic title which means
‘master’ or ‘elder’) of Syria went from Mongolia to the West Regions by imperial
order, issuing an imperial edict admonishing the Marshals of the Mongolian forces
not to kill the innocent arbitrarily and instructing them to protect Christians. In 1246,
during the reign of Güyüg Khan, Liebian’ada returned to Mongolia and had an
audience with the Great Khan. Taking advantage of this opportunity, he
recommended Bulumashi for his talent. 110 Tolui’s Empress, Sorkakteni, of the
Kereyid clan was a devout believer in the Nestorian sect of Christianism. As she
attached great importance to recruiting qualified persons, she thus asked for the
permission to send for Bulumashi, who declined for old age but recommended his
own son Ise. Ise mastered the languages of the West Regions, the almanac and
medicine. After he arrived in Mongolia, he served Empress Sorkakteni and her son,
who deeply trusted and liked him. Later, he married one of Sorkakteni’s
ladies-in-waiting of the Kereyid clan. The couple were once the Teaching Father and
Teaching Mother of Mongke Khan’s daughter. According to the records in the
Inscription on the Tablet of the Prince of Zhongxian from Porum, Ise had a private
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residence in Xanadu.111
Ise was a bold proposer, for which Kublai Khan thought very highly of him. Later,
the Great Khan had Ise accompany him so that the talented young man could give
good advice. During the year of Zhongtong, Ise’s proposal to establish two divisions
in charge of the astronomy and medicine of the West Region went through. And he
was put in charge. Later he established the Medicine Academy of the Capital, whose
named was changed into Moslem Medical Office in 1273. The institution was
responsible for developing Muslim drugs and recipes for imperial use and treating the
veteran guards, the weak, the poor and the disabled in the capital. In 1276, after
Bayan overthrew the Southern Song Dynasty and returned, Ahmud accused Bayan of
taking possession of a jade peach-shaped goblet of the Song Dynasty. Kublai Khan
ordered that Bayan be investigated. Ise dissuaded the Great Khan from doing it.
Because Ise mastered the languages of the West Regions, he was sent many times
to the West Regions as an envoy. In April, 1283, by the order of Bolad, Vice Grand
Councilor, he served as an envoy in Il-Khanate and interpreter. In the winter of 1284,
Bolad and Ise reached the Mansuliya Temporary Palace in Alan Steppe (now in the
south of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the lower reach of the Aras River), where Il
Khan stayed for winter, and had an audience with Arghun Khan. This mission
dispatched by the Great Khan, headed by a high-rank official, was taken seriously in
Il-Khanate and recorded in Compendium of Chronicles. In the archives of the
Vantican, the Latin version of a letter sent by Arghun Khan to the Pope in 1285 was
found. The letter mentioned an envoy named Ise Terchiman (or Tarjuman in Persian)
who served as interpreter. Whereas Grand Councilor Bolad stayed in Il-Khanate,
where he was highly esteemed and venerated, Ise went back with the tributes paid by
Arghun Khan to the Great Khan. It happened that Qaidu and Duwa, the rebel princes,
were at fierce war with the Yuan forces in the northwest order. Having strayed from
the other members of the mission, Ise braved arrows and other dangerous
circumstances and walked two years before he went back to Dadu. He presented
Arghun Khan’s gifts and reported on his journeys. Kublai Khan spoke highly of him
for his return. He said, ‘Bolad was born in my land and received my pay, but he
settled in Il Khanate; Ise was born and brought up in a foreign country but was loyal
to me. The two are indeed different!’ Thus he made an instant decision to appoint Ise
Manager of Governmental Affairs. Ise persisted in declining this appointment. In June,
1287, he was promoted to Director of the Palace Museum.112 In 1289, he was
installed in the Commission for te Promotion of Religion, handling affairs related to
Mar-Hasia’s, Rabban-erkeun’s and ‘cross churches’. Mar-Hasia was from Persian
and it was the title for Nestorian bishops, which means ‘saint’; rabban means ‘elder’,
whereas erkeun was what Persians called Nestorian churches and generally used in
the Yuan Dynasty to refer to Christian priests and believers; ‘cross church’ was what
Yuan people called Christian churches. The Commission for te Promotion of Religion
was the central organ responsible for all affairs related to Christianism. In rank, it was
lower than the Commission for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs but same as the
Academy of Scholarly Worthies. Christianism spread far and wide in the Yuan empire,
from the capitals to all provinces. A large number of erkeunn’s were active; and a
special institution was established to handle various affairs related to their relgion. All
this, no doubt, was what Ise had won for Christians. Ise and his son acted as chief of
111

See Ise, Section III of Chapter 15 in From Middle Times to Yuan, in Vol. 8 of the General History of China
written by Bai Shouyi and published by Shanghai People’s Press in 1999.
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See Names and Posts of Officials, Vol. 9 of Records of the Directorate of the Palace Library
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this organ successively.
In 1294 when the Chengzong Emperor ascended to the throne, Ise was appointed
Hanlin Academician Recipient of Edicts and given the honorary title Compiler of
State History. In 1297, Ise was made Manager of Governmental Affairs. After the
Wuzong Emperor ascended to the throne, Ise was named Lord of Qin. In June, 1308,
he died at his home in Xanadu at the age of 82.
3. Marco Polo
Marco Polo (1254-1324) from Venice, Italy was the greatest European traveler.
Around 1265, two famous European merchants arrived in Xanadu i.e. Kaiping. They
were Marco Polo’s father Niccolò Polo and his uncle Maffeo Polo. Kublai Khan
granted an audience with the Polos and liked them immensely. Then he decided to
dispatch a Mongol envoy to the Vatican together with them. The Mongol envoy fell
ill midway and stopped and the Polos continued travelling westwards. In 1267, the
two brother learned that the Pope was dead and the new Pope was yet to be elected.
So they went back to their home in Venice, where they stayed for 2 years. After the
New Pope Gregory X was elected, he sent two missionaries to China together with the
Polos. In 1271, Niccolò embarked on the journey with his son Marco Polo. Being in
fear of difficulties and hardships, the two priests stopped halfway and entrusted the
envoy’s certificate and the Pope’s letter to Kublai Khan to Niccolò. Niccolò, Maffeo
and Marco travelled eastward along the Silk Road by way of Persia. They took the
south route of the Silk Road and entered Hexi Corridor, where they toured the famous
city Yijinailu (now the ruins of Heicheng or ‘Black City’ in Egina Banner, Inner
Mongolia). Then they travelled back a bit and entered Tiande (now Hohhot) by way
of Hetao, or the ‘Bend of the River’. Then they travelled by the south route of the
section of the Silk Road on the steppe and arrived in Dadu in 1275. At that time,
Kublai was staying in Xanadu for the summer. On hearing of the arrival of the Polos,
he sent officials to greet them 40 li away from Xanadu, and ‘gave orders to prepare in
every place through which they were to pass, whatever might be requisite to their
comfort.’113 The Travels of Marco Polo describes in detail how Kublai Khan greeted
the Polos in Xanadu. Having accomplished the mission, they stayed in China for 17
years. Being clear and eager to learn, by about 20, Marco Polo had familiarized
himself with Mongol customs. According to Marco Polo, he won Kublai Khan’s trust
and acted as the latter’s envoy in Yunnan, South China and Maabar. He also had been
an official in Yangzhou for three years. It was in early 1291 that the Polos left China.
They escorted from Quanzhou to Persia Wuludai, the envoy sent by Il-Khan Aluhun
to the Yuan Dynasty to select his new empress, and the new empress Kuokuozhen.
Therefore, he was familiar with many major events of the Yuan Dynasty. As Marco
Polo went to Xanadu many times, he was also very familiar with this capital on the
steppe. In this Travels of Marco Polo, a chapter dealt specifically with this city,
describing in detail its palaces, temple life and court manners. Hence, it provided
valuable information for researchers studying Xanadu. Archeologists of Inner
Mongolia unearthed large quantities of white marble building parts in the ruins of
Xanadu. They also discovered Nestorian tablets in the ancient city of the Yuan
Dynasty—Aolunsumu, which lied north of Hohhot and Yinshan Mountains. All this
bears evidence to Marco Polo’s description of Xanadu in the Yuan Dynasty and his
records on the prevalence of Nestorian Christianity.
113

Book I of The Travels of Marco Polo, translated by Feng Chengjun and published byThe Commercial Press in
1947, p.p. 32-33
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In 1291, the three Polos were allowed to escort the newly selected empress
Kuokuozhen from Quanzhou to Persia together with the envoy to Il Khanate, where
they returned to their homeland. And they took with them Kublai’s letters to the Pope,
to the Kings of France and England. They arrived in Venice in 1295. In 1298,
Rusticiano rendered Marco Polo’s narration of his 2-decade travels to paper. The
manuscript was entitled The Description of th World. It is the earliest version of the
monumental book Travels of Marco Polo. Marco Polo took with him a Dehua
green-glazed vase, which is now still on exhibition in the Museum of Italy. The book
introduces to Europeans in a systematic and truthful way the land routes leading to the
Continent of Asia and describes the geography & products of China, Central Asia,
West Asia and South Asia, especially the salt policy, monetary law, printing,
navigation, ship-building, etc. of the Yuan Dynasty. Though his travel notes incurred
much criticism, many Europeans, after reading the book, were amazed at the wealth,
prosperity and civilization of the East.
4. Marignolli
Marignolli, born in Florence, was the Pope’s special envoy. In 1366, the Shundi
Emperor dispatched a mission to the Holy See with an imperial edict. In L. Wadding’s
Annales Monorum II, the imperial edict in question is collected. It says, ‘The
following is the imperial edict of the Emperor of Emperors blessed by Heaven. To the
distinguished Pope of Christians in Florence, who live seven seas away at the place of
sunset: I now dispatched my Florentine envoy Andrew and his 15 followers to your
country, in an attempt to find out the way how we can exchange envoys and with the
wish that the Pope may often pray for me. I often sincerely wish that you could
receive the Asud, my servant and son of Jesus. Moreover, when my envoys return,
please allow them to bring back to me good Western horses and rare things. ’—The
3rd dya of the 6th lunar month in the Year of the Rabbit, in Khan-baliq (Dadu).
At the same time, Fuding of the Asud in Dadu (Administrator of the Bureau of
Military Affairs), Zheyang Bukha (Deputy Administrator of the Bureau of Military
Affairs), and Xiangshan (Commander-in-chief of the Left Asud Guard Corps) also
sent a letter to the Pope, saying that, since Monte-Corvino, his good and venerable
envoy who had guided them in their belief in the Lord, had been dead for 8 years,
leaving them without any instructor, they implored the Pope to dispatch another
worthy missionary and to say yes to the Chinese emperor’s proposal to exchange
envoys frequently.114 In 1338, the mission arrived in Avignon (in the south of France),
where the Pope had lived, and were accorded a heavey reception. Then they toured
the country. Thus the Pope sent a mission headed by Giovanni dei Marignolli on the
way with letters to the Yuan Emperor and Kipchak Khan and many presents. In
December of the same year, the mission set out in Avignon and joined the envoys of
the Yuan Dynasty in Naples. They arrived in Xanadu in July, 1342 by way of
Kipchak Khanate and Chagatai Khanate (in particular, such cities as Sarai, and
Almaligh, where they built a church). Of the presents brought by Marignolli’s mission,
there was a black steed with two hind hoofs, about 3.8 meters long and 2.1 meters
high. ‘With the golden bridle and heavy saddle’, ‘the horse looked proud and strong
and full of energy’. On seeing this steed, the Shundi Emperor was so impressed and
overjoyed that he called it ‘celetial horse’. Thus he ordered scholar-officials present to
114
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compose poems and paintings on it. And the ‘celestial horse presented by France’
became a sensation.115 The 32 members of Marignolli’s mission stayed in Dadu for 3
years and were treated with much hospitality. Later, the Shundi Emperor returned
generous gifts and gave them allowances of three years. In 1346, they set out in
Quanzhou by ship and returned to Avignon in 1353. Marignolli stayed fairly long in
South India and Sri Lanka and went back by way of Hormuz, Baghdad, Jerusalem,
and the Cyprus Island. In 1353, the mission presented the Shundi Emperor of Yuan’s
letter to the Pope in Avignon. In 1354, Marignolli wrote the 3-volume History of
Bohemia at the request of German Emperor Charles IV. Then he described his
experience in China. Later, the section became an independent book entitled The
Travels of John de Marignolli.

115

History of Yuan, Vol. 40, Biography of the Shundi Emperor; Jiexisi, Ode to the Celestial Horse, A Collection of
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B.4 Mongol Culture and the Development of the
Mongol Empire and Yuan Dyansty
B.4-1 The role played by the Yuan Empire in the history of
world civilization1
In the civilized world of the 13th century, Chinese civilization represented by
Confucianism, Christian civilization in Europe represented by Catholicism and
Orthodox Church, Arab civilization in West Asia and North Africa represented by
Islamism, and Indian civilization in the Sub-continent of South Asia represented by
Buddhism and Hinduism coexisted. The rise of the Mongolian Yuan empire changed
the map of civilizations in the world. First of all, in the vast area with the Mongol
Plateau at the center, a new civilization sprang up—the unique civilization of the
Mongolians integrating the nomadic civilization and farming civilization; secondly,
the series of wars of conquest launched by Mongolia resulted large-scale flows of
population—different races of people in the West Regions immigrated to the Yuan
Empire, forming a new ethnic group: the Hui. Many Mongol soldiers participated in
the invasion of Europe, Central Asia and West Asia. As a result, on the one hand,
Mongol nobles established local regimes, which ruled for hundreds of years and
exerted great influences on the courses of local civilizations; on the other, after
generations, the offspring of these Mongolians were basically domesticated.
Therefore, the Yuan Empire created new civilizations, which added to diversity of
world civilizations; it spread and integrated outstanding civilizations and promoted
the mutual understanding, attraction, learning and understanding of the East and the
West. Viewing for a long run, this has played a lucrative role for the harmonious
coexistence between different ethnic groups, countries and regions in the world and
been conducive to the progress of mankind and peace of the world. It can be safely
said, the importance of the Yuan Empire in the world history of civilization is not
inferior to any other dynasty creating an ancient civilization.
I. The rising Mongol culture added to the diversity of world civilization
The rise of Mongolians and the Yuan Empire established by them exerted
profound influences in the world history. As a result, a new form of world civilization
came into being—the Mongolians and Mongolian culture.
Though the name ‘Mongolia’ had been mentioned in the history of the Tang
Dynasty in China, by the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolians, as any of the other numerous
nomadic tribes in Chinese history, had been a general name of a nomadic tribe on the
plateau north of the Gobi Desert in the histories written in Chinese. In the early 13th
century, Genghis Khan unified the Mongolian tribes and some of the Turkic tribes on
1 Excerpted from A Study on the Application for World Heritage Listing of the Yuan’s Xanadu, Center for
Mongolian Studies of Inner Mongolia University, report for internal circulation, 2009.7
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the Mongolian Plateau and founded the Yeke Mongγol Ulus (‘Great Mongol State’).
And the Mongolian national community came into being. The Mongolians began to
exert their prominent existence as the conquerors of the world. Under Mongolian rule,
the ethnic groups living on and around the Mongolian Plateau, including the
Mongolian-speaking groups, some Turkic-speaking groups and the groups conquered
by Mongolians have established close economic and cultural ties after hundreds of
years’ fusion and formed common mentalities, customs, and a common language.
They distinguish themselves from other ethnic groups by the Mongolian language,
nomadic economy, Mongolian and Turkic nomadic culture, common ancestors and
their national hero Genghis Khan. And they have formed a strong sense of ethnic
identification.
(I) The Mongolian language
The Mongolian language and the Uighur-Mongolian script were the earliest
carriers of Mongolian culture. Genghis Khan ordered his sons to learn from a Uighur
named Tatatunga to render Mongolian in the Uighur script. As a result, the
Uighur-Mongolian script came into being. During the Yuan Dynasty, in Mongolia, this
script had been kept on among common Mongolians, leaving many transcripts and
inscriptions in the script. For instance, the certificate presented by Abaqa Khan
(1265-1282) of Il-Khanate to an envoy of the Roman Catholic Church is now
collected in the Vantican Archives; the letter sent by Arghun Khan (1284-1291) of
Il-Khanate to Louis-Philippe, King of France, is now collected in the National
Archives of France; the letter sent by Arghun Khan to the Pope in 1290 was
discovered in the Vantican Archives; the letter sent by Mahmud Ghazan Khan
(1295-1304) of Il-Khanate to Pope Bonifatius Ⅻ was also discovered in the Vantican;
the letter sent by Oljeitu (1304-1316) of Il-Khanate to the French king Philip IV can
be discovered in the National Archives of France; a damaged copy of the Book of
Filial Piety printed concurrently in Chinese and Mongolian scripts is now collected in
the
Palace
Museum
in
Beijing,
China;
a
dozen
versions
of
Bodhicarya-vata-ra-pan-jika blockprinted in 1312 have been handed down. Since the
reign of Genghis Khan, the Uighur-Mongolian script had been the principal script
used by Mongols. It gradually attained maturity in practical use. The first grammar
book of Mongolian, Xin Gu, was written in the Yuan Dynasty. It makes a relatively
systematic analysis of the Mongolian language, and roughly describes for the first
time its grammatical laws. The publication of this work had a played a significant role
in the development of the Mongolian language and the standardization of the
Uighur-Mongolian script.
(II) Mongolian social life, etiquette and customs in the Yuan Dynasty
During the Yuan Dynasty, in the Mongolian society, a complete system of
customs had been formed in aspects such as sacrificial rites, etiquette, marriage,
funeral, etc., which reflected the material conditions, social relationships and spiritual
life of the Mongolian nationality.
1. Food, clothing, housing and transportation
Food Meat and milk were Mongolians’ staple foods. The most meat they ate
was mutton; what came next was beef. The meats were usually grilled or boiled.
Besides, there were also a variety of milk products, such as yogurt sauce, cheese, dry
milk, milk curd, etc. With the development of agriculture on the steppe, Mongolians’
dietary structure underwent considerable changes. For example, in the 2nd lunar month
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of 1331, the imperial court ‘ordered the Province of Liaoyang to give millet and
relieve the 15,000 Mongolian households of six branches headed by Duo’erzhi and
Nahuda.’ In the 3rd lunar month, ‘the 6,000 Mongolian households in the fief of the
Prince of Zhao suffered from a famine, and the emperor ordered the Pacification
Commissioner to relieve them by handing out 10,000 shi of grain.’ (Biography of the
Wenzong Emperor, History of Yuan).
Mutton was also the staple food of the imperial court, only that their meals were
sumptuous than those of steppe nomads. For each ‘imperial meal’, the emperor had 5
sheep. The Shundi Emperor reduced the number to 4—and this was regarded as a
move of virtue. According to Proper Habits of Food and Drink, of the delicacies on
the diet of the court, more than 70 used mutton as major or auxiliary ingredient,
constituting 80% of the total number. During the Yuan Dynasty, the constant
influences of the catering cultures of the Han and Hui peopes changed Mongolians’
traditional dietary patterns. On the diet of the court, there were many vegetables such
as carrots, mushrooms, courled mallows, Chinese yam, fragrant-flowered garlic,
cucumbers etc. Besides, there were baerbu soup from the Indians, shaqimou’er soup
of the Muslims, and the yongluotuoyin tea food of the Uighurs.
During the Yuan Dynasty, koumiss and wine were principal court drinks. Wine
was mainly produced in Qara-qočo, Pingyang and Taiyuan in Shanxi. Koumiss for
court use was provided by royal ranches. The koumiss fermented by the Kipchak was
delicious and clear and known as ‘black koumiss’ (‘black’ means ‘clear’ in
Mongolian). The Yuan court also had the habbit of tea. ‘Every time there was a state
banqet, when an emperor or prince proposed a toast, he would sprinkle wine on the
ground, praise the guest, and drink the wine.’ This custom was called Ortoq by
Mongolians.
Ordo
Ordo in Mongolian means ‘tent’ or ‘tempoaray palace’. Genghis Khan
established the Four Great Ordos and used them as the palaces for the Great Khan and
his wives. Since then, ‘every time a new emperor ascended to the throne, he will build
his own Ordos.’ (On Various Systems, Cao Mu Zi) Hence, a complete Ordo system
was formed.
There were two forms of Ordos, one migratory and one stationary. Migratory
ordos were much larger than stationary ones. But whatever form an ordo was, it was
surrounded by gigantic tents. During the reign of Genghis Khan, four Great Ordos
were built north of the Gobi Desert and the Mongolians grazed their flocks in the
reaches of the Kerulen River and the Tuul River. After Ogedai ascended to the throne,
he built a gigantic tent capable of accommodating 1-2,000 people near the source of
the Ji’ermatai River, which was known as Sira Ordo or ‘Yellow Palace’. It was an
important fixed construction where the Mongolian Great Khan summoned and
assembled nobles and clansmen. After Kublai Khan ascended to the throne, the capital
and Ordos north of the Gobi Desert naturally could not be used. Thus he made
Xanadu the political center and built a new Sira Ordo west to the city. ‘The ordo is so
large that it can accommodate thousands of people’. Some palaces were also
constructed alongside, which were referred to as ‘brown-haired halls’, ‘sira ordo in
the form of carpet halls’, ‘West Palace’, etc. After the Yuan Dynasty made Dadu its
capital, some fixed ordos were built. Whenever a new emperor ascended to the throne,
a new ordo was construction. After the death of the emperor, his wives still lived there
and the ordo was called ‘huoshi house’. Along the routes between Dadu and Xanadu,
some tents and houses were built so that the emperor and his followers may use while
travelling. They were called nabo. In the Khitan language, ‘nobo’ means ‘temporay
palace’. Besides, the ‘Great Tents’ north to the Gobi Desert, i.e. Genghis Khan’s four
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Great Ordos were kept and guarded. The migration of an ordo was called ‘qiying’,
which means literally ‘moving the camp’; setting up the ordo at a specific place was
called ‘dingying’, or ‘setting up’. The procession when an ordo was on the move was
large in scale. Nearly all the auxiliary tents needed to move along with the ordo.
Going ahead of the procession were professional diviners responsible for selecting the
new site of camping. First, they would unload their tents and prepared for the
religious ceremonies to be carried out after the lord’s ordo was set up; subsequently,
the ordo and other tents would be unloaded and set up one by one. The site of the ordo
was mostly located at the foot of a hill so as to ‘weaken the momentus of wind’. The
time taken to complete the migration of the ordo ‘was not fixed, one month or one
season’. It was entirely up to the ordo owner’s will. The migration of the ordo usually
did not happen in cold winter; but in early spring.
The floor inside the ordo was usually paved with thick carpets. The exterior of the
ordo was usually covered with white felt or ‘white velvet’, sometimes by ‘scarlet
velvet’ or lion or leopard hide with alternating white, black and red strips. The top and
walls inside the tent were either covered by brocade, or lined by mink. The ropes used
to tow up the tent and the threshold could not be touched. Those who violated the
prohibition would be severely punished. In the tent there were several supporting
pillars, which were decorated either with gold foil, or with distillate gold carving;
gold spikes were used to fix the joints of columns and beams. Inside ordos of earlier
times, there was usually no bay; later, corridors and the main hall were separated.
Behind the main hall, there was a bedroom used exclusively by the emperor.
Generally, Mongolians lived in tents. Yuan people called tents ‘yurts’ or ‘felt
tents’. Though varying in size, they could be easily disassembled and carried.
Vehicles The main means of transport of nomads on the steppe were horses and
ox carts. The steppe was vast yet sparsely-populated. Because of their nomadic life,
horses were the main means of Mongolians. Carts were especially important in terms
of transportation. They were called terge in Mongolian. Qara’utai tergen, i.e.
caravans, were generally referred to as ‘black carts or felt carts’, which were ‘roofed
with black felt and driven by cattle or camels’. Qasaq-tergen (‘big cart’) or gri terge
(‘felt tent cart’) combined the function of conveying people and transporting goods.
They were driven by one or more oxes. Chewo’erhe tergen (‘locked cart’) was a kind
of cart with many locked boxes. It was, in fact, the warehouse of Mongolians.
The elephant sedan was used exclusively by the imperial court. It was first made
in the 17th year of Zhiyuan (1280). Elephants used to pull the carts were tributes from
Southwest China, or from foreign countries such as Maba’er, Myanmar, Champa,
Cochim, etc. Each year when the emperor travelled between Dadu and Xanadu, his
procession were led by a foreign rider; or there were huge carriages driven by
imperial elephants. The cart commonly used by Mongolians were the two-wheeled
lele cart made of birch commonplace on the steppe. The two wheels were 4 meters
high. The cart was characterized by large wheels and small cart. Though its structure
was simple, it could be conveniently used and suitable for the steppe, snow fields,
marshlands, and desert. Driven by oxes, horses, or camels, it was capable of carrying
hundreds of jin, even 1,000 jin, goods.
Clothing
In the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolians mainly wore robes. Mongolian
robes are right-lapelled. That is to say, there is an opening in the front and there are
buttons under the right arm. On Xijin (i.e. Dadu) describes in detail the robe worn by
Yuan noblewomen. ‘Robes are mostly elaborately decorated with bright red
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gold-wefted dragons; they may also be decorated with dragons and pearls and
emeralds; some are all made of gold-embroidered brocade…the designs vary in
thickness and style considering the differences in seasons. Robes are invariably loose
and broad. The narrow cuffs of sleeves, about 5 cun wide, are ornamented with
purple-finish golden claws. The broad sleeves dangle down under the arms and are
fastened to the back with purple belts. At the waist, there is also a purple belt.
However, when a lady wearing such a robe walks, a maid holds the train for her. This
robe is a ceremonial dress.’
Leather used to be Mongolians’ oft-used clothing material. By the Yuan Dynasty,
clothes for nobles and officials began to adopt silk and cotton in large quantities.
However, to brace themselves for cold winter, Mongolians still attached importance to
leather clothes. Dahu (fur coats), for instance, was popular whether in the court or
among common people, only that the value of the fur used varied. Common people
wore dahu coats made of sheepskin or kid. Only nobles could take possession of dahu
coats made of mink or ermine fur.
In the early Yuan Dynasty, Chabi, the Empress of the Shizu Emperor, designed a
new type of robe. ‘The front is short with no skirt, whereas the back piece is several
times longer. The robe has no sleeve or collar. It has loop buttons. This kind of robe,
known as bijia, is especially convenient for archery. Thus, it has been widely
imitated.’ Besides robes, there were also various kinds of shirts and trousers.
A Mongolian man, whether he was an official or not, ‘invariably wears a hat,
whose brim is either round, or round in the front but square in the back, or of
multiple overlapping layers. Probably these have been derived from helmets.
Mongolians’ hair are either plaited, or made in the shape of a chained hammer; and
the commoner wears a bun shaped like a mallet.’ According to the History of Yuan,
the front round brim was an invention made by Empress Chabi. ‘The Mongolian-style
hat used to have no brim. The Emperor (Kublai Khan) found the sun dazzling when
he shot arrows. He told this to his Empress (Chabi), who added the front brim to the
hat. The Emperor was overjoyed at this. Thus the pattern was set.’
Of Mongolian women’s hats, the gugu hat was the most characteristic. According
to Cao Mu Zi, the empresses and officials’ principal wives of the Yuan Dynasty all
wore gugu hats and long robes; those women inferior to them in rank wore leather
hats. The gugu hat, about 2 chi high, is covered by red cloth. The portraits of
empresses of the Yuan Dynasty, which have been handed down, do portray empresses
as gugu hats. As described by Southern Song envoys, ‘women wear gugu hats’; ‘all
wifes of chieftains wear gugu hats, made of iron wire; the hat is 3 chi high and
adorned with red & blue brocade or pearls and gold; there is also a twig which is
ornamented with red or blue velvet’ (A Book on Black Tartar). In the Yuan Dynasty,
gugu hats became larger and more exquisite. A scholar active in the late Yuan Dynasty
gives a more detailed description of gugu hats, ‘gugu hats are made of bamboo and
covered with red cloth. The wearer’s status is shown by the size of the hat. Large
pearls are used to decorate the front and back of the hat. Long string beads are
employed to hide the stitches. Then the hat is then adorned with small flowers and
gold chains. Thus, it is extremely precious. A pagoda-shaped ornament is placed on
the top. There is also a gold cross and a tube, in which chichen feathers are placed.
The feathers belong to roosters in Wutai Mountains. Now some families in Zhending
are raising this kind of chicken so as to use their features. They are especially precious.
Gugu hats are adorned with features dyed into different colors and forming a fan…’
The gugu hats unearthed are entirely consistent with Xiong Mengxiang’s description.
In 1974, when the archeological team of Inner Mongolai were excavating a graveyard
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of Mongolia nobles of the Wanggu tribe in Wulanhua Town, Siziwang Banner, several
gugu hats were discovered.
Those who took part in court banquets were supposed to wear jisun costumes of
the same color. The costume was unique to the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty. In On
Carriages and Clothing (I), History of Yuan, ‘whenever a gran banquet is held by the
royal court, those present wear that kind of costumes’. If the banquet lasted several
days, the jisun costumes of a different color were worn. The emperor had 11 kinds of
winter jisun costumes and 15 kinds of summer ones, whereas officials had 9 kinds of
jisun costumes and 14 kinds of summer ones. The costumes and hats were adorned
with many precious treasures and adopted large quantities of high-class silk and
foreign nasich (brocade made of gold and silk). They looked extremely splendid.
There must have been strict specifications for the making of jisun costumes.
2. Family and marriage
Polygamy and exogamy
In the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolians still adhered to the
strict principle of exogamy. Endogamy was forbidden within the clan. The
relationship of constant marriages were maintained between some Mongol tribes. This
kind of relationship was called ‘quad’ i.e. ‘relatives by marriage’. Taking the royal
household of Yuan (the Borjigin clan) for example. They had maintained a long-term
quad relationship with the Onggirat, Yiqitaisi, and Wanggu clans. The empresses of
the Yuan Dynasty were mostly from the Onggirat clan; and the male leaders of the
Onggirat clan were invariably consort princes. Mongke (the Xianzong Emperor of
Yuan) and Qayshan (Wuzong Emperor of Yuan) had empresses of the Yiqiliesi clan,
whose male leaders, in most cases, married princesses. Most of the leaders of the
Wanggu clan were consort princes. Many daughters of the Golden Horde were
married into this clan.
Mongolians practices polygamy. How many wives a man could marry depended
upon his wealth. He could keep as many wives as he could support. Because it was a
polygamous family, the husband stayed in his wives’ tents for the night in rotation.
The time he spent in his principal wife’s tent was longer. The wife in whose tent the
husband stayed for the night would sit beside him; other wives would gather in the
tent for meals the next day and they would also discuss important affairs there. The
wife the husband chose to stay with for the night generally changed every day. When
deciding family affairs, the principal wife had more say than other wives; the son
whose mother was the principal life was of higher status than the sons whose mothers
were other wives. This tradition had remained unchanged all the way to the Qing
Dynasty. It had exerted important influences on Mongolian families and Chinese
society.
The tradition of Levirate marriage was still prevalent among Mongolians in the
Yuan Dynasty. A widowed woman would be remarried to her deceased husband’s
relative, unrestricted by generations.
Mongolians’ marriage followed a certain procedure consisting of such steps as
proposal, approval of marriage, presenting betrothal gifts, throwing engagement
banquets, wedding, etc. The engagement banquet was a key step known as buqul ar
in Mongolian. The girl’s family invited the boy’s family and relatives over and treated
them to a banquet, at which they ate the mutton at the throat of the sheep. This meant
that the engagement was set. After the engagement, the would-be husband would stay
at his fiancée’s for some time.
After the children of a Mongolian family grew up, they would get married and
live in separate tents. Only the youngest son whose mother was the principal wife was
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entitled to inherit his father’s properties and live with his parents. In a Mongolian
family, production and domestic labor were mainly undertaken by women. Preparing
food and babysitting children were women’s daily responsibilities; making life
necessities such as leather clothes was also their duty. Men were mainly responsible
for hunting, war and weapon making. They also took part in livestock production.
3. Customs and festivities
Sacrificial rites
Mongolians attached special importance to offering
sacrifices to Heaven. This was directly related to their worship of ‘Eternal Heaven’ as
believers in Shamanism. In relevant documents, we can often find Genghis Khan offer
sacrifices to heaven. In 1254, Mongke Khan offered sacrifices to Heaven on Riyue
Mountain (the Mountain of the Sun and the Moon). After Kublai Khan ascended to
the throne, he held two such sacrificial rites every year on the 9th day of the 4th lunar
month and the ninth day of the 9th lunar month. Later as it was believed to be an old
custom of the Jin regime, the Great Khan decided to change it and offered sacrifices
annually on the 24th day of the 6th lunar month. According to relevant historical
records, the sacrifices offered to Heaven included ‘koumiss (sprinkled on the ground),
one horse, eight brown-furred goats, 9 rolls of colored silk, 9 grain ears made of white
wool, and three mints.’ ‘Then a Mongolian sorcerer and four Mongolian and Han
scholars and officials accepted the mission. They kowtowed to pay tributes to Heaven.
Then they hailed Genghis Khan’s name and prayed, ‘Being blessed by you, Emperor
of Heaven, we are able to offer sacrifices.’’ (On Sacrificial Rites, History of Yuan)
Being influenced by the Han system of etiquette, after Ogedai Khan ascended to
the throne, he began to lay emphasis on offering sacrifices to Genghis Khan. This
marked the beginning of ancestor worship of the Mongolian royal court. Gradually
the custom of ancestral worship was formed. After Kublai Khan was enthroned, in the
3rd year of Zhiyuan (1266), he constructed the ancestral temple and offered sacrifices
in a grand manner to his ancestors basically following the etiquette of Chinese
dynasties. At the grand sacrificial rite in the ancestral temple, the ceremony of ‘cutting
sacrifices’, as a ‘state ceremony’, must be performed. On such an occasion, a
Mongolian baurci (Chief Cook, member of ke ig-tei) cut the sacrifices on his knees.
Then he placed it on a red-painted tray held by the Imperial Coachman and sprinkled
koumiss on the ground. Then the sacrifices were offered. The Mongolian taizhu (an
offical who holds to offer sacrifice to gods or ancesters) pronounced the names of the
emperor and empress, the date of this sacrificial rite, and the sacrifices paid, and, at
last, read collects in Mongolian. After the rite, the rest of the sacrifices were thrown
away outside the South Gate and this move was called ‘throwing away food and
drink’. Only at grand sacrificial rites were sacrifices cut.
The ‘cooking’ ceremony at the sacrificial rite paying attibutes to ancestors was
obviously derived from similar customs of the Qidan and Jurchen. The ceremony was
known as ineru in Mongolian . During the Yuan Dynasty, in Dadu, to the south of
Penglai Workshop, there was a ‘Cooking Yard’, where the royal family held the
‘cooking’ ceremony. ‘Every year, in the 9th lunar month and after the 16th day of the
12th lunar monty, in the Cooking Yard, sacrifices including 1 horse, 2 sheep, koumiss,
sweet wine, three rolls of red brochure, and three rolls of silk were paid by a
high-ranking official and a sorcerer, who dug a pit, grilled meat in it, sprinkled sweet
wine and koumiss, and offered the sacrifices by pronouncing the titles of the previous
reigns.’ (On Sacrificial Rites, History of Yuan). The Cooking Ceremony was not only
part of the court etiquette, but also commonplace among common Mongolians, only
that the quantity of sacrificies varied from family to family.
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Festivities
Festivities of Mongolians in the Yuan Dynasty recorded in
historical materials mainly included Yuanzheng Festival (‘New Year Day’), Tianshou
Festival, ‘Four Seasons Banquet’, and so on.
Mongolians have always attached great importance to Yuanzheng Festival.
During the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolian rulers borrowed the means of New Year
celebration from the previous Han regimes and organized grand ceremonies. On the
morning of the first day of the first lunar month, at Daming Hall in Dadu, the emperor
received the congratulations from all his civil and military officials, who kowtowed to
him, cheered him in chorus and presented their encomium memorial and list of
presents. At the ceremony, besides the emperor, all those present were dressed in
white, i.e. white ‘jisun’ costumes. According to Mongolian customs, the number of
presents must be 9 or a multiple of 9; and horses presented must be white (Travels of
Marco Polo). After court procedures, a grand jisun banquet, or jāma banquet, was
held. Officials of the 4th rank or higher had the banqet at the hall, whereas those of the
5th rank or lower had the banqet beyond Rijing and Yuehua Gates (On Various
Systems, Cao Mu Zi).
Another important festival was Tianshou Festival, i.e. the emperor’s birthday.
According to Travels of Marco Polo, ‘After the Shizu Emperor started the tradition,
every time Tianshou Festival arrived, shelters were set up in counties, operas
performed and banquets held.’ On every Tianshou Festival, ‘all Christians, Buddhists,
Saracens, etc. all devoutly prayed to their gods and icons for the emperor’s longevity
and the prosperity of their country. The emperor’s birthday was marked annually in
such a festive atmosphere.’
The ‘Four Seasons Banquet’ was a festival marked on a certain day in one of the
four seasons. Relevant records can be found in Shi Fa Bai Shi and the literature in
Genghis Khan’s Mausoleum. Allegedly, the Four Seasons Banquet for spring was held
on the 21st day of the 3rd lunar month, that for summer on the 16th day of the 5th lunar
month, that for autumn on the 12th day of the 9th lunar month, and that for winter on
the 3rd day of the 11th month. whereas the festivities of the first three seasons were
closely related to nomadic life, the occasion of winter was associated with Genghis
Khan’s birthday. There were strict specifications on the scale and procedures for such
festivities.
Jāma Banquet
Mongolia used to have the tradition of court banquets. ‘Court
banquet’, also known as ‘assembly’, was translated from ‘quriltai-qurilta’ in
Mongolian. Originally it had been a tribal meeting; later, it gradually evolved into the
meeting of princes and high officials, at which military and state affairs of war and
coronation were discussed. On the occasion of a court banquet, all those present dined
together. During the Yuan Dynasty, it became a banquet granted by the emperor to his
officials and officers; as those present at the banquet must wear clothes of the same
color, thus this banquet was also known as ‘jisun banquet’ (jisun means ‘color’ in
Mongolian), or as ‘jama’ (which means ‘outwear’ in Persian). In the course of the
banquet, there was the rite of Hezhan (literally ‘drinking from the goblet’); and there
were specially-assigned persons who shouted, ‘Yuetuo’ (which means ‘Please drink’)
and those present toasted each other. Grand banquets lasted several days, and in some
cases, more than sixty days. At the beginning, only the emperor organized such jisun
banquets; later, princes began to organize such banquets too. However, the procedures
of the court audience were rather simple themselves. Even after Genghis Khan
established the Great Mongolia, the court audience involved only princes hailing the
emperor’s title in chorus with the white banners with 9 fringes of pearls held up.
As was the case with other ethnic groups in North China such as the Khitans and
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the Uighurs, Mongolians in the Yuan Dynasty honored white. The most famous case
in point wsa: when Genghis Khan founded the state of Mongolia, the white banner
with 9 fringes of pearls was held up; when he died, eight white tents were set up at
his mausoleum; On the emperor’s bed inside Daming Hall in Dadu of the Yuan
Dynasty, white beddings ornamented with gold threads were placed and the white
parasol above the emperor’s throne was also white. At sacrificial rites in the Yuan
Dynasty, white silk was used as one of the sacrifices; at the grandest of jisun banquets,
guests were required to wear white costumes; white birds and beasts presented to the
Yuan court, such as white eagles, white horses and white animals, were often deemed
as a token of respect. Why did Mongolians of the Yuan Dynasty think so highly of
white? Some believe that this was associated with their worship of ancestors, because,
according to legend, their ancestors were grey wolves and white deer; some believe
that this had something to do with their surroundings—under the blue sky and white
clouds, flocks of white sheep were their wealth and white koumiss and milk were
their food; some believe that this was connected with their Shamanism, because the
religion worshiped white and their sorcerers often wore white on white horses.
Mongolians, like Turks, also gave prominence to ‘right’ (as opposed to left). ‘Of their
positions, the middle is the most prominent; what comes next is the right; and then at
last the left.’ (A Book on Black Tartars). The prominence given to the right was
manifested in many ways: the fiefs of Genghis Khan’s sons were all located to the
right of the Old Camp, whereas those of his brothers were located to the left; in
Mongolian imperial temples, the figurines of the second, fourth and sixth emperors
were placed to the right of the founder emperor—this array was different from that in
ancestral temples of Han-dominated dynasties; of the two grand councilors in the
Yuan Dynasty, the Right Grand Councilor was superior to the Left Grand Councilor,
and the Right Aide to the Left Aide; there were three warehouses in the Yuan court,
gems and treasures of distant places were stored in the middle warehouse, gold, silver
and jisun costumes in the right warehouse, and regular clothes, silk and textiles in the
left warehouse. When sitting in a tent, men sat on the right, whereas women sat on the
left. When two horse riders met on the road, both chose the left side to show their
humility; at a dinner, it was a sign of respect to accept the food others passed with the
right hand; and so on and so forth. Mongolians also gave prominence to the number 9,
which signifies ‘grandeur’. There were also many taboos among Mongolians, such as
hoeing when grass grew out of the ground, building a fire to burn grass, picking up
something lost on the road, treading on the threshold, hammering the horse on the
face, eloping illegally, etc. (A Book on Black Tartars)
4. Funeral customs
Mongolians practiced interment. But they built no tomb. Wealthy and prominent
people many have coffins, which were different from those of the Han ethnic group.
‘The Mongolian coffin is made up of two equal halves with a human-shaped hollow
large enough only to accommodate the human body.’ (On Sacrificial Rites VI, History
of Yuan). The mink padded jacket, leather hat, boots, waistband, and pouch for burial
use were made of white leather. The coffin was conveyed by cart to the burying
ground. The funeral procession was ushered by a Mongolian sorceress on a horse
known as ‘golden spiritual horse’. When they arrived at the cemetery, the earth blocks
dugged up were arrayed in order. After the coffin was in place, the blocks were put
back one by one. This was the funeral of the emperor. Since Genghis Khan, after the
deceased was buried, Mongolians would let horses gallop on the spot so as to level the
place. After that, grass were planted there. And no tomb mound would be built.
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Therefore, it is hard to know where exactly Mongolians are buried. According to
History of Yuan, all Yuan emperors were buried in Qinian Valley. According to
Compendium of Chronicles by Rashid-al-Din Hamadani, they were buried in Buerhan
Heledun Mountains, at a place called ‘Qorig’ or ‘Qorigul’ in Mongolian (‘Gurup’ or
‘Quruq’ in turkic), which means ‘forbidden place’.
When a common Mongolian died, he/she would be buried secretly at an open
space regarded as appropriate. Also burying with him/her were one tent, one table on
which a plate of meat and a cup of koumiss were place, a mare and its pony, and a
bridled and saddled horse. Another horse would be slaughtered, under whose hide hay
would be tucked, and tied to two or four poles. In this way, Mongolians believed,
these would enable the deceased to live in another world.
If a Mongolian died in a foreign land, he or she would be buried in homeland by
custom.
As recorded in some relevant literature, when Mongolians practiced interment,
the deceased would have his/her means of subexistence buried as burial objects. For
common Mongolians, these burial objects included only tents, horses, weapons etc.;
for nobles, however, they might included gold, silver and treasures. Literature both in
Persian and in Arabic records the Mongolian institution of interring people with the
dead. For example, according to Persian histographer Ala-al-Dn’Aa-Malik Juwain’s
records, Genghis Khan was buried with fourty beauties. He also records that Batu
(son of Chuchi, Genghis Khan’s son) had ‘slaves and wives interred with him’.
However, similar records cannot be found in Chinese literature, possibly because Han
Chinese were not part of activities of this kind, or because this was not commonplace
and abolished after Kublai Khan enforced Han laws.
As for mourning and paying sacrifices to the deceased, the following records can
be found. When lying in the deathbed, Genghis Khan told his offspring not to mourn
him so that his enemy would not know about his death. According to Compendium of
Chronicles, after Mongke Khan died, his coffin was carried back to the Old Camp.
And ‘he was mourned in the Four Ordos in rotation.’ ON Sacrificial Rites in History
of Yuan writes, ‘After he (Mongke Khan) was interred, the cooking rite was held
every day at which sheep was offered as sacrifices. This did not end until 49 days
later’. It also says, ‘there were three farewell-bidding officials, who lived 5 li away
and organized a sacrificial cooking rite every day. Their duty was not fulfilled until
three years later.’ This practice may have been attributed to the influence of the Han
institution of observing a three-year mourning period.
(III) the concept of ‘Mongolia’
A series of Mongolia-related concepts came into being with the rise of Mongolia.
Firstly, ‘Mongolia’ is a geographical and political entity in the world. Today, we refer
to the vast highlands northeast of the Central Asia Plateau as the Plateau of Mongolia.
The formation of this geographical concept can be entirely attributed to the rise of
Mongolians. The Plateau of Mongolia, located in the middle east of Asia, is
geographically defined by the Greater Khingan Mountains in the east, Altai
Mountains in the west, Sayan Mountains, the Khentii Mountains and the Yablonov
Mountains in the north, and Yinshan Mountains in the south. It extends to include
Mongolia, the south of Russia and the north of China. In the Yuan Dynasty, as a result
of constant, escalating conquering wars against foreign countries, Mongolians
gradually left their native land, forming a demographic situation featuring
concentrated and scattered population. In the present time, the Plateau of Mongolia
and its peripheral areas are the region where the Mongolian population concentrates.
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The area north of the Gobi Desert, with Karakorum at the center, was the region
where Mongolian ancestors had lived and the important base for the Mongolian
people’s development and prosperity. The valleys of the Selenge River and the
Orkhon River, north of Karakorum, had been the pasture of Merkits during the Liao
and Jin Dynasties, and Suldus during the Yuan Dynasties. In the upper reaches of the
‘eight rivers’ (Bahe) at the source of the Yenisei River was the pasture of the Oirat
tribe. Because their chieftain pledged allegiance to Mongolia, this region had been
their pasture until the collapse of the Yuan Dynasty. In the vast areas of Suldus, from
the great lake (Baikal) north of the irad tribe to the forests in the valley of the Yenisei
River, there were many tribes living the forests, referred to by Mongolians as ‘Hoi-yin
irgen’ (people living in the woods). Whereas the tribes such as Barγut, Tögeles, Qori
and Tumad were Mongolian-speaking, descendants of the Buriyads are Buryats and
the Tubas people were the ancestors of the Dupo people in the Tang Dynasty, as well
as the Tuvas of modern times. Kyrgyz in the upper and middle reaches of the Yenisei
was the fief of Sorkakteni, Tolui’s wife. Later it was inherited by Ariq Böke’s sons
and became the place where Mongolian princes and their subordinates lived. The vast
areas west of the upper and middle reachers of the Yenisei River and east of the upper
and middle reaches of Irtysh River, including the upper and lower reachers of Ob
River were under the jurisdiction of Balin Ten Thousand Households. South of Balin
Ten Thousand Household was the fief of Prince Yangzhai, descendent of Ogedai.
South of the Gobi Desert and north of Yinshan Mountains was the pasture of the
Ongut tribe. During the Yuan Dynasty, the Onguds were also regarded as Mongolians.
Ordos and the valley of the Ejin River, origianally belonging to the Xia regime were
an important fief of Prince Anxi, Kublai’s offspring. The Mongolian population
moved here with their feudal lords. The western part of the Northwest had been fiefs
of Mongolian princes, consort princes and fief. Its northern part, i.e. (today Hulunbeir
region), was the place of origin of the Mongolian. Geographically, the regions
mentioned above are an integral whole. As Mongolians have long lived and multiplied
there, they are referred to collectively as ‘region of Mongolia’. This is how the
Plateau of Mongolia has derived its name. Once the concept, ‘Plateau of Mongolia’,
appeared, more things associated with the plateau are modified by the adjective
‘Mongolian’ and constituted universally-acknowledged cultural phenomona, such as
Mongolian race, Mongolian nationality, Mongolian robe, Mongolian horses,
Mongolian language, Mongolian script, Mongolian doctors, Mongolian medicine,
Mongolian ‘long tunes’ (changdiao), and Mongolian sihu (a Mongolian-style stringed
instrument). All these things bear evidence to the fact that the Yuan Empire
immensely enriched the world civilizations.
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Illustration: A map of the provinces north of the Qinling Mountains in the Yuan

Dynasty (source: Tan Jixiang et al., Album of Chinese Historical Maps, Book VII,
Yuan and Ming, pp.11-12, Shanghai: SinoMaps Press, 1982)
II. The Yuan Empire joined the East and West and started a new era of
direct exchange between the two different worlds.
By the 13th century, the exchange between Europe and Asia mainly happened
through the Silk Roads on the land and the sea. The rise of the Yuan Empire got rid of
all the barriers along the routes, thereby elevating the exchange to a new
unprecedented level. Before the Yuan Dyansty, though East Asia had had a long
history of exchange with Central Asia, West Asia, Southeast Asia, the east coast
countries of Africa and Europe, the routes on the land and sea had been irregular and
sometimes interrupted due to the tens of regimes or tribes along the routes and the
restrictions of transportation technology; and the exchange was of small scale. The
knowledge they had of each other had been indirect because of lack of direct contact.
The Great Mongolian State and Yuan Dynasty established by Mongolian nobles had
vast territories. Though they were actually independent, Qibčq ulus, Čaqadai ulus,
Öködei ulus (which fell in the mid Yuan Dynasty) and Il-qan ulus were dependent
states of the Yuan Dynasty in name. They had a far closer relationship with the Yuan
Dynasty than dependent states in the common sense. They built a post route system
which connected them with the Yuan Dynasty. With the purpose to maintain its
control over its vast territory, the Yuan Empire developed its traffic and built a
full-fledged post system consisting of posthouses and post road extending to all
directions. As a result, the land and sea traffic between the East and West, which had
been interrupted at times, was now free of barriers. The East and West were truly
joined to form an integral whole. There were two routes of exchange between the
Yuan Dynasty and the West. Whereas the land routes ran through South Russia in the
north and Iran in the south, the routes on the sea had the Persian Gulf as their hub of
traffic. Between China and West Europe, merchants came and went in endless
streams.
(I) Post roads within the territory of the Yuan Empire, which joined
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Central Asia, the north of the Gobi Desert and Northeast Asia
1. Post roads from the inland to the north of the Gobi Desert
There were three post roads from the Central Plains to Lingbei, i.e. Tergen, Morin
and Narin. In Mongolian, Tergen means ‘vehicle’. This post road joined Dadu,
Xanadu, and Yingchang, where it turned northwest to the upper reaches of the
Kerulen and then westward to the upper reaches of the Orkhon River and eventually
to Karakorum. Morin means ‘Mongolian horse’. It started from Lilingtai Posthouse
southwest of Dadu and Xanadu, passed by Zhifeng Zhou in Xinghe Lu (now Baita
Village in the east of Hohhot), through Tianshan Mountains (Daqing Mountains),
Jingzhou, Shajing (both were in what is now Siwangzi Qi), the upper reaches of the
Ongut River (now the Ongiin River), and finally arrived at Karakorum, where
travelers could climb over Altai Mountains and moved westward; or go to Jilijisi Dao
by way of irad; or the region of the Yenisei River or Balin Ten Thousand Households
in the upper reaches of the Ob River, or the areas west of Irtysh River, by way of
Chenghai. Yelv Chucai, Qiu Chuji and Liu Yu had all reached the West Regions
following these routes.
The route from Dongsheng to the Gansu Corridor by way of Ningxia
Though the stops of this route are not clearly recorded in history books, it is still
hardly deniable that this was an important post route. When Marco Polo traveled to
the East, he arrived at Tenduc by way of Egrigaia (i.e. Ningxia). Obviously, he had
followed this route. When Maerkesi, Nestorian priest of the Ongut tribe and Rabban
Sauma, a Uyghur left Dadu on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, they first went to
Maerkesi’s hometown Koshang between Dadu and Tangut. There they had an
audience with Aibuhua and Junbuhua, leaders of the Ongut tribe. Pelliot believed that
Koshang was Dongsheng. Then they started from Dongsheng and arrived in Tangut
(i.e. Zhongxing, capital of the Xia regime). In 1322, Odorico da Pordenone, Italian
Franciscan priest, arrived in China by sea. In 1325, he left Dadu and went back to
Italy by way of Dongsheng, Gansu and Tubo.
Here, the route from Fengyuan (now Xi’an) to Central Asia by way of the Gansu
Corridor was the traditional Silk Road. During the Yuan Dynasty, it remained a busy
route. Xi Jin Zhi compiled in the Yuan Dynasty has some relevant records.
The post route from Dadu to Northeast Asia This route started from Dadu
and led to Daning by way of Tongzhou (now Tongxian County, Beijing) and Jizhou
(Now Jixian County, Tianjin). From Dading, there was a post road leading
northeastward to Xiyang (the ancient town of Dongbei in Nong’an County); and
another leading eastward to Zhangyi (now Zhangyi west of Shenyang). From Xiyang,
there was a post road leading eastward to Taihai Ten Thousand Households, where
travelers could enter Heilongjiang. There were 15 posthouses along the Heilongjiang
River. And the destination of this post road was Nu'ergan city（now Khabarovsk,
Russia）. The region north of the Heilongjiang River and east of the Ussuri River was
where such tribes as Shuidada and Wuzhe lived. Now it belonged to Russia. The Yuan
Imperial Dynasty set up Ujiyed Kileme Ten Thousand Households. There was another
post road starting from Xiyang and leading southeastward to Suoji (now near the town
of Dunhua County). Two post roads diverged at Suoji: one led to Yongming (now
Vladivostok, Russia) by way of Shidi; and the other extended through Moudan (now
near Antu County, Jilin) and Nanjing (Dongchengzishan, Yanji) to Helan Fu（now
Hamhung, South Hamgyong, North Korea) in what is now Korea, and then further to
Koryo.
2. the route from the north of the Gobi Desert to Central Asia
There had been much exchange between ethnic groups on the Plateau of
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Mongolia and in the West Regions. Throughout the reigns of the first four rulers of the
Great Mongolian State, its politicial center had been placed in the north of the Gobi
Desert. Post roads leading to the four great khanates i.e. Qibčq ulus, Čaqadai ulus,
Öködei ulusand Il-qan ulus were built. As a result the exchange between the East and
West had never been more convenient before. The Yuan Dynasty achieved the
unification within its vast territory. One could travel readily from the Central Plains,
across the north of the Gobi Desert, over Altai Mountains, to the west. The traffic
route which had joined northern ethnic groups were reopened and became one of the
most reliable principal routes connecting China and the West. If one wished to go to
Central Asia from the north of the Gobi Desert, he could take either the route north of
Tianshan Mountains, or the one along the northern border of Junggar Basin.
The route north of Tianshan Mountain There is a historical factabout this route:
during 1254-1255, Haithon I, King of Armenia who had pledged allegiance to
Mongolia, went to have an audience with Batu and Mongke Khan. And then he left
Batu’s tent and arrived in Karakorum. As recorded in his Travel Notes, when he left
Karakorum and returned westward, the route he took was the route north of Tianshan
Mountains. He departed from Karakorum, passed by Γumsγur2, where he traveled
soutward to Berbalex, then westward, passing such places as Bešbalex, Arlex (some
say it was Boyang Posthouse east of Urumchi) Kullug (now Fukang), Engag,
angbalex (now Changji, Xinjiang), Xut’apay (now Hutubi), Aangibalex (now west
of the Manas River), Ergop’orug, Dingbalex (now the Jinghe River), Pu-lad, Sutkōl
(‘Lake of Milk’, i.e. Lake Sayram), Alualex (which might have been Alimalik), and
Ilibalex (now Yining City); then he crossed the Ila’nsu River (i.e. the Yili River),
climbed over an arm of Tōros Mountains (i.e. Alatau Mountains) and stopped at Talas
(now Dzhambul, Kazakstan), where he had an audience with Hulegu. After that he
traveled northwest and ……
III. Coexistence of multiple ethnic groups and cultures in Europe and Asia
1. Eastward migration of peoples in the West Regions and formation of the
Hui
During the 4 decades from 1219 (the 14th year under the reign of Genghis Khan)
to 1264 (the 1st year of Zhiyuan under the reign of Kublai Khan), Mongolians
launched three large-scale conquering wars across the two continents of Asia and
Europe. Wherever their steeds carried them, many countries fell to ruins and countless
people suffered. This left far-reaching influenes in world and Chinese histories. One
of the major influences resulted in the eastward migration of large quantities of people
of the West Regions and the westward migration of Mongolians.
During 1219-1225, Genghis Khan first conquered Khwarezmia and then his
troops swept the areas north of the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea, Iraq, Iran and India.
During 1235-1242, by the order of Ogedai Khan, a force led by Prince Batu launched
another westward expedition. Mongolians conquered Kipchak, Russia, Hungary,
Poland and so on and then founded their first dependent khanate in the
northwest—Kipchak Khanate. During 1252-1260, Mongke Khan, the Xianzong
Emperor of Yuan, sent his brother Hulegu to launched the 3rd westward expedition.
Mongolian troops reached Syria, Egypt, Iraq, etc. and founded another dependent
khanate in the northwest—Il-Khanate. These three westward anabases won for
Genghis Khan and his offspring the reputation as ‘conquerors of the world’. After
2
The names of persons and places are taken from J.A.Boyle’s English translation of THE JOURNEY OF
HAITHON, KING OF LITTLE ARMENIA, TO MONGOLIA AND BACK.
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Mongolians’ first expedition, hundreds of thousands of soldiers, craftsmen, slaves etc.
were forced to migrate eastward from the West Regions. History of the World
Conqueror has detailed records of this event. When the forces led by Chagatai and
Ogedai seized Otrar, ‘plebs and craftsmen who survived the war were forced either to
serve in the army or to continue their trades.’3 After Mongolian troops captured
Banaketui and massacred all the defending soldiers, they seized all the craftsmen and
the young and strong of the residents and distributed them among the Chiefs of 100
and 1,000 Households. The young men left were enlisted by the Hashar by force.
Then they launched a direct attack on Huzhan. At the same time, ‘they were also
reinforced in cities and villages like Otrar, Bukhara and Samarkand.’ In this way, they
concentrated 50,000 men4. After Genghis Khan captured Bukhara and massacred the
over 30,000 Kankalis men, ‘their young children, including the noble’s, as weak as
cypress, were all enslaved.’ Besides, ‘the young and strong and adults of the residents,
who were old enough to serve, were enlisted by force.’5 In Samarkand, ‘Mongolians
counted those not killed; 30,000 craftsmen were sorted out and distributed to his sons
and clansmen by Genghis Khan. Then he selected 30,000 men of the young and
strong to form a slave troop.’ ‘Later, he enlisted men successively for several times in
Samarkand. Few of the captives were spared.’6 In Urgench, capital of Khwarezmia,
Mongolian troops ‘drove the residents out of town; over 100 thousand craftsmen were
sorted out. Children and women were enslaved and taken away. Then the rest were
distributed among the troops’ and all massacred. 7 The 100 thousand craftsmen
mentioned in this historical record were probably taken to the Middlelands (China)
together with the children and women, because Mongolians searched for and collected
craftsmen wherever they went. In 1221 when Ogedai conquered Ghazni (now Ghazni,
Afghanistan), craftsmen were also taken captives. In the same year, when Tolui
attacked Malu, ‘he recruited 7,000 men from those who pledged allegiance to the
Yuan empire and formed a slave troop’.8 Mongolians’ second and third westward
expeditions subjugated the Kipchaks, Asuds and Rus, who were ‘enslaved by force.’
‘There, they departed to attack and subjugate Russia and seized Mekes (the Asud’s
capital).’9 Then, the court ordered that ‘Bigebierge bring back the population of
Russia’10 and return eastward.
……
2. Positive influences of the Mongolian Yuan Empire on the West
It stimulated the birth of modern Western culture. Mongolia invaded the
West, massacred local people and plundered there of wealth. This constituted a
terrible disaster to local people. However, viewing from a perspective of historical
development, such invasion further wrecked the civilization of medieval Europe and
stimulated the birth of modern industrial civilization in the West. A Global History
believes that, in the Classical antiquity and Middle Ages, the invasion of Eurasia by
3
See p. 99, History of World Conquerors by Persian histographer Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain. See also Ma
Jianchun, A Study of the Eastward Migration of the Ethnic Groups in the West Regions such as Hui during the
Mongolian Yuan Dynasty, Hui Studies, 2006-2
4
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p.p.107-108
5
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p.123
6
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p. 140
7
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p. 147
8
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p. 150
9
(Persian) Ala-al-Dn'Aa-Malik Juwain, History of World Conquerors, Vol. 1, p. 317, Inner Mongolian People’s
Press, 1980
10
History of Yuan, Vol. 3, Biography of the Xianzong Emperor
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savages (Turkic, Teuton, and Mongolians) wrecked the civilization there. The old
order was destroyed far more seriously in the West than in other areas of Eurasia. It
was in the West that the formerly predominant classical civilization was uprooted.
Therefore, only in the West did the invasion sweep the road clear for the formation of
new civilization.
Mongolians’ intrusion was also conducive to the mutual influence between the
continents of Europe and Asia. In the field of technology, Chinese inventions were
disseminated during the peaceful period under the rule of Mongolians. A Global
History points out that, throughout the 14 centuries AD, China had been the great
centre of technological innovation and spread numerous invention to other areas in
Euraisa. The book draws up a table based on Science and Civilization in China by
Needham. It lists over fourty Chinese inventions disseminated to the West, many of
which were introduced to Europe during the 12th-14th centuries, such as gun power,
silk, machinery, the paper-making technology, the yoke, the chest strap harness, the
tail vane, printing, the blast-furnace, and so on.11 Many Chinese fruits and plants
were also brought to all corners of Eurasia by Arabs. Among them were
chrysanthemum, camellia, rhododendra, tea roses, China asters, lemon, tangerine etc.
Even now, in the Netherlands and Germany, the tangerine is still referred to as
‘mandarin orange’. The opportunities of such mutual influence had given momentum
to the social reforms that had just sprung up. The 13th century was a historical period
of change in the world history. After a long period of feudal thearchy, the intellectual
giants during the early Italian Renaissance began to challenge the Church. A
sweeping movement of intellectual revolution was in the making. For quite some time,
the heavy yoke of thearchy on Europe had made it lag behind the East. A series of
policies carried out by the Yuan Dynasty provided some European and Western
people with the chances to missionize, do business and tour in China. They had
brought Chinese and Eastern technologies to the West, giving momentum to the
Renaissance in Europe. On the other hand, the afore-mentioned three Chinese
inventions were brought to Europe during this period. The popularization of
block-printing in Europe ended monks’ monopoly of education, which rapidly
improved the level of education in Europe, facilitated the spread of new ideas, and
contributed to the development of world culture. It was also during this period that the
compass was introduced to Europe through Arabs. The device played a crucial role in
the later great geographical discoveries. When Mongolians attempted to conquer the
West, they brought guns to Europe. Later they were used by the rising bourgeois to
storm castles of the feudal aristocracy. The new weapon revolutionized the way of
war in Europe and played a considerable role in ending the rule of the feudal
aristocracy. In this way, Europe accomplished the major transition to modernity.
Modern civilization based on new technology appeared on the stage.

11

See the Chinese translation of L.S. Stavrianos’s A Global History, p.p.334-337, p.390
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B.4-2 The role of Xanadu in the history of the Mongolian Yuan
Culture and the characteristics of the Monoglian Yuan
culture12
In a broad sense, culture is the total of all material and intellectual products. In a
narrow sense, culture refers specifically to the intellectual products including
language, literature, art and all ideological systems. The Mongolian Yuan culture was
the total of all material and intellectual products within the territory of Mongolia and
the Yuan empire during its rule. After centuries’ disputes and conflicts and wars of
different ethnic groups through the periods of Liao, Song, Xia and Jin, China was
eventually reunified as a country of multiple ethnic groups. This historical trend
determined that the cultural landscape of the Yuan Dynasty was characterized by
multiple coexisting cultures. In line with the current of the times, Mongolian rulers
carried out a cultural policy featuring openness and tolerance and enabled Han culture,
Mongolian culture, Buddhist culture, Islamic culture and Christian culture to coexist.
Of these different forms of culture, Han culture and Mongolian culture were the most
important. The major cultural element in traditional Han-inhabited Central Plains was
Han culture, whereas the major cultural element in the region of Mongolia was
Mongolian culture. With nomadic culture at its core, Monoglian culture formed
during the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty, absorbed the agrarian culture in the
Han-inhabited Central Plains and the civilization ab extra of the West Regions,
thereby forming a culture with profound meaning and lively manifestations. Its
economic foundation was nomadic animal husbandry and what went well with it was
the administrative system based on Thousand Households in Mongolia. Xanadu, as
one of the capitals of the Yuan Dynasty, was a national political center, especially for
the region of Mongolia. It was an economic and cultural center as well. Cultural
activities in the city had had ‘capital cultural effect’ on the region of Mongolia and on
the whole territory of the Yuan empire. It is thus perfectly safe to say that Xanadu was
an area essential in the development of the Monoglian Yuan culture. It had radiated
strong influences on the cultural development of its surrounding areas. It set an
example for and led the region of Mongolia in cultural development. Therefore, the
construction of Xanadu and its 100-year existence was an important element
conducive to the evolution of nomadic culture in North China into the
historically-consistent Mongolian Yuan culture with a sophisticated language system.
At the same time, in the course of Chinese history, Xanadu was the place which
had seen faster fusion of nomadic nationalities and agrarian nationalities south and
north of the Great Wall since the Tang Dynasty. The Han culture along the Great Wall
had distinguished itself from the Han culture in the south. We may define the norther
variation of Han culture by the areas under the rule of the Jin regime. After hundreds
of years’ rule of culturally different ethnic groups, as a result of the duel effect of
forced assimilation and active absorption, it had taken on some features of north
nomadic culture. Whereas Han culture in the north tended toward pragmaticism, Han
culture in the south tended towards reasoning as Confucianism had gradually evolved
12
Excerpted from A Study on the Application for World Heritage Listing of the Yuan’s Xanadu, Center for
Mongolian Studies of Inner Mongolia University, report for internal circulation, 2009.7
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into an idealist school of philosophy since the Song Dynasty. Both Xanadu and Dadu
of the Yuan Dynasty were located right in the zone of Han culture in the north, which
laid a solid foundation for further communication, mutual influence and fusion of the
cultural variations represented by the two capitals. This cultural fusion was the
continuation and development of the fusion of nomadic culture, agrarian culture and
foreign culture in the history. During the over 100 years in which the Yuan Dynasty
and Xanadu and Dadu appeared and existed, thanks to the ‘capital cultural effect’ of
its two capitals, the north nomadic culture and Han culture interplayed and influenced
each other, thereby forming the all-inclusive, splendid Mongolian Yuan culture with
profound meanings.
I. Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty conduced to the evolution of the nomadic
culture in Northeast Asia into a historically-consistent Mongolian culture with a
sophisticated language system
1. Court activities in Xanadu and their exemplary role in the formation of
Mongolian culture
Court activities carried out in public in Xanadu by Yuan rulers had an exemplary
role in the formation of Mongolian culture. Every year when the emperor of the Yuan
Dynasty stayed in Xanadu for summer, public activities organized chiefly included
chaohui (grand assemblies), yansi (jisun banquets), sacrificial rites, wrestling, foot
races, tours of the imperial palace. On the one hand, these actitivies were intended to
show to all Mongolian princes, nobles and people that the Yuan court had not
forgotten about their origin and that they wished to carry forth the cultural traditions
of their ethnic group and embraced foreign cultures. On the other, through these
activities, people in the region of Mongolia, especially Mongolian nobles, may be
affected by Mongolian culture, Han culture and foreign cultures.13
Chaohui, or grand assemblies
The chaohui system was a long-standing
system for Mongolians. ‘Since the state of Yuan was founded in the Gobi Desert,
chaohui and yansi had been its traditions, which were carried forth.’14 After the Yuan
Dynasty was founded, on major occasions such as coronation of a new emperor, the
New Year, and Tianshou Festival (the emperor’s birthday), chaohui assemblies were
held regularly, which were attended by empresses, princes, royal relatives, senior
officials and officers.15 According to Biography of the Shizu Emperor in History of
Yuan, in the 2nd lunar month of 1265, Kublai ordered that ’23 adminitrators of Lu
Provinces attended the grand chaohui assembly in Xanadu’; as recorded in Court
Rules, On Etiquette in Tong Zhi Tiao Ge, the Renzong Emperor issued an imperial
edict, summoning princes, empresses, princes, consort princes, and all chiefs of
Thousand Households to the grand chaohui assembly in Xanadu when grass was till
green in summer.
Yansi or jisun banquets
As recorded in Yansi, General Preface to Etiquette
and Ceremonies in Grand Ceremonies Related to the Administration of State Affairs
(Jing Shi Da Dian), ‘there are chaohui assemblies attended by princes and senior
officials. On such occasions, the emperor will grant yansi banquets (jisun banquets)’.
When Yuan emperors stayed in Xanadu, they would held grand banquets to treat their
13

For more information concerning court activities in Xanadu, see Ye Xinmin, The System of Imperial Tours to
the Two Capitals and the Court Life in Xanadu, Studies of Xanadu of the Yuan Dynsty, Inner Monogolia
University Press, 1998
14
History of Yuan, vol. 67, On Etiquette and Music
15
Chaohui, All Rites and Ceremonies, Grand Ceremonies Related to the Administration of State Affairs, see
Collections of Dynasties (Guo Chao Wen Lei), vol. 41
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clansmen, senior officials and officers, attendants etc. All those present at such
banquets wore costumes of the same color, known as jisun costumes, which were
changed every day. And the banquets were thus also known as jisun banquets. Jisun
costumes were made with gold threads and brocade produced by the Yuan empire
using Persian techniques. At such banquets, Genghis Khan’s Great Imperial Edict (Da
Zha Sa) was supposed to read out. Every year before the Yuan emperor left Xanadu in
the 8th lunar month, he would also hold a koumiss banquet, which was also an ancient
custom of Mongolians.
Offering sacrifices to Heaven
During the Yuan emperor’s stay in Xanadu,
by Mongolian custom, he would also sprinkle koumiss as a sacrifice to Heaven on the
24th day of the 6th lunar month. The large-scale sacrificial rites paying respect to
Heaven, held by the yuan court, strengthened Mongolians’ custom of offering
sacrifices to Heaven. Common Mongolians usually went to specific spots to offer
sacrifices to Heaven on the morning of the first day of the 1st lunar month before the
morning star rose.
Offering sacrifices to Ancestors
Another important activity carried out by
the Yuan emperor during his stay in Xanadu was offering sacrifices to ancestors in the
distance. When a Yuan emperor died, he would be buried in Qinian Valley north of the
Gobi Desert (in the Khentii Mountains between the Kerulen and the upper reaches of
the Tuul River). Kublai was the first Yuan emperor who led the royal clan to pay
sacrifices to their ancestors by Mongolian custom in the western suburb of Xanadu. In
a note to Five Poems Composed on Beginning of Autum, Zhou Boqi writes, ‘every
year, on the 7th or 9th day of the 7th lunar month, the emperor and empress will wear
white and pay homage to the imperial cemetery in the north. On such an occasion,
koumiss is usually offered as a sacrifice…On the same day, they will leave Xanadu
and travel southwards.’ Shdula, poet, and Marco Polo, Italian traveler, both have
records on such a ceremony. In the course of the development of sacrificial rites of the
Yuan court, Genghis Khan gradually became the focus of such sacrifical rites.16 Since
the Ming and Qing Dynasties, Mongolians have considered the practice of offering
sacrifices to Genghis Khan as an important way of recalling the memories of the
ethnic group and strengthening its cohesive strength.
Hunting
For ancient Mongolians, hunting was not only an important
supplement to nomadic economy, but also a military drill. For Mongolian rulers,
hunting meant recreation, entertainment and enjoyment. East and west to Xanadu of
the Yuan Dynasty, there were the East Pavilion and West Pavilion (i.e. Cahannahur
Temporary Palace), where Yuan emperors stayed when hunting.
Wrestling
Wrestling, or ‘bone’ in Mongolian, has a long history in China. It
was a popular sport among Mongolians during the Yuan Dynasty. According to
Section 140 in A Secret History of Mongolia, Belgutei, Genghis Khan’s brother, had a
wrestling competition with a host named Buly BeiKuo (which means ‘all-round
wrestler’). Buly BeiKuo was a famous wrestler and Samson during Genghis Khan’s
reign. However, being intimidated by Genghis Khan’s power, he willfully lose and
was killed by Bieligutai in the contest. During the Yuan Dynasty, wrestling became
a court sport. In the 4th lunar month of 1310, the Wuzong Emperor ‘bestowed 1,000
liang of silver and 400 spindles of yarn on a wrestler named Ali’17. In the 6th lunar
16
For information concerning sacrificial rites paying respect to Genghis Khan, see Section Four, Offering
Sacrifices to Genghis Khan, in Chapter II of Mongolian Yuan Culture written by Bao Huugjilt (Wu Shaoqing) and
published byYuanfang Press in 2003.
17
History of Yuan, Vol. 22, Biography of the Wuzong Emperor (II).
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month of 1319, the Yuan imperial government established an institution administering
the sport of wrestling—‘The Brave Warriors’ Office (Yong Xiao Shu) was established
to administer wrestlers.’18 When the Yuan emperor held a chaohui assembly and a
yansi banquet, wrestling shows would be organized. Scholars of the Yuan Dynasty left
many poem lines describing wrestling scenes in Xanadu. For example, one lines goes,
‘The yellow-bearded young man is an imperial guard./ Withbrocade around his waist,
he is clad in wrestling dress.’19 ‘Warriors are summoned to perform wrestling;/and
treated to banquets by imperial attendants and granted pearl-decorated robes.’ 20
Wrestling has been passed down to today. Through court activities, Yuan rulers
expressed their love for this sport, which undoubtedly promoted the popularity of this
sport in the region of Mongolia. Travels of Marco Polo describes a scene in which
Mongolian women wrestled with each other. Princess Aiyaruk, Prince Qaidu’s
daughter, made wrestling as one of the criteria in spouse selection. In Chapter XIII,
Samarcand (II), Narrative of the Embassy of Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo to the Court of
Timour at Samarcand AD 1403-6 describes a wrestling scene witnessed by Spanish
envoy Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo in the Temur Empire of Central Asia. Wrestling
competitions are common in records written by foreign envoys. Today, at Naadam the
grand sports event held annually on the Mongolian Steppe, wrestling is an important
rodeo.
Fangzou or footrace
When the Yuan emperor stayed in Xanadu for summer,
the court also organized long-distance footraces, which Yuan people referred to as
‘fangzou’. The route, about 200 li long, started from Ming’an Posthouse and ended in
Xanadu. A Random Ode in Xanadu by Yuan Dynasty poet Yang Yunfu and Records by
a Farmer Who Ceased Farming (Cuo Geng Lu) by Tao Zongyi describe the sport of
footrace in Xanadu.
Current studies believe that grand chaohui assemblies, jisun banquets and various
activities carried out at the banquets, and the development of folk culture among
common Mongolians have all contributed to the establishment of Naadam as
Mongolians’ traditional sports event. That is to say, the Yuan Dynasty was the period
in which Naadam Festival came into being.21
Parade in the imperial capital
Every year, Yuan rulers would hold a grand
Buddha-greeting ceremony and parade in Dadu in the 2nd lunar month, and in
Xanadu in the 6th lunar month. This event was known as ‘parade in the imperial
capital’. On the 15th day of the 6th lunar month, a grand procession led by the Imperial
Preceptor, monks and performers would parade inside Xanadu. The Yuan emperor, his
wives, princesses, distinguished officials, and attendants, all clad in panoplies,
watched on the decorated tower. A Random Ode in Luanjing by Yang Yunfu and An
Ode to the Imperial Capital by Yuan Jue all describe such parades in Xanadu. It was a
tradition begun during Kublai Khan’s reign. As it was during that period that the Yuan
court started to venerate Buddhism, every year they would spend huge sums in paying
homage to the Buddha. Lamaism had been the principal religion for the ruling class of
the Yuan Dynasty. However, the large-scale activities paying homage to the Buddha
held by Yuan emperors laid a solid foundation for the wide spread of Lamaism among
common Mongolians.
18

History of Yuan, Vol. 26, Biography of the Renzong Emperor (II).
Wang Xi, Upper Capital, Yi Bin Ji, vol. 12
20
Zheng Yanzhao, A Poem Composed during the Journey to the Upper Capital, Yongle Encyclopedia, Vol. 7702
21
Xing Li, Evolution of the Naadam of the Mogolian, Journal of the Central University For Nationalities
(Philosophy & Social Science), 2007-5
19
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2. Cultural and education activities in Xanadu and the region of Mongolia
during the Yuan Dynasty
Before Genghis Khan’s reign, Mongolians had no script and kept a record of
events by cutting wood. Genghis Khan captured a Uighur named Tatatunga in the war
against the Naiman people. As Seal Keeper of the tayang of the Naiman, the Uighur
was accomplished in the written language of his native country. Genghis Khan kept
Tatatunga around and ordered him to ‘render Mongolian in the Uighur script’.22 That
is to say, Mongolian was rendered to paper with Uighur letters. Then Tatatunga taught
the Crown Prince and other princes to learn this script. And this was how the
Uighur-Mongolian script came into being. From then on, Mongolians have had their
own script. They wrote with it A Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty, the first ancient
history of the Mongolian nationality. After Kublai Khan ascended to the throne,
considering the situation of coexisting multiple ethnic groups within his vast territory,
he ordered his Imperial Preceptor Phags-pa to create a new Mongolian script which
could transcribe all scripts. In 1269, the new script was created. It was issued all over
China and named ‘national script’ (also known as Phags-pa Script) by Kublai Khan’s
imperial order. The scripts are carriers of civilization; and the life of a script can only
be sustained through an education system. Thus the Yuan Dynasty had an educational
system suitable for itself.
Confucianist educaiton and the imperial examination system in Xanadu
After Kublai moved south of the Gobi Desert, he had increasingly more contact with
Han culture. The more he learned about this developed culture, the keener he was
aware of the backwardness of culture in Mongolian-inhabited areas. In 1260, he
announced definitely in his edict of coronation in Kaiping, ‘Since our ancestors began
the conquest of the world, by now we have conquered such a vast territory. We have
had great military accomplishments; but in terms of culture and education, we have
been rather backwards. This situation has remained like this for more than 50 years.’23
Being determined to improve this situation, Kublai Khan took a series of effective
measures and made outstanding achievements. In the 6th lunar month of 1261, he
issued an imperial edict to the entire empire, ordering that ‘sacrifices be offered at
Xuansheng Temple and its affiliate school at specific times.’ ‘The sacrifices were
usually offered on the first day of a month. During this sacrificial period, the
disruption of officials, envoys, military and horses was forbidden; any one who dared
to violate this rule would be punished.’24. Thus all Xuansheng Temples and schools
throughout the empire were put under protection by law. In the 8th lunar month of the
same year, the Yuan Government ordered the local magistrates of Kaiping to offer
sacrifices in the Xuansheng Temple25. This is the earliest record of Xuansheng Temple
i.e. Temple of Confucius in Xanadu. Offering sacrifices at Xuansheng Temple was
actually a ceremony in schools. Generally it involved offereing sacrifices such as
wine and foods to their earliest teachers including Confucius. In 1267, Kublia Khan
issued an imperial edict, ordering that ‘the Temple of Confucius be rebuilt’26 in
History of Yuan, Vol. 124, Biography of Tatatunga
History of Yuan, Vol. 4, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (I), p.64. Information on education in Xanadu of the
Yuan Dynasty provided in this document is mostly cited from Wang Fenglei, An Investigation of Education in
Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty, Journal of Inner Mongolia Normal University (Philosophy and Social Sciences),
2008-4
24
History of Yuan, Vol. 4, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (I), p. 71
25
History of Yuan, Vol. 4, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (I), p.74
26
History of Yuan, Vol. 6, Biography of the Shizu Emperor (III), p. 114
22
23
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Xanadu. As recorded by Xu Youren, the Temple of Confucius was located in the
southeast of Xanadu City. 27 His record was in accordance with contemporary
archeological discoveries.28 In 1313, Ho Sheng, Magistrate of Xanadu, presided over
the repair of the old halls of the Temple of Confucius and the addition of corridors,
side houses, and dining halls. A Confucian school was built to the northwest of the
Temple of Confucius, where students of the Imperial College studied.29 During the
Yuan Dynasty, Confucianism was often associated with the Temple of Confucius. By
1313, Confucianism had already been exerting influences in Xanadu in the Yuan
Dynasty. In the 8th lunar month of 1330 (the 2nd year of Zhishun under the reign of the
Wenzong Emperor) and the 7th lunar month of 1336 (the 2nd year of Later Zhiyuan
under the reign of the Huizong Emperor), tablets to the Temple of Confucius in
Xanadu were erected in Xanadu by imperial order to show the emperor’s respect of
Confucius and his philosophy.
According to historical records, the Yuan Government also established
Confucian schools in the prefectures, counties and even remote posthouse under the
jurisdiction of Xanadu. These schools had played an important role in educating the
people. In Yixing County (later promoted to prefecture), as far back as the year 1265,
a temple of Confucius had been built and basic education was provided to children in
that area. Temples of Confucius were also constructed at posthouses in the region of
Xanadu. In 1343, ‘Li Tai and other scholars in Luoyang purchased land to build a
temple of Confucius northwest of Hongzan Posthouse in Huailai County. The
Magistrate of the County sponsored their project. In the 5th year of Zhizheng (1345),
Wang Xun of Xuanping, Director of the Posthouse, built a statue of Confucius. In the
6th year (1346), Li Tai sponsored the building of statues of Confucius’s disciples.
After that he went to Xanadu to have the temple registered.’30 These wise deeds
spread Confucius and Mencius’s teachings to the region of Mongolia.
Ho Sheng, Mayor of Xanadu, also attached great importance to eduction. In
Xanadu, he ‘made efforts to educate the ignorant people by building the Imperial
College and paying respect to Confucian teachers.’31
With the implementation of the imperial examination system, the provincial
examination was organized many times in Xanadu. The time for the event was the
20th, 23rd and 26th days of the 8th lunar month. During the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolians
and Semus were listed separately from Han people and the ‘people from the south’.
The content and pattern of the examination varied for these different kinds of people.
Mongolians and Semus tended to have questions simpler thant Han people and
‘people from the south’. According to historical records, the Yuan Government
assigned those who passed the examination appropriately to different places. Usually,
300 scholars would be selected for the general examination; the quotas were
distributed evenly among the Mongolian, the Semu, the Han and the ‘people in the
south’. In Xanadu, the quota for Mongolians was 6, that for Semus 4 and that for
Hans 4. The quota for the ‘people in the south’ was distributed among the provinces in
South China. Through the provincial examination, 14 would be selected in Xanadu for
the general examination. Sometimes, the number might increase or reduce. As for the
27
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28
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31
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number of those who passed the general examination in the end, it is now hard to
count. What we least know is that there was no one from Xanadu in the List of Palace
Graduages in the 1st Year of Yuantong. The policy question for Mongolians and
Semus in the provincial examination in Xanadu were rather flexible. It required them
to give 500-word comment on a certain state affair. It was not easy to score a full
mark. The provincial examination in Xanadu during the Yuan Dynasty might have
been organized jointly by the Branch Hanlin Academy in Xanadu in collaboration
with the Xanadu Branch of the Grand Administry of Agriculture32, because, besides
affairs related to agriculture and irrigation works and famine, the Grand Administry of
Agriculture also managed schools.33
Branch of the Imperial College in Xanadu
The Confucian school in Xanadu
during the Yuan Dynasty later became the Branch of the Imperial College intended
specifically for the students of the Imperial College in the retinue of the emperor who
went to Xanadu for summer. The Yuan Government built dorms for them west of the
Temple of Confucius in Xanadu. 34 According to historical records, the Xanadu
Branch of the Imperial College was built in 1302. IN the year, ‘some Imperial College
students were selected into the retinue of the Emperor who went to Xanadu for
summer. Thus Harghasun, Grand Councilor, ordered Shang Ye to built a branch of the
Imperial College in Xanadu so that the students could be taught and provided for there.
The Xanadu Branch of the Imperial College started from Shang Ye.’35 The Xanadu
Brach of the Imperial College was not a standing institution. Its time of opening and
operation was roughly same as that of the Yuan emperor’s stay in Xanadu. Both
students and teachers were in his retinue. And they would return southward to Dadu
with the emperor after a certain period of time. It was open only in summer, roughly
from the early fouth lunar month to the late 9th lunar month. The time might be
brought forward or postponed. At other times, it was closed and the students received
their eduction in Dadu. Therefore, the Xanadu Branch was something like a summer
camp.
Juding from the Xanadu’s institutional setup, organs related to the Xanadu Branch
of the Imperial College were Hanlin Academy and the Academy of Scholarly
Worthies. The Mongolian Imperial College was subordinate to the Mongolian Hanlin
Academy, whereas the Imperial College was affiliated with the Academy of Scholarly
Worthies. The Xanadu Branch of the Imperial College was not only a branch of the
Imperial College in Dadu, but also one of the Mongolian Imperial College. In most
cases, no strict distinction was made between the two in the Xanadu Branch. The
syllabuses in the Xanadu Branch was basically the same as those in the Imperial
College in Dadu, which mainly included The Condensed Version of History Retold as
a Mirror for Rulers (Tong Jian Jie Yao) rendered in Mongolian, and at higher levels,
such Confucian classics as The Book of Filial Piety( Hsiao-ching), The Book of
Inferior Learning (Xiao Xue), The Analects of Confucius, Mencius, The Book of Great
Learning, The Doctrine of Mean, The Book of Songs, Shang Shu, The Book of Rites,
The Rites of Zhou, Spring and Autumn Annals, The Book of Changes. Also in the
syllabuses were calligraphy and arithmetic and some extracurricular recreational
activities. Students at the Xanadu Branch of the Imperial College were mostly ‘those
32
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in the emperor’s retinue’ and officials’ children. Most of them were Mongolians. And
a considerable part of them were children of Chiefs of Hundred or Thousand
Households (Baihu and Qianhu), which were used as hostages. Though the number
could not have been very large, there was no doubt that this had played considerable
role in improving the education level of the upper class of the Mongolian nationality.
Medical School in Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty
The Yuan Government
also established a medical school in Xanadu. In the 5th lunar month of 1261, Wang
You, Chief Imperial Physician, said to the emperor, ‘the science of medicine has been
long underdeveloped. Juniors have no one to teach them. Thus I am personally fearing
that when the Royal Court needs one physician urgently, if what he had learned was
not right, he would do great harm.’ 36 Thus, the Imperial Government gave Wang
Anren, Assistant Chief Imperial Physician, a gold tally and assigned him to the task of
establishing medical schools in various princes. According to this record, it may be
safely concluded that there was a medical school in Xanadu, where medical students
were taught. This was a vocational school established by the Yuan Dynasty, which
specialized in a natural science. The Yuan Government also established the Xanadu
Academy of Huihui Medicine, subordinate to the Imperial Academy of Medicine.
‘The Xanadu Academy of Huihui Medicine of the Lower 5th Rank was in charge of
affairs related to Huihui medicine. It was established in the 29th year of Zhiyuan
(1292). In the 2nd year of Zhizhi (1322), it was placed under the Moslem Medical
Office’.37 This was an institution of Arab medicine and also an important place for
the exchange and communication between Chinese and Western medicines. The
Imperial Dispensary was another medical administrative organ established in Xanadu
in the Yuan Dynasty. ‘The Imperial Dispensary of the Lower 5th Rank, in charge of
medication in the two capitals, was established in the 10th year of Zhiyuan. In the 9th
year of Dade (1305), branch imperial dispensaries were established to administer
medication. And the Imperial Dispensary was solely responsible for administering the
medication warehouse in Xanadu. ’38 In the 6th lunar month of 1263, the Yuan
Government established the Public Pharmacy in Xanadu.39
Medicine in the Yuan Dynasty was also known as ‘learning of the Three
Emperor’s Temple’. There was a tree emperors’ temple in Xanadu, where people
offered sacrifices to the legendary Three Emperors every spring and autumn. The
sacrificial rites were similar in scale to those for Confucius. According to legend, the
statues in the Three Emperors’ Temple in Xanadu was made by Liu Yuan. Their
consummate workmanship won universal praise.40
The medical education in Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty was basically same as that
in other provinces and counties. The courses mainly included Su Wen (Plain
Questions), Classic of Difficult Issues (Nan Jing), Compendium of Materia Medica,
Sheng Ji Zong Lu, Treatise on Febrile Diseases (Shang Han Lun), etc. The
development of medical education in Xanadu was closed connected with Yuan
emperor’s regular tour to Xanadu. Every time the emperor stayed in Xanadu, there
were royal physicians in his retinue. They were not only accomplished physicians but
also teachers. They had a lot of disciples travel with them so that they may educate
them any time. Besides, traditional Mongolian medicine was also practiced in Xanadu.
36
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Bonesetting & treatment of arrow injuries, characteristic of Monoglian medicine, had
become one of the important branches. People impart the skills and knowledge either
through sorcerers or through non-formal education i.e. from father to son or from
master to disciple.
Before Mongolia was a founded, medicine was backwar. These medical
institution established in Xanadu during the Yuan Dynasty not only gave away
medicines to cure diseases, but also taught student to disseminate Hui medicine,
traditional Chinese medicine and traditional Mongolian medicine. All this had
contributed much to the development of medicine and pharmacy in
Mongolian-inhabited areas but also to the establishment of Mongolian medicine as a
science.
Astronomy in Xanadu during the Yuan Dynasty
Another institution related
to natural science education set up the Yuan Government in Xanadu was Sitian
Observatory. ‘In the 8th year of Zhiyuan (1271), as there was inadequate staff in
Xanadu, Sitian Observatory was established. In the 15th year (1287), the Astrological
Commission, an institution of the same rank as Sitian Observatory, was set up. The
job of formulating and promulgating the calendar was reassigned to the Astrological
Commission. In the 23rd year (1286), the post, Director of Sitian Observatory, was set
up. In the 27th year (1290), another post, Deputy Director of Sitian Observatory, was
set up…’41 In the 6th lunar month of 1348, Sitian Observatory was established again
in Xanadu. 42 Schools related to Sitian Observatory were yin & yang schools
established in different provinces in 1291 by the order of the Yuan Government.43
According to this order, there must have such a school in Xanadu during the Yuan
Dynasty.
Mongolian script schools of the Yuan Dynasty
Shortly after Kublai
ascended to the throne, he ordered Phags-pa to create a new system of Mongolian
script which could transcribe all scripts. In 1269, the new writing system was created.
In order to promote the Phags-pa script, in the 7th lunar month of the same year, the
Yuan Government ordered that Mongolian script schools be established in every
province.44 These were the earliest regular schools in Mongolians’ written history.
There might have been a Mongolian script school in Xanadu during the Yuan Dynasty.
Since the Yingzong Emperor’s reign, Mongolian script schools of all provinces
(Xanadu included) had close ties with ‘imperial preceptor temples’. The two
institutions were actually integrated. Generally speaking, an ‘imperial preceptor
temple’ always existed side by side with a Mongolian script school.45 During Kublai
Khan’s reign, a temple of Phags-pa, the Imperial Preceptor, was built southwest of the
imperial palace in Xanadu. In the 11th lunar month of 1321, the Yuan Government
‘issued an imperial edict, ordering that Phags-pa’s shrines be built in all counties and
that their scale be not smaller than local temples of Confucius.’46 In the 5th year of
1321, the Muslim Mosque in Xanadu was destroyed and a shrine of Phags-pa was
built on the site.47
In the 4th lunar month of 1270, a certain number of teachers were assigned to
41
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Mongolian script schools at provincial level48 (the one in Xanadu included) so as to
ensure the regular teaching of the new Mongolian script there. According to historical
records, by 1290, there were altogether 921 Mongolian script teachers, 876 Confucian
teachers, 322 medical teachers, and 76 yin & yang teachers.49 According to this
record, Mongolian script teachers outnumbered Confucian teachers. As a matter of
fact, in the Yuan Dynasty, Mongolian script teachers did not necessarily teach at
schools; it were also likely that they taught in the military so that officers could ‘learn
the Mongolian script and be literate at spare intervals of performing military duties.’50
This record shed light on the importance attached by the Yuan Government to the new
Mongolian script and the scope of its popularization and application. Those who
learned this Mongolian script in the Mongolian-inhabited areas must have been large
in number.
As students in provincial Mongolian script schools were ‘children of officials at
provincial level’ and ‘children from common families’. ‘Those who were willing to
attend these schools were exempted from all conscript labour.’51 Of students in these
schools, there were not only chidren of Mongolian and Semu officials, but also those
of Han officials and officials of the ‘south’ and those from common families. In order
to guarantee the quality of talent, the Yuan Government stipulated that, ‘after 2-3
years’ study, students were selected to sit the policy question exam. Those who stood
out would be given posts according to their talent.’52 Later, in the 3rd lunar month of
1304, a new regulation came out, stipulating that, ‘from now on, the students who are
proficient at translating between Mongolian and Chinese shall not be directly
recommended to the Imperial College.’ ‘They should be referred to the Provincial
Government, which then submit their list to Han Academy.’ Mongolian script students
finally had to sit the examination organized by Hanlin Academy; those who passed
would take posts such as interpreters-clerks, translaters, and Mongolian clerks. After
the imperial examination system was adopted in the Yuan Dynasty, some Mongolian
script students started their official careers through the imperial exam.
As for the syllabus of provincial Mongolian script schools in the Yuan Dynasty,
according to relevant documents, its textbook was in most cases the
Uighur-Mongolian translation of The Condensed Version of History Retold as a
Mirror for Rulers (Tong Jian Jie Yao), with, naturally, Confucian classics rendered
into Mongolian. As the provincial Mongolian script schools were oriented to training
qualified interpreters and clerks for governments at all levels, students there, in fact,
received bilingual (Mongolian and Chinese) teaching there. Compared with Chinese,
Mongolian was more important. Yet this was beneficial for the improvement of
education in Mongolian-inhabited areas.
Education in the surrounding areas of Xanadu Mongolian-inhabited areas
surrounding Xanadu achieved considerable development in education during the Yuan
Dynasty.53 There were Confucian schools in the territory of the Ongut tribe, who
lived for generations in the areas north of Daqing Mountains to the north of Hohhot,
Inner Mongolia, which included provinces of Dening, Jingzhou and Jining and the
48
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Supervisorate-in-Chief of Shajing. As archeological operations have revealed, there
used to be a temple of Confucius in Jingzhou (now Chengpuzi Village northwest of
Wulanhua Town, Siwangzi Qi), at whose site a stone tablet, 5 chi tall and 2.5 chi wide,
remains standing now. 54 Annals of Guisui County has a detailed record of this
tablet.55 Archeological workers discovered the Tablet of the School of the Jining
Confucian Temple in the middle north of the ruins of the Yuan Dynasty town of Jining
(now Tuchengzi, Bayantala, Chayouqian Qi).56 This must have been the site of Jining
Confucian School. According to the inscription on the tablet, in 1310, the Prince of
Zhao sponsored the construction of the Confucian school of Jining Province. 57
Eighteen sheep hucklebones, popularly known as ‘galaha’ were unearthed in the
ruins.58 These were toys for Mongolian children. It was also likely that ‘galaha’ had
been on the syllabus of Mongolian children’s education.
The same was also true for other places in the fief of the Ongut clan such as the
Supervisorate-in-Chief of Shajing in (now Honggor, Siwangzi Qi), Fengtai (on the
north bacnk of the Dahei River in the east suburb of Hohhot), Dongsheng Zhou (to the
northwest of Tuoxian County), and Yunnei Zhou (about 5 km northwest of Gucheng
Village in Tuoxian County). As far back as the period of the State of Mongolia, there
had been Confucian schools in this region. During 1227-1236, when Yelv Chucai
passed by Shajing, Yunzhong (now Datong, Shanxi), Yunchuan (now southwest of
Hohhot), and Dongsheng (now Tuoketuo in Inner Mongolia), he made a lot of records.
For example, in a poem entitled Zhou Jingzhi Built Temple of Confucis,59 he praises
Mongolian rulers’ policy of venerating Confucianism and provides the basic
information concerning the education in the region of Yinshan Mountains. Another of
his poem entitled Rebuilding the Temple of Confucius in Yunzhong60 reveals to us that
the education in Yinshan Mountains south of the Gobi Desert had recovered during
the Period of the State of Mongolia.
As recorded, after the Ongut clan entered the Central Plans, Yuehetai’s offspring,
whose Chinese surname was Ma, gave brilliant performances in imperial
examinations. For example, of Yuehenai’s great-grandsons, Tianhe, Zuxiao and
Zuchang were Official Candidates of the same year; Zuqian was Official Candidate of
the Imperial College; Zuzhou was Official Candidate Recommended by the Province;
Zushan was Official Candidate; Zuyuan was Official Candidate Recommended by the
Province; and Zuxian was Official Candidate of the Imperial College. Of Yuehenai’s
great-great-grandsons, Xianzi (Zuyi’s son) was Official Candidate of the Imperial
College, Temur (Zuzhong’s son) was Official Candidate Recommended by the
Province, and Youzi (Zukai’s grandson) was Official Candidate Recommended by the
Province. Besides, Shide, grandson of Tianmin (Yuehenai’s elder brother), was
Official Candidate of the Imperial College.61 That is to say, of the descendents of the
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Ma family, 8 were Official Candidates and 4 Official Candidates Recommended by
the Province. The most famous of them was no doubt Ma Zuchang. The children of
the ruling Ongut family were also proficient at confuciansim. Kuolijisi, son-in-law of
the Chengzong Emperor of Yuan, ‘practised martial arts and was especially keen on
learning Confucianism. He built a library in his residence and discussed classics,
ethics, yin and yang, and astrology. There was not one topic of which he did not have
a great knowledge.’ [2] (P.2925) 62 This indicates that, when the Yuan Dynasty
unified China, Confucianism had developed in the areas south of the Gobi Desert.
Liu Bingzhou had also been to Fengzhou, Yunnei and Dongsheng. One of his
poems goes, ‘The pagoda in the temple towers prominently into the clear sky; the
moon, partly bright, illuminates the watchtower on the city wall./ A host of carriages
and horses stirred up dust continuously; and lashing my horsewhip, I pass by
Fengzhou among smokes curling upwards.’ 63 This indicates that there existed
religious education centering on the temple. On the 10,000-Avatamsaka-Sutra Pagoda
(White Pagoda) in the eastern suburb of Hohhot, the Jurchen people of the Jin
Dynasty and the Yuan people left inscriptiosn in scripts of Mongolian, Chinese,
Khitan, Jurchen, and Istifa.64 This provies that this area was inhabited by multiple
ethnic groups and pluralistic education was implemented there.
There were also Confucian schools in Ningchang Lu, the fief of the Ikires tribe of
the Yuan Dynasty. Ningchang was located in what is now Wushijia Village, Manihan
Village, Chifeng City. West of the village is the site of an ancient Yuan City. Most
cultural relics unearthed there belonged to the Yuan Dynasty. The most important
discovery was the Tablet of the Imperial Edict Bestowing More Titles on Confucius
erected in 1342. The names inscribed on the back of the tablet were invariably names
of officials of Ningchang Lu and Ningchang County. This site was thus believed to
have been the seat of the government of Ningchang Lu.65 At the same time, it also
proves that there was at least one Confucian school in the town of Ningchang.
Confucianism achieved considerable development in Yijinai (about 25 kilometers
southeast of Dalaikubu Town, the seat of the Government of Ejina Qi) Lu during the
Yuan Dynasty.
The documents unearthed in Heicheng mentioned the names of some Confucian
teachers, such as Li Shimin, Xing Shoushan, Yang Jingren, Shi Yun and Yi Hejing. In
the Confucian students’ archives of Yijinai Lu, there were 20 students.66 The actual
number must have been larger than this. The assets of the Confucian school of Yijinai
Lu included ‘a memorial tablet in honor of the emperor, 15 other memorial tablets of
different sizes, six desks, 5 damaged burners of different sizes, three high tables, six
long beds, six worn-out quilts, one broken small iron pot and a shrine of Confucius
with doors and windows …’; besides, there were two dossiers on the school-owned
land.67 According to relevant records, among sacrificial rites in Yijinai Lu, there was
Collection of Books of the Four Categories.
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one dedicated to Phags-pa the Grand Preceptor. The time for this rite was ‘the 15th day
of the 4th lunar month and the 22nd day of the 11th lunar month’.68 In a sense, the
‘Grand Preceptor Palace’ was the same thing as the Mongolian script school.
Therefore, there must have been at least a Mongolian script school of a certain scale
in Yijinai Lu, for the Yuan Government dispatched Mongolian script teachers to its
school and set definite regulations on their monthly pay—‘the pay for the Mongolian
script teacher was 60 liang of money and 1 shi of rice, equivalent to 25 liang of
money. So their total annual pay was 85 liang of money.’69
Medicine in Yijinai Lu also reached a considerable scape. The evidence was as
follows: 1) there was a Three Emperor’s Temple in Yijinai Lu, where sacrificial rites
were held annual on the 3rd day of the 3rd lunar month and the 9th day of the 9th lunar
month; secondly, the Public Pharmacy was also established in this Lu and it played its
due role; thirdly, the documents unearthed in Heicheng carry some therapies and
damaged pages bearing the title of General Medical Collection of Royal
Benevolence.70 All this, when pieced together, provides us with a rough picture of the
development of medical education in Yijinai Lu. Some of the documents unearthed in
Heicheng were broken pages on devination, geography and calendar.71 This fully
proves that studies on yin and yang had also reached considerable scale and level.
Archeological workers discovered two white marble tablets near a complex of
relatively large buildings inside the East Gate of the ancient city of Yingchang Lu
(now about 2 kilometers southwest of Dalinuo’er, Keshiketeng Qi), fief of the
Khunggirad tribe. One of the tablets has no top or base and its remaining middle bears
the inscription of an imperial edict on Confucius; the other tablet, with the lower part
bured underground, carries a decorative chi dragon head and bears the inscription of
eight characters in two lines, which means ‘A Record of the Construction of
Yingchang Confucian School’.72 Thus this building complex must have been the
Yingchang Lu Confucian School. The Yuan Dynasty appointed scholars as
administrators who were in charge of educating students and managing the school.
The Confucian administrators of Yingchang Confucian School, as recorded, included
Luo Yuanyou, Luo Yuanfa and Kang Renshu. Fan Guo, in his poem dedicated to Luo
Yuanyou at the time of farewell, writes, ‘The elegant teacher of the county
school/embarks on a long journey on a horse....The news from Yingchang is scarce. /
and his residence is near Fenggao.’ 73 Cheng Jufu has a poem entitled Seeing
Confucian Teacher Luo Yuanfa off to Yingchang.74 Besides, Wang Xu has an essay
entitled Preface to Seeing off Kang Renshu, in which he records that Kang Renshu, a
Confucian scholar from Jining Lu, received the letter of engagement of ‘the Lord of
Yingchang and Consort Prince’, which invited him to teach in Yingchang. So judging
68
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by this, Kang was probably a Confucian administrator of Yingchang Lu.75
In 1957, some bronze and porcelain relics were unearthed at the site of Quanning
(now Houtougou, Chifeng). The inscription on one of the bronze plate says, ‘This
sacrificial vessel is made on the sponsorship of my imperial sister Princess Dazhang
for the eternal use of the Three Emperors’ Temple of Quanning Lu.’76 This indicates
that the studies of the Three Emperors’ Temple (medicine) in Quanning Lu once
received the funds contributed by Princess of Dazhang. There was also one Confucian
school in Quanning. As recorded in the inscription of A Record of the Construction of
the Confucian School in Quanning on the tablet erected in the 2nd year of Taiding
(1325), the Quaning Confucian School had five houses.77
3. Religious activities in Xanadu and its precincts
There were multiple races and ethnic groups within the territory of the Yuan
Dynasty. They were of different religious backgrounds. When the Mongolian rulers
founded their state, they had implemented a religious policy of tolerance. Citizens had
their freedom of religion. In order to exert effective control over all these different
religions, the Yuan Government went out of its way to gather religious leaders in
Xanadu, build temples or monasteries or mosques for them and provide them with
various benefits and privileges. In effect, it became a government administering
religious affairs.
……
II. Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty caused the new fusion of northern momadic
culture and Han Culture
1. The evolution of sinocentrism and the recruitment of Han scholars in
Kaiping
The Han people in the lower reaches of the Yellow River and the Yangtze who
had lived on agriculture and the nomadic ethnic minorities living north & west of the
Great Wall are two basic groups in Chinese history. The constant development and
strengthening of China as a multi-national country has been a process of exchange,
conflict, communication and fusion of these two groups. Kublai established a local
government in Kaiping to administer Han-inhabited areas. Scholars in Han-inhabited
areas moved northward to Kaiping and were enlisted into the government, thereby
ushering in a new era of fusion of nomadic culture and Han culture after the Sui, Tang
and Five Dynasties. This era would not have been come if scholars of the Central
Plains had not discarded their traditional sinocentrims to admit the legitimacy of the
Mongolian regime. Only after Han scholars overcame the ethic and psychological
barriers could they cooperate with the Mongolian regime.
The Central Plains was the cradle of China. The ethnic group living in this region
was the people of Hua Xia. The Central Plains was the center of civilization, whereas
the surrounding areas were relatively backward and the peoples living there had been
referred generally as ‘Yi’ (savages). The people of Hua Xia believed that they were
superior to Yi savages, who should be educated and civilized by Chinese civilization.
75
Wang Yu, Preface to Seeing off Kang Renshu, see vol.606 of the Complete Collection of Writing in the Yuan
Dynasty, p.499.
76
Inner Mongolia Cultural Heritage Task Force, Selection Cultural Relics Unearthed in Inner Mongolia (Fig. 159),
Beijing: Cultural Relics Press, 1963
77
Luo Fuyi, Inscriptions in Manchu, Vol.4, A Record of the Construction of the Confucian School in Quanning,
collected in Book Three of the 4th edition of A Collection of Stone Inscriptions of All Dynasties, Beijing Library
Press.
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The Yi savages should be subjects to the dynasty of the Central Plains, which was the
only legitimate regime. This ideological system which distinguished groups and
handle the relations between the Han people and the ethnic groups in the surrouding
areas is known as sincentrism. Since the Sui and Tang Dynasties, multiple ethnic
groups south of the Great Wall had been living together—this had provided conditions
for the evolution of Han scholars’ conception of Han people and other ethnic groups
in the early Yuan Dynasty.
In 1215, Genghis Khan captured Yanjing, the Middle Capital, (now Beijing). The
Xuanzong Emperor of Jin moved the capital southward to Bianliang (now Kaifeng).
Soon, Mongolian troops swiftly seized nearly 900 cities north of the Yellow River.
Millions of people, including officials of high and low ranks and common people,
were treaded under the Mongolian troops’ steed hooves. Once again, scholars and
common people of the Central Plains had to face the perplexations concerning the
status of the Han people and ‘Yi’ savages and were forced to adapt themselves to the
transition from the Jin regime to the Mongolian regime.78
……
III. Statues and features of Mongolian Yuan culture
The Mongolian Yuan Regime had practiced a cultural policy of opening to the
outside world and aborption and tolerance, which were conducive to the
communications and exchanges of various cultures and to the development and
properity of these culture. Under such historical conditions, the Mongolian Yuan
culture had taken on a feature of all-inclusiveness and richness. During the Yuan
Dynasty, all different forms of culture including the culture of the Central Plains, the
north steppe culture, the cultures of the ethnic groups in the border areas, the Islamic
culture of Central Asia, the Christian culture in East Europe, the Buddhist culture in
South Asia communicated with each other widely and were disseminated far and wide.
They enriched the cultural landscape of the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty and left their
marks in the Mongolian Yuan culture.79
The long-standing Han culture was carried on and developed. After Kublai
Khan grabbed the control over the Central Plains, he adopted Han laws and accepted
the culture of the Central Plains to reinforce his rule. After the Southern Song
Dynasty was overthrown, he issued an imperial edict, ordering that ‘the books of the
Secretariat, sacrificial vessels of Taichang Temple, musical instruments, canonicals,
musicians, the system of ritual processions, the system of guards of honor, pedigrees,
books on astronomy and geography—all literature and archives be sorted out; that all
offsprings of saints and sages in previous times, accomplished scholars, doctors,
Buddhist monks, Taoists, fortune-tellers and recluses, who had a talent in astronomy,
calendar or mathematics, be recruited or registered; that all famous religious resorts,
temples, monasteries, and historical sites should not be destroyed or demolished.’80
Thanks to these efforts, the cultural heritage of the previous times was able to be
preserved. In the Yuan Dynasty, the tenets of the Idealist School of Confucianism
were upheld. The contents of the Four Books and Five Classics were tested on at
78

For information concerning the evolution of the conception of the Han people and ‘Yi’ savages and Han
scholars’ service of the Mongolian empire in the early Yuan Dynasty, see Li Zhi’an, Evolution of the Conception
of the Han People and ‘Yi’ Savages and Han Scholars’ Service of the Mongolian Empire in the Early Yuan Dynasty,
Academic Monthly, 2007-4
79
See Tang Xiaofang, On the Historical Statues of the Culture of the Yuan Dynasty, Social Sciences of Inner
Mongolia, 1985-5
80
History of Yuan, vol.9, Biography of the Shizu Emperor XXXXXV, p.179
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imperial examinations. Many works of the Idealist School of Confucianism were
block-printed by the order of the government. As a result, this school of philosophy,
which used to be chiefly prevalent in the Southern Song Dynasty, was vigorously
advocated in the north, thereby reinforcing its dominance in the circles of
intelligentsia and academia.
With the development of urban economy, literature and art enjoyed great
prosperity. On the basis of absorbing the fine traditions of various operas since the Sui
and Tang Dynsaties, zaju (poetic drama set to music) showed itself brilliantly as a
blossom on the tree of Chinese classic literature. As recorded in Lu Gui Bu (Records
of Ghosts) by Zhong Sicheng, opera researcher, there were about 500 varieties of zaju
opera and 170 playwrights in the Yuan Dynasty.
……
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B.5 Ethnic and folk studies of Xanadu City
B.5-1 Social Life History of Xanadu City1
Xanadu City was about 23 km northeast to the town of Xanadu in the Plain Blue
banner in Xilin Gol League of Inner Mongolia. Located in the Jin Lianchuan
Grassland, with Luan River in its south and Longgang in its north, and surrounded by
mountains, it had a beautiful natural environment.
Uses as the provisional capital of Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu lasted for a little more
than a century as it was built in 1256 and destroyed in 1358. During the Yuan Dynasty,
Xanadu City was a place where people from all walks of life met and it was the most
prosperous city on the grassland. Therefore, it exerted a significant impact on China
and world history. Particularly from 1260 to 1272, the city was the temporary capital
of the Yuan Dynasty. As the ruling center, it played an important role in the unification
of China. As the Yuan Dynasty moved the capital to Dadu, Xanadu gradually became
the provisional capital where the Yuan emperor would visit from April to September
each year. During this period, Xanadu became a prairie city which integrated both
nomadic civilization and farming civilization into one, thus giving its social life
distinct characteristics. More importantly, Xanadu, as a summer place for the emperor,
has prosperous commerce and trade, a rather thriving handicraft industry and a rich
accumulation of multi-ethnic social life style. In addition to addressing national
political affairs, Yuan emperor had many important social life activities, such as the
Zhi Sun Banquet (also Zha Ma Banquet, the most luxury and grand banquet at that
age, at which the participants must wear a kind of Mongolian grande toilette), Horse
Milk Banquet, Worshiping the Heaven or Ancestors, worship and sacrifice for the
Family Temple, together with hunting, entertainment, Buddhist services, inspecting
the Imperial City, etc. All these activities are carried out in Xanadu. However, the
once prosperous city was burned by the peasant uprising troops in 1358 and
eventually became ruins. Therefore, the study of the Xanadu city ruins would carry
great historical value and practical significance.
I. The ethnic groups, their populations and housing distribution in the 13th
and 14th centuries
The research on the ethnic groups, their populations and housing distribution in
the 13th and 14 centuries covers the most prosperous period of Xanadu City. As the
provisional capital, such ethnic groups as Mongolian, Han, Hui, Uigur and Semu
people from the western regions, all lived in the same city. With different customs and
different beliefs, these people lived diversified lifestyles. As to their identities and
1 Excerpted from A Study on the Application for World Heritage Listing of the Yuan’s Xanadu, Center for
Mongolian Studies of Inner Mongolia University, report for internal circulation, 2009.7
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classes, the residents in Xanadu included the royal family, aristocrats, officials,
soldiers, artisans, merchants, citizens, monks and nuns, Taoists and Nestorians,etc.
These different ethnic groups who belonged to different social classes lived together
inside and outside the capital, forming the prosperity in Xanadu City. The following is
a discussion on the ethnic groups, their populations and distribution, and the
discussion will develop according to the time periods.
The first period lasted from 1259 to 1368, which could be further divided into
two smaller time spans: 1259-1358, which experienced the prosperity of Xanadu, and
1358-1368 which witnessed the situation in which the capital city was destroyed and
abandoned but national unification was still intact under the ruling of the Yuan
dynasty. The second period lasted from 1368-1399, during which the Yuan Dynasty
lost its control over the whole country and fell into military conflicts with the Ming
Dynasty. They are summarized as follows.
(1), the ethnic groups, their populations and housing distribution in the
prosperous period of Xanadu during 1259-1358
The construction of Xanadu (literally meaning “Upper Capital”) was completed
in 1259. It was firstly named “Kaiping” and later rose up to “Xanadu Route (namely
“Upper Capital Prefecture”). It became an important hub city as well as a transit point
connecting the North Desert and the Central Plains. Within this period, people who
lived in Xanadu could be divided into the following ethnic groups: Mongolian, Han,
Hui, Uigur and Semu people from the western regions. These ethnic groups played
different roles in Xanadu City, such as officials on defense commission, royal guards,
the Tigers(the elite shock troops), Emperor’s Bodyguards, royal servants, religious
leaders, celebrated Confucian scholars, artisans, merchants, citizens, monks, nuns and
Taoists, etc. Every summer and autumn, in addition to the Empress, the Royal
Concubines, the crown prince and the Mongolian kings, “all officials, from the prime
minister to the various commissions, came along”, “All the civil and military officials
came as the Emperor’s retinues”.The above account indicated that the officials who
joined the Emperor’s inspection tour were high in ranks and large in number.
During this period, the ethnic groups in Xanadu City were relatively stable.
Although there was no clear record as to the number of the population, a calculation
according to the historical records on the royal guards, government-run handicraft
artisans, Emperor’s Bodyguards and food consumption, together with the findings
from the current archaeological investigation and exploration in which many housing
remains were discovered, can help conclude that there were at least 6-7 million people
in Xanadu at that time.
According to the History of Yuan, “Upper Capital Prefecture belonged to Xi and
Khitan during the Tang Dynasty. After conquering Khitan, the Jin Dynasty set a
sub-prefecture Hengzhou there. In the early periods of the Yuan Dynasty, it was the
camping area of Zhalaerbu、Ulus. In the 5th year of Emperor Xian’s reign, Kubla Khan
was sent to live there and establish a huge town. In the following year, Kubla Khan
ordered Liu Bingzhong to build a house in Longgang which was east to Huanzhou
prefecture and north to Luan River. In the first year of Kubla Khan, Kaiping
Prefecture was set there. In the fifth year, it was renamed as the Upper Capital
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because of the summer palace, and the Emperor decided to inspect there once a year.
In the second year of Zhiyuan, the Defense Commission was set there. In the fifth
year, it was promoted to be the Route Command of the Upper Capital Route. In the
18th year, it was elevated to be the Defense Commission of the Upper Capital, and to
execute the business of the Route Command. There were 41,062 households and
11,8191 people. Below it, there was one commission, one sub-prefecture, one superior
prefecture and four prefectures, with one prefecture leading three sub-prefectures, one
superior leading three sub-prefectures and two prefectures, among which one
prefecture leading six sub-prefectures.” 2 Upper Capital Route covered Xanadu City
and its surrounding areas, and the superior prefectures and prefectures under its
administration were all within today’s InnerMongolia. In the Yuan Dynasty, it was an
agro-pastoral transitional zone, dominated by animal husbandry, but there was a
relatively small population in the pasture region, and a larger population in the
agricultural region. At that time, Huanzhou Prefecture which was under the
administration of Upper Capital Route used to belong to Western Capital Route in the
Jin Dynasty. In the beginning of the Yuan Dynasty, it was destroyed and abandoned
because of war. Then Huanzhou Prefecture was rebuilt in the 2nd year of the Yuan
Dynasty. Songzhou Prefecture, which was also under the jurisdiction of Upper Capital
Route, used to be Songshan sub-prefecture in the Jin Dynasty. There was no record
about its population and the number of households because it was too small.
Generally speaking, Xanadu City had the largest population density because it was a
central city and a political, economic and cultural center. Xinghe Route was also
located in Inner Mongolia. According to the record in the History of Yuan, “Xinghe
Route belonged to Xinzhou prefecture in the Tang Dynasty. The Jin Dynasty set
Sangyuan Town in the place, which was later promoted to be a sub-prefecture, and
then Fuzhou Prefecture under the administration of Western Capital. In the 3rd year of
Kubla Khan’s reign, it was elevated to be the Route Command of Longxing Route and
a temporary palace was established. There were 8,973 households and 39,495 people.
Four sub-prefectures and one prefecture were under its administration. ” 3 Let’s take
a look at the other imperial palaces of the same period. Yunxu Route Command,
where Chahannaoer Cahannahur Palace was located, had 3,000 households and over
10,000 people in its agency of patrol and inspection. Xanadu, as the seat of
government of Upper Capital Route and the provisional capital of the Yuan Dynasty
where the Emperor would visit, had not only huge administration agencies, but also
an important military garrison. Combined with the prosperous commerce and trade,
Xanadu was undoubtedly the centeral city of Inner Mongolia. Calculated from the
records about the population and number of households in the above locations,
Xanadu would have at least over 20,000 households and its population should be
twice that of Xinghe Route—about 60,000 to 70,000.
In addition, the population can be calculated from the grain consumption. In the
th
7 year of Zhiyuan (1270), it was estimated that “The total consumption of grain in
2 History of Yuan, Vol. 58, Geography (I), Zhong Hua Book Company, 1976
3 History of Yuan, Vol. 58, Geography (I), Zhong Hua Book Company, 1976
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Xanadu was at least 500,000 dan.” 6 The 3rd Volume of Dream Pool Essays by
Shenkuo (a writer in Northern Song Dynasty) recorded, “One dan equals to 92.5 jin (1
jin=640g) in the weights system of the Song Dynasty, and that is 341 jin in the
weights system of the Han Dynasty. ” Therefore, one dan equals to 59,200 g, i.e., 59.2
kg. The grain consumption in Xanadu would be about 29,600,000 kg. If a person
consumed 0.5 kg of rice per day (the consumption of meat removed), there would be
about 60,000 people around Xanadu by estimation (with wastage taken into
consideration).
Meanwhile, Xanadu covered an area of about 4.8 square kilometers. Together
with the four passes outside the city, its area was no less than 16 square kilometers. In
such a large area, the royal family and their servants lived in the palace, government
institutions, officials and religious people dwelled in the imperial city. Outside the city,
there were Mongol princes and foreign diplomats who came to present their memorial
of congratulation and tributes, civilians, businessmen, etc., as well as large numbers
of troops and some temple staff. Among them, the permanent army maintained more
than 10,000 soldiers. In addition to the above-mentioned population, the number of
soldiers in the garrison would increase to 20,000 to 30,000 when the Emperor visit
Xanadu. Meanwhile, the number of businessmen, officials, and religious people
would increase in varying degrees. Based on the above figures, in can be inferred that
the permanent residents in Xanadu was 30,000 to 40,000. It was entirely possible that
Xanadu had a population of 60,000 to 70,000 with the temporary residents taken into
account.
Such a large number of population was composed of such ethnic groups as
Mongolians, Han people, Hui people, Uigurs, and Semu people from the Western
Regions. With foreign envoys added, there were also Koreans and Europeans. As to
the population of each ethnic type, Han people and Mongolians took up the majority,
followed by Semu people, and then Hui peole, while Koreans and Europeans were the
smallest in number.
The Mongolians living in Xanadu were mainly officials, garrison soldiers, royal
servants, guards, service staff for the government and civilians. The army was
composed of retinues, sentinels, garrisons and patrols. There is no specific record
about the numbers. However, in the 18th year of Zhiyuan(1281), “10,000 guards
would be picked out to get prepared for retinue duty.” In the October of the first year
of Zhishun, an official from the Privy Council said, “Every year, when the Emperor
visit Xanadu, 1,500 guards would be chosen from different branches, 15,000 soldiers
of Han nationality would be stationed behind Guan Hill, and 3,000 Mongolian
soldiers would be stationed in Guan Hill so as to guard the pass. The same
arrangement would be followed in the following year.” Therefore, we can see that the
Mongolians took up the majority in the army. In addition, officials, their families and
servants would also constitute a large number.
Major mayor-level officials assigned to Xanadu included Qulaghur,
Mubaraq Shagh, Toghtugha, Ho Bayan, Qara Temur, Hanlahe’er, Kükecü,
Qingtong, Zhi’erhalang, Temurtoh, Naimandai, Cheli Temur, Ma’er, Tabuhua,
Ayachi, Gunala, Darmasiri, Tashi Temur, Shan’an, Wulubuhua, Hudu Temur,
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and so on. In brief, the Mongolian population was approximately same the
Han population and they were mostly higher in rank than Han people.
The Han population consisted mainly of officials, craftsmen, the service
of the court and government, garrison soldiers, residents and some merchants.
Among them, craftsmen and soldiers were the most prominent. According to
the statistics in 1293 (the 30th year of Zhiyuan), ‘there were 2,999 craftsman
households, which annually paid over 5,200 shi of official grain as agricultural
tax.’4 Suppose there were four people in a family on average, the total number
of craftsmen amounted to 11,996. These craftsmen answered the assignments
of the government and took post in units of manual production in the
structure of the central government, the court and local governments. For
instance, more than 2,500 craftsman households were under the
administration of the Supervisorate, a governmental body established to
administer various craftsmen, in the system of the Household Service5. The
Household Service was an organ of the imperial court. There were craftsmen
in other systems and craftsmen outside the official systems. The number could
not be small. These craftsmen were mostly Han people, with a majority of
Semu and Mongolian people. As recorded, the number of craftsmen did not
diminish in later years. Craftsmen constituted the largest part of the Han
population. The number of Han officials could not be counted. However, when
Kublai stayed at Jinlianchuan (Golden Lotus Plateau) before he ascended to
the throne, the verifiable number of Han officials serving at his general’s office
was over 60, including Liu Bingzhong, Zhang Wenqian, Li Dehui, Ma Xiang,
Yan Zhen, Jia Juzhen, Meng Susi, Dong Wenbing, Dong Wenyong, Wang E,
Yuan Haowen, Liu Su, Li Jian, Zhang Geng, Wang Xun, and Liu Bingshu.
Representative scholars of the orthodox Confucian school included Zhao Fu,
Xu Heng, Yao Shu, Dou Mo, and Yang Weizhong. Among his other Han aides
with hereditary titles in Han-inhabited areas there were Yang Guo, Hao Jing,
Yang Huang, Song Zizhen, Shang Ting, and Xu Shilong. In addition, there
were other like Xu Guozhen, Zhao Bing, Gao Xi, Jia Xila, Tan Cheng, Zhang
Hui, He Renjie and so forth. Most of these officials were of the Han nationality.
From this it can be seen that the number of Han officials was not small,
possibly equivalent to that of Mongolian officials. However, the majority of
these Han scholars later lived in Xanadu or in their respective hometowns.
Tibetans. At that time, in the Yuan Government, there were a considerable
number of Tibetan Buddhist monks, with certain political privileges. Inside
Xanadu there was a large-scale Imperial Preceptor’s Temple. Phags-pa,
hierarch of the Sakya sect of Buddhism and his disciples lived there in Xanadu.
Besides, there were two other Buddhist sites of fairly large scale, i.e. Dalong
Guanghuayan Temple and Daqianyuan Temple. Among the Buddhists in these
4

History of Yuan, Vol. 17, Biography of the Shizu Emperor XIV, proof-read and published by Zhong Hua Book
Company in 1976
5
History of Yuan, Vol. 8, Biographies of Officials, proof-read and published by Zhong Hua Book Company in
1976
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three temples, a large number of them must have been Tibetans.
Uighurs. During the Period of the Mongolian Empire, Uighurs
established close ties with the Mongolian authority. After the Yuan Dynasty
was founded, they entered the government in large numbers. Among them
were Lian Xixian, Ariq Qayagh, and Ye Xiannai. Most of them took posts in
Xanadu. Besides, there were also Uighur soldiers and officers. However,
generally speaking, the number of Uighurs in the population of Xanadu was
extremely small.
In historical records, there was only one Dashi high-rank official: Egider.
As Dashi was a dependency of the Yuan Empire, a considerable number of
Dashi people must have been to China. However, Dashi people living in
Xanadu were probably merchants who stayed temporarily. Their number was
small.
Huihui. Islamism was introduced to China during the Tang Dynasty.
And it entered what is now Xinjiang around the 10th century. After
Mongolians conquered the vast land in Central Asia and Southwest Asia,
Muslims entered the Central Plains from the West Regions. There were
generally referred to as ‘Huihui people’. In the Yuan Dynasty, Huihui people
were scattered throughout its territory. Xanadu, for example, had a large
number of Huihui residents, such as Jamal al-Din and Ahmad. According to
historical records, ‘In 1271 (the 8th year of Zhiyuan), the Directorate of
Astronomy was established in the palaces of Xanadu.’6 The organization of
the organ was as follows: ‘The Huihui Directorate of Astronomy, of the Higher
Fourth Rank, was in charge of observing celestial phenomena, with 1 Director
and three Assistant Directors.’ 7 Jamal al-Din was appointed head of the
Directorate of Astronomy. Besides, there were also officials in charge of
Huihui medicine. It can be inferred from relevant records in the History of
Yuan that many Huihui scholars were conducted studies of astronomy,
calendar, medicine etc. in Xanadu. Besides, there must have been a
considerable number of Huihui merchants8. The population of Xanadu in the
Yuan Dynasty consisted mostly of officials and soldiers. There were a large
number of Huihui people believing in Islam. According to the census in 1263
(the 4th year of Zhongtong), there were 3,000 Huihui households in Xanadu.9
That is to say, there were over 10,000 Muslims.
Residents in Xanadu, the auxiliary capital, were distributed both inside
and outside the city. The actual distribution may be inferred from the different
functions of its buildings:
The Palace City, the most important building complex in Xanadu of the
Yuan Dynasty, was located slightly north of the center of the imperial capital.
6

(Ming) Song Lian: History of Yuan, Vol.90, Officials VI, p.2279, Zhong Hua Book Company, 1983
(Ming) Song Lian: History of Yuan, Vol.90, Officials VI, p.2279, Zhong Hua Book Company, 1983
8
Xiao Qiqing, An Investigation of Kublai’s Qiandi Residence, carried in New Studies of the History of Yuan,
Taipei Xinwenfeng Press,1983
9
Shi Zhongwen & Hu Xiaolin, A General History of China, vol. 65, the People’s Press, 1995
7
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It was approximately an oblong complex, which was, as archeological
investigations have turned out, enclosed by a 605-meter east wall, a
605.5-meter west wall, a 542.5-meter north wall and a 542-meter south wall,
with a total area of about 327,910 square meters. Inside the Palace City, there
were a myriad of palaces and courtyards. Along its south-north axis, the bases
or foundations of more than 40 large-scale buildings, located asymmetrically
along the south-north axis, have been preserved. The Palace City was mainly a
place where the emperor handled political affairs and lived with other
members of the royal family and his attendants. Every year when he inspected
Xanadu in the 4th and 9th months, he had in his accompanying retinue his
wives, the crown prince, and other princes. Besides, major officials of the
central authorities would also escort the emperor northwards. ‘When his
Majesty inspected Xanadu, according to custom, officials of all important
governmental organs escort him; and one official of each department was left
to handle its affairs.’10 In addition to officials, there were also religious leaders,
knowledgeable scholars, students of the Imperial College, and, of course, royal
guards. When they reached Xanadu, the officials dismounted their horses
outside the gate to the Palace City, whereas the emperor went inside.
Therefore, the building complex was mainly inhabited by the emperor, his
wives, attendants, and permanent personnel assigned before and after the
emperor’s inspection—they were Mongolians, Hans and Semus.
The Imperial City, located to the southeast of the outer city, encircled the
Palace City. An approximate square complex, it was bounded by a 1,410-meter
east wall, a 1,415-meter west all, a 1,400-meter south wall and a 1,395-meter
north wall, with an area of nearly 1,632,090 square meters. The streets in the
Imperial City varied importantly in width and importance. They shown
consideration given to the terrain and symmetry had been basically achieved.
It can be learned from relevant literature that there were a fairly large number
of government agencies and temples. As investigations and surveys have
turned out, there exist numerous foundations, of which more than 20 large
one are directly observable. The sites of large-scale religious buildings such as
Qianyuan Temple, Dalong Guanghuayan Temple, the Confucian Temple, and
Taoist monasteries are nearly all located within the bounds of the Imperial
City. According to the findings of archeological investigations, there are 300
building foundations; 80% of them cover an area of over 100 square meters.
Thus, residents living the Imperial City were mainly officials, nobles, and
religious figures of all religions. Most of them were Mongolians, Hans, Semus,
and, in smaller numbers, Huihui’s and Europeans.
The outer city, an expansion of the Imperial City, is a bevel gauge-shaped
complex located on the west and north of the Imperial City. The east wall is
815 meters long, the north and west walls are 2220 meters long and the south
wall 815 meters. Covering a total area of about 2,968,400 square meters, the
10
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outer city can be divided into two parts: the northern part and the southern
part. The former was the imperial garden where animals were bred and plants
cultivated. It is found through archeological investigation that in this part
there are only 5 foundations: one large foundation, and four small foundations
near the northwest section of the city wall. These buildings were most likely to
be taken by Mongolian feeders. In the southern part, these are a great number
of foundations of ruined buildings. So far, archeological investigations have
turned up 529 foundations, 16 large streets, and 13 small ones. These streets
have been arranged in a fairly orderly way. The southern part was basically
divided by main streets into different zones, residential and commercial,
which had most probably inhabited by officials, nobles, businessmen,
commoners. Most of them were Hans, Huihui’s, and Semu’s. A small number
of Mongolians also lived there.
As archeological operations in recent years have revealed, besides the
large number of foundations of ruined buildings inside the Palace City, the
Imperial City and the outer city, there were also large quantities of building
relics outside the city. There are four guanxiang zones, or
‘outside-the-city-gate neighborhoods’, named by their locations; they are the
West Neighborhood, East Neighborhood, South Neighborhood and North
Neighborhood. According to archeological investigation and historical records,
each neighborhood had different functions. Hence, the buildings in each zone,
despite their varied purposes, were interrelated in certain ways. Archeological
investigation has also told us that buildings in these four neighborhoods can
be classified into government offices, warehouses, post houses, large-scale
courtyards, shops, residential dwellings, and barracks.
As archeological investigation has turned out, the West neighborhood
measures about 1,000 meters long from east to west and about 800 meters
wide from south to north, with a total area of around 800,000 square meters.
The most relics of building can be found in the area. With its
densely-distributed houses and crisscrossing streets, it might have been an
important business district. As a poem composed by a Yuan poet says, ‘The
wheels in the West Neighborhood are as many as raindrops.’11 According to
historical records, in the ‘Great West Neighborhood’ in the outer city of
Xanadu, there were ‘horse fairs’, and even ‘human fairs’ where slaves were
traded.12 Judging from the functions, the resident population here consisted
basically of merchants, low-rank officials administering municipal affairs,
workers in the service industry, and commoners. Besides, there may probably
have been a certain number of temporary residents, most of whom did
business during the emperor’s inspections. The population in the West
Neighborhood was made up mainly of Hans; besides, there were also Semus,
11
Song Ben, Miscellaneous Poems of Xanadu, Yongle Encyclopedia, Vol.7702, photo-offset version, Zhong Hua
Book Company, 1986
12
Memorial by Zheng Jie in the 7th Year of Dade, collected in The Tao of Rule, vol.67, Memorials by Famous
Officials of Different Dynasties, compiled by Yang Shiqi, et al.
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Europeans, Huihui’s, and Mongolians who lived together.
The East Neighborhood, located on the south of Xiaoyuan (‘Small Round’)
Hill east to the city, measured about 1,300 meters in width from east to west
and about 2,000 meters in length from south to north, with a total land area
of about 2,600,000 square meters. As archeological investigation has turned
out, there are very few building relics in the higher area near Xiaoyuan Hill,
except those of a large-scale granary. In the areas south of the east gate to the
city, on the other hand, there were large quantities of building relics. The
findings of archeological investigation & excavation operations and relevant
historical records have confirmed that the northern part of the East
Neighborhood was the place where Mongolian yurts abounded, just as the
record goes, ‘the confusion of yurts in the East Neighborhood resembles
clouds’.13 The reason why there were so many yurts was probably that this
was the area where princes, lords, nobles, officials and those who were going
to have an audience with the emperor lived. A most illustrative example
happened in 1335 (the first year of Zhiyuan under the reign of the Shundi
Emperor of Yuan), when Bayan, an influential official, contrived to capture
and execute Tanggis, El Temur’s son. Lala, Tanggis’ accomplice, lived in a yurt
outside the east gate. 14 The buildings in the southern part of the East
Neighborhood varied in size. Most of the large-scale courtyards lied slightly
north. It was likely they were residences for those with relatively higher social
status. The findings of the excavation project of Zhenzi (Anvil) Hill Graveyard
have revealed that they were permanent residents of Xanadu. Among the
group of tombs numbered M44 on the south slope of Zhenzi Hill, there was
one relatively large tomb with an inscription in intaglio, which says ‘Liang’s
Residence at the Great East Gate to the City’15. Besides, there are also a great
number of foundations of small houses; most of them were homes to
commoners. Some inscriptions which write, ‘living outside the Small East
Gate of Xanadu’ and ‘a man living in the Small East Neighborhood of
Xanadu’16 were discovered in smaller tombs. Based on the circumstances
stated above, it can be inferred that the dead in these tombs included
merchants, officials, foreign envoys, nobles, commoners etc. of such ethnic
groups as Mongolians, Hans, Semu’s, Europeans, Huihui’s and Muslims. A
majority of them were Mongolians and Hans; second to them were Semu’s;
only a small part of them were Europeans, Huihui’s and Muslims. In the
13
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Duolun County Cultural Relics Administration Office, Xilinguole League Cultural Relics Station, Inner
Mongolia Institute of Cultural Relics and Archeology: Report on the Excavation Project of Tombs in the Southern
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tombs on the west slope of Zhenzi Hills, the bodies of four Europeans have
been unearthed.17 In a word, the population of the East Neighborhood and
their ethnic composition were fairly stable, though its temporary population
was also large in number.
The South Neighborhood, lying between the southern part of the city and
the Luanhe River, measures about 1,500 meters in length from east to west
and about 800 meters in width from south to north, with a total area of
1,200,000 square meters. As archeological investigation has turned out, in the
area there is T-shaped street; along its both sides there are a great many
building foundations. In 1998, the Inner Mongolia Institute of Cultural Relics
and Archeology launched a small-scale excavation project in the South
Neighborhood 18 . Archeologists discovered the foundations of four houses,
mostly common dwellings, which were, inferably, wine shops. This coincides
with a Yuan poet’s description a poem line, which says, ‘By Luanshui Bridge
and west to the imperial road, /banners of wine shops are dangling leisurely
under low eaves.’19 This proves that there were places of business and large
quantities of permanent residents in the South Neighborhood. The ethnic
composition of the resident population here was probably rather simple. The
vast majority of them were Hans.
The North Neighborhood, located on the north of the outer city and to the
south of Longgang Hill, measures about 2,000 meters in width from south to
north and about 2,500 meters in length from east to west, with a total area of
5,000,000 square meters. However, because of farming activities, many
building foundations in this area have been destroyed. Only in the western
part can we found a considerable number of building relics. As investigation
has turned out, there were two particularly large courtyards west of the center
of the North Neighborhood. In each of the courtyard there were more than
100 houses facing south and arranged in orderly rows. As the two complexes
were large in area and the houses were identical in design and shape, they
must have been barracks for garrison forces. The investigation and mapping of
a site in the east where the ground surface has been preserved well show that
this is the site of an oblong courtyard, which can be divided into three zones,
i.e. the zone of barracks in the north, the zone of government offices in the
south and the zone of warehouses. These three zones, while constituting an
integral whole, are also independent from each other. In the zone of barracks
alone, there are foundations of 102 rooms. If we count the rooms on the west
side, the total number of rooms may exceed 200. Suppose there were 3-4
17
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soldiers in each room, these two barracks were capable of accommodating
6,000-8,000 soldiers. In the northern part of the North Neighborhood,
spacious large-scale courtyards with fewer buildings have also been
discovered.
In the Yuan Dynasty, in order to ensure the security of Xanadu and its
neighborhoods, besides the large quantities of troops garrisoned in front of
and behind the hills in Xanadu during the emperor’s inspections, the Yuan
court also established a special military organization to administer the
garrison troops in Shangdu Lu. In the 4th lunar month of the 16th year of
Zhiyuan (1279), ‘It was decreed that garrison soldiers of Xanadu be recruited
from natives of Xanadu Lu’20; ‘…four thousand soldiers recruited from natives
of Xanadu were garrisoned in Xanadu every years, and soldiers from other
prefectures were no longer assigned there.’21 According to the military system
during the reign of the Wenzong Emperor, the number of the
Hundred-Household Officers (Baihu) of Imperial Guards, garrisoned in
Xanadu was 200; in the Yuan Dynasty, Hundred-household Officers were
classified into two types: whereas a Higher Hundred-household Officer
commanded 70 men, a Lower Hundred-household Officer commanded 50.
Thus it can be inferred that the total strength of permanent garrison forces in
Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty was something between 10,000 and 14,000. The
barracks in the North Neighborhood of Xanadu could accommodate most of
them; and the rest might have been deployed in the other neighborhoods or at
granaries.
Besides, every year during his inspections, the emperor brought a
considerable number of soldiers to Xanadu. In 1309 (the 2nd year of Zhida
during the reign of the Wuzong Emperor), the emperor included 6,000
horsemen and 2,000 footmen of Han corps in his retinue.22 In 1330 (the 1st
year of Zhishun during the reign of the Wenzong Emperor), the emperor
selected 1,500 soldiers from garrison troops for his retinue during his
inspection of Xanadu; ‘then he assigned 15,000 elite Han soldiers behind the
hills and 3,000 Mongolian on the Official Hill (Guanshan Hill), so as to guard
these places.’23 ‘Guanshan Hill’ mentioned here was likely to be Longgan Hill
at the back of Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty. The spacious area inside the large
courtyard north of the barracks at the foot of the hill might have been the
place where Mongolian soldiers set up their temporary yurts.
Therefore, it can be inferred that the sites of the two oversized barracks
must have been the place where the Headquarters of Hubi Imperial Guards
stationed its soldiers in Xanadu. The building at the south end of the barracks
was probably the seat of the headquarters and its storage. Thus it can be
concluded that the population and its ethnic composition in the North
20
21
22
23
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Neighborhood were relative stable. The population was rather large,
consisting mainly of Hans and Mongolians.
In brief, during the prosperous times of the Yuan Dynasty, in Xanadu and
its four neighborhoods, people of all ethnic groups played their respective
roles. Especially in the 13th-14th centuries, the population in Xanadu could be
classified into temporary population and permanent population; and it was
basically maintained around 60,000-70,000, consisting mainly of Hans and
Mongolians distributed all over Xanadu and its neighborhoods. Besides, there
were also Semu’s and Huihui’s in great numbers and Dashi’s, Europeans and
Koreans in smaller numbers, who were mainly distributed inside the Palace
City and the East Neighborhood outside the city.
(2) The population in Xanadu and its ethnic composition and
distribution during 1358-1369
This period witnessed the decline of Xanadu. After the Shundi
Emperor’s enthronement, successive natural disasters dislocated people,
which, aggravated by feuds inside the court, intensified social contradictions.
In 1351, a peasant uprising broke out and swept the country. In the 12th lunar
month of the 18th year of Zhizheng (1358), Guan Xiansheng, Pan the
Broken-headed and Liu Sha’er led the insurgents to seize Xanadu, where ‘they
set fire to the palaces and stayed seven days before they marched to Liaoyang,
and then to Gaoli’.24 The palaces in Xanadu built over a century were reduced
to ashes in the peasant uprising. Because of the destruction caused by the
peasant insurgents, ‘because all the palaces in Xanadu were ruined, the Yuan
emperor no longer took inspection tours to the city.’25
After the peasant insurgents burned down the building inside Xanadu
near the end of the Yuan Dynasty, though the rule of the Yuan regime
continued, the emperor ceased inspecting the city whose palaces and other
buildings were reduced to debris. Naturally, the followers, attendants, officials,
troops, famous scholars, religious figures which visited Xanadu regularly
every year in the emperor’s retinue stopped going to the city, not to mention
foreign envoys. At the same time, owing to the destruction of Xanadu, nobles,
merchant princes, et al. who used to live there left there. As a result, Xanadu
virtually lost its formerly large temporary population. In the following ten
years, as a result of the incessant war, people continued deserting the place
and the population of the city shrank drastically—this was an undeniable fact.
Though the actual population in this period has not been recorded, there were
at least over 10,000 staying inside Xanadu except the temporary population
who stopped coming, those who died in the war and those deserted. According
to relevant historical records, in the winter of 1363 (the 23rd year of Zhizheng),
‘Darmasiri was appointed Major of Xanadu and Magistrate of Kaiping,
granted the title of Grand Master for Glorious Happiness, and assigned to
24
25
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administer three places including Tuling and Dongzhen…’ ‘In the 25th year,
the Crown Prince ordered in Jining that Xanadu Province be established and
appointed Dashi Temur Administer of Political Affairs and Darmasiri Right
Grand Councilor. He also instructed them to govern according to actual
circumstances so as to secure the base.’26 From this it can be seen that though
Xanadu was dilapidated then, some officials and troops were left to guard the
place. On the 28th day of the 7th lunar month in the 28th year of Zhizheng
(1368) when the Ming troops approached Dadu and the Shundi Emperor fled
northward in panic; on the 15th day of the 8th lunar month, he reached Xanadu.
‘Since Xanadu was plundered and burned by the Red-Turbaned Bandits
(peasant insurgents), all public and private properties were damaged, all
palaces and government offices burned to ruins. Only some resident dwellings
remained.’27 This proves that some commoners had not left the city by then.
In brief, this period had seen the population inside and outside Xanadu shrink
drastically. The population left consisted mostly of Mongolians and Hans. And
a majority of them were officials and soldiers guarding the place. No literature
or data can be found concerning their exact number and distribution.
(3) The population in Xanadu and its ethnic composition and
distribution during 1369-1430
After the Yuan Dynasty was overthrown, the Ming troops overtook
Kaiping in 1369. However, they did not assign any troops to guard the place.
Ming and Northern Yuan contended fiercely for the dominance of the regions
of Xanadu. In 1369 (the 29th year of Hongwu), the Ming regime established
the Garrison Station of Kaiping, with five Thousand-household Offices under
it; and troops were stationed there to open up wasteland and guard the area.
In the 1st lunar month of the 30th year of Hongwu, ‘the city of Kaiping was
rebuilt’.28 The city of Kaiping damaged in war was repaired and rebuilt. As
archeological investigation and excavation has turned out, at the sites of Da’an
Pavilion, Muqing Pavilion, some sections of the city walls, and the citadel of
Mingde Gate in Xanadu, the relics of houses built in the Ming Dynasty and
traces of use can be found. However, the rebuilt city of Kaiping had undergone
a fundamental change—it was simply a military stronghold and its prosperity
had become a past. When the Garrison Station was established in Xanadu for
the first time during the Ming Dynasty, the population there was made up
mostly of Han garrison soldiers. There might have been a small number of
Mongolians serving them or wandering nearby. During that period, most
merchants and civilians had left Xanadu because of continual war. It was
basically not possible for religious figures to sustain themselves in the area.
Though the Ming Dynasty established the garrison station to handle
administrative and military affairs, it regarded Kaiping as the place on the
26
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border, that is, the forefront of conflicts with Mongolians. Besides the garrison
troops, large quantities of troops were also stationed here. Zhu Di, Prince of
Yan and later the Chengzu Emperor of Ming, was once ordered to garrison
this city29 and fought Mongolian troops. In 1410 (the 8th year of Yongle), Jin
Youzi escorted Zhu Di, the Chengzu Emperor of Ming, to Kaiping. His account
says, ‘On the 2nd day of the 7th lunar month, we reached Kaiping and stayed in
the Ordo (‘Palace’ in Chinese) built in the Yuan Dynasty for the night. Though
the building remained standing, the deserted terraces and dilapidated
foundations, scattered and smothered in weeds, was indeed worthy of a sign
with emotions.’30 It was obvious that when the Ming regime rebuilt the city, it
project did not include those dilapidated palaces. After the Chengzu Emperor
of Ming died in 1424, the Mongolians gradually gained strength. And the Ming
Dynasty gradually changed their strategy from active offense to defense.
Because Kaiping was ‘a remote lone city, demanding for logistic support’ and
‘a sudden enemy attack would render it in a helpless position’, the garrison
station was moved to Dushikou and two shifts, each of which consisting of
1,000 elite soldiers and officers, ‘guarded Kaiping in rotation’31. After Ming
suffered a tragic defeat at Tumubao, where its emperor was taken prisoner, it
withdrew its strength from the area of Kaiping, which thus became a place
where nomadic Mongolians grazed their cattle and sheep.
To sum up, during this period, Xanadu was virtually dilapidated.
Because of war, the permanent population was basically made up of Han
soldiers, whose number was roughly same as that of the garrison post of
Kaiping. According to the military system in the Ming Dynasty, one garrison
post commanded 5,600 men 32 . Thus during that period, the resident
population in Xanadu and its neighborhoods could not have exceeded 10,000.
They mainly concentrated around the building relics inside the city of Xanadu.
Archeological excavation has confirmed that there exist foundations of Ming
building in the Palace City of Xanadu. These Ming buildings had been built on
or near the foundations of their predecessors in the Yuan Dynasty and the
building materials used were basically the same too.
(4) The population in Xanadu and its ethnic composition and
distribution during 1430-1499
In 1430, as war ended gradually, the scope of rule of the Ming Dynasty
continued to shrink. After the disastrous defeat at Tumubao, the strength of
the empire had declined. Xanadu, formerly a garrison station, was now
reduced to a watch house. After the Ming Dynasty moved the seat of the
garrison station to Dushikou (now Dushikou, Chicheng County, Hebei), the
region of Xanadu, including the city, was virtually abandoned. There were no
29
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permanent residents in the city. The area gradually became part of the
nomadic base for the Chahar Ten Thousand Households, where Mongolians
grazed their cattle and sheep. Because nomadic tribes were mobile, a census of
the population was simply out of the question.
II. Ethnic groups and the ethnic composition of the population in the region
of Xanadu since the 15th century
In the early years of the Ming Dynasty, the region of Xanadu was under the
jurisdiction of Kaiping Prefecture, which belonged to Beiping Province. Before long
the prefecture was abolished and a garrison post under Beiping Dusi (‘Headquarters’)
was set up. In the 2nd lunar month of the first year of Yongle (1403), the seat of the
garrison station was moved to the capital and put directly under the Rear Military
Commission. In the 2nd lunar month of the 4th year of Yongle (1406), the change was
canceled. In 1430 (the 5th year of Xuande), the garrison station was transferred to
Dushibao and put under Wanquan Dusi. Sentries kept watch here in shifts. Later even
the sentry post was abandoned. After that it fell into the hands of Mongolians
(referred to as ‘Dadan’ by the Ming Dynasty). Since the mid Ming Dynasty, the
offspring of the Yuan rulers, known as the Chahar, had occupied this place until they
were defeated by the Taizong Emperor of Qing near the end of the Qing Dynasty. All
of the Chahar tribes surrendered. In the early years of Shunzhi, Xanadu Paster, as an
administrative division, was established under Xuanfu Town. Later, the Eight Banners
of Chahar were established and put under the Plain Blue Banner. During the
Republican Period, the area was under the jurisdiction of Chahar Province. Since the
founding of the P.R.C. in 1949, it has been under the jurisdiction of Zhenglanqi,
Xilinguole League, Inner Mongolia. Now let’s discuss the populations and
composition of the different ethnic groups in this region in the following periods.
(1) The populations of the ethnic groups and the ethnic composition in the
region of Xanadu from the 15th century to the late Ming Dynasty
In the early Ming Dynasty, due to Ming forces’ expulsion efforts Mongolian
forces withdrew from the south of the Gobi Desert. As a result, very few Mongolian
tribes lived in this area. During this period, the region of Xanadu was inhabited by
Han soldiers garrisoned in the garrison station of Kaiping. The number varied. In
1399 (the 1st year of Jianwen in the Ming Dynasty), ‘thirty garrison soldiers
commanded by their military governor were stationed in Kaiping by imperial order;
all of them were warriors from the Prince of Yan’s Residence.’33 In 1413 (the 11th
year of Yongle in the Ming Dynasty), ‘Guo Liang, Marquis of Cheng’an and Garrison
Commander of Kaiping, submitted a memorial, saying that the strength of the garrison
force in Kaiping was not adequate for the garrison duty. The Emperor replied in his
edict, ‘Troops are valued for quality rather than for number. As long as you reward
and inspire and train them properly, 1,000 soldiers would be enough. Too many
soldiers will constitute a waste of provisions and funds. It is no good.’’34 In 1418 (the
33
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16th year of yongle in the Ming Dynasty), the emperor ‘ordered that Xu Xiang, Earl of
Xing’an, and Xia Gui, Left Governor of the Middle Army to lead 2,000 horsemen to
patrol Kaiping.’35 In 1419 (the 17th year of Yongle in the Ming Dynasty), the emperor
‘issued an imperial edict that Xu Xiang, Earl of Xing’an, lead 2,000 horsemen to
patrol Xinghe, Kaiping and Datong.’36
In 1430 (the 5th year of Xuande), the garrison station was moved from Kaiping to
Dushibao. In the years of Zhengtong, the Yingzong Emperor of Ming was captured in
a war in Tumubao. Consequently, the Ming Dynasty’s dominance over the region of
Xanadu gradually diminished. During this period, a few Mongolian tribes began to
move into area. In the years of Tianshun and Chenghua, Xanadu became a part of
Tartars’ dominion, and Mongolian tribes pursued their nomadic life in this area. Then
Mongol had long been in turbulence. Powerful officials and influential chieftains
emerged one after another; pasture, subjects and animals underwent constant changes
with the rise and fall of chieftains. After Dayan Khan reunited Mongol, he divided his
territory among his sons and defined the bounds of pastures for each tribe on the basis
of the ten-thousand-household system. As a result, tribes living in the region of
Xanadu gradually entered the era of ‘grazing in divided pastures’. After this, though
the tribes were still roving around after water and grass, each tribe had its respective
fief of a proper size in which nomads could rove around regularly in a scope of an
appropriate size and carry out normal production.
In the incessant wars, Mongol not only got great quantities of livestock and
wealth by pillaging, but also held numerous people as captives. In almost every war,
tens or even thousands of border residents were captured. According to Ming scholars,
Altan Khan ‘captured Hans in thousands every year.’37 A large number of Hans were
seized and taken to Inner Mongolia during the wars; the exact numbers, unfortunately,
cannot be counted because of piecemeal and inadequate historical records. There were
also some Hans who voluntarily defected to Mongolians. Among them there were
poor peasants sporadically, as well as some criminals. The root cause of their
defection was the corruption of the Ming Dynasty. Decades’ continual war and
natural disasters and Ming rulers’ exorbitant taxes had incurred widespread
dissatisfaction and rebellion. So they took risks and escaped to the steppe. After Altan
Khan made banxing settlements a success, other Mongolian tribes followed the
example actively. As a result, villages, where Mongolians and Hans lived together
and combined agriculture and husbandry, came into being in the region of Xanadu. In
the 7th year of Chongzhen in the Ming Dynasty (1634), Zhenglanqi, or the Plain Blue
Banner, left branch of the Chahar, had a population of 3,400 in 700 households.38
During that period, the population in the region of Xanadu consisted predominantly of
Mongolians.
(2) The populations of the ethnic groups and the ethnic composition in the
35
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region of Xanadu during the Qing Dynasty
In the early Qing Dynasty, the region of Xanadu had been the place where
Mongolians of the Chahar Plain Blue Banner moved about in search of pasture. In
1740 (the 5th year of Qianlong during the reign of the Gaozong Emperor of Qing),
when Sun Jiagan, Governor-General of Zhili, inspected this area, he thought that ‘the
city of Kaiping, more than 16 li wide, is indeed a beautiful place with its dainty hills
and the Luanshui River surrounding it.’ ‘Outside Kaiping, there remain fields and
grinding pestles. How could these things exist had there been no farming?’ He
suggested that a force be stationed in the area to open the wasteland, saying that
‘Kaiping City is capable of accommodating 2,000 soldiers’.39 This plan aborted
because the bitterly cold weather in the region. The site of Xanadu became the place
where border residents graze their hordes. The population consisted predominantly of
Mongolians. Since the mid Qing Dynasty, the steady inflow of Han settlers, coupled
with the influences of such policies concerning the stationing of the Eight Banners,
the marriage of princesses and Manchu people taking to agriculture, brought out
tremendous changes to the ethnic composition in the region of Xanadu. The area
which had had only Mongolian residents became an area where Mongolians, Hans,
Manchus, Hui’s and Tibetans lived together. Han people began to constitute a
majority; and the ethnic composition became increasingly variegated and complicated.
According to the census of company commanders and registered residents in Inner
Mongolia in 1765 (the 35th year of Qianlong), there were 120 Chahar company
commanders, 18,000 households and 84,240 residents.40 The figures in the table are
not the total population of Mongolians in that area, because lamas, lama temple slaves,
orphans, widows and widowers were not counted. The number of Mongolian
residents in the region of Xanadu is not available. It may have been a small potion of
the total population of Chahar Mongolians. In the Qing Dynasty, the Mongolian
population had grown very slowly, or even decreased. This was mainly because of the
prevalence of the Lamaism. According to its tenets, lamas could not get married. As a
result, the number of families decreased, and the Mongolian population had grown
slowly or even shrank in the Qing Dynasty.
The inflow of Han immigrants in large numbers had been the most distinctive
population change in the region of Xanadu. In the early Qing Dynasty, keeping
Mongolians from moving freely had been a basic policy adopted by the Qing Dynasty
for Mongolian-inhabited areas. Mongolians of different qi, or banners, were strictly
forbidden to cross the bounds specified for them; inland people were not allowed to
open up the grazing lands outside the passes. The late years of Kanxi and first years of
Yongzheng had seen continual floods and famines in Shandong, Zhili and Henan. To
tackle the problems of famine and refugees, the Qing Government made it its policy
to remit the agricultural taxes of the refugees in Inner Mongolia and allow them to
39
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open up land. Mongolian princes and lords who welcomed the new settlers were
allowed specially to levy taxes. This policy was known as ‘one land supporting two
peoples’.41 Since then, every time a disaster occurred again, the same measure would
be taken. However, it was nonetheless a makeshift strategy. The population of Han
immigrants in the region of Xanadu could not be counted due to limited materials.
However, based on some statistics available, we can infer the scale of the immigration.
According to relevant records in Verifiable Records of the Reign of the Gaozong
Emperor of Qing, in 1724 (the 1st year of Yongzheng), ‘The number of Han
immigrants in the area from Zhangjiakou to the west bound of the Bordered Blue
Banner Chahar, including valleys and deserted palaces, is more than 10,000’.42 This
record alone is able to illustrate the large number of the immigrants.
The rise of ‘traveling merchants in Mongol’ contributed to the prosperity of
Dolon-nuur. At this time, however, Xanadu had been reduced to ruins and it was no
long inhabited. In 1716 (the 52nd year of Kangxi), Dolon-nuur, ‘with its row upon row
of houses, is justifiably a metropolis. 43’ In 1755, the cultivated land of the Left Wing
Chahar reached more than 4,700 hectares and the number of households exceeded
7,15044. In 1851 (the first year of Xianfeng), the number of shops in Dolon-nuur
reached 4,000.45
During his 1892-1893 tour of Mongol, Russian historian Alex Matveyevich
Pozdneev once stayed at a village in the region of Xanadu. All the members of the
over 280 families in the village were immigrants from Shandong and Shanxi. From
this we can also get a glimpse of the immigration of Hans into the region of Xanadu.
The cultivation of Mongolian land in the late Qing Dynasty also stimulated Hans’
immigration into that area. Early in 1902 (the 18th year of Guangxu), the Qing court
approved the proposal of Cen Chunxuan, Provincial Governor of Shanxi, to open up
land in Mongolia. Then it assigned Yigu, Vice Minister of War, to preside over the
cultivation of land in Mongolian banners in the west of Inner Mongolia including
Chahar. By 1905 (the 31st year of Guangxu), over 20,000 hectares of land had been
opened up in the four Left-Wing banners of the Chahar (Plain Blue Banner, Plain
White Banner, Bordered White Banner and Border Yellow Banner).
The Manchu population in the region of Xanadu consisted in part of Qing
officials, but more of garrison soldiers and their dependents. During that period, there
were about 20,000 Manchu people in Inner Mongolia, half of whom were soldiers
garrisoned in Suiyuan. Therefore there were relatively few in the region of Xanadu,
and basically none at the site of Xanadu City.
The Hui arrived in Inner Mongolia in the Yuan Dynasty. However, a large
number of Hui residents in this area were immigrants in the Qing Dynasty. Some had
41
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moved with the forces, and some conducted business in towns. In the region of
Xanadu, ‘It was the Hui living in the inland China who brought fir from Dolon-nuur
to the inland China.’46 There were some Hui people who lived in the countryside or
pastoral areas who mainly undertook farming. The number, however, was rather
small.
With the prevalence of Lamaism, a large number of temples were built in the
region of Xanadu, among them where Huizong Temple and Shanyin Temple in
Dolon-nuur. Therefore, a considerable number of Tibetans had been to the region of
Xanadu during the Qing Dynasty.
Other ingredients of the population in Xanadu included Daurs, Ewenkis, Oroqens,
etc. Some of them must have immigrated into the region of Xanadu during this period.
However, due to lack of historical records, we can not determine the particulars
through archeological investigation.
(3) The populations of the ethnic groups and the ethnic composition in the
region of Xanadu during the Republican Period
During the Republican Period, the population in the region of Xanadu consisted
predominantly of Mongolians and Hans, and also of some Manchu, Hui, Tibetan,
Daur, Ewenki, and Oroqen people. The population had grown rather slowly during
this period, and the population density was extremely small. As the populations of
ethnic minorities constituted a large part of the total population, people of different
ethnic groups lived together over vast areas while some live in individual
concentrated communities in small areas.
There were 667 Mongolian households in Zhenglan Qi around 1930, with a
population of 2,594.47 This added by 517 i.e. the number of Lamas on the year made
3,111. In the early 1930s, of the Mongolians living in Chahar Province, 30,000 were
of the 14 ‘banners’, or Qi, of the Chahar tribe.48 On average, every qi had 2142.9
Mongolians. As the latter figure is an average, the former figure is more accurate.
Mongolians digging wells and farming along the Great Wall had been assimilated by
Hans. According to the census of Mongolians in Inner Mongolia in 1937, the
population of the 8 Qi’s or Banners in Chahar Province was 28,892.49 On average
there were 3611.5 Mongolians in every Qi. With the economic development in Inner
Mongolia, the Mongolian population had been on the rise. Later, being affected by
such factors as war, the population had dwindled continuously.
After the founding of the Republic of China, the government set up the Bureau
of Stimulating Farming to install immigrants from the inland. There is no statistics
concerning the actual number of the immigrants. However judging from the
population growth in Chahar, the number of immigrants settling here was not large.
According to the census of Mongolians and Hans in 1937, there were altogether
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142,997 people living in Chahar. 50 The number of Han immigrants into the region of
Xanadu might have been around 10,000.
As for the populations of other ethnic minorities, there are no statistical numbers.
It is hard to get a complete picture of the populations of other ethnic minorities in the
region of Xanadu during the Republic Period. According to an incomplete census, in
1942, there were more than 70 Hui households and a population of more than 180 Hui
people in 1942.51 They lived in Dolon in a concentrated way in their respectively. As
Huizong Temple and Shanyin Temple were Lamaism enjoyed the greatest prosperity
outside Tibet, the number of Tibetans must have been considerable in the region of
Xanadu.
(4) The populations of the ethnic groups and the ethnic composition in the
region of Xanadu during the Republican Period
In the first years after the founding of the P.R.C in 1949, the vast region of
Xanadu was sparsely populated. Farmers of the neighboring densely-populated
provinces kept moving in. A majority of the immigrations had been arranged in an
organized way according to the guidelines for the state’s construction. During the
period of the ‘First Five-year Plan’, in order to boost the socialist construction of
China’s first autonomous region of ethnic minorities, the Chinese government, apart
from granting substantial financial and material support, also assigned large batches
of scientific researchers, engineering and technical personnel and labor to support
the construction in the border areas. With the construction of mines, enterprises,
state-owned ranches, educational and cultural facilities, the number of immigrants and
the scale of immigration have increased steadily. Wuyi Ranch established near the site
of Xanadu on May 1st, 1953 was a case in point. Up to now, the population of the
region of Xanadu consists predominantly of Mongolians and Hans, and also of some
Manchu, Hui, Tibetan, Daur, Ewenki, Oroqen and Tu people. People of different
ethnic groups live harmoniously together over vast areas while some live in individual
concentrated communities in small areas. After the founding of New China, the
populations of the Mongolian, Han, Hui, Manchu, Daur, Ewenki, Tibetan, and Tu
people and people of other ethnic groups are shown in the following table52:

Appendix: Populations of different nationalities in Zhenglan Qi during 1949-1999
(unit: person)
Year

Mongolians

Hans

Hui’s

Manchu’s

Daurs

Tibetans

Ewenki’
s

Tu’s

Others

Total

1949

10058

10421

292

433

-

54

-

-

-

21258

1950

10667

11057

309

459

-

57

-

-

-

22546

50
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1951

11036

11436

320

475

-

60

-

-

-

23327

1952

11350

11760

329

489

-

61

-

-

-

23989

1953

11350

11760

329

489

-

61

-

-

-

23989

1954

12223

13756

339

559

-

76

-

-

-

26953

1955

12962

14933

358

651

-

60

-

-

-

28964

1956

13004

15487

373

491

-

52

-

-

-

29407

1957

13046

15898

381

501

-

53

-

-

-

29879

1958

13350

16121

458

734

4

68

-

-

-

30736

1959

13968

17889

434

798

4

51

-

-

-

33142

1960

14066

30397

567

1113

6

57

-

-

-

46201

1961

14638

25196

582

975

26

57

-

-

1

41475

1962

14700

24963

621

957

21

60

-

-

1

41323

1963

15119

24879

668

980

24

58

1

-

-

41730

1964

15650

25682

1125

842

21

75

-

-

1

43396

1965

15803

26643

706

1332

20

70

1

-

-

44566

1966

16373

27202

200

1405

21

54

-

-

-

45755

1967

16686

28430

732

1312

17

-

-

-

-

47301

1968

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

49351

1969

17763

30986

736

1397

24

71

-

-

-

50980

1970

18344

30639

652

1378

21

99

-

-

1

51134

1971

18991

33916

863

1541

15

30

-

28

1

55405

1972

19439

35227

901

1600

19

7

-

57

6

58792

1973

20015

36304

911

1434

20

3

-

57

6

58792

1974

20414

37616

967

1535

24

24

-

40

6

60626

1975

20870

38826

972

1586

25

36

-

42

6

62364

1976

21469

40064

956

1664

26

23

-

44

7

64253

1977

21880

40881

997

1684

25

37

-

53

8

65565

1978

22173

41282

1002

1878

25

104

-

-

8

66472

1979

22679

41738

1119

1827

26

6

-

-

2

67519

1980

23171

41861

1038

1945

25

4

-

102

7

68153

1981

23341

42100

1076

2035

23

-

-

119

7

68704

1982

23858

42325

1120

2694

30

5

-

981

1

70578

1983

24424

43034

1158

2560

33

4

-

106

1

71320

1984

24656

43323

1128

2555

23

4

-

83

1

71773

1985

25058

43215

1131

2662

24

3

-

75

1

72177

1986

25556

43505

1176

2654

25

3

-

81

1

72946

1987

25823

43877

1113

2847

27

3

1

91

-

73782

1988

26327

43836

1121

2960

27

3

1

92

-

74367

1989

26664

44107

1164

3008

30

26

1

67

-

75067

1990

27406

43229

1155

3928

38

5

1

98

-

75884

1991

27583

44865

1191

3013

35

28

1

70

4

76786

1992

27921

45233

1190

3056

37

4

1

95

-

77538

1993

28136

45207

1119

3097

37

4

1

100

-

77701
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1994

28434

45243

1252

3067

37

7

1

24

1

78117

1995

28406

45373

1276

3301

38

40

1

77

1

78513

1996

28586

45423

1273

2530

36

15

1

77

1

78942

1997

28603

45722

1343

3402

36

89

1

-

1

79197

1998

28566

45629

1320

3415

36

89

1

-

1

79057

1999

28618

45468

1323

3458

39

90

1

-

2

78999

III. Religions, their features and manifestations in the building layout in
Xanadu during the 13th-14th centuries
Religion is a cultural phenomenon which appeared when human society
developed into a certain historical stage. It is part of social ideology, as well as of the
superstructure. One of the design features of religion lies in the belief that there exists
outside the realistic world a certain supernatural mysterious force or entity, which
governs everything, has absolute authority, dominates natural evolution and
determines the fate of world; and which incurs awe and worship in people and leads
to the generation of religious beliefs and rites. In human history, religion has always
been used the ruling class as a tool to govern the people. Because religion has the
above-mentioned special characteristics, in the Yuan Dynasty, it was highly valued
and protected by the government. Religious figures enjoyed political privileges and
formed a special social class. They were exempted from taxes and granted land and
residences. Every year when the emperor inspected Xanadu, religious leaders would
be included in his retinue, so as to show the reverence for them. Besides, the Yuan
Dynasty also saw the country expended huge sums on the construction of temples and
Buddhist activities. There are many relevant records in History of Yuan and there is a
special part entitled Biographies of Buddhist Seniors.
The protection and veneration of religions had manifested itself in the early 13th
century when Genghis Khan rose to power on the steppe north of the Gobi Desert and
founded the Great State of Mongolia. During that period, Mongolians’ major religion
was Shamanism, with a few tribes worshiping Nestorian Christianity. After
Mongolian nobles gained control of the Central Plains, they began to accept
Buddhism and Taoism. After the great Westward Expedition, they came in contact
with Islamism. Genghis Khan adopted the line of protection for various religions.
Like his predecessors, Kublai Khan also paid special attention to soliciting support
from leaders of all these religions and making them serve the Mongolian Yuan
Dynasty. However, their attitudes towards those different religions and their different
sects varied. The religion which had received the most attention was Buddhism,
especial Lamaism; what came next were Taoism, Islamism and Nestorian Christianity.
This policy had generally been upheld by the Yuan Dynasty. Since Kublai Khan,
many temples or monasteries of these religions were built inside Xanadu City, and
various religious activities were carried out there. Now, the religions will be discussed
one by one:
Buddhism in the Yuan Dynasty could be classified into Tibetan Buddhism i.e.
Lamaism and Chinese Buddhism.
Lamaism is a sect of Buddhism first established in Tubo, or Tibet in ancient
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times. In order to rule Tibet smoothly, the Yuan Government employed the method of
soliciting the support of Tibet Buddhist leaders. In 1244, Mongolian Prince Gotan
sent a letter to invite Sakya Pandita, founder of the Sakya Sect of Tibetan Buddhism
to Sichuan. Thus, Sakya Pandita went through a lot of hardships with two of his
nephews Phags-pa and Phyag-nardo-rje (1239-1267) and arrived in Liangzhou in
1246. The next year, they had a historical meeting with Gotan. After that Sakya
Pandita wrote a public letter to the Buddhist and secular leaders in Tibet, calling on
them to pledge allegiance to Mongol. Thus, Tibet submitted to Mongol. And the
Sakya sect gained the position of leadership among all sects of Tibet Buddhism. In
1260 (the first year of Zhongtong), Kublai Khan ascended the throne, upheld Gotan’s
policy and showed preference for the Sakya sect. Phags-pa was made Grand Preceptor
and granted a jade seal to rule all religions in China. In 1270 (the 7th year of Zhiyuan),
he ‘was promoted to Imperial Preceptor and the Buddhist Master of Dabao’.53 Since
then, the Imperial Preceptor had been the highest position in the religious order and
enjoyed high status during the Yuan Dynasty. All the later Yuan emperors followed
this custom and appointed more than ten Imperial Preceptors. Every time the Great
Khan was enthroned, he was ordained by the imperial preceptor; when officials had
their audience with the emperor, there was a seat reserved for the imperial preceptor.
When the imperial preceptor went on a trip, officials were sent to see him off and
greet him back. ‘The imperial court revered him and treated him with the highest
etiquette. Even the empress kowtowed to him when she was ordained.’54 In the 6th
lunar month every year, the rite of ‘touring the capital’ would be held in Xanadu; and
this occasion was presided over by the imperial preceptor. ‘On the fifth day of the
sixth lunar month, the preceptor will lead a procession of acrobatics into the city
through Xihua Gate; then he throws a banquet on the gate tower. This event is called
‘touring the imperial capital’.’ As a poet writes, ‘It is time for the procession of
acrobatics to parade through the city, when the Buddha of the West watches the
spectacles; the carriages with tribal banners like colorful clouds rattle by, when a jade
flute is blown in a green pavilion.’ From this we can imagine about the spectacles of
the event. Besides, whenever a grant banquet is thrown inside the court, lamas would
‘set up a rain-preventing altar at a corner of the palace’55, and allegedly prevent rain
so as to guarantee the success of the banquet. This had been a custom. Buddhist
services were carried out either inside the imperial palace, or at a Buddhist temple, or
around an iron bannered pole.56
As a result of the promotion of the upper ruling class, many of the people in the
region of Xanadu converted to Lamaism.
Han Buddhism had also benefited a lot from the Yuan rulers’ effort to promote
Tibetan Buddhism. It was during Genghis Khan’s reign that Mongolians first
contacted Han Buddhism. Haiyun Yinjian, Buddhist master of the Linji sect, and his
disciples were trusted by the Mongolian court with important positions. One of his
53
54
55
56
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most disciples was Liu Bingzhong who designed and constructed the city of Xanadu.
Yelv Chucai was also a devout Buddhist believer.
Every Yuan emperor built Buddhist temples. With the construction of numerous
Buddhist temples, the imperial court endowed them with large quantities of land. For
example, in the 5th year of Dade (1301), Qianyuan Temple in Xanadu was endowed
with 90 hectares land; in 1312, Kaiyuan Temple in Xanadu was endowed with 200
hectares land in Jiangsu and Zhejiang.
As one of the national religious centers, Xanadu was the seat of the special
governmental institution administering Buddhist affairs—the Commission for
Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs. Besides, there were also the Xanadu Superintendency,
the Xanadu Lizhen Warehouse, and so on.
In 1275 (the 12th year of Zhiyuan), when Marco Polo arrived in Xanadu, he paid
special attention to Buddhist temples and Taoist monasteries. As he records, in
Xanadu, ‘there are also large-scale temples. Some of them are as large as a small town.
Inside every such temple, there are more than Buddhist monks, who wear plainer
clothes than common people and shave their heads. Some of them are married with
multiple children. There is also a kind of teacher called ‘sir’, who adheres to the
religion’s regulations, taboos and commandments, observes fasts…Monks of this kind
are usually not married.’ 57 The documented temples in Xanadu include Dalong
Guanghuayan temple, Great Qianyuan Temple, Kaiyuan Temple, the Imperial
Preceptor’s Temple, Qing’an Temple, Hongzheng Temple and Huangmei Temple.
Suppose there were 2,000 monks in each temple, then there were in total
approximately 14,000 Buddhist monks in Xanadu.
In the early Yuan Dynasty, the sects of Taoism active in what is now Inner
Mongolia were mainly Quanzhen, Zhengyi, Taiyi, etc. The influence of the Quanzhen
sect was the greatest. In 1219, Genghis Khan summoned Qiu Chuji, patriarch of the
Quanzhen sect of Taoism and ordered him to administer all Taoists in China. He also
issued an imperial edict to exempt Quanzhen Taoists from forced labors and taxes. As
a result, the Quanzhen sect of Taoism achieved rapid development. Soon after Huaya
Temple and Qianyuan Temple were built in Xanadu, ‘Taoist monasteries were
constructed to their east and west’58. In the 4th lunar month of 1261 (the 2nd year of
Zhongtong), Kublai Khan ordered that ‘Changchun Taoist Monastery practice a
religious for three days, praying for the people’s well-being.’59 Qi Zhicheng, leader of
the Quanzhen sect, lived in Baiyun Monastery in Yunzhou, Xanadu Lu. When Anton,
then Grand Councilor, passed by Yunzhou, he paid a special call on him and ‘inquired
him about self-cultivation and the rule of the country.’ 60 Besides, Chongzhen
Wanshou Palace and Shouning Palace, two monasteries of the Zhengyi sect of Taosim,
were also built in Xanadu. Zhang Liusun, leader of the Zhengyi sect and his disciple
57
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Wu Quanjie were trusted by Yuan rulers. Once, Wu Quanjie practiced a Taoist service
in Shouning Palace. In the 8th lunar month of the 18th year of Zhiyuan (1281), ‘he
practiced a religious service in Shouning Palace in Xanadu.’61 The Taiyi sect, another
major sect of Taoism, also established close ties with Yuan rulers. Its leader, Li Jushou,
had won trust and favor from Kublai Khan. In 1274 (the 11th year Zhiyuan), Li built
Taiyi Palace—a Taoist Monastery—on Nanping Hill near Xanadu. In 1276 (the 13th
year of Zhiyuan), Kublai granted him the Patriarch’s seal of the Taiyi sect. From this
we can see the status of the sect. The growth of the influence of Taoism led to its
fierce conflict with Buddhism. The two religions held two debates, the second of
which took place in Xanadu. Both the two debates ended up in the failure of Taoism.
After that the influence of Taoism had been on the decrease, though Yuan rulers still
protected and supported this religion. In the 4th lunar month of the 31st year of
Zhiyuan (1294), when Temür Khan was enthroned in Daan Pavilion in Xanadu, he
ordered Wu Quanjie to practice a religious service in Shouning Palace in Xanadu,
praying day and night for him. He also told the Taoist to accompany him every year
and ordered that ‘the authorities concerned provide tents, carriages, horses, costumes
etc.’62
Islam believers, generally referred to as Huihui in Chinese historical records of
the Yuan Dynasty and also known as ‘Musuman’ or ‘Dashiman’, mainly included the
peoples in Central Asia, Persians and Arabs, who believed in Islamism. In the late Jin
Dynasty and the early Yuan Dynasty, after Mongolian forces achieved the victory of
the westward expeditions, the regions in Central Asia and Arabic areas where people
worshiped Islamism became part of the territory of the Mongolian Empire. Many of
them were forced to move eastward with the Mongolian forces. And a considerable
number were reinstalled in what is now Inner Mongolia. Large numbers of Huihui
craftsmen, in particular, were dispatched to important cities including Xanadu; they
were later joined by recruited Huihui soldiers, officials and scholars serving the Yuan
Government, businessmen who went to China for business, and the offspring of Arabs
and Persians living in China. Mongolian princes had adopted a policy of tolerance and
coexistence for various religions. Islamism enjoyed considerable esteem from the
government and Huihui people were of relatively high status in the Yuan Dynasty.
Many of them occupied important positions. There were also numerous influential
merchants. In 1309 (the 2nd year of Zhida), in response to the proposal made by the
Commission for Buddhist and Tibetan Affairs, the Yuan court remitted the taxes from
Buddhists, Taoists, Christians and Muslims. 63 The central government also
established the hade system, i.e. the system of Muslim judges, who were in charge of
the implementation of the religion’s laws and tenets. By then, Islamism had developed
from a small overseas religion into a major religion whose legitimacy had been
acknowledged officially by the government. Some Mongolian princes even converted
to Islamism. Ananda, grandson of Kublai Khan, was one of them. Xanadu was a place
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where Huihui craftsmen and artisans concentrated. Therefore, Muslim mosques were
built for them. In the 1st year of Zhizhi the Yingzong Emperor of Yuan ordered that
the mosques in Xanadu be demolished to make space for the Imperial Preceptor’s
Temple. During the reign of the Taiding Emperor, ’40,000 ding of silver was allotted
so that mosques could be built in Xanadu Lu and Datong Lu.’64 Consequently,
Islamism was restored and its development continued in Xanadu. According to the
statistics concerning registered households in the 4th year of Zhongtong (1263), there
were 3,000 Huihui households. That is to say, there were more than 10,000 Muslims
in the region of Xanadu.
Christianity was also rather influential in the Yuan Dynasty, especially its
Nestorian sect, which was introduced into China in the early Yuan Dynasty. After the
Wuzong Emperor of Tang suppressed Buddhism, it was reduced to obscurity in the
Central Plains. Its reintroduction was accomplished with the rise of the Yuan Dynasty.
During that period, the Nestorian sect prevalent in the West Regions and the newly
introduced Catholic Franciscan sect had been referred to by Yuan people as the ‘Cross
Church’, or ‘Erkeun’ in Mongolian. The believers enjoyed the same privileges and
treatment as Taoists, Buddhist monks, and Muslims. By the early 11th century, the
Kelie or Kerey tribe had already accepted the Nestorian sect of Christianity.65 By the
early 13th century, the Keley tribe distributed near the Altai Mountains and the Ongut
tribe living in the Yinshan Mountains were two major tribes believing in the Nestorian
sect. After the founding the Yuan Dynasty, the number of followers of the Nestorian
sect in China grew sharply. Two major precincts were established. After Genghis
Khan united all Mongolian tribes, many empresses, imperial relatives, generals,
ministers and officials around the Mongolian court were from the above-mentioned
areas believing in the Nestorian sect. These people had brought their belief in
Christianity with them. A considerable number of Mongolian nobles and officials
converted to the Nestorian sect. In 1330 (the 1st year of Zhiyuan), the number of its
believers exceeded 30,000. IN the mid Yuan Dynasty, the arms of the Nestorian sect
had reached most eastern and western areas in what is now Inner Mongolia. Tablet top
stones of the Nestorian sect have been discovered in Ganpaozi, Duolun County. A
large number of Nestorians’ graveyards have also been founded near the ancient city
of Banglunsumu, capital of the Ongut tribe in the Yuan Dynasty, in Damao Qi north of
the Yinshan Mountains in Inner Mongolia. The most representative relics were tomb
top stones with the cross. In the early 1980s, on the hill slope north of Chengzi
Village--the site of Songzhou City in the Yuan Dynasty—in Chengzi Township,
Songshan District, Chifeng City, a ceramic tombstone to a Christian was discovered.66
The tombstone is rectangular in shape, 47cm high, 39 cm wide and 6cm thick. Its
surface is very smooth. At its upper center, a large cross is carved with a blooming
nine-petal lotus flower below. There is a line of ancient Syrian to both the left and
64
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right of the cross in the upper part of the tombstone; and there are four lines of ancient
Huihu to both the left and right of the cross in the lower part of the tombstone. These
inscriptions praise the deceased person and provide information concerning his life.
Songzhou in the Yuan Dynasty belonged to Xanadu Lu in jurisdiction and to the
precinct of Khan Baliq (Dadu). Though historical records and archeological
investigations in Xanadu have not provided definite evidence about the activities of
Nestorian activities in Xanadu City so far, it can be confirmed nonetheless that there
were some Nestorians around in Xanadu, one of the religious centers in China. Their
number cannot be determined. So far, no Christian site has been discovered. But
judging from the prevalence of Christianity in what is now Inner Mongolia, there
were some Christian residents in Xannadu.
The documented temples in Xanadu mainly include: Longuang Huayan Temple,
Kaiyuan Temple, Dishi Temple, Qing’an Temple, Hongzheng Temple, Huangmei
Temple, Chongzhen Wanshou Temple, Changchun Temple, Taiyi Temple and
mosques. They were mainly within the Imperial City. The following religious sites are
based on literature and archaeological investigations and can be identified as those of
Xanadu:
Huayan Temple was also known as Longguang Huayan Temple. In 1258, Kublai
Khan ordered Liu Bingzhong to build Kaiping and the first temple of Kaiping,
Huayan Temple. 2 There were altogether 9 abbots of the temple over 90 years, the first
one being Zhi Wen and the last Wei Zu. According to archaeological field survey, the
temple lies in the northeastern corner of the Imperial City of Xanadu. There are three
yards. There are galleries and corridors in the temple. The outer wall is 325m from
east to west and 200m from south to north. The walls of the central yard were in intact
and the foundation is 6m. It is 165m from south to north and 92.5m from east to west.
The Eastern yard is about 70m wide and there seemed to be a wall in the middle,
which is 110m from south to north. It looks vague in the south. The western yard is
115m form east to west and it is separated from the central yard. And there is a large
space in between. In the central yard, there is a giant earth foundation in the south. In
the north there is a long corridor. In the north of the corridor there is a rectangular
platform. There is a small yard where the southeastern part of the platform connects
the walls. There are foundations of monuments in the east and west of the central yard.
The western yard has a platform in the shape of the character “凸”. There are ruins of
rooms in the south of it. The western yard is close to the western wall and there are
large numbers of buildings there. In the north of the eastern yard, there are three
foundations. On the site stone tortoise and marble dragon head were also found. The
dragon head is 3 chi 7 chun tall and 3 chi 6 chun wide with clearly carved dragons.
There were carvings on it, saying “Monument of Shougong”. 1
Qianyuan Temple was built in the 11th year of Zhiyuan Era. It had the same
status with Renwang Temple in Xanadu. 2 In June, the sixth year of the Yanyou Era, a
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special department was established for the temple. 3The temple has two yards with
rectangular buildings. It is about 265m from south to north and 132.5m from east to
west. The front yard is 167.m from south to north and the foundation is about 10m
wide. In the center of the yard is a rectangular earth foundation, in front of which are
two symmetrical sites of monument galleries. The back yard is 97.5m from north to
south. In the middle of the yard is a cross-shaped foundation. There are two halls in
the east and the west. In the north there are symmetrical small buildings.
Dishi Temple is also known as Basiba Dishi Temple. The time of its construction is
unclear. It is recorded that in May of the Zhizhi Era, “The mosque in Xanadu was
ruined and Dishi Temple was built.” 1 According to archaeological speculation, Dishi
Temple was located in the southwest of the palace city. It is a connected block of
buildings with three yards. It is 128m from east to west. The three yards vary in
lengths. The central yard is the major yard. It is in the shape of a rectangle. It is 62m
from south to north, 45m from west to east with walls all around. In the western part
of the yard is a foundation of the major hall. Rectangular walls were built around it
with a gate in the south. There is another foundation in the eastern part with walls
behind it. In the southwestern part of the central yard is the site of a bock of buildings.
The eastern yard is also in the shape of a rectangle. It is connected with the central
yard. In the center of the yard there is a rectangular foundation with small walls
around. In the west and southeast corner of the yard there are also rectangular
foundations. The western yard is rather small, which is in the west of the central yard.
It is 28m from south to north and 27m from east to west. The walls connecting the
western yard with the central yard are tall. There are many foundation sites in the
yard.
Kaiyuan Temple is a temple for the Lamas. In January of the third year of the
Yanyou Era, the Yuan government granted 200 hectare of water land in Jiangzhe to
Kaiyuan Temple. It shows that it has economic privilege as Huayan Temple and
Qianyuan Temple. There is a tall foundation and yard in the south of the
Xiaoximennei Street of the palace city. The yard is rectangular, 110m from south to
north and 57m from east to west. The foundation is in the northern part of the yard
and about 30m from south to north, 25m from east to west and 2m tall. There is
towering part in the upper middle. About 18m in the north of the foundation there is a
small earth foundation. Many woodpiles were found there, the layout of the
foundation is similar to that of Qianyuan Temple. It might be Kaiyuan Temple or
other major temple in Xanadu.
Changchun Temple was built after Huayan Temple and Qianyuan Temple. 1 On
April 13 of the second year of Zhongtong Era, Kublai Khan ordered “to pray for three
days and nights for the people in Changchun Temple in Xanadu.” 2 It shows that in the
early time of the Yuan Dynasty Changchun Temple already existed. It was a temple of
Quanzhen Taoism. Quanzhen Taoism was an active school of Taoism. According to
3
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archaeological survey, Changchun Temple is in the north of Xiaoximennei Street of
the imperial city of Xanadu. Close to the gate there is a major foundation site. The
yard is a square one. Except the walls near the street in the south, the walls at three
other directions are clear. The length is about 100m. In the center of the yard is an
earth foundation, which is 40m from east to west, 32m from south to north and 1.5m
tall. In the south is a corridor which is 35m long and 10m wide. Judging from the
location and scale, it should be Changchun Temple.
Huihui Temple is also known as Mosque. Xanadu is a place where many businessmen
from the west visited often. There must be many islams in the city. In May 1321, “the
mosque in Xanadu was ruined and Dishi Temple was built”. 3 We know that mosques
existed before that. In the time of Emperor Taiding, “the emperor built mosques in
Xanadu and Datonglu and granted them 40, 000 ding of silver.” 4 There was no record
of where the mosque was built in Xanadu. Judging from the previous conclusion that
Dishi Temple was in the southwestern corner of the palace city, the mosque should
also be here. There are two other major foundation sites in the south of the imperial
city. One is a yard 230m east from the Kaiyuan Temple, which is rectangular. It is
80m from east to west and 75m from north to south. The square foundation is in the
center of the yard and it is 25m long and 2.5m tall. In the northern wall of the
foundation is a small platform. Another place is 170m northwest of the Confucius
Temple. There are few foundation sites in the imperial city of Xanadu and there fore
the major foundations are clearly seen. Of these two sites there might be one mosque
of the time of Emperor Tiding.
There are other temples that can be found in historical documents. But their
locations can’t be identified. Here is the list:
Chongzhen Temple is the temple for Zhengyi Taoism. After the Yuan Government
united the country, Zhengyi Taoism began to develop in the north. In the 13th year of
the Zhiyuan Era, Zhang Zongyin, the 36th leader of Zhengyi Taoism came to visit
Kublai Khan. When the emperor went to Xanadu each year, the leader of Zhengyi
Taoism would follow and they built Chongzhen Temple in Xanadau and Dadu. At that
time some officials were in close contact with the leader of Zhengyi Taoism. Yuan Jue
mentioned Chongzhen Temple in his poems. 1
Shouning Temple is for Zhengyi Taoism. At the time of Kublai Khan, there was
Shouning Temple in Xanadu. In August, of the 18th year of Zhiyuan Era, “a ceremony
was held in Shouning Temple in Xanadu.” 2Wu Quanjie, disciple of Zhengyi Taoism
leader Zhang Liusun, once worked in Shouning Temple in Xanadu. In the 24th year of
Zhining Era, Kublai Khan met Wu Quanjie. In April of the 31st year of Zhiyuan Era,
after Tiemuer ascended throne in Da’an Chamber in Xanadu, he ordered Wu Quanjie
to hold a ceremony in Shouning Temple and sent him presents. 3
Taiyi Temple was for Taiyi Taoism. Taiyi Taoism was popular in the north during
3
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the Jin and Yuan Dynasty. It had contact with the Mongolian ruler before the
establishment of Yuan Dynasty. In the 11th year of Zhiyuan Era, the Mongolian ruler
built Taiyi Temple in Nanping Mountain in the south of Xanadu. 1
Kublai Khan strengthened cooperation with intellectuals of Han landlord class. In
June of the second year of Zhongtong Era, he ordered to worship Confucius’ Temple
and protect Confucius’ Temple. 2 In August in the same year, he ordered to build
Confucius’s Temple in Xanadu. 3 But the temple might not be big. Thus in May, the
fourth year of Zhiyuan Era, “the emperor ordered to rebuild Confucius’ Temple in
Xanadu.” 4 In the sixth year of Zhiyuan Era, Yan Gudai, the general of Xanadu,
finished the building of Confucius’ Temple in the southeast of Xanadu. In the time of
Emperor Renzong, He Sheng, the general of Xanadu, repaired the temple and added a
hall in the northwest for the students to read. 5Emperor Wenzong and Emperor Shundi
also ordered to write monuments for the Confucius’ Temple in Xanadu to show their
respect for Confucius and scholars. 6
There were also Chenghuang Temple and Sanhuang Temple in Xanadu.
In short, religion was prosperous at the time, and religious people exist as a
privileged class. They didn’t pay taxes and enjoyed political attention. Therefore, at
the time, religious forces were quite large, and to some extent they even surpassed
local government authority. The History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded, “In 1308, the
lamas in Kaiyuan Temple forced people to buy their firewood. Annoyed by this, they
reported the matter to Li Bi, the provincial official. When Li Bi intended to
investigate the matter, the lamas broke into his place and seized Li Bi’s hair and
beated him. They even took Li Bi to their place and locked him in an empty room.
After Li Bi escaped, he reported the matter to the emperor. But it happened to be a
time of pardoning and the lamas were made innocent.” It fully shows that during the
Yuan Dynasty, religion was powerful as a special class. Zhao Yi of the Qing Dynasty
said: “The Yuan Dynasty collapsed partly because of the monks.” We can say that
religion is not to be ignored when we study the history of the Yuan Dynasty,
especially the religion in Xanadu, a major capital of the Yuan Dynasty. The religion of
Xanadu was the religion of the country. The religious activities in Xanadu eventually
became an important part of our studies of the history of the Yuan Government. .
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B.5-2 Intangible cultural heritage, natural surroundings and ecological system of the
Site of Xanadu68
With the site of Xanadu in the Yuan Dynasty at the center, the Site of Xanadu
Scenic Area has formed a cultural and natural landscape integrating culture, the steppe,
rivers, desert and wild plants. It budded in the remote antiquity when the steppe was
68
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formed, prospered in the Yuan Dynasty and lasted through the Ming and Qing
Dynasty all the way to modern times. It can be divided into two parts: 1) the natural
landscape zone consisting mainly of Jinlianchuan Steppe, the Luanhe River, Otindag
Sandy Land; and 2) the cultural landscape zone consisting of such elements as the
traditional Mongolian language, scripts, customs, food and drink customs in Zhenglan
Qi.
The cultural landscape of Jinlianchuan Steppe, the Luanhe River valley, and the
Otindag sandy lands in Zhenglan Qi and the natural ecological environment
represents in a concentrated way the culture and tradition of the Chahar Mongolian
tribe, demonstrates the harmonious, close relations of mutual influence between the
steppe culture and the ecological environment. It is highly representative in the region
of Inner Mongolia. The landscape area of the site of Xanadu in the Yuan Dynasty has
special tourist, natural and cultural values. It has great advantages of being used and
tremendous potentials. As a property of world cultural and natural landscape, it is of
great wide influence both at home and abroad.
I. Traditional Mongolian culture in Zhenglan Qi
The Mongolian cultural landscape in the site of Xanadu is characterized by a
long history, rich contents and great significance. It manifests itself in the aspects of
Mongolian nomadic culture, court culture and traditional etiquette in the Mongolian
Yuan Dynasty. With great values, it should be protected, developed and upheld.
1. Na Saiyinzhaoketu (1914-1973), famous poet from Zhenglan Qi
Na Saiyinzhaoketu once pursued his studies in Japan in 1937. He graduated from
the Teachers’ Department, Waseda University. In 1942, he returned to China and took
a teaching post. In Sept., 1945, he went to the People Republic of Mongolia for
further studies and returned for work after graduation. He was once director of the
Chinese Writers’ Association, editor of Poetry Monthly, Vice Chairman of Inner
Mongolia Federation of Literary and Art Circles, head of the branch of the Inner
Mongolia branch of the Chinese Writers’ Association. Na Saiyinzhaoketu started his
literary creation at the age of 24. This prolific writer and poet’s works have enriched
the treasury of Mongolian art and literature and ushered the poetry creation of the
Mongolian nationality into a new era.
Na Saiyinzhaoketu is one of the most outstanding contemporary Mongolian
writers and poets. Its works include the poem collections such as Happiness and
Friendship, Golden Bridge, Our Magnificent Songs, and Poems on Zhenglan Qi;
Carnival Night, a long poem; two novelettes The Sun of Spring Comes from Beijing
and Ajialugaowa; and an essay collection Essays Written While Escorting the
Mongolian Art Troupe. The people’s government of Zhenglan Qi has erected a
monument to the poet in his hometown Shangduguole and established the Na
Saiyinzhaoketu Literary Prizes Foundation.
2. The Chahar dialect represented by Zhenglan Qi is the standard pronunciation of
Mongolian in China.
On the basis of the results of the studies conducted by chinese Mongolian
linguists in the past decades, the People’s Government of the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region decided ‘to use the dialect in the central area as the basilect for
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the Chinese Mongolian language and adopt the Chahar dialect represented by
Zhenglan Qi as the source of standard pronunciations.’ Why? Because the Chinese
Mongolian language has tree major dialect groups, i.e. the western dialect--Oirat
dialect; the northeastern dialect—Baerhu-Buriat dialect; and the central dialect—other
Mongolian dialects from Helan Mountains to the Great Xing'an Mountains. Zhenglan
QI, the site of Xanadu in the Yuan Dynasty, is located right at the center of the central
dialect zone. The Chahar dialect represented by Zhenglan Qi is the source of standard
Mongolian pronunciations in China. This is not an arbitrary decision; rather it is
determined by the features of this dialect and its pronunciations.
First of all, the Mongolian script is closely related to the Chahar dialect. The
Mongolian script has exerted profound influences on the use and development of
Mongolian language all over. However, a comparison between the written language
and other dialects may readily reveal some differences. However, the script of the
Chahar dialect is basically same as the Mongolian script, in terms of the seven vowels
and seventeen consonants. In the course of the development of the Mongolian script,
the Chahar dialect has always taken a dominant position. Therefore naturally, it has
become the source of Mongolian standard pronunciations. The tens of monumental
works published in the 18th-19th centuries including The 12-Volume Mongolian
Dictionary and the Encyclopedia of the Mongolian Script have been written with the
Chahar dialect as standard pronunciations.
Secondly, the Chahar dialect has combined the common and most representative
features of all Mongolian dialects. There are more or less some differences between
the phonological systems of different Mongolian dialects. Comparatively speaking,
the Chahar dialect shows more common features than its unique characteristics.
Thirdly, the Chahar dialect represented by Zhenglan Qi, among other Mongolian
dialects, has great influence and prestige. It sounds clear, pleasant and easy to
understand; it makes fluent speaking and is extremely expressive. All Mongolians are
willing to hear and learn this dialect. They all believe that it represents the standard
pronunciations of the Mongolian language.
Experts and scholars studying the Mongolian language believe that the adoption
of the Chahar dialect represented by Zhenglan Qi, the site of Xanadu of the Yuan
Dynasty, the use of the traditional Mongolian script as examples, and the
determination of standard Mongolian pronunciations with reference to the phonetic
features of the Mongolian language reflect the demands of the Mongolian people and
are in line with the actual situation of learning and using the Mongolian language
since the founding of the P.R.C. The Chinese Mongolian language, with the dialect in
central Inner Mongolia as the basis and the Zhenglan Qi Chahar dialect the source of
standard pronunciations are extremely valuable and worthy of being conserved. This
is especially important to Zhenglan Qi.
3. Naadam gatherings of Zhenglan Qi
The Naadam (meaning ‘recreation’) gathering includes the sports popularly
known as ‘Mongolian men’s three traditional skills’ i.e. archery, horse racing and
wrestling. Every July and August is a good time for the Naadam gathering in
Zhenglan Qi. In recent years, because of the great influence and charm of the event,
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tourists of many countries have been here watching the occasion. Some foreign
wrestlers have even taken part in the wrestling competition here.
With the development of society, besides the three traditional sports, ball games,
performances, exchanges of materials and citations of model workers have been
added to the event. The recent years has seen the increasing popularity of a new type
of Naadam—family Naadam.
4. Presenting offerings to ‘obos’ in Zhenglan Qi
Paying sacrifices to the obo has been a time-honored Mongolian tradition. It is
also one of the most interesting Mongolian folk customs. ‘Obo’ means ‘pile’ in
Mongolian. Originally the obo was a stone pile serving as an aid for herdsmen to tell
directions and roads. Gradually it has evolved into a place where sacrifices are offered
to the deities of mountains, roads, wealth and rain. Obos on the Chahar Steppe in
Zhenglan Qi vary. Generally speaking, in the south of the steppe region, they are
mostly just stone piles; or in some cases, willow twigs are used to encircle the pile.
Usually there is a large obo at the center, surrounded by smaller obos. In the northern
desert areas, obos are mostly earth mounds encircled by willow twigs and in fewer
cases stone piles, and there is only one obo in a place. Representative Mongolian obos
in Zhenglan Qi include Wuheerqin Obo, Hanghala Obo, and Yehehairihan Obo. Every
June and July, when summer dawn on the steppe, when animals are fat and grass lush,
herdsmen start the sacrificial rite at which offerings are given at the obo. It is a grand
and festive occasion. All the Mongolians in the neighborhood take part in it with
sacrifices. It mainly involves offering milk foods and hada’s as sacrifices, adding
stones to the obo, and kowtowing to the obo. If circumstances permit, a living Buddha
or lama is invited over, chanting sutras, burning incenses and sprinkling spirits on the
ground in the end. In the end they express good wishes for gods’ blessing, for
favorable weathers, for livestock boom, for health and security in the family, for good
luck, for good fortunes……
After the ceremony is over, traditional recreational activities such as horse racing,
archery, wrestling, singing and dancing will be organized. People sit together in threes
and fours, drinking to their heart’s content and enjoying the sacrifices such as mutton
and cheeses. Some share news with each other; some young people take advantage of
this opportunity to avoid the crowd and arrange for dates. This has been represented
in songs, movies and dramas.
5. Traditional delicacies of Xanadu in the Yuan Dynasty.
(1) Roast whole lamb
The roast whole lamb, also known as ‘roast complete lamb’, or as ‘Wucha
banquet’ in Mongolia, is one of the most traditional delicacies in Xanadu of the Yuan
Dynasty. The traditional way of preparing the dish is very complicated. First, a
skinned complete lamb is cut open; and its internal organs are removed. Then after
ingredients are added and the lamb is greased, it is placed in a special cellar oven and
roasted with condiments and charcoal. The roasting process takes about six hours
before the lamb is cooked. The dish has retained the original shape of the lamb. The
skin looks mouth-watering brown and shiny. The mutton tastes crisp and tender yet
not oily. It was one of the most famous delicacies at court banquets in Xanadu. That
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the way of preparing the dish, on the basis of inheriting the traditional skills, has
improved. It is the most characteristic dish at the site of Xanadu of the Yuan Dyansty.
(2) Roast lamb leg
Roast lamb leg is one of the famous delicacies in Xanadu. Select the part of the
lamb leg where mutton is tender. Chop off the shank and wash the rest part clean.
Slice crosses on the surface of the lamb leg, put it onto a roast plate, add onion, ginger,
grated carrots, pepper, gravy, spirits, and salt. The roasting process takes about four
hours. When the gravy dries up and the skin looks brownish, the dish is ready. Before
it is presented onto the table, use a knife to slice it but retain the original shape of the
lamb leg. With its beautiful shape, brownish color, tender meat and fragrant smell, it
is one of the most characteristic delicacies in the region of Xanadu.
(3). Crouching lamb, or yangbeizi
‘Crouching lamb’ is a traditional Mongolian delicacy often seen at banquets on
the occasions of wedding, sacrificial rites, birthday celebration and distinguished
guest reception. When it is prepared, a whole lamb is chopped into blocks and the
chest wishbones are removed. Retain the section between the seventh rib on the back
to the tail. Cut the limbs, head, neck and legs into halves. Put it into the pot and have
it boiled with salt.
‘Crouching lamb’, referred to as ‘noble dish’, is special in the way it is enjoyed
and served. Put the four limbs onto a large plate first. Then place the back, the neck
and feet onto it too. The head is placed on the back in such a way as if the lamb were
crouching. Before it is eaten, offer it to Heaven and Earth, and praise the delicacy.
And then have the distinguished guest to tough it symbolically before others take
what they need with Mongolian knives and enjoy them with spirits and other foods.
(4) Finger mutton
Finger mutton is a traditional Mongolian delicacy which can be easily prepared.
The whole lamb is chopped into eight pieces, placed into a pot where there is only
water and salt. Boil it once with ferocious fire until the skin of the mutton shows the
color of being cooked. When it is enjoyed, use knife to cut off a piece, add ingredients
to it according to personal likings, and eat it in hands. The dish features tenderness
and abundant nutrition. It is a characteristic delicacy with a history of thousands of
years on the steppe.
(5) Sweet and sour hump
Sweet and sour hump is one of the most famous dishes in the region of Xanadu.
With the hump as the main ingredient, egg, starch and flour as wrapping ingredients,
the dish is prepared with fine salt, ginger, oil, chopped green onions, fish soup,
vinegar and sugar. The dish tastes crisp outside and tender inside, sour and sweet but
not oily. It was a dish from high-class banquets in ancient times in Xanadu.
(6) Camel hoof
Camel hoof is one of the local dishes in Xanadu. Its main material is the front
hoof of a camel, which is boiled in clear soup with tricholoma. When cooked, it looks
whitish in color, tastes tender yet not oily. This nutritious dish was from high-class
banquets of ancient times in Xanadu.
(7) Zhangjiakou mushrooms
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Zhangjiakou mushrooms, or ‘wild mushrooms’, can be found in the neighboring
steppe areas of Xanadu. There are many types such as white mushrooms, yellow-roof
mushroom, ‘chicken-leg’ mushroom, black mushroom, and ‘fragrant apricot’
mushroom, of which white mushrooms, yellow-roof mushrooms and chicken-leg
mushrooms have a particular good smell. Fat in shape, they taste thick and tender.
They are rare, high-class mushroom. Every year after a rain in early autumn,
mushrooms grow profusely. Since the Qing Dynasty, they have been exported after
being processed in Zhangjiakou, Hebei. Zhangjiakou mushrooms are a fine ingredient
in cooking.
(8) Bracken
Bracken is a perennial wild fern. When young, it has coiling leaves resembling
deer antlers. Hence it is generally called ‘deer-headed bracken’ or ‘dragon-headed
bracken’. It grows collectively in humid area in valleys and forests. Its leaves are
green. Bracken picked before it blooms and grows long stems is finer. The right time
for bracken picking is May.
(9) Day lilies
Day lilies, or ‘yellow flowers’, take the name after the golden corolla. It was
often served at banquets of ancient times in Xanadu. July is the time when day lilies
bloom and turn the entire steppe yellow. Day lilies after being picked and dried are
ready for cooking.
6. Milk products of Zhenglan Qi
Milk products are called ‘Chaganyide’ in Mongolian, which means ‘pure foods’.
Since the Yuan Dynasty, milk products have been regarded by Mongolians as
delicacies. On occasions of birthday celebration, guest reception, weddings and seeing
off a friend, milk wine will be presented and milk foods are shared as a way of
expressing good wishes. Milk foods mainly include milk bean curd (hujiada), butter
(xiritaosu), ‘milk skin’ (wujiamu), ‘white oil’ (chagantaosu), cheese (bixilaga), sour
cheese (arule), milk residue (chula), etc. Drinks include milk tea (sutai tea), yogurt
(airige), ‘sour milk’ (tarige), sour milk wine (chege), ‘sour oil liquid’ (xinge), and so
on.
The milk foods of Zhenglan Qi have a long history. They are nutritious and
special. Since the Yuan Dynasty, this had been a base of milk foods for the royal court.
Present-day Zhenglan Qi milk foods can be safely called rarities of the Mongolian
Chahar tribe. Take milk bean curd and ‘milk skin’. They can be processed into
characteristic Mongolian delicacies. They can be used for dishes such as
‘wire-drawing milk bean curd’, ‘wire-drawing milk skin’, ‘rice crust and cheese’ etc.
Sutaichai is a Mongolian term which means ‘milk tea’. It is a common tea
Mongolians make every day, as well as a must-have drink Mongolians treat guests to.
When it is prepared, ‘brick tea’ is put into a pot and boiled until all the tea soup look
purplish red. Then fresh milk, or sheep or camel milk, is added. Boil the soup again
and the milk tea is ready. Milk tea is especially nutritious and has the effects of
reinvigoration, stimulating appetite, aiding digestion and thirst relief. At present,
people of all ethnic groups in Inner Mongolia are basically accustomed to milk tea.
Fried rice, or ‘lebada’ in Mongolian, is one of Mongolians’ commonest foods.
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First, rice is sifted to remove sand and then put into a large pot with a suitable amount
of hot water. Boil it with tender fire until it is half-cooked. Then it is fired and hulled
and done. Crisp and delicious and indigestible, fried rice is one of the traditional foods
for Mongolian farmers and herdsmen.
Wurumu means ‘milk skin’ in Mongolians. There are two kinds. When fresh
milk or horse milk, or camel milk or sheep milk is stored in a vessel for one or two
days, it turns sour and forms a thin solid surface, known as tuhei wurumu, or
‘uncooked milk skin’. If boiled milk is stored in a container for one or two days, the
think solid surface formed after it turns sour is called wulesen wurumu, i.e. ‘cooked
milk skin’. It is one of the materials for butter.
Mongolian yogurt is one of the fine drinks in the grazing areas. Herdsmen
generally don’t like drinking fresh milk. They prefer yogurt. They are two ways of
preparing Mongolian yogurt: 1) Boil fresh milk in a large pot, let it cool in a
well-ventilated place and turn sour; or 2) place fresh milk in the sun or some place
with a high temperature to turn it sour with heat. Yogurt is especially nutritious. It
smells very pleasant. Drinking yogurt in summer may help relieve thirst and excessive
‘internal flame’ and aid digestion.
The whole lamp banquet, or xiushi or buhele in Mongolian, is a means of
Mongolians treating distinguished guests and Mongolians’ oldest grandest banquet.
Usually it is thrown on grand occasions such as wedding or guest reception. The
whole lamp, after being processed, is place in a rectangular wood plate in the posture
of a ‘crouching lamb’. The mutton tastes extremely delicious and smells very pleasant.
Before guests enjoy the dish, there are certain proceedings to go through, such as
singing praise songs, chanting congratulatory speeches on presenting the whole lamb.
According to relevant records, Genghis Khan once threw whole lamb banquets. When
Kublai Khan ascended the throne, he also threw a whole-lamb banquet to offer
sacrifices to deities and treat guests. Whole lamb banquets became more popular in
the Qing Dynasty. Especially at grand banquets of Zhenglan Qi, the whole lamb is a
must-have dish.
Xieritaosi means ‘butter’ in Mongolia. It is abstracted from ‘milk skin’. Usually,
it can be used as an ingredient in milk tea or to make fried cake. It contains rich
protein and vitamins. With abundant nutrition, it can relieve the heat in summer and
keep warm in winter. It also has the function of curing burns and curing the running
stomach.
Huruda means milk bean curd in Mongolian. This is one of Mongolians’ favorite
milk foods. There are two types. Milk bean curd made from yogurt is called huruda. It
tastes very good and can be long preserved. The other type is made of boiled fresh
milk. It is called xilige and has a sour and sweet flavor.
The Mongolian yurt of Zhenglan Qi is a kind of dwellings inhabited by
Mongolian herdsman. It can be conveniently built and transported, which makes it
suitable for nomadic production and life. The Mongolian yurt was called qionglu, or
‘felt tent’ in ancient times. According to A Brief Chronicle of Black Tartars, ‘there are
two types of qionglu. The type made in Yanjing use willow as bones and is collapsible.
There is door in front. Its skeleton resembles the umbrella ribs. There is an opening in
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the roof, known as skylight. It uses felt as the coat and can be readily transported.’
The Mongolian yurt is round with a pointed roof. It is covered with one or two layers
of thick felt. Common Mongolian yurts measures 10-15 chi in height and their walls
measure about 5 chi. The door opens to the south or the southeast. The four structures
inside the yurt are hana’s (support rack of the walls), skylight, beams and the door.
Different Mongolian yurts may vary in the number of hana’s, which result in their
difference in size. Thus Mongolian yurts can be classified into four-hana yurts, 6-hana
yurts, 8-haha yurts, 10-hana yurts and 12-hana yurts. Twelve-hana yurts are extremely
large and thus rare on the steppe. At the 7th Naadam Gathering of Xilinguole League,
a 12-hana yurt was built by the Zhenglan Qi Mongolian Yurt Factory. The covered
area reached over 60 square meters. It was the largest yurt in the autonomous region.
The lele cart is a traditional vehicle used by Mongolian herdsmen. Usually it is
made of birch or elm. The cart weighs about 1oo jin. When loaded, it can weigh
hundreds of jin or 1,000 jin. It is characterized by its large wheels and simple
structure. It can be conveniently used and suitable for traveling grasslands, snowy
land, marshlands and deserts. It can be used for such short-distance tasks as
conveying dairy manure, water and firewood, or for long-distance travels such as
transporting articles for daily use or Mongolian yurts. Sometimes, a herdsman can
drive 6-7 or even tens of ox-driven lele carts. Lele carts joined head to tail into a
procession is special scene in the nomadic area.
The Mongolian sedan cart, or hamuleerge or maoheilegeerge, is a cart designed
on the basis of the lele cart to convey passengers. It is a lele cart with a semi-circular
roof made of willow. Covered by wool felt, it has a shelter which can protect
passengers from sunshine, wind, rain and snow. This kind of cart is mainly used for
relative visits, relative reception, and weddings.
7. Mongolian medical traditions of Zhenglan Qi
In the grazing and urban areas of Zhenglan Qi, Mongolians have played a great
role in curing the sick and passing down Mongolian medical culture. Now let’s
discuss this from the following aspects:
‘Mongolian doctor of Zhenglan Qi’ is a special name for Mongolian orthopedic
doctors. In 1801 (the 6th year of Jiaqing), doctors versed in bone setting were selected
from soldiers of the Plain Yellow Banner, the Bordered Yellow Banner and the Plain
White Banner, ten for each banner. And they were named ‘Mongolian doctors’.
Whenever injuries occurred in the palace, they were in charge. Before a Mongolian
doctor treated a disease, he was supposed to predict the date of recovery. If the
deadline was not met, he would be punished. The treatment methods adopted
Mongolian doctors have distinctive local and ethnic features. For example, once Qi Xi,
Assistant Minister, had a head injury because of a fall from a horse, and he felt drowsy.
A Mongolian doctor covered his head with a bovine bladder. Soon the injury was
healed.
Huihui Therapies from Xanadu, a therapy book, used to be circulated in the
Huihui Academy of Medicine in Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty. Information
concerning the author and the time of its completion is not available now. Originally it
had 34 volumes, most of which have been lost. Only four volumes, i.e. vol. 12, vol. 17,
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vol.30 and vol.34, of a hand-copying version of the Ming Dynasty, have been
preserved. It mainly records therapies of the medicine of Chinese ethnic minorities in
the west and Arab medicine in aspects of internal medicine, surgery, gynecology,
pediatrics and ophthalmology. Beside the Chinese names of the drugs there are
Persian notes. Whereas medicines for internal application include dingzi, bingzi, youji,
‘cool medicines’, and decocted herbal medicines, medicines for external application
may be classified into xun, xi, ta, and pastes. Therapies, a medical book in Mongolian
written by a Zhenglan Qi Mongolian doctor owe some of its medicines to Huihui
Therapies from Xanadu.
In recent years, traditional Mongolian medicine has undergone considerable
development. Zhenglan Qi has set up a Mongolian medicine firm, established
Zhenglan Qi Mongolian-style Hospital.
The Mongolian Imperial College in Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty was the official
institution of education, publication and textbook compilation & translation during the
period of Lindan Khan of the Northern Yuan regime. It was built around the years of
Wanli and Chongzhen (1610-1630) in the Ming Dynasty. During the Northern Yuan
Dynasty, the economy and culture and Mongolian tribes south of the Gobi Desert
were developed. Lindan Khan (descendent of the 22nd generation along the line of
Genghis Khan and the last Mongolian Khan) actively promoted education and
published Kanjur, a book whose compilation and translation had been presided over
by Tumen Khan (1539-1592). At the same time, he published a batch of sutras,
medical and astronomical books in Mongolian for the first time. Besides the Chahar
region, these books published during the reign of Lindan Khan by the Mongolian
Imperial College were also circulated to such Mongolian tribes as Neikaerka, Zhalute,
Aohan, Naiman, Ordos and Kukuhetun Mote. The publication of Kanjur was a
remarkable treat in the history of Mongolian translation. These precious sutra books
are still regarded as treasures in Buddhist temples in Zhenglan Qi. Mongolian doctors
treat patients at every township and town.
8. Holiday celebrations and sacrificial activities
Customs of the Spring Festival
Mongolians of the Plain Blue Banner attached special importance to the rites of
the Spring Festival and regarded it as one of the most important holidays in the year.
On the eve of the lunar new year, nomadic families will spring-clean their houses, lay
out sacrifices, light the sacrificial lamps in front of the Buddha, kowtow and pay
respect to the Buddhist statue successively according to the family hierarchy. Then,
they will make tea, lay out cookies and milk snacks and sweeties and invite seniors in
the neighborhood to savor them. In this way, they believe they can share the blessings
of the Buddha.
Before the dinner on the eve of the Lunar New Year, they will take the foods to
their ancestral tombs, use them as offerings to their ancestors and kowtow to them.
After the dinner on the eve, children will pay visits to families, kowtowing and paying
respect to seniors and presenting liquor.
On the New Year's Day, when day breaks, Mongolians begin offering
sacrifices to Heaven and Earth and kowtow in the direction of where they believe the
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God of Happiness live. Then they will concentrate at the oldest senior's house,
paying respects to each other, exchanging hada and snuff bottles, and performing New
Year etiquette. After that, they will take seats in a certain sequence according to their
positions in the family hierarchy and ages. Food trays are laid out with care and
people have tea and drink to each other. Toasts tend to be proposed according to the
positions in the family hierarchy too. After that, they will have such foods as jiaozi
prepared by the host and return to their respective houses where New Year banquets
are thrown. Then they pay New Year calls at Mongolian villages or on relatives
living relatively far away. Throughout the Spring Festival holidays, people are all
dressed up splendidly and the atmosphere is one of bliss and happiness.
——the New Year's Day for Livestock
Every year from the 15th-16th days a rite will be held to mark the New Year's
Day for Livestock. This custom has been observed for a long time. On the day, all
members of the Mongolian family will gather at a place where water and grass
abundantly, set up their kitchen, drive all their livestock there, have lamas chant sutras,
burn incenses, sprinkle wine on the ground, and offer food to Heaven. Then they
will fry doughnuts with the kitchen they set up, put them onto the necks of oxen and
sheep, and tie coins of five colors to their breeders. They will also errect a stone to
symbolize the Old Man of the New Year and smear butter and milk products onto it as
a way of expressing good wishes to senior herdsmen. After that people sit together in
a circle and lay out wine and meat, singing and dancing and praying for a smooth and
prosperous next year.
--Jizao Festival
The 23rd day of the 12th lunar month is Jizao Festival. On this day, Mongolians
all over the steppe spring-clean their courtyard very early, take out and cook the
mutton and the sheep internal organs prepared in advance for the rite of offering
sacrifices to the kitchen. Then, mutton on the chest wishbone is stripped off. A thin
edge is left along the soft ribs of the wishbone. Then some wool threads are used to tie
the two thin edges along the soft ribs and make them bend into a shape of a sail boat.
Then together with stripped shin bones, four long ribs, paper ingots, some stipa shoots
and elm branches, it is wrapped by the sheep’s ventral retina outside. Then other
things such as colored cloth strips and incenses are placed onto them.
The chest wishbones shall be placed inside the Wealth-inviting Barrel. The broth
should be made into thick rice soup. When night falls, the rite of paying sacrifices to
the Kitchen God begins, first in the oldest senior’s family and in an order of seniority.
The lama chants sutras first; then the owner of the house or his offspring burn the
chest wishbones prepared for decorative use in fire. People present all kowtow to the
fire. Then the hostess kowtow to the two short ribs wrapped up by a hada inside the
fire for sacrificial use. During the 23rd-26th days of the 12th lunar month when
offerings are paid to the Kitchen God, nothing shall be lent. On the 26th day of the 12th
lunar month, the Wealth-inviting Barrel will be taken down. The offerings inside the
barrel will be distributed among seniors and children of each family.
9. Marital customs
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The marital customs of Chahar Mongolians are best preserved in Zhenglan Qi. It
can be described as follows: when a man reaches the marriageable age, his parents
will invite a matchmaker who has close ties with the chosen girl's family, knows about
etiquette and the ways of the world. Then the matchmaker will go to the girl's house
and propose the wedlock with presents including a hada. If the girl's family do not
agree to this union, they will return the hada in seven to eight days. And this step is
known as ‘sending back the hada of decline'.
If the girl's family do not return the hada，the boy's family will ask the
matchmaker to present to the seniors of the girl's family, including her parents,
another hada, known as 'hada of engagement'.
After the hada of engagement is accepted, the boy's family will send the
matchmaker to present spirits and other gifts such as hada’s, cookies and milk
products to the girl's parents and relatives as a way of showing respect. At the banquet
to which the girl’s family treat the matchmaker, they discuss the date and other
matters such as the exchange of gifts. This is the first spirits-presenting ceremony of
engagement.
After the engagement, the man’s family will ask a lama to determine the date of
marriage and the time of the bride’s arrival according to the couple’s birth times. Then
the chosen date and the time of the bride’s arrival will be written on red paper and
sent to the girl’s house. If the latter shows no opposition, they will discuss such
matters as the scale of the bride’s escort procession.
On the day before the wedding day, the man’s family will treat the members of
the escort team and those present at the ceremony. A rite blessing the bridal room will
be held. At the same time, the girl’s family will throw a ‘girls’ banquet’, at which her
parents treat girls present to a bowl of fresh milk and then officially announce her
forthcoming marriage. The guests at the ‘girls’ banquet’ are mostly her relatives, good
friends and unmarried sisters of similar age and the same generation. The would-be
bride's parents will display her dowries in public and select the representatives of both
the families in the bride-escorting team and two exemplary ladies with healthy parents
and children as 'accompanying lady' and 'month lady'.
Before the groom departs to fetch his bride, the representatives and deputy
representatives (huda) of the families and other members in the bride-escorting team
are invited to the banquet. After he proposes a toast to his wife, he will also propose
toasts to all the members of the escort team one by one. Before the bride-escorting
procession sets off, the groom should wear the bow and quiver and the master of the
ceremony will deliver the congratulatory speech aloud, sip a mouthful of fresh milk
and send off the groom on the way.
The mounted bride-escorting team, before leaving for the bride's family, will take
with them a saddled and bridled horse whose hair color is not antagonistic to the
bride's birth time and use it to carry the bride. In order to arrive at the bride's house
at the specified auspicious time, sometimes the procession needs to start out at night.
When the procession reaches the village where the bride's family lives, they should
wait for the right time. Two experienced men are dispatched to inform the bride's
family and pay respects. When the bride's family receives the news, they will prepare
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a grand complete-sheep banquet. After some good-will verbal exchanges and
bantering, when the bride's family feel that the groom's haughtiness has been
suppressed. Then a banquet will be thrown at which both parties drink spirits and
meat. After the banquet is over, the bride's family will dress the bride. During this
period, wives of the bride's brothers will create difficulties for the groom deliberately
to embarrass him. When the senior in the escort team announces that the procession is
about to set out again, the sisters-in-law will put the bow and quiver on the bride. At
the same time, some one whose 'eight characters about her birth' is not antagonistic
to the bride's will veil the bride, and lead her onto the horse. After some
complications, the procession will escort the bride on the horse to circle around the
courtyard three times before they leave. Then caravans carrying the bride’s dowries
also head for the groom’s house in the escort procession.
When the bride gets off the horse, the groom should hold her together with the
saddle. Then the lama invited over will wash the hands and face of the bride standing
upright, and her mother-in-law will have the girl taste fresh before she is escorted into
a tent or room prepared specially for this occasion, where she waits for the rest
wedding proceedings.
When the time for ‘showing respect to Heaven and Earth’ arrives, the bride and
groom will stand in front of the altar desk on which an incense burner and sacrifices
have been laid out, waiting for their ‘hair-combing father’ or ‘hair-combing mother’ to
host the ceremony. After the new couple finishes this proceeding following the
emcee’s instructions, the groom will wear the headdress prepared by her
mother-in-law, tread on a sheep hide placed on some tree branches, enter the bridal
room and accept the teasing of brothers and sisters. The bride will not enter the bridal
room until toast men of both the families finish their verbal duel.
After she enters the bridal room, the bride will kowtow to the Kitchen God and
taste the fresh milk given by her mother-in-law. Then the groom will unveil the bride
with the divine arrow to which a hada is tied and her sisters-in-law will comb her hair
and help her wear all her headdress. Then led by the sisters-in-law, she will present
spirits and hada’s to her father- and mother-in-law and kowtow to them. Only after
that will the grand banquet of wedding begin officially. When the relatives and guests
of both the families are seated, the bride and groom will toast and salute them.
Throughout the banquet, songs are sung all along and people toast each other from
each other. The banquet bristles with a festive atmosphere. After it ends, except the
bride’s ‘accompanying lady’ and ‘month lady’ and the parents who look about their
daughter, all those who have escorted the bride to the groom’s house return to their
respective homes.
Besides the above-mentioned customs, there are also many other Mongolian
customs in Zhenglan Qi, such as funeral etiquette, taboos, guest-reception etiquette,
birthday-celebrating etiquette, celebration of the first month of a newborn baby, the
horse milk festival (the 41st day of the 4th lunar month according to the lunar calendar),
and so on.
10. Taboos of Mongolians in Zhenglan Qi, etc.
Production taboos
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Never kick a horse on the head, or an ox. Never urinate in the pen of livestock.
Never use the niff-bit, or reins to bind or beat things. Never hit the ground with a
whip or a wood stick. When the saddle is taken off the horse, it must be placed rolled
up and pointing north. Never place a horse-harnessing bar horizontally on the ground.
Those who are not herdsmen cannot use the horse-harnessing bar at will. Pregnant
women cannot touch the horse-harnessing bar. Children cannot play with the
horse-harnessing bar. When a sheep is slaughtered, it must be disemboweled instead
of being beheaded.
[Taboos in life]
When passing by a Mongolian yurt on a horse or vehicle, the traveler shall slow
down in order to disturb the herd. When a young man comes across his senior or elder
brother, he should dismount the horse and show respect. When guests enter a yurt,
seniors must enter first and be invited to sit in the middle seat. Juniors shall never
enter the yurt first or sit in the middle seat. After they enter the gate, they should walk
along the left side and sit to the right of the host. Guests must never bring a whip or a
horse-harnessing bar or a rope into the yurt. When the host or hostess presents milk
tea with a bow, the guest should accept it with both his hands with a bow. When a
toast is proposed, both parties shall wear their hats properly, button their buttons and
straighten their sleeves. When guests leave the yurt, they should not mount their
horses and vehicles instantly; instead, they should walk for a distance and wait until
the host and hostess return into their yurt. Since the altar is usually placed in the
northwest corner of the yurt, when a guest stays for the night, he shall never stretch
his feet towards that corner. If there is a silk person in the Mongolian yurt, the host
will tie a rope on the left side of the door and bury the lower end into the earth. This
means that no guest is welcome. Don’t stand or sit on the threshold. Never toy with
others’ hats. Never stab a knife into a bonfire. Do not fetch meat from a pot with a
knife. When something bladed is placed, it shall never be placed with its edge upward.
When a knife or any other pointed thing is handed to other, its handle, rather than the
tip, should point to the receiver. Never urinate into water or ashes. Never tread on an
oven or cook stove. Never warm your feet over fire.
[Other taboos]
Do not sprinkle water towards a passer-by, especially clear water. Never
dismount a horse from the right side. Never sprinkle milk wine or spread food onto
the ground. When hada’s are presented to each other during the Spring Festival, the
junior shall not raise his hada higher than the senior. A minor shall never exchange
snuff bottles with his senior.
11. Mongolian funeral customs in Zhenglan Qi
During the Ming and Qing Dynasties, wild burial, cremation and inhumation are
the traditional means of burial for Mongolians in this area. Since the end of the Qing
Dynasty, inhumation has been predominantly practices. When some one dies, he or
she shall not be changed into the burial costume instantly; rather, one or two or more
lamas should be invited over to chant sutras and determine the time for burial. The
first one or two lamas invited should be in charge of the sutra chanting; suppose more
come later, they should not be invited. The clothes, implements, jewels and horses
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placed in front of the coffin as sacrifices to the deceased all belong to the lama, who
covers the face of the dead with a hada, puts up a curtain in front of the corpse, lights
the Buddhist lamps and candles on the altar, puts a string of prayer beads into a
wooden bowl, and places the deceased’s clothes, boots, hats, smoking sets, jewels, etc.
in front of the corpse as sacrifices. The horse used to send off the deceased person’s
soul should be equipped with such things as a saddle and bridle. After the funeral is
over, the children, juniors and relatives of the deceased person should put on black or
white mourning costumes, take off the beads on the tops of their hats and the tassels,
and place them in front of the lama so that they can practice the ‘mourning wearing
ceremony’ after he can chant the blessing sutra. Girls who have been married into
other families and lamas do not attend the ceremony. Only relatives are informed of
the funeral. If inhumation or cremation is practices, usually on the 21st day of the
funeral, the lama will be invited over again to chant sutras. After he bless them, they
can take off their mourning costumes and put the beads and tassels back onto their
hats.
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II. The Ecological Environment and Natural Landscape of Zhenglan Qi
1. Jin Lianchuan Steppe and Its Ecological Environment
Jin Lianchuan grassland, where Xanadu was located, is a beautiful vast land with
a good environment and rich natural resources. On this grassland, there is a special
kind of flower called nasturtium. According to History of Kou Bei San Ting, Volume 5,
Plants, “Nasturtium is golden in color; it has 7 petals around its core. A number of
flowers grow on one stem. It looks like lotus flower but is smaller. It blooms in June
when the field is all golden. In autumn, the flowers wither but do not fall. The seeds
look like corn but are black. The leaves are green, slim and long with five or seven
tips.” “It is extremely cool. If you drink tea with it, it can reduce your internal heat.”
In May, 1168, the name Jin Lianchuan was first used, because the grassland has so
many nasturtiums. (See History of the Jin Dynasty, Volume 6, Biography of Emperor
Shizong, Part One, Volume 24, Geography, Part One) The grassland lies in the south
bank of the Luan River. It is named “Salatala” in Mongolian, meaning “yellow land”,
or “Jin Lianchuan”.
On the beautiful and rich grassland of Jin Lianchuan, there are many exotic
plants. For example: peony flower, purple chrysanthemum, Chang Shi Ba, wild leek
flowers and wild mushrooms, etc. There are red and white peony flowers. “When the
peony buds grow on the grassland, many people get and eat them.” (See Yang Yunfu,
Poem on Luan Jing) In Xanadu, people made tea out of peony buds. The taste is sweet
and unusual. Huang Jin of the Yuan Dynasty writes, “It is pitiful for the Book of Tea
since Wu Nongyuan never comes to Luan River.” In Xanadu, purple chrysanthemum
was also very expensive. In Poem on Luan Jing, it says, “purple chrysanthemum can
only be found in Luan Jing and many scholars like it.” Its color is that of the jade, the
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leaves are sword-like. From the line “purple chrysanthemum and nasturtium grow all
around”, we know that they bloom at the same season. Chang Shi Ba is also a famous
kind of flower beyond the Great Wall. The daughters of herdsmen often pick them and
put them on their hat. Song beyond the Great Wall, written by Nai Xian of the Yuan
Dynasty, depicts the scene of the daughters of herdsmen picking them. “The
beautifully dressed little girl comes out of the tent and sees a Chang Shi Ba. She picks
it and puts it on her hat.”
On the grasslands, there are wild leeks and ground pepper grass. If cattle and
sheep eat them, their meat is tasty and not smelly. The wild mushrooms here are
delicious and big. Hu Zhu of the Yuan Dynasty wrote, “When the buckwheat flowers
bloom, the grass and the woods become dry and the mushrooms grow after the rain.
The cowboys pick them and sell them to the passers-by.” On the grassland, there is a
bird called Bailing Sparrow, or “He Yi Lu He Na” in Mongolian. It is also called Love
Birds. In court music of the Yuan Dynasty, there is a famous piece called Bailing
Sparrow. There are many other wild animals around the land, such as eagle, swan,
titmouse, sandgrouse, camel, wild donkey, Mongolian gazelle, ground squirrel, wild
rabbits. In the lakes and the Luan River, there are carp, crucian and so on.
2. Geomorphology and Environment
Xanadu was at the northern foot of Yanshan Mountain, the Chahar hilly area,
south-east edge of the Inner Mongolia Plateau. The altitude is between 1,200 and
1,500 meters. Jin Lianchuan is on the alluvial plain of the Luan River upper reaches.
The magnanimous vast grasslands are most appropriate for the development of animal
husbandry.
Luan River originates from the northern foot of the main peak of Yanshan
Mountain. It flows through the capital of Zhenglan Qi in the north and flows east to
the Jin Lianchuan Grassland. Blocked by the Longgang Hills, it forms a large bending
and flows south past Duolun County and into Yanshan valley. The scenery is terrific
along this valley, especially in Chengde, Hebei Province. After it goes out of the
mountain, it flows to Bohai Sea. During the Yuan Dynasty, current Chengde city,
northern Shanxi Province and northern Hebei Province were under the jurisdiction of
Xanadu, which are all good places for farming. Xanadu was located in the north of the
Luan River bending where the water is sufficient. It was surrounded by mountains in
all directions. The grassland is most extensive here. During July and August every
year, golden nasturtium bloom together.
It has four distinct seasons here. It is especially cool in summer and autumn. It
has been a summer resort since ancient times. The air is fresh and clean here,
especially in the Jin Lianchuan grassland and the forest and lake areas of
Hunshandake sand land, where the air is rich in negative oxygen ions, which are
valuable for human health.
3. Hunshandake Sand Land
In Zhenglan Qi and the southern Xilin Gol Grassland, there is a well-known
Hunshandake sand land. Hunshandake means solitary horse. It runs through southern
Xilin Gol Grassland, Zhenglan Qi and Northern part of Duolun County. Hunshandake
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sand land is also known as the small Tengger desert, where the sand has a history of
220,000 years. It is the place where desert is most active in the Xilin Gol area. It is
sad that when Genghis Khan led his army to fight the Jin Dynasty in the south. When
they passed here, he named this desert after his horse “solitary horse”.
The northern part of Hunshandake sand land is purely pastoral, the south being a
combination of agriculture and animal husbandry area. National highway 207 crosses
the sand land, connecting Beijing, Hebei, and Inner Mongolia. In Hunshandake, there
are numerous fixed or semi-fixed sand dunes. The land is not a barren desert. There
are trees and shrubs, such as mountain elm, birch, poplar, salix, yellow willow,
tamarisk, and artemisia, camel thorn. Wild onion, wild leek, wild lily also grow in the
sand where there is a higher water level. Among the sand land, there are large and
small lakes, streams and rivers, wetlands, habitat for the swans, common crane, wild
ducks and larks. Around the lake, there are places for herdsmen and small villages of
farmers. In addition, in the desert, occasionally one can find ancient abandoned
settlements and relic fragments scattered on the surface. The landscape of
Hunshandake is very valuable in the study of biological diversity. It is also an
important part of the natural environment of Zhenglan Qi where Xanadu was located.
4. Landscape Areas of Hunshandake Sand Land in Zhenglan Qi
a. Landscape Area of Gao Ge Si Tai
It is located in the northern part of the sand land with the geographical
coordinates being east longitude 115°46' and north latitude 43°1'. It has abundant
underground water, rivers, sand dunes, red willow, elm forests. The herdsmen raise
camels in the sand. On the surface layer there are scattered potteries, indicating that
people had been living here since ancient time.
b. Landscape Area of Xiao Zha Ge Si Tai
It is located in the middle of the sand land with the geographical coordinates
being east longitude 116°14' and north latitude 42°36'. There are many lakes rich in
fish. In Mongolian, Zha Ge Si Tai means “place of fish”. In addition, it is the summer
camp for the herders of Sanggendalai Wuxing Gacha. In spring and summer season,
Mongolian herders drove horses, cattle and sheep here to have a rest and engage in
traditional cultural and sports activities.
c. Heifeng River Landscape
It is located in the southern part of the sand land with the geographical
coordinates being east longitude 116°29' and north latitude 42°35'. There are birch
forest in their original state, rivers and sand dunes. It is also summer camp of the local
Mongolian herdsmen. It retains many of the traditional Mongolian customs.
The above three areas are of high scenic value because they have sand, rivers,
lakes, birch, as well as Mongolian summer camps and herds. As the area is rather
closed, as part of the Chahar tribes, the Zhenglan Qi Mongolians who live here still
retain abundant traditions and customs of Chahar Mongolians. In addition, this area
has a unique and beautiful environment, which makes the cultural landscape of
Xanadu much more colorful.
5. Luan River System
Luan River, also called Ru River in ancient times, originates from Fengning
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County in Hebei Province, which is adjacent to the Xilin Gol grassland. The river
flows from west to north to Guyuan County, Hebei Province, also called Lightning
River. It passes through Zhenglan Qi of Xilin Gol League and flows east, called
Shangdu River. After it flows into Duolun County, in Qagan Obo, Heifeng River joins
from the north, and then it is called Luan River. Then it passes through the little
garden and flows to Fengning county, Hebei province. Major tributaries include
Yangchangzi River, Heifeng River, Shepi River, Tulugen River. The river is clear and
it covers a vast area, having great ecological effects and landscape effects.
Luan River is also known as Lightning River or Shangdu River in Jin Lianchuan
Grassland. It plays an important role in soil and water conservation, Jinlian Chuan
landscaping, irrigation and environmental protection.
III. Protective Measures Taken and Activities in Recent Years
1. In the protection of traditional Mongolian culture: Sponsored by the
government of Zhenglan Qi and organized by Mongolian programming group of
Inner Mongolia television, “Zhenglan Qi Cup Mongolian Poems Recitation
Competition” had a good effect inside and outside the region. Organized by the
Department of Cultural Affairs of Zhenglan Qi, the Wulanmuqi performance, which
retained the traditional Mongolian culture, was welcomed by the herdsmen. Thus the
national art has been promoted and protected.
2. In environmental and ecological protection: The comprehensive management
of Hunshandake sand land and the “Three-North Shelterbelt” construction projects
have some effects and soil erosion has decreased.
3. In the protection of Luan river resources: Through large area of afforestation
and water conservation, water quality in the lakes and rivers of Luan River has been
further improved.

B.5-3 Papers on the Cultural Studies of Xanadu
1. On Xanadu, (Japan) Ishida Kannosuke, translated by Bao Guoqing, from
Collected Works on Xanadu, Ye Xinmin, eds, Beijing: Central Nationalities
University Press, August 2003, first edition.
2. Seasonal Hunting Life of the Emperors of the Yuan Dynasty, (Taiwan) Lao
Yanxuan, from the Mainland Magazine (Taiwan) volume 26, part 3, 1963.
3. On the Palace Banquets of the Yuan Dynasty, (Taiwan), Yuan Ji, from the
Fourth International Seminar on Mongolian Studies, Hohhot, 2004.
4. Some Stories of Friendly Exchanges between China and Europe during the
Yuan Dynasty, Zhou Lang and the Horse Painting, Ye Xinmin.
5. Buddhism of Xanadu, (Japan) Nogami Shunjō, translated by Hasi Bagen.
6. Religion of Xanadu, Ye Xinmin, Academic Journal of Inner Mongolia
University (Social Science Edition), 1985.02.
7. Sports and Entertainment of Xanadu, Yang Shaoyou, National Research, 1998,
volume 6.
8. Scientific and Technological Exchanges between China and Foreign
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Countries during the Yuan Dynasty and the Role of Xanadu, Li Di, Feng Lisheng,
Academic Journal of Inner Mongolia Normal University, 2000, volume 1.
B.5-3-1 On Xanadu
In autumn 1932, I have had four lectures on Various Findings in the Field of
Mongolian History during the 19th seminar of Japan Library. The second lecture was
on November 24, entitled Exploration of the Site of Xanadu, in which I first presented
the evolution of the studies on the site of Xanadu by western and eastern scholars, and
then I introduced the 1925 field research report by American geographer, Mr.
Lawrence Impey. In his report, he cited the records about Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty
literature and recalled the broad outline of Xanadu. The outline of my lecture was
later made by Hatada Takashi and Iwasa Seiichiro and published in the History
Magazine, volume 44, part 1 (January, 1933, page 99-101). I’d like to extend my
sincere thanks to these two gentlemen for this. I had several other lecture outlines that
I intended to do some substantial work for later submission, but due to inertia, they
didn’t come out until the end of 1937. At that time, the research team of Xanadu Site
of East Asia Archaeological Institute, headed by Dr. Harada Yoshito, just came back,
and I was lucky to meet them. I wrote an article to Journal of Archaeological Science,
Volume 2.8.12 (August 12, 1938), which was the old version of On Xanadu. Later the
research team published an official report and was published in Oriental Archaeology
Series Volume II (November, 1941). The results of the fieldwork are detailed, but the
descriptions of the palaces, gates, government offices and temples recovered from
relevant literature are somewhat general. Therefore I took time to modify them and
tried to make up for the deficiencies in the research report. I tried to maintain the
original manuscript. In the appendix of the book Xanadu, I had written an article as a
reference, On the Literature of Xanadu and I hope the readers might be interested.
I
The Kaiping site of Xanadu is located 36 km northwest of Dolon-nor of Luan
River. It is also called Luan Jing in the Yuan Dynasty since it is near the Luan River.
The current Mongolian name is chao-naiman sume khoun, meaning “the city of 108
temples”. 69 In 1255, Emperor Xianzong ordered his brother Kublai Khan to guard
this place. The next year, he ordered Liu Bingzhong to build a city “east of Huanzhou,
north of Luan River”, which was the origin of the capital. Kublai Khan became
emperor in this place and in 1260, it took the name Kaiping. In 1264, it became
Xanadu and Yanjing became Dadu. Since then, Xanadu became the summer resort for
the emperors. In late Yuan Dynasty, almost the same palaces and pavilions as in Dadu
were built here as well as various government offices. It is like a microcosm of Dadu.
It is a provisional capital. According to records of the Yuan Dynasty poetry, the
69

It got this name probably because there are many Lama Temples here. The number 108 is a number worshiped
by Buddhism and Brahmanism. The use of this figure is by no means a coincidence; there must be some kind of
origin. There are many different sayings today. Yang Yunfu of the Yuan Dynasty used to write 108 poems about the
landscape of Xanadu and thus it got this name. I think this opinion is not accidental. (For more details, please refer
to my article, On the Literature of Xanadu, Page 33.)
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weather is pleasant here. 70 It was called the cool capital by people then. Travels of
Marco Polo, Oriental Adventure and Kublai Khan by Coleridge all mentioned Xanadu.
As the provisional capital, Xanadu was badly destroyed in late Yuan Dynasty uprising.
In December, 1358 the Red Turban Rebellion Army invaded Xanadu and burned the
palaces and pavilions here. In the spring of 1363, the remaining Red Turban Rebellion
Army came again and plundered when returning from Korea. In 1368, the Ming
Dynasty was established; Xu Da led the army and captured Xanadu. In the next year,
when Chang Yuchun came to Xanadu, Emperor Shundi of Yuan fled to Yingchang in
the north and later died there.71 With the demise of the Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu was
never repaired again, from the Ming and Qing dynasties until now. During the 500
years, the old palaces and walls were covered with weeds and nobody cared.
As is mentioned above, after the Yuan Dynasty had declined, Xanadu became
deserted. For many years, no one could recall the history or conduct academic
investigation here. During the war in late Yuan Dynasty, there were suggestions of
repairing the palaces but it was not realized due to opposition. During the Ming
Dynasty, someone suggested building a town here, but still there was opposition and
nothing was done about it. 72 In 1691, Christian Zhang Cheng (Gelbillon) passed by
Xanadu but didn’t say much about what he saw there. No one asked or recorded
anything about Xanadu since then. Then in 1872, Dr. S. W. Bushell and his colleague
T. G. Grosvenor, both from the British Consulate in Beijing, started from Beijing,
passing by Nankou, Zhangjiakou, and reached Xanadu and had a site research. After
the research, Bushell published a report titled Journey outside the Great Wall in the
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, XLIV，1874. He also published Notes on
the Old Mongolian Capital of Xanadu in Journal of Royal Asiatic Society，NS.，Ⅶ，
1874. Although the research is not sufficient, and there are many errors, people
learned one aspect of Xanadu Site. Then the Russian scholar A. Pozdonieev recorded
his experience in his book, Mongolia and the Mongols; Paris journalist M. Monnier
visited Xanadu in autumn 1899 and recorded what he saw;73 British Consul C.W.
Campboll carried out a research of Xanadu and reported to the parliament74; Dr. Torii
70
In the summer of 1937, the researchers in Xanadu experienced the cool weather of the Xanadu site. Although
Xanadu is located in the upper highlands at an altitude of about 1, 300 meters, it is still cool and pleasant. They had
a very cool summer. During the Yuan Dynasty, many poets wrote about the pleasant climate here in Xanadu. Sa
Dula wrote in Poem of Shangjing, “The July of Shangjing is as cool as water”. Yang Yunfu wrote in his Poem of
Luanjing, “During the hot summer, it is like in the autumn in the Crystal Palace”. The Crystal Palace will be
discussed later.
71
When Emperor Shundi abandoned Xanadu and went north, agonizing over the loss of Xanadu and Dadu, he
wrote a poem of which the Mongolian version is preserved until today. The poem is a little different from the one
in Origin of Mongolia and Book of Jin (Altan tobchi). The poems in these two books are different from the poems
in Lama Galsang Gomboev’s book and the recent Mongolian Biography of Genghis Khan published in Beijing.
Shiro Kobayashi believes that the Beijing version poem has a higher credibility. The poem by Shundi is omitted
here.
72
Chen Zuren proposed not to repair Xanadu, and Emperor Shundi’s plan was ended. (History of Kou Bei San

Ting, Volume 12, page 455-456.) During the Ming Dynasty, Yin Geng proposed not to repair Kaiping. (History of
Kou Bei San Ting, Volume13, page 502-504.)
73

Le tour de L’Asie: L’ Empire de Milieu. Paris, 1899.

74

Report by Mr. C. W. Campbell, His Majesty’s Consul at Wuchow, on a Journey in Mongolia.［With a map］.

Presented to Both Houses of Parliament… January 1904. C. W. Campbell. Journeys in Mongolia（Geographical
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Ryuzo from Japan (the 44th year of the Meiji era) and his wife (the 2nd year of the
Showa era) introduced their visits to Xanadu sites in their respective works Mongolia
Travel and Viewing Mongolia from Customs75; The late Dr Kuwabara also published
the results of his study on Xanadu in his East Mongolian Survey Report. It can be said
the introduction of Xanadu sites has been increasing gradually. But the above
knowledge and reports are far too simple to fully display the original appearance of
Xanadu. At the time of Dr. Kuwabara, Marcel van Lerberghe from Tianjin, carried out
a field investigation in Xanadu and recorded his journey in the article to the
Half-beast and Half-human Kingdom. 76The photos and maps in it showed in details
the original appearance of Xanadu Site. Unfortunately, because it is privately
engraved, they only printed 200 copies and it was not popular. Before issuing of the
complete report by the East Asia Archaeological Society, in spring 1925, American
geographer Lawrence Impey published a very detailed site investigation report in
Geographical Review. It was welcomed by many. 77 The report included a plan of
Xanadu and measuring drawings of the gates and moats. But there are no scenery and
physical photos, which makes it inferior to the description of Lerberghe. Although the
various reports are not satisfactory in many ways, considering the inconvenience in
transportation and the availability of equipments and the remote site, the hard work of
these people has done us a lot in our studies. These reports did not use documents and
conducted research on the gates, palaces and temple ruins about Xanadu, which is
lacking in previous reports. As such, this article does not describe the past notes of
field survey. Considering the report of Lawrence Impey, we will focus on the study of
the names of the palaces and temples of Xanadu mentioned in documents. Similar
attempts have been consistent among Chinese scholars. There are many studies about
Dadu, butthey know little about Xanadu.78
Documents that are able to provide relevant literature for the article mainly
include the works of He Jing, Chen Fu, Cheng Kuifu, Yuan Jue, Wang Jie, Ma
Zuchang, Liu Guan, Sa Dula, Zhou Boqi, Zhang Zhu, Nai Xian, Gong Shitai, Yang
Yunfu, Wang Shixi, etc., centered on the History of the Yuan Dynasty in Chinese. The
works of Yuan, Liu, Zhou and Yang provided many clues. 79 Some of them are very
valuable books. In addition to the above literature, History of Kou Bei San Ting,
written by Jin Zhizhang and modified by Huang Sirun, was largely quoted. Of course,
Su Tianjue’s works was also used. But History of Kou Bei San Ting was collected in
Journal, Nov. 1903, pp.485-521, with a map）
75
76
77
78

Historical Geography, XVIII No. VI, the 44th year of the Meiji Era.
Au Pays des Centaurs: Notes de Voyage sur la Mongolie. Tientsin, 1908,4. pp.183
Xanadu, Summer Capital of Kublai Khan. Geographical Review, XV, Oct, 1925, pp.584-604.
Works on Dadu include: Miao Quan Sun, Old City of the Yuan Dynasty and Forbidden City of the Yuan Dynasty

in Collection of Yifeng Chamber; Wang Biwen, Palace Maps of Dadu of the Yuan Dynasty, published by China
Building Society, Beijing, 1929; Zhu Qi, Palace Maps of Dadu of the Yuan Dynasty in 1936. But Xanadu is not
mentioned. Westerners, such as E. Bretschneider and C. Bouilard also conducted relevant study, but the research is
limited to Dadu.
For more details about these books, please refer to my paper, On the Literature of Xanadu. Qing Yu was also
quoted in the article.
79
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Mongolian Series, and it is more convenient as a general reference. Therefore, the
cited literature and page numbers all comply with the series.80 As for the western
literature, Travels of Marco Polo is unique. In 1275, Marco Polo and his uncle had the
chance of meeting Kublai Khan. They witnessed the city, palaces and gardens of that
time and therefore the records in his book are reliable. 81
The plan and related data of Xanadu site by Lawrence Impey are as follows:
1. The outer city is made of stone. It is about 4,300 chi long form east to west,
and 4,120 from south to north.
2. The inner city, located in the northeast inside the outer city is built with bricks.
It is about 1,760 chi long form east to west, and 1,970 from south to north.
3. Outside the outer city, there are traces of the Forbidden Garden from the north
to the west. They are in the shape of the Chinese character “山”. The eastern end of
the forbidden garden is on the extended line of the eastern outer city, which is 2,680
chi long, and the southern end of the forbidden garden is on the extended line of the
southern outer city, which is 2,540 chi long.
4. The outer city has one gate in the south and one in the north, two gates in the
east and two in the west. The inner city has one gate in the south, one in the west and
one in the east. The forbidden garden has two gates in the north, one in the west and
one in the south.
5. Outside the inner city, there are remains of moats in the south and north.
Outside the outer city, there is a river from the northwest to the southwest. Outside the
earth walls of the forbidden garden, there are intermittent traces of moats in the north
and in the west, which should be a whole in the past.
6. Close to the northern end of the inner city, there is a tall altar which is believed
to be the site of a large palace. In the south scattered ruins of numerous buildings. In
the northeast of the outer city there is a rectangular building form north and south,
which should be a temple site. From east to southeast, there are many building
foundation sites. In the western walls of the outer city, outside the gate in the south,
there is a rectangular altar form north and south, on which we can see the outline of
the palace at that time. 82
We can see the shadow of Xanadu from the remains today. We can imagine the
prosperity of then summer capital from the numerous poems of the Yuan Dynasty and
the poem of Emperor Shundi, Lamenting on the Two Capitals. Although it is not as
grand as Dadu, as a microcosm, there were once palaces and pavilions, red walls and
80

In his book Jin Bian, Wang Shidian, who was co-author of Records of Yuan Constructions, listed the names of
the palaces and gates of the Yuan Dynasty. Unfortunately, only a small number of them involved Xanadu.
81
Yule-Cordier, the Book of Ser Marco Polo, Vol. I, PP. 208. The article quoted Italian Professor Luigi Foscol
Benodetto’s translation (Firenze, 1928. For the book’s origin and value, please refer to my paper, On the Literature
of Xanadu, page 38-39) and Broadway Travelers Series, translated by Aldo Ricci.
82
There are a lot of plans of Xanadu, but they are quite similar, so there is no need to list them one by one.
Lawrence Impey’s report describes in detail the height and width of the city walls. Harada Yoshito quoted Komai’s
notes and field inspection and wrote a paper, Old Capital of the Yuan Dynasty Abandoned in Mongolian Grassland
(NHK series, Broadcast Speech • Lectures, Volume 28, February 25, the 13th year of the Showa Era, page 22-24).
It also mentioned this. It is omitted here.
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green tiles here. There were various peoples, rich local products and exotic goods
from all over the country. It is a pity that there was not much literature like Beautiful
Dreams in Bianjing about Bianjing of the Northern Song Dynasty and Memoirs of the
Capital about Lin’an of Southern Song Dynasty. But if we try to tap those sporadic
historical data, we can understand Khan’s elegance as well as the lives of ordinary
people. We’ll leave the city lives and talk about the basic construction first. Even so, it
is not easy to find the right poetry that describes exactly the bustling scene of Xanadu.
Hao Jing’s 50 Poems on Kaiping,83 Yuan Jue’s abstract poems about Kaiping84 and
Zhou Boqi’s On Horses, with a Prelude recorded but a few examples of the things in
Xanadu. If you really want to understand the scale, palace, temple and customs of
Luanjing, the only effective way is to analyze the sentences in poems and documents.
(I) Inner City
As mentioned earlier, Xanadu is surrounded by three walls. It is very much like
Chang’an of the Tang Dynasty. The outer city is like the Imperial city of Chang’an.
Outside are some scattered houses and monasteries. But outside the outer city of
Xanadu, it is the forbidden garden residential and other buildings are not allowed.
Therefore, the temple and the outer city could be built together. In the inner city, the
palaces and government offices coexist, which is very much like Chang’an. 85This is
a conclusion after the field visit of the site. There are many foundation remains of
large buildings in the inner city. On the contrary there are many remains of temples
instead of offices in the outer city. It is sufficient to prove that the conclusion is
correct. If so, the view that the inner city is the palace city and the outer city is the
imperial city is clearly incorrect. First of all, we’ll look at the major palaces and
government offices of the inner city.
1. Da’an Chamber
According to literature, among the various palaces of Xanadu, Da’an chamber
seems to be the most important and most magnificent one. According to the records
and considering the existing remains, the one on the tall altar at the north of the inner
city, close to the northern wall, which is in the shape of a reversed Chinese character
“山”, should be it. In one of Yang Yunfu’s poems on Luanjing, the note said: “Da’an
Chamber lies in the inner city of Shangjing.” 86 We can see that it is the most
important palace. Zhou Boqi wrote, “Da’an Chamber is so magnificent and it adds
splendor to Shangjing.” 87 It probably has a tower building, so it gives people a
feeling of being very tall. Zhou Boqi’s another poem Ode to Da’an Chamber said,
“The pavilion reaches the sky and the building is so exquisite and splendid.” 88 From
the poem we can imagine the scene then. Zhu Di of the Ming Dynasty wrote “Da’an
Chamber is as high as the sky” 89in his poem On the Palaces of the Yuan Yuan
83
History of Kou Bei San Ting (Mongolian Series version), pp. 645-646. In the following notes of this paper,
History is used for short. The page number is consistent with the Mongolian series.
84
History, page 646-648.
85
The Imperial city of Chang’an is the place for the government offices and the palace city is where the royal
palaces are located.
86
History, page 668.
87
History, page 634.
88
History, page 636.
89
History, page 675.
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Dynasty. We know that it is not imaginary.
Da’an chamber was built in December, 1270. According to the notes of Zhou
Boqi,90 Da’an chamber was an imitation of Xichun Chamber in Bianjing of the Song
Dynasty. Unfortunately, the description of the original face of Da’an Chamber is
nothing more than that. We do not know if there are any other unique designs. In April,
1294 Emperor Chengzong ascended throne here and met all his chancellors. In May,
1307, Emperor Wuzong also ascended throne here and met all his chancellors. In
1323, Emperor Yingzong held ceremonies here to recall the achievements of his
ancestors. He also held religious ceremonies here.91 Zhou Boqi wrote in his poem,
“Da’an Chamber is so magnificent and it adds splendor to Shangjing…”, which is the
best portrayal of Da’an Chamber. 92
Travels of Marco Polo recorded the “Marble Palace” in Xanadu. The recorded
content is slightly different from what we have mentioned. Let us take a look at Aldo
Ricci’s translation of this.93 Through this translation and relevant Chinese literature
we can restore the spectacular scene of the palace. Travels of Marco Polo recorded:
I started from Chagan-nor and after three days I reached the capital Xanadu,
built by Kublai Khan. Kublai Khan used marble and (other) stones to build a
grand palace and the halls and rooms are painted with gold. Then they are
decorated with a variety of patterns of birds, animals and flowers, which are all
exquisite and wonderful. This palace is located inside the capital city, one side of
which is close to the side wall. The walls surround a garden, of which the
perimeter is 16 miles. There are also springs, rivers and pastures. People from
outside are not allowed here.
Marco Polo and his uncle met Kublai Khan in May, 1275. The things
described above might be what they saw then. Later description was not as good
as the previous description and there are many doubtful points. The description
about the wall is vague and it is quite different from the field site. Besides, the
perimeter of the walls being 16 miles might be exaggerative. The figure is
doubtful and the errors in current different versions might come from all this.
2. Crystal Palace
According to records, we can only speculate the specific location of Da’an
Chamber. As for other palaces, it is difficult to determine their locations. The Crystal
Palace to be discussed is one of them. It can only be treated as scattered historical
data.
The Crystal Palace seems to be a sub-palace of Da’an Chamber. It should be
around Da’an Chamber. Yang Yunfu said in his Poems of Luanjing, “Da’an Chamber
lies in the inner city of Xanadu” and “There is also the Crystal Palace”. Yang wrote,
“When the night falls in Da’an chamber, the moon rises. During the hot summer, it is
90
The notes said, “Da’an chamber is imitation of Xichun Chamber in Bianjing of the Song Dynasty. It is moved to
Shangjing.”
91
Please refer to History of the Yuan Dynasty.
92
History, page 634.
93
For the nature and shortcomings of Aldo Ricci’s translation, please refer to Fujieda Akira’s On Different
Versions of Travels of Marco Polo (Part 2). Oriental History, Volume III No 3, June, the 13th year of the Showa
Era, page 61-62.
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like in the autumn in the Crystal Palace”.94 If we think carefully, we will find that the
chamber and the palace are very similar. Zhou Boqi wrote a poem on the structure of
the Crystal Palace. 95 We conclude that the decorations in the Crystal Palace might
be made of glass. I believe that Zhou’s On Horses, and the sentences “The June in
Shangjing is like early winter. All is clear and cold.” are not just describing the cool
weather in the Crystal Palace. It is very probable that it is used to describe the ice on
the glass. Only the Crystal Palace can match the descriptions. During the early years
of Zhu Yuanzhang’s reign, when Dadu’s palaces were destroyed, Xiao Xun, who was
the official of the construction ministry, went to the Crystal Palace for investigation
and wrote a book Records of the Old Palaces of Yuan.96 The book said: “The palace
uses glass for decorations; it is like the Crystal Palace.” This proves that the Crystal
Palace in Dadu uses glass. Khan accepted the gifts of all the officials here.
Performances and banquets are also held here. From the poem “The night is as bright
as the day, and the palace has so many jade screens. All the officials dance and make a
toast to the emperor for longevity.”97 We can imagine the scene then. There is another
poem that says, “The Crystal Palace hides among the willows and after meeting the
emperor the officials walk their horses here.”
3. Wan’an Chamber
According to the History of Yuan Dynasty, Wan’an Chamber was built in
November, 1274. No similar record was found in other historical documents.
4. Luding Palace, Xieshan Palace
According to Biography of Emperor Yingzong in the History of Yuan Dynasty,
Emperor Yingzong built Luding Palace in Xanadu for his queen in 1320. After
Emperor Yingzong ascended throne, in August, 1322, he ordered to draw the pattern
of weaving and tilling on the walls so thathe could know what his people were doing
by looking at it. 98 We do not know the exact date when Xieshan Palace was built,
but according to Biography of Emperor Yingzong: “In February, 1322, Xieshan Palace
was built.” We know that the palace was finished then or at least it was being built.
But in Biography of Emperor Taiding, “In November, 1324, Xieshan Tower and
Luding Tower were built in Xanadu.” Obviously, the construction was resumed.
However, the description was far too simple and we do not know whether it is true.
And these are the only data that can account for the two palaces. And what are the
differences between a palace and a tower? Are they the same thing or different things?
94

History, Page 668.
Ode to the Crystal Palace, History, Page 664.
96
Records of the Old Palaces of Yuan is a booklet. The writer went to the old palaces of the Yuan Dynasty himself
and had a investigation, so the records are valuable. The studies on palaces in this book can be compared with the
Palace System by Tao Zongyi. The rest of the book is included in Zhibuzu Chamber Series, Volume 11. Zhu Yizun
later quoted the whole book. Records of the Old Palaces of Yuan is the result of field observations. It also quoted
The Collection of Yuan. The two can complement each other exactly. The latter has many detailed aspects, but
there are also omissions. Although the former is a field survey, the investigation of a large number of palaces in a
short time will inevitably have errors. Therefore it should be used in light of other historical data. Studies on Dadu
Palaces of Yuan by Zhu Qi (Shanghai, 1936) is a more detailed research. (Su Lu’s article quoted On Relics, volume
13, written by Cao Zhao and modified by Wang Zuo, but much is abridged. Therefore it is not to be referred here. )
97
Sa Dula, Poems of Shangjing No.1, History, Page 66.
98
I think the pattern might be in Luding Palace in Dadu. The History of Kou Bei San Ting said it was in Xanadu,
while Zhu Qi said it was in Dadu. (Studies on Dadu Palaces of Yuan, page 46) The latter was closer to the reality.
95
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Supposing Luding Palace was finished and a tower was added, is it that another tower
was added to Xieshan Palace that was unfinished? I can hardly understand these.
5. Qingning Palace
In Biography of Emperor Taiding, it was recorded, “In the third year of Taiding
Era, Qingning Palace was moved to Boyier Palace.” We know that Qingning Palace
had been there for years. Unfortunately I know nothing more about the palace.
(Boyier Palace was in the southwest of Xanadu, near current Pain Chagan nor)99
6. Hongxi Palace, Chongshou Palace
According to Biography of Emperor Wenzong, in 1331, Hongxi Palace and
Chongshou Palace were built in Xanadu. We do not know whether the palaces had
been built before that. In the west of Hongxi Palace there is a Jade Pool. We can
imagine the grandeur of the palace through the poem “There are many carved flowers
and desks in the palace”. 100
7. Ruisi Palace, Renshou Palace, Muqing Palace
In Zhou Boqi’s Memoirs of Shangjing, there is a sentence that mentioned Ruisi
Chamber, “The Ruisi Chamber it is so quiet; there are so many jewels and beautiful
clothes.” Wang Shidian said that Ruisi Palace, Cristal Palace, Hongxi Palace, Muqing
Palace and Qingning Palace are all of one kind and “they are all in Xanadu”. I think it
should be a palace. Renshou Palace should be in the east, because in Zhou Boqi’s
another poem, it said, “in the east of Ruisi, there is Renshou”. But it is hard to say
whether it is a palace or a chamber. The name Muqing Palace also appears in Wang
Shidian’s poem, but it doesn’t appear in any other document. We can’t possibly know
the position and structure of it. In Zhou Boqi’s another poem, it was merely
mentioned. 101
8. Kuizhang Chamber (Xuanwen Chamber), Yan Chamber (Yanchun Chamber)
According to Yang Yunfu’s Poems of Luanjing, “Emperor Wenzong built
Kuizhang Chamber in Danei”, Kuizhang Chamber was built in Xanadu. The year is
likely to be 1330-1332. According to Biography of Emperor Shundi in the History of
the Yuan Dynasty, in 1344, the emperor came to Da’an chamber and held a banquet
for his chancellors in Kuizhang Chamber. We can see that Kuizhang Chamber was
built by then and Yang’s poem “The emperor values talents and built Kuizhang
Chamber to choose the best men” confirms that. According to the History of the Yuan
Dynasty, Emperor Wenzong, who knew the Han culture best and loved Han literature
and painting, built Kuizhang Chamber in Xingsheng Palace, Xanadu in 1328 to
display curios and store books. In 1329, he let his older brother Emperor Mingzong
ascend the throne. But in August, his brother had a violent death and he became the
emperor again. He made Kuizhang Chamber a place for the famous scholars. It should
be noted that Kuizhang Chamber in Xanadu and Jiange Chamber in Dadu were being
built at the same time or Kuizhang Chamber should be a little late. In 1328-1329,
Emperor Wenzong had a dispute with Emperor Tianshun. Emperor Wenzong led the
army and conquered Xanadu and ascended throne there. At that time, Emperor
99

Dr. Yanai Watari, Studies on Ordu of the Yuan dynasty, in Mongolian Studies, Page 760-763.
Zhou Boqi, Memoirs of Shangjing, I, History, page 664.
101
The poem also mentions Taiping, we don’t know whether it is the name of a palace.
100
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Wenzong was very busy and Xanadu was in a total mess. It is not possible for him to
build Kuizhang Chamber under such circumstances. Therefore the building of
Kuizhang Chamber should be in the Zhishun period.
Kuizhang Chamber in Dadu was later called Xuanwen Chamber. At the same
time, Kuizhang Chamber in Xanadu might also take a new name.102 In the poem Ode
to Xuanwen Chamber collected in Memoirs of Shangjing by Zhou Boqi, it said, “In
Yan Chamber there are numerous books as well as scholars.” 103It mentioned the new
name and it described the scene of the emperor inviting the scholars here. Another of
his poem said, “Beside the jade railing there are rows of cypress. The mica windows
are clear and cold.” 104We can see the structure of Kuizhang Chamber. Wu Shidao’s
poem also mentioned the scenery in Xanadu, so it can be used as reference. It should
be noted that in Zhou’s poem, Yan Chamber was related to Xuanwen Chamber.
According to the poem, Yan Chamber is a place of storing the books. Although Yan
Chamber is not near Xuanwen Chamber, it must be closely related to Xuanwen
Chamber. The poem contained such information. Elms were planted in the east of Yan,
which can be seen from Zhou’s poem.105 The History of Xuan Fu Zhen written by
Sun Shifang of the Ming Dynasty recorded the palaces of Xanadu. Yanchun Chamber
was among them. The two might refer to the same thing. There are doubts, of course,
but for the time being, we will regard them as the same thing and we shall discuss it
later.
9. Palaces and gates in the History of Xuan Fu Zhen
In addition to the records of the above palaces in the History of the Yuan Dynasty
and the poems, there are other records. The History of Xuan Fu Zhen recorded all
kinds of palaces that are not mentioned in the History of the Yuan Dynasty. These
records can make up for the omissions in other historical data and are extremely
precious. Although we can’t generalize that they are all valuable, we should treat them
with care. Palaces with the same names existed in Dadu and there are clear records
that could prove they are the palaces of Dadu. In Records of the Old Palaces of the
Yuan Dynasty, there are Daming Hall and Yanchun Chamber. According to Jin Bian,
Daming Hall, Xingong Gate, Yuncong Gate, Rijing Gate and Yuehua Gate are all in
Dadu. Or it might have mistakenly held that the palaces and gates recorded in the
History of Xuan Fu Zhen are in Dadu. Different dynasties might have palaces under
the same name, or in the same dynasty different places might have the same name. It
is very possible that Dadu and Xanadu might be the case. Jin Bian and Records of the
Old Palaces of the Yuan Dynasty both listed Xihua Gate as a building of Dadu, but in
Xanadu there is also a Xihua Gate. Records of the Old Palaces of the Yuan Dynasty
mentioned Yude Hall of Dadu and In Xanadu there is another Yude Hall. Therefore in
the History of Xuan Fu Zhen, it might be different palaces with the same name and in
Xanadu there was the same palace. 106(In New History of the Yuan Dynasty, Ke
102

In 1349, Xuanwen Chamber of Dadu was renamed Duanmu Hall. The one in Xanadu might have changed
name, too, but there is no data to prove it.
103
History, Page 664-665.
104
History, Page 665.
105
History, Page 664.
106
There was no record in the History of Xuan Fu Zhen, and the palaces that Dadu and Xanadu both have are
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Shaomin cited the palaces in The History of Xuan Fu Zhen and believed that they
were in Dadu. I have a different opinion. Ke didn’t explain.) Hereby the records of
palaces and gates in Xanadu in the History of Xuan Fu Zhen are listed below:
Daming Hall. The left gate is Xinggong Gate and the right Yuncong Gate.
Yitian Hall. The left gate is Rijing Gate and the right Yuehua Gate.
Baoyun Hall. There are two chambers in the west and east.
Huanli Hall. There are two halls in the west and east.
Yude Hall. Shouchang Hall is behind it.
Huohuo Hall. There are Zitan Chamber, Lianxiang Chamber, Yanchun Chamber,
and Gonghuan Chamber. It is the place for the officials to discuss politics. There is an
imperial kitchen and Ninghui Tower. There are also Lvzhu and Yingzhou pavilions
and Jinlu Altar.
In one of his poems, Zhou Boqi wrote about Yude Hall, “The red apricot stands
in front of Yude Hall, blooming like it did last year. 107 I suspect that Yude Hall is
just around Xuanwen Chamber. 108 In another of Zhou’s poem, he wrote, “Phoenix
and dragon109 are caved on the walls”. 110 Although he didn’t say whether it is East
Xiang Hall or West Xiang Hall, he left a note “ode to Xiang Hall”. This might be a
hall for worshipping. Anyway, if Yude Hall and Xiang Hall are in Xanadu, Yanchun
Chamber is undoubtedly in Xanadu. Then my hypothesis that Yan Chamber is
Yanchun Chamber is proved true. Of course, if so, Yanchun Chamber and Huohuo
Hall are connected and they stand across Zitan Chamber and Lianxiang chamber.
10. Nanmu Pavilion, Tongtian Chamber, Ciren Hall, Tongming Hall, Longguang
Palace, Wuhua Hall
Nanmu Pavilion might be a pavilion made in imitation of Nanmu. The History of
the Yuan Dynasty has record that the emperor came here.
Tongtian Chamber. Jin Bian recorded, “Da’an Chamber and Tongtian Chamber
are in Shangjing”.111 We can see that there was a chamber with this name.
Ciren Hall. In Nai Xian’s poem, he mentioned Ciren Hall. 112 According to
Records of the Old Palaces of the Yuan Dynasty, Ciren Hall was in Xanadu. In 1342,
Giovanni da Marignolli met Emperor Shundi and sent him a horse in Ciren Hall.
Obviously the two halls have the same name.
Tongming Hall was recorded in other historical data. Yuan Jue wrote,” When the
sun sets in Tongming Hall, I look at the sky in front of the mica screen.”;113 Zhou
Boqi wrote in his Poems of Shangjing, “ It is cold in Tongming Hall…” 114; Zhou

listed below. Palaces with the same name in Dadu and Xanadu are not unusual.
107
History, page 665.
108
Zhu Qie believed that the poem is related to Xuanwen Chamber in Dadu. According to Zhu, Xuanwen
Chamber was located in Xingsheng Palace in Dadu, so that Xuanwen Chamber and Yude Hall are far away from
each other. Obviously Zhu misunderstood the poem.
109
Zhufeng and Xianglong (meaning phoenix and dragon) might be the names of the arches of the hall. In Xinei,
Dadu, Guangtian Hall of Longfu Palace has two arches that have this name.
110
History, page 664.
111
Jin Bian, Part 1.
112
History, page 600.
113
History, page 655.
114
History, page596.
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Boqi’ poem on the Crystal Palace said, “Tongming used to be in the sky”. 115 But the
specific locations of the palaces can’t be identified.
Longguang Palace. Zhou Boqi described Longguang Palace in his poem. 116As
for Wuhua Palace, there is no record about it except the name. In Wang Shixi’s poem
Liuzhi Poem of Xanadu, the name was mentioned, “The emperor spent the night in
Wuhua Palace”. 117According to the first lines of the poem, Wuhua Palace was
related to the Small Eastern Gate. However, it is not possible to identify the gate. Next
we’ll discuss the government offices in inner city.
The so-called Dishi Hall was probably in Inner City. It was built where the Islam
mosques were destroyed. Or the hall might have been in Outer City. We’ll leave this
argument until later section “temples and abbeys”.
(II) Various government offices in Inner City
The buildings of Dadu and Xanadu were almost the same. According to the
History of the Yuan Dynasty, it is listed below:
Department of logistics and general management in Xanadu
Central Secretariat in Xanadu
Privy Council in Xanadu
Department of supervision in Xanadu
Patrol department in Xanadu
Tongzheng department in Xanadu
Zongzheng department in Xanadu
Commander of the imperial army in Xanadu
Transportation department in Xanadu
Bureau of drinks, Bureau of wine, Bureau of doctors, Bureau of jewels, Bureau of
gourd, Bureau of blanket, Bureau of soft skin, Bureau of kolinsky fur, Bureau of
special fur, Bureau of Xiepi, Bureau of craftsmen, Bureau of saddle, Bureau of
ceremony, Bureau of utensils
Department of craftsmen in Xanadu
Department of internal affairs, Department of worship, Department of benefits,
Department of warfare, Department of Bazuo, Department of taxes
Department of transportation in Xanadu
Department of medicine in Xanadu
Department of metallurgy in Xanadu
Department of prison in Xanadu
Department of temple management in Xanadu
Kaiping transaction center
Kaiping History Department
Department of weapons in Xanadu
Department of mining, Department of hunting,
Department of raw materials
Warehouse of Xanadu
115
116
117

History, page 664.
History, page 568.
History, page 565.
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Imperial College of Xanadu
Department of general management
The Department of logistics and general management in Xanadu used to belong
to Kaiping. Later in 1263, it was named Department of general management in
Xanadu and it was used until 1282. Tongzheng Department in Xanadu was established
in the second July of 1311;118 Imperial College of Xanadu was established in April
1304; Department of metallurgy in Xanadu was established in 1309; the warehouse
was established in November, 1282; In January 1284, Department of transportation in
Xanadu was established and in March Regulatory Department was established. They
certainly were not established at the same time. But most of them were established in
1263 and 1264 when Kaiping was upgraded to Xanadu. Some of them were
established in the time of Emperor Chengzong, Wuzong and Renzong. In the History
of Xuan Fu Zhen, it said “the seventy departments in Xanadu were all established in
the Zhiyuan Era.” This needs further studies. Kaiping transaction center and Kaiping
History Department existed before it became Xanadu. Of course, if you want to fully
understand the details of the deployment of various government offices, the History of
the Yuan Dynasty and other books are not enough. The understanding can not be
comprehensive. Not only the creation of these government offices are involved, but
also some offices are abolished in time. Therefore the records in the History of the
Yuan Dynasty cannot provide a satisfactory answer. But this is not my concern. I do
not want to clarify the evolution of the various government offices. I just want to
make clear what kind of government offices they are and I hope such efforts can help
with the investigation of the existing building sites. As there are few records of what
departments were abolished, destroyed or replaced, it doesn’t matter how many that
are abolished. The point is, as with the case of palaces, it is hard to find a name that
refers to the office and the present site. (I know little about the political system of the
Yuan Dynasty, so in the above offices, there must be some that overlap.)
(III) City Gates and Palace Gates
Before we look at the remains of the outer city, let’s look at the city gates and the
palace gates. We can compare the names and locations of the gates in Dadu in the
records with existing sites. But there is not much information about the gates in
Xanadu. It is hard to do so. First the names of the few gates in Xanadu are listed
below:
(1) Little East Gate
(2) Furen Gate
(3) Mingde Gate
(4) Jinma Gate
(5) Changhe Gate
(6) Yutian Gate
(7) Xihua Gate
(8) Xingong Gate
(9) Yuncong Gate
118

Biography of Emperor Renzong, the History of the Yuan Dynasty.
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(10) Rijing Gate
(11) Yuehua Gate
(12) Zhaode Gate
There are a total of 12 gates. There should be a Little West Gate and a Donghua
Gate in accordance with Little East Gate and Xihua Gate. Under this logic, there
might be a total of 24 gates. But in Records of the Old Palaces of the Yuan Dynasty,
there are not so many in Dadu or Xanadu. Only a few names were mentioned and
their locations are hardly recorded. And whether they are city gates or palace gates
cannot be identified. Although studying these sporadic data might inevitably have
error, still I try to do some research.
According to Chuogeng Records, on the south wall of the inner city of Dadu,
there are three gates: Chongtian Gate in the middle, Xingong Gate and Yuncong Gate
in the east and west; there is one gate in the north wall, Houzai Gate; one the east wall
and west wall there are Donghua Gate and Xihua Gate respectively, which connected
the east and west walls of the inner city of Xanadu. During the field observation the
two gates have disappeared. And we drew according to the remains. Donghua Gate
was speculated from Xihua Gate and it can’t be found in historical documents. Yang
Yunfu wrote in his Poems on Luanjing, “In the 15th of June every year, the Imperial
Master came from Xihua Gate and held a banquet on the tower. It’s called the
Imperial City Tour”.119 We can see that Xihua Gate did exist. And in the south of the
inner city there is a gate, but the name can’t be identified. Poems on Luanjing
mentioned Mingde gate.120 It is probably this gate, but it needs further evidence. Yang
also said in his poem, “Mingde Gate, the Meridian Gate”. As in the Beijing Forbidden
City of the Qing dynasty, Meridian Gate is not a gate, but rather a palace gate. It is
considered the front gate of Taihe Hall. Mingde Gate can’t be the gate of the south
wall in the inner city. Judging from the word “Mingde Gate”, it might be the Southern
Gate of the Inner City. Yang also mentioned Yutian Gate.121 From the poem and notes,
it is near a palace. It might be the gate on the inner city wall. Therefore it is
inappropriate to regard Mingde Gate as Meridian Gate. 122
Wang Shixi’s poem Liuzhi Poem of Xanadu 123mentioned the Little East Gate.
For the Fengtian City of Manzhou, there are two gates on the eastern wall, the one in
the south called the Big East Gate and the one in the north called the Little East Gate.
Similar names might be used in the gates of Xanadu. We can infer that the Little East
Gate refers to the northern gate in the eastern wall of the outer city. Of course, this is
only a conjecture.
The so-called Changhe Gate appeared only in Ma Zuchang’s poem. There might
be gates in other cities of China that have the same name, but we do not know the
truth.
The History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded that in May, 1326, Furen Gate was
119

History, page 672.
History, page 673.
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Poems on Luanjing, No.1.
122
The poem said, “A cart passes Yutian Gate. Girls dance for a peaceful year. The chancellors all congratulate the
king for a good harvest.” The note of the poem said “the inner gate is Yutian Gate.”
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History, page 565.
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built. We do not know whether it is a city gate or a palace gate.
Memoirs of Kaiping by Wang Jie mentioned Jinma Gate. Supposing that the
government offices are in the inner city, the gates in the west and east should be Xihua
Gate and Donghua Gate. So Jinma Gate is not a city gate. It might be a palace gate in
the city.
Yan Guangda of the Southern Song Dynasty recorded Shaode Gate in Travels of
a Messenger. After Lin’an was conquered, as a historiographer, he went to Xanadu
with the emperor’s mother. Travels of a Messenger recorded the scene then. (It is
Professor Kazuo who first recommended this book as a document on Xanadu. I’d like
to extend my sincere thanks to him.) According to Yan, he entered Xanadu by Shaode
Gate in April 22, 1276. (Travels of a Messenger was collected in Memoirs of
Qiantang, volume 9. I learned the English version of Travels of a Messenger through
Professor Kazuo. ) The location of Shaode Gate is unclear. If what the History of
Xuan Fu Zhen recorded was true, there should be a gate of the same name in Dadu.
But the location might be different. 124
(IV) Outer City
In the Outer City there are Buddhist temples, Taoist temples, mosques,
Confucius Temple, Chenghuang Temple and residential areas. We’ll look at the
temples first, then the roads and residential areas.
1. Buddhist temples
Huayan temple should be Longguang Huayan Temple exactly. According to Yuan
Jue’s Monument of Huayan Temple in Xanadu, 125 when Kublai Khan built Xanadu,
he built Longguang Huayan Temple in the northeast and Qianyuan Temple in the
Northwest. As in shown in Lawrence Impey’s plan, in the northeast of the outer city
there is a rectangular architectural remains, which should be Huayan Temple. One
strong evidence is the carving on Monument of Shougong. (Bushell also found the
monument and made rubbing of it. For the picture and travel, please refer to the notes
of Yule Cordier’s translation of Travels of Marco Polo, volume 1, page 350. Later A.
Pozdonieev also added the picture in his book Mongolia and the Mongols. Harada
Yohito also used the picture. The rubbings are quite popular.)126 Only the top part is
left and the monument has disappeared. We cannot possibly know what the
inscriptions are. But the top alone can prove the exact location of Huayan Temple.
The inscriptions tell the deeds of Shougong. He was the sixth abbot of the temple. His
Buddhist name is Wei Shou. The temple well might erect a monument for him. The
monument was not moved from elsewhere. Rather, it was from the temple. According
to Yuan Jue’s Monument of Huayan Temple in Xanadu 127and Liu Guan’s poem
Travels in Shangjing, 128we know that Shougong is Wei Shou, abbot of Huayan
124
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Temple. The construction of the temple started at the time when Xanadu was built and
it took ten years. According to Yuan Jue’s records, “the Emperor went north to hunt
and saw it was splendid”. (In June 1322, the Emperor ordered the Imperial Academy
to write inscriptions and Yuan Jue actually wrote it.) Yuan Jue also wrote a poem
Huayan Temple to show the magnificence of it. His Poems on Shangjing, No. 10129
also eulogized the palaces in Xanadu, including Huayan Temple. 130 The notes to his
poem also mentioned, “The base of the temple has a lot of water under it, so
thousands of wooden nails are used to build it. It is very costly.” To build a temple on
the soft ground, it is very important to make a solid foundation. The underground
water is high and the ground is soft, which makes it hard to do so. Lots of woods,
stones, coals and tiles are used to block the water. Then dissolved lead and tin are
used to fix it. The foundation is as tall as a man.
Qianyuan Temple. According to Yuan Jue’s Monument of Huayan Temple, when
Kublai Khan built Xanadu, Qianyuan Temple and Huayan Temple were built in
opposite directions. It is built to protect Shangjing. Therefore it should be symmetrical
with Huayan Temple. Although there’s no drawing of the remains, it should be in the
northeast corner of the Outer City. 131
Kaiyuan Temple. According to Biography of Emperor Yingzong in the History of
the Yuan Dynasty, in February, 1320, “the department of general management in
Kaiyuan Temple of Xanadu was abolished.” Thus, the temple was built before 1320.
We do not know the exact date and location. The History of the Yuan Dynasty
recorded that in 1309, “the Lamas in Kaiyuan Temple were very fierce.” We know
that the temple was built before that and Lamas were in it.
Basiba Dishi Temple. The temple is considered the temple for Lamas and the
nature is very clear, but it is not clear whether it is the temple for Dishi Lamas.
According to Biography of Emperor Yingzong in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, in
July 1321, Xanadu was built and the mosques were destroyed and Dishi Hall was
built. In February, 1323, “6,200 or more soldiers were being labored to build Huayan
Temple and Basiba Dishi Temple”. We can see that the hall and the temple refer to the
same thing here. (They might be repairing the temples since Huayan Temple was
finished before that.) But we do not know the location and other information about it.
Suppose it is a pure temple, it should be in the outer city. If it is a residential place for
the Imperial Master, it should be somewhere in the inner city. For this reason, I placed
the discussion of Dishi Hall in the part of the palaces of the inner city. The mosques
were surely in the inner city, but Dishi Temple should be in the outer city.
2. Taoist temples
According to Yuan Jue’s Monument of Huayan Temple, when Huayan Temple
and Qianyuan Temple were built, “two Taoist Temples were built in the west and the
east”, which should be Shouning Temple and Chongzhen Temple. According to the
History of the Yuan Dynasty, Shouning Temple was built in 1280 and in May, 1294, a
129
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fete was held here. Chongzhen Temple was finished in 1295. It was designed by
Araniko. It was famous for its pear blossom. Ma Zuchang, Yuan Jue and Nai Xian all
wrote about this. 132
According to Yu Ji’s poem, there might be a Taoist temple called Que Temple.
Yuan Jue mentioned Luanyang Wanshou Temple, 133 which might be Chongzhen
Temple. The correct name of Chongzhen Temple should be Chongzhen Wanshou
Temple, which is indicated in Yuan Jue’s article. 134
3. Mosques
A large number of western merchants were in Xanadu, so there are many
Muslims. There are a number of mosques but unfortunately, little is known about
them. As mentioned earlier, in 1321, Dishi Hall was built where the mosque was
destroyed. We know that the mosques existed before that but we know little about the
construction and location of them. In June 1324, mosques were rebuilt in Xanadu and
that is all we know.135 Christians frequently live in the temples and there should be
some records.
4. Confucius temple and others
Confucius Temple. A capital like Xanadu certainly has Confucius Temple. But
we do not know the date when it was built. According to Biography of Emperor Shizu
in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, in 1261, the officials in Kaiping held a ceremony
at Xuansheng Temple. We know that Confucius Temple was built then. After Kaiping
became Xanadu, the Confucius Temple expanded and in April 1267, Confucius
Temple was rebuilt. Confucius Temple then became more magnificent. In 1274,
Araniko built the statues of Confucius and other nine philosophers in Imperial College
in Xanadu. It shows that the Imperial College is close to the Confucius Temple and
the statues in them might be the same. As there is a Confucius Temple, there must be
ceremonies, but we do not have detailed records. According to Biography of Emperor
Wenzong in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, in August 1331, “the emperor gave a
monument to the Confucius Temple”, but we do not know what it said. If we read
carefully the works of the scholars then, we might find some clues. But we can find
nothing in Su Tianjue’s works or in History of Kou Bei San Ting. It seems that it has
been lost. If we can find the monument at the site, naturally we can determine the
location of the Temple. Of course, this is just imagination.
Chenghuang Temple. In 1268, Chenghuang Temple was built in Xanadu136 but
the location is unknown.
Sanhuang Temple. According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, Sanhuang
Temple was built before 1295. In Biography of Liu Yuan also recorded Sanhuang
Temple. Liu Yuan was a famous sculptor and he participated in the construction of
Sanhuang Temple. But the location is not recorded.
5. Residential areas, roads
132
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The residents in Xanadu lived in Outer city because in the Inner city there are
palaces and government offices and residents are not allowed in the forbidden garden.
Although we do not know the exact population, the poems mentioned that there are
thousands of houses. For example, in Yuan Jue’s Poems on Shangjing, it was written
“Thousands of families started cooking and we can see the smoke”.137 It is not totally
believable, but we can imagine the population then. The houses are generally
divided into three kinds: clay, yurt and board. Clay house is the baisin today. Yurt is
the yurt today. Ma Zuchang and Yuan Jue described clay house and yurts in their
poems. So did Yang Yunfu and Liu Guan. According to Ma Zuchang, the clay house
uses brick bed for heating. Zhou Boqi and Yang Yunfu also mentioned this in their
poems.
We do not know the details about the board house. It might be made of board.
According to Zhou Boqi, “The board house is cool and bright.”
Yuan Jue wrote about the roads in Xanadu in his Poems on Shangjing, “The road
is narrow and it is difficult for the carriage to pass. The mud is heavy on the road”.
138
We can see that the roads are narrow and muddy.
There are many willows and other trees on the roads, which is similar to the
inner city. The details are omitted here.
(V) The “Bamboo Palace” in the forbidden garden and the Imperial Ancestral
Temple
The forbidden garden outside the outer city is also called “Ruilin” or “Ruilin
Garden”. In Jin Bian, it is called “Ruilin Xanadu”.
In Travels of Marco Polo, Marco Polo wrote about the forbidden garden:
Khan kept all the animals in the garden. The stags and yellow deer are for the
eagles and falcons in the cage. There are 200 eagles and countless falcons.
Khan often went to check the birds in the cage. He rode a horse with a leopard
behind him. When he saw a stag or yellow deer, he ordered the leopard to get it and
fed it to the birds in the cage. Khan had great fun in this.
On the grassland there is another palace made of bamboo and painted with gold.
There is a pillar with beautiful patterns painted with gold. On top of the pillar is a
huge dragon whose tail was coiled. The head of the dragon and its fore paws support
the roof. Inside the palace are painted with gold and decorated with patterns of
flowers and trees and animals and birds. On the roof, the bamboos are painted thick to
prevent the invasion of rain.
Next we’ll discuss the structure of the bamboo palace. The bamboo is about 3
Zhang (12 cun) thick and 10 to 15 Zhang long. The entire palace is made from this
kind of bamboo. Bamboos can also be used to build roofs or other things. It is easy to
build and to dismantle the bamboo palace. It can be disassembled into pieces and
moved to other places under the order of Khan. 200 ropes are used to fasten it.
For three months every year, Khan lived in this grassland, June, July and August.
It is cool and pleasant in here. During the three months, the bamboo palace usually
137
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stays intact. Sometimes during the year, the palace was dismantled. When building it,
Khan already thought about this flexibility.
As is mentioned above, there is no other data that recorded the forbidden garden
and the emperor’s entertainment here. The Bamboo Hall is worth mentioning. In
Lawrence Impey’s plan, there are rectangular building remains outside the southern
gate of the western wall in outer city, which should be the foundation of a flexible tent
hall. Although it is a flexible tent, the building of the foundation of a huge tent takes
time and efforts. There are many records about the hall in Chinese historical
documents. They call it Palm hall.
The Palm Hall is also called Xinei. Zhou Boqi’s poem On the First Day of
Autumn mentioned Xinei. Liu Guan’s poem mentioned Bamboo Palace. Liu Guan
said the Hall is a yurt hall and it is deep and wide to contain thousands of people.
139
In Xanadu, no other tent hall had this size. So it has to be Palm Hall. Nai Xian
recorded the scene of Zhama Banquet in the bamboo palace. We can see the structure
of the tent hall in it. 140As Khans of the Mongols, on the one hand they built palaces
of the Northern Chinese style; on the other hand, they kept their own customs.
Although they have splendid palaces, they still built tent halls and had fun there.
Whether it is in Karakorum or other places in the west or in the Forbidden City of
Dadu, they still kept the tent hall of the Mongolian style. This is an interesting
phenomenon worthy of reflection.
Sometimes Khan met messengers in the “Bamboo Palace”. Ma Zhen, a Taoist
from Hangzhou, together with Zhang Zhenren from Longhu Mountain, Jiangxi
Province, met Khan in the Bamboo Palace. He wrote a poem about this.
Travels of a Messenger recorded, the emperor’s mother of the Song Dynasty left
the guest house in Zhaode Gate and met Khan on May 2nd. “About 10 li away from
the southern gate, they met the emperor and gave him presents”. “The Palace was
magnificent. The princes and princesses sit behind curtains. The Emperor and
Empress sit in the middle.” The palace described here is similar to the Bamboo Palace.
But the record said, “10 li from the southern gate”. It is hard to determine the location.
If one leaves the southern gate of the inner city or outer city, he will certainly go south.
Any way, 10 li might be a little too far for the Bamboo Palace. And the text says,
“Before the meeting, they displayed the gifts on the grassland”. This is unacceptable
in the forbidden garden. Therefore whether the palace here can’t be identified as
Bamboo Palace or Palm Hall still have doubts. We’ll discuss it later. Finally I want to
discuss “Outside the western wall of the forbidden garden, there is the Imperial
Ancestral Temple and family temple.” Travels of a Messenger recorded, on April 30,
they “went to the grassland outside the western gate and worship the Imperial
Ancestral Temple in the north.” On May 1st, “they went 5 li outside the western gate
and saw a family temple and they paid their respect.” Here I do not know what gate it
is. I think it is the gate on the western wall of the forbidden garden. Therefore, I
speculate that the Imperial Ancestral Temple and family temple are in the northwest.
139
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If this is true, the Imperial Ancestral Temple and family temple are different from
those in Dadu. And it is different from the custom of the Han nationality that the
Imperial Ancestral Temple and family temple should be close to each other. 141
B.5-3-2 Seasonal Hunting Life of the Emperors of the Yuan Dynasty
According to the studies of some modern scholars, Mongolia belongs to Eastern
Hu people. They are not similar to Jurchen who belongs to Tungus people. They are
similar to Khitan who also belongs to Eastern Hu people. Therefore the Yuan Dynasty
and the Liao Dynasty are quite similar, including the hunting life of the emperor.
From the Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty, we know that the Mongols have the
tradition of bird releasing and hunting and their emperors are influenced by this
tradition. In the Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty alone, there are many places that
recorded Chinggis Khan’s hunting. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, too, there are
many records. But the records are not detailed enough and we do not know for sure
the details of the seasonal hunting life in the early Yuan period. But according to the
History of the Yuan Dynasty, there are four ordus in the time of Chinggis Khan and
there are government posts for the camping of four seasons. This proves that in the
time of Chinggis Khan there is a hunting system of four distinct seasons.
The spring hunting of Chinggis Khan can be seen in other documents. According
to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, it was conducted near the river and it was related
with bird releasing. Therefore Chinggis Khan should have been in the following
activities of spring hunting and bird releasing.
The prelude of the Collection of Yuan is quoted in Records of Past Events:
The emperor had Xibaochi, or the falcon man. The nation has many hunters.
In late winter and early spring, the emperor went to the suburbs and used the
falcon to fight the prey. It is called “bird releasing”. (The same record can be
found in the History of the Yuan Dynasty.)
Chuogeng Records (I):
Xibaochi is the man of falcon. The one who releases his eagle first and
catches a swan that weighs over 30 jin will be awarded gold.
Cao Mu Zi (IV):
Falcons come from Jurchen. The Liao Dynasty also valued them. They are
good at catching swans. When released, they can fly high in the sky. The one who
releases his eagle first and catches a swan will be awarded 50 ding of gold.
Collection of Yongle:
The eagle and falcons are fed by special persons. If there is no fresh beef,
chickens and pigs will be slaughtered to feed them.
From above records we can see that during the Yuan Dynasty, bird releasing was
popular and the practice of awarding the person who catches the first swan is similar
to that of the Liao Dynasty. In the time of Kublai Khan, there are detailed methods of
managing the falcons. We can see that the emperor valued this activity.
We do not know what bird releasing in the spring was called before Chinggis
141
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Khan. In the works of Yelv Chucai and Li Zhichang, we can find no such records. But
in the time of Emperor Taizong, the name “Qiu Shan” was used and “Chun Shui” was
also used. In the time of Kublai Khan, spring hunting was called “Chun Shui”. We can
find this in the following examples.
Collection of Qiujian (21):
We met the emperor in the palace of “Chun Shui” in Liulin.
The same book (84):
The falcons would fly for thousands of miles and people far away would not
know this activity. The falcons do not have laces on their feet, like in the previous
dynasty.
We can see from these records that in the time of Kublai Khan, “Chun Shui” was
used as in the Liao Dynasty. In fact, when Kublai Khan was in the palace in Jin
Lianchuan beach (near Karakorum), the name “Chun Shui” was being used. In Zhang
Dehui’s Travels in the North of the Great Wall and Yelv Zhu’s Collection of Shuangxi,
Chun Shui was used instead of Chun Sou. Yelv Chucai mentioned “Qiu Shan” to
mean autumn hunting. The use of Chunshui should have started in the early time of
Mongolia. But we can find no evidence since there are few records.
Travels of Marco Polo described the scene of Kublai Khan hunting. Here is the
translation:
The Emperor sat in a sedan made of wood, carried by four elephants. The
sedan is decorated with gold inside. It is covered with lion skin (because he was
suffering from rheumatism, he always did this on the way to hunting). He always
had a dozen of the best eagles at his side. His guards went with him on horses. On
their way they talked a lot. Sometimes one guard would cry: “Your Majesty, look
at those storks!” The emperor would open the roof of his elephant sedan and let
go of an eagle. The prey fell mostly within the view of the emperor. They stopped
at the place where the tents of the emperor, princes and princesses and guards are
set up. There were about ten thousand of them. In the spring, the emperor lived
there for nothing else. They just played bird releasing in the rivers, lakes and
plains where there were plenty of pheasant and geese. In mid-May, he and his
followers went back to Khan Barrick. But on their way back, they also hunted.
(English version, Book 1, Page 404-406)
There is no exaggeration in it, especially about the elephant sedan, which can be
proved by Chinese documents. The History of the Yuan Dynasty (78) recorded:
An elephant sedan is driven by elephants.
In the same book (167), Biography of Liu Haoli recorded:
The emperor went between the two capitals in elephant sedans.
In the same book (179), Biography of Jia Sheng recorded:
One day when the emperor returned from hunting, the actors played lion dances.
The elephants were frightened and they ran away.
There are records of Kublai Khan taking the elephant sedan. The emperors after
him still had this custom. Messenger Audrik who came to China during the time of
Emperor Yingzong and Wenzong once saw the emperor hunting in the elephant sedan.
They did this just for fun and it is not related to rheumatism.
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According to geography, the elephant does not come from Mongolia or north
China. In Biography of Liang Zeng in the History of the Yuan Dynasty (178), it was
recorded “they displayed their elephant and parrots.” The elephant was a tribute. In
his Collection of Mu’an, Yao Sui recorded “the elephant sedan” started from Kublai
Khan:
In 1271, they captured seven elephants and sent them to the emperor. The
emperor liked to ride them in all activities, which was rare in the history.
This shows that the elephant comes from the south. According to Travels of
Marco Polo, elephants appeared in the Yuan Dynasty after Kublai Khan conquered
Burma. But it is not correct. According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, it is in
1280 that Yuan conquered Burma and captured their elephants. But according to
Collection of Mu’an, the emperor had elephants 9 year before that. Therefore Kublai
Khan started riding the elephant sedan in 1271 instead of 1280. So much for the
spring hunting of the emperors of the Yuan Dynasty, now we’ll look at the autumn
and winter hunting of them.
Autumn hunting was called “Qiu Shan” as in the Liao Dynasty. This can be
seen in Yelv Chucai’s Works of Zhan Ran Ju Shi (14).
Mr. Fu Yuehuan once quoted the works of Yelv Zhu and Wang Hui to prove that
in the time of Kublai Khan “Qiu Shan” was used. Now that there is an earlier
document, there is no need to cite it.
In Events of the Mongolians, Peng Daya and Xu Ting recorded the autumn and
winter hunting of the emperor of the Yuan Dynasty:
Hunting is their custom. They would specify an area that was for hunting,
which is usually one or two hundred li long. The animals in this area were
frightened of the fences and they could not run away.
The hair of the horses and yurts were used to make the fences. Therefore
people along the hunting area had complaints because they had to cut the hair of
their horses. The hunting season started in September and ended in February.
During that time people ate the prey and less sheep were slaughtered.
The History of Mongolia by Duo Sang quoted Invaders of the World”:
The hunting of the Mongols is like sending troops. They dispatched
someone first to see if there were many wild animals. After they got the
information they started to set fences to drive the animals. At fist the area was big,
and then it got smaller and smaller. Ropes were used on the fences. Kublai Khan
and his princesses first got there and shot the animals. They had great fun. And
when they got tired, they watched their generals shoot the animals. Then normal
officers and finally the soldiers did. (Feng Chengjun’s translation, Book 1, page
160.)
The same book recorded the scene of Emperor Taizong hunting:
Winter is the time for hunting. Ogadai Khan used wood and soil to build
fences. Soldiers drove the animals in the fences. The emperor hunted first and
then the princes. (Feng Chengjun’s translation, page 212)
If we compare the various entries, we can find there are many coincidences, such as
the size of the paddock, the ropes and the felt that were used to build the fences, the
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wood and soil that were used to build the mound. Different historical documents have
so many similar records. It shows that they have a high reliability.
Besides, in Travels of Marco Polo, there were also records of Kublai Khan
hunting. In Travels of Audrick, there were also records of Emperor Yingzong and
Emperor Taiding hunting. But they are not detailed enough and are omitted here.
For the Emperors of the Yuan Dynasty, the preys were not confined to deer or
tiger as in the Liao and Jin Dynasties. There were also Mongolian gazelle, buffalo,
wolves, bears. And in addition to eagles and hounds, they also used leopards in
hunting. In Yelv Chucai’s Collection of Zhan Ran Ju Shi, it recorded,
The emperor has leopards and uses them to fight the wild animals.
In Zhou Boqi’s Collection of Jin Guang, it said:
The leopards and the eagles all had separate houses.
In Travels of Marco Polo (Translation, Book 1, page 397), it was recorded:
Khan had several trained leopards for hunting.
In the Imperial Collection of Yongle（19425）, it recorded,
In the sixth year of the Dade Era, the Ministry of Transportation said each
leopard had 7 jin mutton every day.
From the above entries, we know that in the Yuan Dynasty, they trained leopards to
hunt. And there were special persons and methods for this.
In the Yuan Dynasty, it is not just the emperors who had trained leopards. They
sometimes gave them to their generals with great achievements. In the History of the
Yuan Dynasty (124), Biography of Su Ge, it recorded,
He was awarded trained leopards and eagle to hunt in the forbidden area.
In the same book (136), Biography of Nai Man Tai, it said,
He was awarded jewels, good eagles and leopards from the west.
We can see that using leopards in hunting was popular in the Yuan Dynasty.
There was no clear record of the fixed place where Genghis Khan hunted. But in
the History of the Yuan Dynasty, it said there was an organization “that is in charge of
the hunting of the people”. It was also in charge of the seasonal camps of Genghis
Khan. This organization was set up in the second year of the Dade era when Emperor
Chengzong was in reign. But we know from this organization that the ordus and the
seasonal camps are related in the time of Genghis Khan. In Events of the Mongols, it
also said, “Wherever the emperor hunts, it is called Wolituo.” If we can find the
locations of the four ordus of Genghis Khan, we can get an idea of the places of
hunting.
The location of the big ordu of Genghis Khan is relatively easy to identify. The
History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded, “On the fourth of September, Genghis Khan
came to throne in Longju River, his big ordu.” We know that his big ordu was beside
Longju River. Longju River is also called Luqu River. In the Secret History of the
Yuan Dynasty, it is called Kelulian River. Now it is called Kelulun River.
The big ordu of Genghis Khan should be in the upstream of Keller River. The
Secret History of the Yuan recorded that the big ordu is the original camp. In Travels
of Roberick, it recorded, “They (the Mongols) first lived in E’nankelule, where the big
ordu of Genghis Khan was”. (English translation, page 115-116) This ordu is in their
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birthplace---the source of three rivers, or the source of Longju River or Kelulun River.
The big ordu is where Genghis Khan hunted in the spring. The History of the Yuan
Dynasty, the Expedition of Emperor Shengwu and History of Mongolia by Duosang
all recorded that Genghis Khan lived in Qululian River or Luqu River, which were
both translations of Kelulun River. This shows that living in his big ordu was a habit
for Genghis Khan. The History of the Yuan Dynasty didn’t mention that he hunted
there, but Genghis Khan once said, “We are a people good at riding a horse and
hunting.” Then hunting in the spring must be a part of their lives in the big ordu.
Another ordu of Genghis Khan was in the former residence of Wang Han, Heilin
in Tuwula River. According to the Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty, “in the seventh
year, he returned to his ordu in Wula River.” We know that Genghis Khan had an ordu
in Heilin. Zhang Mushi tried to study the location of Heilin in his Mongolian
Nomadic Lives. He wrote, “In the east of Tula River and the west of Kalulun River,
there is a place called Dongkulun. It is probably Heilin by the Tuwula River as is
mentioned in the Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty.” It seems to be acceptable. But
we do not know which ordu it is in Heilin, Tuwula River.
According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, Genghis Khan had four ordus. But
we do not know where the other two are located. Japanese scholars believe that one of
them is the “Halaotu Palace in Salichuan” and the other is “Wuliduo in Naiman” in
Journey to the West by Changchun Zhenren. (See Studies on the Ordus of the Yuan
Dynasty, translation, page 69.) But there is no actual evidence. The Secret History of
the Yuan Dynasty did not say that there is an ordu in Salichuan. If the palace were an
ordu, there would have more than four of them when Genghis Khan marched to the
west. Wuliduo was not an ordu, either, because Genghis Khan didn’t stay there for
summer but for the conquering of Khorazm. Wuliduo is at the Altai Mountain and he
did not stay there often.
The places of the seasonal hunting of Ogadai Khan and Mongka Khan are
relatively obvious. But we still don’t know the exact locations. History of Mongolia
by Duo Sang recorded,
Ogadai liked hunting and drinking. Every spring, he stayed in Karakorum
for only a month. For the rest of the time he stayed in the palace in Keer Chahan.
It is a one day journey from Karakorum and Persian engineers built it. At the end
of spring, he returned to Karakorum. After a few days, he went to Woermieketu
for summer. He set up large tents covered with carpets and decorated with gold.
The tent can accommodate thousands of people, it is called Shila Ordu. In autumn
he stayed near Kuoshe Lake for 40 days. In winter he stayed in Wangji and
started hunting. (This is not true. In Collection of Zhan Ran Ju Shi, Ogadai hunted
in autumn. Events of Mongolia said the hunting started in September. This proves
that the records of the Persians are inaccurate. )
As for the location of spring hunting, the History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded
Emperor Taizong and Emperor Xianzong hunted in Kertchagan. It is also recorded in
the Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty.
Kertchagan should be in the north of Karakorum. According to the History of the
Yuan Dynasty, “The palace is 70 li north of Karakorum.”
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As for the location of summer hunting, Yueermieqietu appeared only in
Biography of Emperor Xianzong. Biography of Emperor Taizong mentioned
Dalandaba, which might refer to the same place. The following are some relevant
records:
Biography of Emperor Taizong:
“In May, the sixth year of Emperor Taizong’s reign, the emperor met his
chancellors in Dalandaba. In autumn, they discussed about attacking the Song
Dynasty.”
Memoirs of Emperor Shengwu:
In May, the sixth year of Emperor Taizong’s reign, the emperor met his
chancellors in Dalandaba and wanted to build a palace there.
Biography of Emperor Dingzong:
The emperor met his chancellors in Dalandaba and talked about the candidate
of emperor.
Book of Rashid and Juvaini:
The meeting place was at the lake where Ogadai spends the summer time; the
place is called Shila Ordu. (Quoted in History of Mongolia by Duosang, Feng’s
translation, Book 1, page 247.)
Travels of Jiaerbin:
I had an impression that they were having a meeting there, although it was not
announced. We believed that Guyuk was elected because when he walked out of the
tent people sang for him and paid their respect by leaning their sticks. This ceremony
was not to be conducted for other people. The place is called Shila Ordu. (W. W.
Rockhill’s translation, page 21.)
From the above records we can conclude that Dalandaba is Yueermieqietu. There
are several reasons: (1) The History of the Yuan Dynasty said the place of election was
Dalandaba. And Rashid and Jiaerbin said it was in Shila Ordu. We can see that Shila
Ordu was in Dalandaba. (2)As is recorded by Rashid, the place of the meeting was the
place where Emperor spends the summer time. The History of the Yuan Dynasty also
said in May Emperor Taizong came to Dalandaba. And Memoirs of Emperor Shengwu
mentioned the emperor built a palace there. We know that Emperor Taizong came
here often for the summer. The above three records do not conflict and they can
compliment each other. (3) Since Dalandaba is the summer resort of Emperor Taizong
and there is a Shila Ordu there, according to the saying that Shila ordu was in
Yueermieqietu, we know that Dalandaba is Yueermieqietu.
The exact location of Yueermieqietu is not easy to identify. In Travels of Jiaerbin,
it recorded, “They do not have village or city, except for a place called Karakorum. It
is said to be a formal city. But when we stayed in Shila ordu, it was only half a day’s
journey.” (See R. Beazley’s English translation, page 108). From this sentence, we
can only know Shila Ordu (or Yueermieqietu) was near Karakorum but we do not
know the direction.
In Biography of Emperor Taizong, the History of the Yuan Dynasty, we can’t find
the name of the lake mentioned in Juvaini’s record. Biography of Emperor Xianzong
mentioned the place Junnaoer. Feng Chengjun believes that Lake Keusche is Junnaoer.
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Tu Jingshan said in his History of Mongolia, Junnaoer was the current Lake Gunpo,
that lies in the southeast of Kulun, scores of li south from Tula River. As there are not
enough documents, we can’t comment on them.
Biography of Emperor Taizong didn’t record Wangji, the place for winter hunting.
We can not find a direct material on the location of Wang Ji. Dr. Yanai Watari and
Feng Chengjun both believed that Wangji is Wengjin River but there is no evidence.
Biography of Emperor Dingzong recorded, “in July, the emperor ascended throne in
Wangji.” Travels of Jiaerbin recorded, “After we came out of Shila ordu, we rode
for 30 or 40 li until we came to a big plain with a river nearby. A huge tent was set up
there which they called Golden ordu. Guyuk intended to ascend throne in August 15
here, but due to the hails, it was postponed. (See Rockhill’s English translation, page
23.) According to the above records, we can see that Wang Ji was 30 to 40 li away
from Shila ordu and the latter is half a day’s journey from Karakorum. Then Wangji is
not far from Karakorum. Then Dr. Yanai’s view that Wangji is Wengjin is
unacceptable, because Wengjin is over 300 li away from Karakorum, which
contradicts with Jiaerbin’s records.
Although we can’t figure out the detailed locations of the seasonal palaces of
Emperor Taizong and Emperor Xianzong from the above discussion, we can say that
the seasonal hunting was conducted within a relatively small area centered in
Karakorum. This is a special phenomenon and different from Kublai Khan.
After Zhongdu was named Dadu, the hunting of the emperor had a new
geographic environment.
According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, after Kublai Khan, the major place
for spring hunting is Liulin. They followed the custom of Khitan and Liulin was
called “Chun Shui”.
In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, there are three parts that recorded Kublai
Khan visiting Liulin (the 18th, 19th and 22nd year of the Zhiyuan era). But he didn’t
just go there three times. In Biographies of Monks, it recorded, “In the 26th year of the
Zhiyuan Era, Qian Nu met the emperor in Liulin.” In Biography of Buhumu, it
recorded, “In the 28th year of the Zhiyuan Era, the emperor hunted in Liulin.”
Biography of Wang Hui recorded, “In the spring of the 29th year of the Zhiyuan Era,
Wang Hui met the emperor in his palace in Liulin.” These were not recorded in the
History of the Yuan Dynasty. This shows that Kublai Khan often hunted in Liulin. It
also shows that there are omissions in the History of the Yuan Dynasty.
Scholars used to think that spring hunting in Liulin started from Kublai Khan,
but actually Mongka Khan already hunted in Liulin.
From Collection of Qing Rong Ju Shi and the History of the Yuan Dynasty, we
know that Liulin is near Guozhou, actually in the north of Guozhou.
The “Zhou” in the Yuan Dynasty is the County in early Qing Dynasty. Later
Guozhou was merged to Tongzhou, which is less than 100 li from Beijing. According
to Cao Mu Zi, “Chang Yuchun went to Liulin, which is near Dadu.” In the History of
Tongzhou, it recorded:
Liulin is in this county, which is 13 li from Tongzhou City. We can’t find the site
of the palace of the Yuan Dynasty.
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In fact, according to Travels of Marco Polo, Kublai Khan used to live in tents during
the spring hunting. There was not permanent palace, and of course no site can be
found.
The spring hunting in Liulin was not confined to Kublai Khan. The emperors
after him also went there often and it became a custom. Until after 1345, no royal
carriages went to Liulin any more.
After Kublai Khan, there was a fixed summer capital for the emperors of the
Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu. The History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded:
In 1255, Emperor Xianzong ordered his brother Kublai Khan to guard this place.
The next year, Kublai Khan ordered Liu Bingzhong to build a city “east of Huanzhou,
north of Luan River”. In 1260, it took the name Kaiping. In 1264, it became Xanadu.
According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, during the time of Kublai Khan,
he went to Xanadu in February every year, sometimes in March, and returned to Dadu
in August, September or October. It is the same case with emperor Chengzong.
Emperor Wuzong went to Xanadu in March and returned to Dadu in September.
Emperor Renzong went to Xanadu in March or April and returned in August. Emperor
Yingzong and Emperor Taiding went in March or April and returned in August or
September. Emperor Wenzong went in May and returned in July or August. Emperor
Shundi went in April and returned in August and sometimes September. From the
above discussion, we know that there is no fixed time for the emperors to go to
Xanadu for the summer.
They chose Xanadu as the summer resort partly because the location was ideal.
The emperor could also have ceremonies and handle the affairs there. But another
important reason was that Xanadu was a cool place. In Sa Dula’s Poems on Shangjing,
it said:
The June in Shangjing is so cool. It is like giving you ice when you are thirsty.
We know from this that Xanadu was very cool in summer.
There are three places called “Liangting” around Xanadu, where the emperor
loved to go. In the notes to Collection of Jinguang, it said:
There is an Eastern Liangting 50 li east from Shangjing and a Western Liangting
150 li west from Shangjing. When the emperor passed by, he would stop and have a
rest. The History of the Yuan Dynasty also mentioned the Northern Liangting:
Emperor Yingzong went to the Northern Liangting…
This shows that the three Liangtings were the place of resting and hunting.
Rashid’s book also mentioned Liangting: In the east of Kaiping, there is a palace
called Liangting. It is an imitation of what Khan dreamed of. The Eastern Liangting
and Western Liangting were in the south of Xanadu and the Northern Liangting was
in the north of it.
B.5-3-3 On the Palace Banquets of the Yuan Dynasty
There are few historical data on the palace banquets in the Yuan Dynasty, but
there are many records in the poems. They recorded the place, dishes, ceremonies,
music and dances related to the banquets. Here I’ll discuss the palace banquets
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according to the poems and other records.
I. Time and Place
Palace banquets were held when there are major ceremonies, such as the emperor
ascending the throne, Tianshou Festival, the naming of the emperor, the selection of
the queen, the naming of previous emperors and queens, the arrival of princes from
other countries, the emperor returning to the capital after spring hunting, Shangsi
Festival, before going to Xanadu, the selection of Khan, Dongzhi Festival. There are
other occasions when banquets were held: when the emperor reached Xanadu, mainly
in May; before the emperor returned to Yanjing, from June to August; when the
emperor returned to Yanjing; horse racing; Duanwu Festival; hunting; treating the
scholars. The most solemn occasions are: the selection of Khan, the emperor
ascending the throne and horse racing contest. When Emperor Taizong ascended
throne, the banquet was held for three days; when Emperor Xianzong ascended throne,
all the people had a banquet for a whole day. The next day, Mongka held a banquet in
the tent hall for seven days in a row. Zhama Banquet for the horse racing contest is
recorded in Zhou Boqi’s article: “On an auspicious day in June, the emperor went to
Xanadu. All his chancellors wore formal clothes and decorated the horses. The
emperor went to look and held a banquet while music was played and dramas were
performed. It lasted for three days.” Marco Polo mentioned: “According to the Khan’s
order, there are 12 festivals in a year that call for a palace banquet.” Please refer to my
paper the Han Characteristics of the Mongolian Festivals Viewed from the Poems of
the Yuan Dynasty published in Oriental Magazine volume 22, No.5.
The palace banquets in Yanjing were all held in Daming Hall. These include the
following occasions, the emperor ascending the throne, Tianshou Festival, the naming
of the emperor, the selection of the queen, the naming of previous emperors and
queens. Daming Hall is a place of ascending the throne and meeting and it is
magnificent. There are eleven rooms. It is 200 chi from East to West and 90 chi high.
It has seven corridors with columns. It is 240 chi deep and 44 chi wide. The hall is
delicately decorated with the patterns of dragons. There are sitting places for the
emperor, queen and other officials. There are 12 puppets representing the time of the
day.
For unexpected occasions, the banquet might be held in Xingsheng Hall (also
called Xingsheng Palace or the Western Palace). When Dao Shala gave the imperial
jade seal back to Emperor Wenzong, a banquet was held there. This was recorded in
poems of Zhang Xing and Ke Jiusi.
The Hall has seven rooms. It is 100 chi from east to west and 97 chi deep. It has
6 corridors with columns and they are 94 chi deep. The hall is covered with white
tiles.
On March 3, or the Shangsi Festival, the banquet is held in Wansui Mountain.
Before the emperor went to Xanadu each year, banquets were also held here. Wansui
Mountain is in the north of Taiye Pond. During the Jin Dynasty, it was called
Qionghua Island. The mountain has many stones and trees. Besides, Yanchun
Chamber was also a place for the palace banquets and Emperor Wenzong once held a
banquet here. Yanchun Chamber is behind Baoyun Hall. It has 9 rooms. It is 150 chi
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from east to west, 90 chi deep and 100 chi high. It has 7 corridors with columns,
which are 40 chi wide, 140 chi deep and 5o chi high. In front of it is Yanchun Gate.
Guanghan Hall lies on top of Wansui Mountain. It has a giant black jade urn which
can hold over 30 dan of wine. It should be a place of banquets, since there is a huge
urn here. But we do not know when and why banquets were held here. I suspect that
in Shangsi Festival the banquets were held here. It has 7 rooms. It is 120 chi from east
to west, 62 chi deep and 50 chi high. The scenery is beautiful here, like in heaven.
In addition, after the spring hunting, banquets were also held in Daming Hall.
The spring hunting then was called “Chunshui”, also called bird releasing. They
released eagle to catch the geese and ducks in the river. Guozhou and Liulin were the
places for bird releasing because there were many lakes and rivers that were rich in
water birds. Temporary Palaces were built in Liulin. There is also an altar for eagle
releasing. This is recorded in Zhu Nan and Yuan Jue’s poems.
When the emperor was in Xanadu, the banquet might be held in Shila Ordu. It
can be seen in Liu Guan and Naixian’s poems. Shila Ordu means yellow palace or the
gold tent hall. Sa Dula, Yang Weizhen and Ma Zhen all wrote poems about this.
The tent hall is covered with white felt and painted with fat to prevent rain.
Inside the tent is decorated with colorful cloths and gold materials. It is also called
gold tent hall. It is priceless and it can hold thousands of people. Zhang Xing and Liu
Guan recorded this in their poems.
Sometimes the banquets were held in the Palm Hall. Zhou Boqi wrote: “The
emperor reached Xanadu in June 14. In the Palm Hall in Xinei, a large banquet was
held.”
Yuan Nan, Yang Yunfu, Sa Dula, Gong Shitai and Xu Youren also wrote poems
about the Palm Hall.
The banquets were also held in the Crystal Palace, which was decorated with
glass. It can be seen in Sa Dula and Zhou Boqi’s poems.
Sometimes the banquets were held in Dan’an Chamber, as described in Zhang
Xing’s poem.
“The emperor held a Zhama banquet in Xanadu. The cart carrying the wine was
overloaded. After the banquet in Da’an Chamber, people had to sweep the floor which
was covered with pearls.”
From this poem we know that in the banquets there were a lot of beauties whose
pearls fell in large numbers. Da’an Chamber is also called the Bamboo Palace by
Marco Polo.
The palace is made of wood so that it is cool inside and it can be disassembled
and reconstructed. Inside the hall is decorated with patterns of birds and animals. The
columns were painted with gold with dragons on top. Colorful ropes were used to
fasten it. The bamboo came from Jiaozhou. It is thick with thorns, also called thorny
bamboo.
Kuizhang Chamber was also a place of banquets. Emperor Wenzong once held a
banquet here.
In the poems of Zhou Boqi Daming Hall was called “Mingguang” for the sake of
pronunciation.
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Daming Hall in Xanadu was also a place for banquets. After the Mongols
worshipped their ancestors, they held banquets there. In the History of Kou Bei San
Ting, the palaces in Xanadu were recorded in details. But among the above-mentioned
Shila ordu, Palm Hall, Crystal Palace, Da’an Chanmber, Kuizhang Chamber and
Daming Hall, we only know that the Palm Hall is in Xinei or west of the inner gate
and Kuizhang Chamber is in the east of the palace and we don’t know the locations of
the rest.
From Yuan Jue and Yang Yunfu’s poems we know that the banquet treating the
scholars, also called Qionglin Banquet in Tang and Song, was also held in Xanadu.
But we do not know in which hall it was held.
When the emperor hunted in autumn, he often went to the following places: East
Liangting, West Liangting, North Liangting, Yuanyang Lake, Chahan Lake, Ang Wu
Nor, Wolf Mountain, Dangshan Mountain, Wang Wu Chadu, Sanbu Lachuan. After
the hunting, banquets were held. It is not in the palace but in the place of hunting. For
example, Emperor Wuzong hunted in East Liangting in the 1st year of the Zhida era
and held a banquet in Wansui Mountain. East Liangting is 50 li east of Xanadu. West
Liangting is 150 li west of Xanadu. Both places were rich in water grass and birds and
animals. The West Pavilion is made of bricks. Today we can still see the remains.
Yuanyang Lake is 80 li northwest of Zhangbei County. It had been a place of bird
releasing since the Liao and Jin Dynasties. Ang Wu Nor is 3 li north of Zhangbei
County. Wang Wu Chadu, is 10 li north of Zhangbei County. It is called Yinshabei
today. During the Yuan Dynasty, Zhongdu was built here. Chahan Nor is in the
southwest of Xanadu. It was also called Baihai. Dangshan Mountain is 38 li southeast
of Changping County. Wolf Mountain is 15 li west of Huailai County. It was later
named Liangshan Mountain. North Liangting is in the north of Kaiping and the exact
location is unknown. Yelv Chucai, Yelv Zhu and Wang Hui all described the autumn
hunting in their poems.
Emperor Wenzong also held a banquet in Nanpo. But the History of the Yuan
Dynasty did not record the occasion. Nanpo is 30 li south of Xanadu; it is also called
Wangdupu. It is the place the emperor must pass by when going to and returning from
Xanadu.
Longgang, or Wolong Mountain, 3 li north of Xanadu, was also a place for
banquets.
II. Seating and Clothing
Whenever there were memorable occasions, the officials congratulated the
emperor first. It was formal and solemn.
If there are gifts for the emperor, they were presented.
The Mongols liked the number 9. Therefore the gifts should come in 9. After the
ceremony, people were seated. Marco Polo recorded:
The emperor’s seat is somewhat higher than those of the others. He sat in the
north, facing south. His first wife sits near his left and his sons and grandsons sit
in the right, as well as other relatives. Their heads are at the level of the emperor’s
feet. The prince sits higher than others. Officials of high ranks sit at lower tables.
Then the wives of officials and generals sit at lower places. Others sit on the floor
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without tables. In this way the emperor can see every one else.
So generally speaking, the lower one’s status is, the lower his seat is and the farther
away from the emperor he is. People with higher ranks have tables, but people with
lower ranks sit on the floor. The princesses sit in the left of the emperor and his sons
and grandsons sit in the right. All the royal people sit in a row, facing south. Other
official sit in the east and west and their chairs lie from south to north.
The officials in the banquet sit in the right and left in the shape of a rectangle. It
is the same case with Shila ordu which is big enough to hold thousands of people. An
altar was set up where monks prayed for the God not to rain.
When emperor ascended throne, there would be camel parades to carry the
vessels for the banquets. In Tianshou Festival, monks set up altar to pray for the
emperor.
As for the clothes, all the people wore Zhisun clothes in palace banquets. The
clothes are different for summer and winter. The royal families have Zhisun clothes
and the musicians and guards also have them. But they are different in quality and
material.
For the Zhisuan clothes of the emperor, there are 11 kinds in winter and 15 kinds
in summer. All are woven with gold and decorated with jewels. In Dade Era, a rich
Islam merchant sent the emperor a ruby that was worth 7 million liang of silver. It
was embedded in the emperor’s hat and he wore it in the palace banquets. There were
also other jewels from the west that were worth even more and they were also used in
the emperor’s clothes.
The clothes for the nobles have patters of colorful threads in the collars, sleeves,
shoulders, chests or the ankles. They were called embroidered clothes.
In Tianli Era, the clothes often had the pattern of pond scenery, called Man Chi
Jiao.
For the Zhisun clothes of the officials, there are 9 kinds in winter and 11 kinds in
summer. They were decorated with jewels and all kinds of belts, such as golden belt,
jade belt, glass belt, etc.
If the banquet lasted for days, there would be different colors for the clothes in
each day. In different festivals of the year, different colors were worn. Is it by the
imperial order or is it a custom? We do not know. We only know that in January 1, all
wore white. Thus Marco Polo called it “White Banquet”. It is because the Mongols
loved the color white and thought it was auspicious.
III. Rituals and Dishes
At the beginning of the banquet, there would be someone who worshiped
Genghis Khan and read the teachings of him.
During the banquet, there is a ceremony called Hezhan. Yao Congwu said: it is
like the toast of the Hans. Marco Polo recorded: every time Khan drinks, the waiter
steps back and kneeled; so did other people. All musical instruments were played and
when drinking stopped they also stopped and all the people stood up. If it is the
emperor ascending the throne, after all were prepared, the Master of ceremony
ordered the chancellors to kneel. Then the Master of ceremony said: Hail to Your
Majesty! May God bless the people and the nations! And the chancellors repeated.
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After that a red monument with the name of Khan was set on an altar. They then paid
their respect and returned to their seats. The waiters who brought the dishes covered
their mouths and noses with handkerchiefs so as not to pollute the dishes.
As for the dishes, there are many rare foods in the banquet. Such as the “Eight
Rare Dishes beyond the Great Wall”, which are Xingsuan, Rui Liu, Tuoti, Luchun,
Tuorumi, Tian’e Zhi, Xuanyujiang and Ziyujiang.
There are also yellow sheep and ground squirrels. As there were many ground
squirrels, ordinary people also hunted and ate them. There are camel humps, bear
paws, and there were ice in the summer.
There are all kinds of wines: grape wine, Mayin, Sweet wine, rice wine, liquor,
Cuitao wine, Lunang wine, Qionghua juice, Yutuanchun, Shiliangchun, Putaochun,
Fengzinao, Qiangweilu, Lugaojiang, Xuanshuang wine, Xingru wine and Rulv Wine.
Yuye Spring in Huailai and the Sha Well in Chagan-nor produced sweet spring and
they were used to make wine for the emperor. The materials of wine are mainly black
millet and rice.
Grape wine and Mayin were most frequently consumed in the palace banquets.
Mayin is made of horse milk; therefore it is also called Yanliu, Horse Milk Wine, etc.
White liquor is made of sticky rice, or millet, or barley. After it is steamed and
mold is made it is stored in the urn for seven days. The wine is clear and strong and
only a little can make one drunk.
Mongols loved to drink, so in the time of Emperor Xianzong, a silver
liquor-spraying tree was set in Wan’an Palace. The tree was tall with four silver lions
under it. Coming from the mouths the lions were grape wine, sweet wine and rice
wine. During the time of Kublai Khan, a huge painted urn was in Daming Hall. It is 1
zhang and 7 chi tall and can hold 50 dan of wine. Marco Polo recorded: A huge
cabinet was set with a golden wine jar. Because there were a lot of people attending
the banquet, the consumption of wine and meat was amazing. When Emperor
Xianzong ascended throne, he held a banquet for three days. For each day, 300 horses
and oxen, 5, 000 sheep and 2, 000 carts of wine were consumed. Therefore in Yuan
Jue and Zhou Boqi’s poems, the descriptions of “10, 000 urns”, “10, 000 sheep” and
“1, 000 carts” were not exaggeration but the truths.
The banquet lasted until late at night. And most of the people got drunk.
IV. Conclusions
In short, the banquets of the Yuan Dynasty had solemn ceremonies. It reflected
the integration of Mongolian culture, the Central Chinese culture and Central Asian
culture. We can also see that the Mongolians are broad-minded and tolerant of the
alien culture.
B.4-3-4. Some Stories of Friendly Exchanges between China and Europe during
the Yuan Dynasty, Zhou Lang and the Heavenly Horse
Heavenly Horse,
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painted by Zhou Lang of the Yuan Dynasty is a precious
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The painting is 204 cm long and 31cm wide. It is in the National Palace Museum in Beijing. Horses, Paris,
Hermès，1997 edition, page 121.
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historical relic. Now we’ll discuss some issues related to it. It can serve as a reference
to the study of the history of Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty.
I. Age of the Painting
Jie Xisi’s Ode to Heavenly Horse said: “It is painted in the 18th of July when the
emperor had been in reign for 10 years.” The emperor here refers to Emperor Shundi,
or Uqanatu Qahan (1320—1370), the last emperor of the Yuan Dynasty. He ascended
throne in Xanadu in 1333. In 1342, he had been in reign for ten years. The History of
the Yuan Dynasty recorded, “In July, Frank sent an exotic horse as a gift. The horse is
1 zhang 1 chi 3 cun long and 6 chi 4 cun tall. It is all dark and its two hind hoofs are
white.” In the prelude to his Ode to Heavenly Horse, Wu Shidao said, “In July when
the emperor was in Luanjing, Frank sent an exotic horse as a gift. The nation is far in
the west and thousands of miles away from the capital. It takes four years to go there.
The emperor accepted it and ordered the painter to paint it and the poet to write
articles about it.” (Collection of Ritual Department, Volume 11). In Zhou Boqi’s poem,
he added a note, “On July 18th, Frank sent an exotic horse as a gift. The horse is 8 chi
3 cun tall. It is all black with the hind hoofs write. It is very beautiful. The man who
sent it had blue eyes and yellow beards and wore tight clothes. We didn’t understand
their language. It is said that they are seven seas away from China. The emperor saw
the horse at Ciren Hall that day. Then he ordered special persons to feed it. He also
ordered the painter to paint it and Jie Xisi to write articles about it. This horse is rare
in our country.” (Collection of Jinguang, volume 2)
The above documents show that in July 18, 1342, Emperor Shundi met
messenger from Frank in Ciren Hall and accepted the horse. The messengers spent
four years coming to China. The Emperor was pleased and ordered Zhou Lang to
paint the horse and Jie Xisi to write an article about the horse.
II. Introduction of Jie Xisi’s Life
Jie Xisi (1274-1344), also called Manshuo, was born in Fuzhou (Now Fengcheng,
Jiangxi Province). He was a well-known civil official of late Yuan Dynasty. When he
was young, he led a poor life and he worked hard. Recommended by Cheng Jufu and
Lu Zhi, he entered the imperial court to write books. During the time of Emperor
Wenzong and Emperor Shundi, he participated in the compiling of the Imperial
Collection and the histories of Liao, Jin and Song. He was the head writer of the three
history books. His writings were popular. He was among the “Four Best-known Poets
of the Yuan Dynasty”, the other three being Yu Ji, Fan Peng and Yang Zai. In 1985,
Shanghai Ancient Books Publishing House published the Complete Works of Jie Xisi,
which is the popular version of his works.
III. Historical Background of the Painting
The painting is related to the contact between the Yuan Dynasty and the Roman
Church. In 1336, Emperor sent a mission to the church with his edict. Almanac of the
Franciscans recorded this edict:
The Imperial edict of the Emperor: Your Excellency, I sent a mission of 15 men
headed by Andrews to establish regular visits between us. I hope that you can bless
me and pray for me. I hope that you treat them well and when they return, please let
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them take excellent horses and other rare things.
June 3, 1336, Dadu
At the same time, Fu Ding, Yan Buhua and Xiang Shan wrote letter to the Pope
saying that Giovanni di Monte Corvino ( 1247—1328, the first Archbishop of the
Roman church in the Yuan Dynasty) had died 8 years before and they asked for
another Archbishop. 143In 1338, the mission reached Avignon (in the south of France.
Since 1308, the pope stayed there). Pope Benedict XII welcomed them and decided to
send a mission headed by Giovanni dei Marignolli (Italian) to come to the Yuan
Dynasty. At the end of that year, Marignolli started from Avignon and went to
Kipchak Khanate first (near current Volgograd, Russia) and met Oz-beg Qahan
(1313—1341). Then they reached Almaliq of Chagatai Khanate (the site in 13 km
west of Huocheng, Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture, Ili, Xinjiang Autonomous
Region). Finally they reached Xanadu in 1342 and they sent the letter of the Pope and
a fine horse. Emperor Shundi welcomed them warmly. They lived in Dadu for three
or four years. In 1346, they went south to Quanzhou and returned home by sea. In
1253 they got back to Avignon to the Pope.
IV. About “Frank”
Frank refers to the Europeans. The name was first used by the Persians and Arabs
in the Near East. It was also used by the Yuan Dynasty.
We do not know the life of Zhou Lang. But we do know that he was a court
painter. This painting is a realistic painting. The portrait of the emperor and his
chancellors and princesses are of great artistic value to the study of the clothes and
hairstyles of the Mongolian nobles.

143

The edict of Emperor Shundi and the letter to the pope by Fu Ding can be found in A. C. Moule’s the History
of Christianity in China before 1550. Translated by Hao Zhenhua, Page 283-284. China Book Company, 1984
edition.
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B.5-3-5 Buddhism of Xanadu
I
The History of the Yuan Dynasty, Biography of Buddhists and Taoists broke the
style of previous official history. Zhao Yi of the Qing Dynasty said: “The Yuan
Dynasty collapsed partly because of Buddhism.” Buddhism is something we can’t
afford to ignore when we study the history of the Yuan Dynasty. Mongols, especially
after Kublai Khan, spend a lot of the nation’s money building temples and holding
Buddhist ceremonies. Theses activities are frequently recorded in the History of the
Yuan Dynasty. From these records, we find that it is in Dadu, Xanadu and Wutai
Mountain that these activities were most popular. Therefore, the collection and studies
of the Buddhist records in Xanadu can not only help us discover parts of the Buddhist
activities of the Yuan Dynasty but also help us understand the characteristics of
Buddhism in the Yuan Dynasty.
In Journal of Archaeological Science, Volume 28, Ishida Kannosuke published On
Xanadu. This article quoted a broad range of Eastern and Western historical data. It
attached great importance to scattered historical records. It can be called a fine
research article. In this paper, the author listed several Buddhist temples, such as
Longguang Huayan temple, Qianyuan Temple, Kaiyuan Temple and Basiba Dishi
Temple, together with detailed instructions. He also published a report on the site
research of Xanadu in 1937 by the East Asian Archaeology Society.
I do not wish to add more to that study. I just want to express my own opinions
on some issues about Xanadu after these outstanding researchers.
II
Xanadu, located in Luan River, 36 km northwest of Dolon-nor. In 1255, Emperor
Xiangzong ordered his brother, Kublai Khan to guard this place and in 1256, Kublai
Khan ordered Liu Bingzhong to build a city there, which was the origin of Xanadu.
Soon, Kublai Khan united the country and Xanadu was his base. In March 1260, he
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ascended throne here and named it Kaiping. In 1263, it took the name Xanadu.144 For
100 years after that, Xanadu was prosperous. Government offices were set up there as
in Dadu. Xanadu became the political center especially during the summer when the
emperors stayed there. Therefore it is natural that the Buddhist activities were held
there.
Liu Bingzhong, who was responsible for the construction of Xanadu, was a
monk. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 4, Biography of Kublai Khan, it
said, “In 1256, he ordered Monk Zicong to check the place in the east of Huanzhou
and North of Luan River and build palaces there.”
Monk Zicong here was Liu Bingzhong.
Liu Bingzhong was born in Xing Zhou (Now Xingtai, Hebei Province). His
father Liu Run was also associated with the Mongolian government. Liu Bingzhong
became a monk when young and his Buddhist name is Zicong. Recommended by the
Buddhist Master Yin Jian, who was trusted by the Mongolian government during the
time of Emperor Taizong, Dingzong and Xianzong, he was appreciated by Kublai
Khan and he followed him for many years. In 1274, he died in the temple in Nanping
Mountain. He contributed a lot to the political rule of the Yuan Dynasty. In addition to
Xanadu, he also participated in the planning of the construction of Dadu.
145
According to the History of the Yuan Dynasty, in August 1264, Liu Bingzhong
returned to secular life under the command of Kublai Khan. 146 When he bus
building Xanadu, he was a true monk. Therefore, it is natural that Buddhist temples
were part of the Xanadu plans. In Monument of Huayan Temple, Yuan Jue recorded:
Two temples were set up in the corners of the city, the Qianyuan Temple and
Longguang Huayan Temple.
We can see that when Xanadu was built, Kublai Khan ordered Liu Bingzhong to
build Buddhist temples. In the northwestern corner of Xanadu was Qianyuan Temple
and in the northeastern corner Longguang Huayan Temple. This can be concluded
from the site as well as from the monument of Monk Wei Shou, the sixth abbot of
Longguang Huayan Temple. 147
In Yu Ji’s Tower Inscription of the Buddhist Master Jin’an, we can see the words
of Monk Fa Lin, the abbot of Longguang Huayan Temple then:
Two years after the construction of Xanadu began, Longguang Huayan Temple
was built in the northeastern corner of the city. Wengong was responsible for the
project.
In this record, Wengong refers to the Buddhist Master Zhi Wen, who was the first
abbot of the temple. Opposite to Huayan Temple, Qianyuan Temple might have been
built in the same period.
In short, Qianyuan Temple and Longguang Huayan Temple were built at the time
when Xanadu was built. Kaiyuan Temple and Basiba Dishi Temple were built at a
144

It is recorded in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 5. But in later chapter in volume 58, it said the year
was 1264.
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Biography of Liu Bingzhong in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 157.
146
In August 1264, Monk Zicong entered the Privy Council. The emperor ordered his to take the name Liu
Bingzhong. (The History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 5)
147
On Xanadu by Ishida Kannosuke.
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later time. As there are detailed introductions by Mr. Ishida Kannosuke, it is very
convenient for us to find clues when studying Buddhism in Xanadu. I will continue
my paper with the temples.
III
When we talk about Longgang Huayan Temple, we would think of the debate
between Taoism and Buddhism in the 8th year of the Xianzong era. During the early
times of the Mongolian regime, the central subject of religious sector is the struggle
between Taoism and Buddhism. When Genghis Khan was conquering lands, in North
China, Quanzhen Taoism, a new school of Taoism, was emerging and had great
influence over the people. Especially during the time of Qiu Chuji, the fifth leader,
Quanzhen Taoism conducted a lot of activities in the volatile situation and captured
the public’s hearts. When Mongolia, Jin and Song competed in Shandong, Qiu Chuji
was 73 years old. He looked into the current situation and went to meet Genghis Khan
in his tent, successfully linking up the relation between the Mongolian regime and
Quanzhen Taoism. The Mongolian regime granted him the power to lead the religious
sector in North China. When Qiu Chuji came back from the west, he actively
developed Quanzhen Taoism, using Yanjing as his base. Even the deep-rooted and
rampage Buddhist forces could not stop the expansion of it. Many temples were
occupied by Taoists. The struggle between Buddhism and Quanzhen Taoism became
acute.
After Genghis Khan’s death, during the reign of Emperor Taizong, Buddhism
finally had a strong counter force. At that time, through Muqali, Monk Yin Jian got
close to the Mongolian royal family. He was trusted by Emperor Dingzong and
Emperor Xianzong and was given the power to lead Buddhism in central China.
Though it was late, Buddhism successfully made contacts with the Mongols. However,
the forces of Quanzhen Taoism were still very strong and many Buddhist temples
were occupied by them. The Buddhists were very annoyed. The dispute between the
two religions reached the final stage that called for a political settlement.
In August 1255, in the palace of Karakorum, Taoism and Buddhism held the first
debate and the emperor was there. Representative of Buddhism, Fu Yu from Shaolin
defeated Li Zhichang from Quanzhen Taoism. The emperor ordered to burn the
classics of Taoism and the temples were returned. It seemed that the debate was
solved once and for all. But in fact, it was not. The struggles were more acute and the
emperor’s order was not followed. Therefore in 1256, a second debate was arranged.
But representatives of Taoism were absent. The conflict stayed unsolved.
In August 1257, the representatives from Buddhism asked the emperor to hold a
third debate between the two religions to solve the problems. Therefore the debate
was held in Xanadu and Kublai Khan presided over it. This time, Buddhism won
again. In July 1, 1258, Kublai Khan issued an edict to announce the failure of Taoism
and to punish the Taoists:
The emperor ordered to punish them as in his edict. 17 Taoists, including Fan
Zhiying, were forced to cut their hair and went to Longguang temple. 45 Taoist
classics were burned. The 237 temples that were once occupied by Taoists were now
returned. (The Religious Debate of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 5)
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The 17 Taoists, including Fan Zhiying here were those in the debate. Longguang
Temple here refers to Longguang Huayan Temple. 17 famous Taoists were made
monks, which was a tragedy for Taoism. But is it really the case? We should wonder,
because only the Religious Debate of the Yuan Dynasty by Buddhists is preserved
about the debate and nothing was mentioned in the documents of Taoism. Therefore,
it might be exaggerated. 148
Anyway, Buddhism in Xanadu was developed through the construction of
Longguang Huayan Temple and Qianyuan Temple and the victory of Buddhism in its
debate with Taoism.
IV
The first abbot for Longguang Huayan Temple was Monk Zhi Wen. Biography of
Zhi Wen can be found in Records of Buddhists of Various Dynasties and other
documents. But the works that best described his life is the Tower Inscription of the
Buddhist Master Jin’an by Yu Ji. His original name was Hao Qiyu. He was born in
Jingzhou and his master was Wansong Xingxiu, the famous Buddhist of the Jin
Dynasty. When he was in Zisheng Temple in Yanjing, he gained trust of Emperor
Xianzong. In the date with Taoism, Zhi Wen was very active as a representative of
Buddhism. He was trusted by Kublai Khan and became abbot of Longguang Huayan
Temple. When the debate took place, he was in Zisheng Temple. Therefore he became
abbot of Longguang Huayan Temple in July or August of 1258, when the third debate
took place. The title “Imperial Master of Jin’an” was given by Kublai Khan. Before
he went to Xanadu, he was already the leader of Buddhism in central China. He
contributed a lot in the development of Buddhism during early Yuan Dynasty. He died
at the age of 51 on May 22, 1267. It is said that he loved to write poetry. His epitaph
reads:
He was good at poems and no ordinary people can do that.
In short, Zhi Wen was a representative of the Han Buddhists that were used by
Kublai Khan.
What about the abbots of Longguang Huayan Temple after Zhi Wen? In 1331, Fa
Lin, the abbot of Longguang Huayan Temple then said:
Wengong was the first abbot of Longguang Huayan Temple. After him, there
were Yugong from Shaolin, Yigong from Zhuzhai, Yugong from Pingyan, Weigong
from Xuesong and Shougong. (Tower Inscription of the Buddhist Master Jin’an)
The seven abbots of Longguang Huayan Temple in the 80 years were:
Wengong
Yugong
Yigong
Yugong
Weigong
Shougong
148

For the details about the debate, please refer to my article the Debate between Taoism and Buddhism in the
Yuan Dynasty. (Research Report of Otani University, 2) The issue that the Taoists were made monks was not only
recorded in the Religious Debate of the Yuan Dynasty, but also in Tower Inscription of the Buddhist Master Jin’an.
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Fa Lin
The second abbot, Yugong from Shaolin, was actually Fu Yu. He was also the
disciple of Wansong Xingxiu. Fu Yu was born in Wenshui, Taiyuan in 1203. He was
14 years older than Zhi Wen. When he was 12, the Mongolian army marched south
and he lost his home. He was help by Lao Biqiu. He later went to his master, Wansong
Xingxiu in Yanjing. He was later named “Shaolin Xueting” because he lived in
Shaolin Temple in Xijing (Datong). He was liked by the Mongolian regime since the
time of Emperor Dingzong. He and Kublai Khan were in close contact. In the above
debate between Buddhism and Taoism, he was elected the central figure of Budhism,
which was only natural. After Zhi Wen died, Fu Yu became the abbot of Longguang
Huayan Temple. In July 20, 1275, he died at the age of 73.
There were few records about later abbots Yigong, Yugong, Weigong, Shougong
and Fa Lin. But Longguang Huayan Temple was liked by the Mongolian regime and
there were other records that we can use. From the Monument of Huayan Temple, the
temple was expanded in the time of Emperor Renzong and the construction lasted 10
years. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, we can also see that Emperor Renzong gave
Huayan Temple a lot of land.149 The abbot then was Shougong, or Wei Shou in
Monument of Huayan Temple:
The first abbot is Wengong and the sixth is Wei Shou, who was also good at
writing. During his time, Huayan Temple was being repaired.
The Tower Inscription of the Buddhist Master Jin’an said:
In the time of Shougong, Emperor Yingzong ordered to expand the temple and
gave Shougong the title of Situ.
It is said that when Emperor Yingzong was hunting in the north, he saw the
temple was being repaired. In 1322, he ordered to write the Monument of Huayan
Temple in Xanadu. This is recorded in the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 28.
Therefore, the construction lasted until 1323.
After Fa Lin, there was no record of later abbots of Longguang Huayan Temple.
But we know that the temple, which was built together with Xanadu, had been
respected and protected by the Yuan Dynasty. It represented the original Chinese
Buddhism and it had Han monks as the abbot. In another word, Longguang Huayan
Temple is a temple that symbolizes the Buddhist interests of Hans in Xanadu of the
Yuan Dynasty.
V
Qianyuan Temple stood opposite to Longguang Huayan Temple and it was built
to protect Xanadu. It was constructed in the same time with Huayan Temple but the
exact time was unknown. Qianyuan Temple was closely related to the Mongolian
regime. The History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded, “In February, 1301, Emperor
Chengzong gave 90 hectares of land and 15,000 ding of money to the temple.” And at
an earlier time, a government office was established for the construction of Qianyuan
Temple. The time was not known, but we can see in the History of the Yuan Dynasty,
volume 26, the emperor gave a large amount of money to Qianyuan Temple:
149

The History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 25.
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In June 1319, the emperor granted Qianyuan Temple 1o,000 ding for the
construction. And the office there was upgraded to a department of general
management. It was granted 400, 000, 000 ding.
It can be inferred that the office was long established in the temple and in 1319 it
was upgraded. The History of the Yuan Dynasty recorded that in February 1320, the
office was abolished. During the Yuan Dynasty, the establishments and abolition of
departments were very frequent and this was just an example. In June 1321, a golden
Futu was made in Xanadu but the location was unknown. In July 1325, Emperor
Taiding ordered to repair Qianyuan Temple and in July, 1326, he went to Qianyuan
Temple and ordered to erect a bronze Wufang Buddha. In July 1337, Emperor Shundi
also went to Qianyuan Temple and in March 1347 he ordered to repair the temple.
These were recorded in the History of the Yuan Dynasty. We know that Qianyuan
Temple was loved and protected by the emperors of the Yuan Dynasty.
But the question is: what is the nature of Qianyuan Temple? Specifically, is it a
Lama temple or an original Buddhist temple of the Hans in China? There is no clear
historical record on this. If we can at least have the names of the abbots of the temple
like Longguang Huayan Temple, we can have am easier time in studies. I personally
haven’t seen any material on the names of the monks of Qianyuan Temple. After
Lamaism was introduced to the Yuan Dynasty, Buddhism became more complicated.
It is said that the lamas and the original monks lived together. The following
explanation might be more natural: Lama temple and the original Buddhist temples
are different and the lamas lived in specific temples.
What kind of temple is Qianyuan Temple then? Qianyuan Temple and Huayan
Temple were built in the same time. The time was about when Kublai Khan ascended
throne. At this time, the penetration of Lamaism was not deep. Therefore Qianyuan
Temple and Huayan Temple should be the temples of the original Buddhism. But the
department of general management was set in Qianyuan Temple and not in Huayan
Temple. It seems that the emperors loved Qianyuan Temple more. Therefore it might
have reasons that Qianyuan Temple was a lama temple. In the above discussion,
Emperor Taiding went to Qianyuan Temple and ordered to build a bronze Wufang
Buddha. Wufang Buddha was considered Buddha for Esotericism. And in the Yuan
Dynasty, Esotericism was related to Lamaism. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty,
volume 18, it mentioned Wufang Buddha hat:
In February 1295, the emperor made a Wufang Buddha hat of jewels and sent it
to the imperial master.
Thus Qianyuan Temple was also related to Lamaism. That is to say, when
Xanadu was being built, there were plans to build Longguang Huayan Temple and a
temple for lamas, Qianyuan Temple. This is just my speculation.
VI
There was another temple called Kaiyuan Temple. The History of the Yuan
Dynasty recorded:
In 1308, there are lamas in Kaiyuan Temple in Xanadu…
From this paragraph we know that Kaiyuan Temple was built before 1308. And in
1316, Emperor Renzong gave them 200 hectares of land. The record in previous
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record is interesting. Although it is hard to conceive, we can learn the following
truths:
In 1308, the lamas in Kaiyuan Temple forced people to buy their firewood.
Annoyed by this, they reported the matter to Li Bi, the provincial official. When Li Bi
intended to investigate the matter, the lamas broke into his place and seized Li Bi’s
hair and beat him. They even took Li Bi to their place and locked him in an empty
room. After Li Bi escaped, he reported the matter to the emperor. But it happened to
be a time of pardoning and the lamas were made innocent. This event was recorded in
detail. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, there was record of the lamas being fierce,
but there is no other record about Kaiyuan Temple. We can conclude that Kaiyuan
Temple was for Lamaism and there were a lot of monks there. During the Yuan
Dynasty, Lama Temples generally held many monks and the temples were
magnificent. Marco Polo witnessed the temples in Xanadu:
There are many big temples in the country. They are like small cities. Over 2,
000 lamas live in one temple.
This record might refer to Kaiyuan Temple.
VII
Basiba Dishi Temple. In the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 27, Biography
of Emperor Yingzong has the following record, which can be seen as the origin of
Dishi Temple: In May 1321, the mosque in Xanadu was destroyed and Dishi Temple
was built.
The imperial master here is Lama Basiba in the time of Kublai Khan, who was
famous for creating new characters for Mongols. (Basiba went to Xanadu many times
and taught the prince books.) Although Basiba died in 1279, the Mongols worshipped
him more as they had deeper belief in Lamaism. In the time of Emperor Yingzong, the
emperor acknowledged that he worshipped Lamaism.
Emperor Yingzong ordered provincial counties to build temples for Basiba. The
temples should be better than that of Confucius. The time was November 1320. This
edict is a manifesto of their worshipping Lamaism. In February 1231, Basiba Dishi
Temple was first built in the capital. In May, Dishi Temple was built in Xanadu, which
finished in February 1322. (The History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 28, Biography
of Emperor Yingzong.) But the History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 28 also recorded:
In February 1323, Huayan Temple, Basiba Dishi Temple were being repaired in
Xanadu. 6, 200 soldiers were used.
It shows that in this year the construction was still unfinished. In August 1324,
the emperor handed out 11 portraits of Basiba to the provinces and ordered them to
make statues. The statue of Basiba was made in Dishi Temple in Xanadu shortly.
Although we do not know how many Basiba Dishi Temples there were in the country,
we can learn how the Yuan Dynasty worshipped Lamaism.
VIII
Buddhism in Xanadu was briefly introduced with the temples being the center.
There are many facts I fail to notice and here are some.
The Yuan Dynasty respected and protected Buddhism. When we study the
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temples and the lives of the monks, we have to consider the policy of the Yuan
government. Although the original Buddhism of Han was a little compressed, it was
preserved and protected. Xanadu was the capital and Buddhism in Xanadu was
Buddhism of the nation. Buddhist activities were frequently held in the magnificent
temples in Xanadu. This became the worst after Emperor Chengzong. And in the time
of Emperor Yingzong and Taiding, it has to be reorganized from the national finance.
The History of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 43 recorded that in the second July of 1330,
the number of the annual Buddhist activities in Xanadu were reduced from 165 to 104.
We can see that Buddhism in Xanadu valued ceremonies. And from the Buddhism in
Xanadu we can see how the Yuan Dynasty worshipped Buddhism.
Buddhism in Xanadu was closely related to the Yuan Dynasty. It consisted of two
parts: the original Buddhism of Han, represented by Longguang Huayan Temple, the
Lamaism, represented by Kaiyuan Temple and Dishi Temple. The Yuan Dynasty is a
conquering dynasty and Buddhism of the Yuan Dynasty has a duality. So does
Buddhism in Xanadu. (This paper was first collected in Buddhist History, January of
the 25th year of the Showa era.)
B.5-3-6 Religion of Xanadu
In 1275, when Marco Polo reached Xanadu, he paid special notice to the temples
there. He wrote: There are many big temples in Xanadu. They are like small cities.
Over 2, 000 monks live in one temple. They wear simple clothes. Some have wives
and children.” 150 Records and documents show that in Xanadu, there were temples,
mosques, Confucius Temple, which were all part of the buildings in Xanadu. As a
political center of the Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu, like Dadu and Wutai Mountain, is a
major place of northern religion of the Yuan Dynasty.
I. The Debate between Buddhism and Taoism in Kaiping in 1258
The Mongolian rulers first worshipped Shamanism and later they got to know
Buddhism, Taoism, Islam and Christianity. Buddhism had the greatest influence on
the Mongolian rulers and Taoism came next.
During the late years of the Jin Dynasty, in North China, Quanzhen Taoism, a
new school of Taoism, was emerging and had great influence over the people. In 1219,
Qiu Chuji, the fifth leader of Quanzhen Taoism went to the tent of Genghis Khan at
his invitation. After that Taoism was protected and supported by Mongolian rulers.
When Qiu Chuji came back from the west, he actively developed Quanzhen Taoism,
using Yanjing as his base. Many Buddhist temples were occupied by Taoists. The
struggle between Buddhism and Quanzhen Taoism became acute.
During the time of Genghis Khan, Haiyun and Zhongguan, leaders of Buddhism
in the north got in contact with the Mongolian regime by the recommendation of Shi
Tianze. Genghis Khan protected Haiyun and other monks of high ranks. In 1219, he
ordered Muqali to exempt their taxes. Haiyun lived in Qingshou Temple of Yanjing
for a long time and he was a Buddhist leader in north China. After Ogadai Khan came
150
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into power, Mongolian rulers further used the influence of Buddhism and the conflict
between Buddhism and Taoism became increasingly worse. During the reign of
Monka, the Mongolian regime was compelled to address the dispute between
Buddhism and Taoism. To this end, he summoned representatives of the two parties
three times to have a debate.
The first debate took place in Karakorum in 1255. Representative of Buddhism,
Fu Yu from Shaolin defeated Li Zhichang from Quanzhen Taoism. The emperor
ordered to burn the classics of Taoism and the temples were returned. But in fact, the
conflict was not resolved. The struggles were more acute.
In 1258, Kublai Khan presided over the second debate between Buddhism and
Taoism in Kaiping. There were over 300 Buddhist monks, 200 Taoists, 200 officials
and scholars. The chief representative of Buddhism was Fu Yu from Shaolin Temple
and the chief representative of Taoism was Zhang Zhijing. For the Buddhists, besides
the monks from Caodong School, Linji School, there were religious leaders like
Basiba from Tubo and Namo from Kashmir. Liu Bingzhong, Kublai Khan’s adviser,
who was half a monk, also took part in the debate on behalf of the Buddhists. Famous
scholars Yan Shu, Dou Mo, Lian Xixian and Zhang Wenqian also attended the debate
as witnesses. “They promised that if Taoism wins the monks would wear hats and
become part of them and if Buddhism wins the Taoists would cut their hair.”151 The
Buddhists accused that the so-called Laojun Classics and 81 Figures “have rough
languages and show contempt in Buddhism”. 152During the debate, Basiba used the
theory of Buddhism and refuted the argument of Taoism. They said that Laojun
Classics were false. The Taoists had nothing to say when Yao Shu said: “Taoism was
defeated.” Finally, the emperor ordered to punish them as in his edict. 17 Taoists,
including Fan Zhiying, were forced to cut their hair and went to Longguang temple.
45 Taoist classics were burned. The 237 temples that were once occupied by Taoists
were now returned. 153Here Longguang Temple refers to Longguang Huayan Temple
in Kaiping which we shall discuss later. The debate between Buddhism and Taoism in
Kaiping in 1258 made the Mongolian regime like Buddhism more. They developed
Buddhism in Xanadu. Although the debate reduced Taoism’s reputation, it was still
developing and the conflict between the two was not completely resolved.
After the Yuan Dynasty was established, the government went on to reconcile the
conflict between Buddhism and Taoism. In 1281, the third debate was held in Dadu.
The Mongolian rulers didn’t mean to abolish Taoism. They wanted to preserve Taoism
but stipulated that “Buddhism is superior to Taoism”. Quanzhen Taoism, Zhenda
Taoism and Taiyi Taoism in the north developed. Zhengyi Taoism in the south also
extended its influence to Xanadu. Different schools of Taoism built temples in
Xanadu and Taoism became a major religious force that could compete with
Buddhism.
II. Buddhism in Xanadu
151
152
153

Xiang Mai: The Religious Debate of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 5.
Xiang Mai: The Religious Debate of the Yuan Dynasty, volume 5.
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The development of Buddhism in Xanadu was closely related with the
Mongolian rulers. Liu Bingzhong, the main designer of Xanadu, was also a devout
Buddhist, so Buddhist temples became an important part of Xanadu. Now we’ll look
at the main Buddhist temples in Xanadu.
(1) Longguang Huayan Temple
Longguang Huayan Temples is also called Huayan Temple. In 1256, Kublai
Khan ordered Liu Bingzhong to build Kaiping. In 1258, the first Buddhist temple,
Huayan Temple was built. 154
The construction of Huayan Temple was closely related to Kublai Khan’s
advocating Buddhism. When he was in the west, he and Haiyun, the Buddhist leader,
had frequent contacts. Haiyun introduced Liu Bingzhong to Kublai Khan. The first
abbot of Huayan Temple Zhi Wen was Liu’s boyhood friend. It is by the
recommendation of Zhi Wen that Liu became a monk. Liu Bingzhong later introduced
Zhi Wen to Kublai Khan. Therefore Kublai Khan trusted Zhi Wen and made him the
abbot of Huayan Temple.
Zhi Wen, also called Qi Yu or Quan Yi, was born in Xingzhou, Hebei Province.
When he was six, his mother took him to Monk Ji Zhao. Ji Zhao later went to Jiangxi
because of the war and Zhi Wen followed his disciple. In 1230, he and some other
monks went to Wan Song, the famous leader of Caodong School of Buddhism. Wan
Song was also respected by the Mongolian rulers. Zhi Wen was just 15 years old then.
He was very talented and the history said, “He was very knowledgeable and he read a
lot. He was also good at writing.” 155 Therefore he was trusted by Wan Song.
Recommended by Liu Bingzhong, he once lived in Kublai Khan’s place for three
years. After Monka ascended throne, he ordered Zhi Wen to lead the Buddhism. After
Kublai Khan returned from Yunnan, he gave him the title of “Imperial Master Jin’an”
and made him responsible for the “Buddhist affairs in Guanxi, Henan and Nanjing.”
He did his job well. He later participated in the debate between Buddhism and Taoism
in Karakorum, in which Taoism was defeated. Later, officials went to Longguang
Huayan Temple to visit him. In 1267, he died in Tiangong Temple, Huanzhou (south
of Xanadu) at the age of 51.
After Zhi Wen, the second abbot of Huayan Temple was Fu Yu from Shaolin
Temple. 156 He was born in Wenshui County, Shanxi Province in 1203. He was 14
years older than Zhi Wen and also disciple of Wan Song. He was also closely related
to the Mongolian rulers. He used to live in Xingguo Temple at the order of Guyuk
Khan. In 1251 when Kublai Khan ascended throne, he ordered Fu Yu to lead the
Buddhist affairs. In the spring of 1271, all the Buddhists had a meeting in Dadu and
one third of them are disciples of him.157 In July 20, 1275, he died at the age of 73.
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158

The abbots of Longguang Huayan Temple were:
Zhi Wen
Fu Yu
Yigong
Yugong
Weigong
Wei Shou
Hong Chen
Miao Gui
Wei Zu159
There were few records about later abbots Yigong, Yugong, Weigong.
The sixth abbot was Wei Shou. “He was good at literature. And he was given the
title of Situ”.160 This shows that Emperor Yingzong liked him. Wei Shou was in
contact with Liu Guan, Yuan Jue and Ma Zuchang, who all wrote poems about him.
We do not know much about the seventh abbot, Hong Chen. The eighth abbot
Miao Gui was also known as Fa Lin. 161He was the abbot in the time of Emperor
Wenzong.
The ninth abbot Wei Zu lived in Huayan Temple in 1347. From 1258 to 1347,
there were 9 abbots who were the witnesses of the history of Xanadu.
Based on the field survey by archaeologists, the site of Huayan temple is in the
northeast corner of the outer city of Xanadu. It is 400 meters from east to west, and
200 meters from north to south. There are three large courtyards. 162In the site we
also found stone turtles and marble monuments. The monument has dragons on it and
on it were inscribed “Monument of Shougong”. There are also galleries in the temple.
Yuan Jue wrote a poem about the temple. In the note to his poem, he said, “The
base of the temple has a lot of water under it, so thousands of wooden nails are used
to build it. It is very costly.” This shows the excellent craftsmanship of the Yuan
Dynasty and the intelligence of the people. Around the temple there were many
ancient trees and flowers.
The emperors of the Yuan Dynasty often went to Huayan Temple to pray for
themselves. In the time of Emperor Renzong, the temple was expanded and the
construction lasted 10 years. 163In the time of Emperor Yingzong, “He ordered to
build another hall in the south”.164 In the first year of the Zhizhi Era, “3, 500 soldiers
were used to build Huayan Temple”. 165In June, “They made a gold Futu in the
158
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temple”. 166In February, the third year of the Zhizhi Era, “Huayan Temple and Basiba
Dishi Temple were repaired. 6, 200 soldiers were used.” 167In August, the seventh
year of the Zhizheng Era, Emperor Shundi “gave them 100, 000 for the building of
the temple.”168 The Mongolian government used large number of soldiers to build the
temple, which shows that they thought it was important.
(2) Qianyuan Temple
Qianyuan Temple is in the northwestern corner of the outer city in Xanadu. “In
the northeast and northwest corners of Xanadu, two temples were set up, Qianyuan
Temple and Longguang Huayan Temple.” 169Qianyuan Temple and Huayan Temple
are in opposite directions. According to the field survey of archaeologists, Qianyuan
Temple has two yards. It is 240 m from south to north and 120 m from east to west.
170
A stone lion head was found in the site, which might be a decoration. 171
Qianyuan Temple built in the 10th year of Zhiyuan Era. It had the same status
with Renwang Temple in Xanadu. 172Renwang Temple had 28, 000 hectares water
land, 34, 000 hectares land, 29 forests and lakes in Xanadu and 13, 000 hectares water
land in places outside Xanadu. 173A special body was set up to manage the affairs in
Renwang Temple. 174 From this we can imagine that Qianyuan Temple was a very
large temple.
In June of the sixth year of the Zhiyou Era, “Qianyuan Temple was granted 10
thousand ding for repairing. And a department of general management was set.”
175
The department was responsible for the finance of the temple. In February the next
year it was abolished. 176 Xuanzheng Yuan in Xanadu was responsible for the
Buddhist affairs in the Xanadu. 177
The Yuan Government often granted land and money to the temples in Xanadu.
For example, in February, the fifth year of Dade Era, “The emperor granted Qianyuan
Temple 90 hectares of land.” 178In the third year of Yanyou Era, “The emperor
granted Qianyuan Temple 200 hectares of land in Jiang Su and Zhejiang, and Huayan
Temple 100 hectares.” 179 After Emperor Yingzong ascended throne, he granted
Huayan temple 10 thousand mu of excellent land in Jiang Su and Zhejiang. 180 This
is an important income for the temples in Xanadu.
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The emperor even gave wine shops and lakes to the temples. In the time of
Emperor Chengzong, one government paper said, “According to the orders of the
emperor, wine shops and lakes are given to Qianyuan Temple, Xingjiao Temple and
Renwang Temple.” 181 From this we know that Qianyuan Temple owned wine shops
and lakes. The temples often didn’t pay the taxes and the government had to find
someone to address it. In the time of Emperor Renzong, the government ordered “the
temples in Xanadu to pay their taxes.” 182
The Mongolian rulers attached great importance to the construction in Qianyuan
Temple, as in Huayan Temple. In July of the second year of Taiding Era: “Qianyuan
Temple was repaired”. 183In the third year of Taiding Era, the emperor went to
Qianyuan Temple himself and ordered to “erect a Wufang Buddha.”184 The repairing
of the temples was very costly. In the second year of Taiding Era when the
government ordered to repair Qianyuan Temple and Xiang Hall in Xanadu, Xu Maijie,
the Prime Minister “begged the emperor to stop it because there is a bad harvest.”185
The statues in Qianyuan Temple and many other temples in Dadu and Xanadu
were built by Araniko from Nepal and his student Liu Yuan. Kublai Khan liked
Araniko. In the eleventh year of the Zhiyuan Era, Araniko participated in the
construction of Qianyuan Temple.186 Liu Yuan, Araniko’s student, was born in Baodi,
Hebei Province. “In the seventh year of Zhiyuan Era, Kublai Khan started building
Renwang Temple. The emperor ordered to find someone who could make the Buddha.
Liu Yuan was introduced. His works were excellent. The Buddha statues in the two
capitals were mostly made by him.” 187 Liu Yuan was appointed grand secretary of
Zhaowen Guan.188 The Buddha Liu Yuan and Araniko made were Tibetan. People
loved their works.
The construction of temples and palaces in Xanadu is the result of hard work of
working people. But their names did not come down. There was a mason called Yang
Qiong. He was born of a mason family in Quyang, Hebei Province. He was very
skillful and he participated in the building of many palaces and temples in Dadu and
Xanadu. He is worthy of commemoration of later generations.
(3) Kaiyuan Temple, Dishi Temple and Other Temples
Kaiyuan Temple: it is a lama temple. In January of the third year of the Yanyou
Era, the Yuan government granted 200 hectare of water land in Jiang Su and Zhejiang
to Kaiyuan Temple. The time of its construction is unknown. According to the History
of the Yuan Dynasty, it was built before the first year of Zhida Era.
Since 1240s, Sarbanes from Tibetan Lamaism followed Mongolian court. When
Kublai Khan was in Tibet, he had close contact with Basiba, nephew of Sarbanes.
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Later Basiba became the imperial master. The emperors in the Yuan Dynasty
respected Lamaism and they gave Basiba great powers. The Lamas were very fierce
and they often beat officials and princesses. For example, “In 1308, the lamas in
Kaiyuan Temple forced people to buy their firewood. Annoyed by this, they reported
the matter to Li Bi, the provincial official. When Li Bi intended to investigate the
matter, the lamas broke into his place and seized Li Bi’s hair and beat him. They even
took Li Bi to their place and locked him in an empty room. After Li Bi escaped, he
reported the matter to the emperor. But it happened to be a time of pardoning and the
lamas were made innocent.” 189The historical data shows that the forces of Lamaism
were very powerful then.
Dishi Temple: During the time of Kublai Khan, Basiba Dishi Temple was built in
the southwest of Xanadu. Emperor Yingzong was a devout Buddhist. He loved
Lamaism and hated the Semu group. In November of the seventh year of Yanyou Era,
he ordered the counties to “build Dishi Temples which should be better than
Confucius temples.”190 In March of the first year of Zhizhi Era, Basiba Dishi Temple
was first built in Dadu.191 Then in May “Dishi Temple was built in the mosques in
Xanadu.” 192In February of the third year of Zhizhi Era, larger numbers of soldiers
were summoned to build Huayan Temple and Dishi Temple. 193 In the time of
Emperor Taiding, the emperor handed out 11 portraits of Basiba to the provinces and
ordered them to make statues and erect them in Dishi Temples.194 The imperial
master was authoritative in the royal family. During the early years of each emperor,
the imperial master would conduct Buddhist activities. The prescripts for lamas were
written with fine cloths with decorations. 195In as early as December of the eleventh
year of Zhiyuan Era, Basiba went to Xanadu and taught the prince books.196 During
the middle of the Yuan Dynasty, Lamaism grew day by day and the building of Basiba
Dishi Temple in Xanadu was a reflection of the trend.
In addition, there was also Huangmei Temple in Xanadu. There was Qing’an
Temple. The famous monk Yang Wencai of Wutai Mountain died in Qing’an Temple.
197
Buddhist temples were also found in Nanping Mountain, 70 li south from Xanadu
and in Chagan-nor in the southwest. 198
The construction of Buddhist temples in Xanadu reflected the flourishing of
Buddhism in the Yuan Dynasty. Sa Dula recorded this in Events of Shangjing. The
rulers spent large amount of money each year on Buddhist ceremonies. There was
comment by the people then: “Half of the nation’s wealth went to Buddhism.”
199
“Two thirds of the nation’s funding is spent on monks.” 200
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III. Taoism in Xanadu
Taoism also had great influence in Xanadu. Major Taoism temples include:
(1) Changchun Temple
After Huayan Temple and Qianyuan Temple were built, “two temples of Laotze
were built in the east and west.” 201In April 13 of the second year of Zhongtong Era,
Kublai Khan ordered “to pray for the people for three days and nights in Changchun
Temple in Xanadu.” 202 It shows that in the early time of the Yuan Dynasty
Changchun Temple already existed. It was a temple of Quanzhen Taoism. Famous
Quanzhen Taoism leader Qi Zhicheng once lived in Baiyun Temple in Yunzhou and
Antong went to visit him. 203During the time of Emperor Chengzong, Quanzhen
Taoism developed with Zhang Zhixian being the leader. 204 From Wang Pin to
Wanyan Deming, Quanzhen Taoism had been an active school of Taoism.
205
Changchun Temple in Xanadu was often mentioned in the poems of the Yuan
Dynasty.
(2) Chongzhen Wanshou Temple
Chongzhen Wanshou Temple，or Chongzhen Temple, is a temple for Zhengyi
Taoism. Zhengyi Taoism was established by Zhang Daoling in the Eastern Han
Dynasty. It was a major faction of Taoism. Zhengyi Taoism was at first popular in the
south and had a significant influence. After the Yuan Dynasty unified the south, the
ruler tried to draw the leaders of Zhengyi Taoism and Zhengyi Taoism was developed
in the north. In the 13th year of Zhiyuan Era, Zhang Zongyan, the 36th master of
Zhengyi Taoism, met Kublai Khan and the latter let him lead Taoism in the south.
When the emperor went to Xanadu each year, the leader of Zhengyi Taoism would
follow and build Chongzhen Wanshou Temples in Dadu and Xanadu. Zhang Zongyan
was given a lot of land and a title. 206
At that time, some scholars and leaders of Zhengyi Taoism were closed related.
The famous poet Yu Ji had contacts with the Taoists and he often wrote epitaphs and
biographies for the leaders of Taoism. Others exchanged poems with the leader of
Taoism. For example, Yuan Jue often wrote about Chongzhen Temple in Xanadu. Jie
Xisi, Ma Zuchang and Nai Xian all wrote about the lives of the disciples in
Chongzhen Temple.
(3) Shouning Temple
Shouning Temple was also a temple for Zhengyi Taoism. At the time of Kublai
Khan, it was already built in Xanadu. Wu Quanjie, the disciple of Zhengyi Taoism
master Zhang Liusun, once lived in Shouning Temple. In the 24th year of Zhiyuan Era,
201
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Kublai Khan met Wu Quanjie. Zhang Liusun and Wu Quanjie were trusted by the
government. When Emperor Chengzong ascended throne in Da’an Chamber in
Xanadu, he ordered Wu Quanjie to pray for five days and nights in Shouning Temple
in Xanadu. 207 In the time of Emperor Renzong, Wu Quanjie accompanied the
emperor to Zhongdu.
(4) Taiyi Temple
Taiyi Taoism was popular in the north during the time of the Jin and Yuan
Dynasties. The founder was Xiao Baozhen. The leader of Taiyi Taoism was connected
with the Mongolian rulers before the Yuan Dynasty was established. Xiao Fudao, the
fourth master once went to see Kublai Khan in Karakorum.
In the eleventh year of the Zhiyuan Era, the Mongolian rulers built Taiyi Temples
in the western mountain of Dadu and Nanping Mountain in the south of Xanadu.
Kublai Khan trusted Li Jushou, the leader of Taiyi Taoism. Taiyi Taoism was closely
related to the royal families and its influence lasted for many years.
IV. Islam and Christianity in Xanadu
In addition to Buddhism and Taoism, there were Islam and Christianity in
Xanadu. In Xanadu, there were many merchants from the east and some residents
were also Islam. After Emperor Yingzong ascended throne, he ordered to destroy the
mosque in Xanadu to build Dishi Temple. It shows that there were many people who
worshipped Islam in Xanadu.
At the time of Emperor Taiding, in order to pacify the Semu people, he ordered
to build mosques and Islam was restored and developed.208 Christianity was popular
in the Yuan Dynasty, especially Nestorianism. The followers were called erkeun, who
had same privilege with the monks, Taoists and Islam people. Although no Christian
church was found in Xanadu, according to the situation of Christianity in Mongolia,
there might be erkeun in Xanadu.
V. Confucius Temple and other Temples in Xanadu
Kublai Khan strengthened cooperation with intellectuals of Han landlord class.
In June of the second year of Zhongtong Era, he ordered to worship Confucius
Temple and protect Confucius Temple. 209In August of the same year, he ordered to
build Confucius Temple in Xanadu. 210But the temple might not be big. Thus in May,
the fourth year of Zhiyuan Era, “the emperor ordered to rebuild Confucius Temple in
Xanadu.” 211In the sixth year of Zhiyuan Era, Yan Gudai, the general of Xanadu,
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finished the building of Confucius Temple in the southeast of Xanadu. 212In the time
of Emperor Renzong, He Sheng, the general of Xanadu, repaired the temple and
added a hall in the northwest for the students to read. 213 Emperor Wenzong and
Emperor Shundi also ordered to write monuments for the Confucius Temple in
Xanadu to show their respect for Confucius and scholars. 214
There were also Chenghuang Temple and Sanhuang Temple in Xanadu. 215
B.5-3-7 Sports and Entertainments in Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty
During the Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu was the provisional capital of the emperor,
just like Chengde in the Qing Dynasty. The gardens and Waiba Temple of Chengde
Summer Resort were preserved and it has been a tourist destination. Xanadu, which is
remote both in time and location, has become a place of pondering for historians after
the many wars during the late Yuan Dynasty and early Ming Dynasty. However,
according to historical records, the size and role of Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty is no
less than Chengde in the Qing Dynasty. Its nomadic culture is worthy of study and
commemoration. We’ll discuss briefly the sports and entertainments in Xanadu of the
Yuan Dynasty according to the limited historical documents so that we can have a
glimpse of the prosperity of Xanadu of the Yuan Dynasty.
Both Xanadu and Dadu were political centers of the Yuan Dynasty. Xanadu was
in the northern bank of Shandian River in Zhenglan Qi, Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region. It was once Kublai Khan’s palace before he ascended the throne. After Kublai
Khan built Xanadu and Dadu, every emperor would go there for the summer with his
princesses and chancellors. In addition to dealing with state affairs, Khuriltai meeting
was held here, and Buddhist ceremonies, hunting, banquets and other recreational and
sports activities of ethnic characteristics were also held here.
I. Zhama Banquet and Dramas
Wang Hui of the Yun Dynasty said: “There are three major activities in the lives
of the Mongolian government, conquest, hunting and banquets.” 216 This reflected
the lives of Mongolian nobles. When the emperor was in Xanadu, he would hold
banquets of various scales, of which Manaizi Banquet and Zhama Banquet were the
major ones. During the banquets, music was played with dances and dramas
performed. When the emperor went to Xanadu, his musicians and performers would
follow him.
Manaizi banquets were held at least twice a year when the emperor reached
Xanadu and when he left. Before the banquet, there was a ceremony of spilling horse
milk. Zhama Banquet was the largest palace banquet in Xanadu. Zhou Boqi witnessed
the banquet and had a detailed record of it: “The emperor would go to Xanadu on an
212
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auspicious day in June. 217He ordered the chancellors and followers to wear splendid
clothes and ride horses. The emperor also wore formal clothes and held a banquet.
While they drank, music was also played and dramas performed. This lasted for three
days and their clothes were different on each day. It was called Zhisun Banquet, or
Zhama Banquet.” 218 From this description we can imagine the variety in the music,
dances and dramas of the time.
Some poets vividly described the music and dances of the banquet. There was a
kind of dance called “16 Fairies Dance”. It was performed by 16 beautifully-dressed
ladies. They wore Buddha hats decorated with ivory carvings and they were dressed
in red long-sleeve clothes with long ribbons and delicate Mongolian boots.
Accompanied by various musical instruments, a person played and sang and the
others followed her and danced. There were many postures and the audience felt like
in heaven. The dance became more splendid after being adapted by Emperor Huizong.
Unfortunately it did not come down because it was considered to be a music that
caused the fall of the nation.
II. Touring the Imperial Palace
Touring the Imperial Palace is a custom of the Mongolian court. It started from
1270, when Kublai Khan adopted the suggestion of Basiba and placed a white canopy
on the imperial seat in Daming Hall to expel evil. This became a custom each year.
After the ceremony of the white canopy, the canopy went around the royal palace to
bring happiness to everyone. It was a palace ceremony called Touring the Imperial
Palace, or White Canopy Buddhist Ceremony. All kinds of honor guards were in the
parade. There were 120 drummers, 500 soldiers and 500 servants. The 360 official
temples each prepared an altar and each altar was carried by 26 people with 12 drum
monks. 120 societies took part in the parade. An orchestra of 400 men and 7 kinds of
instruments were in it. There were three kinds of music, Han, Hui and Hexi. Each
kind had three groups, making a total of 324 men. There were also 150 geishas and a
circus of 150 men. The parade could be 30 li long. While they marched, all kinds of
performances were being shown. The Emperor, Empress and the princesses sat on a
special tower and watched. Ordinary people could also watch the performance. After
the parade, the canopy was returned to the palace and the imperial master began to
conduct Buddhist ceremonies. When the emperor went to Xanadu, the same
performance was held there, but the scale was smaller.
III. Displaying Exotic Animals
Before Zhama Banquet, there was a display of exotic animals. In Tao Zongyi’s
Chuogeng Records, he recorded this in details: When the emperor went to Xanadu in
June each year, he would hold a Zhama Banquet on an auspicious day. Before that
there was a display of exotic animals. Exotic animals from all around the nation were
displayed in Wansui Mountain. They unleashed tigers, leopards, bears and elephants
first, then the lion. The other animals were frightened. Then chicks and ducks were
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fed to them and they ate them in different ways. The lion was the most powerful.
After that the banquet was held.
IV. Hunting
Mongolians are nomads. In addition to raising livestock, hunting is an important
source of food and clothing. Normally, they do not slaughter livestock. They try to eat
dairy and the meat of the prey. Mark Polo says: “They can live on the mare’s milk and
the meat of the prey for a month.” Events of the Mongolians recorded: “When they
hunted, they ate the prey and didn’t have to slaughter the sheep.” Hunting itself is a
military training. The Mongolian could conquer the continent of Asia and Europe,
because they trained a lot. Therefore hunting is a major activity of the Mongolian
government.
When the emperor of the Yuan Dynasty went to Xanadu, they would surely go
hunting in the hunting field. According to historical records, the main hunting grounds
include: the North Liangting, East Liangting, West Liangting, Chagan-nor, Baicha
Erchuan and Sanbu Lachuan. Zhou Boqi recorded: “50 li east of Xanadu there was
East Liangting and 150 li west of Xanadu there was West Liangting. They were rich in
plants and birds and animals. The emperor loved to hunt there.”219 Emperor Yingzong
once hunted in North Liangting. 220 Chagan-nor was an important hunting field.
Kublai Khan built a palace there and there were rooms for the eagles. Zhou Boqi
wrote, “Chagan-nor means white sea in Chinese language.” Emperor Shundi once
hunted in Baicha Erchuan, which was also in Kaiping. Emperor Chengzong and
Emperor Yingzong once hunted in Sanbu Lachuan. 221 The emperors’ hunting around
Xanadu was a custom, but they did it mainly for fun.
V. Contests
Mongolian is a hard-working and courageous people. In order to survive in
difficult conditions, they were trained by a variety of traditional sports and athletic
exercises since childhood. From the aristocracy to the civilians, all were good at
riding and shooting and wrestling. A brave person was respected by others and often
given various kinds of honorary titles, such as “a god archer”, “man of unusual
strength”, “hero”, etc. According to historical records, in Xanadu there were many
contests: horse racing, wrestling and Guiyouchi racing.
Horse racing is the basic skill of a nomadic nation. According to the History of
the Yuan Dynasty, “The Mongolians were good at horse racing and shooting. That’s
why they can unite the country.” Mongolians paid great attention to riding and
shooting. Events of Mongolians recorded, “From childhood, the Mongolians were
trained to ride a horse. At the age of three, one can ride a horse alone and at the age of
four or five, one carries a small bow and arrows with him.”
In Xanadu, before Zhama Banquet was held, a horse racing would be held.
Zhama doesn’t mean horse racing. In Han Rulin’s Studies on Zhama Banquet of the
219
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Yuan Dynasty, he maintained that Zhama came from Persian Jamah (meaning clothes).
Its meaning should be Zhisun Clothes. It’s a transliteration. It can also be translated as
Dama.222 Chen Gaohua and Shi Weimin pointed out that in Yuan Jue’s Zhuangma
Song, Zhuangma might be another transliteration of Jamah. This shows that Zhama is
not horse racing. But from the descriptions of the poets who actually went to the scene,
a horse racing was to be held before Zhama Banquet.
Zhou Boqi wrote about this in his Zhama Poems: “On an auspicious day in June,
the emperor ordered the officials to wear formally and decorate their horses.” After
being inspected by the emperor, the banquet is held. The horse racing here included
riding performance in groups and showing the decorations. Ye Ziqi of the Ming
Dynasty said in his Cao Mu Zi: “The sons of the officials had a competition to see
whose horse had the best decorations.” Of course, the horse racing before the banquet
is just a performance or entertainment, just like the wrestling contest. It was meant to
show the luxury and power of the nobles.
During the process of hunting or fighting, it is inevitable to fight with ferocious
beasts or an enemy when only the more powerful and skillful one can win. Wrestling
is a traditional Mongolian sport. It was also practiced in Xanadu for the nobles to
enjoy. Zhama Poem described the scene of wresting.
Guiyouchi racing is a kind of distance race organized by the royal court of the
Yuan Government. It is a competitive sport and not a performance. Guiyouchi is the
transliteration of Mongolian language, meaning “fast walker.” At first its intention
was to train and select soldiers. Later it became a sport.
According to the records in Poems on Luanjing and Chuogeng Records, the race
was held each year in Xanadu or Dadu. It had strict organizational rules and
procedures. The government appointed a supervisor to monitor and referee. There was
a starting line and a finishing line. And the emperor would go to the finishing line to
watch and give the winner the award. The distance is 180 to 200 li. The starting line
was Niheer in Xanadu and Hexiwu in Dadu. Before the race, there was a roll-call and
a rope was used at the starting line. The race generally lasted for 6 hours and when
they reached the finishing line they kneeled down and cried: “Hail to Your Majesty!”
Anyone who could reach the finishing line would have awards. In 1319, the
Mongolian government set up a special agency for the management of racing and
wrestling. We can see that they attached great importance to sports.
VI. Others
In Xanadu, the winter was cold and long. When the emperor came for the
summer, all kinds of flowers bloomed and there were many trees. People also
cultivated peony, chrysanthemum, pines, tamarisk, which made up the unique scenery
in Xanadu. Enjoying the flowers in summer in Xanadu was also a cultural and leisure
activity.
Other activities include football, quail catching and touring Huayan Temple.
Huayan Temple, or Longguang Huayan Temple, was in the northeastern corner
of the city. It was first built in 1258 and it was expanded and decorated by various
222
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emperors of the Yuan Dynasty. During the time of Emperor Huizong, it was
completed. The temple was splendid and expensive. It is not only a place for the
emperor to have Buddhist ceremonies but also a landscape where people could enjoy
the art of architecture in Xanadu.
They were excursions for the civilians in Xanadu. In March, girls took
embroidered circles to the outskirts and placed them in the water to pray for God’s
blessing. In addition, in mid-July every year, the people went out of the southern gate
to hold a memorial ceremony for their ancestors. These customs were also an
excursion and entertainment.
The cultural and sports activities in Xanadu were rich and colorful, but the costs
of the Mongolian emperors’ stays in Xanadu were also very impressive. Grand
ceremonies would be held when the emperor left Dadu for Xanadu and when he
returned to Dadu months later. There were also palace banquets of all sorts. The most
famous dishes are called “the eight rare dishes of Mongols”. When the emperor sat in
his elephant sedan and went to Xanadu with his princesses and concubines and his
chancellors, people had to build wide and smooth roads. And a lot of soldiers, monks,
musicians and animals would follow him. The nobles lived a luxurious life in Xanadu
but the ordinary people were very poor and they finally decided to have an uprising.
The Yuan Dynasty didn’t last long. The performances were called “the music that
caused the nation to fall.” But the Mongolian traditional culture didn’t die. It is
handed down from generation to generation and has become an important part of the
Chinese traditional culture.
(This paper was first published in Ethnic Studies, volume 6, 1998)
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B.5-3-8 Scientific and Technological Exchanges between China and Foreign
Countries during the Yuan Dynasty and the Role of Xanadu
Academic exchanges between China and foreign countries have a long history,
but early exchanges of science and technology are mostly of a subsidiary nature. They
are usually accompanied by diplomacy, business and religious activities. This article
focuses on the science and technology exchanges between China and foreign
countries during the Yuan Dynasty. It is divided into five parts:
I. General Information about the Science and Technology Exchanges
between China and Foreign Countries during the Yuan Dynasty.
The science and technology exchanges between China and foreign countries in
the Yuan Dynasty are broader than those in any other dynasty. There are three
characteristics: first, the exchanges were frequent. During the early years of the Yuan
Dynasty, sometimes it happened several times in one year. In 1267, Jamal al-Din gave
Kublai Khan a perpetual calendar and 7 astronomical instruments.
Second, the exchanges involved many items. It covers almost anything. Major
items introduced to China are: astronomy, mathematics, medicine, geography, animals
and plants, spices, textiles, construction techniques and architectural forms, machines
and tools. Major items introduced from China to foreign countries include:
gunpowder, printing, medicine, Chinese geography, porcelain, textiles, calendars and
so on.
Finally, the exchanges involved many countries and regions. This includes
central Asia and West Asia by land; Southeast Asia, Southeast Asia, Indochina, Asia,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Iran, the Arab Peninsula, North Africa, East Africa
and many other countries and regions by sea. In turn, foreigners, businessmen and
diplomatic mission also came to China.
Directly or indirectly related to the exchanges were a large number of people.
They are: Yelv Chucai (1190-1244), Qiu Chuji (1148-1227), Jia Binni, Arselin, Jamal
al-Din, Monkago (1208 -1,259), Kublai Khan (1215-1294), Hulegu (1219-1265), Ai
Xue (1227-1308), Araniko (? -1 306), Shan Si(1278-1251), Liu Yu, Zhan Siding,
Mark Polo, Wang Dayuan, Zhou Daguan, Cui Chengzhi, Yang Shu, Wen Yi jian, Ba
Duta(1304-1377) and so on. Some of these people are prominent figure of missions.
Among them, there are Mongolian, Khitan, Uygur, Han people; there are British,
Italian, North African, Moroccan, Korean, Nepalese, and people from Central Asia
and Southwest Asia.
At that time, the science and technology from Central Asia, West Asia and
Europe were mostly called “Huihui” or “from the west”. Actually it covers a larger
area.
In the 100 years starting from Genghis Khan, people in China and in foreign
countries wrote a lot of travels books, both about China and foreign countries. This
include: Yelv Chucai’s Journey to the West, Liu Yu’s Mission to the West, Li
Zhichang’s the History of Mongolia, Rubruck’s Journey to the East, Marco Polo’s
travels, Hai Dun’s Events of Khitan, Ba Duta’s travels, John Kla’s Travels to Mongol”.
These travels introduced the geography of the nations and regions. Some mentioned
architecture, animals and plants, arts and crafts technology, food, agriculture and
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astronomical calendars, etc. They played an important role in the dissemination and
exchange of science and technology.
II. The Causes of the Development in Exchanges
There are many causes for the frequent science and technology exchanges
between China and foreign countries in the Yuan Dynasty.
(1) Objective causes
In the 13th century, Mongols rose in northern China. Starting from Genghis Khan,
they had three expeditions to the west. They even went to the east and north of Europe.
The last time they reached Iran and Iraq. During the reign of Kublai Khan, they
carried out extensive activities at sea which had different natures. Generally it can be
divided into several categories: military, that is, conquest or threat to certain countries;
diplomatic, namely, establishment of relations along the Indian Ocean countries;
overseas trade and cultural exchanges. This greatly benefited the scientific and
technological exchanges. There are mainly the following circumstances:
1. Military operations. Military action itself needs a variety of science and
technology. On the one hand it promotes the development of relevant technologies; on
the other hand, it helps the dissemination of science and technology. Yelv Chucai
followed Genghis Khan when he went to the west. He brought the geography and
astronomy of Central Asia back to China.223 Hulegu brought some astronomers to the
west and they stayed in Malaga Observatory. 224Through military action, the firearms
of China were imported into the Islamic world and later into Europe. Medicine,
equipments, clothing, food they brought might also have impact on the region they
reached.
2. Diplomatic missions. Starting from mid-13th century, foreign diplomatic
missions went to the east to pay respects to Mongolian Khan. Carpini and Rubruck
were of this kind. Although they were Christians, their mission was political in nature.
Chinese missions also went abroad. Zhou Daguan went to Cambodia; Yang Tingbi
went to Southeast Asian countries. According to statistics, between China and Maabar
and Julan, the missions went 28 times. 225
3. Trade. Although trade itself is not scientific and technological exchanges, it
indirectly promoted it. For example, the manufacture of certain products might enable
the imported country to learn how to make them. Chinese porcelain and textile
exports had played such a role. In addition, the intellectuals who went with the trade
fleet wrote about what they saw and introduced them to the people back in the country.
One example was Wang Dayuan who went to Africa on the merchant ship.
4. Religion. With the movement of religious followers, related science and
technology went to the new areas. For example, astronomy, medicine, food
production technology related to the Islam were recognized and protected in Chinese
Muslims. Other religions, such as Buddhism and Christianity also played a role,
although they can not be compared with Islam in this respect. Buddhism played an
223
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important role in the printing technology in Korea and Japan.
5. Adventure travel. Some foreigners came to China to explore with or without
clear and specific purpose. For example, Marco Polo and his group were of this kind.
(2) Subjective causes
This means the Mongolian rulers or other people actively carried out exchanges
and absorbed the scientific and technological achievements of other countries. The
purposes might vary. There are two specific approaches during the Yuan Dynasty.
1. Inviting foreign scholars and craftsmen to come to China for academic or craft
work: The Mongol Khans were very supportive of this. For example, Monka Khan
wanted the scientist Nasir al-din al-Tūsi (1201—1280） to come to China but he
didn’t. Kublai Khan ordered to invite astronomers from the west and Jamal al-Din
came. 226When he wanted to build golden Futu, he ordered to find a fine craftsman
from Nepal and Araniko came to China. 227 Alauddin and Ismail came to the
Mongolian army as gunmen.228 In 1290, the emperor sent for craftsmen in Maabar.229
These are typical examples.
2. Sending staff abroad to study or purchase books and other scientific and
technological achievements: in 1287, the emperor sent Hei Mishi to Maabar for the
medicine. 230Some people think that Ai Xue had visited Iran three times between
1265 and 1286 and left 14 Arabic scientific works in Malaga observatory. 231Actually
he went out only once and the scientific activities were not mentioned. 232But Jamal
al-Din might have been sent to Malaga observatory to study in 1263-1265. 233 Korea
sent Cui Cheng to China in 1303 to study Timing calendar. According to Korean
History, Korean envoy Wen Yijian brought cotton seeds back to Korea.234 His uncle
Zheng Tianyi started to plant cottons in Korea. With the help of a monk from the Yuan
Dynasty, Zheng Tianyi also learned to make spinning tools and the spinning technique.
235

3. There was a special exchange. The rulers of the Yuan Dynasty rulers
demanded unilaterally other countries to pay tribute. In 1260, the emperor sent
Vietnam and order: “They should pay tributes every three years starting from 1261.
They should send three scholars, three medical people and three fortunetellers,
accompanied by oil, incense, gold, silver, cinnabar, sandalwood, rhinoceros horn,
tortoise shell, pearl, ivory cotton and so on.” 236
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At that time, for these objective and subjective reasons, the scientific and
technological exchanges reached an unprecedented level.
III. The Role of Xanadu in the Exchanges
Xanadu was one of the political and cultural centers of the Yuan Dynasty. From
March to September each year, the emperor stayed there. On the whole, the
institutional settings were similar to Dadu, but in fact they were very different. It was
of particular importance in the science and technology exchanges between China and
foreign countries. This can be discussed from three aspects.
First, western astronomy: in 1271, an observatory was established in Xanadu with
Jamal al-Din being the Director. Later a special body was established to manage the
observatory. 237 The setup was basically imitation of traditional Chinese astronomy
institutions. There were a total of 37 people in the agency. 238Their tasks included
astronomical observations and the preparation of the Islamic calendar. In 1273, the
observatory of Xanadu and the one in Dadu were both under the new Secretary
Agency. Jamal al-Din was the director. 239
The Western astronomical instruments of Jamal al-Din were installed in the
observatory in Xanadu to study the Arab Calendar system. There were also a lot of
books in Arabic in the Agency of Western Astronomy. They cover the field of
astronomy, mathematics, alchemy, geography, medicine and astrology, etc. Euclid’s
Elements and Ptolemy’s books can be found. 240 Therefore the Agency of Western
Astronomy was not only the center of Arab astronomy, but also the most important
place for the academic study of the west. But it was destroyed in late Yuan Dynasty.
There was one record that is worth discussing. In 1348, “an observatory was
erected in Xanadu.” 241That was before the destruction thing. It is that there was no
observatory before and the astronomers worked in other places until then? This has
been a mystery.
Second, the medical research of the west: In the Yuan Dynasty there was an
Agency of Western Medicine in Dadu. In 1292, Western Medical Institutes were
established in Dadu and Xanadu. The Agency of Western Medicine was the first
center for the study and manufacturing of western medicine. Xanadu was the second
center of the western medicine. As the Mongolian rulers took western medicine and
they spent large amounts of time in Xanadu, Xanadu was important in the medical
research.
As we all know, Ai Xue was in charge of the western medicine. “Ai Xue was
born in Fulin. He knew the western tribes and was good at ephemeris and medicine.
First he followed Emperor Dingzong and he was honest. Kublai Khan also liked him
and later he was in charge of the western medicine.” 242 We do not know for sure
what medicine was introduced to China. In 1320, “The imperial doctor from the west
237
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imported a medicine called Daliya and was awarded 150, 000 guan.”243 We do not
know what Daliya is. It must be something precious so that he was awarded a lot of
money. In Wuying Hall of the Qing Dynasty were preserved some medicines and
some believe that they were the remnant of the Western Medical Institute of the Yuan
Dynasty.244
Finally, a large number of foreign scientists gathered in Xanadu: According to
the facts mentioned above, we can see that in Xanadu there were a large number
western scholars working. It was written: “In the Agency of Medicine, the western
people were in charge.” 245Most of the people in the agency were from the west. They
promoted and used Arabic medicine in China. Some lived in Xanadu for a long time.
Ai Xue had a house in Xanadu and in 1308 he died “in his own house in Xanadu” at
the age of 82. 246Before the observatory was destroyed, a lot of western astronomers
worked there. In 1368, the Ming Dynasty invited the astronomers to work for them
and 14 men went. 247 In 1369, another 11 men went to the capital.248 They once
worked in the observatory in Xanadu.
Foreign missions and messengers went to Xanadu to meet the emperors. The
most famous one is Marco Polo. He once stayed there and in his Travels he described
Xanadu in detail. He introduced the palaces and roads of Xanadu to Europe.
In short, Xanadu was one of the centers of the science and technology exchanges
between China and foreign countries in the Yuan Dynasty and it played an important
role in the exchanges.
IV. Characteristics of the Exchanges
There are three major characteristics of the science and technology exchanges
between China and foreign countries in the Yuan Dynasty. First, the rulers of the Yuan
Dynasty were active in absorbing scientific knowledge. This never happened in
previous dynasties. Before the Yuan Dynasty, the imported knowledge was sometimes
not properly understood and accepted. The rulers of the Yuan Dynasty, Kublai Khan,
in particular, were different. As mentioned earlier, they were active in importing
foreign technology. Therefore in Dadu and Xanadu, there were a cluster of Chinese
and foreign scholars.
The second characteristic is derived from the first one, that is, the exchanges
were mostly made by the state. In the Chinese feudal society, the emperor was on
behalf of the state, so the decision made by the emperor was the decision of the state.
The scientific and technological exchanges of the Yuan Dynasty were mostly made by
the state. And there were many projects. However, the role of private and
non-governmental exchanges can not be underestimated. Quite a number of
exchanges were not carried out by the government. Some trade and religious
exchanges were not made by the state. Travel writing that describes the geography of
243
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foreign countries is personal behavior, and it is not by the orders of the rulers. But
overall, the exchanges were mostly made by the state in the Yuan Dynasty. The
exchanges were official.
Finally, the exchanges were comprehensive and diversified, that is, regardless of
the country or region, any subject was welcomed and absorbed. For example, when
the Southern Song Dynasty was conquered, Kublai Khan ordered to protect the lands
and classics of the south and invite the famous scholars of all professions.249 Some
people were recommended and used, such as the mathematician Li Ye（1192—1279）,
Guo Shoujing (1231-1316) and Wang Xun (1235-1282), etc. A lot of intellectuals
moved from central Asia to China, such as Sayyid Ajjal Shams al-Din Omar
（1211—1279）, Lu Kun, Bo De, etc. Most of them came to China with their families
and they or their offspring contributed to the development of science and technology
in China. Lu Kun was an Arab. His grandson Shan Si was a famous scientist. These
people brought their traditional knowledge and technology to China. They also played
a role in the exchanges.
In short, the absorption of scientific knowledge in the Yuan Dynasty was
comprehensive.
V. Experiences and Lessons
There are experiences and lessons for the scientific and technological exchange
between China and foreign countries in the Yuan Dynasty. During the 60 years before
Kublai Khan, the exchanges were active but then they declined. The first experience
or the most important point is the rulers’ state policy and the attitude towards foreign
technology. As mentioned above, during the early time of the Yuan Dynasty, the
Mongolian government actively absorbed all kinds of science and technology from
abroad. They recruited talents from abroad and made full use of their potentials. They
made great contributions in the field of astronomical calendar, architecture, medicine,
water, geography, and other technical aspects. There were other policies, measures
and national projects conducive to scientific development. The scientific field in the
early Yuan Dynasty reached a state of prosperity. 250Another experience is that there
is a new vitality in the intellectual background. This made the people more open. The
Mongolian rulers were interested in all kinds of new things of the world and propelled
the people to absorb science and technology from all aspects.
The Yuan Dynasty rulers were open to the outside world. In addition to those
cited above, printing technology went to the east. In late Southern Song Dynasty
people went to Japan and taught the technology of woodblock printing. In the Yuan
Dynasty more people went there, such as Chen Mengqian and Chen Boshou. (Zhang
Xiumin: The Invention and Impact of Chinese Printing Technology. Beijing, People’s
Publishing Society, 1978, pp 136-138.)
There are many lessons that can be summarized as follows:
1. The rulers’ enthusiasm and initiative weakened. After the death of Kublai
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Khan, no policies and measures conducive to the scientific and technological
exchanges were taken. There was no operation of actively absorb foreign technology.
The exchanges were mostly of civil nature.
2. The thinking tended to be rigid. During the early period of the Yuan Dynasty,
the thinking was active. (Li Di, The Science and Technology of the Yuan Dynasty
under various Ideologies, collected in the Papers of the Seventh International
Conference on the Science History of China. Zhengzhou, Daxiang Press, 1999, pp
55-60.) In 1315, the examination system was resumed and the intellectuals
concentrated their efforts on the exams. They didn’t want to learn the new knowledge
from other countries. People’s thinking was gradually restored to the traditional way
and became rigid.
3. Institutions of scientific research were relaxed. The academy of Taishi and the
Agency of Astronomy later only compiled the annual calendar and didn’t conduct
astronomical observations and research. In June 1305, there was a sun eclipse but they
didn’t know it. 251
4. The books introduced to China were not made use of. The classics were
locked in the store and people couldn’t read them. They didn’t translate the books so
that the Chinese intellectuals could not know the contents. Thus, although the book
spread to China, they were not read by many.
5. China’s Han intellectuals didn’t actively learn the imported scientific
knowledge. For example, the globe was introduced to China. It was easy to
understand. But this was not mentioned in the works of the Hans in the Yuan Dynasty.
Only one scholar believed that the earth is in the sky and doesn’t fall. He quoted Zhu
Xi（1130—1200）of the Southern Dynasty. Although the Western astronomical
instruments might have some impacts on the manufacturing technology of
astronomical instruments in China,252 the advanced scientific concepts and ideas
imported then were not well absorbed. Western astronomical calendar and medicine,
as was needed by Chinese Muslims, were preserved, and some medicines were also
used by non-Muslim Hans and Mongolians. Generally speaking, the technologies
became part of the Chinese traditional technologies. But, unfortunately, Chinese
people did not grasp the basic theory.
In short, this is a period of broad scientific and technological exchanges between
China and foreign countries. After that the exchanges stopped. Even today it is still of
great significance and it is worthy of serious study.
(This paper was first published in Academic Journal of Inner Mongolia Normal
University, 2000, volume 1.)
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B.6 Comparison Reference for Xanadu of the Yuan
Dynasty
Table 1: The State of Mongolia’s Ancient City Sites *
No.
1.

Names
Talinheremu triple city
of Xiongnu

Locations
Bateqingele
Sum,
Arkhangai
Province,
Mongolia

Characteristics
Three cities lie
together from
east to west.

Scale
The side length
of the Western
City is 400 m.
The
Middle
City
is
5
degrees
northwest with
the side length
of 140 m. The
Eastern City is
7
degrees
northeast with
the side length
of 280 m.

Year
Xiongnu
period (3rd
century
BC-3rd
Century
AD)

2.

Halabalagasi
City Site

Haotengte
Sum,
Arkhangai
Province,
Mongolia

Inner city and
outer city

The
circumference
is 30 km. In
the inner city,
it is about 300
meters
from
south to north
and 250 meters
from east to
west.
It is 20 degrees
northeast.

Uighur
period (8-9
Century)

3.

Qilian Uighur Ancient
City Site

Single part city

The
Side
length is 100
m.

Uighur
period (8-9
Century)

4.

Haerbuha Ancient City
Site of Khitan

5.

Emogente Ancient City
Site of Khitan

Aojinuoer
Sum,
Arkhangai
Province,
Mongolia
Dashinchilen
Sum,
Bulgan
Province,
Mongolia
Burigehangai
Sum,
Bulgan
Province,
Mongolia

6.

Qingtaolegai
Ancient City Site

Dashinchilen
Sum,

Rectangle

Ancient

Single part city

Rectangle

It is 400 m
from south to
north
and
200-300
m
from east to
west.
It is 1200 m
from south to

Notes:
On
the
ground can
be collected
tiles of the
Jin
and
Yuan
Dynasties.

The Liao
and
Jin
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)
The Liao
and
Jin
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)
The
and

Liao
Jin

* Based on Archaeological Survey Report on the Nomadic Cultural Relics of Ancient Mongolia (2005-2006).
Cultural Relics Publishing House, Beijing, 2008
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Locations
Bulgan
Province,
Mongolia
Bayannuur
Sum, Bulgan
Province,
Mongolia

Characteristics

7.

Talinwulanheremu
Ancient City Site of
Khitan

8.

Barenheremu western
Ancient City Site of
Khitan

Molun Sum,
Kent Province,
Mongolia

Single part city

9.

Zhuenheremu western
Ancient City Site of
Khitan

Molun Sum,
Kent Province,
Mongolia

Single part city

10.

Saierhalute
City Site

Ancient

Aerhusite
Sum, Central
Province,
Mongolia

Single part city

11.

Hakahule
Khan
Ancient City Site

Rectangle

12.

Daoyite Ancient City
Site

Erdenimandale
Sum,
Arkhangai
Province,
Mongolia
Aojinuoer
Sum,
Arkhangai
Province,
Mongolia

13.

Hangaishaobuhuzhang
Ancient City Site

Hujierte Sum
, Ovorkhangai
Province,
Mongolia

Irregular
rectangle

14.

Karakorum
City Site

Karakorum
Sum,
Ovorkhangai
Province,
Mongolia

Irregular
rectangle

15.

Moliheitaolegai
Ancient City Site

Karakorum
Sum,
Ovorkhangai
Province,

Rectangle

Ancient

Scale
north and 700
m from east to
west.

Single part city

The northern
wall is 825 m.
The
Eastern
wall is 862m.
The southern
wall is 826m
and
the
western wall is
803m.
The northern
wall is 510 m.
The
Eastern
wall is 507m.
The southern
wall is 420 m
and
the
western wall is
502m.
It is 120 m
from south to
north and 105
m from east to
west.

It is 400 m
from south to
north and 300
m from east to
west.

Rectangle

B-289

Year
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)
The Liao
and
Jin
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)
The Liao
and
Jin
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)

It
is
believed to
be the Pipa
city
recorded in
The History
of the Liao
Dynasty.

The Liao
and
Jin
Dynasties
(10-13
Century)

The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)

It
is
believed to
be
the
Saierhalute
city
recorded in
The History
of the Yuan
Dynasty.

The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)
The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)

The northern
wall and the
western wall
are both 35 m.
The
eastern
wall is 27m.
The southern
wall is 51m.
It is 1000 m
long and 800
m wide and the
longest
part
reaches 1200
m.
It is 47.7m
from south to
north
and
38.7m
from

Notes:

It
is
believed to
be
the
summer
Palace ruins
of Ogadai
Khan

The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)

The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)

The Yuan
Dynasty
(13-14
Century)

One of the
Capital sites
of the Yuan
Dynasty

—————————————ANNEX B
No.

Names

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
Mongolia

Characteristics

Scale
east to west.

Year

Notes:

Table 2: Inner Mongolia’s Ancient City Sites of the Yuan
Dynasty *
No.

Names

1.

Yunneizho
u Ancient
City Site

2.

Dadai
Ancient
City Site

Locations
700 m northwest of
Nanyuanzi Village,
Gucheng Township,
Tuketuo County
1 km northwest of the
government office of
Dadai Township,
Tumotezuo Qi.

Year
The Liao
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Shape

Scale

Rectangle

1440x1240
m

the Yuan
Dynasty

Square.

150x150 m

The Tang
Dynasty,
the Liao
Dynastythe Ming
Dynasty

Rectangular.
In the
northwestern
inside of the
city there are
two small
cities.

2410x1931
m

3.

Dongshaga
ng Ancient
City Site

Dongshagang,
northwest of
Chengguan
Township, Tuketuo
County; Eastern bank
of Dahei River.

4.

Hebin
County
Ancient
City Site

500 m north of
Qianshuangqiang
Village, Zhongtan
Township, Tuketuo
County

The Liao
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square.

220x220 m

5.

Jianchi
Ancient
City Site

200 m northwest of
Jianchi Village,
Yanshanying
Township, Tuketuo
County

The Liao
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

190x175 m

6.

Ningbianz
hou
Ancient
City Site
( or
Xiachengw
an Ancient
City Site)

50 m west Chengwan
Coal Mine, Yaogou
Township,Qingshuihe
County

The Jin
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

Irregular
triangle

Circumfere
nce: 630 m

7.

Dongtuche
ng Ancient
City Site

Northeast of the
government office of
Dongtucheng
Township, Wuchuan
County.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

130x120 m

8.

Nantuchen
g Ancient

Northeast of
Nantucheng Village,

The Jin
Dynasty-

Rectangle

132x117m

Hoh
hot
City

* Based on China Cultural Relics Atlas • Inner Mongolia Section.
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Notes
County-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Information
about
Cultural
Relics,
volume 4.
Hebin
County,
Dongsheng
Zhou, Liao
Dynasty.
Ninghua
Township,
Dongsheng
Zhou, Jin
Dynasty.

Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
and
Archaeology.
1984.3
1984.3
Inner

—————————————ANNEX B
No.

Names
City Site

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
Dongtucheng
Township, Wuchuan
County.

Baot
ou
City

Square.

150x150 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square.

85x85 m

10.

Kuluntu
Ancient
City Site

11.

Potazi
Ancient
City Site

12.

Derisuhud
uge
Ancient
City Site

15 km east of Erdeng
Obo, Mandula Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

13.

Beicheng
Kulue
Ancient
City Site

Mandula Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

15.

16.

17.

18.

6 km of the
government office of
Erdeng Obo Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Quadrilateral

127＋103
＋148＋
136m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square.

560x560 m

Memoirs of
Yinshan
Mountain.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

156x96m

Memoirs of
Yinshan
Mountain.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square.

Hazhaohud
uge
Ancient
City Site

500 m south of
Hazhaohuduge
Village, Xilamu Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

Chif
eng
City

City-level
cultural relics
protection
units

500x500 m

500 m south of
Chengkulue Village,
Dasuji Township,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

Gaozhou
Ancient
City Site

Notes
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
and
Archaeology.
1984.3

Square.

Sujicheng
kulue
Ancient
City Site

Alunsimu
Ancient
City Site

Scale

The
Yuan
Dynasty

9.

14.

Shape

1 km south of
Xiyingzi
Village,
Meidaizhao
Township,
Tumoteyou Qi.
400 m east of
Kuluntu Village,
Bayin Obo Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.
1 km southeast of
Hashatu Village,
Erdeng Obo Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

Xiyingzi
Ancient
City Site

Shabeikulu
n Ancient
City Site

Year
the Yuan
Dynasty

6 km northwest of
Wulanchabu Gacha,
Durong Obo Sum,
Daerhanmaomingan
Joint-Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Southeast of
Tuchengzi Village,
Fengshuigou
Township,

The Liao
Dynasty,
the Jin
Dynasty

B-291

560x560 m

City-level
cultural relics
protection
units

City-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Memoirs of
Yinshan
Mountain.

Rectangle

Rectangle

177x130 m

950＋960
＋560＋
580 m

1030x755
m

National-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
and
Archaeology,
1992.1-2
Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units

—————————————ANNEX B
No.

19.

Names

Songshang
uan
Ancient
City Site

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
Yuanbaoshan Region

Xiawazi Village,
Mujiayingzi
Township, Songshan
Region

20.

Songshanz
hou
Ancient
City Site

Chengzi Village,
Chengzi Township,
Songshan Region

21.

Yingchang
County
Ancient
City Site

5 km of the
government office of
Darihanwula Sum,
Keshiketeng Qi.

Year
, the
Yuan
Dynasty

The Liao
Dynasty,
the Jin
Dynasty
, the
Yuan
Dynasty

23.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

26.

Liaiwuanz
hou
Ancient
City Site

市文保
City-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics and
Archaeology.
1986.4

500x500 m

Western Gate of
Wudan Township,
Wengniute Qi.

25.

Cultural
Relics of the
North, 1994.1

Square.

Quanningl
u Ancient
City Site

Yuanningc
hanglu
Ancient
City Site

200x150 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

22.

24.

Rectangle

510x510 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Bronze
Age, the
Han
Dynasty,
the Liao
Dynastythe Ming
Dynasty

Aohan Qi

The Liao
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

West of Baitazi
Village, Nanta
Township, Aohan Qi.

The Liao
Dynasty,
the Jin
Dynasty
, the
Yuan

B-292

Notes
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
and
Archaeology,
1992.1-2

Square.

500 m northwest of
Bayanmendu Gacha,
Darihanwula Sum,
Keshiketeng Qi.

500 m southwest of
Heicheng Village,
Dianzi Township,
Ningcheng County.

Scale

The Liao
Dynasty,
the Jin
Dynasty
, the
Yuan
Dynasty

Yuanyingc
hanglu
Ancient
City Site

Heicheng
Ancient
City Site

Shape

Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
and
Archaeology.
1984.3

There are
inner city and
outer city.
Rectangular.

800x650 m

Square.

1000x1000
m

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

There are
inner city and
outer city.
Square.

1800x800
m

Cultural
Relics,
1985.4.

Rectangle

Three walls.

260x240 m

Not known

Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
1997.1
Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
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Names

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations

27.

Dahaoteha
n Ancient
City Site

1 km east of
Huidaoga, Hui Sum,
Ewenke Antonymous
Qi.

28.

Ganzhuhua
Ancient
City Site

Ganzhuhua Village,
Jibuhulangtu Sum,
Xinbaerhuzuo Qi.

29.

Bahataolag
ai Ancient
City Site

30.

Heishantou
Ancient
City Site

31.

Hayinhaier
wa Ancient
City Site

Hul
unbe
ir
Lea
gue

Year
Dynasty

The
Yuan
Dynasty
The Liao
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Shape

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
square.

Scale

360x360 m

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Square

240x240 m

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Square

200x200 m

300 m south of
Buhataolagai Gacha,
Bayinytala Sum,
Xinbaerhuzuo Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Gucheng Village,
Heishantou
Township, Erjina
City.

The Jin
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
rectangular.

589x527m

2 km east of the
government office of
Hayinhaierwa Sum,
Xianghuang Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

340x340 m

32.

Heichengzi
Ancient
City Site

5 km south of
Heichengzi breeding
station No.3,
Zhenglan Qi.

The Jin
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

270x210 m

33.

Silangchen
g Ancient
City Site

Silangcheng Gacha,
Shangduyingaole
Sum, Zhenglan Qi.

The Jin
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
rectangular.

1165x1100
m

34.

Aolunmao
du Ancient
City Site

1.5 km north of
Aolunmaodu Gacha,
Zhuolungaole Sum,
Zhenglan Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

160x140 m

35.

Xanadu
Ancient
City Site

20km east of
Shangduhe
Township, Zhenglan
Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangular.
There are
palace city,
imperial city
and outer city.

36.

Baichengzi
Ancient
City Site

Baichengzi Village,
Chengguan
Township, Duolun
County.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

37.

Datucheng
Ancient
City Site

The Government
office of Datucheng
Township,
Chahaeryoujiqian Qi.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

38.

Chengbuzi
Ancient
City Site

400 m northwest of
Tuchengzi Village,
Sanhaodi Township,
Chahaeryoujiqian Qi.
Tuchengzi Village,
Bayintala Township,
Chahaeryoujiqian Qi.

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

39.

Yuanjining
lu Ancient
City Site

Xili
n
Gol
Lea
gue

Ulan
qab
Lea
gue
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Notes
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics and
Archaeology.
1997.1.

Square

2200x2200
m

300x300 m

Rectangle

841x720

Rectangle

270x160 m

There are
inner city and
outer city.
Rectangular.

850x700 m

region-level
cultural relics
protection
units

National-level
cultural relics
protection
units
County-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
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40.

Names
Silahada
Ancient
City Site

41.

Damiao
Ancient
City Site

42.

Yuanjingzh
oulu
Ancient
City Site

43.

Dongmahu
angwa
Ancient
City Site

44.

Wulan
Pasture
Ancient
City Site

45.

Luoba
Ancient
City Site

46.

Sanjianma
oan
Ancient
City Site

47.

Boluobans
heng
Ancient
City Site

48.

Chahanbul
ang
Ancient
City Site

49.

Caobuhan
Ancient
City Site

50.

Xiasellayin
g Ancient
City Site

51.

Danangou
Ancient
City Site

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
50 m west of Silada
Village, Honger Sum,
Siziwang Qi.

1 km southwest of
Bulamorenmiao
Village, Honger Sum,
Siziwang Qi.

East of Buzi Village,
Jishengtai Township,
Siziwang Qi.

500 m north of
Dongmahuang
Village, Jujinhao
Township, Siziwang
Qi.
1 km southeast of
Wulan Pasture,
Siziwang Qi.
500 m east of Miaodi
Village, Gongjitang
Township, Siziwang
Qi.
1 km north of
Sanjianmaoan
Village, Gongjitang
Township, Siziwang
Qi.
500 m north of
Guchengnan Village,
Daheihe Township,
Siziwang Qi.
1 km southwest of
Chahanbulang
Village,
Danglanghudong
Sum,
Chahaeryouyihou
Qi
Caobuhan Village,
Shimenkou
Township,
Chahaeryouyihou
Qi
200 m north of
Xiaselaying Village,
Danglanghudong
Sum,
Chahaeryouyihou
Qi
500 m from
Danangou Village,
Hayanhudong Sum,

Year
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Shape

Rectangle

Scale

750x740 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

570x520 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

920x670 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square

130x130 m

Square

150x150 m

Square

150x150 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

150x150 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
rectangular.

750x600 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Square

285x285 m

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

435x400 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

190x170 m

Rectangle

900x600 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty
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Notes

Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics and
Archaeology,
volume 1,
1981.
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics and
Archaeology,
volume 2.

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics.

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
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Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
Chahaeryouyihou Qi
500 m west of
Dongtuchengzi
Village, Guangyilong
Township,
ChahaeryouyizhongQ
i

52.

Guangyilo
ng Ancient
City Site

53.

Kelimeng
Ancient
City Site

54.

Tuchengdo
ng Ancient
City Site

55.

Yunitan
Ancient
City Site

56.

Xiaoweizi
Ancient
City Site

57.

Liusumu
Ancient
City Site

58.

Gancaohud
ong
Ancient
City Site

59.

Dageda
Ancient
City Site

60.

Taijimiao
Ancient
City Site

61.

Dawen
Ancient
City Site

62.

Quanzigou
Ancient
City Site

63.

Xijingzi
Ancient
City Site

64.

Dalazi
Ancient
City Site

Tuchengzi Village,
Dalazi Township,
Shangdu County.

65.

Gongzhuch
eng
Ancient
City Site

Gongzhucheng
Village, Sitaifangzi
Township, Shangdu
County.

500 m south of
Kelimeng Village,
Kulian Sum,
ChahaeryouyizhongQ
i
1 km east of Tucheng
Village, Tuchengzi
Township,
ChahaeryouyizhongQ
i
Yunitan Village,
Maihutu Township,
Liangcheng County.
150 m west of
Xiaoweizi Village,
Maihutu Township,
Liangcheng County.
250 m east of the
government office of
Liusumu Township,
Liangcheng County.
1 km northeast of
Gancaohudong
Village, Tiancheng
Township,
Liangcheng County.
500 m northwest of
Dageda Village,
Wuyi Township,
Xinghe County.
1 km south of the
government office of
Taijimiao Township,
Xinghe County.
500 m northwest of
Dawen Village,
Bagudi Township,
Shangdu County.
East of Quanzigou
Village, Maodu
Township, Shangdu
County.
10 km southeast of
the government
office of Xijingzi
Township, Shangdu
County.

Year

Shape

Scale

The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

1116x750
m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

117x168m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

448x377m

The Liao
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

504x323m

Rectangle

460x240 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

450x450 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

900x900 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Rectangle

500x300 m

Rectangle

2000x1000
m

Rectangle

380x347m

Square

550x550 m

Rectangle

700x450 m

Rectangle

700x400 m

Rectangle

680x500 m

The
Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
The Jin
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty
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Notes
units
Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics.

Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics.
Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

County-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Memoirs of
Yinshan
Mountain
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Names

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
500 m northwest of
Lizhiyingzi Village,
Qihao Township,
Huade County.
50 m north of
Dahuancheng
Village, Baitubozi
Township, Huade
County.

Year

Shape

Scale

66.

Lizhiying
Ancient
City Site

67.

Dahuanche
ng Ancient
City Site

68.

Tucheng
Ancient
City Site

The office of
Tuchengzi Township,
Huade County.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

330x300 m

69.

Dawan
Ancient
City Site

500 m north of
DawanVillage,
Tuchengzi Township,
Huade County.

The
Yuan
Dynasty

Square

200x200 m

70.

Kangjiaqu
Ancient
City Site

400 m southeast of
Kangjiaqu Village,
Erzihao Township,
Dalate Qi.

Not known

Not known

71.

Bagetaoli
Ancient
City Site

5 km of Aolezhaoqi
Township,
Etuokeqian Qi.

Rectangle

410x385 m

There are
southern city
and northern
city. The
southern city
is
Quadrilateral.
The northern
city is
rectangular.

Southern
city：300＋
200＋210
＋200 m
Northern
City ：
290x50 m

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
rectangular.

56x40 m

There are
inner city and
outer city. The
outer city is
rectangular.

164x210 m

72.

500 m east of
Chengpo Village,
Hadaigaole
Township, Zhunger
Qi.

Chengpo
Ancient
City Site

73.

Wendebule
ge Ancient
City Site

74.

Majuan
Ancient
City Site

75.

Ord
os
City

Heichengzi
Ancient
City Site

Alas
han
Lea
gue

14 km southeast of
Dalaihubu Township,
Ejina Qi.

21 km southeast of
Dalaihubu Township,
Ejina Qi.

25 km southeast of
Dalaihubu Township,
Ejina Qi.

The
Yuan
Dynasty
The
Yuan
Dynasty

The
Western
Xia
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty
The
Western
Xia
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

The
Western
Xia
Dynastythe Yuan
Dynasty

The Han
Dynasty,
the Tang
Dynasty,
the
Western
Xia
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty
The Han
Dynasty,
the Tang
Dynasty,
the
Western
Xia
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty
The
Western
Xia
Dynasty,
the Yuan
Dynasty

B-296

Rectangle

Square

Notes

250x150 m

200x200 m

About 100,
000 m2

County-level
cultural relics
protection
units
County-level
cultural relics
protection
units
County-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Qi-level
cultural relics
protection
units

Region-level
cultural relics
protection
units
Cultural
Relics. 1987.7
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76.

Names
Yuanyijinai
lu Ancient
City Site

Historical and cultural materials———————————————

Locations
Ejina Qi

Year
The
Yuan
Dynasty

Shape
Rectangle

Scale
421x374m

Table 3: Two Types of Cultural Heritages in Northern Asia *
Table 3.1 Agriculture Civilization Heritages in Central Asia
Names

Cou
ntry

Type Scale Time

State
Historic
Cult
Turk
al and
ural 353
meni
Cultural
Herit ha
stan
Park
age
“Ancient
Merv”

Cult
Turk
Not
Kunyaural
meni
kno
Urgench
Herit
stan
wn
age

Parthian
Cult
Turk
Fortress
ural 78
meni
es of
Herit ha
stan
Nisa
age

Crite
Introduction
rion

4000
years
ⅱ
ago
-pres ⅲ
ent

11th
centu ⅱ
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Merv is the oldest and best-preserved of
the oasis-cities along the Silk Route in
Central Asia. The remains in this vast
oasis span 4,000 years of human history.
A number of monuments are still visible,
particularly from the last two millennia.
Kunya-Urgench
is
situated
in
north-western Turkmenistan, on the left
bank of the Amu Daria River. Urgench
was the capital of the Khorezm region,
part of the Achaemenid Empire. The old
town contains a series of monuments
mainly from the 11th to 16th centuries,
including a mosque, the gates of a
caravanserai, fortresses, mausoleums and
a 60-m high minaret. The monuments
testify to outstanding achievements in
architecture and craftsmanship whose
influence reached Iran and Afghanistan,
and later the architecture of the Mogul
Empire of 16th-century India.
The Parthian Fortresses of Nisa consist of
two tells of Old and New Nisa, indicating
the site of one of the earliest and most
important cities of the Parthian Empire, a
major power from the mid 3rd century BC
to the 3rd century AD. They conserve the
unexcavated remains of an ancient
civilization which skillfully combined its
own traditional cultural elements with
those of the Hellenistic and Roman west.
Archaeological excavations in two parts
of the site have revealed richly decorated
architecture, illustrative of domestic, state
and religious functions. Situated at the
crossroads of important commercial and
strategic axes, this powerful empire
formed a barrier to Roman expansion
while
serving
as
an
important
communication and trading center
between east and west, north and south.

* Based on the website of the world heritage center of UNESCO（http://whc.unesco.org）.
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Bukhara, which is situated on the Silk
Route, is more than 2,000 years old. It is
the most complete example of a medieval
city in Central Asia, with an urban fabric
that has remained largely intact.
Monuments of particular interest include
the famous tomb of Ismail Samani, a
masterpiece of 10th-century Muslim
architecture, and a large number of
17th-century madrasas.
The historic center of Shakhrisyabz
contains a collection of exceptional
monuments and ancient quarters which
bear witness to the city’s secular
development, and particularly to the
period of its apogee, under the rule of
Amir Temur and the Temurids, in the
15th-16th century.
Itchan Kala is the inner town (protected
by brick walls some 10 m high) of the old
Khiva oasis, which was the last
resting-place of caravans before crossing
the desert to Iran. Although few very old
monuments still remain, it is a coherent
and well-preserved example of the
Muslim architecture of Central Asia.
There are several outstanding structures
such as the Djuma Mosque, the
mausoleums and the madrasas and the
two magnificent palaces built at the
beginning of the 19th century by
Alla-Kulli-Khan.
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The historic town of Samarkand is a
crossroad and melting pot of the world’s
cultures. Founded in the 7th century B.C.
as ancient Afrasiab, Samarkand had its
most significant development in the
Timurid period from the 14th to the 15th
centuries. The major monuments include
the Registan Mosque and madrasas,
Bibi-Khanum Mosque, the Shakhi-Zinda
compound and the Gur-Emir ensemble,
as well as Ulugh-Beg’s Observatory.

1389 ⅰ
-140 ⅲ
5
ⅳ

The Mausoleum of Khoja Ahmed
Yasawi, in the town of Yasi, now
Turkestan, was built at the time of Timur
(Tamerlane), from 1389 to 1405. In this
partly unfinished building, Persian master
builders experimented with architectural
and structural solutions later used in the
construction of Samarkand, the capital of
the Timurid Empire. Today, it is one of
the
largest
and
best-preserved
constructions of the Timurid period.
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Set around the lush Tamgaly Gorge,
amidst the vast, arid Chu-Ili mountains, is
a remarkable concentration of some 5,000
petroglyphs (rock carvings) dating from
the second half of the second millennium
BC to the beginning of the 20th century.
Distributed among 48 complexes with
associated settlements and burial
grounds, they are testimonies to the
husbandry, social organization and rituals
of pastoral peoples. Human settlements in
the site are often multilayered and show
occupation through the ages. A huge
number of ancient tombs are also to be
found including stone enclosures with
boxes and cists (middle and late Bronze
Age), and mounds (kurgans) of stone and
earth (early Iron Age to the present). The
central canyon contains the densest
concentration of engravings and what are
believed to be altars, suggesting that
these places were used for sacrificial
offerings.
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The sacred Mount Tai was the object of
an imperial cult for nearly 2,000 years,
and the artistic masterpieces found there
are in perfect harmony with the natural
landscape. It has always been a source of
inspiration for Chinese artists and
scholars and symbolizes ancient Chinese
civilizations and beliefs.

In c. 220 B.C., under Qin Shi Huang,
sections of earlier fortifications were
joined together to form a united defence
system against invasions from the north.
Construction continued up to the Ming
dynasty (1368–1644), when the Great
Wall became the world’s largest military
structure. Its historic and strategic
importance is matched only by its
architectural significance.
The Forbidden City in Beijing was listed
as a world heritage in 1987. As its
expansion projects, the Forbidden City in
Shenyang was also listed. Currently it is
called Imperial Palaces of the Ming and
Qing Dynasties in Beijing and Shenyang.
The Imperial Palace of the Qing Dynasty
in Shenyang consists of 114 buildings
constructed between 1625–26 and 1783.
It contains an important library and
testifies to the foundation of the last
dynasty that ruled China, before it
expanded its power to the center of the
country and moved the capital to Beijing.
This palace then became auxiliary to the
Imperial Palace in Beijing. This
remarkable architectural edifice offers
important historical testimony to the
history of the Qing Dynasty and to the
cultural traditions of the Manchu and
other tribes in the north of China.
Situated at a strategic point along the Silk
Route, at the crossroads of trade as well
as religious, cultural and intellectual
influences, the 492 cells and cave
sanctuaries in Mogao are famous for their
statues and wall paintings, spanning
1,000 years of Buddhist art.
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No doubt thousands of statues still remain
to be unearthed at this archaeological site,
which was not discovered until 1974. The
First Qin Emperor died in 210 B.C. and
was buried, surrounded by the famous
terracotta warriors, at the center of a
complex designed to mirror the urban
plan of the capital, Xianyang. The small
figures are all different; with their horses,
chariots and weapons, they are
masterpieces of realism and also of great
historical interest.
Scientific work at the site, which lies 42
km south-west of Beijing, is still
underway. So far, it has led to the
discovery of the remains of Sinanthropus
pekinensis, who lived in the Middle
Pleistocene, along with various objects,
and remains of Homo sapiens dating as
far back as 18,000–11,000 B.C. The site
is not only an exceptional reminder of the
prehistorical human societies of the Asian
continent, but also illustrates the process
of evolution.
The Mountain Resort (the Qing dynasty’s
summer palace), in Hebei Province, was
built between 1703 and 1792. It is a vast
complex of palaces and administrative
and ceremonial buildings. Temples of
various architectural styles and imperial
gardens blend harmoniously into a
landscape of lakes, pastureland and
forests. In addition to its aesthetic
interest, the Mountain Resort is a rare
historic vestige of the final development
of feudal society in China.
The temple, cemetery and family
mansion of Confucius, the great
philosopher, politician and educator of
the 6th–5th centuries B.C., are located at
Qufu, in Shandong Province. Built to
commemorate him in 478 B.C., the
temple has been destroyed and
reconstructed over the centuries; today it
comprises more than 100 buildings. The
cemetery contains Confucius’ tomb and
the remains of more than 100,000 of his
descendants. The small house of the
Kong family developed into a gigantic
aristocratic residence, of which 152
buildings remain. The Qufu complex of
monuments has retained its outstanding
artistic and historic character due to the
devotion of successive Chinese emperors
over more than 2,000 years.
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Ping
Yao
is
an
exceptionally
well-preserved example of a traditional
Han Chinese city, founded in the 14th
century. Its urban fabric shows the
evolution of architectural styles and town
planning in Imperial China over five
centuries. Of special interest are the
imposing buildings associated with
banking, for which Ping Yao was the
major center for the whole of China in the
19th and early 20th centuries.

The Temple of Heaven, founded in the
first half of the 15th century, is a dignified
complex of fine cult buildings set in
gardens and surrounded by historic pine
woods. In its overall layout and that of its
individual buildings, it symbolizes the
relationship between earth and heaven –
the human world and God’s world –
which stands at the heart of Chinese
cosmogony, and also the special role
played by the emperors within that
relationship.

1750- ⅰ
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The Summer Palace in Beijing – first
built in 1750, largely destroyed in the war
of 1860 and restored on its original
foundations in 1886 – is a masterpiece of
Chinese landscape garden design. The
natural landscape of hills and open water
is combined with artificial features such
as pavilions, halls, palaces, temples and
bridges to form a harmonious ensemble
of outstanding aesthetic value.
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The grottoes and niches of Longmen
contain the largest and most impressive
collection of Chinese art of the late
Northern Wei and Tang Dynasties
(316-907). These works, entirely devoted
to the Buddhist religion, represent the
high point of Chinese stone carving.
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It represents the addition of three
Imperial Tombs of the Qing Dynasty in
Liaoning to the Ming tombs inscribed in
2000 and 2003. The Three Imperial
Tombs of the Qing Dynasty in Liaoning
Province include the Yongling Tomb, the
Fuling Tomb, and the Zhaoling Tomb, all
built in the 17th century. Constructed for
the founding emperors of the Qing
Dynasty and their ancestors, the tombs
follow the precepts of traditional Chinese
geomancy and fengshui theory. They
feature rich decoration of stone statues
and carvings and tiles with dragon motifs,
illustrating the development of the

316
-907

17th
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nt
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funerary architecture of the Qing
Dynasty. The three tomb complexes, and
their numerous edifices, combine
traditions inherited from previous
dynasties and new features of Manchu
civilization.
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The Yungang Grottoes, in Datong city,
Shanxi Province, with their 252 caves
and 51,000 statues, represent the
outstanding achievement of Buddhist
cave art in China in the 5th and 6th
centuries. The Five Caves created by Tan
Yao, with their strict unity of layout and
design, constitute a classical masterpiece
of the first peak of Chinese Buddhist art.
The site includes archaeological remains
of three cities and 40 tombs: Wunu
Mountain City, Guonei City and Wandu
Mountain City, 14 tombs are imperial, 26
of nobles. All belong to the Koguryo
culture, named after the dynasty that
ruled over parts of northern China and the
northern half of the Korean Peninsula
from 277 BC to AD 668. Wunu Mountain
City is only partly excavated. Guonei
City, within the modern city of Ji’an,
played the role of a ‘supporting capital’
after the main Koguryo capital moved to
Pyongyang. Wandu Mountain City, one
of the capitals of the Koguryo Kingdom,
contains many vestiges including a large
palace and 37 tombs. Some of the tombs
show great ingenuity in their elaborate
ceilings, designed to roof wide spaces
without columns and carry the heavy load
of a stone or earth tumulus (mound),
which was placed above them.
The archaeological site of Yin Xu, close
to Anyang City, some 500 km south of
Beijing, is an ancient capital city of the
late Shang Dynasty (1300 - 1046 BC). It
testifies to the golden age of early
Chinese culture, crafts and sciences, a
time of great prosperity of the Chinese
Bronze Age. A number of royal tombs
and palaces, prototypes of later Chinese
architecture, have been unearthed on the
site, including the Palace and Royal
Ancestral Shrines Area, with more than
80 house foundations, and the only tomb
of a member of the royal family of the
Shang Dynasty to have remained intact,
the Tomb of Fu Hao. The large number
and superb craftsmanship of the burial
accessories found there bear testimony to
the advanced level of Shang crafts
industry. Inscriptions on oracle bones
found in Yin Xu bear invaluable
testimony to the development of one of
the world’s oldest writing systems,
ancient beliefs and social systems.
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The property includes several group and
individual tombs - totaling about 30
individual tombs - from the later period
of the Koguryo Kingdom, one of the
strongest
kingdoms
in
nowadays
northeast China and half of the Korean
peninsula between the 3rd century BC and
7th century AD. The tombs, many with
beautiful wall paintings, are almost the
only remains of this culture. Only about
90 out of more than 10,000 Koguryo
tombs discovered in China and Korea so
far, have wall paintings. Almost half of
these tombs are located on this site and
they are thought to have been made for
the burial of kings, members of the royal
family and the aristocracy. These
paintings offer a unique testimony to
daily life of this period.
Established in the 8th century on the
slopes of Mount T’oham, the Seokguram
Grotto contains a monumental statue of
the Buddha looking at the sea in the
bhumisparsha mudra position. With the
surrounding
portrayals
of
gods,
Bodhisattvas
and
disciples,
all
realistically and delicately sculpted in
high and low relief, it is considered a
masterpiece of Buddhist art in the Far
East. The Temple of Bulguksa (built in
774) and the Seokguram Grotto form a
religious architectural complex of
exceptional significance.
The Temple of Haeinsa, on Mount Kaya,
is home to the Tripitaka Koreana, the
most complete collection of Buddhist
texts, engraved on 80,000 woodblocks
between 1237 and 1248. The buildings of
Janggyeong Pangeon, which date from
the 15th century, were constructed to
house the woodblocks, which are also
revered as exceptional works of art. As
the oldest depository of the Tripitaka,
they reveal an astonishing mastery of the
invention and implementation of the
conservation techniques used to preserve
these woodblocks.
Jongmyo is the oldest and most authentic
of the Confucian royal shrines to have
been preserved. Dedicated to the
forefathers of the Choson dynasty
(1392–1910), the shrine has existed in its
present form since the 16th century and
houses tablets bearing the teachings of
members of the former royal family.
Ritual ceremonies linking music, song
and dance still take place there,
perpetuating a tradition that goes back to
the 14th century.
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In the early 15th century, the Emperor
T’aejong ordered the construction of a
new palace at an auspicious site. A
Bureau of Palace Construction was set up
to create the complex, consisting of a
number of official and residential
buildings set in a garden that was cleverly
adapted to the uneven topography of the
58-ha site. The result is an exceptional
example of Far Eastern palace
architecture and design, blending
harmoniously with the surrounding
landscape.

When the Choson emperor Chongjo
moved his father’s tomb to Suwon at the
end of the 18th century, he surrounded it
with strong defensive works, laid out
according to the precepts of an influential
military architect of the period, who
brought together the latest developments
in the field from both East and West. The
massive walls, extending for nearly 6 km,
still survive; they are pierced by four
gates and equipped with bastions,
artillery towers and other features.
The Gyeongju Historic Areas contain a
remarkable concentration of outstanding
examples of Korean Buddhist art, in the
form of sculptures, reliefs, pagodas, and
the remains of temples and palaces from
the flowering, in particular between the
7th and 10th centuries, of this form of
unique artistic expression.
The prehistoric cemeteries at Gochang,
Hwasun, and Ganghwa contain many
hundreds of examples of dolmens - tombs
from the 1st millennium BC constructed
of large stone slabs. They form part of the
Megalithic culture, found in many parts
of the world, but nowhere in such a
concentrated form.
There are around 48 Buddhist
monuments in the Horyu-ji area, in Nara
Prefecture. Several date from the late 7th
or early 8th century, making them some of
the oldest surviving wooden buildings in
the world. These masterpieces of wooden
architecture are important not only for the
history of art, since they illustrate the
adaptation
of
Chinese
Buddhist
architecture and layout to Japanese
culture, but also for the history of
religion,
since
their
construction
coincided with the introduction of
Buddhism to Japan from China by way of
the Korean peninsula.
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Himeji-jo is the finest surviving example
of early 17th-century Japanese castle
architecture, comprising 83 buildings
with highly developed systems of defence
and ingenious protection devices dating
from the beginning of the Shogun period.
It is a masterpiece of construction in
wood, combining function with aesthetic
appeal, both in its elegant appearance
unified by the white plastered earthen
walls and in the subtlety of the
relationships between the building masses
and the multiple roof layers.
Built in A.D. 794 on the model of the
capitals of ancient China, Kyoto was the
imperial capital of Japan from its
foundation until the middle of the 19th
century. As the center of Japanese culture
for more than 1,000 years, Kyoto
illustrates the development of Japanese
wooden
architecture,
particularly
religious architecture, and the art of
Japanese gardens, which has influenced
landscape gardening the world over.
Located in a mountainous region that was
cut off from the rest of the world for a
long period of time, these villages with
their Gassho-style houses subsisted on
the cultivation of mulberry trees and the
rearing of silkworms. The large houses
with their steeply pitched thatched roofs
are the only examples of their kind in
Japan. Despite economic upheavals, the
villages of Ogimachi, Ainokura and
Suganuma are outstanding examples of a
traditional way of life perfectly adapted
to the environment and people’s social
and economic circumstances.
The
Hiroshima
Peace
Memorial
(Genbaku Dome) was the only structure
left standing in the area where the first
atomic bomb exploded on 6 August 1945.
Through the efforts of many people,
including those of the city of Hiroshima,
it has been preserved in the same state as
immediately after the bombing. Not only
is it a stark and powerful symbol of the
most destructive force ever created by
humankind; it also expresses the hope for
world peace and the ultimate elimination
of all nuclear weapons.

The island of Itsukushima, in the Seto
inland sea, has been a holy place of
Shintoism since the earliest times. The
first shrine buildings here were probably
erected in the 6th century. The present
shrine dates from the 12th century and
the harmoniously arranged buildings
reveal great artistic and technical skill.
The shrine plays on the contrasts in color
and form between mountains and sea and
illustrates the Japanese concept of scenic
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Nara was the capital of Japan from 710 to
784. During this period the framework of
national government was consolidated
and Nara enjoyed great prosperity,
emerging as the fountainhead of Japanese
culture. The city’s historic monuments –
Buddhist temples, Shinto shrines and the
excavated remains of the great Imperial
Palace – provide a vivid picture of life in
the Japanese capital in the 8th century, a
period of profound political and cultural
change.
The shrines and temples of Nikko,
together with their natural surroundings,
have for centuries been a sacred site
known for its architectural and decorative
masterpieces. They are closely associated
with the history of the Tokugawa
Shoguns.
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Set in the dense forests of the Kii
Mountains overlooking the Pacific
Ocean, three sacred sites – Yoshino and
Omine, Kumano Sanzan, Koyasan –
linked by pilgrimage routes to the ancient
capital cities of Nara and Kyoto, reflect
the fusion of Shinto, rooted in the ancient
tradition of nature worship in Japan, and
Buddhism, which was introduced from
China and the Korean Peninsula. The
sites (495.3 ha) and their surrounding
forest landscape reflect a persistent and
extraordinarily well-documented tradition
of sacred mountains over 1,200 years.
The area, with its abundance of streams,
rivers and waterfalls, is still part of the
living culture of Japan and is much
visited for ritual purposes and hiking,
with up to 15 million visitors annually.
Each of the three sites contains shrines,
some of which were founded as early as
the 9th century.
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The Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine in the
south-west of Honshu Island is a cluster
of mountains, rising to 600 m and
interspersed by deep river valleys
featuring the archaeological remains of
large-scale mines, smelting and refining
sites and mining settlements worked
between the 16th and 20th centuries. The
site also features routes used to transport
silver ore to the coast, and port towns
from where it was shipped to Korea and
China.
The
mines
contributed
substantially to the overall economic
development of Japan and south-east
Asia in the 16th and 17th centuries,
prompting the mass production of silver
and gold in Japan. The mining area is
now heavily wooded. Included in the site
are fortresses, shrines, parts of Kaidô
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transport routes to the coast, and three
port towns, Tomogaura, Okidomari and
Yunotsu, from where the ore was
shipped. The site covers an area of 442
hectares, with a buffer zone of 3,221
hectares.
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C.1 Selection of Laws and Regulations Concerning the
Site of Xanadu City
C.1-1 List of Laws and Regulations
NO
.
1

Type of
law
Law

Name of law
Constitution of the
People's Republic of
China

2

Law

Law of the People's
Republic of China
on the Protection of
Cultural Relics

3

Law

Grassland Law of
the People's Republic of China

4

Administra
tive
regulations

5

Normative
document

6

Ministerial
regulations

Regulations on Implementation of Law
of the People's Republic of China on
the Protection of
Cultural Relics
Regulations on the
Protection
and
Management
of
World Cultural Heritage
Regulations
for
Monitoring and Inspection of World
Cultural Heritage in
China

7

Normative
document

Regulations of Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region on
Heritage Conservation

8

Regional

Grassland Regulations of Inner Mon-

Promulgating
institution
The
National
People's Congress
of the People's
Republic of China
The
Standing
Committee of the
National People's
Congress of the
People's Republic
of China

Grassland Law of
the People's Republic of China

Content

1982.12.4

Excerpts

Promulgated on Nov.
19th, 1982
Amended on June
29th, 1991
Amended on Oct.
28th, 2002
Amended on Dec.
29th, 2007
The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of the People's
Republic of China

Excerpts

Excerpts

State Council of
the People's Republic of China

2003.5.18

Excerpts

Ministry of Culture of the People's
Republic of China

2006.11.14

Full text

State Administration of Cultural
Heritage

2006.12.8

Excerpts

The
Standing
Committee of the
People’s Congress
of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region
The
Standing
Committee of the

Promulgated
on
April 14th, 1990
Amended on March
4th, 1993
Amended on Dec.
1st, 2005
Promulgated on Dec.
26th, 1984
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Promulgating time

Excerpts

Excerpts
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.

Type of
law

Name of law

regulations

golia Autonomous
Region

9

Regional
regulations

Regulations of Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region on
Prime Pasture Protection
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regulations

11
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regulations

12

Regional
regulations

13

Regional
regulations

Detailed Rules for
the Implementing of
Grassland Management
of
Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region
Opinions of Xilingol
League on Strengthening Protection
of Cultural Relics in
the Field
Regulations
for
the Protection of
Cultural Relics in
Zhenglan Qi
Regulations on the
Conservation
and
Management of the
Site of Xanadu in the
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region

Promulgating
institution
People’s Congress
of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region
The
Standing
Committee of the
People’s Congress
of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region

Promulgating time

Content

Amended on Nov.
26th, 2004

1998.11.27

Excerpts

Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region
People’s
Government

1998.8.4

Excerpts

Xilingol League
Administrative
Government Office

2003.9.15

Full text

The
Standing
Committee of the
People’s Congress
of Zhenglan Qi

1990.12.20

Excerpts

Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region
People’s
Government

2010.11.18

Full text

C.1-2 Excerpts of Laws and Regulations
1. CONSTITUTION OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (Promulgated on 4 December 1982 and revised on 14 March 2004)
Article 22 The state protects places of scenic and historical interest, valuable cultural monuments and relics and other important items of China s historical and cultural heritage.

2. Law of the Peoples Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics
(Promulgated on 19 November 1982; and revised on 29 June 1991,28 October
2002, 29 December 2007)
Article 2
The State places under its protection the following cultural relics within the boundaries of the Peoples Republic of China:
(1) sites of ancient culture, ancient tombs, ancient architectural structures, cave temples, stone
carvings and murals that are of historical, artistic or scientific value;
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Article 3
Immovable cultural relics, such as sites of ancient culture, ancient tombs,ancient architectural structures, cave temples, stone carvings and murals as well as important modern and
contemporary historic sites and typical buildings, may, depending on their historical, artistic and
scientific value, be designated respectively as major sites to be protected for their historical and
cultural value at the national level, sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value at the
provincial level, and sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value at the city or county
level.
Article 5 All cultural relics remaining underground or in the inland waters or territorial seas
within the boundaries of the Peoples Republic of China are owned by the State.
Sites of ancient culture, ancient tombs and cave temples are owned by the State….
Article 8 The administrative department for cultural relics under the State Council shall take
charge of the work concerning the protection of cultural relics throughout the country.
Local peoples governments at various levels shall take charge of the work concerning the protection of cultural relics within their own administrative areas. Departments in charge of the work
concerning the protection of cultural relics under local peoples governments at or above the county level shall exercise supervision and control over the protection of cultural relics within their
own administrative areas.
The relevant administrative departments under peoples governments at or above the county level
shall, within the scope of their own functions and duties, take charge of the work concerning the
protection of cultural relics….
Article 13
The administrative department for cultural relics under the State Council shall select
sites from among the ones protected for their significant historical, artistic or scientific value at the
provincial, city or county level and designate them as major sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value at the national level, or shall directly designate such major sites, and report
them to the State Council for verification and announcement.
Sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value at the provincial level shall be verified
and announced by the peoples governments of provinces, autonomous regions, or municipalities
directly under the Central Government, and be reported to the State Council for the record.
Sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value at the city or county level shall be verified and announced respectively by the peoples governments of cities divided into districts, of autonomous prefectures and of counties, and be reported to the peoples governments of provinces,
autonomous regions, or municipalities directly under the Central Government for the record.
Immovable cultural relics of sites to be protected for their historical and cultural value that have
not yet been verified and announced as such shall be registered and announced by the administrative department for cultural relics under the peoples government at the county level.
Article 15 Peoples governments of provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly
under the Central Government and of cities and counties shall respectively delimit the necessary
area of protection, put up signs and notices, and establish records and files for the historical and
cultural sites protected at the corresponding levels and shall, in the light of different circumstances,
establish special organs or assign fulltime persons to be responsible for control over these sites.
The area of protection and records and files for the major historical and cultural sites protected at
the national level shall be reported by the administrative department for cultural relics under the
peoples governments of provinces, autonomous regions, or municipalities directly under the Central Government to the administrative department for cultural relics under the State Council for the
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record.
The administrative departments for cultural relics under the local peoples governments at or above
the county level shall, on the basis of the requirements for the protection of different cultural relics,
formulate specific protective measures for the immovable cultural relics of the sites protected for
their historical and cultural value and of the sites that have not yet been verified as such, and announce the measures for implementation.

3. Grassland Law of the People's Republic of China(promulgated on 18 June
1985 and amended on 28 December 2002)
Article 44
People's governments at or above the county level shall enhance protection of and
control over rare and endangered species of wild plants and the resources of germplasm on the
grasslands.
Article 45
The State practises a system of basing the number of livestock raised on the grass
available and maintaining the balance between the yield of grass and the number of livestock
raised. The competent administrative department for grasslands under the people's government at
or above the county level shall, according to the standard for stock-carrying capacity of grasslands
formulated by the competent administrative department for grasslands under the State Council and
in light of the actual local conditions, check and determine the stock-carrying capacity on a regular
basis. People's governments at various levels shall take effective measures to prevent the carrying
capacity from being exceeded and to prevent overgrazing.
Article 46
Reclamation of grasslands is prohibited. With respect to the reclaimed grassland that
suffer serious soil erosion, tend to be encroached upon by sand or need improvement of the ecological environment, the grasslands shall be restored step by step and in a planned way; and where
the grasslands are encroached upon by sand or rock or are salinized, such encroachment and salinization shall be put under control within a time limit.
Article 47
With respect to the grasslands that suffer serious degeneration, sand or rock encroachment, or salinization and the grasslands in ecologically fragile areas, the system under
which grazing is prohibited and grazing is closed shall be practised.
Article 48
The State supports returning reclaimed land to grasslands, prohibition against grazing and closed grazing according to law. The specific measures in this regard shall be formulated
by the State Council or the people's governments of the provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities under the Central Government.
……
Article 49
It is prohibited to collect or dig plants or engage in other activities to the detriment
of grassland vegetation on desert or semi-desert grasslands, or on the grasslands that suffer serious
degeneration or salinization, or that are seriously encroached upon by sand or rock, or that suffer
serious soil erosion, or on the grasslands that are situated in ecologically fragile areas.
Article 50
Anyone who intends to engage in operational activities such as quarrying of soil,
sand and stone on grassland shall be subject to approval by the competent administrative department for grasslands under the people's government at the county level; and anyone who intends to
exploit mineral resources shall, in addition, go through the relevant formalities in accordance with
law.
……
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Article 51
Planting of forage grass and fodder crops shall be done on grasslands in compliance
with the plans for grassland protection, development and use; and the competent administrative
department for grasslands under the people's government at or above the county level shall tighten
supervision and control to prevent the grasslands from sand encroachment and soil erosion.
Article 52
Profit-making tourist activities on grasslands shall be done in compliance with the
relevant plans for grassland protection, development and use and the relevant formalities shall be
only be gone through after permission is obtained in advance from the competent administrative
department for grasslands under the local people's government at or above the county level.
No one who engages in profit-making tourist activities on grasslands may infringe upon the legitimate rights and interests of the grassland owner and user and the contractor for management of
the grasslands, nor may he damage grassland vegetation.
Article 53
In protection against grassland fires, the guideline of putting prevention first and
combining prevention with fire fighting shall be applied.
People's governments at all levels shall establish a responsibility system for protection against
grassland fires, specify the period of time for protection against grassland fires and formulate preliminary plans for preventing and extinguishing grassland fires, in order to prevent and extinguish
grassland fires successfully.
Article 54
People's governments at or above the county level shall arrange for and administer
the work of preventing and controlling damage caused by rats, insect pests and poisonous and
harmful weeds. The competent administrative departments for grasslands under the said people's
government shall take measures to enhance their work in monitoring, giving early warning against,
investigating, preventing and controlling damage caused by rats, insect pests and poisonous and
harmful weeds and make arrangements for research in the methods for all-round prevention and
control and spread their use.
Hypertoxic and highly residual pesticides and pesticides that may lead to secondary hazard toxicity are prohibited from use on grasslands.
Article 55
With the exception of the motor vehicles used for emergencies, disaster relief or
herdsmen's relocation, no motor vehicles may leave the roads to drive on grasslands, to the detriment of the vegetation; where it is necessary to do so for activities such as geological exploration
and scientific survey, a map of the areas and routes the vehicles plan to travel shall be submitted to
the competent administrative department for grasslands under the people's government at the
county level and be used upon confirmation.
……

4. Regulations for the Implementation of the Law of the People’s Republic of
China on Protection of Cultural Relics(Promulgated on 13 May 2003)
Article 8 The people's government of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly
under the Central Government shall, within one year from the date of verification and announcement of a major site protected for its historical and cultural value at the national level or a silt protected for its historical and cultural value at the provincial level, delimit the necessary area of protection, put up a sign or notice therefor, establish records and files thereof, and establish special
organs or assign full-time persons to be responsible for the control over the site.
Article 9

The area of protection for a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall
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cover both the site proper and the surrounding areas for which special protection is enforced over
a certain parameter.
The area of protection for a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall be delimited
rationally in light of the classification, size and contents of the site as well as the historical and
actual conditions of the surrounding environment, and a certain additional safe space shall be kept
beyond the site proper, so as to preserve its true identity and integrity.
Article 10 The sign or notice for a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall include
its grade, name, organ and date of announcement, organ of putting up the sign or notice and date
of its establishment The sign or notice for a site in an autonomous region of an ethnic group protected for its historical and cultural value shall be in both standard Han characters and the ethnic
language commonly used in the locality.
Article 11 The records and files of a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall include written descriptions of the site proper, scientific and technological data, related documentary
accounts and contents concerning its administrative management.
The records and files of a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall make full use of
the forms such as written language, sound and video recordings, pictures, rubbings, facsimiles and
electronic copies so as to give effective expressions to the contents they carry on.
Article 12
For a site of ancient culture, ancient tomb, cave temple. Stale-owned memorial
building or ancient architectural structure that is verified and announced as a site protected for its
historical and cultural value, the local people's government at or above the county level shall establish a special organ or assign an organ to be responsible for the control over the site. For any
other site protected for its historical and cultural value, the local people's government at or above
the county level shall establish a special organ or assign an organ or a full-lime person to be responsible fur the control over the site; where a full-time person is assigned to be responsible for
the control over the site, the said person may be employed as a cultural relics guard.
……
An organ responsible for the control over a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall
work out and improve sound regulations and systems and adopt security measures; its security
persons may be equipped with defensive weapons In accordance with law.
Article 13 The area for control of construction around a site protected for its historical and cultural value refers to an area, beyond the area of protection of the said site, in which the construction of any project is restricted with a view to protecting the safety, environment and historical
features of the site.
the area for control of construction around a site protected for its historical and cultural value shall
be delimited rationally in light of the classification, size and contents of the site and the historical
and actual situations of its surrounding environment.
Article 14 The area for control of construction around a major site protected for its historical
and cultural value at the national level shall, upon approval by the people's government of the
province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government, be delimited
and announced by the competent cultural relics administrative department jointly with the administrative department of urban and rural planning of the people's government of the province, autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government.
The area for control of construction around a site protected for its historical and cultural value at
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the provincial level, at the level of a city divided into districts, at the level of an autonomous prefecture or at the county level shall, upon approval by the people's government of ihc province,
autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central Government, be delimited and announced by the competent cultural relics administrative department jointly with the administrative
department of urban and rural planning of the people's government approving and announcing the
site.
Article 15 A unit undertaking the repair, removal, or reconstruction of a site protected for its
historical and cultural value shall obtain both the qualification certificate of an appropriate grade
for projects designed to protect cultural relics issued by the competent cultural relics administrative department and the qualification certificate of an appropriate grade issued by the competent
construction administrative department, whereas the work of repair, removal or reconstruction of a
site protected for its historical and cultural value shall, if not involving construction activities, be
undertaken by a unit that has obtained the qualification certificate of an appropriate grade for
projects designed to protect cultural relics issued by the competent cultural relics administrative
department.

5. Regulations on the Protection and Management of the World Cultural Heritage(Promulgated on 14 November 2006)
Article 3 The principles of World Cultural Heritage work, including giving priority to protection
and salvage, rationalizing usage and strengthening management, shall be carried out to ensure the
authenticity and integrity of the World Cultural Heritage.
Article 4 The State Administration of Cultural Heritage shall be in charge of China’s World
Cultural Heritage work, resolve major issues related to the protection and management of World
Cultural Heritage through coordination, supervise and examine World Cultural Heritage work
where the site is located.
Local people’s governments above the county level and their departments in charge of cultural
heritage shall establish a management system, implement work measures and take charge of World
Cultural Heritage work in their administrative regions according to the provisions in these measures.
Article 5 Local people’s governments above the county level shall incorporate the expenditures
necessary for the protection and management of World Cultural Heritage into their fiscal budgets.
Citizens, legal persons and other organizations may establish, through donation and other means,
World Cultural Heritage protection funds to be used for the protection of the World Cultural Heritage only. World cultural heritage protection funds shall be raised, used, and managed in accordance with the provisions in related Chinese laws, administrative regulations and department
rules.
Article 6 The state shall implement a system for consulting with experts on major issues related
to the protection of the World Cultural Heritage, and the State Administration of Cultural Heritage
shall establish a mechanism for consulting with experts to carry out relevant work.
The working system for consulting with experts on World Cultural Heritage protection shall be
established and publicized by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage.
Article 7 All citizens, legal persons and other organizations have the obligation to protect the
World Cultural Heritage according to the law.
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The state encourages citizens, legal persons and other organizations to participate in the protection
of the World Cultural Heritage.
The State Administration of Cultural Heritage, local people’s governments above the county level
and their departments in charge of cultural heritage shall reward organizations or individuals that
have made outstanding contributions to the protection of the World Cultural Heritage.
Departments in charge of cultural heritage at the provincial level shall establish a working system
of World Cultural Heritage protection volunteers and be responsible for organizing, instructing and
training volunteers.
Article 8 World Cultural Heritage protection plans shall be formulated by people’s governments
at the provincial level. Agencies responsible for formulating the plans shall obtain qualification
certificates issued by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage. The plans shall specify the
standards and priorities of World Cultural Heritage protection and different types of protective
measures in accordance with UNESCO’s requirements for the protection of World Cultural Heritage.
If no such plan has been made or the content of the plan is not in line with the requirements of
these measures, a protection plan shall be formulated or revised within one year after the effective
date of these measures.
Departments in charge of cultural heritage at the provincial level shall submit World Cultural Heritage protection plans to the State Administration of Cultural Heritage for examination and approval. The plans approved by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage shall be publicized
and implemented by people’s governments at the provincial level. The requirements for such plans
shall be included in the national economy and social development plans, overall land use plans
and urban and rural plans of local people’s governments above the county level.
Article 18 The state shall implement a monitoring and patrolling system to protect the World
Cultural Heritage site, and the State Administration of Cultural Heritage shall establish a monitoring and patrolling mechanism to carry out relevant work.
The working system for protecting, monitoring and patrolling the World Cultural Heritage site
shall be established and publicized by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage.

6. Regulations for Monitoring and Inspection of World Cultural Heritage in
China, Promulgated in December 8, 2006
Article 3 The state adopts a three-tier monitoring system at national level, provincial level and
the world cultural heritage level, and a two-tier inspection system at national level and provincial
level. The monitoring includes routine, regular and reactive monitoring; the inspection includes
regular and occasional inspection.
The administrative department of cultural heritage under the State Council takes charge of working out guidelines, policies, management rules and technical specifications, organizing or entrusting professional institutions to undertake reactive monitoring, and organizing regular or occasional
inspection.
The administrative department of cultural heritage at provincial level is responsible for regular
monitoring, reactive monitoring as well as regular or occasional inspection of the world cultural
heritage within its jurisdiction.
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The protection and management authority of world cultural heritage takes charge of the routine
monitoring of the property.
Article 4 Routine monitoring focuses on the preservation of the property itself, the natural and
man-made changes in the core zone and buffer zone, the influence of the surrounding developments on the property as well as carrying capacity etc.
Regular monitoring refers to the systematic monitoring on the world cultural heritage every five
years and the highlighted monitoring on the property inscribed into List of World Heritage in
Danger or Warning List of World Cultural Properties in China every year undertaken by the administrative department of cultural heritage at provincial level. Systematic monitoring includes the
overall monitoring on the implementation of protection planning, and on the protection, management, presentation & promotion of the property; highlighted monitoring includes monitoring on
measures towards the existing problems in protection and their effectiveness.
Reactive monitoring is a special monitoring targeting the problems arising from the protection and
management, involving the monitoring on exceptions or dangers threatening the property protection.
Article 5 The administrative department of cultural heritage at national or provincial level
makes regular or occasional inspection on the heritage site, including reviewing the inspection
results, examining the protection and management thereof and putting forward rectification requirements.
Article 6 The protection and management authority of the world cultural heritage shall report
the routine monitoring of the previous year to the administrative department of cultural heritage at
provincial level in January every year.
The administrative department of cultural heritage at provincial level shall submit the annual routine monitoring report after review to the administrative department of cultural heritage under
State Council in March every year, and submit the regular monitoring reports in time as required
by the administrative department of cultural heritage under State Council.
The administrative department of cultural heritage under State Council issues the monitoring results on the protection and management of the world’s cultural heritage to the public every year.
Article 7 The protection and management authorities of the world cultural heritage establish and
take good care of records and files on reactive monitoring, regular monitoring and routine monitoring.
The administrative department of cultural heritage under State Council takes charge of establishing and operating database systems of the records and files on protection and management of the
world cultural heritage.
Article 8 Application of advanced scientific technology, and monitoring on multidisciplinary &
multi-department cooperation are encouraged and advocated.
The administrative department of cultural heritage under State Council takes charge of establishing the dynamic monitoring and management system of the world cultural heritage.
Article 9 The authenticity and comprehensiveness of the monitoring materials and data shall be
ensured. The administrative departments of cultural heritage at national and provincial levels will
warn the institutions and individuals that do not undertake monitoring as provided by law, do not
report in time the monitoring results, or conceal or distort the monitoring results, and order their
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rectification according to law.
The protection and management authority of the world cultural heritage shall promptly rectify as
required the problems discovered during the monitoring and inspection. If the problems are not
rectified as scheduled, the administrative department of cultural heritage under State Council
would put the heritage into Warning List of World Cultural Heritage Properties in China or into
List of World Heritage in Danger if applicable.
……
Article 12
The cultural heritage included in the Tentative List for World Heritage Inscription of
China shall be monitored and inspected according to the Measures.

7. Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on Heritage Conservation, promulgated on 14 April 1990, amended on 4 March 1993 and on 1 December 2005 (Extracts)
Article 6 The people’s government at or above the county (or Qi) level shall establish a Heritage
Conservation Committee responsible for coordinating major issues concerning heritage conservation within its administration division.
The heritage administration department of the people’s government at or above the County (or Qi)
level shall oversee and administer the heritage conservation within its administrative division.
The people’s courts, the people’s procuratorates as well as the departments of public security, industry and commerce, construction, transportation, environmental protection and customers shall
be responsible for heritage conservation within their respective scope of functions.
Article 7 Grassroots organizations for heritage conservation or fulltime and part-time heritage
conservation administrators shall be set up in Sumu and towns where heritage sites are concentrated or significant heritage remains are located.
Article 8 The people’s government at or above the County (or Qi) level shall include heritage
conservation in the local economic and social development plan and in the public finance budget.
The funding of heritage conservation shall be increased as the public revenue rises, in particular
for collection and conservation of ethical heritage.
Funds allocated for heritage conservation shall be managed under a separate account and used
exclusively for heritage conservation.
Article 9 Cultural, religious and gardening entities that use heritage for profit-making activities
shall set aside an appropriate portion of their annual revenue exclusively for preservation and
maintenance of such officially protected entities or heritage sites.
Inner Mongolia encourages all entities and individuals to provide technical and material supports
for heritage conservation.
Article 10 The heritage administration department of the people’s government at each level shall
develop a plan for scientific research on heritage conservation and increase the scientific and
technological level of heritage conservation.
The heritage administration department of the people’s government at each level shall direct or
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organize heritage conservation, collection and research entities to train local heritage and museum
specialists and provide financial supports therefor.
Article 11 The people’s governments at all levels shall give physical or mental awards to entities
and individuals that have made contributions to heritage conservation.
Article 12 Immovable heritage, including revolutionary war sites, monuments, ancient culture
sites, ancient tombs, ancient buildings, cave temples, carved stones, ancient great walls, border
walls, mural paintings and rock paintings, shall be designated as officially protected entities at the
national, autonomous region, municipal (or Meng) or county (or Qi) level in line with their historic, artistic and scientific value. Officially protected sites shall be identified, published and registered in a procedure complying with relevant laws and regulations.
For any heritage site that is not identified or punished as an officially protected entity and confirmed to be valuable for conservation, the local people's government shall take conservation
measures and the people’s government at or above the county (or Qi) level shall register and publish said heritage site as officially protected.
Article 13 For an officially protected entity at any level, the people’s government at the corresponding level shall define the demarcation of its boundaries, erect an official plaque declaring it as
a protected entity, create an archive for records and designate an organization or person dedicated
to its management, which shall be filed for record with the heritage administration department of
the people’s government at the next higher level.
The people’s governments at all levels shall, prior to developing the urban or rural development
plan, designate the urban and rural development planning department to lay down conservation
measures for officially protected entities within their administrative division in consultation with
the heritage administration department. Such conservation measures shall be included in the urban
or rural development plan.
The heritage administration department of the people's government of Inner Mongolia shall be
responsible for developing the conservation plan for officially protected entities at the national or
autonomous region level within its administration division, and submit the plan to the people's
government of Inner Mongolia for publication and implementation.
Article 14 Upon approval by the people’s government of Inner Mongolia and as necessary for
heritage conservation, a certain construction control zone surrounding the officially protected entity may be designated. Construction of any building or structure within the construction control
zone shall be first subject to approval of its design by the heritage administration department corresponding to the level of the officially protected entity and further subject to approval by the urban and rural development planning department.
……

8. Grassland Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, promulgated
on 26 December 1984, amended on 26 November 2004 (Extracts)
Article 28 Inner Mongolia implements the prime grassland protection system to exert strict management on prime grasslands.
Article 29 Reclamation of grassland is prohibited.
The people’s governments at all levels shall take planned and stepwise measures to rehabilitate
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reclaimed grasslands that suffer serious soil erosion, shows a trend of desertification and require
improvement in ecological environment; if deterioration, desertification, alkalinization or salinization has taken place, remedial measures must be taken within a specified time limit.
Article 30 Inner Mongolia implements the system of grass-based livestock production for
grass-livestock balance.
Grass-livestock balance shall be reviewed once every three years by the grassland administration
department of the people’s government at the county (or Qi) level, with responsibilities assigned
down to the grassland owners and users.
Article 31 In the case of any state- or collective-owned grassland that has been contracted out, the
entity that owns or holds the right to use the grassland shall enter into the grass-livestock balance
agreement with the contractor in line with the determined live-stack carrying capacity.
In the case of any state-owned grassland that has not been contracted out, the grassland user shall
enter into the grass-livestock balance agreement with the people’s government at or above the
county (or Qi) level.
In the case of any collective-owned grassland that has not been contracted out, the grassland owner shall enter into the grass-livestock balance agreement with the people’s government at or above
the township (or Sumu) level.
Article 32 Inner Mongolia implements the system of de-farming and de-grazing for grassland
rehabilitation, grazing prohibition and grazing suspension.
The areas and durations of grazing prohibition or suspension shall be determined and published by
the people's government at the county (or Qi) level.
Grazing shall not be allowed in grasslands subject to grazing prohibition or suspension.
Article 33 Where the natural vegetation of grasslands have to be removed for any grassland development project or any small artificial grassland constructed by the grassland contractor, such
removal shall meet the grassland protection, development and utilization plan. The grassland administration department of the people’s government at or above the county (Qi) level shall strengthen supervision and inspection of these activities.
Article 34 Construction of artificial grasslands by dry farming shall be prohibited in a grassland
area:
(1)

with an annual precipitation below 250 mm;

(2)

with a gradient of more than 20 degree; or

(3)

with a soil condition not suitable for planting.

Article 35 Removal of vegetation and any other destructive activity against grassland vegetation
shall be prohibited in grasslands that are semi-desert or desert or seriously deteriorated, desertified,
salinized, alkalized or soil-eroded or ecologically vulnerable.
Article 36 Collection, processing, purchase and sale of nostoc flagelliforme are prohibited.
Upon approval by the people’s government of Inner Mongolia, the people’s government at or
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above the county (or Qi) level may organize relevant departments to set up temporary control
points at key points of entrance or exit within its administrative division to prevent access to
grasslands for collection of nostoc flagelliforme.
Article 37 The grassland administration department of the people's government of Inner Mongolia shall be responsible for collecting wild plants including liquorice, ephedra, desert cistanche,
ledebouriella, skullcap and bupleurum.
Collection of wild ephedra with roots shall be prohibited.
The people’s government of Inner Mongolia shall develop the rules on collection and purchase of
wild plants from grasslands.
Article 38 Illegal hunting shall be prohibited in grasslands.
Trading and transportation of natural enemies of grassland rodents and pests and rare wild animals
in grasslands, including eagles, vultures, night owls, larks, corsac foxes, foxes and weasels shall
be prohibited in grasslands.
Article 39 Requisition of grasslands for development projects shall be subject to relevant laws
and regulations governing environmental protection of the State and Inner Mongolia; a grassland
protection plan shall be included in the environmental impact assessment report prepared for such
projects.
Article 40 Soil or sand dredging and quarrying in grasslands shall be subject to approval of the
grassland administration department of the people’s government at the county (or Qi) level; mining in grasslands shall be subject to completion of relevant formalities in accordance with laws.
Any activity in grasslands approved under the preceding paragraph of this Article 40 shall be carried out in the permitted manner within the specified time and area, with proper protective measures taken for protection of grassland vegetation.
Any activity set out in the preceding paragraph of this Article 40 to be conducted in a grassland
used by others shall be subject to consent by the grassland user.
Article 41 The people’s governments at all levels shall reinforce management of ecological environment of grasslands to protect grasslands from wastewater, exhaust gas and solid wastes and
other pollutants.
Anyone who has caused pollution to the ecological environment of grasslands shall be subject to
investigation and punishment and take remedial measures immediately.

9. Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on Prime Pasture Protection, promulgated on 27 November 1998 (Extracts)
Article 2 For the purpose of these Regulations, “prime pasture” means the grassland in a pasturing area, semi-mastering and semi-farming area or farming area given a high priority of protection in order to improve the grassland ecology, accommodate sustainable development of animal
husbandry and meet the demand for livestock products posed by population and national economy
in a given period of time.
……
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Article 4 Prime pasture protection shall be aimed at stabilizing size, improving quality, achieving dynamic balance of total resources and improving ecology and in compliance with the principles of comprehensive planning, enhanced protection, strict management, high priority and reasonable utilization.
Article 5 The people’s government at or above the county (or Qi) level shall reinforce leadership
of prime pasture protection management, include it in the local economic and social development
plan, and implement prime pasture protection management under oversight by the people’s government at the next higher level.
Article 6 The animal husbandry administration department at the county (or Qi) level shall
oversee prime pasture protection within its administrative division.
The land administration department at the county (or Qi) level shall be responsible for controlling
prime pasture uses within its scope of functions in accordance with these Regulations and other
relevant laws and regulations.
The people’s government at the town (or Sumu) level shall be responsible for managing prime
pasture protection within its administrative division.
Article 7 Every entity and individual shall be obligated to protect prime pastures and have the
right to report on and file charges against any seizure or destruction of prime pastures and any
other violation of these Regulations.
Article 8 The land administration department and the animal husbandry administration department of Inner Mongolia shall develop the plan for prime pasture protection across the autonomous
region in conjunction with other relevant departments, and submit the same to the people’s government of Inner Mongolia.
The land administration department and the animal husbandry administration department at or
above the county (or Qi) level shall, in conjunction with other relevant departments, develop the
prime pasture protection plan for its administration division in accordance with the prime pasture
protection plan issued by the people’s government at the next higher level and, after review and
approval by the people’s government at the corresponding level, submit the same for final approval to the people’s government at the next higher level.
The people’s governments at the town (or Sumu) level shall develop the prime pasture protection
plan for its administration division in accordance with the prime pasture protection plan issued by
the people’s government at the county (or Qi) level, and submit the same for approval to the
people’s government at the county (or Qi) level.
Any change in or adjustment to an approved prime pasture protection plan shall be approved by
the authority that initially approved it.
Article 9 The prime pasture protection plan shall be aligned with the overall plan for land use,
based on the investigation and zoning of agricultural resources, and in line with the overall urban
development plan and the rural development plan.
Article 10 The people’s governments at all levels shall, when developing the prime pasture protection plan, define quantitative indicators and overall arrangements for prime pasture protection.
Quantitative indicators defined by the people’s governments at the town (or Sumu) level shall be
broken down to the level of collective economic organizations in rural pasturing areas or villages
(or Gacha) and assigned to users.
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Article 11 The prime pasture shall include artificial and semi-artificial grasslands, enclosed
grasslands, natural meadows for mowing, forage bases, herbage seed production bases, animal
husbandry demo base for research, teaching and testing and natural grasslands perennially used for
grazing which are within the lands planned for animal husbandry uses.
De-farmed lands for grazing or grassland restoration that meet provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be progressively designated as prime pastures and shall not be used for farming again.
Article 12 Prime pastures shall be divided into the following two grades according to resource
and infrastructure conditions:
(1)
Artificial and semi-artificial grasslands, enclosed grasslands, natural meadows for mowing,
forage bases, herbage seed production bases, animal husbandry demo base for research, teaching
and testing as well as natural grasslands that provide good production conditions, allow for high
quality and output and pose a great significance for ecological protection shall be classified as
Grade I prime pastures; and
(2)
Other natural grasslands perennially used for grazing shall be classified as Grade II prime
pastures.
Article 13 Boundaries of prime pastures shall be defined by towns (or Sumu) under organization
by the land administration department of the people’s government at the county (or Qi) level in
conjunction with the animal husbandry administration department.
The people’s government at the county (or Qi) level shall erect, publish and create a file of protection signs for prime pastures with defined boundaries. Any entity or individual shall not destroy or
alter without approval the protection signs of prime pastures.
Defined boundaries of prime pastures shall be subject to acceptance by the Meng Administrative
Office or the people's government of a city divided into districts.
Article 14 No entities or individuals may occupy or change the purposes of identified prime pastures without approval. Where a prime pasture shall be requisitioned or taken over for any key
project of the State or public welfare undertakings, an application shall be filed with the land administration department at or above the county (or Qi) level and, after being signed by the animal
husbandry administration department at the corresponding level, submitted by the people’s government at or above the county (or Qi) level through each level of authority up to the people’s
government of Inner Mongolia or the State Council.
Article 15 Where a prime pasture is requisitioned for approved uses other than animal husbandry,
a compensation for prime pasture development (“Development Compensation”) shall be paid as
follows in addition to the compensation payable to the original owner or user under relevant laws
and regulations:
(1)
The Development Compensation payable for Grade I prime pastures requisitioned shall be
15-20 times the sum of the average annual livestock value and annual output value of economic
plants for the five years before requisition;
(2)
The Development Compensation payable for Grade II prime pastures requisitioned shall be
10-15 times the sum of the average annual livestock value and annual output value of economic
plants for the five years before requisition;
Requisition of prime pastures for public welfare or infrastructure projects such as electricity, traffic, communication and water conservation may be exempt from the Development Compensation
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upon approval by the people’s government of Inner Mongolia.
Article 16 The Development Compensation shall be collected by the animal husbandry department at or above the county (or Qi) level and paid into the public finance at the corresponding
level exclusively for protection and development of prime pastures in the area of requisition.
The use of the Development Compensation shall be planned by the animal husbandry department
at or above the county (or Qi) level and subject to prior approval by the public finance department
at the corresponding level.
Article 17 Any entity or individual shall be prohibited from reclaiming prime pastures for crop
production
Article 18 The land administration department and the animal husbandry administration department shall have due regard for opinions of relevant parties when handling approval formalities for
requisition or reclamation of prime pastures.
Article 19 Any entity or individual shall not destroy production or living facilities in prime pastures, and not conduct destructive activities against vegetation in prime pastures without approval,
such as shrub cutting, crude drug excavation, nostoc flagelliforme collection, prospecting, construction, mining, quarrying and sand dredging.
Motor vehicles traveling in grasslands shall refrain from destroy grass carelessly to protect prime
pastures; if there is any fixed road route, do not deviate from the fixed route.
Article 20 Users of prime pastures shall perform their obligation of protecting, managing, developing and reasonably using prime pastures in accordance with laws, regulations and the contract;
prevent over-grazing, deterioration, desertification and salinization of prime pastures under the
principles of grass-based livestock production, rotational grazing and rotational mowing.
Where a prime pasture is deteriorated or desertified, the animal husbandry administration department at the county (or Qi) level shall order its user to restore vegetation for grass-livestock balance by improving livestock breeds, improving livestock quality, accelerating livestock dispatch,
setting up fence enclosure, applying rotational grazing, growing perennial grass and developing
enclosed pasture.
Article 21 The people’s governments at all levels shall designate prime pastures as a priority of
land consolidation and grassland development, increase investment in prime pasture development
over years, develop preferential policies and measures, establish a mechanism of diverse investment sources for prime pasture development, and organize relevant departments, entities and farmers to develop prime pastures in a planned way.
Users of prime pastures are encouraged and supported to develop prime pastures through building
water conservation facilities, planting trees and growing perennial grass.
Article 22 The animal husbandry administration department at the county (or Qi) level shall
reinforce development of the grass seed breeding and marketing system and its supply network,
effectively organize cultivation, introduction, dissemination, production and supply of quality
herbage seeds and promote improvement and development of prime pastures.
The a defined proportion of the Development Compensation shall be used to support users of
prime pastures to improve and develop prime pastures using quality herbage seeds.
……
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10. Implementing Rules for Grassland Management of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, promulgated on 4 August 1998 (Extracts)
Article 2 These Implementing Rules apply to all grasslands within Inner Mongolia, including
grasslands in pasturing areas, semi-farming and semi-pasturing areas, farming areas, suburbs and
wooded areas as well as wildlife resources in grasslands. Where any law other requires, such law
shall prevail.
Article 3 Reinforcing protection, management, development and utilization of grasslands is an
important function of the people's government of Inner Mongolia and represents the primary responsibility of executive heads of the peole’s governments at all levels in Inner Mongolia.
……
Article 7 The people’s government at the county (or Qi) level shall confirm the grassland use
right and issue the Certificate of Grassland Use Right for grasslands owned by the whole people.
The people’s government at the county (or Qi) level shall confirm the grassland use right and issue
the Certificate of Grassland Use Right for collective-owned grasslands.
……
Article 8 None of the following activities shall be carried out in any grassland where the ownership or right to use the grassland is disputed before the dispute is resolved:
(1)

Immigration;

(2) Building enclosure pastures, livestock sheds, grazing points and other production or living
facilities or permanent buildings;
(3) Destroying existing production or living facilities, or interfering with production or life or
others;
(4)

Any other activity that is likely to sharpen contradictions.

Article 9 Grasslands owned by the whole people or collective-owned grasslands may be contracted by entities or individuals for livestock production, subject to the conclusion of a grassland
contract between the grassland owner or use between the contractor that confirms the contracted
grassland use right.
Article 10 The contracted grassland use right may be subcontracted or transferred in accordance
with laws.
Subcontracting or transferring the contracted grassland use right to any entity or individual beyond
Inner Mongolia shall be subject to approval by the people’s government at or above the county (or
Qi) level.
Article 11 Contracting, subcontracting and transfer of grasslands shall be subject to the Regulations on Farming and Animal Husbandry Contracts of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.
Article 12 The people’s governments at all levels in Inner Mongolia shall make a comprehensive
survey of grasslands within their respective administrative division, develop an overall plan, exert
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strict protection management and reasonable utilization, develop grasslands in a planned way and
safeguard ecological balance and sustainable use of grasslands.
Article 13 The people’s government at the county (or Qi) level shall prescribe the appropriate
livestock carrying capacity of each grassland within its administrative division in line with the
type of grassland and the specific year.
Grassland users shall regularly examine grasslands to determine the annual livestock production
and year-end stock for year each under the principle of grass-based livestock production and
grass-livestock balance.
In the case of grazing in excess of the livestock carrying capacity, deterioration or desertification
of a grassland, the animal husbandry administration department at the county (or Qi) level shall
order the grassland user to restore vegetation by rotational grazing, enclosing, growing artificial
grass and building enclosed pastures, among others.
Article 14 The grassland development reserve system is applied. Grassland users who use the
grassland in excess of its livestock carrying capacity shall pay the grassland development reserve.
If the grassland user invests in grassland development or achieves grass-livestock balance, the reserve will be refunded. Specific rules on the grassland development reserve will be separately laid
down.
Article 15 The outcomes of grassland development will be legally protected and may be inherited
or transferred. No entity or individual may seize or destroy the outcomes of grassland development on any account or in any manner.
Article 16 Where a collective-owned grassland or a grassland owned by the whole people is requisitioned for state-run projects, a signed opinion of the animal husbandry administration department at or above the county (or Qi) level shall be obtained when the land use formalities are
gone through in accordance with laws.
……
Article 21 Temporary requisition of grassland for state-run projects shall be approved in accordance with laws and subject to the conclusion of an agreement between the grassland owner or
user and the requisitioning party. The requisitioning party shall pay an annual compensation for
each year that equals the sum of the average annual livestock value and annual output value of
economic plants for the five years before requisition. The grassland shall be returned upon expiration of the requisition term, and vegetation shall be restored.
Permanent buildings or structures shall be prohibited in grassland temporarily requisitioned.
Article 22 At least 70% of the compensation and relocation subsidies for grasslands requisitioned
by the State, excluding the compensation for personal attachments to the requisitioned grassland
that will be paid to the owner of such attachments, shall be used by the owner of the requisitioned
grassland to finance grassland development, with the remaining to be allocated for employment of
surplus labor caused by such requisition and for living subsidies to unemployed persons. Such
compensation and relocation subsidies shall not be used for any other purpose other than set forth
above, nor misappropriated by any entity or individual.
Article 23 Any entity or individual shall be prohibited from reclaiming grasslands illegally.
Where grassland has to be reclaimed under any adjusted land use plan of the State, subject to
availability of irrigation and windbreak, such reclamation shall be signed for by the animal husbandry administration department and the land administration department at or above the county
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(Qi) level, and submitted for approval by the people’s government at the county (or Qi) level
through each level of authority up to the people’s government of Inner Mongolia.
Where the grassland user reclaims a small part of the grassland for the purpose of growing feed
plants, such reclamation shall be subject to planning by the animal husbandry administration department at the county (or Qi) level and to approval in aforesaid procedures. Each household is
generally allowed to reclaim 10 Mu of grassland as maximum for feed planting. Any excess shall
be restored to grassland through planting of perennial grass and deemed illegal reclamation.
Article 24 Where any reclaimed grassland falls under any of the following circumstances, the
people’s government at or above the county (or Qi) level shall order closing of the grassland within a specified time limit, planting of grass and trees and restoration of vegetation:
(1)

failing to building irrigation facilities or windbreak;

(2)

causing desertification, wind erosion or soil erosion; or

(3)

illegal reclamation.

Article 25 Borrowing grassland for grazing or collection of wild plants, exploration, construction,
well drilling, mining, quarrying, sand dredging and animal transit in grassland shall meet the following requirements in addition to relevant laws and regulations:
(1)

Consent shall be obtained from the grassland owner or user;

(2)
The Temporary Work Permit shall be obtained from the animal husbandry administration
department at or above the county (or Qi) level, except for borrowing grassland for grazing and
animal transit;
(3)

Executing work at designated time and place using permitted tools;

(4)
Taking protective measures grassland vegetation, protecting production and living facilities
for animal husbandry; and
(5)

Paying grassland maintenance fee as required by Inner Mongolia.

The grassland maintenance fee shall be centrally collected by the animal husbandry administration
department at the county (or Qi) level for grassland development, and shall not be used for any
other purpose.
……

11. Implementing Guidelines on Reinforcing Wild Heritage Conservation of
Xilin Gol League, issued on 15 September 2003 (Full Text)
These Implementing Guidelines are formulated in line with local conditions of the league for the
purposes of implementing the Heritage Conservation Law of the People’s Republic of China (the
“Heritage Conservation Law”) and the Regulations for the Implementation of the Heritage Conservation Law of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter the “Regulations”) and reinforcing
heritage conservation in the league.
I. Attain a full understanding of the necessity and urgency of wild heritage conservation
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With a long history and abundant heritage resources, the league has discovered over 300 immovable heritage sites within its territory, of which 2 sites are key officially protected sites at the national level, 9 sites are key officially protected sites at the autonomous region level, and 35 key
officially protected sites at the county (or Qi) level. In recent years, heritage administration departments at all levels have launched regional heritage-related crime crackdown programs and
sternly punished offenders that destroyed heritage sites in cooperation with public security as well
as industrial and commercial administration authorities, backed by supports from the community
and under the principle of combining prevention and punishment. These efforts have effectively
enhanced heritage conservation and contributed to conservation of the State’s heritage. However,
heritage destruction and ransacking have not been effectively contained due to the huge size of the
league as well as the large number and broad distribution of heritage sites, worsened by outdated
heritage investigation and the community’s poor awareness of heritage conservation, which have
caused great losses to heritage conservation and social undertakings of the league. Wild heritage
conservation is a mandatory obligation of the governments and departments at all levels and all
citizens. Governments and departments at all levels shall fully understand the significance and
urgency of heritage conservation, perform the legal responsibility for local heritage conservation,
increase their sense of responsibility and mission in respect of heritage conservation, comply with
the heritage conservation principles of “focus on conservation, rescue first, reasonable utilization
and reinforced management”, put heritage conservation on the priority agenda, improve organizational structure, enhance leadership, reinforce heritage conservation and ensure compliance with
heritage conservation principles and policies.
II. Enhance education and dissemination of the Heritage Conservation Law, further increase
the sense of heritage conservation among officials and the larger public
Adequate education and dissemination of the Heritage Conservation Law is an essential precondition to effective heritage conservation. Cultural administration departments at all levels and relevant law enforcement departments shall further reinforce education and dissemination of the Heritage Conservation Law, effectively increase the sense of heritage conservation among officials
and the large public and embed compliance with laws, regulations and policies of the State and the
autonomous region into the day-to-day activity of people. First, the Heritage Conservation Handbook of Xilin Gol League is developed to disseminate heritage conservation laws and regulations
of the State and the autonomous region, provide an introduction to the overall heritage condition,
history, regional landscape heritage distribution and basic knowledge on heritage conservation and
how to identify and treat heritage resources. Second, the Heritage Conservation Law shall be disseminated on an ongoing, broad-ranging and deep-going basis in various forms including dissemination through such media as radio, televisions, newspapers and publications, production of
heritage conservation education videos, knowledge competition about the Heritage Conservation
Law, dispatch of the mobile loudspeakers for dissemination of the Heritage Conservation Law and
circulation of booklets on heritage conservation. Third, heritage exhibitions shall be organized and
performance shows shall be staged to disseminate the Heritage Conservation on the International
Museum Day May 18 and increase the dissemination extent of the Heritage Conservation Law.
Fourth, the Heritage Conservation Law and the Regulations shall be included in the local Fourth
Five-year Plan for Law Dissemination and designated as a mandatory element of work on law
dissemination, thereby creating a favorable atmosphere of law-based conservation, management,
development and utilization.
III. Enhance leadership, assign responsibilities and implement the heritage safety responsibility and accountability systems
Governments at all levels shall develop plans for heritage safety protection and regulatory documents for heritage safety and adopt a legal, disciplined and scientific approach to management of
heritage safety. A dual management system combining centralization and decentralization shall be
established for wild heritage safety management. The wild heritage safety responsibility system
shall be implemented based on combined centralization and decentralization. The government or
heritage conservation department at each level shall sign the heritage conservation responsibility
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agreement to clearly assign responsibilities and tasks. Local governments and departments shall
strictly implement the heritage safety responsibility and accounting systems, and break heritage
safety responsibilities down to each level and to each position and employee. In particular, the
responsibility shall be assigned to each heritage conservation administrator hired at the village or
Gacha level. Strict assessment and incentive measures shall be developed to introduce quantitative
and specific assessment indicators. Awards or punishments shall be given at the end of each year,
as the case may be. When the responsibility for wild heritage safety is assigned, accountability
shall be emphasized. In the case of any negligence, misconduct or any other failure to perform the
responsibility for heritage safety management that has resulted in serious incidents concerning
heritage safety, disciplinary actions shall be taken against the organizational head, the supervisor
and the person directly liable; if any crime is constituted, their criminal liability shall be pursued.
In addition, a heritage safety reporting system shall be put in place. By the fifth day of each month,
a report on heritage safety shall be presented from villages to towns (or Sumu), from towns (or
Sumu) to the government (or management commission) at the county (or Qi) or city or district
level, and from the government (or management commission) at the county (or Qi) or city or district level to the league Administrative Office, and a report on heritage report shall be presented
from the cultural centers at the town (or Sumu) level to the heritage administration office at the
county (or Qi) or city or district level, from the heritage administration office at the county (or Qi)
or city or district level to the heritage administration office at the league level, and from the heritage administration office at the league level to the culture and sports bureau of the league. Zero
incident reporting shall be made if no heritage safety incidents have occurred. Local governments and relevant departments shall put in place the reporting hotline, involve the public in heritage conservation and immediately report any tomb robbery and any other destructive activity
against heritage sites.
VI. Strengthen collaboration and seek close cooperation to make joint efforts
Governments at all levels shall effectively organize relevant departments, including those charged
with heritage conservation, public security, industrial and commercial administration, land administration and grassland supervision, to carry out the work on heritage conservation proactively,
study and understand the trends and characteristics of heritage-related crimes, launch special
crackdown programs at appropriate times, involve the larger public in heritage conservation, and
gradually create a full-dimensional network of wild heritage conservation. Heritage administration
departments shall effectively carry out general heritage investigations and gain a full picture of
immovable heritage resources across the league, thereby providing a basis for effective heritage
conservation. Joint meetings on heritage-related crime crackdown shall be held that involve departments charged with public security, industrial and commercial administration, land administration and grassland supervision, so as to gradually improve the inter-functional coordination mechanism, strengthen collaboration, take coordinated actions, make timely communication, investigate and punish heritage-related violations promptly and forcefully crack down on heritage-related
violations.
Public security departments shall include heritage safety in their comprehensive security crackdown programs and focus police force on fighting heritage-related crimes. The advantages of
community-based prevention shall be fully utilized to involve community security organizations in
heritage conservation.
Industrial and commercial administration departments shall effectively regulate the heritage markets, reinforce day-to-day management of heritage markets, boost management of resale markets
in particular, exert strict control over heritage market access, prevent trading in heritage resources,
especially those from robbed tombs, and communicate with heritage and public security departments on a timely basis.
Land and grassland supervision departments shall immediately report on underground heritage
resources discovered during their oversight of quarrying, sand dredging, soil excavation and
grassland destruction, take proper temporary protective measures and shall not allow destruction
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of underground heritage resources in their presence. Particular attention shall be paid to preventing
destruction or robbery of heritage sites, including ancient tombs, and any such activity shall be
immediately reported upon discovery.
V. Improve organizational structure, strengthen team staffing and increase investment to
ensure efficient heritage conservation
Local governments shall further improve the organizational structure, extensively attract competent people with expertise in and passion for heritage conservation, boost skill training, improve
professional competencies of workers, strengthen work, increase the range of detection and survey,
discover wild heritage resources promptly and take timely and effective conservation actions.
Officials at all levels shall always adhere to the principle of “everything relating to heritage is important”, place great emphasis on heritage safety, fully implement the Circular of the State Council
on Strengthening and Improving Heritage Conservation and the Notice on Further Implementation
of the Inclusion of Heritage Conservation in the “Five Inclusions” jointly issued by seven ministries and commissions, including the Ministry of Culture. Heritage conservation shall be effectively included in the local economic and social development plan, the urban and rural development plan, the public finance budget, the structural reform and the responsibility system for officials at all levels. In addition, the public finance budget shall allocate an increasing portion of
funds to heritage conservation over years. Inclusion of heritage conservation in the “Five Inclusions” program shall be designated as an element of the year-end performance assessment objectives of governments at all levels. A reporting incentive system shall be established to use part of
the heritage conservation funds to reward those reporting heritage-related violations, so as to fully
involve the public in heritage conservation and ensure effective heritage conservation within the
region or department.

12.Regulations of Zhenglan Qi for Heritage Conservation, promulgated on 20
December 1990 (Extracts)
Article 4 The people’s government of Zhenglan Qi (hereinafter the “Qi”) shall be responsible
for heritage conservation within its administrative division, reinforcing leadership of the work on
heritage conservation and stopping any destructive activity against heritage.
Article 5 The cultural administration department of the Qi shall oversee heritage conservation
within its administration division and strengthen education and pubic programs on heritage conservation.
Article 6 The Qi is among priority Qis in terms of heritage conservation. In accordance with
Article 7, Chapter 2 of the Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on Heritage Conservation, the Zhenglan Qi Heritage Conservation Management Committee comprising relevant
departments are established to coordinate major issues arising in heritage conservation management under the leadership of the people’s government of the Qi. The heritage conservation management offices shall be responsible for day-to-day work on heritage conservation.
Article 7
A heritage conservation leadership group composed of three to five members shall be
set up in the Sumu(village or farm) where key officially protected entities are located and a fulltime or part-time administrator shall be appointed to conduct frequent field examination and take
timely measures against any problem detected and report the same to the cultural administration
development of the Qi. All entities, organizations and individuals shall be obligated to conserving
heritage.
Article 8 In accordance with Article 9, Chapter II of the Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on Heritage Conservation, which provides that heritage conservation funds shall
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be included in the public finance budget at each level of Inner Mongolia and shall not be used for
any purpose other than heritage conservation, the Qi includes heritage conservation funds in its
public finance budget to ensure adequate energy conservation.
……
Article 12 Any activity that may endangers heritage safety shall be prohibited within the extent
of officially protected entities, such as storing flammables and explosives, blasting, felling valuable or ancient trees, removing trees and reclaiming wasteland, digging wells and constructing
vaults. Mowing and hunting shall be prohibited within the extent of officially protected entities.
Article 13 In accordance with Article 13, Chapter III of the Regulations of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on Heritage Conservation, the government of the Qi orders residents within the
site of Ming Dynasty Upper Capital to move out within a specified time limit. Any new building
or structure shall be prohibited within the officially protected entity.
Article 14 In accordance with the Article 15, Chapter III of the Regulations of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region on Heritage Conservation, which provides that renovation, maintenance and
relocation of officially protected entities shall be carried out without any change of the original
condition of heritage sites and subject to approval by the cultural administration department at the
corresponding level, the cultural administration department of the Qi applies centralized conservation management to part of the heritage within key officially protected entities, such as stone tablets and stone statuary, and erect official plaques locally.
……
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13. Regulations on the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu
in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region , promulgated on 18 November
2010(Full text)
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Chapter One General Provisions
Article 1 In order to strengthen the conservation and management of the Site of Xanadu, the
regulations herein are enacted based on relevant laws, rules and regulations, including Law of the
People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics; Regulations on the Protection of
Cultural Relics in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.
Article 2 The regulations herein shall be implemented for the conservation and management of
the Site of Xanadu and its surroundings.
Article 3 The conservation and management of the Site of Xanadu shall observe the principles
of “giving priority to the protection of cultural relics, attaching primary importance to their rescue,
making rational use of them and tightening control over them” so as to ensure the authenticity and
integrity of the site.
Article 4 The departments of culture, public security, construction, land and resources, environmental protection, transportation, water conservancy, agriculture and animal husbandry , forestry,
electric power, communication, industry and commerce, and taxation of Xilingol League, Zhenglan Banner, Duolun County, and the People’s Government of Sumuxiang Town (location of the
site), shall arrange for the establishment of the Office for the Conservation and Management of the
Site of Xanadu, and shall fulfill their tasks to protect cultural heritage as mandated by law, and
actively cooperate with the office of conservation and management on the Site.
Article 5 Citizens, business owner and other entities shall be encouraged to support the conservation of the Site of Xanadu.
Article 6 Special plans for site conservation as performed by the Administrative Office of Xilingol
League, the People’s Governments of Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County, shall conform to the requirements of the Regulations elaborated herein. If any revision is required, it shall be agreed upon
by the Office of the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu and approved by the
original approving authority.
Chapter Two Conservation and Management
Article 7 The Site of Xanadu consists of the property zone and the buffer zone delimited in the
Conservation and Management Plan of the Site of Xanadu.
Article 8 Elements that are fully under the protection of the Site of Xanadu include the immovable
cultural relics within the property zone such as the Site of Xanadu Ancient City, Site of Tiefan’gan
Canal, the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot, and the prairie landscape, Mongolian residents’ Oboos and cultural heritages related to traditional Mongolian worship rituals within the
property zone and buffer zone.
Article 9 Conservation and Management Plan of the Site of Xanadu implements classification-based protection based on the attributes of the components of the property and its setting. The
requirements and highlights of protection are as follows:
1. As to the Site of Xanadu Ancient City, which is a State Priority Protected Site within the property zone and classified as an archaeological site among the immovable cultural relics, the protective and administrative measures of the Conservation Master Plan of the Site of Xanadu, a State
Priority Protected Site shall be undertaken according to the provisions of Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics and Regulations for the Implementation of the
Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics.
2. The prairie landscape within the property zone and buffer zone is a natural landscape and shall
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be protected and administered according to relevant national laws and regulations concerning
ecological and environmental protection.
3. The Oboos and worship rituals of the Mongolians within the property zone and buffer zone are
categorized as cultural landscape which organically evolved within their environment, and shall be
protected and administered on the principle of protecting the cultural diversity of world cultural
heritage.
Article 10 The area of protection, the area for the control of construction and administrative provisions for the Site of Xanadu (including the Palace City, Imperial City, Outer City, East Neighbourhood, South Neighbourhood, West Neighbourhood, North Neighbourhood, Tiefan’gan Canal,
and other sites), the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and the Tombs of Modot shall be announced based on
the requirements of the Conservation Master Plan of the Site of Xanadu, a State Priority Protected
Site.
Article 11 Protective and administrative measures shall be implemented for the prairie landscape's
heritage elements, as specifically required by Conservation Plan for the Eco-system and Unique
Landscape of the Site of Xanadu, so as to demarcate the area of protection for those mountains
and waters, marsh, steppe and meadows, and to specify the landscapes and local plants which need
to be protected, and to draw up and implement concrete measures for ecological environment protection.
Article 12 Protective and administrative measures shall be implemented for the Oboos and traditional Mongolian worship rituals required by the Conservation and Management Plan of the Site
of Xanadu. The Oboos shall be protected and administered as immovable cultural relics and the
procedures and activities of worship rituals shall be passed on as intangible cultural heritage, including the sports events such as wrestling, horse-racing and archery, Urtiin Duu - Traditional
Folk Long Tune, Mongolian art of singing: Khoomei, folk songs, clothing and language.
Article 13 Any construction that would threaten the safety of the site, damage the landscape or
pollute the environment are prohibited within the property zone and buffer zone of the Site of Xanadu. All construction projects and installation of facilities shall be strictly restricted within the
area of protection of the Site of Xanadu.
Article 14 No operations such as blasting, drilling and digging can be conducted within the area of
protection of the Site of Xanadu without approval. Any activities that may destroy or damage the
cultural relics or endanger the site shall be prohibited; removal, dismantlement, damage or deterioration of the protective facilities shall be forbidden; any activities that would damage the topography such as removing earth or sand, opening a kiln, digging pools and building tombs, shall be
prohibited; production activities that would cause environmental pollution such as industrial dust,
waste gas, waste residue, waste water, and noise, shall be prohibited.
Any archaeological investigations, explorations and excavations as well as relevant scientific and
research projects within the area of protection shall be submitted for approval according to the
provision of the Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics, and
documented in the Office of the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu. Without
approval, no entity or individual shall undertake archaeological investigations, explorations or
excavations, nor scientific and research activities within the Site of Xanadu.
Filming, TV series shooting, professional video recording or professional photography related to
cultural relics within the area of protection, shall be undertaken only with the documents of legal
approval and under the supervision of the site management personnel.
Article 15 All construction projects (including farmhouses, infrastructure and other alterations,
expansions and addition projects) within the property zone of the Site of Xanadu, i.e. the area of
protection and the area for the control of construction of the Site of Xanadu as a State Priority
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Protected Site, shall conform to the requirements of the Conservation Master Plan of the Site of
Xanadu, a State Priority Protected Site, and fit with the landscape of the site in terms of size, scale
and color and other specifications.
Article 16 Other construction projects within the buffer zone of the Site of Xanadu shall abide by
the requirements of the Conservation and Management Plan of the Site of Xanadu, ensure the
safety and integrity of the site and its setting, and maintain a harmonious visual space, as well as
the characteristics of prairie environment.
Chapter Three Functions and Division of Work
Article 17 The Administrative Office of Xilingol League, the People’s Governments of Zhenglan
Qi, Duolun County and Sumuxiang Town (location of the site) shall conserve the ecological environment, and supervise and administer pollution prevention and treatment within the property
zone and buffer zone, and protect the natural ecological environment and characteristic prairie
landscape of the Site of Xanadu.
Article 18 According to the Regulations on the Monitoring and Inspection of World Cultural Heritage in China, a three-tier monitoring system shall be adopted for the Site of Xanadu at the national, autonomous region and the world cultural heritage site level, and a two-tier inspection system at the national and autonomous region level. The monitoring includes routine monitoring, periodic monitoring and reactive monitoring; the inspection includes scheduled and unscheduled
inspections.
The Office of the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu shall improve the routine
monitoring for heritage elements of the Site. The office is encouraged to apply advanced scientific
technologies, and conduct monitoring on the basis of multidisciplinary and multi-department cooperation. It shall establish and properly store archival records and files, and report routine monitoring to the related authorities of the autonomous region for the record.
Article 19 The office for the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu shall draft
emergency response plans, and take measures in case of any emergency threatening the safety of
the Site or any potential threats, and report to the related authority in the autonomous region, as
well as to the Administrative Office of Xilingol League, the People’s Governments Zhenglan Qi
and Duolun County.
Article 20 The office of the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu shall actively
interpret, present and promote the outstanding universal value of the Site, to raise the public’s understanding about the values of cultural heritage, their respect for cultural heritage and their
awareness of its conservation.
For the interpretation and presentation of the outstanding universal value of the Site, these principles shall be followed: easily accessed and understood, evidence-based, value- maintained, authenticity-ensured, sustainability-maintained, promoting inclusion and extensiveness based on
continued research and training.
Interpretation facilities of the Site shall conform to the requirements of the Conservation and
Management Plan of the Site of Xanadu and be in harmony with the historic and cultural attributes
of the world cultural heritage.
Article 21 Providing services in the property zone and buffer zone of the Site shall be open, just
and fair, and give priority to public interests, and protect the rights and interests of local people.
Relevant certificates shall be issued by departments of industry and commerce, taxation, tourism,
health, and other relevant authorities to the business outlets and stands within the property zone
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and buffer zone of the Site upon the approval of the Office of the Conservation and Management
of the Site of Xanadu.
Operators within the property zone and buffer zone of the Site shall operate within their designated venues and scope, and shall not change location nor change their business scope without approval.
Article 22 The Office of the Conservation and Management of the Site of Xanadu shall strictly
control the carrying capacity of the environment and the number of tourists in accordance with the
Conservation and Management Plan of Site of Xanadu and its Setting.
Chapter Four Awards and Punishment
Article 23 Any entity or individual shall be commended and granted awards for any of the following acts:
1. Strictly observing national laws and regulations concerning cultural heritage and making great
contributions to the conversation of the Site of Xanadu;
2. Resolutely combating criminals for the protection of the Site of Xanadu;
3. Timely reporting or submission of the cultural relics of the Site upon discovery so as to bring
them under protection
4. Making great scientific and technological achievements in or great contributions to the conservation, construction or management of the Site;
5. Making contributions to rescuing cultural relics when they face the risk of damage;
6. Prominent achievements during the long-term conservation and management of the Site.
Article 24 Any of the following acts constitutes a crime, and the perpetrator shall be held accountable for criminal responsibility:
1. Covert excavation of the Site of Xanadu without permission;
2. Intentional damage or damage caused by negligence to the Site of Xanadu;
3. Making profit from the buy and sell of the unearthed cultural relics of the Site, or smuggling the
unearthed cultural relics of the Site;
4. Stealing, looting, private share, or encroachment on the unearthed cultural relics of the Site;
5. Other behaviors that hinder the protection and management of the Site.
Chapter Five Additional Principles
Article 25 The administrative authorities of culture and cultural heritage in the autonomous region
shall be responsible for the interpretation of the Regulations herein.
Article 26 The Regulations herein shall take effect as of the date of promulgation.
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C.2 Other management systems
C.2-1 List of other management systems
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Entity of promulgations

Name
Regulations on the Grassland Management
of Xilingol Qi

Xilingol

Time of
promulgation

content

1999.4.2

Excerpts

2004.2.2

Excerpts

2007.9.14

Excerpts

2010.8.16

Excerpts

League

Administrative
Government Office

Rules for the implementation of balance
between grass and livestock of Xilingol
League (Tentative)

Xilingol

Rules for the implementation of balance
between grass and livestock of Xilingol
League (Tentative) Additional Comments

Xilingol

Measures for the implementation of
periodic grazing ban program of Xilingol
League (Tentative)

Xilingol

League

Administrative
Government Office
League

Administrative
Government Office
League

Administrative
Government Office

5.

Implementation Opinions of Wild Relic
Protection in Zhenglan Qi

People’s
government
Zhenglan Qi

of

2003.11.15

Full text

6.

Notice for Enhancing the Management of
Notice on Enhancing Management of
Immovable Relics within the Zhenglan Qi

People’s
government
Zhenglan Qi

of

2004.2.20

Full text

7.

Provisional Measures for Managing
Authorized Tourism Units in Zhenglan Qi ,

Tourism bureau
of Zhenglan Qi

2007.4.1

Full text

8.

Scheme of Xanadu City Site Relic
Administrative Bureau of Zhenglan Qi for
Relic Collection

Relic Bureau for
Xanadu City Site
of Zhenglan Qi

2009.5.20

Full text

C.2-2 Excerpts of other regulations
1. Regulations on the Grassland Management of Xilingol Qi, Promulgated on
April 2nd, 1999 (Excerpts)
Article 8 As to the collection of wild herbs on the grassland, the collector should submit application for the approval of the pasture owner and pay grassland conservation expense. The collection
can’t be made until the collection permit is granted by Qishi Grassland Supervision Authority.
Article 9 In case of dredging and borrow for the maintenance and curing of the road in the grassland, the maintenance and curing unit should apply to the animal husbandry authority superior to
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league or municipal government and obtain approval from the grassland contracting party. The
operation can be performed in the designated place as per “Temporary Work Permit” approved and
issued by People’s Government superior to league or municipal government.
Article 10 It’s strictly forbidden for any unit and individual to illegally reclaim the grassland.
If it really needs to reclaim little land to grow annual grass and feed or grow perennial grass for
the development of animal husbandry, the following conditions must be satisfied:
(ⅰ) Pasture with appropriate farming conditions
The appropriate farming condition includes fertile soil, established shelter belt, slope less than 15°,
rich water resources that can be developed and used and no orographic and microclimate factors
such as wind erosion, water & soil loss and so on..
(ⅱ) The feed patch reclaimed or annual grass grown by the grassland user can’t be more than
10mu per household. If it’s really necessary to expand growing scale because of limited grassland
area and sharp conflict between feed available and animal demand, it can’t be over 20mu to the
maximum.
(ⅲ) The “ Permit for the construction of artificial grassland” printed by the land and animal
husbandry authorities of the League will define clearly contents such as construction unit (individual), area, geographical position, grass species, review comment and so on. The “Permit for the
construction of artificial grassland” will be awarded by the animal husbandry authority at Qi,
County and City level.
(ⅳ) The procedure of submitting application for approval is handled in accordance with “Rules
for the Implementation of Grassland Management of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region”. It will
be planned by the animal husbandry authority at Qi and city level and submitted to the autonomous region government for approval upon the examination of animal husbandry and land authority
at Qi and City level.
Article 11 The animal husbandry administration superior to Qi and City level is entitled to instruct
those who illegally reclaim the grassland to stop reclamation and restore vegetation. Penalties can
be imposed also. Those who illegally reclaim the grassland with the area of less than 50mu will be
fined RMB 100~50 per mu. Those who illegally reclaim the grassland with the area of more than
50mu will be fined RMB 500~1000 per mu.
Article 12 If the illegal cutting, excavating and collecting of sand binding plants and other wild
plants or borrow has caused damage to the grassland vegetation, Sumu People’s Government or
animal husbandry authority superior to Qi and City level has the right to stop and instruct them to
recover vegetation and compensate for the damage. A fine of RMB 200~2,000 per mu can be imposed on the offenders depending on the damaged grassland. The offenders will be fined RMB
200 per mu in the yellow grass collection area, RMB 500 per mu in the Nostoc flagelliforme collection area, RMB 800 per mu in the herb collection area and RMB 800~2,000 in the illegal borrow area. The case less than 1mu will be calculated by 1mu.

2. Rules for the implementation of balance between grass and livestock of Xilingol League (Tentative), Promulgated on Febrary 2nd, 2004 (Excerpts)
Article 3 The balance between grass and livestock referred to in this rule means maintaining the
dynamic balance between the amount of forge and feed provided through the improvement of natC-33
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ural pasture productivity and other ways and the amount of forge and feed needed to raised livestock in certain area and time so as to maintain the virtuous cycle of the ecological system of the
grassland.
……
Article 8 The verification of balance between grass and livestock is conducted on pasture owner
or unit with the right to use pasture. The verification of balance between grass and livestock of
uncontracted flexible pasture is conducted on pasture owner or unit with the right to use pasture.
Article 9 In the verification of balance between grass and livestock, the calculation of the existing
livestock amount is subject to the census data for the calendar year from the statistics authority.
Article 10 In the verification of balance between grass and livestock, the determination of the
pasture area is subject to the data specified in the Grassland Use Permit and Permit of Pasture
Contracting and Operating Right.
……
Article 16 By the late September of every year, grassland supervision authority at Qi, County ,
City (District) level and Sumu Town Government will sign Letter of Responsibility about the balance between the grassland and livestock. It mainly includes:
(ⅰ) Serial number, name of the pasture contractor, Gacha name, Sumu Town, Qi, County and
City (District);
(ⅱ)Area, type, class and suitable grazing capacity of the natural pasture;
(ⅲ)The area and yield of the artificial pasture and high-yield forage base;
(ⅳ) Amount of the fine feed, straw and old grass;
(ⅴ)Total of the suitable grazing capacity;
(ⅵ)Livestock species, amount and number of sheep equivalent unit for calendar year;
(ⅶ) Overloaded sheep unit number
（ⅷ）Measures for the balance between grass and livestock: the grassland contractor strengthens
grassland protection and construction and takes effective measures to improve the yield per unit of
artificial grassland and high-yield forage land; region with favorable conditions can expand the
planting area of artificial pasture in the high-yield forage land and increase grass storage to
achieve the balance between grass and livestock on the basis of ensuring yield per unit; meanwhile,
improve individual value, optimize livestock structure, transform the mode of production and operation and reduce the amount of livestock through the improvement of livestock varieties.
(ⅸ)The responsibilities of balance between grass and livestock of both parties: Supervision Authority at Qi, County and City (District) level and Sumu Town Government supervise the work of
balance between grass and livestock conducted by the pasture contractor in the administrative region and guide the party concerned to take measures for the balance of grass and livestock; grassland contractor has to actively take measures for the balance of grass and livestock in strict accordance with what is agreed in the letter of responsibility to limit the amount of raised livestock to
the verified grazing capacity and ensure the stability and improvement of the grassland grazing
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capacity.
(ⅹ)Other matters concerning the balance between grass and livestock: the operator has to store
enough forage grass for livestock to survive the winter, employ stabling and semi-stabling, actively implement suspended grazing in spring to utilize pasture reasonably; operator with favorable
conditions can improve the pasture utilization rate through grazing ban and rotational grazing.
……
Article 20 People’s government at all levels should prioritize the arrangement of ecological construction project and husbandry construction project for herdsmen who achieve the balance between grass and livestock through the implementation of stabling & semi-stabling and grazing ban
&rotational grazing, grass growth to raise livestock as well as the improvement of livestock variety and quality, acceleration of the turnover of herd and increase of grass and livestock.
Herdsmen with complete stable breeding will not be limited in terms of feeding size.
Article 21 People’s Government at all levels will commend and encourage grassland contractor,
grassland owner and pasture user who actively perform pasture protection and construction, transform the production and operation manner of husbandry, implement stabling and semi-stabling,
grazing ban, suspended grazing and rotational grazing to achieve the balance between grass and
livestock as well as unit and individual who has made remarkable achievements in the balance
management of grass and livestock.
3. Rules for the implementation of balance between grass and livestock of Xilingol League
(Tentative) Additional Comments, Promulgated on September 14th, 2007 (Excerpts)
Article 1 The balance system of grass and livestock is defined as preparing enough forage in autumn and winter, implementing suspended grazing or rotational grazing in spring and summer,
vigorously promoting the production and operation mode of lamb delivery in winter, early slaughter and fast turnover based on the reasonable specification of grazing capacity in warm season.
Article 2 People’s Government (Administration) at Qi, County, City (District) level and Sumu
Town Government is the subject of liability for the implementation of balance system of grass and
livestock in the area under jurisdiction. Chaga Committee is the subject of implementation of the
balance system of grass and livestock. The grassland supervisory authority is the subject of supervision for the implementation of balance system of grass and livestock.
……
Article 5 Livestock inventory method of balance between grass and livestock
(ⅰ) Implement herdsman self-declaration system. In the latter half of every June and December,
herdsman submits the self-declaration to Gacha Committee and signs letter of responsibility for
the balance of grass and livestock in which Party A is Gacha Committee, Party B is grassland contractor and the supervisor is Sumu Town Government and grassland supervisory authority.
(ⅱ) Implement sampling system by government at Qi and County level. In late June and December every year, the sampling and verification will be conducted by People’s Government
(Administration) at Qi, County, City (District) level in combination with husbandry year and livestock census calendar year. The sampling result will be served as the main basis for the performance assessment and integration of project fund. The sampling will be performed no less than 3
times every year and the sampling rate should be more than 30%. The sampling expense should be
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listed in the fiscal budget of People’s Government at Qi, County, City and District level.
(ⅲ) Implement the system of social supervision and reporting. All units and individuals have the
right to report for the deceptive conduct in the statistics and reporting of livestock. Corresponding
authority can impose penalty on offenders in accordance with related laws and regulations. Grassland supervisory authorities at all levels have report hotline. 30% of the overloading penalty will
be served as report bonus to reward the informer. 70% of the overload penalty will be returned to
grassland supervisory authority as the expense for supervision, management and conservation.
4.Measures for the implementation of periodic grazing ban program of Xilingol League
(Tentative), Promulgated on August 16th, 2010 (Excerpts)
Article 2 The periodic grazing ban refers to the implementation of periodic grazing ban on the
grassland with degraded pastoral area and desertification (One phase consists of 5 years). The
country takes the policies and measures to subsidize herdsmen with certain fund allowance.
Herdsmen in the area implementing periodic grazing ban program area can either live and work in
where they are or transfer to the city and town, the Secondary Industry and Third Industry for employment. During the implementation of periodic grazing ban, herdsmen are allowed to keep small
amount of livestock for own consumption so as to reduce pasture pressure. Achieve the goal of
clear restoration of grassland ecology, steady population transfer in the pastoral area, gradual
transformation of husbandry development mode and increasing herdsman’s income through the
self-repair ability of the nature and herdsman’s principal role.
Article 3 Implementation principles
(ⅰ) Grazing ban principle in the contracted pasture. Pasture with periodic grazing ban has to be
contracted to households. The collective pasture uncontracted to households can’t be listed in the
program area.
(ⅱ) The principle of direct benefit. The subsidy object has to be herdsman. Confirm the population enjoying subsidy by the verification method of “Three minus and three minus”. The specific
calculation method is as follow: population enjoying subsidy= the registered population in the
Gacha when contracting the pasture-deaths-population working for administrative institutions population married off + new birth + number of undergraduates who changes domicile + population married into the pasture.
(ⅲ)The principle of concentrated and patch promotion. The program arrangement takes Gacha
as the basic implementation unit and employs concentrated and patch promotion so as to avoid
scattered distribution. The program promotion has to put herdsman’s principal role into full play
and give prominence to the independent implementation and management of Gacha.
(ⅳ) The principle of limited breeding. The program area has to strictly control the number of
livestock. The livestock for own consumption per household should be limited to 25 sheep units (5
large livestock). Considering the actual condition of program implementation this year, the grazing
ban area has to slaughter livestock rather than those for own consumption by the late September as
required.
(ⅴ) Implement the principle of subsidy to households. In the principle of convenience, it can
either transfer the subsidy directly to headsman’s account by referring to the method of
“all-purpose card” or pay in cash according to herdsman’s will.
Article 4 Compensation standard
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In principle, the pasture in the program area should be continuously subsidized for 5 years according to the standard of RMB 5/mu·year and every herdsman in the program area will be compensated for RMB 3,000~5,000 per year. Specific measures: pasture area per capita less than
600mu will be subsidized by RMB 3,000 per year; pasture area per capita between 600mu to
1,000mu will be subsidized according to actual area (subsidized by RMB 5 mu/year); pasture area
per capita more than 1,000mu will be subsidized by RMB 5,000 per year.
……
Article 9 Grazing ban leading organization and grass-root management & conservation team at
three levels are set up in Gacha, Sumu and Qi & City Town to implement responsible zone and
responsible person, perform patrol inspection as well as seriously investigate and punish the case
against laws and regulations. The grassland supervisors and forestry policemen at Qi and City level are responsible for the formulation of specific management and conservation program and
strengthen the supervision and check. Make public the hotline for supervision and report and form
the composite force of law-enforcement supervision, social supervision, supervision by the public
and supervision by the public opinion.
Article 10 Grassland supervision authority at Qi and City level is responsible for the monitoring
on grass growth, regular monitoring on pastures as well as submitting quarter result to the superior
authority.

5. Implementation Opinions of Wild Relic Protection in Zhenglan Qi, Promulgated on November 15th, 2003 (Full Text)
In accordance with the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics (hereafter
referred to as “Law of Cultural Relics”) and the Regulations for the Implementation of the Law of
the People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics (hereafter referred to as “Implementation Regulations), in order to enhance the relic protection in our Zhenglan Qi and to fight
against all harms done to cultural relics, these implementation opinions are enacted on the basis of
the local situations.
1. Develop a full awareness of the necessity and urgency of protection of wild cultural relics
Thanks to the long history, there are abundant cultural relics in Zhenglan Qi. In all, 20 immovable
cultural relics were in the site of Xanadu City, among which there are one key protected entities at
the national level, three key protected entities at the autonomous region level (with two under inscription) and sixteen key protected entities at the county level (for most of which necessary materials are being collected and relevant surveys are being conducted). The area of Zhenglan Qi used
to occupied by nomadic people and its history can date back to about 5,000 years ago. These years,
the local cultural administration, in cooperation with the police and the industry and commerce
administration, has launched a campaign, with increasing intensity, for prevention and punishment
of crimes of cultural relic damage. These efforts have been paid off and the crimes of cultural relics have been reduced. However, the crimes are not totally abolished, which great harms the local cultural relics as well as public interest. This problem is partly attributed to the wide area of the
Zhenglan Qi and weak public awareness of relic protection and partly to the fact that the enough
first-hand materials were not available with insufficient surveys. It is imperative that governments at all levels, all administrative organizations and all citizens should protect the wild relics.
The government and various administrative departments should have a full awareness of the importance and urgency of cultural relic protection and enhance the sense of responsibility and mission. Under the guiding principle of “protection as the major task, rescue first, reasonable exploitation and improved management”, the local authority should make the cultural relic protection on
top of their agenda. Complete organization should be established. The authority must exercise
strong leadership and assign tasks to specific persons. The cultural relic protection should be enC-37
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hanced and relevant polices should be fully carried out.
2. Enhance the publicity of cultural relic protection laws and increase public awareness
Giving full publicity to the Law of Cultural Relics is the first step for satisfactory protection of
cultural relics. The relic administration and relevant law-enforcing departments should make effort
to publicize the Law of Cultural Relics so as to enhance the public awareness of relic protection so
as to enhance the public awareness of relic protection and to make people act automatically according to the laws, regulations and policies. Firstly, brochures to publicize the relic protection of
the Zhenglan Qi will be produced to make the relic protection laws and regulations reach more
people. The brochures will cover overview of the relics in the Zhenglan Qi as well as other parts
of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, the history, local features, distribution and protection
and basic knowledge on how to define and deal with relics. Secondly, broadcast, television and
feature programs will be made; contests on knowledge of relic protection will be held out; relic
protection mobile publicity van will be sent out; also, materials to spread knowledge of relic protection will be distributed. These diverse means will help the relic protection law to reach a wider
people. Thirdly, on May 18th, the International Museum Day, there will be diverse relic exhibition
and artistic performances for the publicity of the Law of Cultural Relics. Fourthly, the Law of
Cultural Relics and the Implementation Regulations will be made part of the “April 5th” law publicity program and create a good atmosphere for protecting, managing and developing cultural
relics according to the laws and regulations.
3. Enhance leadership, clarify responsibilities and promote relic security responsibility system and accountability system
The authorities at various levels should make plans to ensure securities of wild relics, formulate
standards for wild relic protections, make relic protection an essential index in judging their performance and make updated reports to the superior government. In this way, the management of
wild relic security will be more law-oriented, standardized and scientific. Two-path management
system should be established for wild relic security protection. Also, the lower government will be
held responsible for relic protection for the upper government and so it is with relic protecton authorititives at various levels. In this way, the government and relic protection authority will be assigned clear responsibilities in relic protection. The relic security system and accountability system should be followed strictly. The responsibilities of relic protection will be distributed at various levels. In particular, for relic protection personnel for the pastures and villages in the areas
under protection, strict, quantified and detailed evaluation system should be established; there will
be punishments and rewarding, which will be realized at the end of each year. Accountability system will be enhanced in wild relic protection. People in charge who failed to shoulder their responsibilities and cause harm to wild relics will be punished according to the laws and regulations.
In the meantime, relic security reporting system will be set up. Before 5th of every month, reports
about the security conditions of relics will be reported vertically from lower to upper administrative division, whether there be any accidents to the relics or not. There should be informants’ hotlines in all the regions and departments so that the mass can play an active role against any crimes
against ancient tombs and relics.
4. Promote cooperation and coordination
The authorities should enhance cooperation with relic, public security, industry and commerce, land resource and prairie monitoring departments in protecting relic, conducting research
on regularities and features of relic crimes, launching intensive campaigns and involving the mass
into relic protection so as to form a network in wild relic protection.
The relic administrative department should made census on the cultural relics and find out the status quo of the immovable relics in the Zhenglan Qi so as to provide foundations for relic protection. It should cooperate closely with the departments of public security, industry and commerce,
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land resource and prairie monitoring and promote communication in fighting against offences
against relics.
The public security department should make the relic security part of the social comprehensive
security and make intensive campaigns against relic crimes and involve the mass in relic protection.
The industry and commerce department should intensify monitoring of the relic market, the secondhand market in particular, to prevent the stolen relics from being sold in the market. Also, it
should work in cooperation with the relic and public security departments if any offences against
relics are detected.
The land resource and prairie departments should prevent obtaining stones, sand and earth and
other behaviors that are likely to do harm to the prairie. Newly discovered relics should be reported and protected. Special caution should be taken in preventing harm and theft of the tombd.
5. Strengthen the organization and personnel and put in more input to ensure smooth and
efficient operation of relic protection
Organizations should be strengthened; professional and committed personnel should be brought in
and training programs should be offered to improve the expertise of the working staff. In the
meantime, more efforts should be made in terms of inspection and exploration so that wild relics
can be detected in time and be brought under protection. The leaders should attach importance to
all the details of relic protection and security, carry out the “notice on enhance and improve relic
protection” issued by the State Council and the “Notice of Carrying On ‘Five Brings In’ of Relic
Protection” co-issued by Culture Ministry and other six state ministries. The relic protection
should be part of the economic and social development planning, urban planning and budget planning. Also, the input into relic protection should be increased annually and the performance of
“Five Brings In” should be made an important part in evaluation of the government annual performance. In the meantime, rewarding and punishing system should be established. Part of the
relic protection fund should be used for rewarding the people who have provided useful information in protection the relics and assisting the smooth and efficient cooperation of relic protection
departments.

6. Notice on Enhancing Management of Immovable Relics within the Zhenglan
Qi, Promulgated on February 20th 2004 (Full Text)
The people’s governments and management committees) of all Sumus and towns (or farms)
In recent years, there are crimes against the ancient tombs and ancient cultural sites, which have
had negative effects on relic protection. In response, we must enhance management, launch intensive campaigns against relic offenses, and improve the public awareness in our joint effort to protect the cultural property that our ancestors have passed down to us. It is decided that the immovable relics in the Zhenglan Qi shall be protected according to the following regulations.
1. All the immovable relics in the Zhenglan Qi (including ancient tombs and sites) should be protected in their original place and authorities of all Sumus and towns should take the leadership in
relic protection.
2. All places should be involved in the cultural relic protection to support and participate in ethical
culture construction and create the brands of Mongolian culture of Yuan Dynasty and Chahar
Mongolia Folk Culture for our Qi.
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3. Improve cultural quality and management ability. The culture should be made full use of in encouraging the mass to actively participate in relic protection. Excellent ethnic cultures should be
inherited and carried further, which will support the effort to nominate the Xanadu City into the
World Heritage List.
4. Make thorough census so as to enhance management. The immovable relics should be registered by the cultural stations of the Sumus or town where relics are located.
5. Any construction or obtaining earth, stones and sand from the site is prohibited; constructing,
bombing, drilling and digging within the territory of protected entities are considered serious offenses and will be reported to relic bureau of the Zhenglan Qi.
Appendix:Distribution of ancient tombs and sites in the Zhenglan Qi
Table of immovable relics
Office of the People’s Government of Zhenglan Qi
February, 24th, 2004
Distribution of ancient tombs and sites in the Zhenglan Qi
Name

Location

Protection status

Taiping City

Heichengzi Model District

First batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level

Laohei City

Heichengzi Model District

First batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level

Ancient Great Wall

Heichengzi Model District

First batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level

Borderlines of Jin Dynasty

Heichengzi Model District

First batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level

Sifang City

Heichengzi Model District

Ancient Taiping Northwest
City

Heichengzi Model District

Site of Shilang City

Shangdu Town

Site of Bagagasi

Shangdu Town

Site of Yaoyabengbeng

Shangdu Town

Site of Zhuolungaole City

Zhuolungaole Sumus

Tombs of Shiren Valley

Zhuolungaole Sumus

Site of Xanadu City

Wuyi Breeding Farm

Xiaoyuan Hill

Wuyi Breeding Farm

……
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Second batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level

First batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the Qi level
Third batch of Protected Relic
Entities at the national level

7. Provisional Measures for Managing Authorized Tourism Units in Zhenglan
Qi , Promulgated on February 20th, 2004 (Full Text)
Article 1 This law is formulated according to the Administrative Regulations of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region on Tourism, with the purpose of enhancing tourism administration, improving the order of the tourism market and ensuring the legitimate interest of tourists and tourism
dealers.
Article 2 The “authorized tourism units” in this regulation refers to those entities involved in
catering, accommodation, shopping and cultural entertainment that have been authorized to receive tourist groups and individual tourists.
Article 3 The Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi is responsible for the administration of authorized
tourism units. Government departments of industry and commerce, public security, sanitation,
price, technique monitoring, environment protection, construction, transportation, religion, culture
and forestry should work together in the management of authorized tourism units.
Article 4

The authorized tourism unit should meet the following requirements.

1. It should obtain all the necessary formalities
2. It should be tidy, clean and secure above the level specified by the relevant laws
3. It should have favorable business credit.
4. It should be equipped with all necessary facilities for receiving tourist groups and individual
tourists.
5. It has established relevant management systems.
6. The staff should have received in-service training and have satisfactory moral standards and
techniques.
Article 5 Those who apply for the status of authorized tourism units should submit the following
documents:
1. Application of authorized tourism unit status
2. Replica of business license
3. Other documents that can verify the legitimacy of the unit
Article 6 Applications of enterprises and private businesses will be accepted and decided by the
Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi. Star-rated hotels (restaurants), “Home of Herdsmen” and “Folk
Village” do not have to apply as they have already got the title. The Tourism Bureau will let the
applicant know the decision within fifteen days after it receive the application. Those whose application is approved will be granted the right to use of the symbol of authorized tourism unit and
those who application is rejected will be informed of the reasons. The symbol of authorized tourism unit will be made exclusively by the Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi and it should be hanged
obviously in the place of operation.
Article 7 The authorized tourism units and the staff should manage their business according to
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the laws and no kickback is allowed. The tourism agents and tour guides should not conspire with
the tourism units to coerce or cheat the tourists.
Article 8 The authorized tourism units should deal with the complaints and should make compensation for tourists whose legitimate interest is undermined.
Article 9 The authorized tourism units should submit statistics to the Tourism Bureau on their
business with tourist groups and individual tourists as well as complaints from tourists.
Article 10 Any change concerning the authorized tourism units, in such aspects as legal representative, business scope, venue, business condition (open, closed or in suspense) should be registered
in the Department of Industry and Commerce and later should be recorded in the Tourism Bureau.
Article 11 The authorized tourism units shall pay for the symbol at the prized stipulated by the
Department of Prize. Also, they have to pay quality guarantee deposit, which will be used in potential complaints. Hotels and manufacturing enterprises will pay 1,000 yuan and tourism shops
will pay 300 yuan. The money will be give back to the units if they receive no complaints within
one year or they are closed)
Article12 Those excellent units and staff members will be praised and rewarded by the tourism
authority and will be recommended by the authority in the tourism promotion program.
Article 13 Authorized tourism unit that have had their business suspended due to decoration or
rebuilding shall report to the Tourism Bureau half a month earlier. During the suspension, its title
will be redrawn until it open to business again and has been examined.
Article 14 If in the authorized tourism unit, the legal representative, economic properties and
business venue make any change, or if in a tourism unit of joint venture, the
Stockholder or management staff change, or if it remains closed or suspended for over two months,
enlarge its business scope, change its leading staff members, the changes should be recorded in
advance in the Tourism Bureau.
Article 15 Authorized tourism units will be asked by the Tourism Bureau to make rectification
within a specified time limit if they failed to submit in time the statistics about tourist group they
have received and tourist complaints.
Article 16 The title of authorized tourism units will be canceled and the suspension will be made
public if they ever commit any of the following crimes.
1. Lowering service standards at the expense of tourists’ interests.
2. Selling fake products.
3. failing to hang properly the symbol of authorized tourism unit
4. getting involved in unfair competition
5. receiving three complaints within one year
6. attempting to attract tourists with kickback or other improper means
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7. getting involved in serious accidents
8. refusing to be monitored and examined by the Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi
9. Acting against the relevant laws and regulations
Article 17 Those who title of tourism units have been canceled can not apply within one year
and those who title have been canceled for the second time shall never apply for the title.
Article 18 Tourism agencies, tour guides and authorized tourism units shall be punished according to the Administrative Regulations for Tourism Agencies and Administrative Regulations
of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region for Tourism if they conspire to coerce or cheat tourists.
Article 19 If the tourism administrative authority and its staff refuse to grand the title of authorized tourism units to those qualified units or grand the title to unqualified ones, units or individuals can report to the people’s government of Zhenglan Qi or the superior tourism administrative
authority, who will take corrective measures.
Article 20 The “Standards of Authorized Tourism Units of Zhenglan Qi” is formulated by the
Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi and the right to interpret the standards resides with the Tourism
Bureau.
Article 21 The regulation will be come into effect on April, 1st, 2007.

8. Scheme of Xanadu City Site Relic Administrative Bureau of Zhenglan Qi for
Relic Collection, promulgated on May 20th, 2009 (Full Text)
This scheme is formulated with the purpose of enhancing protection and management of relics
within the Zhenglan Qi, collecting relics with unique flavour of Xanadu City, enlarging the exhibits of the Xanadu City Site Museum, continuing the human civilization and helping to promote
economic, social and cultural development of the Zhenglan Qi.
1. Purpose and significance of relic collection
Relics are non-renewable cultural resources and effective protection and reasonable exploration of
these cultural resources are of utmost significance for improving the management and exhibition
of the relics and promoting the comprehensive, balanced and sustainable development of the
economy and society.
2. Scope of relic collection
The relic collection does not confine to the relics within the territory of Zhenglan Qi or those dating back to the Yuan Dynasty. The program will cover all the relics excavated in the Site of Xanadu City, relics of Liao and Jin Dynasty that are related to the Xanadu City culture, ethnic and folk
relics of Chahar and all the exquisite objects of unique ethnic and folk flavour in the Zhenglan Qi.
3. Method of relic collection
On the basis of the status quo of the distribution of the relics and the relics in private collectors,
we will conduct the collecting program in the following ways.
(1). Collecting relics directly from collectors at a favourable price.
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(2). Encouraging collectors to donate their treasures free of charge to the Xanadu City Site Museum of Zhenglan Qi.
(3). Encouraging collectors to voluntarily made free or paid exhibition of their treasures in the
Xanadu City Site Museum of Zhenglan Qi.
(4). Checking the ancient tombs that have been robbed, clarifying their forms and distribution and
making census of the relics of the tombs, as cooperative endeavors with the relic collection program.
4. Requirement for relic collection
The relic collection steering group has been set up to ensure the smooth operation of the relic collection programme. The panel will strict define the content and scope of the collection and make
sure that the relics collects can reflect the Xanadu Culture, the Mongolian Culture, the Zhenglan
Qi ethnic and folk culture.
5. Leaders and organizations of relic collection
TO ensure that relic collection programme can be carried out in a balanced, orderly and efficient
way, the relic collection steering of Zhenglan Qi has been established and in the meantime, the
relic collection panel is also established. At least four members of the panel must be present in the
process of collecting. In this way, both the procedures and the purposes are realized effectively.
The relic collection panel of Zhenglan Qi is made up of seven persons:
Panel leader: Gangsuhe

(Chairman of Zhenglan Qi CPPCC)

Members：Narisu

(Vice chairman of Zhenglan Qi CPPCC)

Daorina Vice head of the people’s government of Zhenglan Qi
chairman of Zhenglan Qi CPPCC)

Wuyundalai

(Vice

Gao Hua (Deputy Director of the office of the people’s government of Zhenglan Qi and director
of the Relic Bureau)
Dongxige
Shandan

(A retired staff member of the History Record Office of Zhanglan Qi)
(A staff member of Relic Bureau of Zhenglan Qi)
May, 20th, 2009
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C.3 Plans for site protection
C.3-1 List of the plans for relic protection
No.

Name

Content

1.

Conservation and Management Plan for Site of Xanadu ( 2009-2015)

Full text

2.

Master Plan for Protection of the Site of Xanadu City (2010-2029)

Excerpts

3.

Master Plan for the Protection of the Eco-system and Natural
Landscape at Site of Xanadu (2010-2020)

Excerpts

4.

Plans for Protection of Mongolian Cultural Properties and Ecological
Environment around the Xanadu City of Zhenglan Qi of Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region (2006-2026)

Excerpts

5.

Rehabilitation Plans for Medium-to-small-sized Rivers of Xilingol
League of Zhenglan Qi (2009-2030)

Excerpts

C.3-2 Excerpts of plans for relic protection
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1. Conservation and Management Plan for Site of Xanadu(2009-2015) (Full text)
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The site of Xanadu of Yuan, China's best preserved capital site of the Yuan Dynasty,
is a classic example of a grassland capital in northern Asia characterized by the fusion of Mongolian and Han cultures and a large archaeological site with a landscape
typical of the eastern edge of the Mongolian Plateau. In addition, in the area where
the site is located, Mongolian people retain their traditional worship of mountains
and the Obo sacrificial activities as well as the customs of a nomadic culture and a
rich variety of traditional arts.
Due to its potential outstanding universal value, the site of Xanadu of Yuan was officially included in China's Tentative List of heritage sites under application for inclusion in the World Heritage List; in 2009, it was listed among the heritage sites to be
nominated by the state in 2012. In view of this, in 2008, as required for the application for World Heritage status, the government of Plain Blue Banner, where the site is
located, commissioned the Institute to formulate the Plan for the Protection and
Management of the Site of Xanadu of Yuan.
The formulation of the plan of a world heritage site should, above all, be based on the
nature of the heritage and its temporal & spatial scope established by the application
document, with the objective of protecting the authenticity and integrity of the potential outstanding universal value of the heritage and all the elements that embody that
value (i.e. the components).
As per the OUV requirements in the Operational Guidelines, with respect to "the development of human civilization and culture" and discussions on the concepts of
"setting" and "cultural landscape" developed in recent years for the protection of
world heritage, the site of Xanadu of Yuan has been finally identified as an "archaeological site with outstanding characteristics of a natural and cultural landscape".
Moreover, the cultural value of the site has been "reshaped", with the discovery of its
value in displaying the exchange between and fusion of Mongolian and Han peoples'
ways of life and values as well as its significance as a classic example of the blending
of northern Asian agricultural civilization and nomadic culture as reflected in urban
planning.
During the process, the two major components of the value of the heritage, namely
the scope and contents of the archaeological site and the prairie landscape, were both
expanded and deepened. The heritage area was expanded 3.7 times, from 6,762.11
hectares (the area under protection as a "site of historic and cultural interest") to
25,131.27 hectares, including the palace, the imperial city, the outskirts on four sides,
the flood prevention canal, and the tombs of Mongolian and Han urban residents.
The buffer area was expanded 8.2 times, from 18,369.16 hectares (the area in which
construction is limited) to 150,721.96 hectares, encompassing a vast natural environment characteristic of grasslands on the Mongolian Plateau, where four landscape
features (wetlands, Grassland, forest steppe and sands) coexist, as well as a distinct
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and authentic Mongolian cultural environment characterized by the Obo and related
sacrificial activities. The extensive expansion of the heritage protection area provides
an effective guarantee for the protection of the authenticity and integrity of the general value of the grassland capital and all the embodying elements.
This plan puts forward measures for protection and management within the area, focusing on the outstanding universal value of the site of Xanadu of Yuan, with respect
to the features of all the components of its value in terms of cultural exchange, attestation, typicality and relevance, in order to provide technical support for the protection of the authenticity and integrity of the general value of the heritage.
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Article 1 Nature of Heritage
As the most complete capital site of Mongolian Yuan Dynasty retained in China at
present, “Xanadu City Site” is a Grassland capital which integrates the different cultural features of Mongolian and Han nationalities in Northern Asia, as well as a
large archaeological site with featured geographical scenery value of the eastern edge
of Mongolian Plateau. It was used as the Summer Capital of the Mongol Empire
during the 13th and 14th centuries. Meanwhile, the place of the site still reflects
mountain worship and oboo worship activities, which derive from ancient Shamanism, and carry on the nomadic living customs of Mongolian nationality and the
abundant, colorful traditional arts.

Article 2 Protecting Position
1. In 1988, Xanadu City Site was publicized by the State Council as one of the third
group of Cultural Relics of National Importance under the Protection of the State.
2. In 1996, Xanadu City Site was included in the preliminary list of applicants for the
title of world heritage sites by the Chinese government. In December, 2006, the
World Heritage Center of UNESCO was informed that Xanadu City Site had been
listed in the Preliminary List of World Heritages.

Article 3 Guiding Thoughts
In accordance with the management requirements for world heritage, the protection
and utilization of Xanadu City Site should be planned scientifically and properly. Its
authenticity and integrity should be protected and inherited. Meanwhile, fully exerting social and economic benefits of the heritage, and pursuing the harmony between
heritage protection and social development.

Article 4 Applicable Scope
This plan was compiled according to laws and rules of the state about heritage protection. After being approved, it will become a regulation and technical document for
protection and management of the site, as well as an effective management tool for
heritage administrators. This management tool can assist heritage administrators with
clarifying scope of duties, confirming the significance, objective, direction and depth
of implementation of various works. Thus they can achieve effective protection to
the outstanding universal value of the heritage.
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Linkage of this plan to relative plans can be done according to Article 59 of this plan.

Article 5 Planning Bases
1. State Laws, Regulations And Documents Bases
Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics (2002),
Implementation Act for Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of
Cultural Relics (2003), Grassland Law of the People’s Republic of China (2002),
Urban and Rural Planning Law of the People’s Republic of China (2007), Administrative Methods for Protection Projects of Cultural Relics (Ministry of Culture, 2003),
Administrative Methods for the Protection of World Cultural Heritages (Ministry of
Culture, 2006), Interim Measures for the Protection and Administration of National
Intangible Cultural Heritages (Ministry of Culture, 2006), etc.
2. Local Governmental Documents and Relative Planning Bases

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Regulations of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on the Protection of Cultural
Relics (2005 edition), Regulations of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on the
Administration of Grasslands (2004 edition), Protection Articles for Basic Grass
Grazing Lands in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region (1998), Implementation
Guidelines for Management of Grasslands in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region
(1998), Methods for Protection and Administration of Xanadu City Site (2010),
Opinions on Enhancing Protection of Relics Outside in Xilingol Meng (2003),
Regulations on Grassland Management in Xilingol Meng (1999), Details Principles
on Balance Between Grass and Livestock of Xilingol Meng (Tentative) (2004), Additional Opinions for Details Principles on Balance Between Grass and Livestock of
Xilingol Meng (Tentative) (2007), Implementation Methods for Staged Grazing Forbidding Projects in Xilingol Meng (Trial) (2010), Methods for Protection and Administration of Relics at Zhenglan Qi (1990), Methods for Protection and Administration of Relics and Ancient heritages at Duolun County (2010), Overall Plan for
Protection of Xanadu City Site (2009 - 2025) (2010), Protective Plan for Ecological
Environment and Featured Sceneries of Xanadu City Site (2010-2020) (2010), etc.
3. Reference Documents Including Domestic and International Charters And
Conventions
Operation Guidelines for Implementing Convention of Protecting World Cultural and
Natural Heritages (2008), Management Guidelines of World Cultural Heritage Places
(1993), Suggestions about Protecting Appearance and Features of Landscapes and
Sites (UNESCO, 1962), Charter of Protection and Restoration of International Ancient Sites (ICOMOS, 1964), Convention of Protecting World Cultural and Natural
Heritages (UNESCO，1972), Suggestions about Protection of Historical Areas and
Their Contemporary Functions (UNESCO，1976), Charter of Protection and Management of Archaeological Heritages (1990), Documents on Authenticity of Nara
(1994), Charter of International Cultural Tourism (2002), Guidelines for Protection
of Chinese Relics and Ancient Heritages (ICOMOS CHINA，2000), Charter of InC-56

terpreting and Exhibiting Cultural Heritages (ICOMOS，2008), etc.

Overall Urban Plan of Shangdu Town of Zhenglan Qi of Inner Mongolia (2002-2020)
(2002), Overall Urban Plan of Dolon Nur (2007-2020) (2007), etc.

Article 6 Period of the Plan
This plan is an open-type plan for protection and management, and its implementation period is 2009～2015.
When this planning period is over, according to Management Guidelines of World
Cultural Heritage Places (ICCROM, 1993), and on the basis of summarizing implementation of the plan, a new plan for protection and management of the heritage
should be formed through adjustment.

Article 7 Scope of the Plan
The scope of the plan includes the heritage area and the buffer area of the Site of
Xanadu, totally 175,853.23 ha.
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4. Reference of Related Local Plans

1. Profile of the Heritage
Section 1 Profile of the Heritage
Heritage of “Xanadu City Site” includes three components: archaeological site,
natural environment and humanistic environment. See Appendix 1 Detailed Table of
Elements of Heritage of Xanadu City Site.

Article 8 Archaeological site
The archaeological site is composed of Xanadu City Site and Tombs listed as follows:
Table 1.1 Table of elements of heritage of the archaeological site
Element of heritage

Description of scale

Function

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Palace City

About 542 meters wide in the
east-west
direction
and
around 605 meters long in the
north-south direction.

32 ha.

The main place for state
affairs and living of
emperors

Imperial City

About 1410 meters wide in
the east-west direction and
around 1400 meters long in
the north-south direction.

164 ha.

The place for administrative institutions of the
country

Outer City

The western and northern
walls are 2220 meters long,
the eastern wall is 815 meters
long and the southern wall is
820 meters long.

288 ha.

The place for Mongolian
nobles to hold tribal
meetings, tour and hunt.

Neighborhoods
outside of city
gates

They extend from all directions of the outer city to about
2000 meters away.

1220 ha.

Living function area of
the city

Tiefan’gan Canal

About 6700 meters

-

Flood control facilities
of the city

Tombs
Zhenzi Hill

About 1500 tombs

292 ha.

Tombs of families of
Han nationality

City
site

Tombs

Site area

of
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Tombs of Modot

Including eastern and western
areas, number unclear.

215 ha.

Tombs of
nationality

Mongolian

The natural environment is composed of natural factors closely related to location of
the city and background environment that reflects geographical features of the city,
as shown in the table below:
Table 1.2: Table of elements of heritage of natural environment
Location

Scale (inside the
planning scope)

Ecological feature

Xandii Gool

It belongs to Luan
River system and flows
by the south city of
Xandii Gool from the
west to the east.

About 49 kilometers long

Important
water
source
for
local
grassland and domestic livestock.

Xar Tala

A narrow grassland belt
along both sides of
Xandii Gool, the upper
source of Luan River

About 60 kilometers long

It was a summer resort of emperors of
Liao, Jin and Yuan
dynasties.

Luuii Dobqag

An area of low mountains and hills extends
from the northwest to
the southeast in the
northern side of the city
site.

About 1,388 ha.

It belongs to Chahar
low mountains and
hills area at the joint
of northern edge of
Yanshan Mountains
and the southwest
edge of Great Xing’an
Mountains.

Steppe

Located at the southern
edge of Hunshandake
Steppe

90,054 ha.

Unique Steppe scenery with various creatures.

Wetland

Xandii Gool Wetland in
the south of city site, a
long and narrow belt.

7,854 ha.

Diversified creatures,
rich resources of animals and plants.

Grassland

Distributed on flat wash
in the south of the city
site and slope in the
north.

42,000 ha.

They have basic features
of
creature
groups in the grassland.

Element of heritage

Natural
elements

Feature
Sceneries
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Article 9 Natural Environment

Forest-grasslan
d

Distributed in surrounding areas of Uhreqin Oboo mountains.

8,169 ha.

A transitional zone
between
temperate
deciduous
and
broad-leaved forests
and grasslands.

Article 10 Humanistic Environment
Zhenglan Qi, where Xanadu City Site locates, is a place of minority nationalities
with Mongolian nationality as the main one, this area still retains rich traditional cultures of Mongolian nationality. Oboos and related worship and celebration activities
are associated with the value of heritage most closely. (See Appendix 2 List of Intangible Heritages in the Humanistic Background Environment of Xanadu City Site for
details.)
In the area of 6 to 8 kilometers around the Xanadu City, many oboos distribute on
peaks of mountains, and 13 of them are most typical. Oboos are regarded as saint by
the Mongolian people, for they reflect early natural worship and ancestor worship of
the grassland nomad represented by mountain worship. The oboos are mostly built
by stones, and some are piled up by tree branches or sandy soil.

Section 2 Profile of Environment
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Article 11 Geographical Location
Xanadu City Site is located in Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County of Xilingol Meng of
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region of P.R. China, and is about 20 kilometers away
from Shangdu Town of Zhenglan Qi. Central coordinate of the heritage (Building
base site of Da'an Pavilion of Palace City): 42°21'28.80" degrees north latitude,
116°11'6.46" degrees east longitude.

Article 12 Terrain and Landform
Located to the southeast of Xilingol Grassland of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Xanadu City Site has an average altitude of 1300 meters, and is a river valley
plain and wind sand accumulation place. Its overall terrain is Chahar low mountains
and hills at the northern foot of Yanshan Mountains, and is composed of Steppes,
Grassland, Forest-grasslands and Wetland.

Article 13 Climate Environment
The Protected area of Xanadu City Site has a mid-temperate semi-arid continental
climate. Its annual average temperature is 1.5℃, the average temperature of the
C-60

Article 14 Social Environment
The heritage area and buffer area of Xanadu City Site involve 2 county-level administrative regions – Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County, and 6 towns, including: Shangdu
Town, Sanggendalai Town, Wuyi Breeding Farm, Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm of
Zhenglan Qi, and Caimushan Town and Dabeigou Town of Duolun County.
There are about 5300 permanent residents and the floating population is about 50 in
the heritage area at present. The Mongolian and Han nationalities in the heritage area
mainly engage in traditional stock raising, and in recent years, tourism industry increases gradually; population of Mongolian nationality accounts for about 35% of the
total population.
According to statistics in 2009, about 67.1％ of the lands in heritage area belong to
P.R.China (including about 16562.3 ha. of Wuyi Breeding Farm at Zhenglan Qi and
308.1 ha. of artificial afforestation area of Shayuan Project at Duolun County), about
32.9％ of the lands belong to the collectives. (Including about 3735.6 ha. lands at
Zhenglan Qi and 4527.3 ha. at Duolun County)

Section 3 Historical Evolution

Article 15 Historical Evolution
1.

Pre-Yuan Period

Upper reaches of the Luanhe River where the Xanadu locates have been activity area
of northern tribes using Altaic Language since ancient times, Wuhuan, Tuoba, Xianbei, Rouran, Kumoxi and Qidan and other tribes have left their footprints here; emperors of Liao and Jin dynasties all set imperial palaces for summer on Xar Tala; and
in the middle period of the 12th century, the Mongolians went southward, and Xar
Tala area became the encampment of Prefectural Governor Wulu of Zhalaer Tribe. In
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coldest month is -17.8℃, and that of the hottest month is 18.7℃; its extremely high
temperature in history is 35.9℃ and extremely low temperature is -36.6℃. In this
area, the average annual cumulated temperature above 10℃ is 2000℃. Its average
annual precipitation is 365 mm, which is mainly concentrated in between June and
August, accounting for about 67％ of total annual precipitation, inter-annual precipitation variability is large; and the annual evaporation is about 2000mm; the annual total solar radiation is 6150 megajoules/ m2, and annual sunshine duration is
3140 hours; annual average frost-free period is 100 days; and average annual wind
speed in the area is 3.6 meters/second, and maximum wind speed is 40.0 meters/second, and average annual strong wind day number is 72 days (wind speed ≥ 17
meters/second), the wind direction is mainly west wind.

1251, Mengge Khan ascended the throne, and sent his younger brother Kublai to
govern military and political affairs of place of Han nationality in Desert South area,
and Xar Tala became a place of Kublai.
2.

Yuan Period

In 1256, Kublai ordered his official Liu Bingzhong to found Kaiping Government at
the foot of Longgang Mountain to the east of Huanzhou and north of Luan River.
In 1260, Kublai became the Khan in Kaiping and in 1263. Kaiping was upgraded to
Xanadu City. As one of the capitals of “Two-capital imperial inspection system”, the
emperor came here for summer from April to September of lunar calendar to handle
political affairs. According to the historical records, constructions in the Xanadu City
lasted from the city building to the end of Yuan dynasty.
In 1358, Xanadu City was seriously damaged by the Red Turban Army, and in 1368
Xanadu City was destroyed by armies of the Ming dynasty;
3.

Post-Yuan Period

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

In the initial period of Ming Dynasty, Kaiping Wei (defense administration) was located at the Xanadu City Site, and merely acted as a military beachhead for resisting
Mongolians from going to the south. Armies of the Ming dynasty repaired the city
walls to enhance armament, but did not repair the deserted palace of Xanadu City. In
1430, Kaiping Wei was moved inside to Dushibao (Dushikou of Chicheng county of
Hebei province), and Kaiping Wei was abandoned thoroughly. During the middle and
later periods of the Ming dynasty, this area became the grazing place of Shanyang
Wanhu, Chahar Wanhu, Kalaqin Wanhu, Lindanhan Chahar Wanhu successively.
During the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), this area became the place of nomads of
Zhenglan Qi of Chahar of Mongolia.
4.

Heritage in modern times

From the end of the 19th century to the 1940s, foreigners came to Xanadu City Site
for exploratory expedition in succession, and left a number of investigation reports.
In 1964, Xanadu City Site was listed as one of the first batch of relics protection
units to be protected by the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, and its protection
work began to be paid attention to by the local government. In 1988, the site was
publicized by the State Council as one of the Cultural Relics of National Importance
under the Protection of the State; and in 1996, it was listed into the Preliminary list of
World Heritage to be applied in China.
(See Planning Appendix 1 Chronology of Events of Xanadu City Site for details)
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The content of this chapter is excerpted from the statement of the Outstanding Universal Value of the Site of Xanadu in World Heritage Nomination Dossier of the Site
of Xanadu. The Site of Xanadu is applicable to the World Heritage Criteria
(ⅱ)(ⅲ)(ⅳ)(ⅴ) according to the 2008 Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention.

Article 16 Brief Synthesis of Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
‘The Site of Xanadu’ is the site of a representative grassland capital characteristic of
cultural fusion which came into being amidst a century’s (13th-14th century) clashes
and mutual assimilation of nomadic civilisation in northern Asia and farming civilisation. Located on the southeast border of the Mongolian Plateau, it was the first
capital (1263-1273) and then secondary capital, or ‘summer capital’(1274-1368), of
the Mongol Yuan Empire. It consists of the city site and tombs, which cover a total
area of 2, 287 ha., and is set in a 175, 853 ha. vast geographical landscape characteristic of the Mongolian Plateau; and boasts the Mongolian tradition of 'Oboo Worship'.
Among all the capital cities of the Yuan Dynasty, the Site of Xanadu City is the oldest, most unique in layout and best preserved. As a site that cradled a once splendid
civilization, it bears witness to how, under the specific historical circumstances in the
13th-14th centuries, the intrepid, valiant, and swift horseback nationality conquered
the highly developed farming civilization and assimilated and converted to the latter’s culture; and to how, in this broad context, they adhered to the beliefs of their
own civilisation and maintained their ties with their fatherland, due to tradition, affection, custom and the political needs of the upper ruling class. The consequent
‘bicultural’ urban pattern featuring the coexistence and fusion of nomadic and farming culture has been a unique example of the fusion of national cultures in the history
of human civilization; and played a unique role in the history of world civilization
and urban planning. It is also the only intact evidence for the rise and fall of a special
political system and social structure. As the place where Kublai rose to power and the
centre of power of the Mongol Yuan Empire which lasted 100 years, it had seen a series of major political, religious, cultural and military events that had exerted significant influence on Chinese history and worldwide. The abundant historical materials
in different languages and numerous sites, which have been preserved intact, give
many possibilities to archaeological studies and lend to it a lasting charm; it is,
therefore, of great enlightening and revealing significance to the evolution of human
civilisation and culture in the contemporary time and in the future.

Article 17 Criterion (ii)
The Site of Xanadu has integrated the nomadic life style with the settleC-63
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2. Statement of Heritage Value

ment-choosing custom of the Han nationality, which favours location surrounded by
water and mountains, and demonstrated the mutual influence and integration of lifestyles and values of different civilizations in the process of conquest and assimilation.
Values, institutions, religions and economic systems from such assimilation have
deeply influenced the northern grassland, the Central China, the south and other
places in China.

Article 18 Criterion (iii)
As a living symbol once in the supreme ruling position, Xanadu City itself has witnessed the history of assimilation and conformation to the civilizations and political
systems of the conquered, and the determination of the Mongolian rulers to stick
firmly to its own cultural and political tradditions. With the continuous interactions
and conflicts, the Power has gone through its prosperity and perdition during the
reign of over a hundred of years.

Article 19 Criterion (iv)
Xanadu is an outstanding example which has incorporated the quintessence of farming culture and nomadic cultures, illustrating a significant stage during which Kublai
led a farming ethnic group and exercised dynastic administration on behalf of a nomadic ethnic group. The ruling strategies have generated an urban pattern featuring
the coexistence and fusion of nomadic and farming cultures. The city is of unique
significance in the history of world civilisation and in the history of urban planning
and design.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Article 20 Criterion (vi)
Xanadu was the place which witnessed the crucial event in the history of Eurasian
civilization in the 13th century: Kublai’s founding of the Mongol Yuan Empire. It
was directly connected with The Travels of Marco Polo, which heralded Europe’s
Age of Discovery. It witnessed the great debate between Buddhism and Taoism in the
13th century, an event that changed religious history in Asia. A living tradition of
nomadic culture, ‘Oboo Worship’, is still being observed at the site of the candidate
property. And as the object of a classic poem, it has had extensive influence on world
literature, music, architecture and other aesthetic fields.
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Article 21 The composition of the heritage
This is a statement of the criteria met by the Site of Xanadu of Yuan for inclusion and
its outstanding universal value as per the Document of the Application for the Inclusion of the Site of Xanadu of Yuan among World Heritage. In this plan, the composition of the heritage, i.e. the elements that embody the outstanding universal value, is
divided into archaeological sites, natural environment and cultural environment, according to differences in the needs, objects and measures of planning. The elements
are shown in the following table.
Table 3.1 The composition of the heritage site of Xanadu of Yuan
Category

Valuable
embodied

Elements

Archaeological
sites

City site

Including
the
palace, the imperial city, the
outer city wall,
the
outskirts,
and Tiefangan
Canal

features

The plan and layout of
a capital in the Han
region based on the
ritual culture;

Criterion ii: to exhibit an important
interchange of human values

The free layout of a
settlement of nomadic
Mongolian people

Criterion iv: to be
an outstanding example

The state of preservation;
The scale of the remains

The foundations
high terraces etc.
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Criteria met

of

Criterion iii: to bear
a unique or at least
exceptional testimony
Criterion vi: to be
directly or tangibly
associated
with
events or living
traditions,
with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic
and literary works
of outstanding universal significance
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3. The composition of the heritage

Including
the
tombs of Zhenzi
Hill and the
tombs of Modot

Tombs

Natural
ments

ele-

Including
the
Xanadu River,
Jinlianchuan
Grassland, and
Longgang
Mountain

Various aspects of the
society of Xanadu
Material evidence of
Mongolian and Han
people’s residence in
Xanadu

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Landscape
features

Cultural Setting

Traditional
Obo sacrifice

Including Obo
and related activities, such as
Obo
sacrifice
and Obo ceremonies
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Criterion iii: to bear
a unique or at least
exceptional testimony

Site selection for the
city

Criterion ii: to exhibit an important
interchange of human values

Images of the dream
garden

Criterion vi: to be
directly or tangibly
associated
with
events or living
traditions,
with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic
and literary works
of outstanding universal significance

Natural Setting

Including sparse
woods on sands,
wetlands,
Grassland, and
forest steppe

Criterion ii: to exhibit an important
interchange of human values

Features of the geographic environment

Early nature worship
and ancestor worship
of a nomadic people
typified by the worship of mountains

Criterion ii: to exhibit an important
interchange of human values
Criterion iii: to bear
a unique or at least
exceptional testimony
Criterion vi: to be
directly or tangibly
associated
with
events or living
traditions,
with
ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic
and literary works
of outstanding universal significance

Section 1 Preservation Status of Heritage and Main Influential Factors

Article 22 Authenticity and integrity
Protection of the heritage mainly complies with Overall Plan for Protection of
Xanadu City Site as a Cultural Relic of National Importance under the Protection of
the State (2009 - 2025) (Overall Plan for Protection of the Relic for short), which
specifies protection scope and construction control areas for protection administration of the main bodies of the heritage. The protection scope includes the city site,
Tombs of Modot and Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. The construction control areas include
featured grassland with background environments of the above main bodies, Xandii
Gool, Xar Tala and Luuii Dobqag, to maintain security of the background environment, and guarantee authenticity and integrity of the main bodies. However, the protection scope and construction control areas specified by Overall Plan for Protection
of the Relic do not include all the components of the heritage, especially factors that
carry the values of the environment. Heritage area and buffer area should be specified according to standards for world heritages, to provide more complete guarantee
for authenticity and integrity of the heritage.

Article 23 Preservation Status of the Heritage
1.

Preservation Status of the Archaeological Site

(1) Remains at the city site are clear and complete, they are preserved well although
have been affected by natural damage factors. Underground remains of the city site
have been mastered in respects of distribution scope, depth, kinds and scale. According to the evaluation results about water gathering at the city site, Tiefan’gan Canal
still plays an important role in resisting mountain floods, but some gaps that existed
for a long time reduce such effect, and effective maintenance should be carried out.
(2) Distribution scope of remains of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot is
basically clear. Number of recognizable tombs on the ground still needs to be
checked and to give better conditions for the protection.
2.

Preservation of natural environment
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4. Evaluation of Status Quo of Administration of Heritage Protection

(1) The vegetation coverage rate in the heritage area of Xanadu City Site is high, and
there is no industrial pollution. The local government has been doing a lot of work to
improve the environment; therefore the environment quality has been protected according to national standards for a long time. As a result, the overall status is fine.
(2) According to evaluation of visual sensibility of human buildings and structures in
near, middle-distant and distant areas around the site, the third branch of Starch Factory influences the landscape tremendously and needs to be altered in appearance.
The residential houses of the third branch and the Luuii Dobqag quarrying also need
to be renovated due to their serious influence. Zhenglan Qi Power Plant, Shangdu
Town and Wuyi Livestock Farm need construction control due to normal influence.
(3) Xanadu City Site and its environmental distribution areas have abundant sceneries and various creatures. Its complete ecological system is an effective place for
protection of wild animals and plants. But due to reclamation, deforestation and
groundwater overdraft in recent years, ecological environment of this place witnesses
vegetation degeneration, soil desertification and surface runoff reduction. In particular, fall of groundwater level causes wetland shrinking and soil desertification which
have become the main threat to environmental protection.
3.

Preservation of humanistic environment

(1) Oboo is the main carrier of primitive belief of residents at the heritage site. Based
on ethnic customs, local residents have been maintaining and piling oboos constantly.
Now the oboos around the heritage site are mostly well preserved. Some oboos used
cement, concrete and other modern materials.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(2) Residents at the heritage site still inherit all activities related to oboos. The most
important ones among them are oboo worship and Nadam Fiesta. These activities
basically maintain the traditions in core content, displaying form, functions and
places. The primitive residents have strong sense of identity and attendance in ethnic
activities, so such activities are prevailing in the whole Xilingol area until today.
Their large scale and nice inheritance mechanism make these activities remain
enough vitality.

Article 24 Main Damage Factors
1.

Natural damage factors

The archaeological site is influenced slightly by natural damage factors like frost,
storm, mountain torrents, wind erosion, weathering and so on. The natural environment is slightly influenced mainly by drought, gale, sandstorm, mouse plaque, insect
pest, etc.
2.

Human damage factors

The archaeological site is mainly influenced by agricultural farming, crossing road,
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3.

Main influential factors of humanistic environment

Main influential factors of humanistic environment include internal and external
causes. The internal causes refer to influences in system of extending traditional culture of the primitive residents, including threat of alteration of traditional means of
production and living against the background of traditional nomadic life and customs.
The external causes refer to external influences in the system of inheritance, including the threats against the recognition and identity of the traditional customs and
values from other cultures. (See Evaluation Report 1 Evaluation of Status of Heritage Preservation for details)

Section 2 Evaluation of Status Quo of System of Administrative Guarantee

Article 25 Operation Mechanism of Protection Administration
of the Heritage
Picture 5.1 Diagram of Operation Mechanism of Protection and Administration of the Heritage
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livestock, excavating and other human damage factors. The natural environment is
influenced mainly by human damage factors including groundwater overdraft, water
environment pollution, overgrazing, farmland reclamation, soil desertification, mining, quarrying, deforestation, fire, etc. (See Appendix 3 Table of Status Quo of Land
Use for details)

Protection administration of the heritage needs current system of laws and regulations to clarify its legal position, and provide legal guarantee. The different management institutions should cooperate to take charge of protection and administration of
components of the heritage. The administrative institutions are in charge of organizing, supervising, and implementing protection of the heritage, including scientific
survey, special planning of protection, protection project, periodical test, etc. They
should conduct protection in the protected area according to current laws and regulations.
For the detailed protections, professional organization should make scientific investigation for existing problems and then make respective plans to solve the problems.
The related protection projects should be implemented. Monitoring system should be
adopted to test effectiveness of protections. The reports should be submitted to the
related administrative institutions for the evidences of improving current protection
system.

Article 26 Legal Position of the Heritage
One in the heritage area is included in the preliminary list of world cultural relics.
One is listed in the Cultural Relic of National Importance under the Protection of the
State. One is listed in the Key Cultural Relics under the protection of the Autonomous Region. One basic grass farm, and several intangible cultural heritages are
listed. Meanwhile, all levels of governments and departments publicized respective
boundaries of the protection areas according to the protection titles.
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At present, most of the heritage factors have been confirmed in respect of protection
levels and got clear legal positions which are enough to support the protection requirements. Modot Tombs and oboos are the Qi-level cultural relics under the protection of Zhenglan Qi.

Article 27 System of Laws and Regulations
Protection and management of components in the heritage area mainly involve laws,
administrative regulations, department rules and regional regulations, totally 13, including documents of four levels: P. R. China, Autonomous Region of Inner Mongolia, Xilingol Meng and Zhenglan Qi, and Duolun County.
The current system of laws and regulations are basically complete, covering all the
components of heritage. However, a legal document effective for maintaining overall
values of the heritage is still lacked, which should involves overall protection of the
heritage and is convenient for implementation of local administrative institutions, so
the system needs perfecting. Its enforcement is run by Protection Administrative
Committee of protection for Xanadu City Site.

Article 28 Implementation Conditions of Laws and Regulations
The overall heritage and components have been confirmed by related laws and reguC-70

(See Evaluation Report Ⅱ. Evaluation of Status Quo of Protection Administration of
the Heritage 1. Evaluation of Status Quo of System of Legal Guarantee for details.)

Article 29 Administrative Mechanism
Protection Administrative Committee of Xanadu City Site plays a significant role in
administrative system of the site, and is a forceful guarantee for cooperation between
Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County. The organization still needs to enhance administrative coordination and add professionals to ensure effective protection.
Institutional allocation of Zhenglan Qi Cultural Relics Bureau is effective for protection management of the heritage, but its personnel department and protection devices
are insufficient. The rights and duties of other administrative departments should be
constructed and executed according to the protection management requirements for
world heritages.

Article 30 Capital Sources and Gaps
Capital for protection of Xanadu City Site mainly comes from the central government, special funds from all levels of local governments, and tourism income and
other incomes from other relevant businesses. Besides, the irregular protection projects of the country are also important sources of the protection capital. And the government and protection administrative institutions of the nominated places are also
active in collecting funds and expanding the channels of collecting funds. The current capital gaps are mainly shown at construction of infrastructures, relics protection
and exhibition project.
According to current capital investment in Xanadu City Site, the payout for protection administration is mainly undertaken by the government, such capital source is
quite stable, but the capital channels are not broad.

Article 31 Talent Group and Professional Training
According to protection administration requirements of Xanadu City Site, the current
personnel have insufficient professional coverage. The protection administrative institutions have begun to make long-term plans to improve it gradually.
Protection and administrative personnel for the site will receive post trainings, trainings about knowledge of operation, administrative methods, including daily study,
periodical trainings, communications, and investigations, in order to meet basic
needs of work. But scope of the training knowledge is still distant from demands of
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lations in respect of enforcement body. Administrative institutions have been implementing the laws and regulations well. However, they still lack effective cooperation
and united objective. Furthermore, the public lack the concept of protecting the heritage, and know little about the related laws and regulations. Such conditions have
certain influence on implementation of laws and regulations.

effective protection and management of the heritage.
(See Evaluation Report Ⅱ. Evaluation of Status Quo of Protection Administration of
the Heritage 2. Evaluation of Operation Ability of Administration for details.)

Section 3 Evaluation of Status Quo of Protection

Article 32 Scientific investigation
Scientific investigation of the archaeological site started early. With its solid working
foundation, it has made a great achievements, but still needs improvement in the following aspects: 1. the archaeological work mainly focuses on inside of the city site,
so the archaeological exploitation and investigation on the neighborhoods outside of
city gates are not adequate, which include Tiefan’gan Canal, tombs, oboos. 2. The
archaeological work mainly involves overall layout of the site, and distribution and
identification of ground remains, underground remains. On the basis of investigation, mapping and drilling, the archaeological excavation and clearing work related
to the heritage with values should be enhanced; 3. The institutions carrying on the
archaeological work have a heavy burden, and need supports in personnel, devices
and fees; 4. Arrangement and punishment of investigation reports are not in time.
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Scientific investigation status of natural environment should basically meet the needs
of protection of heritage elements, but is insufficient in following aspects: 1. Investigation reports of competent authorities need data integration, arrangement and analysis; 2. Systematic and comprehensive scientific surveys done by professional institutions started late, however, the achievements are abundant. Thus the long-term and
effective investigation plans should be made.
Scientific surveys of current for humanistic environment need further work to fulfill
investigations about inheritance mechanism of intangible cultural relics, deepen
value researches, and enhance value connections with the heritage.

Article 33 Plans Related to the Heritage
Local government of the site actively organizes and carries out compiling work for
special plans of heritage protection. The plans for protection are made by professional institutions with qualification. A comprehensive, proper, systematic and effective planning system has been formed through connection with the current plans of
the heritage. Thus the scientificalness and systematicness of protection and management have been enhanced. At present, protection management of components of the
heritage has been integrated into related planning system. But the execution of the
planning still needs further implementation and promotion.
At present, protection scope and construction control belt specified by Overall Plan
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Article 34 Heritage Protection Projects
Protection measures of the archaeological site mainly concentrate on a part of the
ground remains of the city site, and involve few tombs. Measures for tomb robbery,
soil erosion and other natural phenomena should be strengthened. Besides, the current protection measures are insufficient in basic work of prophase researches, analysis demonstration, and environmental evaluation. The current lands for relics and
remains in the heritage area are not enough for covering scope of remains, so the
land collecting work should be strengthened for relics’ protection.
The protection measures for natural environment improve the ecological environment of the heritage area effectively, and keep the featured sceneries of the grassland.
Some effective measures should be taken for a long period. Besides, advanced scientific technologies should be introduced to improve the current means of protection.
The protection measures for oboos are mainly from human interference. The certain
influences on the authenticity of the oboos occurred, so they should be corrected.
Protection measures for oboo worship and other Mongolian traditional customs
should be kept, and the scale and influence should be expanded.

Article 35 System of Heritage Monitoring
In respect of construction of monitoring system, only monitoring indexes of natural
environment are clear. The completeness and effectiveness of the indexes are fine.
The monitoring archives are complete. But the monitoring system of archaeological
site and humanistic environment still need to be improved greatly.
Due to different administrative authorities and unclear monitoring indexes of the
current monitoring mechanism, the work division and duties of functional departments are not clear. The monitoring data and records have not formed a complete
system, and the scientific analysis for monitoring data is insufficient.
(See Evaluation report II. Evaluation of Status Quo of Protection and Management
of the Heritage 3 Evaluation of Status Quo of Protection Work for details.)

Section 4 Evaluation of Status Quo of Exhibition

Article 36 Conditions of Exhibition
Generally, the heritage site lacks a systematically planned exhibition structure. The
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for Protection of Xanadu City Site (2009 – 2025) are the only protection region division for management, but this division does not cover all the components of the heritage.

exhibited heritage elements lack efficient connections. The exhibition target is not
clear, and some components with nice exhibition conditions are not exhibited effectively.
Exhibition conditions of heritage elements should be improved in respects of ornamental quality, accessibility, exhibition supporting facilities, tourist capacity, management pressure, etc.

Article 37 Status Quo of Exhibition
Simple exhibitions have been made at the city site, but they still lack depth.
Since the scale of the area is wide and preservation situations of the parts are different, so their supporting degree for the values of the heritage is also different. Therefore, detailed planning should be made for exhibition area of the city site to distinguish major and secondary, highlight keys, and exhibit all elements of the city site.

1.

2. The tombs do not have conditions for exhibition at present, so they should be
protected and should not be listed as exhibition content in the planning period.
3. The natural environment is opened to the public in a small area, but the featured
sceneries with a large distribution scope are far away from one another, so there is no
unified exhibition target. Proper locations should be selected to coordinate with the
proper and reasonable exhibitions of the values of the heritage.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

4. Oboos of the humanistic environment should be integrated into the city site and
Forest-grassland for exhibition and unified planning. Due to the randomness of time,
worship activities related to the oboos should be coordinated wholly and listed as the
exhibition targets. National performance arts of Mongolian nationality have been
carried out in different forms, and need further integration. They should be exhibited
to the public with values of the heritage by proper means.

Article 38 System of Value Interpreting
Facilities for value interpreting of the heritage place are still in the initial phase. A
wholly planned value interpreting system is needed which are far from the need of
fully interpreting values of heritage, and cannot satisfy the demands of the tourists.
The explanation means are straggling and means of value interpreting is single. The
site museum has not been put into operation, and the site exhibition lacks for depth.
The interpreting system, marking system and auxiliary interpreting materials are insufficient for explaining outstanding universal values of the heritage to the public in
a complete and effective way.

Article 39 Status Quo of Exhibition
The site exhibition of the city site lacks for exhibition route after systematic design.
There are little connections among heritage spots or proper means of exhibition, so
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Article 40 Basic Supporting Facilities
Problems in basic supporting facilities include that the current amount of facilities is
too small to satisfy the future comprehensive exhibition, and their quality still needs
to be improved. There are few facilities for special need people, convenience facilities and self-service facilities.

Section 5 Major Problems at Present

Article 41 Major Problems at Present
1. Area division for protection and management (Major problems at present
and overall planned divisions of additional relics)
According to determination of this planning to the factors of heritage value, especially supplement to factors of site environment, protection scope and construction
controlling belt divided by Overall Plan for Protection of Xanadu City Site
(2009-2025) cannot cover all components of the heritage, especially the factors that
carry values of the environment. Heritage area and buffer area are divided according
to standards for world heritage, to provide complete guarantee for keeping authenticity and integrity of the heritage.
2.

Management Guarantee System

At present, according to “four-have” requirements for Cultural Relics of National
Importance under the Protection of the State, Zhenglan Qi has established special
protection management institutions for Xanadu City Site, set up special archives of
relics, divided and publicized protection scope and construction controlling belt, and
established protection marking plates. In September, 2010, the Government of Inner
Mongolian Autonomous Region formally publicized special plan for relics protection.
In September 2010, Xilingol Meng Government publicized Methods for Protection
and Management of Xanadu City Site. The above work have founded basic guarantee
for protection of the heritage body.
According to requirements for protection and management of world cultural heritage,
in order to enhance management for the heritage and its environment, legal position
of Methods for Protection and Management of Xanadu City Site should be further
improved. As the heritage distribution area crosses 2 county-level administration areas, the rights for administrative coordination of management institutions should be
further enhanced, internal work distribution and personnel deployment should be
completed. The personnel trainings should be enhanced.
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this is not enough to make the tourists understand the historical and cultural information and the contents included in the archaeological site.

3.

Archaeological Site

As Xanadu City Site situated at the grazing area is distant from the town, so its overall status of preservation is good. It bears little pressure of the construction and has
few factor of human disturbing. But there are still some bad phenomena like land
reclamation and telegraph pole crossing in the heritage site. The reinforcing measures
for the heritage body need improvement and completion according to the protective
requirements. The researches on heritage values still need further deepening, especially in respects of value features and the contrast study of the heritage.
4.

Natural Setting

Overall conservation of natural environment of Xanadu City Site is fine. However, at
present, due to overgrazing, groundwater overdraft, farmland reclamation, mining
and other construction and production activities, the ecological environment is degenerating. The phenomena include land desertification, soil erosion, reduction of
surface water runoff, etc., Therefore, the featured environmental values of grassland
capital of the site are threatened by land desertification.
5.

Cultural Setting
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Oboos where the heritage site locates and Nadam Fiesta related to oboos worship and
other Mongolian traditional customs are inherited effectively. But as a traditional
carrier and activity place for the activities, the oboos are preserved well. In order to
enhance extension of the traditional activities, the inheritance mechanism needs to be
established and completed.
6.

Heritage Exhibition

The current exhibition means of the archaeological site of Xanadu City is single. The
scientific and systematic interpretation needs to be established for values of the heritage, especially outstanding universal values. The value interpreting facilities and
tourist service facilities should be allocated and completed to enhance tourist management and publicity of heritage values.
7.

Monitoring System

According to protection and management requirements of world cultural heritage,
site management institutions should make a systematic integration of current monitoring indexes based on current measures of protection and management to enhance
summary and analysis of the data which may provide scientific evidences for effectiveness of protection and management.
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Article 42 Overall objective
Relics working principles of “Protection as foremost, rescue first, proper usage and
enhanced management” should be followed. The rules of “not changing original
status of relics” and “little interference” should be obeyed. The technical and administrative measures should be taken to repair the damages caused by natural and human forces and forbid new damaging. In this way, a real and comprehensive preservation and extension of the historical information and overall values of Xanadu City
Site can be achieved and all the outstanding universal values of the site can be inherited.

Article 43 Objectives of Different Items
1. Protecting authenticity, integrity and extension of Xanadu City Site, Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot in the archaeological site.
2. Protecting the natural environmental features of Xanadu City Site as a grassland
capital–authenticity, integrity and sustainability of Xandii Gool, Xar Tala, Luuii
Dobqag and Wetland, Steppes, Grassland and Forest-grasslands;
3. Protecting authenticity, integrity and sustainability of carriers of oboo sacrificing,
sacrificial places and the related techniques for the reason of humanistic environment
protection.

Article 44 Objectives of Different Phases
1. Phase 1 (2009–2011) objective includes renovating measures to enhance protection management and achieve the basic standards of the World Cultural Heritage list.
2. Phase 2 (2012–2015) objective includes improving strength and level of protection
management, and completing guarantee system for protection and management of
Xanadu City Site.

Article 45 Basic Countermeasures
1. Linking overall rules for the relic protection, expanding area division of
protection and management, and making regulations for administration.
On the basis of fully link with the Overall Plan for Protection of Xanadu City Site
2009 - 2025, and according to the determination of outstanding universal values and
complete value elements of the heritage, heritage area and buffer area are divided to
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5. Planning Objective and Basic
Countermeasures

achieve effective linkage between the archaeological site and relative plans of the
natural environment. The location classifications and related administrative regulations are made to enhance operability of protection and administration of the heritage.
2.

Completing Legal Guarantee System for the Heritage

According to the requirements of the Methods for Protection and Administration of
World Cultural Heritage, immovable relics in the heritage area are all registered as
relics’ protection units on different levels. Based on large scale of division of the
heritage protection area, League-level regulation Methods for Protection and Administration of Xanadu City Site is upgraded into the Autonomous Region-level
regulation “Regulations for Protection of Xanadu City Site”.
3. Enhancing Protection to the Archaeological Site and Deepening the Researches on Values of the Heritage
According to the demands for authenticity and integrity of the world cultural heritage,
the effective protection to the archaeological sites will be achieved through the major
protection measures to prevent against the natural damage factors and human damage
factors. The basic controlling measures for soil usage adjustment are carried out to as
well.
4.

Enhancing Protection of Natural Environment and Historical Environment
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According to the background value of the heritage and the values of the four kinds of
natural sceneries, and based on the current problems of natural environment, measures for protection of ecological environment and renovating environmental sceneries are implemented to protect authenticity and integrity of historical environment
factors, spatial interface and landscape features of the heritage.
5. Enhancing Protection to the Humanistic Environment, and Maintaining the
Mechanism of Inheritance
According to Tentative Methods for Protection and Administration of State-level Intangible Cultural Relics, and based on the major problems of the humanistic environment, representative oboos with high values for the heritage area and the buffer
area are mainly protected. The inheritance mechanism and carrier maintenance for
the intangible cultural relics like oboo worship and Nadam Fiesta are enhanced to
extend the life vitality of the diversified cultures of Mongolian nationality in the
heritage area and the surroundings.
6. Completing Overall
Values of the Heritage

Exhibition

Structure,

and

Fully

Interpreting

According to the major problems of heritage exhibition, exhibition structure of the
heritage is completed by reintegrating the components of cultural relics of the heritage site. By enhancing the value interpreting system, city site exhibition effect,
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7.

Completing Monitoring System and Enhancing Monitoring Management

According to monitoring requirements of world cultural heritages, and based on major problems of the monitoring system, as well as implementation conditions of
monitoring measures that have been taken. The periodical and systematic monitoring
is carried out in accordance with preservation status. The protection measures, environmental status, tourism status, monitoring indexes of the systems are clarified, and
the monitoring management measures for the heritage are strengthened.
8. Coordinating with the Parties with Same Interests and Encouraging Public
Attendance
According to the major problems of the management and operation, and by coordinating interests of all related parties, public attendance should be encouraged. The
coordinating capacity is enhanced. The internal institutions are completed. The respective professional categories of protection and management personnel are improved to meet needs of protection and management of the heritage.
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tourist service facilities, tourist management, and heritage value transmission, the
outstanding universal values of the heritage are interpreted concretely and fully.

6. Area Division of Protection and
Management
Article 46 Grading of Area Division of Protection and Management
According to the requirements of Operation Guidelines of Implementing Convention
of Protection of World Culture and Natural Heritages (2008 Edition) (Operation
Guidelines for short), this plan divides protection and management area of “Xanadu
City Site” into heritage area and buffer area. (See Appendix 4 Table of Protection
and Management Area of Xanadu City Site for details.)

Section 1 Division of Heritage Area

Article 47 Division Bases and Scale of Heritage Area
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According to the requirements of “Make sure that outstanding universal values, integrity and authenticity of the heritage are fully reflected” in Article 99 of Operation
Guidelines, the heritage area is composed of Xanadu City Site, tombs, representative
oboos, and natural factors which are closely related to Xanadu City Site. It is delimited by the current landform that can be clearly identified. That area is
25,131.27 ha.

Article 48 Four-direction Boundaries of the Heritage Area
There are four-direction boundaries of the heritage area. The east one goes southwards along the ridge line from the hills in the east side of the Eej Oboo (1423 meters altitude)to the main peak of the southern emplacement (1482 meters altitude)
via the dam of Xandii Gool, northeast side of the Zhenzi Hill, and the ridge line
of Zhenzi Hill. The south one starts from the main peak of the southern emplacement to Tumet Oboo. The west one starts from Tumet Oboo, via Ejen Oboo along
the ridge line, to Holostai Oboo (1452 meters altitude); The north one begins
from Holostai Oboo (1452 meters altitude), via a hill of 1417-meter altitude, Qagan
Oboo, Sumujie in the south side of forest farm of Uhreqin Oboo, along the ridge
line of 1474-meter altitude, to the east side of hill of Eej Oboo (1423-meter altitude).
Four-direction vertexes’ coordinates:
East: 42°25’09.39” north latitude, 116°18’47.28” east longitude
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South: 42°16’53.05” north latitude, 116°13’57.47” east longitude

North: 42°27’53.33” north latitude, 116°13’03.54” east longitude.

Article 49 Classification of Blocks in the Heritage Area
According to requirements of the protection to the heritage body , the Overall Plan
for Protection of Xanadu City Site (2009-2025) (Overall Plan for Heritage Protection for short) was publicized by the People’s Government of Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region.
1. “Protection scope for Xanadu City Site”, “Protection Scope of Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill” and “Protection Scope of Tombs of Modot” of Overall Plan for Heritage Protection are classified as Class One Heritage Area;
2. And “Construction Control Belts of Xanadu City Site, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and
Tombs of Modot” of General Rules for Relics Protection are classified as Class Two
Heritage Area.

Section 2 Division of Buffer Area
Article 50 Division Bases and Scale of Buffer Area
According to Article 104 of Operation Guidelines “The buffer area contains location
and important sceneries of nominated heritage, and other areas or features that are
essential for the heritage and its protection in functions”. The buffer area with
150721.96 hs is divided according to visual scope of “Xanadu City Site”, complete
spatial interface of the heritage environment, distribution scope of the background
elements, and geographical characteristics of the natural sceneries of grasslands in
the southeast edge of Mongolian Plateau.

Article 51 Four-direction Boundaries of the Buffer Area
The area has four-direction boundaries. In the east, it extends from Songshu Channel－Qagan Nor Hudega Road along the watercourse of Heiben Gool and the administrative boundary between Duolun County and Zhenglan Qi, through Bayan
Oboo, Mogait Oboo, Ungen Oboo, Laobei Channel, and Nanlama Jingzi to the
mountain ridge of the big western mountain along Maquanzi Channel; in the south, it
extends from the mountain ridge of the big western mountain to the administrative
boundary between Duolun County and Zhenglan Qi along the line of mountain ridge
of Liangshan Mountain, double Oboos, to Dashitouchang Hill (1358 meters altitude);
in the west, it extends from the massif of Big Stone through Shangdu Town to Sang-
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West: 42°24’35.56” north latitude, 116°04’44.28” east longitude

gendalai Road, Gar Oboo, mountain ridge of eastern Gegen Oboo, Huhuchuluo
(1393 meters altitude), Wuniushi Mountain (1397 meters altitude ), western mountain ridge of Wubuermanha and Ha’erqitai’a to Sumujie in north of the tree farm of
Uhreqin Oboo; in the north, it extends from Sumujie in north of the tree farm of Uhreqin Oboo, along Adatai Oboo, and the mountain ridge line to the north of Jagastai
Nor, Haolitu Lake, Remutu Lake, Hundelengbulage and Hudetaibulage, connecting
the logwood area north of Wuyi Breeding Farm, to Songshu Channel－Qagan Nor
Hudega Road.
Four-direction vertexes’ coordinates:
Northeast: 42°37’43.91” north latitude, 116°32’56.11” east longitude.
Southeast: 42°10’13.90” north latitude, 116°06’16.55” east longitude.
Northwest: 42°17’00.75” north latitude, 115°54’11.23” east longitude.
Southwest: 42°39’42.98” north latitude, 116°19’18.00” east longitude.

Article 52 Classification of Control Blocks in the Buffer Area
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According to the protection requirements for the heritage environment, the distribution features of sceneries in the buffer area and urban construction features, the
buffer area is divided into 6 kinds of blocks by linking to the Plan for Protection of
Ecological Environment and Featured Landscapes of Xanadu City Site (2010-2020)
(Plan of Ecological Landscapes for short) publicized by Administrative Office of
Xilingol Government in 2010 and Overall Urban Plan of Shangdu Town of Zhenglan
Qi of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region (2002-2020) (Overall Plans for the Town
City for short) publicized by the People’s Government of Zhenglan Qi in 2002:
1. “Steppe” of the buffer area in the Plan of Ecological Landscapes are classified as
Class One Buffer Area;
2. “Wetland” of the buffer area in the Plan of Ecological Landscapes are classified
as Class Two Buffer Area;
3. “Grassland” of the buffer area in the Plan of Ecological Landscapes are classified
as Class Three Buffer Area;
4. “Forest-grassland” of the buffer area in the Plan of Ecological Landscapes are
classified as Class Four Buffer Area;
5. City constructed area of Shangdu town of Zhenglan Qi of Overall Plans for the
Town City is classified as Class Five buffer area;
6. Other places of the buffer area are Class Six buffer area.
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Section 3 Rules of Administration

1. Apart from protection title of “one of the preliminary list of world cultural heritages in China”, Xanadu City Site is also “one of the Cultural Relics of National
Importance under the Protection of the State”; the protection scope and construction control belt divided according to Law of the People's Republic of China on
the Protection of Cultural Relics should be linked to the heritage area and buffer
area;
2. More than 90％ of the lands of heritage area and buffer area are “basic grasslands”, which are protected by laws and regulations including Administrative Articles for Grasslands in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, Protective Articles
for Basic Pasturelands in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, Detailed Principles for Administration of Grasslands in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region.
Measures for protection and management of Class One and Class Two heritage
areas and Class One to Class Four buffer areas are made according to governmental regulations, including Detailed Rules for Balance Between Grasslands
and Livestock in Xilingol Meng (Tentative), Additional Opinions for Detailed
Rules for Balance Between Grasslands and Livestock in Xilingol Meng (Tentative)
and Implementation Methods for Staged Grazing Prohibition Projects in Xilingol
Meng (Trial).
3. Folk-custom activities including oboo worship are “State-level intangible cultural
relics” which are protected by laws and regulations including Tentative Methods
for Protection and Administration of State-level Intangible Cultural Relics. The
measures for protection and administration should be worked out according to
related policies including Implementation Scheme for National and Civil Cultural
Protection Projects of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, Implementation
Scheme for National and Civil Cultural Protection Projects, and Tentative Methods for Management of Special Capital for Protection of Intangible Cultural
Heritages in Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region. The protection strength
should be increased in capital investment and the protection for the inheritors of
intangible heritages.
4. Class Five and Six blocks of the buffer area are related to urban and rural constructions. The regulations for protection and management should be made according to City and Country Planning Law of the People's Republic of China, and
should be integrated into the city-wide general planning of Shangdu Town.
5. By combining related laws and regulations including Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics, Regulations of Relics Protection
of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region, Methods for Protection and Administration of Xanadu City Site, and linking related contents of Plan for Ecological
Sceneries and Overall Plan for Relics Protection, the rules of protection and ad-
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Article 53 Introduction to Compiling the Rules of Administration

ministration for the division was made.
6. After being approved, the division for protection and administration and main
measures of protection in the plan should be timely integrated into Overall Urban
Plan of Shangdu Town of Zhenglan Qi, Overall Plan for Land Usage at Zhenglan
Qi, Overall Urban Plan of Duolun Lake Town, Overall Plan for Land Usage of
Duolun County and other related plans. Alteration of mandatory contents including heritage protection division and management regulations should be done according to the procedure of Compiling and Auditing Methods for Protective Plans
of Cultural Relics of National Importance under the Protection of the State. After
the heritage is concluded into the List of World Heritages, adjustments of
boundaries of the heritage area and buffer area should be done according to the
related regulations of the World Heritage Committee.

Article 54 Administrative Rules for the Heritage Area
1. Activities that may harm the safety and integrity of the heritage body and the
environment are prohibited in the heritage area
(1) Any constructions are prohibited in the Class One heritage area, including explosions, drillings and digging. If the other kinds of archaeological drilling and digging
for the needs of protection and exhibition, their soil disturbing depth cannot exceed
archaeological cultural layer depth confirmed by archaeological departments It
should be agreed by the State administration of Cultural Heritage and approved by the
People’s Government of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(2) Permanent building scale is strictly controlled in Class Two heritage area to keep
residential forms of nomadic living means. Facilities that pollute environment cannot
be built. Industrial projects cannot be founded. Tourism and entertainment facilities
cannot be constructed.
(3) For lands that are divided as “key protected areas” in the heritage area according
to General Rules for Relics Protection, alteration procedure for “land of relics and ancient remains” should be gone through based on related state laws and regulations.
2. Archaeological work and relics protection measures in the heritage area
should not cause new damage to all ground and underground remains at the
Xanadu City Site.
(1) For all archaeological excavating work in the heritage area, approval procedure
must be performed. The units engaging in archaeological excavating should be approved by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage. Any unit or person cannot
excavate at will.
(2) Activities that may affect authenticity of the site cannot be done in the heritage
area. The protection measures must obey the principles of not changing original form
of the relics and minimizing interference. Reconstruction for the original buildings at
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the site is prohibited.

(1) Activities of livestock breeding in Class One heritage area are strictly controlled
according to livestock carrying capacity of the grasslands. The overload part should
be reduced until environmental loading capacity is complied. Grazing is prohibited in
the “key protected areas” designated by General Rules for Relics Protection.
(2) Farmlands in Class One heritage area should be restored to grasslands. The
original residential sites can only have population move out instead of moving in,
and the houses can only be demolished rather than built. The places for relocating
residents should be outside the Class One heritage area.
(3) Current farmland scale cannot be expanded in the Class Two heritage area.
According to Plan for Ecological Landscape, population of the residential sites
should be controlled and adjusted. The scientific seasonal grazing and rest breeding
should be encouraged.
(4) Any mining, quarrying, sanding mining and soil mining are prohibited in the
heritage area. The measures of restoring ecosystem must be taken for the exploited
mines.
(5) Groundwater exploitation, tree cutting, hunting, and wild herb collecting and digging are prohibited in the heritage area. The people who get involved in those illegal
activities should be punished according to Article 12 of Regulations about Management of Grasslands in Xilingol Qi.
(6) Livestock capacity of the grasslands in the heritage area should be controlled according to the system for the balance between grass and livestock1. The methods for
balance between grass and livestock in cold seasons and warm seasons should be
made. The upper limit of sheep scale at each flock spot in warm seasons cannot be
over 300. The amount of goats should be less than 10％ At least, 20% of the livestock capacity should be cut for rotated grasslands according to contracted natural
grasslands. Grazing forbidding measures should be taken according to related regulations of Implementation Methods for Staged Grazing Prohibition Projects in Xilingol
Qi (2010). In the breeding forbidding area of the heritage area, the production and
life of farmers and herdsmen should be arranged properly. Self-use food livestock of
each household should be controlled beneath 25 sheep.
4. Any activities that damage the landscape of the environment of the heritage
are prohibited in the heritage area
Additional Opinions about Detailed Rules (Tentative) for Implementation of Grasslands
and Livestock of Xilingol Meng (2010)

1
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3. Natural environment factors of Xanadu City Site in the heritage area cannot
be damaged. The ecological environment of the grassland should be kept and
restored.

(1) Buildings, structures and roads which cause negative influences in the landscape
in class one heritage area should be renovated or demolished by phases. The renovated lands should be returned to grasslands gradually in the case that there is no archaeological site.
(2) Basic building projects in Class Two heritage area should be done according to
procedure required by Article 29 of Law of the People's Republic of China on the
Protection of Cultural Relics;
(3) Scale of building lands for resident sites should be controlled strictly in Class
Two heritage area. The traditional architectural features of the Inner Mongolian
grasslands should be kept. The top point of the buildings should not exceed 4.5 meters, and grey and white colors should be adopted. All the construction activities of
residents should be reported to the Administration Bureau of Cultural Relics of
Xanadu City Site at Zhenglan Qi for records.

Article 55 Administrative Regulations for the Buffer Area
1. Geographical environment features composed of four featured sceneries
should be kept in the buffer area, to construct an ecological barrier and resist
sandstorm for the heritage area.
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(1) Evaluation report about environmental influence must be compiled according to
Environmental Impact Evaluation Law of the People's Republic of China for large
construction projects in the buffer area, to evaluate influence and disturbing degree
of construction projects in values of heritage and the environment. The State Administration of Cultural Relics should organize experts for demonstration and perform procedures for approval.
(2) In Class One buffer area, it should protect featured sceneries of elm forest, bushes
and grasslands, forbid cutting at will; determine livestock number on basis of grass
available, promote natural regeneration of elm categories; limit farmland reclamation
and protect water resource, fix flowing sand dunes, and control areas of visible sands;
prohibit hunting to protect habitats of wild animals.
(3) In Class Two buffer area, it should protect featured sceneries of Xar Tala Wetland,
ensure water flow of the Wetland; forbid large industries to use water; protect water
sources; divide areas for rotating grazing and seasonal rest grazing; prohibit farmland
reclamation; forbid wood cutting and hunting.
(4) In Class Three buffer area, it should determine livestock breeding according to
grass amount, prevent from vegetation degradation and soil desertification; restore
ecosystem; divide areas for rotating grazing and seasonal rest grazing; prohibit farmland reclamation; and forbid digging and gouging at will, which damage the grasslands.
(5) In Class Four buffer area, it should promote growth of seedlings, protect secon-
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(6) For class One to Four buffer areas, system of balancing grass and livestock
should be complied with. The methods for balancing grass and livestock in cold seasons and warm seasons should be planned. The upper limit of sheep scale at each
flock point in warm seasons cannot be over 400 sheep, and amount of goats should
be less than 15%. At least 20% of the livestock capacity should be cut for rotated
grasslands according to contracted natural grassland of the herdsman household.
(7) For Class One to Four buffer areas, illegal grassland reclamation should be punished according to Article 11 of Regulations about Administration of Grasslands in
Xilingol Meng (1999);
2. Overall sceneries should be coordinated, and sightseeing of grasslands should
be maintained in the Buffer Areas
(1) Class Five buffer area should strictly control building strength in the town, and
building heights cannot exceed 24 meters. The town should develop towards the west,
and architectural style and colors should reflect characteristics of the grassland city.
(2) Lands in Class Six buffer area should be kept for natural grassland grazing field.
The residences should be distributed sparsely to keep the sightseeing of the grasslands. The grass-livestock balancing system should be followed to make measures
for balancing grass and livestock in both cold seasons and warm seasons.
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dary forest; determine livestock breeding according to grass amount, rest grazing by
seasons; forbid cutting trees at will; and prevent fire in a strict way.

7. Special Plan for the Management
of Heritage

Section 1 Completing the Legal Security System for
Heritage Protection
Article 56 The legal status of heritage factors should be specified.
1. Legal basis
As the site of Xanadu City (the Upper Capital of Yuan Dynasty) is included in the
"World Heritage List" with the approval of the World Heritage Committee, its requests and procedures of protection and management should be carried out in accordance with charters and documents of National norms and International conventions.
2. The legal status of the site of Xanadu City should be established.
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As requested in Article IX in “the World Cultural Heritage Management Regulations", the immovable cultural relics of world heritage shall be announced as protected units of the cultural relics in accordance with its historical, artistic and scientific value. The immovable relics that have not yet been ratified and announced as
relic protection units should be registered and announced by county-level cultural
relic authorities. "
Tombs of Modot and representative oboos should be established as relic protection
units of Qi(county)-level or autonomous region-level, and their legal status should be
strengthened.

Article 57 The legal system for the protection of the site of Xanadu City
shall be completed
1. Management Measures for the Protection of site of Xanadu City announced by the
administrative office of Xilingol Meng as a specific code for heritage protection shall
be submitted to the People’s Congress of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region for
deliberation and promulgated as "Regulations on the Protection Site of Xanadu City
" during the first session of the planning.
2. The existing local laws and regulations shall be strengthened, amended or supplemented timely in accordance with the implementation of policy and the surveillance
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results on the effect of heritage protection as well as management.

1. Communication and cooperation among the law-enforcing departments for archaeological sites, natural environment and cultural environment shall be reinforced
and the joint inspection of law enforcement shall be conducted actively.
Lectures and examinations on laws and regulations shall be given regularly and the
capacity for the law enforcement should be strengthened.
2. Promotion of legal knowledge on the regulations for the relic protection, environmental conservation, grassland protection and intangible cultural heritage protection
shall be carried out from time to time to enhance the legal awareness of the local
population and ensure the effective protection and management of Xanadu City Site.

Section 2 Improve the Management of Security System
Article 59 Special protection legislation shall be implemented.
Management Measures for the Protection of the Site of Xanadu City shall be implemented and followed. The specific work system of protection and management shall
be drawn up in detail. The management system shall be more systematic and scientific.

Article 60 Connections between plans shall be established.
1. The regulations in this plan for the management of the heritage zone and the buffer
zone should be included in the followings: the General Plan for the Development of
Zhenglan Qi, General Plan for the Land Use of Zhenglan Qi, General Plan for the
Development of Dolon Nor, and General Plan for the Land Use of Duolun County,
2. This plan and Article 46-48 and Article 53 that are related to the management of
Grade I and Grade II heritage conservation zone shall be included in the General
Plan for the Protection of the Site of Xanadu City.
3. The capacity limit for tourists in Article 128-129 of this plan should be included in
the General Plan for the Development of Tourism in Xilingol Meng.
4. The measures for the comprehensive protection and utilization of mineral resources, ecological resources, and water resources should be respectively included in
the special plan for local, social and economical development.
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Article 58 Law enforcement shall be promoted.

Article 61 Fund-raising and Management
1. On the basis of maintaining present stable sources of funding, the special financial
allocation from the national budget should be strived with efforts.
2. The popularity of this heritage should be promoted through the publicity of its
value to spur the development of cultural tourism and the related industries and to
expand the fundraising channels.
3. Donations from communities or individuals should be promoted vigorously by
taking advantage of the economy of cultural resources to win more public support to
the protection of the site of Xanadu City and to rationalize and stabilize the distribution and the use of the funds.
4. The use of funds should be supervised more strictly in accordance with national
regulations on the standardized management of financing and assets.

Article 62 Coordinating the interests of parties involved in this heritage
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1. Heritage Application Area covers Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County, involving
various types of land, such as agricultural land, heritage sites, construction land, forest land, grassland, pasture and farm and other land, and closely related to the interests of local herders, farmers, mining industries, cultural and tourist departments.
Under the prerequisite of guaranteeing the effective protection of the genuineness
and integrity of this heritage, the interests of all parties should be addressed properly
and the harmonious relationship between heritage conservation and social development promoted.
2. Fair and transparent decision-making system including expert consulting and public hearing should be established to take advice from all parties involved on issues of
great impact and to get local residents more involved in the protection of this heritage.
3. The Site of Xanadu City serves as a proof to the great contribution from Mongolian as a Chinese minority in the formation of Chinese community. To the benefit
of Chinese socialist spiritual civilization, patriotic education and national unity, the
protection and management of this heritage should take into full consideration ethnic
issues.

Article 63 Encouraging public participation
1. Radio, television, newspapers and other media should be made full use of to publicize the significance of protecting the site of Xanadu City. The public concern and
support for heritage conservation should be stimulated and public awareness for active involvement in the protection of this heritage should be enhanced.
2. Residents' active involvement in the protection of this heritage and other intangi-
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3. As for workers of Wuyi Livestock Breeding Station and Mongolian and Han
herdsmen whose interests are involved in the protection of this heritage and other
renovating activities, negotiation and compensation should be made reasonably to
encourage their participation in heritage protection and to realize the virtuous circle
of heritage protection.

Section 3 Strengthening the construction of managerial
institution
Article 64 Strengthening the coordination of heritage protection
As the site of Xanadu City covers two counties, special managerial institution at
League-level or level of autonomous region should be established. The management
committee of the site of Xanadu City should be promoted from a coordination institution at League-level to an administrative institution with proper administrative
power and resources. Meanwhile, its major function should be made clear and corresponding long-term working system should be formulated.

Article 65 Strengthening the internal institutional construction
1. In accordance with the need of heritage protection, the Management Committee of
the Site of Xanadu City has the right to make personnel changes and to add internal
institutions.
Its permanent office should ensure that its staff members and office equipment
should cater to the need of management in different regions and departments.
2. In order to enhance the institutional construction of Xanadu City museum, comprehensive internal institutions should be established in accordance with needs arising from the protection, investigation, research, demonstration, publicity of this heritage. Moreover, staffing should be confirmed in accordance with the specific duty of
each institution.

Article 66 Personnel training
1. According to Article XIII of the World Cultural Heritage Protection and Management Measures, "The staff of the world cultural heritage protection institutions
should observe the rule of taking appointment with certificate, and major persons in
charge should obtain the qualification certificate issued by the State Bureau of CulC-91
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ble cultural heritage and the inheritance of traditional nomadic lifestyle should be
encouraged via voluntary organizations and activities and the formulation of proper
rules and regulations for the village and villagers. In this way, a bottom-up mode for
heritage protection would be gradually come into shape.

tural Relics.", and gradually the staff of heritage management agency should be more
qualified.
2. In accordance with needs from the protection and management of this heritage, the
heritage management department should formulate talent training plan, and guarantee the rapid, healthy, and sustainable development of personnel.
3. Staff members should be trained for the theory of world heritage protection, scientific management, demonstration and publicity of the value of heritage to improve
their comprehensive quality and professional skills, to improve the management of
existing managerial institutions and to meet the needs from the protection and management of world heritage.
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Section 1 Principles and requirements for heritage protection
Article 67 Principles and requirements for underground relics
1. For the conservation of the site of Xanadu City, strict measures should be taken to
protect the grassland over the city site and burial site, to put the scale of archaeological excavations under control, and to maintain the protective function of the
grassland roots which help to conserve the relics of this site.
2. In-situ protection should be conducted for the site of Xanadu City. If it is difficult
to protect effectively the excavated brick or stone of the tombs in the open field, then
they have to be moved as a whole or in pieces to site museum for conservation.
3. When the city sites and tombs of the site of Xanadu City have been excavated for
archeological data and research, the sites should be refilled with proper technology.
If there are some parts need to exhibit in open air, the protective measures should be
taken as per the serious threat of temperature difference of from 600C to 800C and
can be put into effect after the verification.
4. All measure for the protection of the site of Xanadu City should strictly follow the
principle of "less intervention". For the sake of the image of a grassland capital, no
new buildings for protection or demonstration should be built within the site of
Xanadu City in principle.
5. The revelation of exhibition scale for the exposed parts of the site of Xanadu City
should be strictly controlled. Relics included in the plan of excavation should be
protected with measures of anti-freezing and anti-leakage under the conditions of
drainage, ventilation for secure conservation. The size and temperature of facilities of
demonstration should be strictly under control and the image of these facilities
should not impair the value of this heritage site.
6. In accordance with the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of
Cultural Relics, the relics unearthed from the site of Xanadu City should be conserved in the site museum.
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8. Plan for the Protection and Management of the Archaeological Site

Article 68 Principles and requirements for protection of the remains on
the ground
1. The aboveground relics of the site of Xanadu City should be maintained and reinforced on the basis of stable structure appraisal. All protective measures should be
formulated deliberately and meet the demand of renewable principle. Under conditions of the immature protective measures and technologies, simple and effective
measure of renewable principle should be made in accordance with the guidance of
"protection and emergency treatment first".
2. In principle, the aboveground relics of the site of Xanadu City should be restored
without any alteration. The relics should not be rebuilt and no material should be
added to it, with the purpose of ensuring the security and genuineness of this heritage
site.
3. If the building spot of Qing dynasties is on top of Ming, this kind of relics should
maintain their present appearance.
All protective measures should highlight clear-up and security. Archeological works
should be carried out under the prerequisite of conserving all the historical data of
the site.

Article 69 Requirement for construction
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All the protective constructions listed in the plan should be entrusted to professional
departments for special design which should correspond to the specific requirement
of certain constructive works and be implemented when the approval process has
been completed in accordance with the Administration Procedures for Cultural Relics Protection Projects

Section 2 Basic measures of protection and management
Article 70 Adjusting the nature of land-use
In accordance with Term 1. (3) in Article 53, the land that has been allocated in "major protection zones" in light of the General Plan for Cultural Relics Protection
should follow the procedures of national legislation for the changing of land-use of
heritage sites；this zone covers an area of 2790.88 hectares, which take 11.1% of the
total area of this heritage site. The object of the first session is as follows:
1. In the following areas, farmland will be restored to grassland: North Neighbourhood, Tiefan’gan Canal, the southeast Ejen Oboo, and the north of the 3rd branch of
Wuyi Breeding Farm. All these four zones cover an area of 488.54 hectare.
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3. The 2284.53 hectares of Wuyi Breeding Farm that have been allocated in “major
protection zones” prescribed by the General Plan for Cultural Relic Protection
should be changed into land for cultural relics.

Article 71 The requirement for the use of cultural relics land
All the new heritage sites should be protected as "grassland land". The right to use
the grassland should be agreed through negotiation among the relevant parties in accordance with the legislation on the alteration of land use.

Article 72 The collection and storage of information
1. Complete heritage documents in light of the Job Specification for national institutions of protecting major cultural relics (Trial Implementation) (2003).
On the basis of filing, the plan for collecting information on the heritage and its surroundings should be carried out.
2. The work of collecting graphic data should be carried out more vigorously to establish a complete database for the heritage site. Data relevant to the history and its
status for this heritage site should be collected. Information about the heritage should
be collected in a dynamic way and all protective and engineering measures should be
filed and stored.

Article 73 Announce and mark the boundary of this protection and
management zone
As approved, the boundary of this zone should be announced by the people's government of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region; the announced heritage zone and
the buffer zone should be marked.

Article 74 Routine inspection and maintenance.
1. Daily monitoring and maintaining system should be standardized and perfected in
accordance with the requirements for protecting this site.( see Chapter 14 the Plan
for Supervising And Managing the Heritage for details)
2. In consideration of the vast area of this site, standardized regular inspection system
should be established. The duties of this system include: maintaining the measures
taken in accordance with present regulations; cruising for security in the heritage
zone; supervising the construction in the zone; inspecting the protection and management in the zone according to management regulations; regularly maintaining the
sanitation of the heritage site and its protection facilities.
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2. The to-be-changed nursery garden is located in the north of the third branch of
Wuyi Breeding Farm, covering an area of 17.81 hectare.

Article 75 Establishing emergency plan
In accordance with relevant regulations, documents and measures for security and
protection should be revised and improved. Hence the Procedures of Emergency
Work Plan for the site of Xanadu City were made. This emergency plan includes how
to respond to mountain torrent, rainstorm, snowstorm, fire and grave-robbery.

Section 3 Prevention of natural destructive elements
Article 76 Consolidation and reinforcement
1. Relic sites like Mingde Gate, Yutian Gate, Da'an Pavilion, Muqing Pavilion, and
the turret in the north-west Imperial City should be consolidated together with the
demonstration project of the site. Materials and technologies for reinforcing the surface of the walls should be chosen in light of the status of the heritage and possible
damage that might be caused by the environment. Chemicals should be used discretely in protection.
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2. On the basis of stable appraisal made for the relic sites of Mingde Gate and Yutian
Gate, the reinforcing method should make supporting and fencing to the relics as a
major choice while consolidating with earth as a supplementary option. All reinforcing measures should not alter the present texture quality and structure of the
heritage; meanwhile, measures like earth-covering, grass-planting, leakage-preventing, and drainage should be taken.
3. The original surface of the ground should be protected where treading happens.
Protective structure should stay harmonious with the entire environment and negative
artificial effects should be minimized.
4. Consolidating works should be assessed and designed with modern technology,
and implemented after procedural approval.

Article 77 Repairing the Tiefan’gan Canal
In light of the evaluation of the water flow in the site, the notch formed in history
should be repaired by filling earth. The upper side of the restored notch should reach
the height of the earth banks besides it, and grass should be planted to maintain it.

Article 78 Maintaining vegetation cover
As there are abundant on-ground relics, adequate vegetation coverage should be
maintained to avoid erosion.
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Article 79 Sand controls

Section 4 Prevention measures for man-made destruction
Article 80 Restoring farmland to grassland
See Term 2.(1), Article 69. Farmlands which potentially do harm to the heritage in
North Neighbourhood and Tiefan’gan Canal should be restored to grassland.

Article 81 Protective fences should be set up.
1. Along the major protection zone delimited by the General Plan for Relics Protection, fences should be erected; along the fence, regular inspection should be conducted to cease any kind of damage done to the heritage by herding; the total length
of the fence will reach 25,710 meters. The form and texture quality should stay harmonious with the surroundings.
2. Along the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot, protection fence and signs
should be established to enclose the site for the purpose of preventing damages to the
on-ground relics by grazing; the fence along Tombs of Zhenzi Hill is 6,150 meters in
length and the form and materials of the fence should stay harmonious with the surroundings.

Article 82 Establishing service centers
1. Service center for the relic site should be established after the entrance to the site
has been repaired and it should include ticketing, office, night watch, monitoring,
public washroom, parking lot for electric power carts. The center covers an area of
500 square meters and their appearance will take traditional Mongolian architecture
into consideration to stay in harmony with the surroundings.
2. Along the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot, Mongolian yurts should be
set up as service centers for the purpose of night watch and monitoring.

Article 83 Establishing security facilities
1. In the Palace City, Imperial City, and Outer City, video monitoring system should
be established and monitoring cameras should be deployed at important demonstration spots, junctures of demonstration roads, and gates; the monitoring center should
be located at the entrance to the demonstration zone. Wireless Video Surveillance
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Aiming at regional sand control, this measure helps to reduce the damage to the
heritage caused by wind erosion. (See the details in Chapter 11 the Plan for the Protection of Natural Environment)

System should be taken to avoid damage caused to the relics by cabling; and all the
monitoring facilities should be ensured that they work normally in extremely cold
weather and effective maintenance can be carried out.
2. In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot surface vibration monitors should be
installed to prevent any kind of tomb robbery; monitoring center should be built together with the construction of service center.

Article 84 Conservation and Renovation (in accordance with articles
above)
In accordance with the plan, the walls of Mingde Gate and Imperial City and Dongmeng Gate should be repaired to avoid hollowing and uneven load distribution; on
the walls of the ruins, masonry of 0.5 to 1 meter high should be reserved for the defense against natural erosion; the others should be demolished to reduce the load on
the walls of the ruins. Meanwhile, necessary measures for leakage prevention,
consolidation, and drainage should be taken.

Article 85 Repairing
For the gaps on the eastern wall, southern wall, western wall of the Imperial City and
the eastern wall, western wall, and northern wall of the Outer City, proper repair
should be conducted; earth covering and grassing should be done; and treading
should be forbidden.

Article 86 Scientific refilling
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The unearthed relics which is unnecessary for demonstration in the open air, along
the western gate of the Outer City, at the junctures of the Eastern Road and Western
Road, and at Muqing Pavilion and Xinei, should be refilled scientifically.

Section 5 Deepening the study for the value of the heritage
Article 87 Promoting archeological works
In accordance with the General Plan for Archeological Works on the Site of the Yuan
Dynasty Upper Capital, the objectives of archeological works in plan have been established as follows: to solve the problems of how to realize the rational integral
structure and function of the buildings around the relics and how to develop proper
technology in repairing the relics; moreover, reports on excavation should be published.
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1. Special research department should be set up in the heritage management institutions to coordinate with relevant research institutions, to look for long-term partnership, to organize academic committee and of consultant team, to sketch out research
plans and tasks, and to carry out research work systematically.
2. In light of the actual situation, academic exchanging plans should be drawn up;
cooperation with overseas research institutions should be enhanced; research forum
on the issue of the site of Xanadu City should be organized regularly; and research
outcomes should be published to deepen the study of the value of the heritage.

Article 89 Adjusting timely measures for protection and management
According to the progress and research outcomes of archeological excavation, the
ingredients, value characteristics, and distribution of the heritage should be examined
and verified and the measures for protection and management should be adjusted in
time.
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Article 88 Strengthening the cooperation among social and governmental sectors.

9. Plan for the Protection and Management of the Natural Environment

Section 1 Objective and strategy for the protection
Article 90 Objective of the protective works
The protection of historical authenticity and integrity of the heritage should be realized via measures for protecting the ecological environment and enhancing the scenery.

Article 91 Objects to be protected
1. Protecting the historical features
Historical environmental features that reflect the features of the site of Xanadu City
should be protected. Namely, the natural appearance of hills, waters, and the grasslands and the spatial relationship with city sites should be conserved.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

2. Protecting the historical spatial structure
The historical spatial structure of Xanadu City is designed as a dream garden, i.e. the
scenery in the scope within sight centered on the capital site as a whole, should be
protected.
3. Protecting the natural features of the historical scenery
The ecological stability of the natural scenery that reflects the geographical characteristics of Xanadu City, i.e. the sand land, wetland, forest steppe, and steppe in the
heritage zone and the buffer zone, should be maintained.

Article 92 Protective strategy
1. In light of the typical features of historical objects and natural resources in protection plan, the regional ecological barriers around the site of Xanadu City should be
constructed; by protecting the ecology in the zone, the ecological capacity should be
established to curb man-made disturbances, to prevent desertification, to prevent land
erosion, to protect the water resource, to maintain the stability of the ecology in the
zone, and to seek after overall protection and sustainable development of the regional
ecological system.
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Section 2 Measures for ecological protection
Article 93 Environmental Capacity Assessment
The Capacity Assessment on the ecological environment of the Xanadu City in the
Heritage area and the Buffer area should be commissioned to relevant professional
institutions to specify the optimum livestock-carrying capacity and population in the
heritage zone and the buffer zone; and in accordance with the research outcomes,
population control measures should be formulated and implemented both in stages
and in whole.

Article 94 The limit requirement from the environmental capacity assessment
1. Grass-livestock balance
In light of the stock-carrying capacity of grasslands, strict balance between the yield
of grass and the number of livestock raised should be maintained. The number of
livestock should be based on the number of livestock raised on the grass available to
avoid the degradation of grassland resulting from over-grazing. Technical regulations
should be enacted by the National Grassland Supervising Bureau and the Agriculture
and Animal Husbandry Bureau and implemented by the Management Committee of
the Site of Xanadu City.
In accordance with the Additional Opinions on Implementation Details of
Grass-livestock Balance in Xilingol Meng (Interim) (2010) and in view of the average yield of three types of natural grassland in the first three years, combined with
Satellite remote sensing technology, the grass-livestock balance should be verified
every three years, and the optimal livestock-carrying capacity of the heritage zone
and the buffer zone should be determined and adjusted within the upper limit designated by the regulations for the management of this heritage. All these tasks should
be commissioned to the grasslands supervisory institutions at the levels of League
and Qi.
2. Migration of local residents
1. In consideration of the proper population by environmental capacity assessment,
the redundant population should be moved elsewhere. Alternatives to grazing should
be actively developed. With financial and technological support from the government,
the trained herdsmen can participate in heritage protection and tourism.
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2.To rid of the negative factors in the zone and enact regulative measures to ensure
the overall harmony of the zone.

2. Herdsmen in the zone should be actively encouraged to scientifically carry out rotational grazing and suspend grazing and fix the number of livestock in nomadic
herds and the range of grazing, so that the restoration of nature vegetation cover can
be ensured; in the buffer zone, stable breeding in fence or house can be promoted
without altering the normal lifestyle of herdsmen.

Article 95 Control on Desertification of Land
Combined with the Plan for Ecological Scenery, the measures for restoring ecological environment in this article are to carry out relevant design for ecological restoration and to determine the region and volume of construction.
1. For the migratory sand dune in the zone, biological sand control method like sand
grid can be employed to fix mobile dunes, and further restore vegetation using the
natural power.
2. For the regeneration difficulties of the population of sparse elm woods and the
secondary forest in Uhreqing Oboo, saplings should be fostered in their original
places encouraging mature growth.
3. For the small areas without plantation in the zone, trees should be planted or the
seeds of local trees and grasses should be planted or sowed to recover the plantation.
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4. For the deserted land of sandpit and quarry, the terrain there should be taken advantage of, combined with necessary engineering measures, to imitate and restore the
natural ecological system and improve the scenery in the places without using seeding methods. Sandpits with a high degree of slope can be altered to be a gradual
slope with help of mechanical equipment; proper local plants should be grown there
to help recover the plantation.
Additionally, considering the desertification threat and the difficulties lying in restoring the vegetation on the grassland and the volume of archaeological excavation
should be strictly restricted in the zone so as to avoid damage done to the grassland
vegetation.

Article 96 Preventing soil erosion
1. Preventing soil erosion in Luuii Dobqag
As an important historical part of the Site of Xanadu City, Luuii Dobqag has been
suffering from serious land erosion as a result of mining, quarry, sand and clay excavation. The ecological restoring projects should strictly observe item 3.(4), Article 53
of this plan to prevent the further land erosion in Luuii Dobqag via rehabilitation of
grassland and forest and man-made dam for curbing land erosion. The engineering
amount should be determined based on the project schematic design.
2. Closing mining sites
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3. Returning farmland to grassland
It should follow Item 1. in Article 69. During the implementation period, greater efforts should be made to the rehabilitation of grassland. All the farmland cultivated
after the year 2000 should be rehabilitated into grassland.

Article 97 Protecing water resource
1. Limiting the groundwater exploitation
A. Prohibiting the electric power plant in the site of Xanadu City from exploiting the
groundwater.
B. Closing of the paper mill of Qinggeletu on the upper reach of Xandii Gool to
avoid water pollution.
C. Strictly controlling the volume of groundwater exploitation in Shangdu Town.
D. Minimizing the demand for groundwater from agricultural activities via measures
of returning farmland to grassland.
2. Restoring wetland
A. On Xandii Gool river basin located to the south of the site, small overflow dams
should be built to replenish water and ensure the surface water runoff of wetland
B. The river course of Xandii Gool from Zhenglan Qi Heichengzi breeding farm to
the site of Xanadu City should be checked and repaired. If located, the straying of the
river course caused by stream routing should be filled with eco-mud to ensure the integrity of the silt layer on the riverbed, which is around 30 kilometers in total
length.

Article 98 Protecting animals and plants
1. Protecting plant resources: in the zone, 472 kinds of plants have been identified,
and these plants belong to 68 different families. Plants of economic value or ornamental value, like globeflower, licorice, ephedra, astragalus, and cistanche deserticola, should be protected with greater efforts.
In accordance with the regulations of the zone, digging of these plants is not allowed. To protect these resources, expert supervising should be implemented, and
the plant community should be restored with nature based and man-facilitating
measures with special attention to the invasion of alien species which might damage
the natural native plant community.
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Four mining sites in the zone should be closed. Ecological restoration should be done
to the Fluorite Mine in Yulaantai, and the deserted quarry pit to the south of Yulaantai
oboo should be filled to restore it to the original geographical ontours.

2. The conservation of animal resources: in the zone, bustard and lynx are at the national level of wildlife protection; swan, crane, and falcon are at the secondary level;
moreover, Mongolia Braun, roe deer, badger, and sand grouse are of important economic and scientific value. So, in accordance with the actual situation and the protection of animal and plant resources, special flora and fauna observation station
should be set, and personnel should be on duty to strengthen the functions of the
zone in aiding, protection, observation and breeding wildlife; combined with measures for compensation of water loss and vegetation fostering, the protection for the
habitats of animals (lakes, water sources, and wetlands) should be enforced.
3. Publicity should be promoted to raise public awareness of participating in protecting animals and plants.

Section 3 Measures for improving the environment
Article 99 Relocating or demolishing buildings
1. The tourist facilities of Kublai Khan Summer Palace to the south of the site of
Xanadu City should be demolished.
2. Residents, 63 households in total, in the third branch, forth branch and sixth
branch which are located in the heritage site should be relocated during the first period of the plan.
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3. The residential settlement of the third branch of the Wuyi breeding farm, to the
southeast of the site should be renovated; to the west and north of the settlement,
shelter belt should be planted to minimize its negative influences on the scenery of
the site.
The residents should be gradually relocated outside the Class One heritage area during the sessions of the plan.
4. The starch processing plants located to the northeast of the third branch of the
Wuyi Breeding Farm and to the southeast of the site should be relocated outside the
site.
5. The non-historical graves, 340 in total, located in vicinities of Xiaoyuan Hill and
Luuii Dobqag should be relocated outside the site.

Article 100 Renovating the roads
1. All roads for tractors enclosed in the fences, other than some demonstration roads,
should be abandoned and returned to grassland.
2. The road with hardened surface from the entrance to the site of Mingde Gate
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should be changed to gravel road.

1. High voltage lines should be relocated: the 100,000 voltage power line, with a
total length of about 9.9 kilometers, across the site should be dismantled and rebuilt
elsewhere, and the part of high voltage lines in the zone should be buried.
2. The power lines for household consumption should be and relocated and buried as
well: power lines and facilities within the protective fence for power consumption,
with a total length of about 9.8 kilometers, along the road around the zone should be
buried under the road.
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Article 101 The burial of cables

10. Plan for the protection and
management of the cultural environment

Section 1 Objective and strategy for the protection
Article 102 Requirement for the protection
1. Objects to be protected: the intangible cultural relics in the zone, especially the
Mongolian cultural tradition of oboo.
2. Major task: to enhance awareness of traditional culture, ethnic pride and identification.

Article 103 The conservation strategy for Mongolian cultural diversity
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The basis technical map for strategically protecting the Mongolian cultural diversity
in the heritage site and its surroundings is as follows: investigation--making
plans--implementing protection--long-term supervision. The detailed practices are
as follows:
1. The intangible cultural relics in the Zhenglan Qi should be checked, verified and
systematically registered. Relics of higher value should be further studied and applied for being included in the list of intangible cultural relics at all levels.
2. A long-term strategy should be made to guide the protection of Mongolian cultural
diversity.
3. A complete security system should be enacted, and the inheritance of traditional
cultural activities should be maintained, and regulations should be improved, and
adequate funding should be secured. The local government of the heritage site should
encourage the inheritance of and returning to traditional nomadic lifestyle with political and financial support.
4. Formal education should include ethnic culture of Mongolian people and traditional expertise to popularize and teach the traditional knowledge and skills to the
younger generation, with an emphasis on the value of this heritage.
5. Under the prerequisite of conserving the value of this heritage, various kinds of
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6. On the basis of non-interference with the inheritance of this heritage, civic organizations and enterprises may be allowed to participate in the protection of this heritage
whose cultural ingredients can be fostered into an organic cultural industry to further
the conservation of it.
7. A trans-regional cooperation net should be established, and the exchanges of experience and business contact can be conducted via conferences.

Section 2 Key measures for the conservation of oboo
culture
Article 104 Major protective measures for oboo
1. A survey of the oboos in and around the heritage site should be conducted, and detailed photo archives should be established to record their position, function and usage.
2. Special importance should be attached to the oboos of higher value in the heritage
site and the buffer zone. These oboos should be announced as relic protection units at
Qi (county) level, and relevant plans should include measures for protecting these
oboos.
3. Oboos constructed with modern materials like cement and concrete by the herdsmen in the heritage site and the buffer site should be reformed with traditional materials and technique. The government should encourage and guide the herdsmen in
doing so.
4. Research on the history and value of oboos should be strengthened with an emphasis on the archeological work on key oboos.

Article 105 Major protective measures for oboos
1. Survey and registration of the time, place and organization forms of the oboo sacrificial ceremony and Nadam Fiesta in Zhenglan Qi for the purpose of maintenance
and demonstration. Video and audio archives should be established to document the
complete process and contents of various activities.
2. Research into the value of activities related to oboo should be done and measures
for maintenance should be made.
3. The tradition of inheritance should be emphasized and plans for nurturing inheritors should be made.
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education and communication should be encouraged, and more natives and outlanders may have access to and participate in the protection this heritage.

4. Survey and registration of the inheritors or organizations of wrestling, horse-riding
and archery should be made and the local government of heritage site or civil societies should encourage and support these traditions.
5. It should be ensured that the legislations, systems, and funding help to support and guarantee
these traditional activities.
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Section 1 Objective and strategy for the demonstration
Article 106 Objectives for the heritage demonstration
1. With an overall planning for the demonstration of the site of Xanadu City, the significant universal value of this heritage should be correctly and fully interpreted.
2. The management of tourism in the site of Xanadu city should be improved as a
whole, and the heritage should be demonstrated in a scientific, moderate, continual,
and rational way to give a full play to the social and economic benefits of this heritage.
3. Via a rational demonstration of this heritage, the protection of the site of Xanadu
City should be promoted with steady steps.

Article 107 The strategy for the demonstration
1. The conditions for the exhibition of this heritage should be analyzed as a whole
and the construction of the exhibition site should be properly designed.
A comprehensive assessment should be conducted for the present conditions of the
heritage from various aspects, like traditional value, aesthetic value, accessibility,
tourists carrying capacity, and management stress; an accurate comprehension of the
defects of the heritage should be grasped and the direction for improvement should
be well understood. In light of this assessment, and combined with considerations for
tourist planning, publicity, public interest, social influence, and economic benefits,
the architecture for exhibition should be rationally designed.
2. The value interpretation system for the heritage should be perfected to interpret the
value of the heritage in a correct way.
All kinds of interpretations should serve the purpose of promoting the universal
value embodied in the heritage, and must be in accordance with the cultural implication and feature of the grassland capital as anintegration between the city designs of
Han and Mongolian in the 13th and 14th centuries. By improving the present
value interpretation systems and rational selection of concrete way of interpretation,
exhibition of "misreading" as a violation of the value of the heritage should be
avoided.
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11. Plan for the Demonstration of the
Heritage

3. A sustainable on-spot exhibition system should be established with potential for
further development.
Considering the site of Xanadu City covers an area of over 900 hectares, and the nature of some of the relics remains unclear, therefore, a sustainable on-spot exhibition
mode should be strived for, and all exhibition spots should be connected by the main
road across the site; with the maturing of exhibition conditions and the progress of
archeological work, more exhibition spots can be established; meanwhile, the waste
of resources and repeated constructions should be avoided.
4. Enriching the exhibition modes and enhancing the aesthetic happiness that tourists
can get from viewing the relics.
The on-spot exhibition is the core of the value interpretation system on the heritage.
Reasonable choice of exhibition spot and route combined with voice system, sign
system, exhibition of the site of archaeological work, and instructors' guide, a tourist
management system will minimize the interference and damage caused by tourists,
and meanwhile, tourists might get more aesthetic enjoyment from touring around the
heritage.
5. Strengthening the publicity and promoting public awareness of the value of this
site
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via proper and effective way of publicity, public awareness of the cultural exchanges
between Han and Mongolian ethnic groups reflected through the site of Xanadu
City should be enhanced. By correcting the biased knowledge of Han and Mongolian cultures , the public respect of the value and lifestyle embodied in the site of
the heritage should be promoted. Meanwhile, the society and public should be encouraged to participate in the protection, promotion and publicity of the site of
Xanadu City.

Section 2 The exhibition construction for the heritage
Article 108 Revelation of the overall value of the heritage
1. By integrating once again the ingredients of the relics in the site of Xanadu City,
the linkages among these elements should be emphasized to reveal the overall value
of the heritage.
2. The way to exhibit the site and natural elements should be developed by integrating characteristic sceneries, Mongolian traditional cultures relevant to oboo activities
into the overall exhibition structure of the heritage.
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Article 109 The exhibition construction for the heritage

1. The exhibition zone of the Site Museum: this is a zone for interpreting systematically the exhibition structure, including the displaying of relics, management, tourist
service center, and storehouse; the Yulaantai oboo is the start of the on-spot exhibition of the site.
2. The on-spot exhibition zone of the site: it is the core of the exhibition structure,
including the site, Xandii Gool, Xar Tala, Luuii Dobqag, and Wetland. In this zone,
tourists can understand the value of the heritage by on-site touring. Meanwhile, combined with interpretation system, sign system, and auxiliary materials, the understanding of the universal value of the heritage should be deepened. (See details in
Section 4 of this chapter)
3. Uhreqing oboo mountain scenery spot: it is a major part of the overall exhibition
structure, including the forest steppe and Uhreqing oboo.
By on-site touring and proper on-site interpretation, this zone shows the tourists
characteristic scenery and the forest steppe; in this way, tourists can have a deeper
understanding of the nature worship and ancestor worship, represented by mountain
worship, popular among their nomadic forefathers.
Through the systems of tourist booking and tourist capacity control, tourist management should be established to avoid damages to the ecological environment.
4. Little Jagastai Lake scenery spot: it is a major part of the exhibition structure, including sand dune, lake, spring (the Heiben Gool), elm, and pasture. By on-site touring, tourists can enjoy the beautiful scenery of dune and have a deeper understanding
of the geographic features and the eco-barrier function of the site of Xanadu City.
Through the systems of tourist booking, tourist capacity control, tourist management
should be established to avoid damages to the ecological environment.
5. Oboo sacrificial ceremony experiencing zone: it is an important supplement to the
exhibition structure, including oboo, oboo sacrificial ceremony and Nadam Festival.
By establishing a long-term stable partnership with Sumuhegacha in the heritage and
selecting one or several proper spots of oboo sacrificial ceremony, the site of Xanadu
City will give tourists chances to experience the traditional lifestyle of Mongolian
herdsmen and have a better understanding of the cultural environment which supports the universal value as the backdrop for this culture. By announcing the content
and time via effective publicity, all these activities can control the number of tourists
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In accordance with the result of assessment of the exhibition conditions, the plan
designates that the overall exhibition construction comprises one hall and five districts, namely the Site Museum and the on-spot exhibition zone of the site, the scenery spot of Uhreqin oboo mountain, little Jagastai Lake scenery spot, oboo sacrificial
ceremony experience zone and Shangdu Town Service Center.

and avoid the disturbance and damage to the traditional life and customs; while
benefiting the residents in the site of Xanadu City, these folk activities should not be
developed into a trend of folk tourism.
6. The Service Center of Shangdu Town: it is the basic juncture of the exhibition
structure, and all service centers are connected by it. Shangdu Town should not only
cater for the basic need of tourists, such as accommodation, dining, and medical
service, but also demonstrate, in dances and banquets, to the public all the
well-preserved intangible Mongolian cultural relics, comprising Khoomei, Mongolian long-tune, Matouqin, etc.

Article 110 Route for the demonstration
The One Hall and Five Districts are located in the range of 1,800 square kilometers,
being independent from each other in tour route, and capable of free combination. So,
apart from the basic function of connecting all the service centers, the route should
show to the tourists the tombs not qualified for exhibition yet and the typical scenery
of steppe in the site of Xanadu City and buffer zone,
The route can follow three plans:
1. For the tourist team whose tour schedule is tense; one day estimated.
Option one: arriving at the service center of Shangdu Town, touring on-spot exhibition zone, returning to the service center of Shangdu Town, watching performances,
accommodation.
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Option two: arriving at the service center of Shangdu Town, touring on-spot exhibition zone, Uhreqing oboo mountain scenery spot, returning to the service center of
Shangdu Town or leaving
2. For tourist team whose schedule is not busy and single tourists; two days estimated.
The first day: arriving at the service center of Shangdu Town, touring around the
on-spot exhibition zone, little Jagastai Lake scenery spot, banquet, accommodation.
The second day: touring around little Jagastai Lake scenery spot, Uhreqing oboo
mountain scenery spot, returning to the service center of Shangdu Town or leaving
3. For special tourists, including investigators and other tourists with higher cultural
expectation; three days estimated.
The first day: arriving at the service center of Shangdu Town, touring around the
on-spot exhibition zone, returning to the service center of Shangdu Town, watching
performance, accommodation.
The second day: the service center of Shangdu Town, touring around Uhreqing oboo
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mountain scenery spot, accommodation in little Jagastai Lake scenery spot

Article 111 Requiremnt for the demonstration
1. "Plan of tourism in the site of Xanadu City" should be commissioned to professional departments with the requirement that this plan should be in accordance with
the ecological protection plan of Zhenglan Qi, plan for the development of tourist
industry, and plan for the economical development.
2. Harmonious relationship with the tourist spots in neighboring Qis and counties,
relevant tourist departments, and other social sectors; wide-spread support and cooperation should be striven for.

Section 3 The interpretation system of the value of heritage
Article 112 The interpretation structure for site museum system
In accordance with the universal value of the site of Xanadu City, the value interpretation system of the heritage comprises the Site Museum, on-spot demonstration, interpretation system, sign system, and auxiliary data; the heritage management institution should gradually perfect these five sections to construct a complete value interpretation system for the heritage.

Article 113 Requirements of the plan for the Site Museum
Site Museum is a comprehensive interpretation facility and an important place for the
public to get access to the universal value of the site of Xanadu City. Requirements
of this plan:
1. The Xanadu City Site Museum requires that: the site should take advantage of the
natural terrain and observe the design of ecological architecture to minimize any
negative effect on the scenery and to show respect for tradition.
2. The Site Museum covers overall floorage of 5000 square meters and a total area of
2700 square meters, including four kinds of service centers：for relic displaying, for
management, for tourist service, and for storage; as required by the plan, the museum
should have a capacity of 400,000 tourists/year.
3. The Xanadu City Site Museum should integrate functions of demonstration, protection, management and research. The demonstration function should include introC-113
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The second day: little Jagastai Lake scenery spot, oboo sacrificial ceremony experience zone, returning to the service center of Shangdu Town or leaving

duction, displaying of movable relics and tourist service; as for the protective function, the movable or fixed parts of the site should be protected; as for the management function, the site should be daily maintained; as for the research function, importance should be attached to academic exchanges or communication.
4. As for its demonstration function the Site Museum should make good use of material approaches, including unearthed relics, graphs, models and modern approach of
multi-media, with which to introduce to the tourists the history, environment, scenery
and culture of the heritage.
5. To realize the researching function, the Site Museum should invite experts, scholars and staff of fields like archeological excavation, research on the value of heritage,
protection of the heritage and ecology to give academic lectures and host academic
conferences, and further to have interactions with the tourists.

Article 114 Requirements for the on-site demonstration
On-site demonstration means to show the intension of the archeological site more
directly with proper auxiliary measures, and to convert archeological expertise into
layman's language for common people. (See in detail Article 118-122)

Article 115 The design of the on-site interpretation system
The system comprises audio system and guide's interpretation which should be set
according to on-site conditions.
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1. The on-site audio system: it comprises voice auto-player, wireless earphone,
background music, and etc. The most proper measure should be chosen according to
the value characteristics of the exhibition spot. This system helps to avoid mistakes
made by tired guides.
2. Guide's interpretation: it is a traditional way of interpretation, and should be
considered as an important supplementation to the audio system. This approach caters to tourist's need for explanation or certain answers, thus interactions with the
tourists are formulated.

Article 116 The plan for on-site sign system
The site of exhibition should consider using sign system as a major auxiliary approach for interpretation, including guide board, map of the overall site, signpost,
signs and instructions. Visitors can get the information in form of text or diagram.
All the text on the signs should be written in Mongolian, Chinese, and English for
the tourists with different cultural backgrounds.
The design of the signs: traditional or modern materials can be used in accordance
with the different nature of the relics. All the signs are better applied with Mongolian
traditional colors. Modern technology of sound, light and electronics can be emC-114

ployed in accordance with the environment.

Auxiliary materials, like tour maps, tourist guide, popular science books, pictures,
postcards, and other research outcome in print and audio-visual products, are important supplement to the whole interpretation system, including that can help visitors to
understand the details of different exhibition spots.

Section 4 The plan for the site demonstration
Article 118 Demonstration strategy
In accordance with the conclusions for the different exhibition conditions, the exhibition site is made up of four levels of demonstration, that is, site, , line, spot, and
non-stop. As per the different conditions of each spot, different strategies are taken to
cater to the overall objective for demonstration and emphasize the key point of demonstration.
1. Site exhibition: only applied to Palace City. In contrast to the architectures
around, Yutian Gate, Da’an Pavilion, and Muqing Pavilion which are located on the
axis feature the characteristics that blends the city designs of Han and Mongolia.
2. Exhibition along a line: for the Imperial City only. By connecting the key junctures of Mingde Gate, the northwest corner of the Imperial City, Furen Gate and the
east wall of the Imperial City and two important sites of Yanhua Temple and
Qianyuan Temple, the overall look of the Imperial City is presented to the tourists.
3. Exhibition in spots: for important exhibition spots or scenery spots like Xandii
Gool, Baga Horhoii oboo, Hadat oboo, the site of Wanying Barn, and the site of
Guangji Barn
4. Non-stop route: it refers to the way of sightseeing by electric cars without stop at
any spot. For Outer City and the neighborhood outside the city gate

Article 119 The exhibition structure for the site
In accordance with the exhibition strategy planned, the exhibition structure of the site
embodies “one hall and one site", and "one river and two hills", namely the Site
Musuem (including Yulaantai oboo mountain exhibition), the exhibition site of Imperial City, the scenery spot of Xandii Gool wetland. The route starts at Yulaantai
oboo and ends at Hadat oboo, which encloses the exhibition zones centered on Baga
Horhoii and Hadat oboo hills (eastern and western hill exhibition zones).
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Article 117 On-site interpretation as an auxiliary approach

Article 120 The way to present the site
In accordance with the status quo of all the sites, six plans for presentation have been
drawn.
1. Partial presentation: it means that parts of the site where archeological works have
been done and important cultural features or historical data can be revealed in the
open space after proper security measures have been taken, such as protective pavilions. It can be applied to sites like Muqing and Da’an Pavilion.
2. Presentation of the status quo of the site: it refers to renovate the relics on the surface of ground. It can be applied to sites like Mingde Gate, Yutian Gate, Muqing Pavilion, Da'an Pavilion, Furen Gate, and the walls.
3. Exhibition of the site of archeological works: it refers to presenting the process of
archeological works, for which simple equipments of interest and knowledge can be
accessible to visitors to experience and better understand the archeology and the site.
It can be applied to Yutian Gate, and Muqing Pavilion.
4. Simulation exhibition: it refers to presenting replicas of the unearthed relics when
the original ones have been filled up with earth. It applies to sites like Da'an.
5. Presentation of Route map: it refers to that the relative spacial positions and scenery should be shown with vegetation or other ground features in accordance with
Archaeological excavation and historical literature. It applies to the road system and
Da'an Pavilion in the site.
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6. The presentation of ground sign system: it refers to the signs and reference boards
for the on-ground relics. It applies to all the sites in the Palace City and other important sites in other areas.

Article 121 Route for presentation
1. The entrance
Major entrance should be located at the present gate of the site, and auxiliary entrances can be located at the eastern and western flanks of the site if it’s necessary.
2. Transportation
Within the boundary of the walls of the Outer City, tourists and staff can only tour on
foot. Electric carts and bikes are allowed outside the boundary.
3. Tourist routes
(By car) Site Musuem (Yulaantai oboo)→ entrance of the site →Xandii Gool wetland →parking lot for electric carts at Mingde Gate →(on foot) Mingde Gate
→Yutian Gate →Da'an Pavilion →the western door of the Imperial City→ the
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Article 122 Requirements for the presentation
1. The original relics in the on-site presentation can’t be relocated or rebuilt.
2. All the buildings, constructions, and afforestation projects should be implemented
under the prerequisite that the relics and the heritage site are not disturbed and damaged.
3. For exhibition in the open air, even though the relics are covered, scientific protection and assessment for the security of relics exhibited this way should be approved
first.
4. The way of presentation should be based on the outcome of archeological research
and keep the authenticity and integrity of the original relics.
5. The design and engineering of the exhibition should follow the principle of sustainable protection.

Section 5 Tourist service facilities
Article 123 Requirements for the facilities
Tourist service facilities should be set up in the heritage site and buffer zone in order
to avoid any disturbance to the environment and scenery. The tourist service facilities
designated in the plan are only set up in Shangdu Town exhibition zone and little Jagastai Lake scenery spot. The facilities should meet the requirements of the regulations and the need from the exhibition.

Article 124 Basic supporting facilities in the on-site exhibition area
1. Sanitation facilities: fixed public lavatories at the entrance, the east and west gate
of the Imperial City, Baga Horhoii, and Hadat oboo hill. The appearance of the public lavatories should be in harmony with the surroundings. In holidays, mobile toilets
can be put into use and flush-free eco-toilet can be taken into consideration.
In the heritage exhibition site, waste bins for recycle and non-recycle should be deployed every 100 meters along the main roads, every 120 meters along the minor
C-117
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northwest Turret of the Imperial City→ Furen Gate→ Muqing Pavilion→Huayan
Temple→ the eastern wall of the Imperial City→ the transferring spot for electric
carts at the eastern wall of the Imperial City→ (by car) parking lot for electric carts
at Baga Horhoii →(on foot) the site of Guangji Barn→ Baga Horhoii oboo→ (by car)
parking lot for electric carts at Baga Horhoii→ (passing by in car) North
Neighbourhood→ (on foot) Hadat oboo hill →Tiefan’gan Canal→ the site of Wanying Barn→ (by car) the exit of the site.

roads, and every 80 to 120 square meters in the recreation area. More water bins can
be set in the area where the intensive visitors are gathering.
2. Transport facilities: in accordance with the renovation plan for the sit gate, the
present parking lot will be relocated to the juncture of 308 National Highway and
built into an ecological one. The number of electric carts and rental bikes can be adjusted as per the number of tourists.
3. Facilities for tourist service: bench seats matching the surroundings should be set
in the major exhibition site. Tourist souvenirs and necessities should have more varieties in shops.
In tourist centers, there can be established with public phone, touch screen and video
equipment to introduce the spots, sight-seeing route, tour activities, and provide services like weather forecast, tea, beverages, internet access and inquiry system for
on-line sight-seeing.
Facilities for the people who are in special need: barrier-free access should be built at
the entrance, wheelchairs, strollers and walking canes should be available.
Devices and services for convenience: umbrella for rent, chargers for mobile phone
and camera, consignation for small items, and lost and found service. The setup of
clinics that offer daily drugs and emergency medical services should be considered.

Article 125 Basic supporting facilities in Shangdu Town
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The sanitation of the dining room and the standard of medical treatment should be
improved. The rate of hotel should be increased. More banks and post offices should
be set up as per the requirements of the visitors.

Article 126 Basic supporting facilities in the Little Jagastai Lake scenery
spot
As an effective supplement to the overall exhibition structure, the little Jagastai Lake
scenery spot can improve the present basic supporting facilities in order to meet the
need of tourist accommodation. The construction of these facilities should do no
damage to the scenery and the height of the buildings should not surpass the limit of
6 meters. The approval procedure of all the constructive activities should be conducted according to item 1(1), Article 54.

Section 6 Plan for tourist management
Article 127 A good understanding of the market
Reception policy should be made in accordance with the information and trends of
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the domestic and international tourist market and the total number of the tourists.

The measures of reservation system and separate system should be used to control
the tourist capacity in peak season. The site should cooperate with tourist agencies to
establish a network registration system for tourist information. The plan to control
the number of tourists should be implemented.
This requirement should be included in the tourist development plan of Zhenglan Qi.

Article 129 The assessment of tourist capacity
1. In accordance with corresponding requirements, the tourist capacity in the site exhibition pavilion should be strictly restricted in terms of Kakou method (a measure
of tourist capacity by calculating the number of persons who pass a spot in fixed period of time).
2. The tourist capacity of the on-site exhibition zone should be set in accordance with
the standard of famous scenery spots. As calculated, the tourist capacity of the Palace
City at a time shouldn’t exceed 640 persons. The tourist capacity of the on-site exhibition zone should be less than 2078 people at a time and not more than 11464 persons in a day.
The plan suggests that the tourist capacity during the daytime should be less than
11000 persons. The yearly capacity should be around 620,000 persons. (see in detail
Appendix 5 “The calculation of tourist capacity”)
3. The tourist capacity of Uhreqing oboo mountain scenery spot, little Jagastai Lake
scenery spot and oboo sacrificial ceremony experience zone should be decided according to relevant tourist plan and ecological development plan.

Article 130 The management for tourist conduct
1. Tourist Guide should be compiled: Tourist Guide should be compiled by heritage
management institutions to explain the requirements for tourist conduct, to regulate
tourist conduct, and to reduce disturbance to the heritage site.
2. The questionnaire system for the quality of service: it serves the purpose to get
response from the tourists about their feelings and needs in order to perfect the service
quality and the service facilities.
3. Supervision of the tourist management: Regular supervision system should be established to monitor tourist conduct, tourist management and tourist service, for the
purpose of strengthening management and improving service.
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Article 128 Controlling the tourist capacity

Section 7 The propagation for the value of the heritage
Article 131 Strengthening the publicity
1. Making a full use of measures of publicity, like the web publishing, exhibition and
news media, to promote this heritage within the country and around the world should
be strengthened.
2. On the basis of present professional publications, promotional products of different
fields, different needs, and of different subjects, for example, popular books and videos
on the issue of the Site of Xanadu City should be compiled or made.

Article 132 Promoting the participation and cooperation between the
parties with same interests
1. The plan for interpretation should be made on the basis of integrating expertise and
knowledge of scholars, experts of heritage protection, governmental management institutions, and managers of the heritage, tour operators and other professionals.
2. The broadening and revising the projects of interpretation and exhibition can take the
opinions from the public. The public participation in the protection of this heritage
and their sense of responsibility for it should be promoted.

Article 133 Educational approaches should be improved to facilitate the
harmonious development of this project
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1. In different styles, publicity of the value of the heritage and the significance of
protecting it should be promoted in local primary and secondary schools to enhance
the students' awareness of relic protection.
2. Local residents, government, and the community should be mobilized to show
concern and support to the protection of the heritage, during which, the supervision
function of the news media and the people should be given a full play.
3. Via active publicity and education, the social profits produced by the site of
Xanadu City should be increased. The local economy and the society will be in a
sustainable development.
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Article 134 Objectives of the plan
The monitoring system should be improved to upgrade its early warning capability.
Hence, the conservation, management and utilization of the heritage and its surroundings
can be better monitored.

Section 1 Establishing the parameters of monitoring
Article 135 Strategy of the plan
1. In light of the implementation of the present monitoring measures, a scientific and
complete monitoring system should be systematically designed by optimization of
the framework and detailing the functionality.
2. In accordance with the plan, regular and systematical monitoring of the conservation, protective measures, environmental status, and tourist statistics should be conducted. By establishing detailed indicators of monitoring of various systems, the
value, genuineness and integrity of the heritage site should be protected and the sustainable conservation and utilization of the heritage site should be ensured. (See details in Appendix 6 the list of items to be monitored in the site of Xanadu City ).

Article 136 The monitoring indicators for the status of conservation
Monitoring of the status of conservation refers to the monitoring of the genuineness
and integrity of the heritage site.
1. These indicators include: monitoring the changes happening to on-ground relics
(including the site of Xanadu City, tombs, and sites of oboos), and the specific items
to be monitored in this category are physical attributes like appearance, structure,
size, material, design, and location; the monitoring of changes to natural environment of the heritage site, including the appearance of the hills, the flow of the
rivers, the amount of water, the relative spatial positions of river bank, grassland, and
other natural elements.
2. Monitoring indicators for integrity include: the integrity of the on-ground relics, i.e.
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12. Plan for the Supervision of the
Heritage

the overall structure and scale of the site of Xanadu City, the structure, scale, and design of the tombs, and the scale and design of the oboos; the integrity of the natural
environment, like the locations and changes of hills, waters, grassland, and woods;
records and degree analysis of influence of the negative factors, like grazing, farming,
buildings, and tomb robbery.

Article 137 The monitoring indicators for conservation measures
Monitoring of conservation measures refers to monitoring those scientific surveys,
protection measures, protective facilities, environmental renovation, and implementation of the program for the benefit of the site of Xanadu City.
1. The monitoring indicators for scientific survey include: the submission and approval of plans for conducting scientific survey, the scope, process and outcomes of
scientific survey, the status of the relics being protected, and the writing and submission of reports.
2. Monitoring indicators for protective measures include: the design of protective
program, submission and implementation of this program; the affects of implementation of this program and its impact on the heritage site.
3. Monitoring indicators for protective facilities include: basic data on the construction of the store-room for relics, Site Museum, fences, monitoring facilities, and fire
fighting devices; the data of monitoring the store-room, security and monitoring facilities, and fire fighting devices.
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4. Monitoring indicators for environmental renovation include: reports on the environmental affect, items for renovation, and the effectiveness of the measures taken.
5. Monitoring indicators for implementation of the plan include: inspection of the
implementation of the special plan of protection and management.

Article 138 Monitoring indicators for s the tatus of the environment
Monitoring status of the environment refers to monitoring the environmental quality,
natural disasters, the ecological status of the grassland, and its scenery quality.
1. Monitoring indicators for the quality of environment include: meteorological date,
the quality of surface water and the height of ground water. Meteorological data
comprise atmospherically quality, temperature, and humidity.
2. Monitoring indicators for natural disasters include strong wind, heavy sand storm,
rainstorm, snowstorm, mountain torrents, drought, frost, plague of rats, insect pest,
fire, etc.
3. Monitoring indicators for the ecology of grassland include: the types, height, coverage, yield, and grazing capacity of the grass; inventory of animals and plants.
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Article 139 Monitoring indicators for the status of tourism
Monitoring the status of tourism refers to monitoring the regular visitor data, site
value-added data, and the characteristics of tourist behavior.
1. Monitoring indicators for the status of tourism include: the number of tourists, the
behavior of tourists, ticket sales, and tourist facilities.
2. Monitoring indicators for the value interpretation system: the exhibition structure,
exhibition facilities, exhibition effect.
3. Monitoring indicators for the conduct of tourists include: the data statistics and
analysis of tourists in peak seasons and hours, and analysis of the distribution of
tourists and services for them.
4. Monitoring indicators for the effect of publicity include: publicity measures, publicity media, and publicity education.

Section 2 Strengthening management
Article 140 Standardizing monitoring mechanism
Strengthen the standardization and effectiveness of administrative arrangements of
heritage monitoring.
In accordance with professional monitoring and regular monitoring of the heritage
protection plan, the Management Committee of the Site of Xanadu City should designate department and personnel who are in charge of monitoring, follow through the
implementation of monitoring and data collecting, establish regulations for monitoring, and strengthen supervision of the monitoring.

Article 141 Innovating techniques
Human inspection and monitoring should be kept. Meanwhile, advanced technology
and equipment should be introduced to improve traditional way of monitoring and its
efficiency, thus monitoring period can be shortened, data collecting speed optimized,
and monitoring works more efficient.

Article 142 Establishing complete archives
1. In light of the monitoring system set by the plan, the present monitoring docuC-123
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4. Monitoring indicators for the natural scenery include：the artificial control on the
surroundings; protection on characteristic grassland scenery; impact on the scenery
of the site by construction.

ments should be completed, and the wanted monitoring documents achives should be
established and be scientifically categorized to provide support for changes on conservation conditions, the implementation of protective measures and the scientific
management of the heritage.
2. The storage conditions for documents should be improved, the management
strengthened, and the construction of electronic system speeded up, to make the
storage and accessing of data more convenient.

Article 143 Upgrading early warning capability
Regularly the documents of monitoring should be synthesized by the Bureau of Cultural Relics of the site of Xanadu City in Zhenglan Qi; in light of the annually compiled report, the data collected should be analyzed and studied timely to improve the
protection of this heritage and upgrade the early warning capability against anything
unfavorable happening to the heritage.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan
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Article 144 Planning stages
1. The first phase (2010～2011): take the conservation and display projects and environment rehabilitation project of archaeological site as the priority, at the same
time, complete the adjustment and construction work of administrative organization,
improve the value-interpretation facilities and tourist service facilities as well as the
heritage monitoring system.
2. The second phase (2012～2015): take the ecological environment remediation
project in the heritage conservation and management zone as the priority, at the same
time, complete the measurement and calculation of ecological environment capacity,
systematically plan the specific measures in the limit of ecological environment capacity.

Article 145 Investing estimation of the first phase
1. Estimation explanation
(1)This investing estimation is mainly carried out according to relevant documents
referring relevant data which is provided by local and rules and correspondingly revised as per previous planning experiences.
(2)Projects whose scale can’t be determined in the second phase of the plan are substituted by “△”.
(3)Considering there are excessive uncertain factors against the actual project quantity of each project, actual funding accounting for each project should be subject to
design documents of the project since it is limited by local basic material and planning and establishing time.
2. The investing estimation of the first phase
The gross investment of the first phase is RMB 284,781,000 (details refer to
【Attachment 7 General schedule of recent planning projects】and【Planning attachment 6 Estimation table of Site of Xanadu】) , according to the work distribution
made by project executive body, category accounting is carried out for 58 engineering and consulting projects, in which:
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13 Planning stages and investing estimation

(1)Plan 26 conservation projects with total fund of RMB 176,432,800, accounting for
62.0％ of the gross investment in the first phase;
(2)Plan 17 utilization projects with total fund of RMB 81,794,300, accounting for
28.7％ of the gross investment in the first phase;
(3)Plan 3 management projects with total fund of RMB1,500,000 , accounting for 0.5
％ of the gross investment in the first phase;
(4)Plan 4 research projects with total funding of RMB 11,427,200, accounting for 4.0
％ of the gross investment in the first phase;
(5)Plan 8 pre-projects with total funding of RMB 13,626,700, accounting for 4.8％
of the gross investment in the first phase.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan
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Article 146 The outcome of the plan
This plan comprises the text, the blueprint, the assessment report, and appendix. The
text and blueprint are of equal regulative significance.

Article 147 Interpretation
The Cultural Department of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is responsible for
interpreting this plan.

Article 148 The implementation of this plan
1. This plan is to be announced and implemented by the People's Government of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region with the approval of the State Administration of
Cultural Heritage.
2. No entities or individuals may change this plan without approval. Any adjustment
or modification of the contents of this plan should be conducted via the original approval procedures.
3. Any adjustment or modification of the compulsory contents of this plan should
follow this procedures: to demonstrate the grounds for any modifications; to submit
the application to the institution that has authorized this plan for modification after
the presentation of the necessity of doing so; to amend the plan with authorization; to
submit the adjusted plan for approval and announcement via the original procedures.
4. As a comprehensive program for the conversation and management of the heritage,
this plan features a dynamic process of supplementation, completion and revision. As
it expires, revision should be done timely.

Article 149 The date for implementation
This plan implemented as its legitimacy is announced by the People's Government of
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.
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Supplementary Provisions

Appendix
【Appendix 1】Detailed Table of Elements of Heritage of Xanadu City
Site(See the Nominated Dossier)
【Appendix 2】Table of Status Quo of Land Use

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Land nature

Land area (ha)

Percentage (%)

Agriculture land

4305.83

17.13

Relic protection site

1365.54

5.43

Construction land

79.77

0.32

Forest land

1296.28

5.16

Grassland

1251.28

4.98

Water area

166.89

0.66

Land for roads

349.59

1.39

Pasture and farming land

16316.09

64.92

Total

25131.27

100.00

【Appendix 3】Detailed Table of Protection and Management Area Division of Site of Xanadu City
Division
kind

Area
Linkage planning

Divisions linkage
category

6,762.11

General Plan for Protection of
Site of Xanadu City (2009-2025)

“Protection scope of
Xanadu City Site”,
“Protection scope of
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill”
and “Protection scope
of Tombs of Modot”

18,369.16

General Plan for Protection of
Site of Xanadu City (2009-2025)

Block name
(ha)

Heritage area A
Heritage
areas

Heritage area B
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“Areas for control of
construction at Site of
Xanadu City, Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill and Tombs

Area

Divisions linkage
category

Linkage planning

Block name
(ha)

of Modot

78,529.93

Protection Plan for Ecological
Environment
and
Featured
Sceneries of Site of Xanadu City
Site (2010-2020)

“Steppes” of the buffer
area

5,154.07

Protection Plan for Ecological
Environment
and
Featured
Sceneries of Site of Xanadu City
Site (2010-2020)

“Wetland” of the buffer
area

26,090.01

Protection Plan for Ecological
Environment
and
Featured
Sceneries of Site of Xanadu City
Site (2010-2020)

“Grassland”
buffer area

Buffer area D

10,462.36

Protection Plan for Ecological
Environment
and
Featured
Sceneries of Site of Xanadu City
Site (2010-2020)

“Forest-grasslands” of
the buffer area

Buffer area E

851.05

General Plan for Shangdu Town
of Zhenglan Qi of Inner Mongolia
(2002-2020)

Completed urban areas

Buffer area F

29,624.08

－

－

Buffer area A

Buffer area B

Buffer
area

Buffer area C

of

【Appendix 4】Calculation of Tourist Capacity
Tourist capacity of the exhibition area of Site of Xanadu City has been worked out with reference
to the relative standards of scenic spots, adopting line-measuring. (Vehicle line is 28,500 meters
long, 3.8 meters wide, pedestrian line is 6,300 meters long, and 2.5 meters wide).
Open spot

Calculation
method

Area for
calculation

Standards for
calculation

One time
capacity

(㎡)

(㎡/person)

(persons/ti
me)

Turnover
(times/da
y)

Tourists per
day
(persons/day
)

Pedestria
n line

line-measuring

15,750

20

788

8

6,304

Vehicle
line

line-measuring

103,168

80

1,290

4

5,160
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Division
kind

Year capacity＝max 11464 persons/day× 180 days ×coefficient 0.3 ＝620,000 person-times/year
Calculation shows one time capacity in the Palace City should be not more than 640 persons, one
time capacity within the site’s exhibition area should be under 2,078 persons, and daily tourist
capacity should be under 11,464 persons. The plan suggests that daily tourist capacity within the
site’s exhibition area be controlled under 11,000 persons and annual capacity under 620,000
persons.

【Appendix 5】Monitoring of the State of the Site of Xanadu(See the
Nominated Dossier)
【Appendix 6】Total Calculation Table of Recently Planned Projects
S/
N
Ⅰ

Project nature

Protection
project

Project
quantity

Recent(2010－
2011)(million yuan)

Percentage (%)

Body protection

12

46.1162

17.2

Environmental
protection

14

113.1535

42.3

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Ⅱ

Exhibition project

17

81.7943

30.6

Ⅲ

Management project

3

1.5000

0.6

Ⅳ

Research project

4

11.4272

4.2

V

Prophase project

8

13.6267

5.1

Total

58

267.6179

100.0
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C.
Body
Protecti
on
Project

B. Data
Collecti
on

A.
Protecti
on Sign

Project
Kind

08

07

Prote
ction
proje
ct

Prote
ction
and
Repa
ir

Site
of
Mingde Gate
Site
of
eastern wall
of Imperial
City
Site
of
Mingde Gate
Site
of
Da’an
Pavilion
Site of Yutian
Gate

Backfill Protection

1
1
1

item
item

516

784

1,500

1

1

item

M3

M3

M2

item

Site
Information
Collection

05

06

item

Aerial Photograph

6.1
75
306

Km2
Km2
Km2

04

3,450

5

Amount

block

Seat

Unit

03

1:500
1:2000
1:10000

Protection landmark

Protection sign

Project Name

Surv
ey
chart

02

01

S/
N

C-131

3 million yuan

4 million yuan

4 million yuan

150 yuan/ M3

150 yuan/ M3

200 yuan/ M2

60,000 yuan/km2
10,000 yuan/km2
10 yuan/ km2
680,900
yuan/item
300,000
yuan/item

50 yuan/landmark

3000 Yuan/seat

Unit Price

【Appendix 7】Project Estimation Table (Recent mainly)

Project
nature

Protection Projects a. Body implementation kind
300.00

400.00

400.00

19.36

11.76

30.00

30.00

68.09

36.60
75.00
0.31

17.25

2.50

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

300.00

400.00

400.00

7.74

11.76

30.00

30.00

68.09

36.60
75.00
0.31

17.25

2.50

Phase 1

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－
－
－

－

－

Phase 2

By Phases

Engineering amount and cost should be
confirmed by the scheme of protection
project, which includes site exhibition project
and supporting protection project

Repair damages of walls, by combining the
protection project.

After the scheme of protection and exhibition
is ascertained, the engineering amount should
be confirmed by archaeological personnel and
backfill should be performed according to
protection requirements of scientific backfill
Repair damages of walls, by combining
protection project of the Mingde Gate Site.

A contract with 1.8 million yuan has been
signed up with Beijing Planning and Mapping
Institute, of which, 0.9 million yuan has been
invested, and another 0.9 million is lacked.

Perimeter of the heritage area is 64 km, 50
meters/landmark
Perimeter of the buffer area is 217km, 100
meters/landmark
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Project
nature

vir
on
m
en

F.
Relocati

E.
Enginee
ring
manage
ment

D.
Body
Protecti
on
Project

Project
Kind

01

12

11

10

09

S/
N

Residence relocating

Subtotal

Engineering
management

Site
of
Muqing
Pavilion
Northwest
watchtower
of Imperial
City
(including
Huayan
Temple)
Standard
Fenc fencing
ing
Simple
fencing
Video
Secu monitoring
rity
Vibration
facili monitoring
ties
Professional
intercom
Heritage body and
environmental
monitoring facilities

Project Name

25710

M

Hous
ehold

Item

63

－

1

10

Set
Set

2

1

Set

Set

14610

1

Item

M

1

Amount

Item

Unit

120,000
yuan/household
C-132

－

3.5 million yuan

756.00

4611.62

156.80

350.00

3.50

300.00

1.5 million
yuan/set
3500 yuan/set

500.00

219.15

771.30

300.00

620.00

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

5 million yuan/set

150 yuan/M

300 yuan/M

3 million yuan

6.2 million yuan

Unit Price

756.00

4611.62

156.80

350.00

3.50

300.00

500.00

219.15

771.30

300.00

620.00

Phase 1

－

－

－

－

－

－

Only residences that influence landscape
environment of the site are moved, and the

Sum of funds for engineering projects in
06-10 ×4.05％ Including engineering bidding
agency fee (0.7%), administrative fee for
building units (ratio is 0.65%), evaluation fee
of environmental influence (ratio is 0.2%),
and engineering supervising fee (ratio is
2.5%).

Two places of tombs

City site area

Two places of tombs

－
－

City site area, 1.8 meters high, 1.5 meters
partially
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－

－

－

Phase 2

By Phases

Project
nature

I.
Environ
mental
Protectio
n

G. Road
construc
ting
H.
Moving
and
Burying
Electrica
l Wires

ng
building
s/structu
res

Project
Kind

07

13

12

11

10

09

Afforestation
isolation belt
Environmental
afforestation-Natural
maintenance
Water and soil
conversation project
of Luuii Dobqag

Nursery replacement

1

484

Hm2

Item

15.87

1

7,329

1

9.9

9.8

5,000

1,000

340

1

Amount

Hm2

Item

Mu

Item

KM

Moving high voltage
wires

Estimating capacity
of
ecological
environment
Transferring
farmlands
to
grasslands

KM

Moving and burying
living electricity

06

08

M2

M2

Reconstructing
roads

of

Tom
b

Relocating
modern tombs
Clearing
structures

of

Item

Unit

Factory relocating

Project Name

05

04

03

02

S/
N

1,000.00

－

C-133

484.00

317.40

800.00

6229.65

100.00

752.56

12.50

10.00

44.20

100.00

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

10,000 yuan/ Hm2

8 million
yuan/item
200,000 yuan/
Hm2

8,500 yuan/mu

1 million yuan/set

－

－

25 yuan/ M2

100 yuan/ M2

1300 yuan/tomb

1 million yuan/set

Unit Price

1000.00

484.00

317.40

800.00

6229.65

100.00

752.56

12.50

10.00

44.20

100.00

Phase 1

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

Phase 2

By Phases

Engineering amount and cost are confirmed
according to the design scheme

In the scope of wall of outer city

Northern and western sides of the 3rd Branch

Data is provided by the Electric Power
Department of Zhenglan Qi

Reconstruct hard road surface from entrance
of the city site area to site of Mingde Gate

Demolish Summer Palace of Kublai

engineering amount is to be determined by the
plan for protection and management
Starch processing factory to the northeast of
the 3rd Branch is moved out
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Project
nature

Exhibition Projects
Implementation Kind

A. Site
museum

K.
Engineer
ing
manage
ment

J.
Project
of water
environ
ment

J.
Ecologic
al
repairing
project

Project
Kind

1

Item

for

Temporary
exhibition
inspection

05

5,000

M2

Internal exhibition

04

5,514

40.95

－

1,300

M

2

Mu

Item

△

1

△

C-134

5 million
yuan/item

4,000 yuan/ M2

9,300 yuan/ M2

6,520 yuan/ M

2

50,000 yuan/mu

－

－

－

△

－
－

Unit Price

△

△

Amount

M2

Subsidiary facilities

03

02

Land requisition
Civil
engineering
(main body)

01

Subtotal

Engineering
management

Item

Repairing cracks in
riverways

19

20

Set

Item

Item

Item

Item

Unit

Overflow dam

Sand control by bio
grid
Tending Secondary
Forests
Recovering
vegetation at
exposed locations
Re-greening in
wasted places

Project Name

18

17

16

15

14

S/
N

500.00

2,000.00

1,209.00

3,595.13

204.75

11315.35＋△

111.64

△

600.00

△

△

△

△

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

500.00

－

11315.3
5
204.75
3,595.1
3
1,209.0
0

111.64

－

600.00

－

－

－

－

Phase 1

－

2,000.0
0

－

－

－

△

△

△

－

△

△

△

△

Phase 2

By Phases

Temporary exhibition of
Museum at Shangdu Town

Under construction

Xanadu

City

Sum of project funds in 01～07, 12, 18 ×4.05
％ Including engineering bidding agency fee
(0.7%), administrative fee for building units
(ratio is 0.65%), evaluation fee of
environmental influence (ratio is 0.2%), and
engineering supervising fee (ratio is 2.5%).

Setting Xandii Gool, implement in
intermediary period
Engineering amount and cost are confirmed
according to the design scheme

Engineering amount and cost are confirmed
according to the design scheme
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Project
nature

Vehicle road

Plank road
Traffic tool –
electric vehicle
Other supporting
facilities

13

14

18

19

D.
Engineer
ing
manage
ment

17

16

Subtotal

Engineering
management

Propaganda
publication

Parking lot

Foot road

12

15

Public toilet

and

Projects at key
exhibition points
Exhibition sign plate
Exhibition
introduction plate
Voice explanation
system
Site gate

Project Name

11

10

09

08

07

06

S/
N

C.
Transmi
ssion

B. Site
Exhibiti
on

Project
Kind

2

Item

－

2

5,000

M2
Item

3

30

3,000

91,020

Item

M
vehic
le

M

20,130

M2
2

5

500

M2
Set

1

50

140

－

Amount

Set

Plate

Plate

－

Unit
－

C-135

－

300,000
yuan/item

50 yuan/m2

1,200 yuan/M
70,000
yuan/vehicle
200,000
yuan/item

2

80 yuan/M

2

60 yuan/M2

50,000 yuan/set

6 million
yuan/set
6,000 yuan/m2

12,000 yuan/plate

3,000 yuan/plate

Unit Price

10209.43

94.60

60.00

40.00

60.00

210.00

360.00

728.16

120.78

25.00

300.00

600.00

60.00

42.00

－

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

8179.43

94.60

30.00

40.00

60.00

210.00

360.00

728.16

120.78

25.00

300.00

600.00

60.00

42.00

－

Phase 1

2030.00

－

30.00

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

Phase 2

By Phases

Sum of funds for projects in 07～14 and 16～
17 ×4.05%. Including engineering bidding
agency fee (0.7%), administrative fee for
building units (ratio is 0.65%), evaluation fee
of environmental influence (ratio is 0.2%),
and engineering supervising fee (ratio is
2.5%).

Southern side of gate at entrance of the city
site

Service spots, tourist seats, garbage bins, etc.

Flower viewing area, key sections of the site

Vehicle road around the city site

Used as site management housing as well
One set at each of southern gate, eastern gate,
western gate of Imperial City, foots of
Xiaoyuan Hill and Hadat Oboo Hill.
Gravel foot road in the city site area

The engineering amount and cost will be
confirmed based on the design scheme

Included in C08 of the body implementation
kind as a protection project
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Project
nature

Management Projects

Research Projects

Prophase Work

A.
Project
consultat
ion

B.
Archaeo
logical
excavati
on

A.
Infrastru
cture
project

Archaeological
working station

Archaeological
investigation
Archaeological
03
drilling
Archaeological
04
excavation
Protective
05 structure/shed at the
archaeological site
Subtotal
Protection plan for
ecological
01 environment
and
scenic features of
Xanadu City Site
Compilation of texts
02 for applying for

02

01

Construction
and
maintenance
of
03
heritage information
database
Subtotal

Operation training

02

B.
Manage
ment
Training

Site
management
housing

01

A.
Infrastru
cture
project

Project Name

S/
N

Project
Kind

1

1

Item

Item

1

4700

M2
struct
ure

1024

5.48

－

1

4

10

Amount

ha

Km2

M2

Item

Item

housi
ng

Unit

C-136

3,200,000
yuan/item

200,000
yuan/item

300,000
yuan/structure

700 yuan/M2

7600 yuan/ha

10,000 yuan/Km2

－

300,000
yuan/item

50,000 yuan/item

100,000
yuan/housing

Unit Price

320.00

320.00

20.00

1142.72

1142.72

20.00

30.00

329.00

778.24

5.48

30.00

329.00

778.24

5.48

－

150.00

300.00
－

30.00

20.00

100.00

Phase 1

－

－

△

△

△

△

△

－

150.00

50.00

100.00

－

Phase 2

By Phases

80.00

120.00

100.00

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

Partial capital has been
archaeological institute

paid

by

the

Integrate it into the site museum for united
consideration

Including operation management, tourist
management, explanation service, security
technology and other trainings, 4 kinds a year

Set Mongolian yurts at the city site and two
places of tombs
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Project
nature

Project
Kind

Other signed up
consultation projects
in progress

heritage
Supports
for
compilation of texts
for applying for
heritage
Protection
and
exhibition schemes
for
important
exhibition points of
Xanadu City Site
Designs consultation
of the explanation
system
Translation of the
explanation system
Relics collection for
Xanadu City Site
Museum

Project Name

Subtotal

Total

08

07

06

05

04

03

S/
N

Item

Item

Item

Item

Point

Item

Unit

12

1

1

1

7

1

Amount

100.00
30.00
50.00

1,000,000
yuan/item
300,000
yuan/item
500,000
yuan/item

C-137

28941.79+△

1362.67

602.67

140.00

200,000
yuan/point

－

100.00

Total Cost
(10,000
Yuan)

1,000,000
yuan/item

Unit Price

1362.67
26761.7
9

602.67

50.00

30.00

100.00

140.00

100.00

Phase 1

－
2180.00
+△

－

－

－

－

－

－

Phase 2

By Phases

Including protection and management plan for
Site of Xanadu City, protection plan for
Wetland and animals and plants, maintenance
plan for grassland vegetation, protective
engineering scheme for Mingde Gate of Site
of Xanadu City, making of narrative film for
Site of Xanadu City to apply for world
heritage, serial researches on Mongolian Yuan
culture for applying for world heritage, etc.

Road system, Yutian Gate, Da’an Pavilion,
Muqing Pavilion, Furen Gate, Northwestern
Watchtower of Imperial City, Eastern City
Wall of Imperial City, etc.

Including translations, typesetting, printing,
etc.
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The Diagrams

01：The location of the heritage site in
China

17：Factors contributing to the damage of
the natural environment

02：The location of Xilinguole League

18：The current utilization of land

03：The location of Zhenglan Qi and
Duolun County

19：Analysis of the visible areas of the
heritage landscape

04：The history of the site

20：The nominated property and the buffer
zone

05：Satellite image
21：The zones under protective management

06：Topographic analysis map
07：The distribution of the city remains

22：General plan of the protective measurement for the archaeological site

08：Aerial image of the distribution of the
remains of the city
09：Aerial image of the palace, the imperial city and the outer city

23：The plan for adjusting the utilization
of land
24：Measures for protecting the ecological
environment

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

10：Archaeological exploration of the
palace, the imperial city and the outer city

25：Measures for improving the environment

11：The distribution of the tombs of
Zhenzi Hill

26：Protective measures for the representative Oboos

12：The distribution of the tombs of
Modot

27：The structure of utilization

13：The current natural environment

28：Layout of exhibition area of the city
site

14：The distribution of representative
Oboos

29：Layout of the Core exhibition area of
the city site

15：The composition of the heritage
30：Layout of the tourist service facilities
16：Factors contributing to the damage of
the archaeological site
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Preface

The report is to define the detailed evaluation description of “5 Evaluation on the
Current Situation of Heritage Conservation and Management” and evaluate the planning measures defined in 6-15 corresponding with the content and conclusions.
Every part of this report involves four aspects: (1) basis of evaluation, (2) evaluation
table, (3) evaluation result, (4) corresponding plan chapter.
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This report is a summary of the process and result of evaluation and analysis on the
current heritage preservation and management situation of the Site of Xanadu City. It
aims to analyze comprehensively the existing problems of the heritage and find out
the appropriate ways and measures to solve the problems. Meanwhile, it provides
managers with a set of methods for heritage research and management so that they
can timely detect, analyze and solve problems through management measures, while
evaluating the appropriateness of problem solving so as to guide all works necessary
for world heritage conservation and management.

Ⅰ. Evaluation on heritage preservation
1 Authenticity and completeness
1.1 Authenticity
(1)According to the evaluation criteria of heritage authenticity in “Guide for the Implementation of Convention for the Conservation of World Cultural and Natural
Heritage (Edition 2008)”, the extent and result of intervention on the carrier with the
outstanding universal value of the Site of Xanadu City are evaluated.
(2)The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table1 Table of evaluation on the heritage authenticity
Authenticity
Category

Archaeological
sites

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Natural
environment

Elements

City
site

Shape
&
design

Material
&
entity



Humanistic enOboos
vironment
Overall evaluation

Orienta
tion &
positio
n

Language
&
intangible
cultural
heritage in
other forms

－

－

－

－

Spirit
&
feeling

Overall
evaluation
on authenticity

Excellent

Tombs
Natural
elements
Characteristic landscape

Purpose
&
function

Tradition,
technique
&
managem
ent system

－

－

－

－
Excellent

－

－





－

－

Excellent



Excellent

Evaluation Notes: “ ”stands for no manual intervention, good authenticity,“”stands for manual intervention with little impact,
and good authenticity;“”stands for great manual intervention impact with poor authenticity；“－” stands for not concerned

(3) After being ruined, the Site of Xanadu City has been preserved up to now as a site.
Apart from the repair on city walls and Oboos, there is basically no manual intervention on other heritage elements and the authenticity of the whole heritage is conserved fairly well.
(4) The evaluation on heritage authenticity refers to“6 Plan objectives and basic
countermeasures”, “10 Plan on the conservation and management of archaeological
sites” and “11 Plan on the conservation and management of natural environment”.
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1.2 Completeness

- Including all essential elements that exhibit its outstanding universal value;
- Big enough in shape and make sure that it can completely represent the characteristics and process of the heritage value;
- Negatively affected by development and/or neglect.
Therefore, in accordance with the outstanding universal value supported by heritage
elements, we finally get a comprehensive evaluation conclusion on the conservation
of heritage completeness through the respective evaluation on the completeness and
retention scale of the essential factors of heritage elements as well as whether the
negative impact caused by development or being neglected is relieved.
(2) The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table2 Table of evaluation on the heritage completeness
Completeness
Heritage
Whether the
Whether the
characteristics
essential
exiting
Categ
carrying
elements to
Elements
heritage
scale
-ory
outstanding
exhibit
can
reflect
the
universal
outstanding
heritage value
value
universal value
completely
is complete
Structure and
Archaeo City site
layout
-logical
Social life of
sites
Tombs
Xanadu City
Natural Selection of city
Natural
elements
site
environCharacteristi Geographical
ment
c sight
features
Nature and
Humani
ancestor worship
s-tic
Oboos
of nomadic
environpeople in early
ment
stage
Overall evaluation

－

If the negative
impact caused
by
development
or being
neglected is
relieved

Compre
h-ensive
evaluate
-on on
complet
e-ness
Excelle
nt



Good



Excelle
nt



Good



Excelle
nt



Excelle
nt

Evaluation Notes: “ ” stands for “yes”,“” stands for “partly achieved”；“” stands for “no”
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(1) According to the evaluation criteria of heritage completeness in “Guide for the
Implementation of Convention for the Conservation of World Cultural and Natural
Heritage (Edition 2008)”, completeness is used to weigh the completeness and
non-deficiency of natural and/or cultural heritage as well as the characteristics.
Therefore, the examination on the completeness of heritage has to evaluate the extent
to which the heritage meets the following characteristics:

(3) The heritage elements of Site of Xanadu City include all essential elements with
complete retention scale that exhibit the outstanding universal value. Furthermore,
the negative impacts on other heritage elements were basically relieved or controlled
except that tombs and characteristic landscapes are largely affected by the negative
impact caused by development or being neglected. The completeness of whole heritage is maintained well.
(4) The evaluation on heritage completeness refers to“6 Plan objectives and basic
countermeasures”, “10 Plan on the conservation and management of archaeological
sites” and “11 Plan on the conservation and management of natural environment”.
The conservation and management of the heritage is implemented in the conservation
scope and construction control area designated by key historical sites under state
protection according to “Master plan for the conservation of the Site of Xanadu City
(2009-2025)” (hereinafter referred to as “Master plan of heritage conservation”). The
protection range completely covers the distribution area of three heritages, i.e., the
city site, Tombs of Modot, and Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. The construction control area
incorporates the grassland capital city’s characteristic background environment of the
above three heritages, i.e., Xandii Gool, Xar Tala and Luuii Dobqag into overall
conservation, which partly safeguards safety of the background environment of heritages and basically ensures the authenticity and completeness of the heritages.

2. Evaluation on heritage preservation
2.1 The preservation of archaeological site
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

2.1.1 The authenticity of the archaeological site
According to the results described in table 1.1, i.e., the Table of evaluation on the
heritage authenticity, the authenticity of the archaeological site is excellent.
Archaeological site including city sites and tombs are the most important carrying
elements to highlight the outstanding universal value of heritage. According to the
archaeological explorations and local archaeological excavations, and combined with
the style of unearthed relics and descriptions in historical documents, it can be verified that the site of Xanadu City and two nearby tombs preserve well the historical
state of Yuan Dynasty (13-14th Century) in terms of shape and design, material and
entity, construction technique, orientation and position and so on. Besides, in spirit
and feelings, the Site of Xanadu City truly preserves the characteristics of the grassland capita city in Mengyuan Empire age, i.e., 13-14th Century, and reflects the combination of nomadic life style and farming culture in Central Plains. Therefore, the
existing site of Xanadu City can transfer true spiritual feelings to the public.
The manual interventions on archaeological sites only include necessary archaeological works and emergency repair works on site body. The repair works on the site
body basically comply with the requirements for the conservation of heritage authenticity described in “The Nara Document on Authenticity”.
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2.1.2 The completeness of the archaeological site

City site
The value of the Site of Xanadu City lies on its overall structure and layout.
It completely preserves the spatial pattern of “surrounded by mountains and close to
Luanshui River” necessary for the demonstration of heritage outstanding universal
value, the general layout of four neighborhoods and a triple city consisting of the
Palace City, Imperial City and Outer City as well as the distribution law of heritage
types such as city walls, water conservancy facilities, roads, construction base, etc.
After 600 years’ wind and rain erosion, the site on the ground still preserves considerable scale, and the underground site has yet been disturbed by human. The heritage
covers an area of about 1,000 hectares, which can fully reflect the characteristics of
the heritage value.
The negative impacts caused by the neglect of heritage: damages to the both sides of
city walls by the herd, damages caused by the excavation of vegetable cellar on top
of the city walls by the staff from Wuyi Livestock Breeding Station, disturbance to
the neighborhood site and Tiefan’gan Canal caused by agricultural farming as well as
destruction to the site body by tourists and so on. Since 1992, Zhenglan Qi government implemented measures such as prohibition against grazing, fencing，filling up
vegetable cellar, returning farmland to grassland, restricting tourists’ activities, etc.,
which have basically eliminated or controlled the negative factors.
Tombs
The value characteristic of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot lies in the fact
that the tomb structure and unearthed relics can reflect the social life in Xanadu City
in Yuan Dynasty. In the two tombs, the structures are clear and the types of tombs
and unearthed utensils are rich. The tombs cover a large area. There are so many
tombs that more than 1,500 tombs can be identified in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill according to the phenomena on the ground. All those can well demonstrate its value as the
largest concentrated tombs around the Site of Xanadu City in Yuan Dynasty.
The tombs have been seriously disturbed by ancient or modern grave robbers since
the abandonment from Yuan Dynasty. In recently years, such phenomena is somewhat relieved since local public security department cracks down on illegal excavation and takes the measure of routine patrol, however, it calls for further effective
measures.
The evaluation on the preservation of archaeological sites refers to “6 Plan objectives
and basic countermeasures” and “10 Plan on the conservation and management of
archaeological sites”.
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According to the results in Table 1.2, i.e., Table of evaluation on the heritage completeness, the archaeological site is in good completeness.

2.2 Preservation of natural environment
2.2.1 Authenticity of natural environment
According to the evaluation results of Table 1, i.e., the Table of evaluation on the
heritage authenticity, the authenticity of preservation of natural environment is excellent.
The natural environment of Site of Xanadu City preserves its characteristic landscape
features combining hills, rivers and grassland and preserves the natural grassland and
the important function of ecological balance. Surrounding hills such as Luuii Dobqag,
Uhreqin Oboo Hill, Nanping Hill and so on all preserve their basic hill shape. Xar
Tala still preserves the vegetation characteristics with more than 10 Grassland plants.
Xandii Gool basically preserves the historical shoreline and well sets off the mental
feeling of “grassland capital” and maintains excellent authenticity in three aspects
including use and function, orientation and position, spirit and feeling, etc.
The evaluation on the authenticity of natural environment refers to “6 Plan objectives
and basic countermeasures”, “10 Plan on the conservation and management of archaeological sites” and “11 Plan on the conservation and management of natural environment”.
2.2.2 The completeness of natural environment
According to the evaluation on Table 1.2, i.e., the Table of evaluation on the heritage
completeness, the reservation of natural environment is in good completeness.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

As an important integral part of heritage, the background environment of Site of
Xanadu City embodies the characteristics of city site selection and reflects the environmental characteristics of grassland capital city. It completely preserves the essential factors such as contours, natural characteristics and mutual spatial relationship of
hills, rivers, and grasslands in complete scale. Among them, Xar Tala maintains the
typical vegetation characteristics of combination of grasslands and wetlands and being dominated by more than 10 Grassland plants; Xandii Gool basically preserves its
historical shoreline; and the low mountains and hills around the city site preserve
small hills such as Luuii Dobqag, Nanping Hill, Eej Oboo Hill, West Hill, Baga
Horhoii Hill, Yulaantai Hill and so on. Those hills completely preserve layout relationship between the city and hills, rivers and grasslands as well as the cascading and
soft contour.
As the environmental background basis of the Site of Xanadu City, four characteristic landscapes in the heritage area and buffer area demonstrate the geological environmental features of the heritage. The distribute over the area of about 1,800 square
kilometers, which forms the landscape layout of rivers-meadow-lakes-Steppe-sparse
forest around the Site of Xanadu City and perfectly embody the geographical features of the heritage.
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The evaluation on natural environment completeness refers to“6 Plan objectives and
basic countermeasures”, “10 Plan on the conservation and management of archaeological sites” and “11 Plan on the conservation and management of natural environment”.

2.3 The preservation of humanistic environment
2.3.1 Evaluation on the current situation of Oboos
Oboo is the main carrier of original faith of inhabitants living in the site. Through the
ages, local residents maintain or continuously pile up the Oboos according to ethnic
customs. The evaluation is made on Oboos around the site especially 13 representative Oboos in accordance with current applications and preservations.
The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table 3 Table of current status of Oboos
Serial No.

Name of Oboo

Application

Conservation
Status
Well conserved

OB1

Baga Horhoii Oboo

Basically disused

OB2

Yulaantai Oboo

Tourist spot

OB3

Ejen Oboo

Intermittently used

OB4

Hadat Oboo

Basically disused

OB5

Modot Oboo

Basically Abandoned

Partially
collapsed
Well conserved

OB6

Yulaan Oboo

Intermittent Used

Well conserved

OB7

Eej Oboo

Basically Abandoned

Well conserved

OB8

Qantu Oboo

Continuously Used

OB9

Adatai Oboo

Basically Abandoned

Cemented
enclosure
Well conserved

OB10

Uhreqin Oboo

Continuously Used

OB11

Qagan Oboo

Basically Abandoned

Cemented
enclosure
Well conserved

OB12

Holostai Oboo

Basically Abandoned

Well conserved
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In recent decades, due to the impact of agricultural reclamation, forest planting, underwater over-exploration and mountain mining, patchy farmland and forest land is
formed in Grassland; the desertification of the grassland speeds up, the water scale
presents the reducing trend and the shape of few mountain massif changes, which
causes certain damage on the completeness of the natural environment. At present,
local government has adopted measures such as prohibition against grazing, returning reclaimed land and forest to grassland, etc. However, it’s necessary to take active
measures in wider ecological areas to hold back those negative impacts thoroughly.

Most Oboos around the heritage site are well preserved, but local residents have no
deep understanding of heritage protection. Modern materials such as cement, concrete, etc. are employed instead of traditional materials in the new set-up of Oboos.
The evaluation on existing Oboos refers to the second section of“12 Conservation
management plan for humanistic environment”. The specific planning measures for
13 key Oboos are as follows:
Table4 Table of planning measures of Oboos
Code No.

Name of oboo

Planning measures

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

OB1

Baga Horhoii Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB2

Yulaantai Oboo

Clear up, periodical monitoring

OB3

Ejen Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB4

Hadat Oboo

Clear up, periodical monitoring

OB5

Modot Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB6

Yulaan Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB7

Eej Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB8

Qantu Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB9

Adatai Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB10

Uhreqin Oboo

Partial repair, periodical monitoring

OB11

Qagan Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

OB12

Holostai Oboo

Site conservation, periodical monitoring

2.3.2 Evaluation on activities related to Oboos
Heritage residents still pass on various activities related to Oboos, among which the
most significant activities are Oboos Worship and Nadam Fiesta.
According to “Quebec City Declaration: Preservation of the spirit of Place” and
“Convention for the Safeguarding of the World Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003)”,
its focus lies in the maintenance of inheritance mechanism and scale. Therefore, humanistic environment can be evaluated from three aspects, i.e., extent of value maintenance, self-inheritance mechanism and external safeguarding factors.
The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table 5 Table of evaluation on humanistic environment
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Trad
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Evaluation notes：
Extent of value maintenance：Evaluate the authenticity and completeness of the core content of heritage
elements;
Self-inheritance mechanism：Evaluate operations of each mechanism in the self-inheritance of heritage
elements;
External safeguarding mechanism：Evaluate the adequacy of various external factors for safeguarding better
heritage inheritance;
Core content：the core content of the heritage elements，such as the maintenance level of carrier, traditional
presentation form, place of activities, relevant appliance, etc..“ ”-Good，-Ordinary，-Poor；
Function and purpose: original functions and purposes preserved by heritage elements.
“ ”-Good，-Ordinary，-Poor；
Prevalence range: whether the prevalence region of heritage elements is large enough. “ ”Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Aboriginal reorganization: whether the aboriginals living in the heritage elements prevalence region has a
comprehensive and deep understanding of heritage elements? “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Aboriginal sense of identity: whether the aboriginals living in heritage elements prevalence region have
sufficient sense of identity and pride; “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Aboriginal participation: if the quantity, level and frequency of aboriginals living in heritage elements
prevalence region participating in the elements are enough. “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Traditional inheritance ways: the maintenance of traditional inheritance ways in heritage elements prevalence
region (communication from generation to generation). “ ”-Good，-Ordinary，-Poor；
Quantity of inheritors: the adequacy of inheritors (with outstanding abilities, undertaking specific
responsibilities or play specific roles) in heritage elements prevalence region. “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not
enough；
Traditional regulations: the restriction of traditional regulations (the established rules, taboos, etc. in local
civil) on aboriginals in heritage elements prevalence region; “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Communications： whether current communications are adequate in a wide range in proper and sufficient
ways. “ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
Regulations： perfection of current laws and regulations to safeguard the inheritance of heritage elements.
“ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not Enough；
Funds ： the adequacy of current fund to safeguard the inheritance of heritage elements.
“ ”-Enough，-Ordinary，-Not enough；
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Extent of value
maintenance

These activities basically preserved the tradition in core contents, presentation forms,
functions and places. The originals’ sense of identity and participants are both superior to the national activities and the self-inheritance mechanism is good. What’s
more, these activities still are popular in the whole Xilingol Meng area in large scale
and with relatively good inheritance mechanism, which ensures sufficient vigor of
the activities.
The evaluation on relevant activities of Oboos refers to the second section of“12
Conservation management plan for humanistic environment”.
2.3.3 Evaluation on traditional Mongolian culture
The traditional Mongolian culture has its human background in a wider region. According to “Quebec City Declaration, Preservation of the spirit of Place” and “Convention for the Safeguarding of the World Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003)”,
safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage means protecting its vigor and ensuring
its continual recreation and communications. It is about the inheritance of knowledge,
skills and meaning from one generation to another instead of inflexibility or freezing
in specific presentation forms. Therefore, the key of safeguarding the traditional
Mongolian culture lies in the inheritance mechanism and scale continuation. This can
be evaluated from three aspects: extent of value maintenance, self-inheritance
mechanism and external safeguarding factors.
Evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table 6 The Table of evaluation on the Mongolian traditional culture
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Except for folk literature, the preservation and inheritance of the Mongolian traditional culture is relatively good on the whole. However, the theatralization of traditional performing arts and industrialization of handicraft go against healthy inheritance of heritage. Nomadic customs call for particular concerns since the inheritance
has been threatens seriously.
The evaluation on the traditional Mongolian culture refers to the first section of“12
Conservation management plan for humanistic environment”.

3 Main destructive elements
3.1 Natural destructive elements
3.1.1 The archaeological site is mainly affected by natural destructive elements such
as frost, rainstorm, torrential flood, wind erosion, efflorescence and so on.
（1） Frost-thawing: the heritage area has large day-light temperature difference
and annual temperature difference1; the surface remains of the Site of Xanadu City
dominated by soil and rock presents clear phenomenon of frost-thaw damage because
of regular low-temperature environment and frequent temperature variation.
Repeated frost-thawing tends to disintegrate soil and rock and it has serious damage
on the site of city walls and building base in particular.
（2） Rainstorm: the rainfall of the heritage area mainly concentrates on June,
July and August, which accounts for 67% of the annual precipitation2. The storm
erosion causes severe damage on the site mainly consisting soil and rock and leads to
phenomena such as soil erosion, site collapse and so on.
（3） Torrential flood: the threat of torrential flood caused by rainstorm is also
very serious. The Xanadu City is just located in the dangerous zone and a total of 22
torrential floods broke out in Zhenglan Qi and the Site of the torrential flood.
（4）

Wind erosion: days with wind of gale force take up about 20% of the year
and the west wind prevails3. Long-term wind erosion can constantly erode the site
body such as city walls. Besides, the heritage area tends to suffer sand storm in
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Folk
Litera
-ture

spring.
3.1.2 The natural environment is mainly influenced by natural destructive elements
including drought, gale, strong dust, plague of rats, and plague of vermin and so on.
（1） Draught: Located in southeast of the Otindag Sandy Land, the climate of the
heritage area is dry and windy. Natural disasters4 such as drought and so on only inflicts on the area, which exerts some influence on the natural vegetation.
（2） Gale and strong dust: the inheritance site is often stricken by gales; it has
high frequency of windstorm disaster and the strong dust caused by hurricane also
happens occasionally, which usually appears in March, April and May. Gales and
strong dust pose certain threat to the site and grassland vegetation.
（3） Plague of rats and vermin: the plague of rats and vermin in the inheritance
site become more and more serious because of desertification in recent years. Although it has little threat to the conservation of the site, it will affect the growth of
grass on the grassland in the site environment and may lead to the spread of plague.

3.2 Man-made sabotage elements
3.2.1 The archeological site is mainly affected by man-made sabotage elements such
as farming, traffic crossing, livestock damage, illegal excavation and so on.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

（1） Farming: the underground remains of the city area is quite shallow to the
ground, normally the cultural layer is well under the topsoil. Disturbance and destruction of farming are found on the east neighborhood, west neighborhood and
north neighborhood due to the ignorance of heritage value in the neighborhood outside the city for a long time.
（2） Livestock damage: herdsman in the neighborhood of the city site used to
drive livestock to the city site for grazing. The activities of livestock can cause certain damage on the site.
（3） Illegal excavation: the modern illegal excavations on Tombs of Zhenzi Hill
and Tombs of Modot have damaged the completeness of the heritage.
3.2.2 The natural environment is mainly affected by man-mad sabotage elements
including underground water over-exploration, pollution of water environment,
reclamation, mining and quarrying, deforestation, fire disaster and so on.
（1） Underground water exploration: the sharp increase of industrial and agricultural water consumption in Shangdu Town has caused over-exploration of the underground water, which directly leads to the continued narrowing of wetland area in the
heritage area and buffer area as well as the dropping of underground water level.
（2） Pollution of water environment: the industrial wastewater of Shangdu Paper
Mill was discharged into the Shangdu River, which caused serious pollution to the
C-214

water environment. Now the paper mill has been shut down.

（4） Reclamation: the grassland area is reduced further and the artificial marks
are highlighted because of reclamation, which leads to the deterioration of ecological
environment.
（5） Mining: with rich mineral resources, Xilingol Meng is an important energy
and non-ferrous base of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. There exists the problem of destructing hill and influencing landscape during the exploration and use of
the mineral resources. There is one shut-down mining plant in the heritage area and
there are 3 stops in the buffer area.
（6） Deforestation: the mass logging of wood plant such as natural elm forest,
birch and so on has directly imposed great pressure on the ecological balance in the
heritage area and buffer area. As a result, the landscape patch of elm and birth decreases and the ecological system deteriorates.
（7） Fire disaster: it’s the local customs to burn paper as offering sacrifices on
Tomb Sweeping Day falling on the first half of April, which is very easy to cause fire
disaster. On April 5th，2005 a big fire spread over near 15 square kilometers in the
neighborhood of Uhreqin Oboo. Local government organized 4,000 people to fight
the fire. The heritage area was not endangered because of their efforts.

3.3 Main influencing factors of the humanistic environment
The main influencing factors of the humanistic environment fall into two aspects, i.e.,
internal cause and external cause.
3.3.1 The internal cause refers to the influence on the system of aborigines to pass on
their traditional culture. It mainly includes that the change of traditional producing
and living manner threatens the traditional nomadic customs.
The aborigines gradually reduce their study on national culture and traditional
knowledge. In the process of inheritance some links are missed or deviated, for example, modern materials are employed for the setting up of Oboo.
The understanding of aborigines on the heritage value is not comprehensive enough,
which gives rise to the fact that the inheritance manner changes, the number of inheritors reduces, traditional handicraft industry changes into mechanical processing
and traditional songs and dances deviates from original environment and purposes.
3.3.2 The external cause refers to the external influences on the continuity of the inC-215
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（3） Over-grazing: there are residential areas such as Wuyi Livestock Breeding
Station in the heritage area and buffer area, in which the production and operation is
dominated by breeding stock and the over-grazing is very common. The over-grazing
directly leads to the phenomena of environmental deterioration such as deforestation
and dissertation.

heritance system. It mainly includes that the invasion of external cultures and values
threatens originates’ cognition and identity of the traditional customs as well as the
participation degree of the involvers and so on.
The invasion of external cultures and values drives local herdsmen to be migrant
works. They gradually chose to settle down in the city and abandon traditional nomadic life and the life of migrating wherever water and grass are available. Consequently, more traditional crafts and customs will be threatened.

4 Other special evaluation
4.1 The evaluation on the ecological environment impact
The inheritance site and the buffer area of the Site of Xanadu City are the effective
sites to protect the wildlife species for its rich landscape, good biodiversity and complete ecological system. However, the ecological environment in this area deteriorates caused by reclamation, deforestation, underground water over-exploration of
the city and town in recent years as well as the comparatively adverse geological locations and environment.

4.2 The special evaluation on the threat of freshet
The Xanadu City is located in the transition zone between two prairie landscapes, i.e.,
the wetland and meadow. Its terrain is so low that the Xanadu City is exposed to the
flood thread caused by the large area of catchment in the hills and hills on the northwest and the north city often suffers from flood disaster.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

When the Xanadu City was newly built, Tiefan’gan was erected on the hill located on
the northwest of the city to control blood because of too many Wetland. According to
the historical data, floods broke out in the 3rd Year of Zhiyuan Period of Genghis
Khan (1266) and the 3rd Lunar Month of 30th Zhiyuan Period of Genghis Khan
(1239). In 1298, the Tiefan’gan Canal was excavated to discharge blood.
The Xanadu City is just located in the dangerous zone and a total of 22 torrential
floods broke out in Zhenglan Qi and the Site of the torrential flood. Therefore, in regard to the threat of torrential floods, it’s necessary to make analysis on the action
mechanism of the torrential flood
Through the analysis on the GIS catchment of the existing topography, the Tiefan’gan Canal still plays a role in flood discharge. However, the earth bank on the
side adjacent to the Xanadu City has many breaches for the effect of road crossing,
natural corrosion and so on, which greatly reduces its role to discharge the flood into
the Xandii Gool according to the designed line. When the flood comes, it forms
overflowing trend on the north and west of the city. If the rare torrential flood happens, the city wall can be destroyed by the rush of water (as shown in Figure 1).
Therefore, soil filling and maintenance should be made on the areas with transportation gaps and severe natural erosions of the Tiefan’gan Canal so as to recover the key
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historical functions of the Tiefan’gan Canal in flood discharge.
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Figure 1 Catchment analysis figure

4.3 Evaluation on the current situation of environmental quality
The inheritance area of the Site of Xanadu City has high vegetation coverage and no
industrial pollution. Local government often conducts environmental treatment. The
ecological environmental and environmental quality is protected according to national standards over a long period of time. The general situation of the site is quite
good and there basically exists no environmental pressure.
Its air quality has long been maintained in good level. The air has little SO2 and NOx
content and rich negative oxygen ions, which reaches the Class Ⅰ standard of naC-217

tional atmospheric environment quality(GB3095-1996). Most areas of the surface
water quality are up to the requirements of water of III and IV type stipulated in the
“Surface Water Ambient Quality Standard”(GB3838-2002)and the composite index
of some areas is evaluated as water of type I.
The evaluation on the environmental quality corresponds related content described in
the “11 Management Plan for the Protection of Natural Environment”.

4.4 Landscape environment impact evaluation
Looking out from the Site of Xanadu City, there are some elements affecting landscape view line. Assess the observability of factors on the impact of landscape view
line, i.e., visual sensitivity according to the actual viewing situations of close shot,
medium shot and long shot. The observability is related to the distance and visibility
of the object. The closer the distance is, the more clear. The easier to identify, the
more obvious. The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table 7 The table of evaluation on the impact of landscape view (scattered residential areas with
less than 5 households is not included in the evaluation.)

Objects at different distance scope
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Close

Middle

Far

Sanfenchang
Village
Sanfenchang
Starch Factory
Site Gate
Plank road
and the pavilion for the
admiration of
flowers
Village on the
east of Sanfenchang
Wuyi Breeding Farm
Quarrying in
Luuii Dobqag
The tourism
building of
the Summer
Palace
Modot Village
Shangdu
Town
Zhenglan Qi

Object
height

Object
weight

Object
density

Contrast
between
objects and
nearby colors

-

-

B

-

-

B

C

B

-

A

-

A

C

B

A

B

A

A

D

D

-

B

A

A

-

-

C

-

-

C

-

-

C

-

-

D

-

B

-

B

-

B

-

-

-

B

-

B

-

-

D

-

-

D

-

C

C

-

D

C

B

D

D

C

C

B
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Complexity
Overall
of the object
evaluation
shape

D

-

-

-

-

D

Evaluation note: the close shot is within 3km, the middle shot is within 8km and the far shot is within 20km.
The setting of level of impact: level A refers to the largest impact, level B refers to larger impact , level C refers to
normal impact and level D refers to the least impact.
The attenuation setting that influences the factor level: the impact reduces by one level with the increase of one level
of the distance; for example, the impact of the same object within the close shot is A, the middle shot is B and the far
shot is C.
If there are several influencing factors exist in the same level during overall evaluation, the most serious impact will
be evaluated.

Through the evaluation on the visual sensitivity of the artificial buildings and structures in the three areas of close shot, medium shot and long shot outside the site (refers to the 360°environmental splicing), the specific evaluation conclusion is as follows: remove the Sanfenchang Starch Factory that has serious impact on the landscape from the heritage area of Class One; rebuild the Sanfenchang dwellings and
Luuii Dobqag that have serious impact on the landscape; closely monitor Zhenglan
Qi Power Plant and it’s not allowed to build super high buildings or structures; make
construction control on the dwelling points such as Shangdu Town, Modot Village
and so on with normal impact.
Figure 2 Evaluation drawing of landscape environment impact
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Power Plant
Telecom
tower of Eej
Oboo

The landscape environment impact assessment refers tothe delimitation and regulations of the buffer area specified in “7 Delimitation of the Protection Area”, the environment improvement measures described in Section Ⅲ of “11 Conservation Plan
of the Natural Environment” as well as the content described in “15 Plan Stages and
Recent Estimation”.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan
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1 Evaluation on the current status of legal conservation system
1.1 Legal status of heritage
There involves one world cultural heritage tentative list, one key historical site under
state conservation, one historical site under autonomous region conservation, one
prime pasture conservation and several all-levels intangible cultural heritages.
Boundaries of relevant conservation areas have been publicized according to conservation titles by government at all levels and departments at the same time.
(1)Evaluate if the conservation level could comply with requirements of heritage
conservation as per the current legal status of the heritage elements.
(2)The evaluation is shown as follows:
Table 8 Table of evaluation on the current legal status of heritage elements

Element
classifiction

Name

Heritage as a
Whole

Site of
Xanadu
Site of
Xanadu

Archaeologi
cal site

Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill

Tombs of
Modot

Natural
environment

Humanistic
environment

Prime
grassland

Oboo
Relevant
activities(Obo

Conservation
title
World cultural
heritage
tentative list
Key historical
site under
state
conservation
Historical site
under the
conservation
of Inner
Mongolia
autonomous
region
Zhenglan Qi
heritage point
Grassland
Regulations of
Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Zhenglan Qi
cultural relic
List of
State-level

Conserva
Organization
t-ion level

Publishi
ng
time

State

State Cultural
Relics
Bureau

2006

State

State Cultural
Relics
Bureau

1988

Autonom
ous region

Inner
Mongolia
Cultural
Relics
Bureau

1995

Banner

-

-

Autonom
ous region

Agriculture
and Animal
Husbandry
Bureau Of
Inner
Mongolia

2008

Banner

-

-

State

Ministry of
Culture

2006
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Support
level of
the legal
tatus
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Ⅱ. Evaluation on the current status of heritage conservation and management

o
worship,Oboo
Celebration
and so on)

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage

Evaluation Note:
Support level of the legal status: evaluate if the current legal status could comply with requirements of support
conservation according to conservation title and conservation level of heritage elements. -Sufficient, -Insufficient.

(3)So far, conservation levels of most heritage elements have been confirmed and the
current legal status could comply with support requirement of conservation. But the
legal status of the Tombs of Modot and Oboo are yet to be confirmed.
(4)Evaluation on heritage legal status should be as per “8 Special Legal Conservation
Plan”.

1.2 Laws and regulations system
Conservation and management of elements in the heritage area mainly involve 13
laws, administrative regulation, department regulation and local laws and regulations,
etc., including documents at four levels, ie., People’s Republic of China, Inner
Mogolia Autonomous Region, Xilingol Meng, Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County.
(1)Evaluate the completeness of involved laws and regulations in the heritage area to
check if the current system could comply with requirement of conservation and
check the supporting level to the maintenance of heritage value.
(2)The evaluation is made as follows：
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Table 9 Table of evaluation on current laws and regulations system

Element
classificatio
n

Heritage as a
Whole

archaeologic
al site

Name of related
laws &
regulations

Law type

Issued by

Main function

Supporting
level to the
maintenance
of the
heritage
value

Constitution of
the People’s
Republic of
China

Law

National
People’s
Congress

Make clear the
conservation
status

C

World Cultural
Heritage
Regulations

Department
regulation

Ministry of
Culture

Make clear the
manner of
conservation
and management

B

World Culture
Heritage
Monitoring
Mnagement in
China

Normative
documents

State
Cultural
Relics
Bureau

Make clear the
monitoring
manner

B

Standing
Committee

Basis of law
enforcement of

Law of the
People’s

Law
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A

Name of related
laws &
regulations
Republic of
China on the
Conservation of
Cultural Relics
Implementing
Regulation of
Law of the
People’s
Republic of
China on the
Conservation of
Cultural Relics
Inner mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Conservation
Ordinance
Xilingol Meng
Views on
Strengthening
the
Implementation
of Heritage
Conservation
Field
Zhenglan Qi
Heritage
Conservation
Manegement
Practices

natural
environment

the Grassland
Law of the
People’s
Republic of
China
Grassland
Regulations of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region

Regulations of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region on Prime
Pasture

Law type

Issued by

Main function

of the
National
People’s
Congress

heritage
conservation
department at all
levels

Administrati
ve
regulation

the State
Council

Strengthening of
the management
of heritage
conservation

A

Local
regulation

Standing
Committee
of Inner
Mogolia
People’s
Congress

Supplement to
the basis of law
enforcement

A

Government
regulation

Xilingol
Meng Civil
Administrati
on

Guidance of
strengthening the
heritage
conservation

C

Supplement to
basis of law
enforcement

B

Basis of law
enforcement in
grassland
conservation

B

Supplement to
the basis of law
enforcement in
grassland
conservation

B

Local
regulations

Laws

Local
regulations

Local
regulations

Standing
Committee
of Zhenglan
Qi People’s
Congress
Standing
Committee
of the
National
People’s
Congress
Standing
Committee
of the Inner
Mogolia
Congress

Standing
Committee
of the Inner
Mogolia
Congress
C-223

Supplement to
the basis of law
enforcement in
grassland
conservation.

B
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Element
classificatio
n

Supporting
level to the
maintenance
of the
heritage
value

Element
classificatio
n

Humanistic
environment

Name of related
laws &
regulations
Conservation
Implementing
Rules for
Grassland
Management of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Tentative
Method for the
Conservation
and
Management of
State-level
Intangible
Cultural
Heritage

Law type

Issued by

Main function

Supporting
level to the
maintenance
of the
heritage
value

Government
regulation

People’s
Government
of Inner
Mongolia
Autonamous
Region

Strengthening the
management of
grassland
conservation

B

Ministry of
Culture

Strengthening
management of
state-level
intangible
cultural heritage
conservation

A

Department
regulations

Evaluation Note：
Supporting level to the maintenance of heritage value: mainly refers to levels and functions of laws and regulations
and details of relevant items to check if contents of laws and regulations could provide enough support to the heritage
conservation. A-high, B-normal, C-lower
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(3)Current law and regulation systems are basically complete, covering all heritage
elements but lacking in one regulatory document with high efficiency to the maintenance of heritage overall value, the involvement of comprehensive heritage conservation and easy implementation by local management organization. The document
should be supplemented and completed. Besides, relevant enforcement body should
be defined.
(4)Evaluation on laws and regulations system should be as per “8 Special Legal
Conservation Plan”.

1.3 Execution of laws and regulations
(1)Evaluate the Laws and regulations enforcement body involved in the heritage
conservation to check if the enforcement body is clear and if requirement of laws and
regulations is carried out and effectively executed.
(2)The Evaluation is shown as follows：
Table 10 Table of evaluation on current laws and regulations system

Element
classification

Name of
related laws
and
regulations

Law type

Local
enforcement
body
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Requirement
of laws and
regulaions

Enforcment
level

Heritage as a
Whole

Name of
related laws
and
regulations
Constitution of
the People’s
Republic of
China
World Cultural
Heritage
Regulations

World Culture
Heritage
Monitoring
Management in
China

archaeological
site

Law of the
People’s
Republic of
China on the
Conservation of
Cultural Relics
Implementing
Regulation of
Law of the
People’s
Republic of
China on the
Conservation of
Cultural Relics
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Conservation
Ordinance
Xilingol Meng
Views on
Strengthening
the
Implementation
of Heritage
Conservation
Field
Zhenglan Qi
Heritage
Conservation
Management

Law type

Local
enforcement
body

Requirement
of laws and
regulaions

Enforcment
level

Law

Zhenglan Qi
People’s
Government

Make clear the
conservation
status

A

Zhenglan Qi
Cultural Relics
Bureau

Establish
management
system and
carry out
working
practice
Responsible
for the routine
monitoring of
world cultural
heritage and
submit
periodical
report

B

Zhenglan Qi
Cultural Relics
Bureau

Monitoring
and
supervising to
the
conservation
of heritage,
make public
the heritage
conservation
department,
define
necessary
conservation
boundary,
make signs
and
descriptions,
set record file,
set up special
organization or
designate
specific person
to do the
management
work as the
case may be.

A

Department
regulation

Normative
document

Law

Administrative
regulation

Local
regulation

Government
regulation

Local
regulation
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Element
classification

Element
classification

natural
environment
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humanistic
environment

Name of
related laws
and
regulations
Practices
the Grassland
Law of the
People’s
Republic of
China
Grassland
Regulations of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Regulations of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region on
Prime Pasture
Conservation
Implementing
Rules for
Grassland
Management of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region

Tentative
Method for the
Conservation
and
Management of
State-level
Intangible
Cultural

Law type

Local
enforcement
body

Requirement
of laws and
regulaions

Enforcment
level

Zhenglan Qi
Agriculture
and Animal
Husbandry
Bureau,
Zhenglan Qi
Forestry, etc.

Strengthen
monitoring
and
management
of the
grassland
conservation,
grassland
stocking rate
should be
checked
periodically;
approve
mining, etc;
define the
boundary and
protect the
prime
grassland and
prime pasture

A

Zhenglan Qi
Administration
for Radio,
Film and TV

Actively gain
the financial
support from
local
government;
encourage,
promote and
popularize the
knowledge of
state-level
intangible
cultural its
inheritance
and social
sharing.

B

Law

Local
regulation

Local
regulation

Government
regulation

Department
regulation

Evaluation Note：
Execution level: Evaluate the implementation of laws and regulations by enforcement body according to contents and
main tasks of laws and regulations in all levels. A-high, B-normal, C-lower.

(3)The heritage as a whole and elements has been defined by enforcement body of
relevant laws and regulations. The enforcement of laws and regulations conditions by
each management department is quite good but lacks effective cooperation and
united target. In addition, the public’s common shortage of heritage conservation
consciousness and little knowledge about relevant laws and regulation also make
some difference to the execution of laws and regulations.
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2 Evaluation on the ability of management and operation
2.1 Management and operation system of Heritage Conservation
(1)Management and operation system for heritage conservation refers to the following figure.
Figure 3 Figure of management and operation system
Check the effectiveness of conservation

Well-defined responsibility,
coordination and distribution
of responsibilities

Scientific
investigation
Find the
problem
Conservation Special
Conservation Plan
Solve
the
Problem
Conservation
Measures

Regulate behavior
and execution basis

Laws and
Regulation
System

Execution

Make clear the status and legal
conservation

Conservation Area
Execution and
Completeness

Elements
Archaeological
site
natural
environment
humanistic

Make clear the duty and
Management Basis

Heritage

Monitoring and
execution

Administrative
institution

Monitoring
System

(2)Current laws and regulations system defines the legal status of heritage conservation and provides the legal guarantee for conservation and management. It’s shared
and coordinated by different management authorities, specially responsible for the
conservation and management of heritage elements. The management authority is
responsible for the monitoring and execution of specific conservation work, including scientific investigation, special conservation plan, conservation project and regular test, etc. as well as the implementation of related conservation work in the conservation area as per current laws and regulations.
Normally, the specific conservation work is firstly conducted by the scientific investigation of professional organizations and finds problems. Then regulate specific plan
for solving problems. Carry out relevant conservation project and check the effectiveness of conservation work through monitoring system and submit feedback to
relevant management authorities as the basis for the improvement of current conservation system.
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(4)Evaluation of law and regulation system should be as per “8 Special Legal Conservation Plan”.

Current heritage conservation management policy could ensure effective implementation of management work.
(3)Evaluation on the system of management and operation refers to “9 Special Plan
of Management and Operation”.

2.2 Management system and organization
Systematic management system of Site of Xanadu has been set up, mainly including
the administrative management system and business management system at four levels, i.e., state, autonomous region, league, Qi (County). The heritage management
system refers to the following figure.
Figure 4 Administrative management system figure
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(1) According to management requirement of heritage area, current condition of
heritage management should be evaluated in terms of duty range of management organization, organization construction, rules and regulations, team building and management facilities, etc.
(2)The evaluation content is shown in the following table：
Table 11 Table of evaluation on the heritage management body
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State

Autonomo
-us
Regio
-n

League

Qi
(Cou
nty)

Governing
body

State Cultural
Relics Bureau
Ministry of
Agriculture
Ministry of
Culture
Heritage
Office, Culture
Department of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Agriculture
Department of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Social Cultural
Division,
Culture
Department of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
Site of Xanadu
Conservation
Management
Committee
Zhenglan Qi
Site of Xanadu
Heritage
Management
Bureau,
Duolun County
Heritage
Bureau
Agriculture
and Animal
Husbantry
Bureau of
Zhenglan Qi
and Duolun
County

Heritage elements involved in the
scope of responsibilities
Humanist
Archaeol
Natural
ic
o-gical
Environm
environm
site
e-nt
e-nt

Organiz
-ation
constru
c-tion

Rules
and
Regulat
i-ons

Tal
-en
ts

Manage
-ment
Faciliti
es

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

√

A

A

A

A

√

C

C

B

C

B

A

B

C

B

A

B

C

√
√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Evaluation Note：
Organization construction: mainly evaluate if the internal work distribution and arrangement is scientific and
complete, A-complete, B-normal, C-low
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Admi
-nistr
at-ive
level

Admi
-nistr
at-ive
level

Governing
body

Heritage elements involved in the
scope of responsibilities
Humanist
Archaeol
Natural
ic
o-gical
Environm
environm
site
e-nt
e-nt

Organiz
-ation
constru
c-tion

Rules
and
Regulat
i-ons

Tal
-en
ts

Manage
-ment
Faciliti
es

Regulations: mainly evaluate if the management system is complete, A-complete, B-normal, C-low
.
Talent team: mainly evaluate if the personnel is enough and if the management training is implemented, A-good，
B-normal，C-low.
Management facility\ies: mainly evaluate if the office and equipment could meet the demand of management work,
A-good，B-normal，C-low.

(3)among which：
Since declared range of Site of Xanadu covers Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County,
mostly located in territory of Zhenglan Qi, in order to achieve overall, effective conservation and scientific monitoring of Site of Xanadu, Site of Xanadu Conservation
Management Committee has been set up at League level and the conservation management system which is supervised and coordinated by Xilingol Meng Civil Administration, mainly charged by Zhenglan Qi People’s Government and actively participated by Duolun County People’s Government is set up. Office of the committee
is located in Zhenglan Qi People’s Government and Director of the office is occupied
by Head of Zhenglan Qi.
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Affiliated to the Administration of Culture, Sport, Radio and Television of the
League (Tourism Bureau) as a fully funded public institution at section-level,
Zhenglan Qi Cultural Relics Bureau is mainly responsible for the strengthened conservation, management, display and investigation of Site of Xanadu, the investigation
and conservation management of heritage on the ground and under ground in the
Zhenglan Qi territory, collection of ethnical heritage and diaspora heritage, improvement and update of the heritage display content as well as the increase of number of historical relics and collection . The heritage bureau is managed by internal
system and basic units. The internal system includes the general office, archaeology office, heritage conservation office and financial logistic management office. Curretly, the basic
units include Site of Xanadu Working Station, Site of Xanadu museum and Site of Xanadu Heritage Law Enforcement Unit, which are under the leadership of offices in the organization and
execute management duty in relevant range of function areas.

Cooperated with the Site of Xanadu Cutural Relics Bureau, relevant authories including the Zhenglan Qi Forestry Bureau, Agricultural and Animal Husbandry Bureau, Bureau of Water Resources, Grassland Supervision Bureau and Environment
Conservation Bureau, etc. are responsible for the conservation and management of
forest land, forestry, grassland, wetland, water source and wildlife, etc. in the declared range of Site of Xanadu. Relevant authorities such as Construction Bureau and
Land and Resources Bureau, etc are responsible for the supervision of the construction and land use in the declared range. The management of the declared area which
belongs to Duolun County should be required by the Site of Xanadu Heritage Management Bureau of Zhenglan Qi, coordinated by Site of Xanadu Heritage Conserva-
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(4)Systematic management system has been set up in the heritage area, heritage elements are charged by relevant management authorities. Site of Xanadu Conservation
and Management Committee plays an important role in the Site of Xanadu management system and it is the strong support to the coordination between Zhenglan Qi
and Duolun County. The committee still needs to intensify administrative coordination and add specialized staff to ensure the effective conservation of heritage.
The institutional setup of Zhenglan Qi is acceptable for the effective conservation
and management of heritage, but the staff and conservation equipment is slightly insufficient. Management ownership and responsibilities of other authorities should
aim at the conservation and management requirements of world’s heritage conservation and management, and strengthen the construction and execution of coordination
system.
(5)Evaluation of management system and system should refer to "9 Special Plan of
Management and Execution”.

2.3 Sources of fund and funding gap
(1)According to management requirement of heritage area, evaluate the input and use
of fund for the conservation and management of Site of Xanadu’s in fund nature,
fund source, fund plan, fund implementation and fund use, etc.
(2)Evaluation details refer to the following table：
Table 12 Table of fund input and use for the Conservation and Management of Site of Xanadu
before 2010

Year

Nature

Source

State Cultural
Relics Bureau

20012009

20052009

Long-term
and stable
government
financial
earmark

special fund
for
the
occasional
series

Ministry
of
Finance
and
State Cultural
Relics Bureau
Ministry
of
Finance
and
State Cultural
Relics Bureau

National
Cultural
Heritage
Conservation

Fund level (RMB
10,000)
Fund
Implemented
plan

Fund use

—

100

Archaeological
exploration
and excavation of Site of
Xanadu

—

280

Conservation of Site of
Xanadu’s city wall and
enclosure facilities

—

170

conservation
plan
and
organization of Site of Xanadu

5100

Not yet
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basic facilities construction,
heritage conservation and
display project and other fees
(project
preparation
and
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tion and Management Committee and supported by relevant authorities in Duolun
County.

Year

Nature

Source

Fund level (RMB
10,000)
Fund
Implemented
plan

Project
(State
Development
and
Reform
Commission)

2009

conservation
projects
2009

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

2009

20092010

20082009

nominated
location’s
local
government
and
conservation
authorities

Fund use
design, etc.) is totally 31, 000,
000 Yuan; relocation of
individual residents around the
site, relocation of site’s front
gate,
improvement
of
environment around and other
fees is totally 20, 000, 000
Yuan.
construction of Marco Polo
Information
Center,
purchasement of Site of
Xanadu Museum’s equipment,
staff training and service,
maintenance of equipment for
the
site
archaeological
exploration and monitoring
equipment of environment
conservation
Conservation
of
Mingde
Entrance site, strenthening of
Mingde
Entrance
site,
anti-leakage and drainage
facilities, earth covering and
grass filling, set up wood
trestle and view platform and
railing and enclosure of Site of
Xanadu.

Italian
Government
loan
program
for
the
conservation of
Site of Xanadu
(State
Development
and
Reform
Commission)

EUR
2, 600,
000

Not yet

Site of Xanadu
rescue cultural
relics
conservation
facilities project
(state financing
and
local
support)

1090

429

200

200

Mingde Entrance conservation
project

8730

1200

Museum’s business housing
and ancillary facilities

200

200

Staff management, training
fees and daily expenses

Mingde
Entrance
Conservation
project (Funded
by
Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous
Region)
Site of Xanadu
Museum
construction
project
(state
funding
and
local support )
Site of Xanadu
special
conservation
fund (Funded by
Zhenglan
Qi
People’s
Government )
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20082009

Nature
self-raised

Source
Tickets revenue
of
Site
of
Xanadu site

—

88.67

Fund use

Site of Xanadu’s management
and daily expenses

(3)Conservation funds of Site of Xanadu are mainly from the central government,
special financial allocation from local government at all levels as well as the income
of local management authorities from tourism and relevant industries. In recent year,,
the non-periodical series of conservation project is also an important funding source
of the nominated location. In addition, local governments and conservation authorities at the nominated place also self-raise fund and expand funding sources. At present, the funding gap is mainly concentrated on the infrastructure construction, heritage conservation and display project.
According to the present funding input of Site of Xanadu, expenses of heritage conservation and management is mainly borne by government. This kind of founding
source is stable but the channel is not wide enough.
(4)Evaluation of funding source and funding gap refer to“9 Special Plan of Management Execution”.

2.4 Staff team and professional training
(1)Evaluate the staffing, personnel composition and academic background of management authorities so as to make sure the staff team could meet the requirement of
managing the world’s heritage scientifically and effectively.
(2)By May, 2010, 12 official staff are working for Bureau of Cultural Relics of Site
of Xanadu Heritage in Zhenglan Qi, among which 9 people hold the college diploma
or above accounting for 75﹪of the total; 7 people are pursuing bachelor degree, accounting for 58﹪.Backgrounds of professionals include resource conservation and
tourism, geography, art, Mongolian language & literature, economic management,
etc. 20 people are working for the Site of Xanadu Archaeology Working Station
formed by professionals from Archaeological Research Institution of Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, Zhenglan Qi Cultural and Heritage Department. The Site of
Xanadu’s Law Enforcement Unit has 7 staff formed by professionals from Zhenglan
Qi Police Station. In addition, the temporarily employed staff includes 5 site guarding workers, 20 guides and logistic service persons and 2 college student volunteers.
Expert database of State Cultural Relics Bureau and Cultural Relics Bureau of Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region, expert database of Ministry of Housing and Urban-rural Development and Inner Mongolia Construction Department as well as experts from domestic related fields are the main sources for the staff engaged in the
conservation and management of Site of Xanadu to receive professional trainings.
Professional fields of experts from professional research unit, universities/colleges,
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Year

Fund level (RMB
10,000)
Fund
Implemented
plan

engineering unit and government administration unit, etc. include archaeology,
heritage conservation, heritage management, museology and ecology, etc. Staff engaged in the conservation and management of Site of Xanadu’s staff mainly receives
on-the-job training, business knowledge training and management methods training
by daily study, periodical training, strengthening exchange, investigation, etc.
(3)According to the requirement for the conservation and management of Site of
Xanadu, current staff is seriously short of professional knowledge. Long-term development plan is being made and gradually improved by the conservation and
management authorities in the heritage area.
Staff engaged in the conservation and management of Site of Xanadu’s staff mainly
receive on-the-job training, business knowledge training and management methods
training by daily study, periodical training, strengthening exchange , investigation,
etc. , which can basically satisfy the working requirement. However, there is certain
gap between the coverage of training knowledge and the demand in the effective
conservation and management of the heritage.
(4)Evaluation on staff and professional training refer to”9 Special Plan of Management Execution“

3 Evaluation on the current status of conservation work
3.1 Scientific investigation
3.1.1 Current status on the scientific investigation of archaeological Site
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(1)As to the already started scientific investigation of archaeological site, the evaluation should be made in involved heritage elements, investigation time, investigation
form, implementation unit and investigation results, etc.
(2)The investigation activities were started early in the latter half of the 19th century.
The truly scientific investigation for the archaeological site was started in 1930s~80s
with few archaeological investigation and surveying and mapping by Chinese and
Japanese experts. These investigation achievements provide detailed historical data
for early heritage conservation work of Site of Xanadu. In the 1990s, the Inner
Mongolia Archaeological Research Institute started remains investigation work in
city site through planned and systematic site investigation, aerial photography, surveying and mapping, data analysis and so on. The site distribution on the ground is
found out in the city site and surrounding areas with the area of 54.8cm2, and at the
same time archaeological excavation and cleaning works are carried out in Da’an Attic Remains, Mingde Entrance and Urn City Entrance and Muqing Attic Remains. In
recent two years, archaeological drilling in the means of general drilling and intensive drilling in some part was carried out by Inner Mongolia Archaeological Research Institute in the outer city, Tiefan’s gan Canal and some part of Imperial City
with the total area of 4, 320, 000 cm2 to find out the distribution area of the underground remains of city site, differentiate types of remains and improve existing
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knowledge about the general layout of Xanadu’s.

Involved Elements
City Site

√

√

√

√

Invest
ig-ati
on
Time
(Year)

Inve
s-tig
ati-o
n
type

Impl
eme
nte-d
by

Inve
s-tig
ati-o
n
resu
lt

1950s

A

A

A

1973

A

A

A

1990

A

A

A

1993
-1998

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

1997
-1998

A

A

A

√

1998

A

A

A

√

1998

A

A

A

1998
-2000

B

A

A

2002
-2003

A

A

A

2008
-2010

A

A

B

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

Rescue excavation
Tombs of modot
Excavation of Palace
City Ⅰ base
Aerial photography,
archaeological survey
and GPS measures
location
Excavation of South
Neighborhood

√
√
√

√

√

Four Neighborhoods
investigation
West of Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill’s
excavation
East Wall and South
Gate of Palace City’s
Archaeology
Archaeological
drilling and survey of

Tombs of Modot

√

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

Guan Xiang
(neighbourhood out of a
city gate )
Outer City

√

Tiefan’gan Canal

Imperial City

City site
investigation and
survey
Investigation, survey
and draw of the city
site
South area of Tombs
of Zhenzi Hill’s
excavation
Investigation,
attempted
excavation , survey
and draw of the city
site

Palace City

Implemente-d
investigation project

Tomb

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√
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√

1995、
1996、
1998
1996
-1997
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Table 13 Evaluation table for the scientific investigation of archaeological remains

Involved Elements
City Site

√

Tombs of Modot

√

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

Guan Xiang
(neighbourhood out of a
city gate )
Outer City

√

Tiefan’gan Canal

Imperial City

city site’s territory
Aerial photography
measures of area
around city site
Archaeological
excavation of
Muqing Attic’s
Archaeological
excavation of Yutian
Gate’s
Archaeological
survey of South of
outer City’s Inner
Ordu
Excavation of part of
the west city wall of
Outer City

Palace City

Implemente-d
investigation project

Tomb
Inve
s-tig
ati-o
n
type

Impl
eme
nte-d
by

Inve
s-tig
ati-o
n
resu
lt

2009

A

A

B

√

2009
-2010

A

A

B

√

2009
-2010

A

A

B

√

2010

A

A

B

√

2010

A

A

B

√

√

√

√

Invest
ig-ati
on
Time
(Year)

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Evaluation Note：
Investigation type: A: aimed, planned, active organization; B: suddenly, passive rescue
Implemented by: A: professional organizations with relevant qualification; B: other units or individuals
Investigation results: A: publicly published or issued report or brief; B: internal working reports or drawings

(3)Scientific investigation work for the archaeological site started early with steady
working base. The investigation forms include archaeological survey, investigation,
surveying and mapping, drilling, cleaning and excavation, etc in different areas, different depth which are mostly organized and implemented by archaeological department with relevant qualifications in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. Most
investigation results have been published and the archaeological work is now managed by State Cultural Relics Bureau. The annual working plan should be prepared
and submitted to State Cultural Relics Bureau for approval. The fund is allocated by
competent authorities. Over the years, the scientific investigation started on the archaeological site is fruitful, but the following aspects still need to be improved:
–The archaeological work concentrates on the inside of city site, archaeological work for the Guanxiang (a neighborhood of outside of the city), Tiefan’gan Canal, Tombs and Oboos and so on which are related to the heritage
value is not enough.
–The archaeological work mainly involves general arrangement of city site,
distribution and identification of remains on the ground and under ground. It
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–Business burden on the performing institution is heavy. The staff, equipment and fund is not sufficient.
–The collection and publishing of the investigation reports are relatively delayed.
(4)Evaluation on the current scientific investigation status of archaeological remains
should refer to “6 Plan objectives and basic countermeasures” and “Plan on the conservation and management of archaeological sites”
3.1.2 Current status on the scientific investigation of natural environment
(1)Evaluate the performed scientific investigation of natural environment from such
aspect as concerned heritage elements, investigation time, investigation type, the
executed organizations and investigation results, etc.
(2)The comprehensive and systematic scientific investigation concerning natural environment was performed by Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Forestry Survey
and Design Institute for the comprehensive scientific investigation of natural environment in the Site of Xanadu in 2009, and he investigation report was compiled and
completed.In 2010, the Institute of the Botany of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
carried out systematic investigation about ecological environment and characteristic
landscape so as to compile related plans. In addition, most investigation projects
concerning parts of the natural environment such as grassland investigation, river investigation, etc. are performed by competent local authorities of Zhenglan Qi from
time to time.
(3)Current scientific investigation status of natural environment could basically meet
requirement for the conservation of heritage elements but the following aspects are
weak:
–Investigation reports of competent authorities are lack of data integration,
collection and analysis;
–Systematic and comprehensive scientific investigations performed by professional authorities are started late. Although the investigation result is
fruitful, long-term and effective investigation plan should be made.
(4)Evaluation on the scientific investigation of natural environment should refer to 6
Plan objectives and basic countermeasures and 11 Plan on the conservation and
management of natural environment”.
3.1.3 Current scientific investigation status of humanistic environment
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gives prominence to investigation, surveying and drawing and drilling. Key
archaeological excavation and cleaning work with objectives and key points
should be strengthened on heritage value.

(1)Evaluate performed scientific investigation of humanistic environment in such
aspect as investigation content, investigation type, the performer and investigation
results, etc.
(2)Scientific investigation of humanistic environment mainly includes the investigation of resources such as Oboo and related culture, set up of Oboo, Oboo Worship
and Oboo Celebration, etc. The investigation of Oboo was completed by Zhenglan
Qi Cultural Relics Bureau in the Third national survey on cultural relics and other
Mongolian traditional practices related to Oboo Worship are investigated and registered by Zhenglan Qi Cultural Bureau as Inner Mongolia intangible cultural heritage.
Up until now, no official investigation report is published.
(3)At present, current scientific investigation status of humanistic environment still
needs to further investigation, carry out the inheritance system of intangible cultural
heritage, deepen value research and strengthen its value link with the heritage value.
(4)Evaluation on the scientific investigation of humanistic environment should refer
to 6 Objectives and basic countermeasrues” and “12 Plan for the Conservation of
Humanistic Environment”.

3.2 Related plan of heritage
3.2.1 Evaluation on current plan system
(1)Evaluate current plan system according to classification of heritage elements.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(2)Evaluation contents are shown in the following table：
Table 14 Table of evaluation on the current plan system
Element
Archaeological
Site

Natural
Environment

Humanistic
Environment

Plan
General Conservation
Plan of Site of Xanadu
(2009-2025)
Plan for the
Conservation of
Ecological Environment
and Characteristic
Landscape in Site of
Xanadu’s
(2010-2025)
Plan for the
Conservation of
Mongolian Cultural
Heritage and Ecological
Environment in Areas
Around Site of Xanadu
and (2006-2026)

Related Plan

General Plan for the Development of Xilinggol League
Tourism (2003-2020)
General Plan of Mineral Resources in Xilinggol
League
(2008-2015)
General Plan of Shangdu Town in Zhenglan Qi
(2002-2020)
General Plan of the Land Use in Zhenglan Qi Land
(1990-2010)
11th 5-Year Tourism Development Plan of Zhenglan Qi
(2006-2010)
Plan for the Treatment of Medium and Small River s in
Zhenglan Qi Xilinggol League(2008-2020)
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(4)Evaluation of the plan system refers to Text 9 Management Execution Special
Plan.
3.2.2 Evaluation on special conservation plan
(1)As to the established special conservation plan about heritage elements, make the
evaluation on completeness and effectiveness of compiling unit and conservation
area.
(2)The evaluation content is shown in the following table：
Table 15 Table of evaluation on the special conservation plan

Element
classification

Special conservation
plan

Archaeological
Site

General Conservation
Plan of Site of
Xanadu(2009-2025)

Natural
Environment

Plan for the Conservation
of
Environment
and
Characteristic Landscape
of Site of Xanadu’s
(2010-2025)

Humanistic
environment

Plan for the Conservation
of Mongolian Cultural
Heritage and Ecological
Environment in Areas
Around Site of Xanadu
and(2006-2026)

Compiled by
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region Cultural
Relics Bureau,
Shanxi Ancient
Architecture
Design Institute
Institute of the
Botany of the
Chinese
Academy
of
Sciences
Shanxi Ancient
Architecture
Design Institute,
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region Cultural
Relics Bureau

Completeness
of
conservation
area

Effectiveness
of
conservation
area

A

A

A

A

－

－

Evaluation Note：
Completeness of conservation division means whether relevant heritage elements are completely included. It can
be divided into: A: Completely included; B: Incompletely included; -：none
Effectiveness of conservation area means whether this kind of division could meet actual requirement of
conservation and management and be helpful to the implementation of conservation and management work. It
can be divided into: A: Fulfilled; B: Not fulfilled; -：none
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(3)Local government actively carries out the formulation of “Special Plan for Heritage Conservation”. A comprehensive, reasonable, systematic and effective plan system is formed through the formulation and implementation of relevant special conservation plan and good link with current related plans in the heritage area, which is
helpful to the improvement of scientificness and systematicness of the conservation
and management. At present, conservation and management of the heritage elements
have been incorporated into relevant plan system, but implementation of the plan still
need further promotion.

(3)The special conservation plan concerning heritage elements is compiled and completed by professional organizations with relevant qualifications. The defined conversation areas in every plan fully includes all involved heritage elements and basically be up to the actual need of conversation and management work, which is helpful for the implementation of conservation and management work.
(4) Evaluation on special conservation plan refers to“9 Special Plan of Management
and Operation”.

3.3 Heritage conservation measures
3.3.1 Current status of the protective measures of archaeological site
(1)Evaluate the applied conservation measures according to the protective principles
of related protective conventions and charters such as Law of the People’s Republic
of China on the Conservation of Cultural Relics, Principles for the Conservation of
Heritage Sites in China, Venice Charter and the Nara Document on Authenticity, etc
(2)Evaluation content is shown in the following table：
Table 16 Table of evaluation on the conservation measures of archaeological site
Involved Heritage Elements
City Site
Tomb

A

√

2002

A

B

C

√

2003

A

B

C

Tombs of Modot

A

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

B

√

Tiefan’gan Canal

2002

√

Guan
Xiang
(neighbourhood out of a
city gate )

Evalu
ation
on the
Effectiveness of
Measu
res’s

Outer City

Impact
on the
Heritage
Value

Imperial City

Palace City

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Implemented
measures

Related
Organiz
ation
s

Time
of Implementation

2

repair of
vandalism
signs
Cleaning and
repair in some
part of east
wall of the
Imperial City
Cleaning and
repair of south
gate of the
Imperial City
and Urn City’s

√

2 I nc l udi n g fi l l in g v eg etab le gra v e on th e c it y wa ll , f i l li ng mo to r pu m pe d wel l an d wel l in th e s it e,
fi l l in g a lm os t 2 30 0 me te rs art i fi c ia l c h a nn el whi c h w as bu il t in 19 57 i n fro n t o f S it e o f X a na du a nd
re stor in g pl a n ts .
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Involved Heritage Elements
City Site
Tomb
Impact
on the
Heritage
Value

Evalu
ation
on the
Effectiveness of
Measu
res’s

A

A

A

3

Compile
conservation
engineering
plan

√

√

2009

Evaluation Note：
Relevant organizations: A: Organization with relevant qualification; B: People’s Government; C: Other units or
individuals
Impact on heritage value: A: Maintain stability of heritage value; B: Negative impact
Evaluation on the effectiveness of conservation project: A: Effective; B: normal; C: Inappropriate

(3)Considering all kinds of threats the archaeological sites are faced with, lots of
conservation measures are taken in recent years as per relevant requirements of the
heritage conservation. The reinforcement, repair and recovery of the archaeological
sites in process are performed according to relevant requirements of the heritage
conservation. All conservation measures can be carried out only after the fulfillment
of special procedures for the conservation of cultural relics including engineering design, declaration and approval. Some inappropriate repair should be corrected as per
Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Conservation of Cultural Relics and
related laws and regulations as well as the protective principles of related protective
conventions and charters such as Principles for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in
China, Venice Charter and the Nara Document on Authenticity, etc
At present, the implementation of measures for the conservation of archaeological
sites mainly concentrates on the ground remains in the city site and has little involvement in tombs. Countermeasures should be taken against tomb-robbery and
impacts caused by natural factors such as water and soil erosion and so on. In addition, current conservation measures is weak in foundation work including preliminary research, analysis and demonstration and environment impact, etc. Current land
for cultural relics and historical sites in the heritage area is not enough for the coverage of remains distribution in the heritage area. Therefore, the land expropriation for
the conservation of heritage should be strengthened.
(4)Evaluation on the conservation measures of archaeological site refers to “6 Objectives and Basic Countermeasures” and “10 Conservation Plan of Archaeological
Site”.
3 Th e co mp il a ti on o f c ons er va ti o n pro je c t pl an s al re ad y s ta r ted i n cl ud e C on se rv at io n E ng ine eri n g De sig n on the H er itag e Bod y i n Mi ng de Gat e of Si te o f Xan ad u an d C on se rv at io n
E ng in ee ri ng D es i gn o n th e H eri tage B o dy of S i te o f X an ad u Mu q i ng A t ti c , e tc .
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Tombs of Modot

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill

Tiefan’gan Canal

Guan
Xiang
(neighbourhood out of a
city gate )

Outer City

Imperial City

Palace City

Implemented
measures

Time
of Implementation

Related
Organiz
ation
s

3.3.2 Current status of measures for the conservation of natural environment
(1)Evaluate on the effectiveness of performed measures for the conservation of natural environment according to requirement of conservation and management of natural environment.
(2)Since 2000, thanks to “Beijing-Tianjing Sand Control Project”, “Three-North
Shelter Forest Project” and “Comprehensive Treatment of Hunshandake Steppe”, the
decertified land around the Site of Xanadu has been effectively controlled, water and
soil erosion is basically under control and the characteristic landscapes are preserved
In the recent years, Zhenglan Qi Government strengthens environment rectification.
Taking measures such as closing down mining area, mountain restoration, Luanhe
River water conservation project, forest planting, returning farmland to grassland and
pests prevention, etc., natural environment elements in the heritage area are effectively protected and the heritage area becomes Zhenglan Qi’s ecological demonstration zone.
(3)At present, the implemented measures for the conservation of natural environment
have effectively improved ecological environment in the heritage area, preserved
characteristic grassland landscape and some effective measures should be executed in
long term. At the same time, advanced science and technology should be imported so
as to improve current conservation measures.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(4)Evaluation of natural environment’s conservation measures refers to “6 Objectives
and Basic Countermeasures and “11 Plan on the conservation and management of
natural environment”.
3.3.3 Current status of measures for the conservation of humanistic environment
(1)Evaluate the effectiveness of implemented measures for the conservation of
started humanistic environment according to the requirement of conservation and
management of the humanistic environment.
(2)Some Oboos were collapsed on the top of hills around Site of Xanadu because of
water and soil erosion. Local herdsmen and competent conservation and management
authorities make repair by the stone re-base and reinforcement, at the same time, recover mountain vegetation so as to prevent further water and soil erosion.
Oboo Worship and other related Mongol nationality’s traditional practices could be
lasted in the Xilingol Meng grassland the Site of Xanadu located, have been listed
into intangible cultural heritage for conservation. Yulaannmuqi (Inner Mongolia
troupe) show organized by Zhenglan Qi government, holding Mongol nationality’s
traditional culture and going deep to the grassland to perform for herdsmen, welcomed by herdsmen and the national art could be developed and protected. But because of attacking of modern life and material culture, lineage of Zhenglan Qi Mongol nationality’s culture has been somehow threatened.
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(4)Evaluation of humanistic environment’s conservation measures refers to Text 5
Goals and Objectives and Basic Strategy and Text 12 Conservation Plan of Humanistic environment Conservation.

3.4 Monitoring system of heritage
3.4.1 Evaluation on current monitoring content and target
(1)Evaluation of heritage monitoring’s current situation as per Administrative Measures for the Monitoring and Management of World Cultural Heritage in China and
requirement of world cultural heritage’s monitoring and management.
(2)After the Site of Xanadu being listed into China World Heritage Tentative List,
according to requirement of world heritage’s conservation and management, the
heritage management authorities has set up and improved elements’ conservation and
management monitoring system, strengthening scientific conservation and management monitoring work. The evaluation content is as follows:
Table 17 Evaluation of Current Monitoring Content and Target

Element

Content

Archaeological
Site

Monitoring on the authenticity and completeness; remains investigation, conservation measures, conservation facilities, environment improvement
and plan execution, etc.
Environment
quality,
natural disaster, grassland ecological condition and landscape environment, etc.
Preservation of authenticity and completeness
of oboo, inheritance and
development of Oboo
Worship, etc.

Natural Environment

Humanistic
environment

B

Whether
the target
is completed
B

A

A

A

A

B

C

C

B

Whether
the target
is correct
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Effectiveness
of the monitoring target

Whether
the file is
completed

B

B
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(3)Started conservation measures for Oboos is mainly by human intervention, some
effect to factuality of oboo, which should be corrected. Conservation measures for
the Oboo Worship, etc. Mongol nationality’s traditional practices should be held,
enlarged the scale and expanded its enfluence.

Element

Content

Whether
the target
is correct

Whether
the target
is completed

Effectiveness
of the monitoring target

Whether
the file is
completed

Evaluation Note：
Whether the monitoring target is clear: A: Definite; B-Indefinite
Completeness means whether the main monitoring content and target could fully cover the conservation and management of heritage elements, divided into: A: Good; B: Normal; C: Poor
Effectiveness means whether the main monitoring content and target could effectively monitoring the conservation
and management situation of heritage elements, divided into: A: Good ; B: Normal; C: Poor
If the monitoring file is completed: A-Completed; B-Un-completed

(3)In the construction of monitoring system, only the monitoring target of natural
environment is clear, the monitoring target has good completeness and effectiveness
and the monitoring files are comparatively complete. The establishment of monitoring system for archaeological site and humanistic environment leaves much room to
be desired.
(4)Evaluation of current monitoring content and target refers to “14 Management
plan for the monitoring of heritage”.
3.4.2 Monitoring mechanism and monitoring organizations
(1)Evaluate heritage monitoring mechanism and organizations as per requirement of
monitoring and management of world cultural heritage.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(2)At present, the monitoring of heritage conservation is mainly charged by Site of
Xanadu Cultural Relics Bureau in Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County Cultural Relics
Bureau. Monitoring of routine contents such as environment quality, natural disaster,
grassland ecology, etc. is charged and executed by Meteorological Bureau, Water
Bureau and Grassland Supervision Bureau of Zhenglan Qi and Duolun County’s.
Monitoring of tourism is charged and executed by Zhenglan Qi Tourism Bureau. The
monitoring manner mainly employs manual observation and record, photographic
images record, instrument monitoring data and evaluation report, etc. with
non-periodical monitoring period.
(3)Division of responsibilities of authorities is not clear with current monitoring
mechanism because of different land ownership and indefinite monitoring target, etc.,
the complete system of monitoring data and records is not available and the scientific
analysis on the monitored data is not enough.
(4) Evaluation on monitoring mechanism and authorities refers to “14 Management
plan for the monitoring of heritage”.
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Ⅲ Evaluation on the status of heritage display

1 Evaluation on the display conditions
1.1 Evaluation content
In order to grasp in accuracy the comprehensive heritage display of the site of
Xanadu City and the display conditions of heritage elements, this section made the
evaluation from such aspect as the carrying degree of value, enjoyment, accessibility,
presenting difficulty, visiting capacity, management pressure and so on based on the
current and field conditions.
The evaluation is made as follows:
Table 18 Table of evaluation on the heritage display conditions
Compr
e-hensi Presen
Presen Visitin Manag
ve
Carrying
t or
Enjoy- Access t-ation
g
-ement evaluat
degree
not
ment -ibility suppor capacit pressu e-onelv
of value
t
y
re
el
Display conditions

Heritage elements

Archa
e-ologi
cal
sites

City
site

Tombs

Palace City

A

B

A

B

C

A

A

Imperial
City

A

B

A
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This section is to define evaluation contents and indexes of the heritage display status
in accordance with international charters and industrial codes including “ICOMOS
Cultural Tourism Charter” (2004), “ICOMOS Charter for the Display and Display of
Cultural Heritage” (2008), “Guideline for the Protection of Heritage area in China”
and so on.
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Evaluation note:
Carrying degree of value: the carrying degree of the heritage elements should give prominence to the relative size
of the common Value. A-higher; B- high; C-normal; D-low;
Enjoyment: the visual or spiritual enjoyment that the display point or display project brings about. A-higher; Bhigh; C-normal; D-low;
Accessibility: the convenience to the heritage site or ease to enjoy the activity. A-higher; B- high; C-normal;
D-low;
Display support: fully interpret the outstanding common value that the heritage elements bear and the difficulty of
display support project necessary for the achievement of high enjoyment. A-easier; B-easy; C-more difficult;
D-difficult;
Visiting capacity: the appropriate number of visitors that the display environment can accommodate with the
satisfaction of tourist enjoyment need and no damage on the ecological environment. A-high; B-higher; C-normal;
D-lower;
Management pressure: refers to the management pressure that the heritage point or heritage program may bring
about. A-small; B-normal; C-high; D-very high;
Comprehensive evaluation class: referees to the result of comprehensive balance on the weight of evaluaton
indexes. A-small; B-normal; C-high; D-very high;
Whether displayed: －Yes; “-”-No.

1.2 Evaluation conclusions
1.2.1 Comprehensive heritage display
(1)Generally speaking, the heritage lacks systematically planned display structure;
the communications among displayed heritage elements is not enough; the display
object is not clear enough; some heritage elements with excellent display conditions
are not displayed effectively.
(2)Heritage elements have to improve their display conditions from aspects such as
enjoyment, accessibility, display support, visiting capacity, management pressure and
so on.
1.2.2 Display conditions of heritage elements
(1)Heritage elements with the comprehensive assessment class A should have excellent display conditions. It can achieve excellent display effect with little improvement. It can be served as the core of the display system. Strive to improve the
index with the single evaluation class C that can updated or improved to be at class
B.
The Palace City and Imperial City can improve the enjoyment of displayed point
through the reinforcement of display support, reasonably control visiting capacity or
reorganize tourism line so as to enlarge visiting capacity. The tourist management
problem can be solved through reasonable tourism organization and scientific management manner in Xandii Gool, Xar Tala and typical prairie landscape.
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Heritage elements

(2)The heritage elements with the comprehensive evaluation class B boast of good
display conditions. It can be served as key point of the display system as its value
carrying degree is above B. Similarly, efforts should be made to improve the index
with the single evaluation of class C that can be promoted or improved to be above
class B.
Besides, the outer city can improve the enjoyment of display point through the reinforcement of display support. The Tiefan’gan Canal can improve the enjoyment
through the selection of good view point and its management level can be improved
by incorporating tourist management into the management system displayed in the
heritage site. The wetland landscape can solve the problem of tourist management
through the selection of excellent enjoyment points and reasonable reinforcement of
the display support. Oboo in the Luuii Dobqag and heritage area can improve its accessibility and tourist management pressure through the improvement of transportation conditions and organization of transportation lines.
(3)Considering heritage elements with the comprehensive assessment class C has
poor display conditions, it’s appropriate to select parts or points easy to be improved
as the effective assist to the heritage value interpretation system. Besides, attach importance to the improvement of indexes with the single evaluation of class C or D.

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Related neighborhood can select heritage points with excellent enjoyment conditions,
strengthen identity to improve the enjoyment of display points as well as incorporate
tourist management into the management system of heritage site display. The landscape of sand and forest steppe can improve accessibility through the improvement
of transportation conditions and control tourist amount through the management
manner such as tourist reservation system and so on so as to avoid irreversible damage on the ecological environment. Considering the contingency in time, Oboo sacrifice and Oboo get-together should distribute tourists reasonably through notice of
annual activity timetable, tourist reservation and so on. Herdsman’s traditional living
style can incorporate the previous
item for unified plan. Corresponding factories or heritage sites can be established to
solve the problem of accessibility and management of traditional Mongolian handicraft.
(4)The heritage elements with the comprehensive evaluation class D have poor display conditions. The plan proposal is only accessible to specific groups such as experts, research staff and so on rather than the public during the plan period. However,
its physical characteristics and outstanding common value of the carried heritage
should be put in the comprehensive display facilities for additional interpretation
such as the heritage museum.
(5)The evaluation on the heritage display conditions should refer to “13 Management
Plan of the Heritage Display”.
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2 Display statuses

The heritage elements being displayed employ the manner of site display.
According to the evaluation conclusion of the heritage display conditions described
in the previous section, this section evaluates the heritage elements in terms of
whether to display, display manner, display extent, current problems and so on so as
to make comprehensive analysis on the display status of the heritage.
The evaluation is made as follows:
Table 19 Table of evaluation on the display status
Degree of
Main problems
compliance
Lack uniform plan and
Whether has complete heritage display plan?
C
scheme; lack display
Whether has detailed plan about the interpretation
D
status evaluation; the
system of the heritage value?
range of participants is
Whether has periodic evaluation report about
narrow; the tourism
D
The display status?
crafts can not reflect the
Whether local government, heritage managers
heritage value.
C
and heritage experts are jointly involved?
Display
Whether respect the rights and interests of all stakeplan
B
holders？
Evaluation index

Whether set up realistic expectations?
Whether try to reduce the fluctuation of tourists?
Whether encourages tourists to visit other heritages
in the neighborhood?
Whether ensures the promotion and sales of the
handicraft will not harm the heritage value?
Whether the way and manner of heritage promotion
is enough?
Whether the manner and way of promotion is fair?
Promotion

Social
impact

B
B
B
C
C
B

Whether the effect of promotion can arouse public
interests?
Whether the heritage value of promotion is accurate?

C

Whether brings excellent fame to the heritage area?

A

Whether can make the public set up right awareness
about the conservation of heritage?
Whether makes tourists respect the value and life
style of the heritage area?
Whether encourages and trains local residents to be
heritage guide?
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C

C
B
C

The popularization and
advertisement channel is
too singular, poor handling of value and lack
of popularization and
advertisement
plan
which are suitable to the
heritage area.
The voluntary heritage
protection mode is not
formed in local residents
and local residents’ responsibilities of protecting the heritage haven’t been valued and
identified.
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2.1 Evaluation content

Degree of
compliance

Evaluation index
Whether encourages local residents to be directly
involved in the heritage protection?
Whether effectively promotes the economic development of the heritage area?
Whether effectively improve the life quality of local
residents?
Economic Whether most of the tourism revenues is used for the
benefit protection, reparation and display of the cultural
heritage?
Whether the tourism byproducts provide reasonable
economic return for local area?

Main problems

C
B
C
C
C

Lack comprehensive resource display based on
the heritage values,
excellent cultural industry system is not formed,
the economic value
hasn’t been reflected
and displayed satisfactorily.

Note of the current status evaluation: A-the current status is very good and the degree of compliance is very high; B-the
current status is good and the degree of compliance is high; C- the current status is common and the degree of compliance is common; D-the current status is quite poor and the degree of compliance is quite low.

2.2 Evaluation conclusion
(1)The city site has made simple display, but the display depth is not enough. Considering the large area and huge difference of the conservation of various parts, support to the heritage value varies also. Therefore, detailed plan should be made to site
display area of the city site. Distinguish the primary and secondary, make the key
points stand out, completely display all elements of the city area.
(2) The conditions to display the tombs are not qualified. Therefore, the priority is to
protect and they should not be listed as display objects in the plan period.
Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

(3)The natural environment is partly open to the public. However, the characteristic
natural landscapes distribute too widely, which leads to the fact that the landscapes
are far from each other and there is short of communications and unified display object. It’s necessary to select appropriate locations and make reasonable and appropriate display in coordination with heritage value.
(4)It’s necessary to incorporate Oboo of cultural environment into the display of city
site and forest steppe for unified plan. Related sacrifice activities of Oboo should be
considered to be display object after unified coordination because of the contingency
of time. The national performing arts of Mongolian has been conducted in many
forms, but it needs further integration so as to display it to the public in appropriate
manner and in coordination with heritage value.
(5) The evaluation on the current status of heritage display refers to “13 Management
Plan of the Heritage Display”.
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3 Value interpretation systems

This section evaluates current value interpretation system of the heritage site in accordance with the objects and plan requirements of the display. The main evaluation
aspects are: whether the value interpretation facilities and explanation means of the
heritage site display area can satisfy the need, whether there is missing item and so
on.
The evaluation is shown in the following table:
Table20 Table of evaluation on the value interpretation system

Facility classification

Facility configuration

Value
interpretation
facilities
in the
display
area of
the heritage site

Attraction indicator
Panoramic navigation
chart
Tour route map
Sign board

Guide facilities
Explanation system
Display
facilities

Current
amoun
t
4

Comprehensive evaluation
C

Missing items

Indicator of
public service
facilities

1

C

1
12

C
B

Guide

1

C

Note sing and
audio system

Museum (under construction)

1

A

-

Comprehensive assessment note: A-satisfactory interpretation of the heritage value; B-insufficient
interpretation of the heritage value; C-incomplete interpretation of the heritage value.

3.2 Evaluation conclusions
(1)So far, the value interpretation facilities of the heritage site are in primitive stage.
With the shortage of value interpretation system of whole plan, it has large gap from
the need of complete interpretation of the heritage value and can’t satisfy the enjoyment need.
(2)The explanation means are quite backward and the value explanation means is
single. The heritage site museum is yet put into use. The site display is short of depth,
interpretation system, identification system and auxiliary interpretation system. It
can’t explain the outstanding common value of the heritage to the public completely
and efficiently.
(3)The evaluation on the heritage value interpretation system please refers to “13
Management Plan of the Heritage Display”.
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3.1 Evaluation content

4 The Display of current situation
4.1 The evaluation content
In order to analyze if the annotation of heritage area to the heritage value is comprehensive and appropriate and recognize where the problem is, the evaluation is in annotation level of value and displaying way, etc.
The evaluation is as follows：
Table 21 Table of evaluation on the display of current situation

Level

Target
Whether show the heritage value completely?
Whether the information source is accurate and
reliable?
Whether annotation of individual heritage spot
could comply with the whole value?

Whether it can help tourists to know the heritage
clearly?
Display
Way Whether special routes have been prepared for
tourists?
Whether enough and optional routes have been
prepared for tourists?

Evaluation
D
C
C

Main Problem
Displayed information
is not enough, lack of
display depth and the
individual
heritage
point didn’t play a role
in the whole value.

C
B

Lack of united plan for
displayed routes

C

Site of Xa nadu Conservation and Manageme nt Plan

Evaluation Note: A-Good status and with high compliance level; B:-Comparatively good status and with comparatively
high compliance level; C-Common status and with common compliance level; D-Poor status and with poor compliance
level.

4.2 Evaluation conclusion
On-site display in the city site is lack of systematically designed routes, organic links
between heritage sites is poor and short of appropriate displaying way, inadequate for
the tourist to know the historical cultural information and connotation of the archaeological sites contained.
Evaluation of heritage display’s current situation refers to “13 Management Plan of
the Heritage Display”.
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5 Basic facilities

Available display service in the heritage area is evaluated according to the target and
planning requirement of display. The main evaluation aspects are as follows: whether
facilities in the display area could meet requirement of supporting service for tourists
and defects of each facility and the defects in all kinds of facilities and so on.
The evaluation is shown in the following table：
Table 22 Statistics of display service and the evaluation table

Classification of facilities

Supporting facilities

Sanitary
fixture

Toilets
Refuse box

Transportation facilities

Parking area

Basic facilities in
the display
area of site
Tourist
Service
facilities

Xanadu town outfitted
facilities for the tourist
service

Electro mobile
Bicycles for rent
Resting chairs
Souvenir sales room
Inquiries

Number
1 set
16sets
10,
000
square meters
11
23
5sets
1
1

General
Evalua
tion
C
B

Defects with this type

-

A
B
A
C
C
C

Tourist service center
(under construction)

1

B

Display museum
Hospital
Hotel
Restaurant
Bank
Post office

1
3
5
Over 70
Several
1

B
B
B
B
B
B

Service facilities for
particular persons (barrier-free
access,
wheelchair, baby carriage and walking
stick,
etc.
);
self-service facilities
(self-service
enquiry
machine, etc.); amenities (deposit service,
lost found office and
emergency
medical
ambulance facilities)

-

Evaluation Note: A-Could meet requirements of tourist service; B-Lack of tourist service; C-Could not meet
requirements of tourist service

5.2 The evaluation result
At present, the basic supporting facilities in the heritage area are still in the primitive
stage and it can’t meet the need of enjoyment.
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5.1 The Evaluation content

Major problems of the basic facilities are: the facilities are so few that it can’t meet
up with the need of comprehensive display in the future and the quality is to be improved; there is short of service facilities for particular persons, amenities and
self-service facilities and so on.
Evaluation on heritage display status refers to “13 Management Plan of Heritage
Display”.
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2. Master Plan for Protection of the Site of Xanadu City(2010-2029) (Excerpts)
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1. General provisions
1.1 Background of the plan
The Site of Xanadu City is an ancient city site based on the capital city of the Yuan Dynasty. The
site is composed of the sacrificial site, the tomb site and site of temporary imperial dwelling. In
1988, the Site of Xanadu City was put in the third batch of protected relic entities at the national
level. This plan is formulated in order to protect the Site of Xanadu City and its surroundings in a
scientific, reasonable and effective way, to inherit the historical ethnical culture, to enhance the
role of the Site of Xanadu City in cultural progress of the Inner Mongolia and to help in the nomination of the Site of Xanadu City into the World Heritage List.
1.2 Nature of the plan
This plan in nature is a master plan for relic protection. The plan is formulated according to the
Law of the People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics and it serves as guidance
and legal document for the protecting the relics of the Site of Xanadu City. It has been promulgated by the people’s government of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region after being approved
by the relic authority of Inner Mongolia, planning authority and State Administration of Cultural
Heritage。
…
3. Framework of the plan
3.1 Principles
3.1.1 The Law of People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics must be obeyed
strictly and the guiding principle of “protection as major concern, rescuing coming first, reasonable exploration and improved management” must be followed.
3.1.2 The authenticity and integrity as concepts of the international cultural property protection
should be attached great importance and all the historical information about the Xanadu City Site
must be preserved authentically and continued.
3.1.3 The criteria of world cultural heritage should be followed in protection and management of
the site and its surroundings so as to ensure the continuation, research and exploitation of the Site
of Xanadu City.
3.1.4 The protection of the Xanadu City Site should be integrated in the economic development,
social development, urban construction and planning, ecological conservation, environment improvement and land use.
3.1.5 In establishing reserves, the potential scope of the site and the further archeological exploitation and research should be taken in consideration.
3.2 Goals
The plan, which is formulated after investigation and analysis of the site and on the basis of the
criteria of world cultural heritage, aims serve as legal guidance for protection of the site with
clearly specified scope and measures. The plan also aims to provide good environment, management and facilities for the public and to regulate exhibitions and research for the social and economic benefits from the intrinsic value of the property.
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3.3 Sub goals
1. Immediate goal (2010-2014): All the protective measures for the major exhibition programmes
of the Site of the Xanadu City will be carried; the first-stage plan for the environment improvement before the nomination of the site into the World Heritage List will be formulated along with
the formulation of the “Plan for Protection and Management of the Site of Xanadu City”; the Xanadu City Site Museum will be established; and monitoring facilities will be put in place in the
site.
2. Medium-and-long-term goal (2015-2029): The protection program and exhibition program of
the Site of Xanadu City will be finished and the site protection system will be improved; the management, monitoring and research of the site will be intensified so as to guarantee effective protection and sustainable exploitation of the site.
……
4. Protective division
4.1 Strategies of protective division
According to the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics, on the
basis of the properties of the Site of the Xanadu City, the distribution and features of the environment of the property, the Site of Xanadu City will be divided into the protected zone and the controlled zone. The protected zone is divided again into key protective zone and general protected
zone. The herd sacrificial zone, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, Tombs of Woniu Stone, Tombs of Modot,
Site of Dongliang Pavilion and Shilang City and other reserves affiliated to the site will be divided
into the protected zone and controlled zone.
How the zones are identified:
On the basis of the outcome of the archeological explorations and discoveries and the requirements of the site protection in terms of security and integrity, the hills around the site and the oboo
will be defined as protected zone.
According to the requirements of site protection in such aspects as security, environment and harmony, the controlled zone refers to the area within the borderline of the site to be nominated into
the world heritage list.
4.2 Scope of protection
The Site of Xanadu City under protection covers an area of 70. 31 sqm.
4.2.1 Protected zone of the Site of the Xanadu City
A. Protected zone
The protected zone of the Xanadu City Site can be further divided into key protected zone and
general protected, which together cover an area of 63.37 sqm.
B. Key protective zone
The key protective zone reaches the north bank of the Tiefan’gan Canal in the north, the western
entrance of Wuyi Breeding Farm and the Hadat Oboo in the east, the newly built third-level road
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in the west and the road along the southern bank of Xandii Gool in the south. This zone covers the
three-layered Xanadu City of the Yuan Dynasty, site of the neighborhood outside the city gate, site
of the barns and the site of Tiefan’gan Canal and the total area is 39,81 sqm.
C. General protective zone
The general protective zone reaches the Yulaantai Oboo (4,750 meters south of the site of southern
wall of the Outer City) and the small hills in the southeast of the site in the south, the newly built
third-level road, the north border of the forest and the nameless oboo in the east, the Hadat Oboo,
the Modot Oboo and the nameless oboo in the north and the mountain ranges of the Yulaantai
Oboo and Hadat Oboo in the west. The area within these borderlines, excluding the key protective
zone, is defined as general protective zone and it covers an area of 23.56 sqm.
4.2.2 Protected zone of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill
The protected zone of the Tombs of Zhenzi Hill reaches the Yangchang Road at the bottom of the
Southwest slope of the Zhenzi Hill in the west, the ranges of southern slope of the tombs in the
south, the southern ranges of the Zhenzi Hill in the east and the mountain ranges at the northern
slope in the north. The total area is 0.64 sqm.
4.2.4 Protected zone of the Tombs of Modot
The protected zone of the Tombs of Modot reaches the ranges of the southern slope of the Yulaan
Oboo Hill in the west, north and east and the road in the southern slope of the Yulaan Oboo Hill in
the south and covers an area of about 1,58 sqm.
……
4.3 Scope of the controlled area
The controlled area is defined with the aim of ensuring the integrity of relevant historical environment of the Site of Xanadu City, the harmony of the environment, the status quo of the Xar
Tala and the future trend. As the site of the Xanadu City spread over a large area, to facilitate administration, the controlled area is established. The two tomb clusters, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and
Tombs of Modot, has been put into one controlled area; Tombs of Woniu Stone, Herd Temple Sacrificial Area, Dongliang Pavilion (Baichengzi) Site and Shilang City Site (Huanzhou City of Jin
Dynasty) has been put into separate controlled zones. The controlled zones cover a total area of
150.34 sqm.
4.3.1

Controlled area of Xanadu City Site, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Modot

The controlled area reaches the Changtu Oboo, South Paotai hill in the south, the southwest of the
Zhenzi Hill, Xanadii Gool Dam, the nameless oboo, Eej Oboo and Qagan Oboo in the east, the
Qagan Oboo, Yulaan Oboo and Holostai Oboo in the north, the Holostai Oboo, Ejen Oboo and
Tongtu Oboo in the east, covering a total area of 139.84 sqm.
……
4.5 Requirement for the management of reserves
4.5.1 Uniform requirement for reserve management
1. The protective projects, excavation and contraction must be conducted according to the Law of
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People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics and other documents; also, no project
is allowed before going through procedures specified in the law.
2. The protective zone and controlled zone specified in this regulation is defined according to the
Law of People’s Republic of China on Protection of Cultural Relics and other relevant laws and
regulations.
3. The protected zone and its management is obligatory in this plan; after protected zones are established and made public according to legal procedures, they should be integrated into relevant
plans on the basis of the Urban Planning Regulations.
4. The layout, development trend and scope of the Wuyi Breeding Farm, which is located within
the territory of the protected zone, should be part of the overall protective and exhibition plan of
the Xanadu City Site and be integrated into the Master Plan of Urban Development of Zhenglan
Qi and relevant plans for rural development.
5. Any change concerning the division of protective zone and the management rules should be
made according to the procedures specified by Procedures for Granting the Title of Protected Entities.
4.5.2 Regulations for management of the protected zone
1. Key protected zone
(1)Within the territory of the Xanadu City Site construction projects, except those related with
archeological excavation and relic protection, restoration and exhibition, are allowed. No facilities
are allowed to built unless for protection of the site.
(2) Within the key protected zone, no facilities can be built except those for relic management,
protection and exhibition. All projects must be approved by the relic authority. The finished
projects that have negative influence on the site and its environment landscape should be removed
to other places.
(3) The restoration and exhibition projects of the site and other supporting facilities must go
through procedures stipulated in the relevant laws and regulations.
(4) Activities that might undermine the security and integrity of the Site of the Xanadu City and its
environment are prohibited. Vehicles must not enter the key protected zone without permission.
2. General protected zone
(1) The land of the Site of Xanadu City and its surroundings is, in nature, “relic and site land”.
(2) Within the general protected zone, no construction projects or bombing, drilling and digging
are allowed unless approved by the people’s government of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region and State Administration of Cultural Heritage. The activities in the general protected zone
should not bring any harm to the security and integrity of the Site of Xanadu City and its environment.
(3) The plants in the general protected zone should not bring negative impacts on the site. The
types of the plants (including crops) must meet the requirement of protecting the Site of Xanadu
City and its environment in such aspects as root depth, soil consolidation, historical environment
and landscape of the Xanadu City Site.
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4.5.3 Regulations for the management of controlled zone
1. All the relics and remains discovered in the controlled zone should be protected.
2. All protective measure should follow the principle that the original form of the Site of Xanadu
City should not be altered and that the protection, exhibition, positions, scale, and forms and color
of the facilities should be in harmony with the overall environment of the Site of Xanadu City. All
the new buildings in the controlled one should be lower than 6 metes (for the museums) or 4.5
meters (for the folk residents).
3. Earth and stone should be moved away from the controlled zone; river-filling and other human
interference with the natural configurations of the land are banned. Projects in the controlled area
should meet the requirements specified in the protection master plans and should be approved by
the State Administration of Cultural Heritage and the authority of urban and rural planning. Before
any project, archeological investigation, exploration and excavation should be conducted in the
area where the building is to be built at the expense of the builders.
4. within the controlled zone, facilities that may pollution the Site of Xanadu City and its environment is banned; activities that may undermine the security of the Xanadu City and its environment are also not allowed. The established facilities that may pollute the site will be asked to improve within a specified time limit.
5. Grazing and farming in the controlled zone should not do any harm to the site. Residents in the
zone can rebuild their houses or build temporary facilities such as fences or walls but they are not
allowed to set up new buildings, with the purpose of ensuring the environment capacity of the Site
of Xanadu City.
5. Protective measures
5.1 Protective principles
5.1.1 The protective measures are carried out according to the criteria of the world cultural heritage and these measures should make any changes to the original form of the site. The maximum
historical information about the Site of Xanadu City should be preserved. Its authenticity, integrity
and continuity should be maintained and the environment of the site should be kept in harmony
with the historical atmosphere.
5.1.2 In building the facilities for protection and exhibition, archeological explorations and research should be taken into consideration. The protective measures should not carry out cautiously,
without any harm or threat to the site.
5.1.3 The facilities for protection and exhibition should be in harmony with the original appearance of the site and on the other hand should also be reversible and identifiable.
5.1.4 The chemical materials and building techniques should be tested in labs in advance and then
they should be tested in part of the site under protection. They can be used for the site as a whole
only if they proved to be reliable after one-year observation.
5.1.5 Aspects that need special or immediate protection should be selected. The protective measures should be taken in a planned way.
5.1.6 The buildings that have been out of existences should not be rebuilt.
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5.2 Critical techniques for implementing protective measures
The protective measures for the Site of Xanadu City include four parts, namely routine maintenance, consolidation, repair and restoration, each with its specific targets and goals. All these technical measures should be recorded into archives.
5.2.1 Routine maintenance
According to the status quo of the site, the major part of it should be maintained frequently and
supporting facilities should be established for comprehensive monitoring and regular security
check so as to prevent potential dangers, response immediately and accurately to emergencies and
avoid exceeding human interferences. Maintenance system should be established to make constant
monitoring of the potential vulnerable parts and keep regular records.
5.2.2 Consolidation
According to the status quo of the site, the north of Outer City of the Xanadu City Site and the
wall in the east of the site which was cut apart by the road should be consolidated. On the basis of
the principles of relic protection, identifiable modern materials and temporary engineering supporting structures can be built. These materials and structures should not bring any change or
damage to the original material and structure. Also, they should not interfere with more effective
consolidation projects later so as to prevent further external irreversible damage to the site. The
environment features should be maintained to the largest extent possible.
5.2.3 Repair
On the basis of the status quo of the site, the walls in the east, west, north of the Imperial City that
are cut apart by the road, without any disturbance of the overall structure, should be reconditioned
to its original form, by repairing the parts that have collapsed, eroded or partially damaged. In
restoring the original secure and stable condition of the site, original techniques and materials
should be used in repairing and make up for the missed components.
5.2.4 Restoration
On the basis of the status quo, the site of Mingde Gate, the Site of Muqing Pavilion and the Site of
Da’an Pavilion will be key targets of the restoration efforts. The improper structures for repair,
established earlier, will be removed. The relationship between the boundaries of the Site of
Mingde Gate will be clarified by archeological program. The restoration will mainly focus on the
city walls or bases in danger and protective markers will be established along the borderlines of
the site.
5.2.5 Establishment of boundary pillars and stones.
According to the definition of the protected zone, there should be seven sets of protective markers
for the Site of Xanadu City. There should be 28 stone boundary markers. There should also be a
boundary marker, made of concrete, at every 50 to 100 meters along the borderline of the site. At
every turning point of the protected zone there should also be boundary marker.
5.3 Construction of museums
1. Xanadu City Site Museum:
It is suggested that the museum should be located in the south of Yulaantai Oboo within the conC-262
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trolled zone. The museum should not be larger than 3,000 m2. It should mainly be used for exhibiting the relics excavated from the Site of Xanadu City and other objects that can reflect the history and culture of the Mongolia. It can also be of some help in the nomination of the site for the
world heritage list.
Content of the architectural design:
♦ Site museum: multimedia display area, relic exhibition hall, research center, relic storehouse,
relic restoration workshop, archive office, site management and monitoring office.
♦ Auxiliary houses: parking lot, ticket office, lockers, shopping center, catering center
♦ supporting facilities: roads and wells.
2. Xanadu City Museum of Mongolian Customs: It can be built along with the Xanadu City Site
Museum. Various technical means will be adopted to display the Mongolian culture and unique
local customs. Considering the importance of protecting the Chahar Mongolian intangible cultural
heritage, it is desirable that the establishment of the Xanadu City Museum of Mongolian Customs
should be integrated into the local plan for protecting the intangible cultural heritages.
5.4 Security facilities
According to the status quo, considering that the Site of Xanadu City is located in the prairie and
that it covers a wide area and has been constantly harassed by thefts, security facilities should be
established. For the time being, the focus should be put on four sites, the site of Xanadu City,
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, Tombs of Modot and Tombs of Woniu Stone; a intelligent anti-theft monitoring system will be set up in each of these four places; the monitoring office, which is also the
watch room, will be in the rooms for the relic protection and management. The facilities include
three sets of video monitoring facilities (respectively for the site of Xanadu City, the Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill and the Site of Dongliang Pavilion), three sets of vibrating monitoring facilities (for
the tombs) and 2 sets of patrol facilities.
There are also potential prairie fires in the site and the Xar Tala. Therefore, a set of fire-fighting
equipment has been placed in the site so as to protect the vegetation of the Xar Tala within in the
site.
……
7. Suggestions for exhibition and planning
7.1 Strategies of exhibition
7.1.1 Principles of exhibition
1. The exhibition should not do any harm to the site and its environment; the management regulations for the protected zone and controlled zone should be followed.
2. Strict controls should be exercised on the construction of exhibition facilities. The application,
approval, design, construction and acceptance check must be carried out according to the Law on
Protection of Cultural Relics. The influence on the site and its environment should be minimized.
Also, the facilities should be in harmony with the overall environment of the Site of Xanadu City
and the historical atmosphere.
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3. Construction of artificial scenic spots should not be built and the tourism development should
not do any harm to the site.
4. The main aims of the presentation of the site are culture publicity and historical education and
the social benefits, economical benefits and ecological benefits should be integrated.
5. Academic research and scientific popularization should be combined.
7.1.2 Goals of presentation
1. From the information in the exhibitions about the history, archeology, architecture and culture,
people will be able to learn more about the site have a better understanding of its historical and
cultural values and improve their cultural qualities and the qualities of the society as a whole.
2. The presentation of the Site of Xanadu City and relevant archeological explorations as well relic
protections will help to distribute basic knowledge about relic protection, enhance the public
awareness and promote academic exchange within our country and between China and other parts
of the world.
3. It is desirable that the exhibitions of the site should be integrated with the presentation of the
nomination of the site into the world heritage list. Details about this part of the plan can be found
in the Plan for Protection and Management of the Site of Xanadu City, which will be released later.
7.1.3 Suggestions for the means of exhibitions
Most exhibitions should be carried out in the original places of the relics and can be in special
rooms if necessary. People can visit the place where the relics are located and have a vivid experience of the presentation of the site. In this way, the public will be able to have a true understanding of the appearance, overall environment, scale, components, and layout and perspective relationships of the site of the Xanadu City.
The major goals are to present the site without undermining the site protection and environment
improvement, to publicize the site, to promote opening-up and to establish the research center for
the Mongolian culture and patriotic education base.
7.2 Suggestions on the content of exhibitions
7.2.1 Display plans should be formulated on the basis of the distribution, historical connotation of
the relics in the site and the results of the evaluation.
7.2.2 For the time being, only the city landscape area can be made open to presentation, considering the status quo of the relic protection. The main concern of the presentation is the overall layout
the site of the Xanadu Cit and the current situation of the site.
7.2.3 Sacrificial landscape area, tomb landscape area and other landscape areas are not open to
exhibition as effective management for these areas are not in place; they will be open to public
after the protective measures for them have been fully carried out.
7.2.4 Xanadu City Site Museum and Xanadu City Museum of Mongolian Customs will be built
and they will various means to display the charm of the Site of Xanadu City and its cultural connotations.
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8. Plans for the management
8.1 Management measures
8.1.1 Identifying the responsibilities of the Xanadu City Site Administration Office and its daily
routines.
8.1.2 Improve the management and intensify the monitoring to prevent damages from the human
beings.
8.1.3 Formulating training programs for the staff members.
8.2 Management organizations
8.2.1 Management organization
The Xanadu City Site Relic Administrative Bureau has been already been established. The Xanadu
City Cultural Heritage Management Committee will soon be set up for direct protection of the
property and the committee will be made up of staff members from the authority of forestry, public security, prairie, herding, water conservancy, culture, relic, industry and commerce, ecology,
environment protection, urban planning, land resources, ethnical affairs and publicity. On the basis
of the results of evaluation, it is suggested that the management system should be improved and
adjusted and the three-layer management system, made up of the relic bureau of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, the Xanadu City Cultural Heritage Management Committee and the relic
management staff.
The Xanadu City Site will be divided into two parts for management and patrol, Imperial City
Management Area and Outer City Management Area. Their management and service centers will
be integrated with the tourism service center. The Xanadu City Site, together with the Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill, Tombs of Modot, Tombs of Woniu Stone, Tombs of Yangqun Temple, Site o Xiliang
Pavilion and Site of Shilang Ancient City, will be managed by the Xanadu City Cultural Heritage
Management Committee.
8.2.2 Management facilities
The Xanadu City Management Institute will be set up in cooperation with the Xanadu City Site
Museum, with the purpose of enhancing the management and protection of the Site of Xanadu
City. The excavated relics will be handed out to the Xanadu City Site Museum for management.
8.2.3 Management fund
The management budget will be part of the budget of the local government. It is suggested that a
protective fund be established and donations and support from organizations and individuals at
home and abroad be encouraged.
8.2.4 Staff
It is suggested that there should be 60 staff members. The major personnel will be appointed by
the authorities and others will be employed through examinations and interviews.
8.3 Responsibilities and daily routines
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8.3.1 The management organizations are responsible for implementation of the plans for the protection of the Site of Xanadu City, the relic collection, protection management, maintenance and
restoration, storage of exhibits, publicity and research. Also, they may establish public organizations of various forms for protection and research.
8.3.2 The management organizations are responsible directly for the implementation of protective
program, the construction of exhibition facilities, maintenance and exhibitions of the excavated
relics, protection and improvement of the environment and also dealing with such affairs as protecting the land related with relic protection, public security and profit-oriented businesses.
8.3.3 The management organizations are responsible for monitoring systems of natural disaster,
the main part of the site, the carrier of the site, environment and the acceptance capacity and for
accumulating statistics, which will be used as foundations for making decisions on protective
measures.
8.3.4 The management organizations are responsible for the routine maintenance, restoration and
prevention.
8.3.5 The management organizations are responsible for the routine patrol system, by which the
potential dangers can be detected and removed in time.
8.3.6 The management organizations are responsible for establishing the Plan for Protection and
Management of the Site of Xanadu City, Regulations for Management Staff and Rules and the
Regulations for Visitors.
8.3.7 The management organizations are responsible for daily maintenance and management of
the relics, which include:
1. Ensuring the security of relics and preventing any possible dangers
2. Conserving the ecological environment of the site, maintaining the vegetations, roads and drainage system and managing the tourists in the site.
3. Recording and collecting relevant materials and making good archives.
4. Carrying out publicity and education exhibitions.
8.4 Training, publicity and education programs
8.4.1 On-post training programs will be offered to staff in the Xanadu City Site Administration
Office.
8.4.2 The rules and regulations of the Xanadu City should be made known to the public by handing out publicity materials and putting up signs that can be easily seen by the visitors.
8.4.3 Tourists to the Site of Xanadu City must be aware and obey the regulations of the protected
zone.
8.4.4 The students in the primary schools and high schools should be given the chance to visit the
Site of Xanadu City so as to develop their love for the country.
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9. Archeological plans for the Site of Xanadu City
9.1 As the widespread distribution and diverse types are not totally clear to us, it is required that
the archeological program should be focused on investigating the actual conservation conditions
of the site. The archeological department should draw on the outcome of the previous investigations and made archeological explorations of the Xanadu City Site, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, Tombs
of Modot Hill, Tombs of Woniu Hill, Site of Dongliang Pavilion, Shilang City, Sacrificial Area of
Yangqun Temple, etc, so as to provide reliable materials and statistics for the nomination of the
site into the world heritage list and the further protection of the site.
9.2 The archeological plan of the Site of Xanadu City should be integrated with the Plan for Protection and Management of the Site of Xanadu City and the outcome should provide reliable evidences for protection and presentation of the Site of Xanadu City. Major concerns in this aspect
include reorganization of the archeological materials, excavations of the relics in danger and investigation of those important remains.
……
10. Requirement for disaster control plans for the Xanadu City
According to the evaluation, the major threats facing the Site of Xanadu City and the Tiefan’gan
Canal are flood (due to storms) and prairie fire. It is required that the consultative authority should
formulate disaster control plans and schemes on the basis of the current situations of the Site of
Xanadu City.
10.1 Requirement for formulating flood control pre-arranged plan
10.1.1 Targets: The targets of the blood control plan for the Site of Xanadu City are the Site of
Xanadu City and other related sites.
10.1.2 The plan is formulated on the basis of the national laws, regulations and policies (including
the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Flood Control, Water Law of the People’s Republic
of China, Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on Flood Prevention, Regulations of the
People’s Republic of China on River Management, Regulations for the Security of the Reservoir
and Dam and Guidelines for the development of social economics.
10.1.3 The purposes of flood control pre-arranged plan are to prevent any damage to the Site of
Xanadu City and other relevant cities and to cut down on the casualty and property loss.
10.1.4 The fundamental principles of the pre-arranged plan of blood are stated as follows. The
leaders should take up the responsibility; prevention should be made priority while paying attention to the rescuing. The key aspects should be attached much importance while not neglecting
other aspects. There should be uniform leadership. All people must do their share and work in cooperation with others in flood control. The project measures and non-project measures should be
combined. Everyone in the society should be mobilized in the flood control. In formulating the
plan, the specific conditions of the flood control projects in the Site of Xanadu City should be
taken into consideration and can be modified in its implementation. The pre-arranged plan should
be practical and feasible.
10.1.5 The pre-arranged plan for blood control is made up of four parts, fundamental requirements,
basic materials, preventive plans and implementing measures. There can be one or more blood
control plans on the basis of the specific types of flood that may take place in the Zhenglan Qi.
10.1.6 As the water resources are precious for the local people, in formulating and implementing
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the pre-arranged plans, the reservoirs around the site should be made good use of so as to utilize
the rain water and form a virtuous circle of water resource.
10.1.7 This pre-arranged plan should be integrated into the Plan for Protection and Management
of the Site of Xanadu City, which is formulated for the nomination of the site into world heritage
list.
10.2 Requirement for the disaster prevention plan for the prairie of the Site of Xanadu City
10.2.1 In 2008, the National Master Plan for Prairie Projection and Utilization was released. The
Inner Mongolia is a key area for disaster control. The disasters facing the Site of Xanadu City
were mainly fire, rodent pest and insect pest. As the Xar Tala is an essential part of the Site of Xanadu City, it is required that the Specific Plan for Prairie Disaster Control of Site of Xanadu City
should be formulated.
10.2.2 It is required that preventive measures should be taken on the basis of the features and regularities of the fire, rodent pest, incident pest and harmful plant plague. The warning system and
provision for disaster relief should be enhanced. Also, the capacity to respond to disasters should
be improved, on the basis of the 119 management and emergency rescue system.
10.2.3 The Specific Plan for Prairie Disaster Control of Site of Xanadu should cover the following
parts: conditions of implementing the pre-arranged plans; leadership and responsibility distribution; warning, monitoring, reporting and handling; relief of the disaster; site protection in a later
stage.
10.2.4 The Specific Plan for Prairie Disaster Control of Site of Xanadu should be integrated into
the Plan for Protection and Management of the Site of Xanadu City, which is formulated for the
nomination of the site into world heritage list.
……
12. Stages for carrying out the plan
12.1 Justifications of dividing the plan into several stages
According to the status quo of the Site of Xanadu City and the overall condition of the economy
and tourism development in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, the protective plan for the
Site of Xanadu City should be carried out by improving the environment, developing the protected
land, enhancing protective measures, improving the protective function, completing protective
organizations, increasing research, exercising control on exhibitions and managing them in a
scientific way in the long run. Also, on the basis of the 11th Five-Year Plan, the plan will be carried
out in three stages, namely, the first stage, the second stage and the third stage.
12.2 Major concerns and measures of each stage
12.1.1 First stage (from 2009 to 2010)
The boundary of the area under protection will be identified and marked with specific objects so
as to distinguish it from other areas. This area will be protected strictly according to the protective
plans and regulations.
1. The Xanadu City Site Museum will be established. The pattern, area, storehouse and security
measures should first of all be specified in the plan. Sign boards (including those with explanatory
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words) should be set up. The boundary of the protected zone should be made clear and the names
of the villages, hills and mountains, roads, rivers, oboo and other place names should be most
up-to-date.
2. The Site of Xanadu City and the Tiefan’gan Canal Site should be surrounded by iron wires, as
an endeavor to help the nomination of the site into world heritage list. With the iron wires, people
and animals will not enter the area without permission; also, the protection and exhibition of the
site will be carried out in a smooth and orderly condition.
3. Protective measures should be launched for the relics within the reserve, including the restoration and rebuilding of the city wall, the city gate, the Yangqun Temple Site, fixing monitoring devices in the site and constructing supporting houses for the management and services within in the
site.
……
5. Effective measures should be taken to restore the farmland into grassland, to protect the wetland
in the Xar Tala, to prevent the desertification which is already going on the north of the site and to
restore the vegetation that used to cover the surrounding area of the site.
6. Complete anti-theft security system should be set up against human damage and theft.
7. Plan for Protection and Management of the Site of Xanadu City should be set up, along with the
effort to nominate the site into the world heritage list. Arrangements should be made for nominated zone and buffer zone. The overall environment should be improved and the exhibition plan
should be formulated.
8. Archeological explorations and excavations should be phased in, which will give us a better
understanding of the cultural connotation of the Xanadu City.
9. The protective project to the wetland of Xar Tala should be completed.
12.2.2 Second and third stage (from 2011 to 2025)
1. On the outcome from the first stage, the nomination of the site to the world heritage list should
be finished and all the requirements of world cultural heritage protection should be met. The Xanadu Site Park should be established and all protective projects should be launched. In this process,
according to the up-to-date information of the environment as a whole and the site itself, partial
modifications are allowed.
2. The original ecological environment of the Xanadu Cite area should be completely restored; in
particular, the original vegetation in the hills in the north should be restored and the process of
densification and soil erosion should be reversed.
3. According to the requirement of world cultural heritage protection, the management, monitoring,
maintenance and research of the relics and remains of the site should be improved step by step.
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3. Master Plan for the Protection of the Eco-system and Natural Landscape at
Site of Xanadu (2010-2020)( (Excerpts))
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1

Preface

1.1 Background
The Nominated Area of the Site of Xanadu City, which is called the Protection Area of the Site of
Xanadu City and shorted as the Protection Area in this Plan, lies in the southeastern Mongolia
Plateau. This area is subject to the temperate continental monsoon climate. It is administrated by
the government of Zhenglan Qi, Xilingol League, Inner-mongolia Municipality, China.
Topographically, the south of the Protection Area is wide and plain, where a river named Xandii
Gool flows through in an east-west direction. The vegetation type in this area belongs to the typical steppe. The north is on the edge of Hunshandake sandy grassland. The Northwest part is a hilly
region, where the vegetation type belongs to the forest steppe. The landscape of the middle part is
the famous wetland of Xar Tala. Therefore, the vegetation in the Protection Area is integrated by
typical steppe, sandy grassland, forest steppe and wetland.
The diverse and exclusive ecosystems of the Protection Area afford abundant wildlife resources. It
has been recorded that there are 472 species of 68 families of seed plants and 270 species in 63
families and 25 classes of vertebrates. 207 species of birds habitat here.
As a typical and integrated ecosystems, the Protection Area is not only an effective site for protecting biodiversity, but an ecological barrier for the Site of Xanadu City with diverse ecological
functions, such as preventing wind, holding up sand, and conserving water and soil, etc.
Since Mongolia plateau is subject to the extreme continental climate, its ecological environment is
very fragile. Due to the natural disasters and irrational land utilization in the past decades, the
ecological circumstances of the Protection Area have been damaged to a certain degree, resulting
in vegetation degradation and soil desertification. There is an urgent need to carry out projects of
ecosystem restoration and environmental protection.
1.2 Referrence
This plan is projected referring to the following laws, regulations and criterions.
Grassland Law of the Peoples Republic of China
Regulations of Nature Reserves of the People's Republic of China
Executing Regulations of Terrestrial Wildlife Conservation of the People's Republic of China
The Law of Environmental Protection of the People's Republic of China
The Law of Wildlife Conservation of the People's Republic of China
Action Projects of Wetland Conservation in China
Chinese Programme for Natural Protection
Action Projects of Bio-diversity Conservation in China
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List of Wildlife under Special State Protection
The Implementing Regulations of Nature Reserves for Forest and wildlife
The Implementing Regulations of Nature Reserve in Inner-mongoliar Municipality, China
Principle for Categories and Grades of Nature Reserves (GB/14529-93)
The Trial Regulation of Investigation and Evaluation of the Situation of Crisises by Weather Bureau, Inner-mongoliar Municipality, China
1.3 Objective and Scope
The objective of the Plan is to conserve the environmental background and characteristic landscapes of the Site of Xanadu City.
The planning scope includes the nominated property area which is to be nominated for inclusion in
the World Heritage List and the buffer zone. The acre of the site is about 148077 km2. Its geographic co-ordinates are 42°15′49″-42°35′49″N and 116°00′18″-116°′05″E.
1.4 Duration
The planning duration is 10 years from 2010 to 2020 and is divided into two terms. The first term
will be implemented from 2010 to 2015.
……
3

Assessment of Landscape Quality

3.1 General Assessment
The environmental background of the Protection Area is composed by diverse landscapes, which
can be roughly classified into wetland landscape, typical steppe landscape, forest steppe landscape
and sandy grassland landscape.
There are abundant animal and plant resources including 472 species in 68 families of seed plants
and 270 species in 63 families of vertebrates. The ecosystem, relatively in good condition, is an
effective place for protection of wildlife species.
The protection of this area will afford an ecological protective screen for the Site of Xanadu City.
However, due to the adverse circumstances in the geographical location, the ecological environment of this area is very vulnerable. According to the present investigation, the tendency of vegetation degeneration accompanied by soil desertification and landscape fragmentation is obvious.
3.1.1 Current Status
With an acreage of 148077 ha, the main protection objects of the Protection Area are the nominated property and the natural ecosystems. Integrating the protections of historical Sites, traditional cultures and natural ecosystems will not only keep the integrity and the continuity of regional
landscape and therefore guarantee the Sites area not be buried by sand, but preserve enough living
space for creatures in the Protection Area. According to the field investigation by experts from
Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the current status of the Protection Area is as
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following：
(1) Wetland
Except some reclamation, the habitat is relatively less disturbed by human activities. The nature of
the ecosystem is the result of primary succession with original natural condition. However, hydrological data shows that the runoff of Shandian River, the main water supply for wetland, is obviously reducing. Historically, the average annual runoff reached 92.5 million m3 in 1959, but now
is about 20.3 million m3. The reduced amount of water supply will cause adverse impacts on the
wetland landscape.
(2) Sandland
The sandland is located in the south of Hunshandake sandy grassland, where the ecological environment is rather fragile. Due to over-grazing and massive lop of elm trees, the sandy grassland is
in imminent danger to degrade into desert. Water levels of lakes in the sandy grassland are dropping together with reduced water areas. The runoff of creeks there is also reducing. It should be
pointed out that the southern edge of sandland has invaded into the nominated property area.
(3) Typical steppe
The scope of natural typical steppe is decreasing and the trend of desertification is obvious due to
irrational land utilizations of over-grazing and unreasonable reclamation. Natural disasters frequently occur all year round. In spring and winter, sandstorms frequently occur, and in summer
and autumn pest and rat disasters are also increasing.
(4) Forest steppe
The forest steppe landscape, featured with deciduous secondary forests, has been adversely impacted by massive lop, causing the difficulties for tree regeneration. Its functions of preventing
wind, holding up sand and conservating water are seriously weakened.
3.1.2 Main Influential Factors
The present environmental situation of the Protection Area is jointly caused by natural factors and
human activities. The natural factors mainly include drought and extreme climate, while human
activities, which are the most adversely impacting factors, mainly refer to the reasonless land utilization such as reclaiming, overgrazing, over-exploitation of groundwater, and the like.
(1) Human factors
Located on the edge of farming-pastoral region, the Protection Area has a relatively large population. Long-term human disturbance exists especially in the buffer zone.
Overgrazing is very common. This is the major cause of vegetation degradation and soil desertification.
Reclamation directly causes fragmentation of the entire landscape.
Disafforestation Massive lop of natural Elm trees and Birch trees directly cause tremendous
pressure on the equilibrium of natural ecosystems of the protected zone. Patches of Elm and Birch
woodland are highly fragmented. The ecosystem degrades, resulting in the current poor environment which is difficult for saplings to survive to adult trees.
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Over-exploitation of groundwater The increasing amount of groundwater used by industry and
agriculture aggravates the whole ecological environment, leading to reduced surface runoff, dwindled water area of lakes and descended groundwater levels.
Fire used in the field It is one of the traditional local customs that herdsman worship ancestors at
graveyard by burning joss paper on Tomb-sweeping Day in April every year. However, the environment is extremely dry, easily arousing fires and causing tremendous losses. According to the
records, one fire happened on April 5, 2005, at Uhreqin Oboo, spreading to 15 km2 land around.
Thanks to the timely suppression by 4000 people organized by local government, the fire did not
reach to the Site of Xanadu City.
(2) Natural factors
Since Mongolia plateau is subject to extreme continental climate, the ecological environment is
very fragile and natural disasters occur frequently. It is extremely dry and windy in spring and
winter when drought and sandstorm happen frequently, while rainfall concentrates in summer and
autumn, flood may occur locally.
1) Drought The average annual precipitation is 365 mm, but the average annual evaporation
reaches 2000 mm, the latter is much more than the former. In the extremely dry years, the annual
precipitation is less than 200 mm. The limited precipitation has serious adverse impacts on the
natural vegetation development. With the global changes, the drying trend will be more obvious.
2) Heavy winds Located in the Mongolian plateau with altitude about 1300 m, the Protection Area
is often suffered with sandstorm in spring. The average annual gale day (wind speed ≥ 18 m s-1) is
60 d. Volumes of sandstorm blown from regions nearby may gradually bury the Site of Xanadu
City, directly threatening the historical remains.
3) Flood The Site of Xanadu City is close to the region where flood has large chance to occur.
Thanks to the scientific selection for the site, historically, there was no record of flood.
3.1.3 Current Protection Measures
(1) Prohibition of productive activities
Currently, the Sites of Xanadu City and Tombs have been strictly protected. In order to preserve
the nature and integrity of the Sites, productive activities inside such as grazing and farming are
forbidden. Only scientific research and Environmental monitoring are allowed to be carred out.
(2) Monitoring of ecological environment
An ecological research station in Hunshandake sandland was founded by the government of
Zhenglan Qi cooperated with Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences. This research
station can afford strong scientific support for sustainable development of the Protection Area by a
series of investigation and monitoring of ecological environment inside.
(3) Environmental protection
Some measures have been carried out to protect the ecological environment, such as exclusive
grazing, resettling the local residents outside the Site area, treating garbage in an environmental-friendly way, and the like. One park was established at the Site of Xanadu City.
(4) Administrative organization
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The local government has established one administration of the Site of Xanadu City, which is responsible for the protection and management of the Site.
3.2 Analysis of Resources and Landscape Value
3.2.1 Ecological Resources
(1) Landscape
The Protection Area lies in the alluvial plain of Luanhe River. Topographically, its southern part is
higher than the northern part. The natural and integrated pattern of the four characteristic landscapes, i.e. wetland, typical steppe, forest steppe, sandy grassland, forms a beautiful and splendid
scene, where specific vegetations, such as sparse Elm woodland, Birch and Poplar forest, Stipa
grandis, lie in the grand background of steppe grassland. In summer, the characteristic scenes such
as the beautiful Jinlianchuan wetland, the winding Shandianhe River, the exuberant Elm and Birch
woodland, just to name a few, make people relaxed and happy. Here is a superexcellent summer
Xanadu.
(2) Biodiversity species
1) Plant
The diversity of plant species is high in the Protection Area. There are 472 species of 68 families
of seed plants, among which 3 species of 1 family belong to the gymnosperms, and the others belong to the angiosperms. There are 363 species of 53 families of dicotyledonous plants, and 106
species of 14 families monocotyledons. Species of Poaceae and Compositae are the major dominant species in the grassland, while Sibiria Elm (Ulmus pumila L.) and Birch (Betula platyphylla)
are the major dominant components of communities in woodland. The vegetations of the protected
landscapes can be classified into 21 biomes, belonging to 16 biome groups, 7 sub-vegetation types
and 5 vegetation types.
There are many rare and endangered plant species, such as Glycyrrhiza uralensis and Pyrus ussuriensis. Table 3-1 lists the special protected species growing in the Protection Area.
2) Animals
There are 270 species of vertebrates belonging to 115 genera, 63 families, and 26 classes. Among
them, 5 species are amphibians (3 genera in 3 families and 1 class), 10 are reptiles (6 genera in 4
families and 2 classes), 48 are mammals (29 genera in 12 families and 6 classes), 207 are birds
(115 genera in 44 families and 17 classes).
Thirty-six species (Table 3-2) are ranked as national key protection wildlives, among which 5 species are ranked as the first class national protection wildlives and 31 the second class.
Table 3-1 List of the special protected plant species growing in the Protection Area
No.

Species name

Selected reason

1

Picea meyeri Rehd. et Wils.

Endangered

2

Sabina vulgaris Ant.

Endangered

3

Ephedra sinica Stapf

With highly important economical values

4

Salix gordeivii Chang et SkV.

With highly important economical values
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No.

Species name

Selected reason

5

Salix cheilophila Schneid

With highly important economical values

6

Ulmus pumila L.var.sabulosa

Potentially endangered

7

Paeonia lactiflora Pall.

With highly important economical values

8

Trollius chinensis Bunge

With highly important economical values

9

Berberis amurensis Rupr.

Potentially endangered

10

Menispermum dauricum DC.

Potentially endangered

11

Ribes emodense Rehd

Potentially endangered

12

Sorbus pohuashanensis (Hance) Hedl.

Potentially endangered

13

Pyrus ussuriensis Maxim

Potentially endangered

14

Pyrus ussuriensis Maxim

Potentially endangered

15

Vitis amurensis Rupr.

Potentially endangered

16

Ampelopsis aconitifolia Bunge

Potentially endangered

17

Tilia mongolica Maxim

Potentially endangered

18

Hippophae rhamnoides L．ssp．sinensis
Rousi

With highly important economical values

19

Cornus alba L.

Potentially endangered

20

Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi

With highly important economical values

21

Lycium barbarum L.

Potentially endangered

22

Solanum septemlobum Bunge

Potentially endangered

23

phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin.ex
Steudel

With highly important economical values

24

Discorea nipponica Makino

Potentially endangered

Table 3-2 List of national key protection wildlife
No.

Wildlife name

class

1

Ciconia nigra

Ⅰ

2

Aquila chrysaetos

Ⅰ

3

Grus japonensis

Ⅰ

4

Otis tarda

Ⅰ

5

Haliaeetus leucoryphus

Ⅰ

6

Aegypius monachus

Ⅱ

7

Circus melanoleucos

Ⅱ

8

Platalea leucorodia

Ⅱ

9

Cygnus olor

Ⅱ

10

Cygnus cygnus

Ⅱ

11

Cygnus columbianus

Ⅱ
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No.

Wildlife name

class

12

Pandion haliaetus

Ⅱ

13

Milvus migrans

Ⅱ

14

Accipiter gentilis

Ⅱ

15

Circus spilonotus

Ⅱ

16

Buteo hemilasius

Ⅱ

17

Buteo buteo

Ⅱ

18

Aquila rapax

Ⅱ

19

Circus cyaneus

Ⅱ

20

Accipiter nisus

Ⅱ

21

Falco tinnunculus

Ⅱ

22

Falco vespertinus

Ⅱ

23

Falco subbuteo

Ⅱ

24

Falco peregrinus

Ⅱ

25

Falco cherrug

Ⅱ

26

Accipiter virgatus

Ⅱ

27

Grus grus

Ⅱ

28

Grus vipio

Ⅱ

29

Anthropoides virgo

Ⅱ

30

Chlidonias niger

Ⅱ

31

Asio otus

Ⅱ

32

Asio flammeus

Ⅱ

33

Bubo bubo

Ⅱ

34

Athene noctua

Ⅱ

35

Felis manul

Ⅱ

36

Felis lynx

Ⅱ

3.2.2 Analysis of Landscape Value
(1) Ecological Value
1) A natural place for biodiversity conservation The habitation in the Protection Area is highly
heterogeneous including sandy grassland, river, lake, wetland, and hill, etc. There are diverse ecosystems including typical steppe ecosystems, wetland ecosystems, sandy grassland ecosystems
and forest steppe ecosystems. The heterogeneous habitates and ecosystems provide an ideal space
for diverse life-forms to grow and propagate. Here is definitely a natural resource bank of
life-forms.
2) Ecological defense for regional environment There are 3 kinds of landscapes with highly
ecological importance:
Shandian River wetland has functions of regulating climate, protecting water-resource, and controlling flood, etc.
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Hunshandake sandy grassland has functions of preventing wind, holding up sand, and protecting water, etc.
Uhreqin Oboo forest steppe grassland has functions of protecting water, preventing wind, and
holding up sand, etc.
3) Protecting characteristic landscapes Landscapes of wetland, typical steppes, forest steppe and
sandy grassland are the elements of the Site of Xanadu City. Protecting the Site and the grassland
culture are the vital ecological values of these landscapes.
(2) Landscape Features
The landscape pattern of wetland - steppe -forest grassland - sand landscape owns a highly exclusive feature. It is extremely rare and valuable in the world. Table 4-3 shows the similarities and
differences between the natural landscapes of the Site of Xanadu City and the Orkhon Valley Cultural Landscape in Mongolia. Historically, both of them have the same age.
Table 4-3

Comparison between the natural landscapes of the Site of Xanadu City
and Orkhon Valley Cultural Landscape

Item

Orkhon
Valley
Landscape

Geographic location

in the north of Mongolia plateau

in the southeast of Mongolia plateau

Geographic
ment

Valleys

Grassland

Elevation

1395 m

1292m

Geographic coordinates

46°50'52.5"N-47°36'52.4"N
102°11'10.4"E-102°57'12.5"E

42°11'46.33"N-42°39'43.87"N
115°55'37.79"E-116°34'22.00"E

Area

121967 hectares

178144 hectares

Number of lakes

1

9

Number of rivers

1

4

Landscape diversity

Forest
Rivers-Lakes-Wetland-Meadows
Grassland
Farmland

Sparse woodland
Rivers-Lakes-Wetland-Meadows
Grassland
Farmland
Sandland

Ecosystem diversity

Forest
Grassland
Wetland

Forest
Grassland
Wetland
Sandland

Potential threat

Flood
Fire

Flood
Fire
Sand burial
Drought

environ-

Cultural
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Natural Landscapes of the Site of
Xanadu City

4

Landscape Regionalization

The borderlines of the characteristic landscapes in the Protection Area are regionalized by the
principle of representative types of habitat combining with specific topography. Considering the
soil types and the continuity of the whole landscape, the Protection Area is divided into 4 characteristic landscapes, namely, wetland, sandland, typical steppe and forest steppe. These landscapes
constitute an integrated natural landscape systems. Figure 4-1 demonstrates the landscape regionalization. Table 4-1 shows the acreage of the four characteristic landscapes.

Figure 4-1 Map of the landscape regionalization
Table 4-1 The area of the individual characteristic landscapes
Landscapes
Forest steppe
Sandland
Typical steppe
Shandian River Wetland
Total area

Area (ha)
7854
90054
42000
8169
148077

4.1 Wetland
The geography co-ordinates of the wetland landscape are 42°16′08″ - 42°21′52″N and 116°02′14″
- 116°29′32″E. This landscape belongs to the typical wetland steppe by primary succession. It is
disturbed the least by human activity. The plant diversity is very high. The diverse habitats attract
many rare and endangered wildlives.
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Figure 4-2 The scope of the wetland in the Protection Area
4.2 Sandland
The acreage of the sandland is about 900 km2. The geography co-ordinate are 42°19′50″42°39′27″N and 116°05′23″ - 116°33′31″E. The typical landscape here is elm sparse woodland, so
called “Temperate Savanna”. Fixed dunes, semi-fixed dunes, mobile dunes, low lands between
dunes and lakes mosaically distribute in the sandland.
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Figure 4-3 The scope of the sandland in the Protection Area
4.3 Typical Steppe
The typical steppe lies beside the wetland with acreage about 420 km2. The geography
co-ordinates are 42°15′45″-42°28′36″N and 116°00′20″- 116°21′30″E. It is the typical temperate
semi-arid grassland dominated by Xerophil of gramineous and composite species.
4.4 Forest Steppe
Located in the northwest part of the Protection Area, the altitude of the forest steppe is the highest
in the Protection Area with an acreage of about 81.69 km2. Its geography co-ordinates are
42°28′36″ - 42°30′57″N and 116°04′30″ - 116°14′31″E. It is mainly composed of forest communities and grass woodland communities.
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Figure 4-4 The scope of the typical steppe in the Protection Area

Figure 4-5 The scope of the forest steppe in the Protection Area
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5

Land Use and Evaluation

5.1 Status
Located on the edge of ecotone of grassland and farmland in southern Inner mongoliar Antonomous Region, the Protection Area is mainly composed of steppe grassland. The areas of farming
land and woodland are ranked at the second place. Local residents are mainly engaged in animal
husbandry. This land use structure consists with its regional physical geography and is relatively
rational.
However, in the past several decades, over-grazing and reclaiming became very serious, resulting
in grassland degradation and soil desertification. Meanwhile, increasing over-exploitation of
groundwater by farming and industry leads to the decreased water table of groundwater and
shrinkage of surface water.

Figure 5-1 Land use status in the Protection Area
5.2 Evaluation
(1) The Nominated Property Area
The landscape of the nominated property area consists of sandland (20%), wetland (15%) and
typical grassland (65%). There are also some residential areas (<1%). It has to be mentioned that
the sandland in the nominated property area is transformed from the typical steppe close to the
Hunshandake sandland due to over-grazing and farming. Beside the wetland there are many cultivated fields, seriously impacting the ecological resources of wetlands. For instance, the amount of
surface water is seriously reduced. In the typical steppe, irrational land usage of over-grazing and
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farming is also very serious, resulting in the shrinkage of typical steppe together with vegetation
degradation and soil desertification.
(2) The Buffer Zone
In the sandland, local residents dwell in a scattered way. Over-grazing is rather serious since the
income of local residents relys mainly on animal husbandry. Massive elm trees were felled to be
used as stakes to divide grassland fields, resulting in a serious decline trend of natural woodland.
The irrational activities caused the increase in bare areas and serious losses of water and soil,
threatening the ecological environments.
In the wetland area, the density of local residents is relatively high. The phenomena of
over-grazing and farming are very serious, resulting in atrophied wetland and declined groundwater level. The wetland ecological environment is seriously being destroyed.
In the typical steppe, local residents are mainly engaged in animal husbandry. The phenomenon of
overgrazing is rather serious, giving rise to growth of invasive weeds. The typical vegetation degenerates and productivity is distinctly decreased.
As to the forest steppe, over-cutting is very seriously, leading to the increased numbers of patches
of B. platyphylla forest and Populus davidiana forest. Animal habitats are badly destroyed.
6

Management Plan

6.1 Management Objectives
(1) Protect the ecological environment and the characteristic landscapes To maintain the integrative structure of the characteristic landscape in the region, to realize the landscape function to
optimal.
(2) Protect the Sites To maintain and conserve the important historical heritages in the heritage
area in case of sand burying and natural disasters.
(3) Preserve culture To preserve the characteristic ecological environment, motivate the prairie
emotion of local residents, thus to enable the traditional prairie culture to be inherited and developed.
6.2 Management Principle
(1) Harmonious development Since the climate in this area is subject to extreme continental variations, it is vital to develop the Protection Area in harmony with the nature and the society according to laws of nature and social development.
(2) Scientific and technological support To achieve the goal of harmonious development of the
Protection Area, science and technology are the powerful supports. Namely, strictly following the
laws of ecology, formulate management projects under the guidance of subjects, such as Ecology,
Plant Science, Animal Science and Environment Protect Science, and the like.
(3) Community participation is the vital force. Encourage local residents' participation, fully
consider the interests of local residents, improve community residents the awareness of environment protection, guide them to rationally use natural resources.
(4) Sustainable development is not only an important principal, but the final target. Ecosystem
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stability and sustainability are the primary conditions for protection and utilization of the characteristic landscapes. In order to balance protection and utilization of natural resources, the
way of production and living of local residents must be adjusted based on the environmental
bearing capacity.
6.3 Management Plan for the Protection Area
6.3.1 The Nominated Property Area
The main function of the landscape of the nominated property area is not only to protect the Sites,
but to preserve the typical grassland culture. There are three types of landscapes including sandland, wetland and typical steppe. The management measures are scheduled according to the structure and the function of each landscape.
(1) Sandland
Adopt comprehensive measures to prevent vegetation degradation and soil desertification so as to
reduce sandstorm damage.
Protect sparse-elm woodland through prohibiting massive lopping and promoting natural regeneration of elm population.
(2) Wetland
Abandon farmland to grassland.
Enforce rational grazing systems such as rotation of herds and deferring grazing seasonally.
Prohibit exploitation of groundwater.
Forbid wood chopping and hunting.
(3) Typical steppe
Restore nomadism.
Forbid exploitation of grassland.
6.3.2 The Buffer Zone
The roles that the buffer zone plays include easing external pressure, preventing irrational human
disturbance, constructing an ecological barriers to escape the nominated property of sandstorm
invasion, and preserving the ecological background and characteristic landscapes for the Sites so
as to maintain the peculiarity and integrity of the nominated property. The management approaches scheduled for each landscape in the buffer zone are as following:
(1) Sandland
Protect sparse-elm woodland, promote natural regeneration of elm population.
Enforce rational grazing systems.
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Delimit reclamation.
Preserve water resource.
Fix mobile dunes to control bare areas.
Forbid hunting, protect habitats of wildlives.
(2) Wetland
Preserve the exclusive landscape of Jinlianchan wetland.
Protect the headstreams, prohibit industrial water use, finally ensure the flow amount in the wetland.
Enforce rational grazing systems.
Forbid reclamation.
Forbid wood chopping and hunting.
(3) Typical Steppe
Enforce rational grazing systems to prevent vegetation degradation and soil desertification.
Restore degraded areas in ecological ways.
Delimit farming fields.
Forbid over-exploitation.
(4) Forest Steppe
Improve regeneration of seedlings, preserve secondary forests.
Enforce rational grazing systems.
Forbid wood chopping and hunting.
Prevent fires.
7

Conservation Plan

The conservatioin plan for the Protection Area includes three aspects. Ecological protection is of
primary importance. Tourism management and monitoring are also important for the protection
and rational utilization of the landscape.
7.1 Ecological Protection
7.1.1 Status Diagnosis
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(1) Landscape fragmentation
The respective fragmentations in different kinds of landscapes are as following: areas of bare
lands and saline patches are increasing in sandy grassland; rural residential areas and total area of
farmlands are enlarged but area of water is significantly reduced in wetlands; areas of grassland
dominated by Leymus chinensis, or Stipa capillata. are significantly reduced but area of grassland
dominated by more drought resistant species such as Caragana intermedia is increasing in the
typical steppe; patches are increasing in the forest steppe.
(2) Natural ecosystem degradation
Composition of phytocommunity apparently shows retrogressive succession characterized by
gradually declining or even disappearance of primary constructive /dominate species and some
common accompanying species. For instance, the abundance of elm trees in sandy steppe is significantly decreased but it is difficult to regenerate naturally; exotic invasive annual or perennial
plant species, some of which are poisonous, are increasing in typical steppe. In contrast, growth
of forage grasses with high quality is obviously declining, which is reflected both in shortened
height by 25% to 50% and in reduced edible forage production by 20-50%. The ecological environment is seriously worsening with drought, desertification, and salinization. Rare animal
species in grassland are losing, however, frequency and area of hazards caused by mice and insects are increasing. Natural disasters such as droughts, snowstorms and sandstorms occur frequently.
(3) Decrease in biodiversity
With the desertification of grassland, biodiversity index is decreasing. The biodiversity index was
decreased by 20%, 30%, 50% and 60% respectively in the potential desert grassland, mild desert
grassland, moderate desert grassland and severe desert grassland.
7.1.2 Conservation Targets
(1) To protect the integrity of the landscape
Prevent the degradation of ecosystems, conserve precious natural resources, save and expand the
populations of rare and endangered species, maintain the integrity of the natural landscape and
ecosystems of the Site of Xanadu of City.
(2) To reduce damages of sandstorm disasters
Prevent soil degradation and desertification of the Protection Area, minimize the potential harm
of sandstorms to the Site of Xanadu City, thus to ensure that the nominated property will not be
buried in dust deposition.
(3) To prevent shrinkage of wetlands
Reduce the exploitation of groundwater, improve the streamflow of Shandian River, conserve the
area of water in Jinlianchuan wetland, and curb the shrinking trend of wetland year by year.
7.1.3 Conservation Measures
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(1) The nominated property area
1) Resettle residents
Move local residents away from the display areas of the Site and the Tombs. Forbid all production
activities. Nearly fifty-one families with 170 people currently distributed in the Shangduhe village
and Wuyi Breeding Farm will be moved out of the nominated property area.
2) Restore nomadic culture
Restore nomadic culture outside of the displaying areas of the nominated property, strictly follow
the laws of nature in a well organized way to use pasture rationally. Preserve traditional nomadic
culture in harmony with nature and provide special tourism services, and simultaneously meet the
basic needs of herdsmen.
About 90 residents of ten families will pursue nomadic cattle-breeding. The number of animals of
each family is to be controlled to less than 100 sheep unit.
3) Develop alternative livelihood
Nature conservation is to be linked with social development by providing technical and financial
support to help herdsmen find suitable livelihood. Those herdsmen trained strictly with
eco-tourism rules can participate in the management or tourism service.
Sixty percent of residents in the nominated property area, about 1000 people, who have completed
at least junior secondary education will be selected to take part in the above alternative livelihood.
4) Sep up ecological compensation
The ecological footprint by tourists and local herdsmen is the criterion for ecological compensation. Establish one special fund of ecological compensation for protected areas financed by social
forces mainly through levying compensation fees from departments or regions benefited from the
Protection Area, and through levying charges from those destroyers to the Protected Area.
5) Restore and conserve wetland
Close the paper mill located at the upper Shandianhe River.
Forbid exploitation of underground water.
Abandon the newly reclaimed farmland along Shandian River since 2000 to grassland.
Build water retaining dams to ensure effective flow amount of surface water in the wetland.
(2) The Buffer Zone
1) Adjust animal husbandry structure
Adjust the traditional industrial structure of animal husbandry to enable income diversity of local
residents, thereby to alleviate grazing pressure on grassland by effectively reducing number of
livestock, which will promote the restoration of natural grassland vegetation.
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2) Ecological restoration
Adopt ecological methods such as biological grid measure to fix and repair the semi-fixed dunes
and mobile dunes with large acreages in order to prevent the invasion of mobile dunes into the
nominated property area.
Artificially tend tree saplings in situ for 2 or 3 years to improve their resistance to natural disasters.
Restore degraded wetlands and reconstruct vanished wetlands artificially.
3) Protect water sources and groundwater
Protect water sources for wetland and forbid exploitation of underground water to ensure the
amount of water storage in wetlands.
Abandon the newly reclaimed farmland along Shandian River since 2000 to grassland.
7.1.3 Characteristic Landscape Protection
The charateristica landscapes are the material foundation of the formation and development of the
grassland culture. Undoubtedly, the natural environment had a symbiotic links with the establishment and development of Xanadu City. To conserve the Site of Xanadu City has to firstly protect
the regional characteristic landscapes.
(1) Sandland - Elm woodland landscape
As flourishing elm trees are embedded sparsely in grasslands, the landscape is featured as grassland, so called Elm woodland. This kind of landscape has high landscape value. To conserve it,
measures such as forbidding tree destruction and tending saplings in situ artificially should be
taken to regenerate elm population.
(2) River and lake-Wetland landscape
There are 9 lakes, one of which is located in the nominated property area. Lakes with acreage of
more than 1 km2 are Jagastai Lake, Haolitu Lake, Hongtu Lake, Baga Lake, Daotu Lake. All these
lakes distribute in sandland.
There are 4 rivers in the Protection Area. Shandian River flows through the wetland in the heritage
area. Another 3 rivers named as Peida Creek, Yangchangzi Creek and Heiben River lie in the
sandy grassland in the buffer zone.
The Jinlianchuan wetland, where Trollius chinensis originally grows, is close to the south of the
Site of Xanadu City. The project of abandoning farmland to grassland should be applied to ensure
the area of wetland. The detailed project includes:
Completely abandon the newly reclaimed farmland along Shandian River since 2000 to grassland.
Delimit farms reclaimed before 2000 to be fixed farms;
Forbid to reclaim any more.
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In general, the following 3 aspects should be realized to ensure quantity and quality of water to fill
lakes: Strengthen propaganda and education on lake protection; constitute a widely participation in
the protection mechanisms; strengthen ecological water conservancy.
(3) Grassland-Typical natural landscape
The Leymus Chinensis Steppe where the Site of Xanadu City located is unique in the eastern area
of Eurasia steppe. This kind of steppe is an important natural pasture and mowing grassland with
high economic value. In the light of local conditions, landscape protection plan of adjusting animal husbandry structure should be made as following: 1) livestock exclusion should be implemented for the severe degraded region, 2) shallow plowing can be implemented for the moderately
degraded areas, and 3) fine varieties of grass can be drilled in the slightly degraded areas.
The secondary forest steppe at Uhreqin Oboo is characterized by amply water and heat conditions,
rich natural resources and high biodiversity. However, due to an ecologically transitional zone, the
environment here is also featured to be dynamic, vulnerable and instable. Therefore, disturbance
by human activities should be reduced. Fires should be primarily prevented.
(4) Oboo-Manmade landscape
Oboo is the traditional worship site for the Mongolian. There are 17 Oboos situated in the Protection Area, 8 in the nominated property area, and the other 9 in the buffer zone. Two Oboos respectively entitled as Uhreqin Oboo and Qntu Oboo are of greater significance. Due to their special
cultural function, not only are these Oboos well protected, but the vegetation around are well preserved.
7.1.4 Preserve Animal and Plant Resources
(1) Plant resources
There are 708 plant species including 635 wild plant species identified in the Protection Area.
Those characteristic plant species with important economic value and aesthetic value, such as
Trollius chinensis Bunge, Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch., Ephedra sinica Stapf, Astragalus membranaceus (Fisch.) Bge. var. mongholicus (Bge.) Hsiao, and Cistanche salsa (C．A．Mey.) G．Beck,
etc., need special protection.
(2) Animal resources
Many important but endangered wildlives distribute in the protected area. Otis tarda and Felis
lynx are under the first class special state protection, while Cygnus odor, Grus grus, Saker Falcon
are under the second class special state protection. There are also many wildlives with important
economic and research values such as Melanocorypha mongolica, Capreolus pygargus, Meles
meles, and Columbiformes pterocletes, etc., which also need special protection.
Long-term publicity and education as well as popularizing science activities should be carried out
to arouse people’s awareness of participation in the protection. Based on the characters of local
resources, publicity and education can be carried out mainly through exhibiting physical specimens and photographs to local people and tourisms.
7.2 Tourism Management
7.2.1 Objectives and Tasks
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By developing tourism in the Protection Area, it is intended to improve regional economy, so as to
protect ecological environment and special landscape and to spread the grassland culture.
By managing tourism to promote coordination of tourism and protection in the landscape.
7.2.2 Value Annotation
(1) Sand table model
Build a sand table model of the Site of Xanadu City, including topography, physiognomy, habitats
and distribution of special wildlives.
(2) Entrance Identification System
Establish entrance identifications at gate of each landscape to briefly introduce the landscape such
as area and main characteristics, exhibite pictures of corresponding characteristic landscape, and
emphasize the requirements of management and utilization.
(3) Orienting road identification system
Set signs along the main road that intercommunicates the Site area and sandy grassland, wetland,
typical steppe and forest steppe to indicate orientation and introduce the characteristics of each
landscape.
Set signs along sub-roads inserting into each landscape to introduce special features of the characteristic landscape where the sub-road will get.
Set signs on trail endpoints and advantageous location to indicate boundary and warning information.
(4) Prompting identification system
Set up signs such as trample prohibition, attention fire, and the like, in each landscape especially at
the tourism sites to remind residents or tourists.
7.2.3 Exhibition Plan
The major targets of the exhibition plan include:
Displaying the historical sites integrated with natural and cultural landscapes to provide visitors
with complete information and visual enjoyment.
Combining the heritage preservation with nature conservation, highlighting the significance of
natural protection for heritage conservation.
The exhibiton is projected through:
Opening up a functional space to be a center for collection, arrangement and research of information for each displaying section including documents, pictures, audios, videos, and the like.
Determining functional zones and corridors for ecological tourism through field investigation. The
corridors should include alleys that can be used in ecotourism activities such as natural observaC-293
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tion and natural research. Using effective concealing materials and conditions such as terrain, vegetation, wind, and the like, to hide, absorb and assimilate the patches and corridors induced by
human activities.
7.2.4 Display Routes
Mainly through two routes to display the Protection Area (Figure 7-1): Route 1 goes through typical steppe, wetland, the nominated property area and forest steppe, focusing on landscapes of wetland and forest steppe. Route 2 links landscapes of typical steppe, wetland, the nominated property
area and sandland, focusing on famous scenic spots in wetland and sandland, such as Jinlianchuan
wetland and Jagastai Lake, just to name a few.
7.2.5 Visitor Management
(1) Control visitor amount
Follow the formula I=P×V×T proposed by Auden (1997) to determine appropriate quantities of
visitors, where P is the user population in the current period, V is the number of visits per capita, T
is the quantity of damage to the ecosystem by the technology used per visit in the current period.
Through advance intervention such as education, communication, explanation, persuasion, and the
like, and invisible control such as price adjustment to adjust the behaviors of tourists, so as to control the visitor quantities.
(2) Visitor education
Draw up management regulations to constrain visitors’ behavior.
Develop information identification system which can provide detailed consultation to publicize
environment protection publicity.
(3) Limit tour routes
Decentralize touring lines by setting several lines with different sceneries in busy traveling season.
Make a website for the Protection Area to report and publicize arrangements of the sites timely.
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Figure 7-1 Display routes for ecotourism in the Protection Area
7.3 Monitoring Plan
7.3.1 Objectives and Tasks
To monitor the variations of ecology, environment and natural disasters and to make the timely
corresponding plans for protection, early warning and disposal according to the proposed monitoring indicators and evaluation systems.
7.3.2 Environment Monitoring and Assessment
(1) Landscape
Carry out investigations of landscapes quality using 3S technology namely remote sensing, geography information systems and global positioning systems combined with ground survey. The
indicators of landscape quality were shown in Table 7-1. Taking the average values of relevant
indicators during 2000-2010 as baseline values, calculate the corresponding varieties, and then
evaluate the given type of landscape according to the evaluation systems (Table 7-1). Table 7-2
lists the landscape monitoring and evaluation system in the Protection Area.
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Table 7-1 Characteristics of comprehensive evaluation indicators on ecological environment
Grade
Ⅰ

Characterization
Ideal

Ⅱ

Good

Ⅲ

General

Ⅳ

Poor

Ⅴ

Bad

Index feature
Natural ecosystem is basically in the original or natural state:
Ecological environment undisturbed; ecosystem structure and service complete; indicators monitored in ideal states. Ecosystem is in
virtuous cycle and able to self-recovery and regeneration. No ecological issues and less ecological disaster.
Natural ecosystem maintains integrate: Ecological environment
less disturbed; indicators monitored in good states. Ecosystem ecosystem structure relatively complete and able to provide good services; able to self-recovery under general disturbance. No significant ecological issues and few ecological disaster.
Natural ecosystem maintains general: Ecological environment
receives some damage; indicators monitored sometimes abnormal,
but still maintain basic functions. Ecosystem inclines toward deterioration under disturbance, but still has self-recovery ability. There
are significant ecological issues and regular ecological disaster.
Natural ecosystem poorly maintains: Ecological environment
receives great disturbance; indicators monitored are abnormal. Ecosystem structure changed significantly, fails to provide services, and
difficult to recover after disturbance. There are frequent ecological
issues and ecological disasters.
No longer natural ecosystem: Ecological environment has been
largely destroyed; indicators monitored are in bad condition. Ecosystem structure is mutilated and unable to recover under disturbance. Ecological issues are serious and incline to ecological disasters.
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Forest
Steppe

Typical
Steppe

Wetland

Sandy
grassland

Landscape type

cm
%

kg hm

Community height

Community coverage

Community biomass

-2

hm2

Harmful plants quantity
Forest area

N0 drop

>60

Original state

No drop
Original state

No drop

kg hm-2

Plant biomass

No drop
No drop
No drop

%
cm

No drop
No drop

No drop

Animal species quantity
Plant coverage
Community height

-2

kg hm
-

%

Plant coverage

No drop

No drop
No drop
No drop
No drop
No drop
No drop

<5

Ⅰ Ideal

Plant biomass
Plant species quantity

cm

cm
%
kg hm-2
mm

%

Unit

Community height

Community height
Plant coverage
Plant biomass
Plant species quantity
Animal species quantity
Average water depth

Soil desertification

Monitoring index

↓30-50%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%

↓10-30%
↓0-10%
↓0-10%
↓5-10%
↓0-10%
↓5-10%

↓10-20%

↓5-10%
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35-45

45-60

↓10-20%

↓30-50%

↓10-30%

↓5-10%

↓30-50%

↓10-30%

Accidental, 1
↓10-20%

↓30-50%
↓30-50%
↓30-50%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%
↓10-20%

↓10-30%
↓10-30%
↓10-30%
↓0-10%
↓0-10%
↓0-10%

Do not appear
↓5-10%

10-30

Evaluation and Criterions
Ⅲ General

5-10

Ⅱ Good

Table 7-2 Landscape monitoring and evaluation system in the Protection Area

↓20-30%

25-35

↓20-30%

1-2
↓20-30%

↓20-50%

↓20-30%
↓20-30%
↓20-30%

↓50-70%
↓20-30%

↓50-70%

↓50-70%

↓50-70%
↓50-70%
↓50-70%
↓20-30%
↓20-30%
↓20-30%

30-50

Ⅳ Poor

↓>30%

<25

↓>30%

>2
↓>30%

↓>50%

↓>30%
↓>30%
↓>30%

↓>70%
↓>30%

↓>70%

↓>70%

↓>70%
↓>70%
↓>70%
↓>30%
↓>30%
↓>30%

>50

Ⅴ Bad

(2) Environment
Mainly monitor water environment and extreme weather events according to the objectives and
actual situation of the Protection Area. Table 7-3 shows the national standard limits of basic items
of surface water quality. The surface water in the Protection Area should reach national Grade 1
standard.
Table 7-3 The national standard limits of basic items of surface water quality
Item

Unit

Temperature

o

pH value
NH3-N
T-N
T-P

GradeⅠ

GradeⅡ

GradeⅢ

GradeⅣ

GradeⅤ

mg L-1
mg L-1
mg L-1

6-9
0.015
≤0.2
≤0.02

6-9
0.5
0.5
0.1

6-9
1.0
1.0
0.2

6-9
1.5
1.5
0.3

6-9
2.0
2.0
0.4

COD

mg L-1

≤15

15

20

30

40

BOD

mg L-1

≤3

3

4

6

10

C

The layout of monitoring sites: Distribute the monitoring sites throughout the valley especially at
the upstream, middle stream, downstream, export, surface water and groundwater. The monitoring
sites should be equipped with automatic monitoring equipments according to the Automatic Water
Quality Environmental Monitoring Technical Norms granted by the National Environmental Protection Agency.
Monitoring frequency: Sample once per month in rainy season, and once more after each heavy
rain.
Evaluation method: Evaluate water quality according to the attainment rate to the Standard of
Water Quality. Table 7-4 is the Datasheet of water quality monitoring in the Protection Area.
In sub-periods Tj of evaluation, the attainment rate of several functional areas (length, area) is
calculated as:

cjk 

djk
 100%
zjk

Where cjk is the attainment rate of the kth functional area (length, area) in jth sub-period (%);
djk is the number of kth functional area (length, area) which reaches the standard; zjk is the total
number of kth functional area (length, area).
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Table 7-4 Datasheet of water quality monitoring in the Protection Area
Index
Flow rate
Surface runoff

Unit
m2 s-1
m2

Water table

m

Shandian River

Jagastai Lake

o

Water temperature
pH
T-N
T-P

C
mg L-1
mg L-1

COD

mg L-1

BOD

mg L-1

(3) Monitoring, early warning and disposal of natural disaster
According to the historical records in 1251, there are four kinds of natural disasters that may
threaten the Site of Xanadu City, that is, drought, flood, sandstorm and fire. The correspongding
systems of monitoring, early warning and disposal are as following:
1) Drought
Carry out early warning and preventive measures according to the causes and characters of
drought. Control drought timely and predict the trend, make corresponding measures according to
the degree of drought, for instance, artificial modification of rain can be taken when moderate
drought occurs, while mobile irrigation can be carried out in the nominated property area when
severe drought happens.
2) Flood
Establish and improve flood control headquarters, reserve necessary flood control materials and
configure reasonably.
Reserve a certain amount of emergency materials in case of emergency at key positions.
Support emergent rehabilitation when embankments, culverts, pumping stations and other water
conservancy are in danger.
The management committee of the Site of Xanadu City should report in time the situation of flood
to the commanding agency when flood happens, timely coordinate information about the flood,
such as occurring time, site, scope, etc.
3) Sandstorm
As a disastrous weather, sandstorm can cause the nominated property area and grassland to be buried by wind-drift sands. Not only the source area of sandstorm but the influenced areas would
suffer from soil erosion with depth up to 10 cm.
Stress should be put on protecting the ecological environment to prevent sandstorms. Restore vegetation in the buffer zone targeting at above 80% vegetation coverage. Regularly monitor the
meteorological indices including atmospheric pressure, temperature, rainfall, humidity, visibility,
wind, etc, to predict the occurrence of sandstorm. Measures should be taken in advance if there is
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any abnormal phenomina.
4) Fire
It is reported that 80% of fires were aroused by reasonless fire usage, while 60% occur in Spring
due to extremely dry environment and strong wind, especially on Tomb-sweeping Day on April 5
every year, when herdsman traditionally worship ancestors at graveyard by burning joss paper.
The administration of the Protection Area should reserve enough fireproofing materitals at those
areas where fire easily occurs. Meanwhile, the administration should predict fire potential occurrence degrades and report the results to the local government and fire prevention division by analysing and evaluating the growth condition of forest and grass in the last year, and using the remote sensing systems to monitor the current conditions at easily fire areas.
8

Impact Analysis and Evaluation

8.1 Environmental Impacts
8.1.1 Positive Impacts
The Protection Area is located in the southeastern tip of the Eurasian steppe. The steppe here is
one of the most typical temperate grasslands with the most diverse landscapes. It is also one of the
best preserved natural grasslands. This grassland not only provides the material basis for the local
economic and social development, but is an important regional ecological defense area.
This plan will help protect the authenticity and the biodiversity of the typical landscape where the
Site of Xanadu City located, and therefore protect the heritage and prairie culture.
1) Sandland
Located in the northern part of the Protection Area, its environmental changes will significantly
influence the Site of Xanadu City.
The sandy grassland is a highly heterogeneous ecosystems with diverse landscape types including
elm sparse woodland, scrub, grassland, lake, wetlands, fixed dunes, semi-fixed dunes and mobile
dunes. The elm sparse woodland is a unique natural landscape. However, irrational land use in the
past several decades has led to landscape fragmentation. In this plan, some targeted measures such
as abandoning farmland to pasture, reducing livestock, decreasing the exploitation of groundwater
will be carried out, which be conducive to protect and restore the unique and ecological important
landscapes especially the elm sparse landscape, lake and wetland. These actions will improve the
structure stability and the ecological barrier function of the landscape.
2) Wetland
Located in the south of the Site of Xanadu City, Jinlianchuan wetland possesses high biodiversity
with abundant special animals and plants. “Streaky Meadow” is a unique landscape. However, due
to over-exploitation of groundwater by the power plant and the paper mill, water table is declining,
which is threatening the wetlands. According to this plan, a strict control of the exploitation of
groundwater will be carried out to ensure the Shandianhe River water supply; retaining dams will
be built along the River. These actions will protect the wetland and improve its ecological functions.
3) Typical steppe
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With the largest area in the nominated property area, the typical steppe plays an irreplaceable role
in protecting the ecological environment of the Site of Xanadu City. However, irrational ways of
land use such as overgrazing and land reclamation in the past several decades have resulted in
grassland degradation, desertification and biodiversity decreases. This plan proposed some measures to adjust the ways of production as well as lifestyle of local residents, and some artificial
ways to increase vegetation coverage. These ways will improve the primary productivity of typical
steppe, enhance the stability of ecosystem structure and function, and protect the rich biodiversity.
4) Forest steppe
Located in the northern part of the Protection Area, the forest steppe with the highest see level
possesses strong water catchment function. Island forest composed of Birch and Poplar in the
meadow steppe is the most notable feature of the landscape. There are many kinds of wildlives,
making up a natural bank of Chinese medicinal herbs. This plan will program the eco-tourism carried out here. All the measures will protect the natural environment, preserve wildlife and enhance
the ecological functions of this forest steppe.
8.1.2 Negative Impact
The rich natural and cultural resources in the Protection Area provide unique conditions to carry
out eco-tourism which is one of the most important part of landscape protection plan. As such,
tourism will bring new pressure on the environment, including waste, trampling and unreasonable
construction of tourist facilities. These activities will cause some destructive effects on the landscape.
8.2 Social Impacts
8.2.1 Positive Impacts
Mainly include the following four aspects:
1) Healthy development of the ecological environment
Landscape conservation plan proposed a series of targeted measures for ecological protection and
restoration to achieve ecological sustainability which can make the protection and utilization of
natural resources become more balanced. This will ensure the healthy development of regional
ecological environment.
2) Social economic development
Firstly, the steppe, which underpines the production and living of local residents, is the foundation
of the local social and economic development. Protecting the integrity of typical grasslands, wetlands and sandy grassland ecosystems effectively will be conducive to the regional socio-economic and environmental sustainability.
Secondly, the achievements in protection, management and monitoring can promote the sustainable development of husbandry. The sustainable way of grassland utilization and the novel methods
of natural landscape protection in the Protection Area will provide outstanding demonstrations for
the whole steppe in Northern China.
3) Grassland Culture protection
Living in harmony with the landscape has been underpinning all the development within the
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Mongolia people in the past millennias. As an integral part of Chinese culture, grassland culture
with its rich contents and unique features had significantly influenced Chinese civilization and
even world civilization. As the effective carrier of grassland culture, the beautiful and sustainable
natural environment provides the basis for the culture.
4) Research and education base for the public
There are complex dependent relationships between species, between communities and ecosystems, which are the natural selection results during thousands of years of evolution. Investigating
these relationships can provide basic information not only for learning the inherent mystery of
ecosystems, but for making reasonable use of grassland. The subtle relationships are of theoretical
and practical significance for artificial ecosystem design and ecosystem sustainability research.
8.2.2 Negative Impacts
Implementation of landscape protection plan will partly impact the local residents to utilize grassland resources, thereby affecting their production activities and living. For instance, some measures to restore grassland like moving out the residents from the nominated property area, abandoning farmland to pasture, and reducing numbers of livestock, will change current life habits of
local residents. These passive adjustments may in a short term bring relative huge negative impacts on their production and livelihood.
8.3 Policies and Measures
(1) Waste disposal
Promote visitors awareness of environmental protection to limit the amount of waste cast; treat
waste in a recycling way to eliminate the negative impact of waste.
(2) Travel planning
Formulate strict tour management policies including the provisions of tourist routes, construction
management of tourist facilities, and tour guides management.
(3) Public participation
Stress the environmental education importance of eco-tourism and cultural protection significance.
Access local people's support and active participation in the protection and enhance public awareness of eco-tourism through propagation.
(4) Adjust industrial structure
Adjustment of industrial structure will be carried out to coordinate the conflicts between landscape
protection and the social development. The adjustment mainly includes the three following aspects:
1) Balance livestock and grass production.
2) Adjust the industrial structure of traditional animal husbandry.
3) Develop eco-tourism. By the presentation and promotion of the Sites in the Protection Area, it
is intended to protect and conserve this landscape and to increase eco-tourism as one of the engines of economic development.
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4. Plans for Protection of Mongolian Cultural Properties and Ecological Environment around the Xanadu City of Zhenglan Qi of Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region(2006-2016) (Excerpts)
Chapter One General Provisions
1. Background of the plan
The Mongolian ethnic cultural heritage and the ecological environment around the Xanadu City is
a complex of intangible and tangible heritage, of cultural and natural heritage. This plan is formulated in order to continue and develop the historical and ethnical traditions, to protect local ecological environment resources of prairie, rivers and lakes, to promote scientific research, to protect
the cultural landscape of the Xanadu City and to assist the implementation of the Master Plan of
Protection of Site of Xanadu City.
2. Nature of the plan
This is a plan of regional Mongolian cultural and natural environment protection and is a directory
and legal document for Mongolian cultural heritage and natural environment protection of the
Zhenglan Qi. The plan will be release together with the Master Plan of Protection of Site of Xanadu City after being approved by the people’s government of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region and the State Administration of Cultural Heritage.
……
4. Scope of the Plan
By referring to the scope specified in the Master Plan of Protection of Site of Xanadu City, the
scope of this plan is the Mongolian cultural heritage and ecological environment region around the
Xanadu City within the borders of Zhenglan Qi.
5. Deadline of the plan (within a time span of 20 years)
The first stage: from 2006 to 2008
The second stage: from 2008 to 2010
The third stage: from 2010 to 2026.
Chapter Four Framework of the Plan
1. Principles of the plan
(1) According to the guidelines of “protection as the major task, rescue first, reasonable exploitation and improved management”, the cultural landscape of the Xanadu City, the environment and
natural ecological conditions should be protected; the diversity and integrity of the ecosystems
should be maintained.
(2) On the premise that the Mongolian ethnical traditional cultural heritages are thoroughly protected, the dynamism of the Mongolian intangible cultural heritages, such as the language, should
be given special attention.
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(3) The protection program should be conducted in various steps with the leadership of the government and the participation of the whole society.
(4) The authenticity is the first and foremost principle and the integrity and security of the cultural
remains and surrounding areas should be guaranteed.
(5) The principle of comprehensive balance and development should be followed to promote cohesive and harmonious development of the relic protection, tourism development, environment
protection, and rural and urban construction.
2. Protective strategies
(1) The Mongolian ethnical traditional cultural heritage in the Zhenglan Qi should be protected
systematically and thoroughly.
(2) The environment and natural landscape around the Xanadu City should be given special attention.
(3) The protective measures must meet scientific standards.
(4) The property should be maintained routinely against any possible disasters.
(5) The utilization of the property should be scientific, moderate, sustainable and reasonable.
(6) Participation of the public should be promoted and education and publicity program should be
attached importance.
3. Goals of the plan
The Chahar Mongolian ethnical and traditional cultural heritage and ecological environment,
represented by the Zhenglan Qi should be protected effectively and the cultural landscape of Xanadu City should be protected and utilized reasonable, which will ultimately lead to sustainable
development of the ecological benefits and social benefits in the Inner Mongolian and in the Beijing and Tianjin area.
4. Requirement of the plan
(1) According to the results of investigation and evaluation, and in reference to the relevant materials, structural plans should be formulated.
(2) The plan should be scientific, reasonable and far-sighted.
(3) The plan should provide management guidelines and ensure the feasibility of the measures in
implementation.
5. Major requirements of the plan
1. Targets of protection
This plan is targeted at the Chahar Mongolian traditional cultural heritage and ecological environment around the Site of Xanadu City, a key entity of cultural relics under national protection.
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2. Major issues in the planning
(1) The historical evolution of the Chahar Mongolian ethical and traditional cultural heritage and
ecological environment, represented by the Zhenglan Qi should be researched and analyzed; the
status quo of these heritages should be investigated and analyzed.
(2) The status quo, value, management and utilization of the heritages should be evaluated.
(3) The protected measures in accordance with the results of the evaluations should be made, including the plan that is divided into various stages according to the results.
(4) According to the guiding thought of the plan, and on the basis of the specific geographic conditions, topographic features, humanity and natural environment landscape, the scope of protection
should be decided, the controlled area should be established and management requirements should
be specified.
(5) According to the requirement of open up, the utilization scheme should be formulated.
(6) The suggestions and goals for improving the management organization should be proposed.
6. Requirements for implementation of the plan
(1) The local Mongolian ethnical and traditional culture, an invaluable intangible cultural heritage,
should first of all be attached great importance and be well recognized.
(2) Systems for research, recording, publicity, education, continuing of intangible cultural heritages should be established step by step.
(3) Necessary facilities should be provided for the storage, presentation and utilization of environment and intangible cultural heritages of the reserve.
(4) The cultural remains of the reserve should be protected in their original places and their original shape and information should be preserved.
(5) The significances of the protection should be emphasized; all the protection programs should
be conducted with caution; all the projects can only be launched after investigation and analysis so
prevent any harm to the property from intended protection measures.
(6) The protection of the environment of the relics should be stressed and the routine maintenance
should be done regularly.
(7) The ecological environment of the reserve should be improved.
(8) Disaster attacks should be prevented.
(9) The relic protection, ethnical cultural heritage protection and environment protection should be
enhanced. People’s awareness of protection should be improved. Research on relic protection, intangible cultural heritage protection, environment protection and ecological protection should be
encouraged.
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Chapter Five

Protective Division

1. Key protective zone
(1) The area outside the key protected zone of Site of Xanadu City
♦ The rivers, hills and parries in the Xar Tala
♦ to the Mantou Hill in the southeast
♦ to the Jianshan Hill in the southwest
♦ to the Tiefan’gan Hill, Yangqun Temple, Tombs of Modot and Tombs of Woniu Stone in the
northwest
♦ to the Longgan Hill in the north
Total area: 100 sqm
(2) The pastures around the Sanggendalai and Xilingol Town
Total area: 300 sqm.
(3)

Ethnic cultural heritage protected zone of Xilingol Town

Total area: 10 sqm.
(4) Rivers, lakes, forests, summer camps of Mongolian herdsmen within the Hunsandake Desert.
Total area: 500 sqm.
2. General protective zone
It covers the area of 10 km outside the key protected zone, with a total area of 5,000 sqm.
3. Management requirement for the reserve
(1) Basic requirements
The construction in the protected area should not do any harm to the historical, cultural landscape
and environment; no mining, bombing and farming are allowed.
Projects that may pollute the area are prohibited and activities that may influence negatively the
protection of the Mongolian ethnical historical and cultural heritages and environment are banned.
Any behavior that might undermine the landacpe, harmony and biodiversity can be tolerated.
Hunting is only possible after being approved by the forestry authority of the Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region and the administrative department of wildlife protection.
In the key protected zone, no construction program should begin before the relic department of the
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Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region has made archeological investigation of the area for any
possible relics. Measures should be decided on protecting the relics that are found during the archeological investigations and explorations. Discoveries of especially valuable relics should be reported to the national authority of relics by the relic department of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region.
The urban development and construction in this area should be confined to a limited scale.
The architecture and projects that have been built in the key protected zone should be demolished
if they undermine greatly the landscape; they should be rebuilt or adjusted if the influence is relatively mild.
(2) Specific requirements
The controlled area could be used for construction. The buildings should follow the traditional
Mongolian style and they should be built with local traditional materials.

Chapter Six Measures for Environment Protection and Improvement
I. Measures for environment protection
A. Principles for formulation and implementation
1 According to the evaluation of the value, status quo, management and utilization of the heritages,
the factors that may do harm to them and the goals of protection, protective measures should be
taken.
2 Overall strategies should be made. Specific protective measures should be made. As far as the
traditional Mongolian cultural activities and sports are concerned, research should be enhanced
while inferences should be minimized to make sure that traditional culture and sports can be
maintained and continued in the new historical period.
3 The prairie, forest, lakes, rivers, plants and animals in the key protected zone should be brought
under particular protection; the vegetation, wetland and wildlife habitat should be restored step by
step.
For the key ecological protected zone, the high-quality stock types, such as Xanadu Hippo, Prairie
Red Cattle, and Mongolian Fine-wool Sheep should be protected. However, the number must be
controlled strictly so as to maintain the ecological circles of the prairie on the one hand and to
meet the needs of tourism on the other hand. In the key protected zone, the medicinal herbs and
xar tala should not be picked and farming is not allowed.
B. Overall protective measures
The Zhenglan Qi Mongolian ethnic cultural heritages and ecological environment around the Xanadu cultural landscape should be considered as an organic whole. This plan will provide protective measures as a whole. By evaluating the value, status quo, management, utilization and environment of the heritages, the overall framework of the protective measures are shown as follows.
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Overall protection

Protection of cultural landscape near the Xanadu City

Cultural heritages

Protective measures

Master
plan of
Xanadu
City

Construction
of
exhibition
and management
organization

Protection of ecological environment

Intangible culture

Protective Measures

Schools, health care
institutes, art troupes,
culture, relic, broadcast, sports, traditional sacrificial ceremonies,
ethnical
craftsmanship
and
fine art, religion

Measures of environment protection

Mongolian
language,
written
form, folk culture,
traditional rituals,
weddings, funerals,
traditional
folk
craftsmanship, nomadic
lifestyle,
raising of cattle,
horse and goats.

Protection of Huanhe River
and water resource of
Tianjin, protection of Xar
Tala prairie and wetland,
protection of air quality,
protection of biodiversity,
prevention of desertification,
protection
of
high-quality plants

1. Basic measures for protection of intangible cultural heritages
A complete system of intangible cultural heritage protection should be explored and
established and this system should cover the role of the government and the role of
the inheritors of the intangible cultural heritages.
(1) Roles and functions of the government
For protecting the intangible cultural heritage, the government should shoulder the responsibilities in policy making, management, monitoring, education, exhibition and
supporting. However, the government should replace the inheritors of the intangible
cultural heritages. A system should be established to guaranteeing the identification,
management, publicity and support.
♦ The government should establish special management organizations and set up a
system for the excavation, nomination, investigation and identification of the intangible cultural heritages. Major concerns include the Mongolian language of Zhenglan
Qi, medicine, sports, craftsmanship of Oboo making, methods of dairy food and meet
food making, popular Mongolian poetry and proverbs, craftsmanship of Mongolian
clothes, festivals, weddings, funerals, taboos and customs.
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♦ On the basis of the division of the protected zone a folk and traditional cultural protected zone should be set up and be made known to the public. In this aspect major
concerns are the place of wrestling, the place of poetry, the place of traditional
craftsmanship of Oboo, the place of Changdiao song and dance, the Xanadu Hippo,
Prairie Red Cow and Inner Mongolian Fine-wool goat.
♦ The government should provide places for publicizing and presenting the intangible
cultural heritages and come up with supporting management and operation measures.
The major issues include setting up competition venues and promoting exhibition and
exchange.
♦ The government should establish a system for the education, inheritance and identification of the traditional culture by such means as setting up school, identifying individual or group inheritors of ethnical culture and nurturing a younger generation of
traditional culture.
♦ The government should make detailed records and may also establish research institutes if necessary. For example, the government can set up Zhenglan Qi Mongolian
ethnical cultural heritage protection institute and museum.
♦ The government should make plans for the nomination of the world heritage list.
For example, the cultural landscape of the Xanadu City can be nominated for world
cultural heritage and the standard Mongolian language can be nominated as intangible
world heritage culture.
♦ The government should establish a system of ecological environment reserve. Major
concerns should include the Huanghe River, the Xanadii Gool and the Shandian River,
etc. These places can be nominated as ecological environment reserve protected at the
national level.
(2) The rights and obligations of individual (or group) heritage inheritors
The individual (or group) intertie inheritors should first have all been identified and
on this basis they can receive funds from the government, non-governmental organizations or individual spongers. With these funds they can take the responsibility to
restore, store, present (or perform) and continue the intangible cultural heritage.
♦ With the aid from the government, inheritors should establish heritage inheritor
group or society for the storage, presentation, continuation and evaluation of the heritage.
♦ Heritage inheritors are obliged to present, perform and publicize the heritage to the
society and the public.
2. Basic measures for tangible cultural heritages
The tangible cultural heritages in the landscape area of Xanadu City can be divided as
follows.
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(1) The main body of immovable relics
♦ establishing special management organization and appointing part-time or full-time
management staff
♦ identifying protection scope and control territory with markers (or fences) and signs
♦ establishing detailed records
♦ establishing complete fire prevention and security measures and appointing security
staff
♦ integrating the funds into the local fiscal budget
(2) Surrounding landscape area
♦ establishing strict management system, appointing special staff members to protect
the landscape area
♦ establishing publicity and presentation system
♦ setting up facilities to prevent any harm from fire or other natural forces
♦ integrating the funds into the local fiscal budget
II. The plan for improving the environment
A. Ecological division

1. Ecological protected zone
The ecological protected zone refers to the zone with good ecological environment
and capacity. The ecological system of this zone should be intact with good functions
and biodiversity.
(1) First-class key protected zone
This zone includes the Xar Tala and the area along the Xanadii Gool, which have
good ecological environment and tourism landscape value. There is thick vegetation,
fertile soil; also, the zone has not been decertified. In this zone, any human activities
that may lead to degradation of ecological functions should be banned and projects
that may bring pollution to the zone are also prohibited. Most of the vegetation in the
prairie of Xar Tala is perennial grass and the annual and biennial plants, and
semi-bushes are very widespread. Generally speaking, the vegetation of the area is
kept in good condition. However, the structure of the prairie ecological system is too
simple and the biodiversity has decreased. For the time being, measures have been
taken to prevent herding to improve the vegetation of the vegetables.
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(2) Second-class key protected zone
This area mainly covers the Sanggendalai and the pastures around the Xilingol Town.
Here the vegetation coverage is still quite high. Its quality of ecological environment
is inferior to that of the first-level protected zone. The main concern of this type of
zone is to protect the ecological environment, to make full use of all advantages and
explore the natural resources in a reasonable way on the premise that the ecological
system is kept intact and the laws of nature and economy are followed.
2. Ecological buffer zone
The ecological buffer zone refers to the transitional zone from the ecological protected zone to the rehabilitation zone. It mainly covers several arras of the Hunsandake sand reserve and it ecological conditions and capacities are better than those of
rehabilitation zone but worse than those of the protected zone. The vegetation coverage is relatively low. There are a few bushes and trees and there are signs of desertification. Nevertheless, the rivers and lakes help to improve the ecological environment
of the buffer zone and even of the whole area.
For this zone, the first thing to do is prevent further degradation of the environment
and on this basis; measures should be taken to restore the prairie ecosystem.
B. Vegetation nurturing and restoration of Xanadu City and the surrounding area

1. Suggestions for vegetation nurturing and restoration
(1) Adjusting the plant pattern
Most of the decertified areas are those without enough water supplies. In response,
more bushes, instead of trees, should be planted. Bushes, such as caragana microphylla, top wool, hedysarum scoparium and sand sagebrush are suitable for places
with rainfuall of about 300mm while trees can only be grown in places with rainfall of
over 400mm.
(2) Grazing prohibition and environment protection
The Decision of Grazing Prohibition of the Whole Zhenglan Qi, formulated by the
government and committee of the Zhenglan Qi, should be followed strictly. The policy of grazing prohibition should be followed in a relatively long period of time, so as
to restore the prairie. Protection of the prairie should be enhanced. The systems of
pasture contract with households, quota of herd number based on the capacity of the
pasture and payment for the use of pastures should be established. Man-made pastures
should be established, natural pastures should be improved, the quality level of the
pasture grass should be raised and the “sanbei shelter forest” should be constructed.
C. Measures of water improvement

1. Protection and reasonable utilization of underground water
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(1) The Huanhe River, Xanadii River and Shandian River should be protected properly; the rivers and lakes within the Hunsandake Desert should also be protected from
any pollution or improper exploration.
(2) The principles of “overground used first and underground” second should be followed strictly to protect the underground water resources. The overground water resources should be used first and the underground water should be protected. For those
areas with relatively little water resources, water can be supplied from other regions.
(3) The Tiefan’gan Canal, built by Guo Shoujing, a scientist of Yuan Dynasty, should
be repaired, rebuilt and reused so as to provide water for the Huanhe River and protect
the ancient city of Xanadu.
2. Dealing with the sewage properly
(1) The sewage must not be put into the rivers and lakes without processing. In the
key protected zone and general protected zone, the sewage must be first processed by
the sewage processing station before it can be conducted to the rivers and lakes thorough water pipes.
(2) In the first-type construction controlled area and the second-type construction
controlled area, the sewage from the buildings must be first be process by small-scale
sewage processing station before it is released to lakes and rivers.
(3) In the lower reaches of the water fetching spots, sewage processing station should
be established to prevent any possible pollution to the underground water.
(4) The toilets should be environment-friendly and the sewage and waste from it can
be processed and then piped to the underground.
D. Measures for improving the air quality of the residential areas of Shangdu Town

The fundamental measure against air pollution is to use clean energy and to control
the pollution resource.
♦ Electric and gas heater should be promoted and people should be encouraged to use
natural gas and electricity as major source of energy.
♦ The industries should be arranged in a proper way and in the meantime, the techniques should be improved and new locations should be chosen rationally.
♦ In terms of the fuels, gas should take the place of petrol; coals and diesel oil with
low sulfur concentration should be introduced.
♦ Air pollution due to motor vehicles in the area should be dealt with in accordance
with the plan and construction of the traffic network.
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E. Key issues in waste disposal

♦ The waster disposal facilities should be improved. Landfills and refuse incineration
plant should be established. Facilities for piping water, preventing leaking and collecting leaked water should also be built.
♦ The system of environment and sanitation management should be established. There
should special management institution and professional staff to formulate reasonable
plan. The system of garbage recycling and the system of urban garbage processing
should be in the charge of the environmental sanitation department of the Zhenglan Qi.
The system of special garbage processing should be managed by the environment bureau of the Zhenglan Qi. In the rural area, environment and sanitation management
panel should be established and the panel is responsible for organizing professional
staff for clearing the waste of the rural households on a regular basis.
F. Key issues in natural disasters

♦ The monitoring and prediction system for the sandstorm should be established and
improved.
♦ The vegetation coverage should be raised and the shelter forest should be established to prevent wind and hold the sand to the ground.
♦ Ecological environment construction programs should be launched in the place
where the sandstorm originate and pass.
G. Policies

1. Leadership should be enforces and the system of leader responsibility should be
followed.
The leaders at various levels should be responsible for protecting the environment.
The system of monitoring, rewarding and punishment should be established to facilitate the smooth operation of the sandstorm source improving program.
2.

Improving system and supporting system should be established.

Various business modes, including contracting, purchasing, the shareholding system,
the joint stock cooperative system should be promoted and encouraged; various economic sectors can take part in the project. The principle is that those who make investments should be responsible for restoring the environment and those who improve
the environment will benefit from their efforts. New mechanism should be established
according to the requirement of market economy. For individuals that take part in the
restoration of the environment, the government should let them enjoy favorable policies in terms of loans, taxes and other aspects possible. People whose farmland have
restored to forests or grasslands will be compensated with a certain sum of money.
Those who have stopped graze their herds in the wild will also be able to enjoy favorable policies of taxes.
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3. Technology management level and benefits should be improved
Technology management is indispensable for sandstorm source management. The
program must be designed and constructed with uniform technological standards and
organization methods. The technology, quality management and training should be
enhanced, the forest and grass planting technology in particular. The constructors
should be improved in terms of their technology level so as to guarantee the quality
and benefit of the management project of sand source projects.
4. Model projects should be constructed to encourage more similar projects
As the fund, technology and experience for the improvement project is rather limited,
model projects should be established so as to encourage more similar projects and
provide experience as well as lessons for the upcoming projects. In this way, the sand
management in the Hunsandake Desert will be improved as a whole at a quick pace.
5. Publicity and directions should be made.
Various means should be used to increase people’s awareness of the importance and
emergence of ecological environment protection and construction and to publicize
laws, regulations, guidelines and policies about ecological environment protection.
The qualities and law-enforcing capabilities should be enforced. Any offenses to the
vegetation should be punished. The ecological environment construction and husbandry development should be balanced. The traditional feeding herds on the wild pastures should be changed into drylot feeding. The sand source management and husbandry development should benefit each other and develop in harmony. The responsibility system should be set up to assign duties and grand benefits to specific persons.
……
Chapter Nine Plan of the stages
I. Major concerns and contents of the first stage (from 2006 to 2008)

♦ establishing and improving the management organizations
♦ assisting and directing the non-governmental protection organizations with their
protective activities
2. Ecological and environment protection
♦ Protection of the Xar Tala Prairie with iron wires
♦ Dredging, protecting and extending the Xanadii Gool and Shandian River
♦ Restoring the ecological environment of the Longgan hill in the north of Xanadu
City, dredging the Tiefan’gan Canal to restore its function of flood prevention and
water conduction.
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♦ Establishing Xanadu City Ecological Museum, displaying and representing the cultural landscape of the Xanadu City in the Yuan Dynasty so as to explore, present and
continue the Mongolian traditional culture, the imperial culture in particular.
♦ Relic display hall, training center, relic storage and restoration rooms and other
supporting facilities for the ecological museum should be established.
♦ The Xanadu City Cultural Landscape will be nominated into the world heritage list.
II. Major points and contents of the second period (from 2008 to 2010)

1. Chahar Mongolian ethnic cultural heritage protection system should be established
and improved.
♦ The database of standard Mongolian language of Zhenglan Qi should be set up and
be made public.
♦ The Mongolian ethnic and traditional cultural protected zone in the pastures of
Sanggendalai and Shangdu Xilingol Town will be established; model traditional culture presentation streets should be built to present the traditional art work, food, and
other traditional culture.
♦ The Mongolian language should be nominated as intangible world heritage.
♦ Several places will be recognized as the place of wrestling, the place of poetry, the
place of the Mongolian folk songs.
2. To establish display and publicity system of intangible cultural heritage
♦ Better research and recording should be made and cultural products, including
books and videos should be released.
♦ Venues for presenting and continuing traditional Mongolian traditional culture
should be established.
♦ The Mongolian ethnic and folk art troupe should be provided with special places for
their performances.
3. Further measures should be taken to protect the ecological environment and sustainable environment protection mechanism should be established.
♦ Bushes and pasture grasses will be planted in suitable areas.
♦ The Hunsandake Desert Luanhe River and Tianjin Water Resource Reserve should
be established.
♦ The model area of protection of biodiversity of Zhenglan Qi should be established.
The wildlife of Mongolian Plateau should be protected and in the meantime, the
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Shangdu Hippo, Prairie Red Cattle, Inner Mongolian Fine-wool goat and many other
high-quality types should be developed.
III. Major points and content of the third stage (from 2010 to 2026)

The protection and publicity system of the cultural landscape of Xanadu City should
be improved.
1.On the basis of the master plan of the Xanadu City protection, further exploration
should be made into the Mongolian cultural heritages and cultural tourism should be
developed.
2.The desertification of the Hunsandake should be reversed; there should be enough
water supplies for the river sources, lakes and rivers so as to improve the vegetation of
the area around the Xanadu City. In this way, the ecological shelter and water sources
for Beijing and Tianjin will also be well protected.
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5. Rehabilitation Plans for Medium-to-small-sized Rivers of Xilingol League of
Zhenglan Qi (2009-2030) (Excerpts)
3. Guiding thought, principles and tasks of the plan
3.1 Guiding thought and principles

3.1.1 Guiding thought
According to the 17th National Congress of CPC and the requirement to carry out the Outlook on
Scientific Development, the rivers should managed, flood prevention should be enhanced and the
water conducting, ecological and landscape functions of the rivers should be restored, with the
purpose of enhancing the flood control and prevention capability, of preventing the frequent and
serious floods and droughts, of providing enough flood control facilities and of guaranteeing the
security of the people. The major means include engineering methods such as dredge the rivers
and non-engineering means. The area should be protected against flood; the local economic and
social development will be promoted, the construction of a new socialist countryside should be
supported, and the local sustainable development in terms of economy and society should be encouraged. Flood control should be effective and sufficient so as to ensuring the security of the
people and their property and to ensure healthy and harmonious development of economy and
society.
3.1.2 Principles
Harmony with the nature should be the principle to be followed constantly. The river control, the
urban development, the river ecological environment protection and the water resource exploitation should be balanced. The management projects for the small-and-median-scale rivers and flood
control projects should be coordinated. Engineering and non-engineering measures, flood control
and flood conducting measures, measures of long term and short term should be combined properly. According to the actual conditions, comprehensive plans should be made and priorities
should be defined. Division of areas and stages should be made. The economic and social development should be guaranteed against flood threats; the flood prevention measures should be coordinated with the overall plan of land resource and land use and also with the development plan of
other economic sectors.
3.2 Goals and tasks
3.2.1 Goals
According to the principle of “acting on the basis of the capacity and stressing the priorities”, the
goals of small-and-median-scale management plan are specified as follows. The most dangerous
rivers and its tributaries should be enhanced with sufficient facilities; the major aspect is river
course project construction; the major means is flood control and prevention; the major purposes
are dredging the river, building the embankment, protecting the towns and fields along the river
and promoting comprehensive development of the economy and the society. The flood prevention
capability should be enhanced and the major towns, infrastructure should be protected against relatively serious floods; the people and their properties along the river should be protected against
flood threats.
In the emergency plan, within three years, that is, from 2009 to 2011, the Heichengzi Model Zone
and the lower reaches projects, Shandian River projects should be completed. Sufficient facilities
should be provided to the Heichengzi Model Zone, Shangdu Town and the rivers within these
areas to improve considerably the flood prevention capability and standards. By the improvement
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and management project, the local flood prevention standard should reach the requirement stipulated in the Flood Prevention Standard GB 50201-94, that is, P= 2% in the urban protected area
and P=5% in the rural protected area.
The goals of the long terms are specified as follows. On the basis of the outcome of the previous
stage, further projects should be launched to alleviate the pressure of the flood on the river course
and to improve the capacity of flood prevention. A sustainable way of water resource should replace the previous flood control method; that is to say, the flood water should be controlled and
utilized to provide enough water resources for the local agriculture and industries.
3.2.2 Tasks
The tasks are shown as follows. The actual conditions of rivers should be thoroughly investigated
and the vulnerable parts should be consolidated. The watercourse should be dredged. A larger investment should be made. The rivers and river sections that need special attention in the short and
long run should be specified in a scientific way. According to the actual conditions of the economy
and society, reasonable aims, tasks, construction schemes, implementation plans and investment
plans should be formulated.
To meet the requirements of small-and-median-scale river management, policies and measures
have been suggested to enhance the river management and to improve the mechanism. ……

5. Climate and hydrology
5.2 Hydrology
5.2.4 Analysis of the rivers
The Shandian River runs through the Zhenglan Qi; in its upper reaches there are mainly low hills
and plains, with high vegetation coverage and sufficient underground water. The field survey reveals that there are many turning points along the river and its water volume does not vary a lot in
different part of the year. Generally speaking, the levee of this kind of river is more likely, compared other kinds, to collapse, which will pose a threat to the areas along the river.
There are different types of river sections. According to previous statistics about the river changes,
the conditions of the river vary a lot, which increases the chance of flood. Therefore, the improvement project should be launched all along the river and detailed plans should be formulated.
With the development of national economy, the Zhenglan Qi has decided on its path of economic
development; the industrialization and urbanization have paced up and the city is growing increasingly big and therefore the flood control becomes very urgent. On the basis of the actual conditions of Zhenglan Qi, to meet the requirement of the flood control and agricultural, industrial development of the areas along the bank, the goals of bank management project are specified as follows.
1.The control over the banks should be enhanced. The variation of the water volume should be
managed for flood control.
2.By means of watercourse improvement project, the river should be controlled to protect the architecture and industrial facilities from the flood water.
……
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6. Plan for improvement project
The water network in the Zhenglan Qi is complex, with hills in the south and Hunsandake in the
north. The vegetation coverage is low and floods are quite common, especially along the Shandian
River and Chagan Zhuo’er area. Therefore improvement measures for the rivers are of utmost necessity.
6.1 Dredging project for the rivers
On the basis of the conditions of the floods of the small-and-median-scale rivers, the areas along
the Shandian River, Heiben Gool and the Changanhu area should be first be improved and managed and the major tasks include enhancing the banks and dredging the river course.
6.2 River control project
Heichengzi Pasture, Shangdu Town and Pasture are the major towns along the Shandian River.
The northern part of the river winds along a smooth area and river controlling project should be
launched in this area.
6.3 Embankment project
This embankment project is mainly for the rivers in the Heichengzi Pasture, Shangdu Town, Wuyi
Pasture and other densely-populated and flood-threatened towns.
1. Flood protection embankment of 4 km should be built outside the urban area of Heichengzi
Pasture and the western part of the river.
2. A levee of 10 km should be built in the Shangdu Town.
3. A levee of 10 km should be built in the Wuyi Pasture and Zhaosunaimucheng.
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C.4 Plans for the area where the site is located
C.4-1 List of Properties
No.

Title

Content

1.

Master Plan of Xilingol League for Tourism Development (2003-2020)

2.

Master of Xilingol League on Material Resources (2008-2015)

Excerpts

3.

Master Plan of Shangdu Town of Zhenglan Qi on Urban Development
(2002-2020)

Excerpts

4.

Master Plan of Zhenglan Qi on Land Use (1990-2010)

Excerpts

5.

Plan of Tourism Development of Zhenglan Qi during the 11th Five-Year
（2006-2010）

Not available

Excerpts

C.4-2 Abstract of Properties
1. Master Plan of Xilingol League for Tourism Development (2003-2020) (Excerpts)
Part Two
Chapter Five

Plan of the main structure
Orientation and goals of tourism development

I. Development orientation
……
The region tourism development can be oriented both from the nature of the region as a tourist
destination and from the direction of the regional tourism.
1. Orientation as the tourist destination
The tourism of a tourist destination can not survive and grow without distinctive features which
represent the advantages, major points and unique resources. According to the trend of the tourism
development in China as well as in the whole world, on the basis of the tourism resources and positions of Xilingol League, the nature and features of the Xilingol League as a tourist destination
are defined as follows.
♦ The best prairie ecosystem in China
♦ Pure flavor of Mongolian folk culture
♦ Site of Xanadu City, which best displayed the glorious history of Mongol Empire
♦ A vivid evidence of the consolidation of the northern territory and unity of various ethnic groups
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♦ An important bridgehead connecting the Mongol Empire and Europe
♦ One of the most important ecological shelter of the area of Beijing City, Tianjin City and Hebei
Province
♦ The best summer resort in the North China
……
(3) The Site of Xanadu City, which is most representative of glorious history of Mongol Empire
In the Xilingol Prairie, numerous historic events have taken place. Genghis Khan founded his
great cause here. Kublai Khan took the throne and began the Yuan Dynasty. In the middle of the
13th century, Kublai Khan established the first capital city in the Xilingol Prairie, the Xanadu City.
In 1272, the Xanadu City was expanded into the most magnificent capital in the prairie of North
China, one of the political, economic, military and cultural centers of the world, and an international metropolis. The world-famous Travels of Macro Polo made detailed description of the
grandeur and prosperity of the Xanadu City of Yuan Dynasty, and this city was considered by the
Europeans as “oriental legend”. Though the wars have destroyed the city into remains, it still has
great impact on the history of China and even the whole world. The site of Xanadu City, with its
unique historical, artistic and scientific value, is a valuable cultural heritage, and is the most power
physical evidences of the glorious achievement of the Chinese people, the Mongolian people in
particular.
Chapter Seven

Plan of tourism products

C. History, culture and ethnic, folk tourism products
4. Essential aspects of development
The essential aspects of developing the historic and cultural tourism are the Mongolian cultural
remains in the Yuan and Qing Dynasty and other historic and cultural resources. The tourism resources dating back to the Yuan Dynasty include Site of Xanadu City, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, Xanadu Donglian Pavilion and historical figures (Genghis Khan, Kublai Khan and Macro Polo). The
remains of the Qing Dynasty include the numerous Lamaism temples, Shanxi Guildhall and some
historical figures.
In terms of ethnic and custom development, the Mongolian production mode and lifestyle should
be emphasized so as to show tourists a true picture of the life of the Mongolian people. The major
aspects include four aspects, namely, economic customs (such as the husbandry, hunting, residential style, clothes and food), social customs (such as wedding, festivals and social activities), belief
customs (such as religious culture and taboo), artistic customs (such as spoken language, folk
songs and dances, games and competitions).
5. Spatial layout
(1) History and culture
Two historic and cultural presentation centers will be constructed, the Mongolian Yuan Cultural
Exhibition Center in Zhenglan Qi and Qing Cultural Exhibition Center in Duolun County.
There will be three important comprehensive tourism areas based on the historic sites and remains:
Beizi Temple and Prairie Tourist Area (in Xilingol), Huizong Temple, Shanxi Guildhall, Prairie
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and Sandland Tourist Area, and Xanadu City- Prairie Tourism Area (in Zhenglan Qi).
(2) Ethnic and folk customs
The ethnic and folk culture of the Mongolians is important aspects for tourism development.
Tourists to the Xilingol League should be able to have a keen sense of the Mongolian flavor. Different areas should have their own themes.
♦ Urumqi Prairie: folk culture of the Urumqi tribe
♦ Abag Qi: folk culture of Abag tribe
♦ Dongsu Qi and Liangsu QI: folk culture of the Snid tribe
♦ South of the Xilingol League ( Zhenghuang Qi, Zhenglan Qi, Xianghuang Qi, Zhengxiangbai Qi,
Taipusi Qi and Duolun: folk culture of Chahar League
The development themes should be based on the clothes, food, ethnic art, etiquette, etc. Various
presentation centers of ethnic customs and cultures should be formed in the Qi and counties. The
content of the presentation include construction of performance halls and museums. For the museums, supporting facilities that can offer relevant information to the visitors should be given
priority. The favorable location of the Xilingol City should be made full use of and it should be
developed into a center for demonstrating the Mongolian ethnic and folk cultures for the Xilingol
League.
Chapter Eight Overall layouts of tourism space and tourism routes
B. Spatial tourism layout
1. Overall plan
(1) Four tourism areas
♦ Tourist Area of Eastern Forest, Prairie and Nomadic Tribe Culture: covering the Xiwu Economic
and Technological Development Zone, Dongwu Economic and Technological Development Zone
and Wulagai Economic and Technological Development Zone, with Bayan-ula Town as the
second-level visitor organization center.
♦ Tourist Area of Central Cities, Geological Formation, Shihuadantang and Sandland: covering the
Xilin Hot City, Abag Qi, with the Xilin Hot City as the first-level visitor organization center.
♦ Tourist Area of Border Entry Ports, Mongolian Culture, Dinosaur Site, Prairie, Military Training
Base and Geological Landscape: covering the Erenhot City, Snid Left Qi, Snid Right Qi, with the
Erenhot City as the first-level visitor organization center.
♦ Tourist Area of Southern Mongolian Cultural Site, Plateau Agriculture, Tribal Culture and Sandland: covering the areas of Xianghuang Qi, Zhengxiangbai Qi, Zhenglan Qi, Duolun County, Taipusi Qi, with Chengguan Town, where the government of the Duolun County is located, as the
second-level visitor organization center.
……
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2. Master of Xilingol League on Material Resources (2008-2015) (Excerpts)
Chapter Four
Guiding thoughts, fundamental principles and goals
I. Guiding thoughts
The guiding thoughts of the plan are the Deng Xiaoping Theory, Three Representatives, and Outlook on Scientific Development. The advantages of the location, location and policy of autonomy
should be made full use of. According to the goal of Xilingol League in the 11th Five-year Plan,
the requirements of building an energy-efficient and environment-friendly environment society,
the guidelines of combining protection and exploration, the basis of mineral resource investigation,
the mainline of mining enterprises restructuring, the aims of guaranteeing the sustainable development of the economy and the society with the mineral resources, investigation, exploitation and
protection of the mineral resources in the whole territory of the Xilingol League should be planned
as a whole so as to ensure the economic, resource, environment and social benefits and to promote
the sustainable, healthy and coordinated development of the mining industry of the Xilingol
League.
II. Fundamental principles
1. The principle of conforming to the upper laws and regulation. The plan for the mineral resource
of the Xilingol League is formulated on the basis of the master plan of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region for mineral resources. This plan gives more detailed information on the goals and
tasks of mineral protection and exploitation. The plan of Xilingol League on mineral resources
should not go contradictory with the relevant master plan of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region.
2. The principle of combining resource exploitation and regional economic development. The
formulation of the plan should be in line with the overall economic and social development of the
whole Xilingol League and should meet the need of the regional economic and social progress. It
should contribute to the economic development and promote the formation and development of
the local unique mining industries.
3. The principle of combining market distribution and macro regulation. The market should play a
fundamental role in resources distribution and the market of mining rights should be nurtured and
developed. The non-profit geological survey and merchant mineral survey should development in
a coordinated way. On the other hand, the government should strengthen the macro regulation and
promote the transformation of the resource exploitation and management methods. The government should also ensure a reasonable layout and optimal structure of mineral resources and promote the effective utilization and reasonable protection of the mineral resources.
4. The principle of stressing both the resource exploitation and environment protection. The survey and exploitation of the mineral resources should be enhanced and the resource should be used
more effectively and rationally by means of scientific innovation and technological development.
The economic benefits, social benefits, and environmental benefits should be given equal attention.
Effort should be taken to prevent pollution and protect the environment. The principle must be
followed strictly that those who exploit the resources are responsible for protection, those who
bring pollution must remove the impact and those who harm to the environment must restore it.
The economy and environment protection should develop in harmony.
5. The principle of effective protection and reasonable exploitation. The mining volume should be
defined in scientific way. The structure and scale of the mineral resource exploitation and explora-
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tion should be adjusted and optimized. Mineral resource investigation should be conducted scientifically and the development plan zone should be established also in a scientific way. The rights
of mineral exploitation and mining should be distributed reasonably to promote effective protection of the resources. The access to mineral resources should be controlled strictly. The mining
industry should be regulated. The recycling of the waste should be encouraged and comprehensive
resource utilization should be improved.
6. The principle of ensuring reasonable resource development and sustainable development of the
land. The policy that the land must be used reasonably and the farmland should be protected
should be followed with effective protection and controlling measures. The harm to the land from
the mining industries should be minimized and the farmland must be protected. The mining land
that has been abandoned should be restored for farming so as to promote the restoration and utilization of the land of deserted mines.
III. Goals of the plan
1. Overall plan
Investigations of nonferrous metal and non-metal mineral should be enhanced. The coal resources
should be made clear. The production of nonferrous metal should be increased considerably.
Breakthroughs should be made in mineral resource investigations and the contribution of the mineral resources to the economic development. The strategic, advantageous and critical mining zone
should be given priorities. Large-scale enterprises of mining industries should be established and
restructured so that an optimally and reasonably structured system of mineral resource investigation and exploration can be put in place. The environment of the mining area should be restored,
and the mine development and ecological environment protection should develop in coordination.
The system of compensated use of the mineral resources should be improved and the access to
mineral investigation and exploration should be strictly controlled. The order of mineral exploitation should be regulated and the level of management should be improved. In the meantime, many
enterprises should be optimized and the exploitation practice should be standardized. The technological component should play an important role. The geological investigation, mineral exploration and ecological environment protection should be balanced. The mineral should be explored in
a legal, orderly and reasonable way; the protection and exploitation should be combined. ……

Chapter Five
Survey and investigation of mineral resources
I. Overall plan
The guiding thought is the Outlook on Scientific Development, which stresses a comprehensive,
coordinated and sustainable development. According to the goals set in the long-term plan for developing the national economy and society of the Xilingol League, the geological investigation
should be the first and foremost task; basic and non-profit investigations should be promoted. The
major mining zone should be given priority and investigations of major minerals, including coal,
copper, lead, zinc, iron, gold, silver, tin, tungsten, molybdenum, limestone, decorative stone and
alkaline non-metal minerals, should be enhanced. The coal reserve and underground water should
be made. In this way, sufficient mineral can be provided to ensure a rapid, healthy and sustainable
development of the economy and society of Xilingol League.
II. Targets of surveys
To meet the needs of the economic development of Xilingol League in the 11th Five-year Plan for
mineral products, on the basis of the geological environment, potentials and status quo of the Xi-
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lingol League, investigations for the coal, petrol, natural gas and uranium should be encouraged.
Survey for metal resources (including iron, copper, zinc, silver, tungsten, tin, molybdenum, nickel
and germanium), rare metal resources and non-metal resources (including limestone, silicon, decorative stone, natural soda, salt and Glauber salt) should also be supported.
The investigations of pyrites, barite and fluorite should be strictly controlled. Investigations for
deep-lying coal and ash coal should also be controlled. Surveys for gulch-gold, turf, clay and other
minerals whose mining is most likely to do harm to the environment, will be strictly banned.
The controlled type of minerals should be limited in terms of the mining certificates and the investigation plans. Most of the fund at the national and autonomous region level should be mostly put
in the preferred type of mineral resources.
III. Distribution of the survey area
A. Strategic layout
On the basis of the geological formation, environment and features, the leading mining zones and
coal basin will be the major concerns and the coal, ferrous metals, nonferrous metal and precious
metal should be the major targets of effort. Investigations, surveys and evaluations should be reasonably employed for major breakthroughs in finding new resources.
There are four mining zones, which are, respectively, the North Erenhot-North A Qi-East Wu Qi
for chromium, tungsten, silver, copper, lead, zinc, iron and rare elements; the middle part of the
eastern slope of Da Hinggan Mountains for silver, zinc, copper, tungsten, tin and rare metals;
Suyou Qi-Xilinhot for gold, iron and copper; and finally South Xilingol League Xianghuang
Qi-Duolun for gold, iron, copper, silver, tungsten, lead, zinc and non-metal minerals.
There are 22 coal basins: Bayanbaolige Coal Mine, Shengli Coal Mine, Haoqin Coal Mine,
Hongge’er Coal Mine, Chaqiannuo’er Coal Mine, Heichengzi Coal Mine, Wujianfang Coal Mine,
Bayanhushuo Coal Mine, Baiyinhua Coal Mine, Baqibei Coal Mine, Hesigewula Coal Mine,
Nongnai Temple Coal Mine, Saihan’gaobi Coal Mine, Saihantala Coal Mine, Baiyinwula Coal
Mine, Dalai Coal Mine, Jilin Xile Coal Mine, Wunite Coal Mine, Ehebaolige Coal Mine, Gaolihan
Coal Mine, Aladabusi Coal Mine and Narenbaolige Coal Mine.
B. Key survey zones, preferred survey zones, controlled survey zones and prohibited survey
zones.
According to the supply conditions of the mineral resources and national industrial policies, and
on the basis of the geographical conditions for mineral formation, of the conditions of resource
guaranteeing and the capacity of the environment to self restore, the categorization of survey
zones are made to promote the reasonable arrangement of resource investigation.
1. Key survey zone
The key survey zone refers to those areas with favorable chances of finding minerals. This area
covers the key investigation zone defined by the government of Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region in the territory of Xilingol League and the areas around and under the large-to-small-scale
mines. In the Xilingol League, there are nine key survey zones for major mineral resources and
twenty-two key survey zones of coal. For more detailed information, please see Appendix 10.
The key survey zone is the focus of the country and the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region in
putting in funds and capitals for investigations. In making plans, all aspects should be taken into
consideration and the mining rights should be distributed in a coordinated and reasonable way.
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The outcome of the investigations funded by the state and the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region should be transferred by marketing, unless stipulated otherwise. The outcome of the investigation projects that have involved private investments shoud be transferred by public bidding and
the investors are in an advantageous position to obtain the right of mining, other things being
equal.
2. Preferred survey zone
The preferred survey zone refers those areas where commercial mineral mining is encouraged
according to the demand-supply relationship, national industry policy, relevant regulations and the
capacity of the resource and the environment. The preferred survey zone covers the entire area of
the four mining zones except the key survey area, the controlled survey area and prohibited survey
area.
3. Prohibited survey zone
The prohibited survey area covers the six reserves (forest parks) and eleven cultural heritages
(places of interest). In addition, the prohibited survey zones also cover military forbidden areas,
national defense project areas, important industrial areas, major water conservancy project areas,
and flood control project areas, areas within a distance of 500 meters from airports, railways,
highways, important lakes, rivers and water resources.
In the prohibited survey areas, only fundamental and non-profit geographic surveys, those conducted according to major state projects and those related with petrol, subterranean heat and mineral water are allowed. Other projects must be removed, even if they have been approved.
4. Controlled survey zone
According to the Master Plan of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region for Mineral Resources,
in order to encourage explorations of mineral resources and have a clear idea of the mineral resources, the controlled survey zone is restricted to the ecologically vulnerable area in the Hunsandake Desert.
IV. Qualifications of conducting investigations.
The principle of resource investigations should follow the principle of planning first, government
controlling and market regulation.
1. Mineral explorations in the Xilingol League must conform to the Master Plan of Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region for Mineral Resources and Master Plan of Xilingol League for Mineral
Resources. The area in the application should be confined to the area specified in the regulations
and to the preferred and key survey zones of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region and Xilingol League.
2. The coal exploration should be conducted in the unit of coal basin. The coal mine census should
be conducted on the basis of the mine zones, mine structures and exploration schemes. Detailed
exploration of coal mine should be done for each coal unit. The metal mineral resources should be
divided on the basis of actual conditions of the minerals rather than subjective opinions.
3. The holder of the mining rights must obey relevant laws, regulations and policies and submit
fees according to the stipulation. Two years after the exploration has been launched, progress report of geographic exploration should be submitted.
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3. Master Plan of Shangdu Town of Zhenglan Qi on Urban Development
(2002-2020) (Excerpts)
Chapter Five Protection and utilization of tourism resources
Article 19 Comprehensive analysis of tourism resources
1. Major natural tourism resources: Uhreqin Oboo Forest, Xar Tala Prairie, Small Zhagesitai
Zhuo’er, Hunsandake Desert, Gaogesitai River, Huiwen River.
2. Major historic and cultural resource: Site of Xanadu City, Jin Huangzhou City Site, standard
Mongolian language, Former Residence of Saiyinchaoketu, a Mongolian poet.
3. Major folk tourism resource: Chahar food, Chahar traditional clothes, Mongolian ethnic dances
and songs, sports, modern customs of the Chahar herdsmen, Nadam Assenbly, Oboo sacrificial
ceremonies.
Article 20 Goals of tourism planning
The tourism should promote the development of the primary industry, the secondary industry and
other third industries. It should promote economic restructuring of the Zhenglan Qi. Moreover, it
should help develop the Zhenglan Qi into a tourist destination of Chinese prairie and Mongolian
folk culture, a typical presentation of the Xilingol Prairie Tourism Area and a first-class tourism
zone of Inner Mongolian prairie landscape and ethnic customs.
Article 21 Protection and utilization of tourism resources
On the basis of the functions, the tourism resources of the Zhenglan Qi is divided into two tourism
bands (Hunsandake Desert Ecotourism Band and Xanadu Mongolian Yuan Cultural Tourism Band)
and eight tourism zones (Uhreqin Oboo Imperial Hunting Tourism Area, Small Zhagesitai Zhuo’er
Bird-seeing Resort Tourism Area, Ecological Awareness Education Base Tourism Area along the
207 National Road, Huiwen River Chahar Folk Experience Tourism Area, Heicheng Historic and
Cultural Tourism Area, Gaogesitai River Sand Ecological Tourism Area and Former Residence of
Historic Celebrities Tourism Area of Upper Zhagesitai Zhuo’er .
Article 22 Plan of infrastructure in the tourist attractions
1. External traffic
The 207 National Road, Interprovincial Road and 304 Interprovincial Road should be the major
concern. Tourism coach companies should be established and tourism comminute routes should be
opened. The Xilingol Airport and Capital Airport can be made use of to develop high-speed aerial
transportation. The Zhenglan Qi-Hebei province should be planned and constructed as soon as
possible so as to connect Zhenglan Qi with Beijing, Tianjin and also other parts of the world by
railway.
2. Internal traffic
The road leading to the tourism areas should be improved within the Zhenglan QI. Major protects
include the 30-km-long road that connects the Site of Xanadu City and Uhreqin Oboo, the
30-km-long sand and stone paved road connecting Site of Xanadu City and Huiwen River Chahar
Folk Custom Experience Tourism Area, the sand and stone road connecting Uhreqin Oboo and
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Small Zhagesitai Zhuo’er, the 30-km-long tarmac road connecting mall Zhagesitai Zhuo’er and
Sanggendalai Town, the road that connects the 207 National Road at its 105th km and the sand
and stone paved road of Gaogesitai River at its 28th km, and the road that connects the 207 National Road at its 134th km and the sand and stone paved road of Naritu Sumus at its 7th km.
3. Other supporting facilities, including water supply, water drainage, telecommunication and environmental sanitation, should be built.
……

Chapter Eleven Plan of the urban area
Article 48
1.The urban area should be used as producing base of non-staple foodstuff, backup land for development, tourism facility land and urban facility land.
2.No enterprises that are likely to bring pollution and have an impact on the ecological environment are allowed to be built in the suburban area; within 15km of the Site of Xanadu City, high
quality prairie should be preserved.
3.In the southeast of the urban area, a landfill, a refuse incinerator and a crematorium are planned
to built; in the northeast of the urban area, there will be a sewage processing plant.
……

Chapter Twelve Plan of Cultural Relic Site Protection
Article 49 in the relic sites of Shangdu Town, relic cultural relic sites includes Site of Xanadu City,
Site of Shilang City and Summer Palace of Kublai Khan.
Article 50 Measures of cultural relic site protection
Any harm to or appropriation of the relic sites are forbidden; plan for relic protected areas should
be revised; detailed and specific relic protection regulations should be formulated; the cultural
relic protected area should be defined; investments should be put in for relic sites that are likely to
be restored and for those that cannot be restored should be protected further damage.
……

4. Master Plan of Zhenglan Qi on Land Use (1990-2010) (Excerpts)
Chapter Four Guiding Thoughts, Guidelines and Goals Of Land Use and Planning
Article 10: guiding thoughts of land use and planning
1.The protection and exploitation of the farmland and pasture should be balanced so as to make
sure that the basic needs, the construction and the environment protection are all given enough
attention.
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2.The strategy of sustainable development must be followed, the integrated use of land should be
encouraged and the use of land resource should be optimized.
……
Article 13 Guidelines of land use planning
To realize the long-term goals of land use, the guidelines of land use are specified as follows. The
major concern is to ensure dynamic balance; the basis is to protect the basic farmland the basic
pastures. On the basis of careful dealing of the land, lands should be divided equally among different function-based categories. The reuse of the land for farming should be improved; the ecological construction should be enhanced so as to ensure the coordination between the land resources and the balanced and sustainable development of the population, environment, economy
and the society.
……

Chapter Six Function-based land division and regulations
Article 16 The function-based land division refers to dividing the land according to the functions
of the land. The land resource should be explored on the basis of the functions and should be differentiated to ensure that the land resource is developed and utilized reasonably. To meet the needs
of developing the national economy and society by optimal use of land, considering the resources
and features of the Zhenglan QI, the land is divided, in terms of the functions and regulation needs,
into agricultural land, construction land, unused land, and natural and humanity landscape protected land. The agricultural land is divided into basic agricultural land protected land, general
agricultural land, gardening land, forest land, pasture protected land, pasture land and over ground
water land. The construction land can be divided again into urban land, rural land, industrial and
mining land, traffic land and water conservancy facility land.
……
Article 20 The natural and humanity landscape protected zone refers to the area established for
protecting the Site of Xanadu City and the Site of Shilang City; it covers an area of 608.0 hectare,
that is, 0.06 of the total area.
The regulations for the natural and humanity landscape protected zone are specified as follows.
1.Within the protected zone of cultural relics and remains and the surrounding areas with buildings
that are directly related with the cultural relics, no construction is allowed; behaviors that might
do harm to the landscape, such as exploiting the hill, bombing, fetching earth, building tombs,
cutting trees improperly and dumping sewage, are also prohibited.
2.No farming is allowed in the protected area and the surrounding area. The farmland should be
restored to grassland so as to maintain the ecological balance.
……
Article 22 Legal measures
1. This plan is formulated by the government of Zhenglan Qi and needs to be approved by the
People’s Congress.
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2. The land needed must be approved first and strict system of land use control should be established. Applications for land use of different functions should be differentiated in terms of the
scale, position and function.
3. The system should be established and improved; monitoring and check of the conditions of the
implementation should be enhanced.
4. According to the plan, specific plans and projects should be formulated, reviewed and adjusted
for exploitation, utilization, improvement and protection.
Article 23 Administrative measures
1.This plan should be integrated the national economic and social development plan of Zhenglan
Qi as an important component and the plan should be carried out in different parts of the Zhenglan
Qi.
2.The responsibility system should be established in Sumus and towns; the implementation of the
plan should be made one of the most important indexes of leaders’ performance. The leaders in
charge should report regularly to the people’s government of the Zhenglan Qi.
3.The publicity should be enforced; the content and tasks of the plan should be known to all divisions.
4.Specific plans made by various departments must conform to the plan of the Zhenglan Qi.
Article 24 Economic measures
1.The system of compensated land use should be promoted; the market economy should play an
important role in regulation. Reasonable mobility and exploitation of the land should be promoted.
2.Favorable policies should be made to encourage farmers to deal with the degraded land, the
fields of low yield and the damaged pastures in terms of funds and other aspects.
3.The tax, investment, credit and other economic means should play an important role to regulate
the land use pattern in an indirect way.
Article 25 Technological and engineering measures
1.The update monitoring system for land use should be established so that the changes in land use
and conditions of implementation can be made clear.
2.The areas in the plans should be in line with the actual measures.
3.Complete archives should be established to provide technological evidences for implementation
of the plan.
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5. Plan of Tourism Development of Zhenglan Qi during the 11th Five-Year
（2006-2010） (Excerpts)
III. Guiding thoughts and goals of Tourism Development of Zhenglan Qi of the
11th Five-year Plan
1. Guiding thoughts
With the leadership of the Zhenglan Qi Committee, government and relevant upper authorities,
developing tourism should be made an important way of promoting restructuring and economic
transformation, creating more job opportunities, increasing the income of the farmer and herdsmen,
and making the Zhenglan Qi better known. The Zhenglan Qi has been recognized by the authority
of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region as one of the counties with first-class tourism routes.
We should make use of the opportunity to develop the Mongolian Yuan culture tourism and sand
land/prairie tourism so as to promote the development of the other tertiary industries and the relevant part of the primary and secondary industries, to facilitate economic restructuring and ecological environment improvement, and to develop the Zhenglan Qi into a major tourist destination in
the middle Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region and a tourist resort in the south of Xilingol
League.
2. Strategy goals
The tourism will continue to be one of the top agendas in the tertiary industries and the mercerization of industrialization of the tourism. Construction of infrastructure and the tourist resorts for the
tourism should be enhanced. The folk tourism and landscape tourism should be supported for
economic benefits from the tourism resources.
……
1. The brand orientation and tourism theme programs should be attached great importance. The
Zhenglan Qi is the birthplace of Mongolian Yuan Culture and is the place where the Xanadu City,
one of the capital cities of Yuan Dynasty, was located. The Mongolian Culture and Xanadu City
are major brands of the Zhenglan Qi. In other words, Xanadu City is the essential element of the
Zhenglan Qi and the Chahar customs and prairie features add more charm to the tourism of Zhenglan Qi. We need to stick to the brand orientation of Zhenglan Qi as “Former Capital City of Yuan
Dynasty and Birthplace of Mongolian Yuan Culture” and develop the region into a tourism resort
of Mongolian Yuan Culture and prairie culture. More effort should be invested for a even better
Xanadu Culture Tourism Festival, Xar Tala Flower-seeing Festival, Chahar Dairy Festival,
“Herdsmen’s Home” Nadam and other unique tourism activities. Effort should also be put into
planning, arrangement, content enrichment and broader publicity. The culture of Xanadu City can
be combined with the traditional “three skills” of Mongolian men, modern flower-seeing and
photography, and they can and develop into an exquisite tourism program.

IV. Strategic layout and key projects for the tourism development of Zhenglan Qi
2. Strategic layout
The features of tourism resource distribution of Zhenglan Qi can be described as follows. There
are mainly cultural and natural resources in the south of Zhenglan Qi; in the middle and east of the
region, there are more natural resources as there are relatively more forests and lakes; in the north,
with the Hunsandake Desert, the tourism resources are almost related to the nature.
For the time being, tourism development is mostly going on in the south of Zhenglan Qi with ab-
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undant historic, cultural and natural resources. The ecotourism of Hunsandake Desert in the south
has just begun; however, the development of these valuable and potentially profitable tourism resources is in an elementary or even neglected condition.
On the basis of the tourism resource aims and status quo of Zhenglan Qi, the layout of “two tourist
bands and eight tourist areas” has been planned for the 11th Five-year Plan.
Xanadu City Tourist Band of Comprehensive Mongolian Culture
This tourist band covers, from west to the east, Xar Tala Prairie and Hu’erhu hills & prairie. In this
tourist band, there are three tourist areas, namely the Tourist Area of Xanadu Mongolian Culture,
Tourist Zone of Uhreqin Oboo Imperial Hunting Ground and Tourist Area of Heichengzi History
and Culture.
1. Tourist Area of Xanadu Mongolian Culture
The Site of Xanadu City is the core of the Tourist Area of Xanadu Mongolian Culture. The tourist
area reaches the Shangdu Town in the west, and the Wuyi Feeding Farm in the east, covering the
area of Shangdu Town, Site of Shilang City, Site of Xanadu City, Summer Palace of Kublai Khan
and Xar Tala Prairie. The tourism resources in this area is characterized by it combination of natural and humanity elements, profound culture and distinct Chahar and prairie features. Therefore, in
developing tourism, natural and cultural elements should be attached equal importance, while
more effort should be made to explore cultural resources. The Shangdu Town and Summer Palace
of Kublai Khan will serve as service centers. The Mongolian Yuan Culture program will be based
on the Xar Tala Prairie, Site of Xanadu City, Site of Shilang City, Nadam Assembly and exhibitions of Mongolian Yuan Culture, so as to distinguish the Zhenglan Qi as a representative Mongolian culture area and a place where visitors can have a vivid idea of the Chahar folk customs.
2. Tourist Zone of Uhreqin Oboo Imperial Hunting Ground
The Uhreqin Oboo is located in 20 km north of the Site of Xanadu City and used to be the holy
mountain for Kublai Khan and other emperors of the Yuan Dynasty for sacrificial ceremonies in
honor of the heaven and earth. Today it is a holy place of the herdsmen for oboo sacrificial ceremonies. With the hills and forests of the area, the Uhreqin Oboo forest will be developed into
hunting and a field training venue, which will provide such tourism programs as hunting, forest
sight-seeing and group training. In the meantime, with the legends and tales about the holy hill of
Kublai Khan’s sacrificial ceremonies, folk interactive programs of holy hill oboo sacrifices will be
developed.
3. Tourist Area of Heichengzi History and Culture
The Tourist Area of Heichengzi History and Culture is located in the southwest of Xar Tala Prairie,
30 km from the Shangdu Town. There are remains of Han Dynasty and the remains of Great Wall
dating back to the Qin and Han Dynasty. This cultural area is superior to the Tourist Area of Xanadu Mongolian Culture in terms of tourism values. Nevertheless, since Lan Qi-Guyuan Road was
completed in 2005, great effort has been made to develop the Heichengzi Tourist Area as a exhibition venue of the Han history and culture in the Mongolian Yuan cultural tourism area; also, with
the historical sites of the Chengzi, tourism programs around the themes of Zhenglan Qi history
and Han culture will also be launched.
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C.5 Archives of training
C. 5-1 Training for the law-enforcing and other personnel

Sponsor

Title of the
training program

Relic Bureau
of
Inner
Mongolia

“Three Popularizations”
Training in the
whole
autonomous region

Culture and
Sports Bureau of Xilingol
League

“Three Popularizations”
of
Xilingol
League

Inner Mongolian University

“Wenbo
Undergraduate
Program”
of
Inner Mongolia
University

World Heritage Nomination Office of Inner
Mongolia

World Cultural
Heritage Program

China Institute
of
World Heritages

National Programs for Administrators of
Heritages

Culture and
Sports Bureau
of
Xilingol
League

Program
of
Legal Awareness of Xilingol
League

Number of
participants

Content

2007, 8

3

Operation
of
facilities
of
“Three Popularizations” and
table content

2008, 9

7

Demonstrations

Graduation
certificate

6

16 courses (including history, geography
and
cultural
relic Archeology)

Undergraduate
diploma

3

Visit to Gogulie
of Jilin Province, a world
cultural heritage

1

Knowledge
about
world
cultural
heritages

Graduation
certificate

3

China Law on
Protection
of
Cultural Relics,
China Regulations for Implementation of
the
Law on
Protection
of

Law-enforcem
ent certificate

Time

2008—2
011

2009, 10

2009, 11

2007
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Sponsor

Title of the
training program

Time

Number of
participants

Content

Note

Cultural Relics
and
Detailed
Rules for Relic
Protection
of
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region
Personnel
Bureau
of
Zhenglan Qi

Further Education
Program
for Administrative Staff of
Zhenglan Qi

2007

8

Further education
for
scientific
knowledge

11,
1—3,
2004

Administrative
Approval Law
of the People’s
Republic
of
China, Law of
Executive Accusation of the
People’s Republic of China

5, 20-22,
2006

Administrative
penalties law,
Law of Executive Accusation

7, 10-12,
2008

Administrative
Review
Law,
Law of Executive Accusation,
Property Law

Cultural Department of
Inner Mongolia

Training Programs for Certificates of Relic Law Enforcement
of
Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region

2006,7

2

China Law on
Protection
of
Cultural Relics,
Criminal Law
and Regulations
of Law Enforcement

People’s government
of

Program
for
Tour guides of

2008, 5

3

Laws and regulations
of

People’s government
of
Zhenglan Qi

Training Programs
for
Law-enforceme
nt Staff of
Zhenglan Qi

People’s government
of
Zhenglan Qi

Training
Programs
for
Law-enforceme
nt Staff of
Zhenglan Qi

People’s government
of
Zhenglan Qi

Training Programs
for
Law-enforceme
nt Staff of
Zhenglan Qi
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Sponsor
Zhenglan Qi

Tourism Bureau of Zhenglan Qi

Title of the
training program

Time

Number of
participants

tourism, Basic
Knowledge
for
Tour guides
of
Inner
Mongolian
Autofocus
Region

Zhenglan Qi

Training Program for Tourism Management of Zhenglan Qi

Content

2009, 4

5
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D. 1 Archives of Conservation Monitoring
D. 1-1 Archives of the Establishment of the National Historical Site
and Cultural Heritage under State Protection (Created in 2005, General Contents)

Category of Secrecy: For Inside Circulation
File No. 151100005

Archives of the Establishment of the National Historical Site and
Cultural Heritage under State Protection

File Title:

General Contents

Name of the Historical Site and Cultural Heritage: Site of Xanadu City
Name of the Filing Office (Official Seal):

Zhenglan Qi Administration of
Cultural Heritage of Site of
Xanadu City

Date of Filing:

October 15, 2005

Under the Supervision of
State Administration of Cultural Heritage
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Archives-use Paper of National Historical Site and Cultural Heritage
under State Protection
Primary Volume · Verbal Volume · 01 Contents
Page Number(s)
1-3

No.

Titles

1
2

The Registration Form of National Historical Site
and Cultural Heritage under State Protection
Geographical Location

3

Natural and Cultural Environments

5-7

4

Historical Evolution

8-11

5

Brief Introduction

12-14

6

Value Assessment

15-16

7

Relevant Research

17-19

8

Investigation, Excavation, Protection, and Exhibition

20-21

9

22

10

Protection Zone and the Construction of Control
Area
Protection Marks

23

11

Protection Organizations

24

12

Security Work

25

13

The Registration Form of Important Cultural Relics
and Collections

26
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Archives-use Paper of National Historical Site and Cultural Heritage
under State Protection
Primary Volume · Map Volume · 01 Contents
No.

Map Numbers

1

2
3

4
5

92.3-30.8

6

92.3-31.8

7

92.3-32.8

8

91.3-30.8

9

91.3-31.8

10

91.3-32.8

11

91.3-30.8

12

90.3-31.8

13

90.3-32.8

14

Picture 1

15

Picture 2

16

Picture 3

17

Picture 5

Titles
The Location Map of Site of
Xanadu City in the People’s Republic of China
The Location Map of Site of
Xanadu City in Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region
The Map of the Protection Zone
and the Control Area of Site of
Xanadu City
The Geographical Location Map
of Xanadu City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Plane-Table Map of Xanadu
City
The Overall Ichnography of Site
of Xanadu City
The Ichnography of City Gates in
Site of Xanadu City
The Ichnography of the Eastern
Wall, City Gates, and Bastions of
Imperial City in Site of Xanadu
City
The Ichnography of the White
Marble Head of Hornless Dragon
Unearthed in Xanadu City
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1994
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2003.11
2002
2002
2002

2002
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18

Picture 6-1

2002

19

Picture 6-2

20

Picture 6-3

21

Picture 7

22

Picture 8-1

23

Picture 8-2

24

Picture 8-3

25

Picture 10

26

Picture 11

27

Picture 12

28

Picture 13

Stretch-out View of the Constructional Elements Unearthed in
Xanadu City
Picture of the Dragon-Pattern Tile
Ends Unearthed in Xanadu City
Picture of the Animal-Pattern and
Flower-Embossed Tile Ends Unearthed in Xanadu City
The Ichnography of Palace City in
Site of Xanadu City
The Ichnography of Site of Barn
(Guangji Barn) in West Neighbourhood of Xanadu City
The Ichnography of Site of Barn
in East Neighbourhood of Xanadu
City
The Ichnography of Site of Barn
(Wanying Barn) in East Neighbourhood of Xanadu City
The Ichnography of Site of Muqing
Palace
The Ichnography of Site of
Qianyuan Temple
The Ichnography of Site of
Dalongguanghuayan Temple
The Ichnography of Site of the
Confucius Temple
The Surveying Map of Site of
Xanadu City (0700-1150)
The Location Map of Site of
Xanadu City and the Map of
Rack and Rail

29
30
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2002

2002
2002

2002
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2002
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2002
2002
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37

Leaders
of
Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous Region Inspecting
Site of Xanadu City
TV Reporters of Japanese NHK
Photographing Site of Xanadu City
The Signing Ceremony Held for the
Application for the World Culture
Heritage
The Signing Ceremony Held for the
Application for the World Culture
Heritage
The Application for the World Culture Heritage of Site of Xanadu
City in Suzhou
The Application for the World Culture Heritage of Site of Xanadu
City in Suzhou
The Application for the World Culture Heritage of Site of Xanadu
City in Suzhou

2003.8

38
39

40

41

42

43

Page
Remarks
Number(s)
19

1996.4

19

2002.7

20

2002.7

20

2004.7

21

2004.7

21

2004.7

22
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19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36

Shoot
Time
The White Marble Hornless Dragon Head 2003.3
Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The White Marble Hornless Dragon Head 2003.3
Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Stone Inscription Unearthed in Site of 1996.7
Xanadu City (Memorial Temple of Zhao
Menzhen)
The Flower-Embossed Square Stone Inscrip- 2003.3
tion Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Flower-Embossed Rectangular Stone In- 2003.3
scription Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Yellow Glazed Tiles Unearthed in Site of 2003.3
Xanadu City
The Green Glazed Tiles Unearthed in Site of 2003.3
Xanadu City
The Dragon-Pattern Glazed Tile Ends Un- 2003.3
earthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Glazed Lion Head Unearthed in Site of 2003.3
Xanadu City
The Stone Ball Unearthed in Site of Xanadu 2003.3
City
The Flower-Embossed Brick Unearthed in Site 2003.3
of Xanadu City
The Yellow-White Glazed Ice-Crack-Pattern 2003.3
Jar Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Yellow-White Glazed Jar Unearthed in 2003.3
Site of Xanadu City
Prime Minister Zhu Rongji Inspecting Site of 2000.5
Xanadu City
The Leading Members of State Administration 1998.7
of Cultural Heritage Inspecting Site of Xanadu
City
The Vice-Chairperson of the NPC Standing 2004.7
Committee Inspecting Site of Xanadu City
The Vice-Chairperson of the NPC Standing 2004.7
Committee Inspecting Site of Xanadu City
The Members of the National Committee of 2003.7
CPPCC Inspecting Site of Xanadu City
Titles
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10
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11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
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16
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17
18
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1
2

The Aerial Photo of Site of Xanadu City
The Southern Gate of Imperial City in
Site of Xanadu City (Mingde Gate)
The Gate Tower in the Middle of the
Northern Wall of Palace City (Muqing
Palace)
The No. 1 Building Foundation at the
T-Shaped Street in Palace City
The Stone Figure in Site of Xanadu City
The Foundation Stone in Site of Xanadu
City
The Foundation Stone in Site of Xanadu
City
The Stone Mortar in Site of Xanadu City
The Eastern Wall of Imperial City in
Xanadu City (After Repair)
The Eastern Wall of Imperial City in
Xanadu City (Before Repair)
The Expository Sign for Key Historical
Sites under State Protection (Chinese)
The Expository Sign for Key Historical
Sites under State Protection (Mongolian)
The Protection Boundary Mark of Site of
Xanadu City
Tiefan’gan Hill in the Northwest of Site
of Xanadu City
Tiefan’gan Hill Base in the Northwest of
Site of Xanadu City
Xar Tala with Blossoming Globeflowers
The Dragon-Pattern Stone Column Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City
The Dragon-Pattern Stone Column Unearthed in Site of Xanadu City

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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Shoot
Time
1997.4
2003.6

Page
Number(s)
1
1

2003.7

2

2003.3

2

2003.7
1997.7

3
3

1997.7

4

1997.7
2003.7

4
5

1997.7

5

2003.3

6

2003.3

6

2003.3

7

2003.7

7

2003.7

8

2003.7
2004.6

8
9

2004.6

9

Remarks
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Organizing
Titles
Units
The
People’s The ProtecGovernment of tion PlanZhenglan Qi
ning for Site
of Xanadu
City
The Adminis- Report on
trative Office of the ProtecXilingol League tion Planning for Site
of Xanadu
City

Dates of
Organizing
2002.05

Approving
Units
The Administrative Office of
Xilingol League

Dates of
Approval
2002.06

2002.06

The
People’s
Government of
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region

2002.07
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13

Records of the Investigation of Cultural Relics

Hadat (Tiefan’gan Hill)
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1
Jia Zhoujie, Department of Report on the Investiga- 1977 10 pages
History, Inner Mongolia Uni- tion of Xanadu City
versity
2
Wei Jian, Institute of Cultural Archaeological Findings 1999
8 pages
Relics and Archaeology of In- and Preliminary Rener Mongolia
search of Site of Xanadu
City and the Surrounding
Areas
3
Lu Sixian, Institute of Cultural On the Podiums of the 1999
4 pages
Relics and Archaeology of InGate Towers at the
ner Mongolia
Middle Part of the
Northern Wall of Palace
City in Xanadu City
4
Wei Jian and Li Xingsheng, Investigations of Four 1999
2 pages
Institute of Cultural Relics and Neighbourhoods in XaArchaeology of Inner Mongo- nadu City in Zhenglan Qi
lia
5
Wei Jian and Li Xingsheng, Site of North Neigh- 1999
2 pages
Institute of Cultural Relics and bourhood in Xanadu City
Archaeology of Inner Mongo- in Zhenglan Qi
lia
6
Li Yiyou, Institute of Cultural An Examination of Site 2001
3 pages
Relics and Archaeology of In- of Da’an Palace in
ner Mongolia
Xanadu City
7
Zhang Wenfang, Institute of Site of Xanadu City
1994
6 pages
Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia
8
Zhang Jingming, The Museum The Layout of Xanadu 1999
6 pages
of Inner Mongolia Autonom- City and Dadu City of
ous Region
Yuan Dynasty
9
Li Yiyou, Institute of Cultural Report on the Excavation 1994 33 pages
Relics and Archaeology of In- of the Southern Part of
ner Mongolia
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in
the South of Xanadu City
10 Li Yiyou, Institute of Cultural The Investigation of
1999
8 pages
Relics and Archaeology of In- Kaiping City and the
ner Mongolia
Relics in the Surrounding
Areas
11 Records of the Investigation of The 4th Branch of Wuyi 1985
3 pages
Cultural Relics
Pasture
12 Records of the Investigation of Site of Xanadu City
1989
2 pages
Cultural Relics
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Authors or
No.
Titles
Translators
1
Chen Gaohua Site of Xanadu City
and
Shi
Weimin
2
Ye
Xinmin Collected Papers on
and Cimeddo- Site of Xanadu City
ji
3
Ye
Xinmin Selected Materials
and Cimeddo- on Site of Xanadu
ji
City
4
Xia· Dongxige Site of Xanadu City
(in
Chinese (in Mongolian)
pinyin)
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Publishers

Remarks

Jilin Education Pub- (Not inlishing
House cluded)
(1980)
Press of Minzu
University of China
(2003)
Press of Minzu
University of China
(2003)
Inner
Mongolia
People’s Publishing
House (2000)
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23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Page
Number(s)
Zhang
Site of Xanadu City North News (No23
Bohan
Applying for UN- vember 3, 2003;
ESCO’s World Cul- Section Five)
tural Heritage
Wei Jian The Significance of China
24
Cultural
and Wang the Important Arc- Relics (March 16,
Xinyu
haeological
Find- 1997)
ings in Site of
Xanadu City
Yuan Ji
An Examination of Collected Papers
25
the Official Road on the Studies of
from Dadu City to the History of YuXanadu City in an Dynasty (TaiYuan Dynasty
wan: The Commercial
Press,
1974)
Yuan Ji
An Examination of Collected Papers
26
Wang Yunyi’s Jour- on the Studies of
ney to Xanadu City the History of Yuin Yuan Dynasty
an Dynasty (Taiwan: The Commercial
Press,
1974)
Jia Zhou- The Economic Con- Mongolian Histo27
jie
dition and Social ry Studies (Vol.3,
Life in Xanadu City 1986)
of Yuan Dynasty
Song
On the Buddhism Journal of Inner
28
Wenhui
Education
in Mongolia Normal
Xanadu City of University (Vol.4,
Yuan Dynasty
2000)
Nogami
Buddhism
in Buddhist Histori29
Shunjo
Xanadu City of ography (January,
(Japan)
Yuan Dynasty
Shouwa 25, i.e.
January, 1950)
Wen Ling The Grain Source of Journal of Chi30
Xanadu City in nese
Historical
Yuan Dynasty
Studies
(Vol.1,
1987)
Authors

Titles

Sources
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Total
Pages
1

1

5

10

11

1

8

2
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Page
Total
Number(s) Pages
Te Siqin
The Protection, Inner Mongolia Dai11
1
Exploitation,
ly (in Mongolian)
and
Tourism (May 21, 1993)
Development of
Site of Xanadu
City in Full
Swing
Te Siqin
Representing
12
1
Inner Mongolia DaiXanadu City
ly (in Mongolian)
(June 7, 1993)
Ji Changgui
Appreciating the Inner Mongolia Dai13
1
Vegetation
in ly (July 3, 1993)
Site of Xanadu (Section Three)
City
Hu
Cheng- The Protection Inner Mongolia Dai14
1
dong
and Exploitation ly (August 14, 1993)
of
Site
of (Section Three)
Xanadu
City
Included in the
State
Rescue
Programme for
Cultural Relics
Zhu Youdi
Appreciating
15
1
Xinhua Daily TeleXar Tala on graph (August 15,
Horseback
1993) (Section Five)
Zhu Youdi
Looking for Site Xinhua Daily Tele16
1
of Xanadu City
graph (August 18,
1993) (Section Eight)
Li Hongbing
Xar Tala, There People’s Daily (Au17
1
Was an Ancient gust 23, 1993) (SecCapital
tion Three)
Wang Dafang Visiting Site of China Cultural Rel18
1
and Hou Feng Xanadu City
ics (July 31, 1994)
(Section Four)
Ganzhuer
Xanadu City in Zhenglan Qi Tele19
1
Yuan Dynasty graph (November 15,
towards
the 1994)
(Serial
World Again
No.197)
Jiao Xuedai
Blessings
for Inner Mongolia Dai20
1
Xanadu City of ly (November 5,
Yuan Dynasty
1999) (Section Five)
Administration Xanadu City of Xilingol
21
1
League
Authors

Titles

Sources
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22

Authors

Titles

of Culture and Yuan Dynasty, A
Sports of Xil- Cultural
and
ingol League
Natural Landscape
Li Yingxin and Princess Maha
Zhang Xiaop- Chakri Sirinding
horn of Thailand
Visiting Xilingol
League

Sources

Page
Total
Number(s) Pages

Daily (May 18, 2003)
(Section Seven)
Xilingol
League
Daily (August 20,
2003) (Front Page)
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22
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1

Authors or
Translators
Xiao Ruiling

2

Li Yiyou

Shitiao Pavilion
of
Da’an Palace

3

Yang
Shaoyou

4

Wang Fenglei

5

Feng Lisheng

6

Feng Zuodian

7

Yang Xuandi

The Sports
and Recreational Activities
in
Xanadu City
of Yuan Dynasty
An Examination
of
Education in
Xanadu City
of Yuan Dynasty
Jamal al-Din
and the Astronomical
Observatory
in
Xanadu
City of Yuan
Dynasty
On the Underlying
Causes of the
Fall of Yuan
Dynasty and
Its
Painful
Lessons
On the Role
Played
by
Xanadu City

No.

Titles

Sources

The Historical Status of
Xanadu City
of Yuan Dynasty

“The Symposium on
the
History
of
Mongolia
and
Xanadu City” held
by China Society of
Mongolian History
“The Symposium on
the
History
of
Mongolia
and
Xanadu City” held
by China Society of
Mongolian History
“The Symposium on
the
History
of
Mongolia
and
Xanadu City” held
by China Society of
Mongolian History

Page
Number(s)
1

Remarks
2 pages

2

5 pages

3

10 pages

Journal of Inner
Mongolia Normal
University (Vol.4,
2000)

4

10 pages

“The Symposium on
the
History
of
Mongolia
and
Xanadu City” held
by China Society of
Mongolian History

5

2 pages

“The Symposium on
the
History
of
Mongolia
and
Xanadu City” held
by China Society of
Mongolian History

6

9 pages

Journal of Radio &
Television University (Vol.2, 1998)

7

3 pages
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Authors or
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8

Wang
Dafang, Wei Jian
and
Chen
Yongzhi

9

Wang
Dafang, Wei Jian
and
Chen
Yongzhi

10

Wang
Dafang, Wei Jian
and
Chen
Yongzhi

Titles
in the Fighting for the
Throne
in
Yuan
Dynasty
The
First
Discovery of
Site of Imperial
Sacrifice and
Huge Human
Statues
around Site
of Xanadu
City
Site
of
Mongolian
Imperial
Sacrifice and
Huge Human
Statues
of
Yuan
Dynasty
Unearthed
The
First
Discovery of
Site
of
Mongolian
Imperial
Sacrifice in
Inner Mongolia
Autonomous
Region

Page
Number(s)

Remarks

Xilingol
League
Daily
(December
12, 1992)

8

1 page

Inner
Mongolia
Daily
(December
15, 1992)

9

1 page

China Cultural Relics (February 28,
1993)

10

1 page

Sources
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1

Wei Jian Xanadu City of Yuan Dy- Doctoral
nasty
Dissertation

2

Wei Jian Lecture Notes on the Archaeology in Ejin-gol and
Wooden Slips of Han Dynasty Unearthed in Eznee Qi
Wei Jian Lectures Notes on the Archaeological Study of Site of
Xanadu City
Wei Jian PPT of the Archaeological
Study of Site of Xanadu
City

3

4
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Page
Number(s)

Remarks

Lecture
Notes

1

Bound
and Deposited
in the File
Bag
6 pages

Lecture
Notes

2

2 pages

PPT
of
Lecture
Notes

Electronic
Text
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1

2

Responsible
Units
The People’s
Government
of Zhenglan
Qi

Titles

Dates

The Notice on Strengthening the Work on Protecting and Managing
Cultural Relics in Zhenglan Qi
Administration The Administrative Rules
of
Culture, Governing the Protection
Radio, Televi- of Site of Xanadu City
sion,
and
Sports
of
Zhenglan Qi
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June
30,
1993

May
5,
1994

Page
Remarks
Number(s)
1
Mongolian
and Chinese
Version Respectively
2
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No.
1

2

3

Responsible
Units

Page
Remarks
Number(s)
A Chronology of Major 1251-1358
1
Events in Xanadu City
of
Yuan
Dynasty
(1251-1358)
A Chronology of Major 1360-1941
2
Events after the Destruction of Xanadu City
of
Yuan
Dynasty
(1360-1941)
A Chronology of Major 1964-2004
3
Events concerning Site
of Xanadu City (1964July, 2004)
Titles

Dates
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8

9

Document
Numbers
No.
8
[1998]
of
the People’s
Government
of Zhenglan
Qi

The Issuing
Departments
The People’s
Government
of Zhenglan
Qi

Page
Remarks
Number(s)
The Report March
8
4 pages
on
Streng- 3,
thening the 1998
Work
on
Protecting
Site
of
Xanadu City
of Yuan Dynasty
The Adminis- The Official June
9
7 pages
trative Office Letter con- 27,
of
Xilingol cerning the 2003
League
Scope
of
Protection of
Site
of
Xanadu City
and Huizong
Temple
Titles
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1

Document
Numbers
No. 7 [1986]
of
Department of Culture of Xilingol League

The Issuing
Departments
Department of
Culture
of
Xilingol
League

2

No.5 [1988] the
State
of the State Council
Council

3

No.
28 The People’s
[1991] of the Government of
People’s
Zhenglan Qi
Government
of Zhenglan
Qi

4

No.12
the
General Office of the
People’s
Government
of
Inner
Mongolia
Autonomous
Region
No.
32
[1993] of the
People’s
Government
of Zhenglan
Qi
No.
20
[1994] of the
Committee
Office of the
People’s
Government
of Zhenglan

5

6

Titles

Dates

The Report on the
Meeting Minutes
concerning
the
Protection of Site
of Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
The Circular on
the
National
Priority Cultural
Relics Protection
Sites (the Third
Batch) Issued by
the State Council
The Notice on
Printing and Issuing the Administrative Measures
for the Protection
of Cultural Relics
in Zhenglan Qi
The Meeting Minutes concerning
the Protection of
Site of Xanadu
City of Yuan Dynasty by Xilingol
League

July
25,
1986

Page
Number(s)
1

Remarks
7 pages

January
13,
1988

2

22 pages

Marc
h 5,
1991

3

7 pages

April
22,
1993

4

3 pages

The People’s Decisions
on June
Government of Strengthening the 29,
Zhenglan Qi
Protection of Site 1993
of Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty

5

2 pages

The CPC Of- The Meeting Mi- April
fice of Zhen- nutes concerning 22,
glan Qi
the Migration of 1994
People
Living
within Site of
Xanadu City and
Other Matters

6

3 pages

General Office
of the People’s
Government of
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region
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Document
Numbers
Qi
No.
49
[1997] of the
Department
of Culture of
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region

The Issuing
Departments
The Department of Public
Security and
the
Department of Culture of Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region

Titles

Dates

The Notice on
Printing and Issuing the Announcement about
Strengthening the
Protection Work
on Cultural Relics
in Site of Xanadu
City of Yuan Dynasty

Novemb
er 3,
1997
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Number(s)

Remarks

7

5 pages
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No.
17

18

CD-ROM
Titles
Numbers
17
The
Archives
of Site
of
Xanadu
City
18
The
Archives
of Site
of
Xanadu
City

Dates of
State of
Types
Formation
Storage
October,
Data Sealed
2005

October,
2005
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Period of
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For con- Permanent
sulting
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.

CD-ROM
Numbers

1

01

2

02

3

03

4

04

5

05

6

06

7

07

8

08

9

09

Titles
Spectacular
Xanadu
City
and
Colorful
Zhenglan Qi
Spectacular
Xanadu
City
and
Colorful
Zhenglan Qi
Mongolian
Gallant Heroes
in Yuan Dynasty
(in Chinese and
English)
Mongolian
Gallant Heroes
in Yuan Dynasty
(in Chinese and
English)
Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
(in Chinese and
English)
Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
(in Chinese and
English)
Looking for the
Ancient History
of Xanadu City
(Made by Hong
Kong Phoenix
Cable TV)
Looking for the
Ancient History
of Xanadu City
(Made by Hong
Kong Phoenix
Cable TV)
Photos of Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty

Dates of
Formation

Types

State of
Storage

Period of
Retention

Video

Sealed

Video

For Con- Permasulting
nent

July, 2003

Video

Sealed

July, 2003

Video

For Con- Permasulting
nent

June, 2002

Video

Sealed

June, 2002

Video

For Con- Permasulting
nent

Video

Sealed

Video

For Con- Permasulting
nent

Photo

Sealed
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Permanent

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent
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s
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CD-ROM
Numbers

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

13

14

14

15

15

16

16

Titles

Dates of
Formation

(I: 1-33)
Photos
of
Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
(I: 1-33)
Photos of Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
City (II: 23-44)
Photos of Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
(II: 23-44)
The Map of
Xanadu City of
Yuan Dynasty
(1)
The Map of
Xanadu City of
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D. 2-2 Site of Xanadu City2 (Finished in the 1950s, Extracts)
Site of Xanadu City was 27.5 kilometers away from Huangqidayingzi, the location of Zhenglan Qi People’s Committee, Xilingol League, one kilometer north of Xandii Gool and four kilometers south of Wuyi Breeding Farm. Xanadu City was studded with relics of palaces, pavilions,
and temples, so local dwellers called it Chao Naiman Sume Khotan, meaning “108 temples” in
Chinese.
Xanadu City was a triple city: Palace City in the center, Imperial City enclosing Palace City,
and Outer City surrounding Imperial City on the west and north. Outside Outer City, there were
neighbourhoods and moats, which were 40 miles away from Xanadu City according to historical
records. Xandii Gool was one kilometer south of Xanadu City. As the upper reach of Luanhe River,
Xandii Gool was also called Shandian River. Flowing from east to west, it looked like a strip. A
group of hills stretched for dozens of kilometers from Xanadu City and the southern part of Xandii
Gool. At the top of some hills, Oboo style piers were constructed, which ought to be the relics of
defensive works of Xanadu City.
Xanadu City included Palace City, Imperial City, and Outer City. Roughly square-shaped,
Xanadu City was 2,050 meters from east to west and 2,115 meters from north to south, a little different from the historical record that Palace City was 500 meters from east to west and Imperial
City 1,000 meters from east to west. Palace City possessed the largest number of buildings and
relics, Imperial City less, and Outer City least. Although the relics of important buildings like palaces, temples, city walls, and city gates had been dilapidated, the original layout of Xanadu City
was still discernable (Picture 1).
Palace City was the main part of Xanadu City and located to the southeast of Outer City and
in the north of the central Imperial City. Roughly rectangle-shaped, Palace City was 480 meters
from east to west and 540 meters from north to south. Each city gate was erected in the middle of
the eastern, the southern, and the western walls. The city walls were 6-7 meters thick and 5-7 meters high and constructed with long earthen bricks.
……
At the breaches of city gates, there were stone columns, bricks, and tiles, representing the
magnificence of the original buildings.

Picture 1 Map of Xanadu City (Scale 1: 15000)
外城

Imperial City

内城

Palace City

外苑城

Outer City

2

Zhang Yu, “Site of Xanadu City.” Firstly published in Collections of Cultural Relics of Inner
Mongolia. Hohhot: Inner Mongolia People’s Publishing House, 1964.
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D. 2-3 Report on the Investigation of Xanadu City3 (Finished in 1977,
Extracts)
Xanadu City, the auxiliary capital of Yuan Dynasty, was a city of great political, economic,
military and cultural importance at that time. Commenting on Xanadu City, historical record said,
“Longgang Hill curls along the north of the city and Luanhe River traverses the south of it. Surrounded by mountains on four sides, Xanadu City boasts of fresh air and verdant greenery. In the
mountains there are trees and in the rivers fish and salt. All walks of life converge in the city and
husbandry enjoys a high degree of development.” It also mentioned, “Xanadu City borders on the
desert area to the north and Yan-Ji area to the south. The grand and steep mountains stretch thousands of kilometers, towering above the city.”
Site of Xanadu City used to be under the governance of Huan Prefecture in Jin Dynasty
(1115–1234). In the 5th year (1255), Emperor Xianzong of Yuan bestowed the area on Kublai
Khan, who in the next year ordered Liu Bingzhong to choose a site and build a city. Three years
later, the construction was completed, and the city was called Kaiping City, serving as the temporary capital when Kublai Khan ascended the throne in the 1st year of Zhongtong (1260). When
Dadu City was founded, Kaiping City was renamed Xanadu City in the 4th year of Zhongtong
(1263), also called Shangjing City and Luanjing City.
In the 2nd year of Emperor Hongwu of Ming (1369), Kaiping City regained its original name
and in a short time was relegated into the rank of Wei, a lower administrative level. Since the 5th
year of Emperor Xuande of Ming (1430) when Kaiping City was transferred to Dushi, Xanadu
City had been in decline. In Qing Dynasty, Site of Xanadu City had become a pastureland of
Chaher Clan of Zhenglan Qi.
Xanadu City, a well-known historical city, was located on the north bank of Shandian River
(Luanhe River) and 20 kilometers east of present-day Zhenglan Qi Revolutionary Committee.
Local dwellers called it Chao Naiman Sume Khotan in Mongolian, meaning “108 temples” in
Chinese. Now, Site of Xanadu City was well-preserved. Judging from the site, Xanadu City comprised Outer City, Imperial City, Palace City, and Neighbourhoods. (Picture 1).

3

Jia Zhoujie, “Report on the Investigation of Xanadu City.” Firstly published in Cultural Relics.
5 (1977).
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Picture 1 Xanadu City(Scale 1:5000)
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D. 2-4 Report on the Excavation of the Southern Part of Tombs of
Zhenzi Hill in the South of Xanadu City4 (Finished in 1994, Extracts)
During August and September in 1990, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner
Mongolia excavated and cleared the southern part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in the south of Xanadu
City, assisted by the staff of Administration of Cultural Relics of Xilingol League and Administration of Cultural Relics of Duolun County. Thanks to the support and help from Department of
Culture of Inner Mongolia, Duolun County Government and County Committee, Culture Bureau
of Duolun County, and other related bureaus, towns, and villages, the excavation work was finished in a short time. What followed was the report on the excavation.

Part One Geographic Location and Brief Introduction of the Tombs
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was located in Duolun County of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region
and about seven kilometers southeast of Site of Xanadu City. The tombs were joint burials of residents of Xanadu City.
Site of Xanadu City was located in Wuyi Breeding Farm of Zhenglan Qi, Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, with hills to its north and east-west mountain ranges to its south. Shandian
River, the upper reach of Luanhe River, had the name only after entering the territory of Zhenglan
Qi from Guyuan County of Hebei Province, and ran across the south of Xanadu City from west to
east. Fertile and grassy, the alluvial flats on both riversides were nice places for farming and pasturing. The appellation of Shandian River came from the error made in the pronunciation of the
Mongolian word Xandii Gool, meaning “Shang Du He” in Chinese. After flowing into Inner
Mongolia, Shandian River ran from southwest to northeast, turned eastward in the west of the location of Zhenglan Qi government, then turned to the south after passing through Site of Xanadu
City for 10 kilometers, and finally emptied into Weichang County of Hebei Province, where it was
called Luanhe River. In the alluvial lands on both sides of Shandian River, grass and trees grew
luxuriantly, and wild flowers scattered everywhere in summer and autumn. Most wild flowers
were globeflowers that stretched for miles and formed a cluster, so the area was called Xar Tala in
Jin (1115–1234) and Yuan Dynasties. The alluvial lands were 2-3 kilometers wide, with hills to the
north and east-west mountain ranges to the south. About seven kilometers southeast of Site of
Xanadu City stood an isolated hill. Starting from a gentle slope, it became steep at the top and
stopped with a flat peak. Seen from afar, the hill appeared like an anvil, thus got the name Zhenzi
Hill. Zhenzi Hill had a strange shape. The slope was cut by several ditches after rain at the bottom.
With luxuriant grass and quiet environment, the area was used as joint burial grounds for residents
of Xanadu City.
Leaning on the peak of Zhenzi Hill, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill covered an area of about five
square kilometers, in which over 500 tomb yards had been verified. There were also tombs around
the mountains in the south of Site of Xanadu City and near the piedmont around Changchong Ba,
but they were not as dense as those in Zhenzi Hill.
……

Part Four Issues on the Tombs in Southern Part of Zhenzi Hill
1. Joint Burial Grounds of Han People of Xanadu City
4

Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, Administration of Cultural Relics of Xilingol League, Administration of Cultural Relics of Duolun County, “Report on the Excavation of the Southern Part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in the South of Xanadu City.” Collected
Papers of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. Vol.1. Beijing: Encyclopedia of
China Publishing House, 1994.
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Zhenzi Hill, named after its anvil-like shape, was the present name of the hill. In some maps,
it was often mistaken for Hazelnut Hill, which was pronounced the same as Zhenzi in Chinese. It
was hard to tell what the hill was called in Yuan Dynasty. In “Miscellaneous Poems at Luanjing
City,” Yang Yunfu of Yuan Dynasty recorded much information about Xanadu City and the nearby
areas. Beneath one poem, there was a note saying “The Pointed Hill yields mushrooms.” Here, the
Pointed Hill was certain to be a hill around Xanadu City, but the location of the hill remained obscure. Geographically, to the south of Xanadu City was an east-west mountain without obvious
pointed peak (now called Changchong Ba). The piedmont in the south of Xanadu City ought to be
the well-known Southern Slope, where emperors of Yuan Dynasty spent summer. It was certain
that no burial was allowed there. Therefore, the only available burial ground was the hill (now
called Zhenzi Hill), which looked like an iron anvil and had a small and sharp top. In addition, the
area around present-day Zhenzi Hill yielded white mushrooms, so Zhenzi Hill could be identified
as the Pointed Hill mentioned by Yang Yunfu. Besides, names of Han people were found on stone
tablets, brick inscriptions, title deeds for land, and notes on utensils. For example, Ding Yunshi
was inscribed on the tablet of Tomb 10; Hu Zitong on the brick inscription of Tomb 35; and Ma
Zhifu written with black ink at the bottom of a black glazed jar unearthed in Tomb 31. All these
names suggested that the tomb occupants were Han people. The brick in Hu Zitong’s tomb also
had the inscription of “Living in the north of the eastern street of the western gate.” The brick inscription of Tomb 44 said “Liang’s house in the eastern gate of the city.” On the title deed for land
unearthed in Tomb 43, the red inscription said “Living outside Xiaodong Gate of Xanadu City.”
These evidences showed that the tomb occupants were residents of Xanadu City. In 1973, researchers found inscriptions on a stone tower built in the 4th year of Zhizheng (1344), accounting
as follows: “Many people stayed in Luanjing City. In his living days, Zhao Rongfu from Shanggu
lamented that the tomb yards of people’s ancestors had been infested with weeds. To show his respect, he wanted to build a tower with his own money there. However, Zhao Rongfu could not
fulfill his dream in his lifetime. Before he died, he asked his son to continue the project and set up
a statue of Buddha, so that people could worship it while paying visit to their ancestors. In the 4th
year of Zhizheng, his son realized the dream and set up a stone tablet to the north of the tower on
July 1” [Jia Zhoujie, “A Survey Report on Xanadu City.” Cultural Relics. 5 (1977)]. The inscriptions implied that residents of Xanadu City came from different areas of the country and that the
tombs were desolate and infested with weeds.
Han people living in Xanadu City moved there from the inland areas after the city was
founded. They served the royal family and the government, and provided labor force for constructing the Silk Road on Grassland. In 1256, Kublai Khan established Kaiping City and ascended the throne in 1260. In the 4th year of Zhongtong (1263), Kublai Khan renamed Kaiping
City Xanadu City, which was also called Shangjing City and Luanjing City. In the 18th year of
Zhizheng (1358), Red Turban Army occupied Xanadu City, and in 1363 they occupied it again and
destroyed palaces there. The inscriptions found in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill roughly represented the
short history of Yuan Dynasty, but few reign titles were mentioned except Emperor Dade, Emperor Yanyou, Emperor Taiding and Emperor Zhizheng. The latest reign title was mentioned in the
inscription of an incomplete tomb discovered in 1973, which said “Mid-autumn of the Bingshen
year of Emperor Zhizheng,” referring to the 16th year of Zhizheng (1356), only two years before
Red Turban Army occupied Xanadu City. [Jia Zhoujie, “A Survey Report on Xanadu City.” Cultural Relics. 5 (1977)]
2. Burial Form with Local Colors
Compared with other tombs of Yuan Dynasty in Inner Mongolia and other parts of northern
China, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill possessed unique local colors.
Firstly, most tombs had stone tomb yard walls. In the 49 tombs that had been excavated, 44
had stone walls. The walls varied in size and scale due to different social status of tomb occupants.
To foreground the difference among tomb occupants, we roughly divided the walls into three types:
large, medium, and small. For rich families, the tomb yards were very large. Inside the tomb walls,
there were stone tablet, memorial archway, altar, stone stools, stone lions, even brick towers and
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stone houses. However, the tombs of poor families had only small-scale stone walls and there was
no other object on the ground, even without brick inscriptions. Xanadu City was located on Mongolia Plateau, a nice pasture with plentiful water and lush grass. Every year, when emperors came
to Xanadu City to spend the summer, a great mass of livestock were brought to Xanadu City, the
summer pasture, by officials and merchants who escorted the emperors, and seigniors who came
to meet the emperors. In the stone walls of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, no doors or breaches on the four
sides were built so as to prevent the invasion of animals. Tombs surrounded by stone walls could
be found near Zhenzi Hill. For instance, tombs in site of Yingchang Road of present-day Keshiketeng Qi indicated that Han people dwelling in pastures also used the style.
Secondly, in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, two methods were used to bury the dead: cremation and
burial. In northern China, people usually cremated the dead body first, put the ashes into a wooden
box or a porcelain container, and then buried the box or container. Cremation was widely used in
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. In 24 tombs, the ash was put in a small brick-constructed chamber. In 33
tombs, the body was cremated first and buried soon with sand or soil. As the 33 tombs were not
dug in advance, the tomb occupants should be of low social status. The burial form also varied. In
the 15 dead bodies, eight had no coffins. As for the rest seven, the coffins could only hold the bodies and the burial objects were mostly put outside the coffins. It was uncertain if it was because
of the shortage of wood. In Yuan Dynasty, burial customs changed from place to place. Cremation
was largely related to Buddhist. Since Han people residing in Xanadu City came from different
places, various burial customs coexisted. Even in the same family, there could be different ways of
burial due to the different religions that the family members believed in. In a tomb, burials of both
ashes and bodies were discovered.
Thirdly, the numbers and locations of tombs in tomb yards varied, because each family had
different amounts of members. To locate the tombs from the ground surface was the hardest thing
during the excavation, as for one thing, sand covered the surface; for another, tombs had either
collapsed or been interred. Only after the topsoil was turned over could we discover the tombs.
The research materials showed that there was no certain pattern of the tombs. The dead bodies
were buried in diverse directions and locations, and the distance between the stone walls also varied, which broke the convention that the tomb was put at the back and the tombstone in the front.
The pattern might be Zhaomu Burial that was popular in local area.
Fourthly, it was popular to put red tomb stones and colored copper coins in tombs. In total,
there were three tombs in which irregular small stones daubed with cinnabar were placed to protect the tombs, Tombs No. 31, No. 32, and No. 33. In some cases, coins were painted red. In other
cases, red, green, blue, and white colors were painted on one coin. The paint was easy to drop off
because it contained little adhesive. The colored coins had not been mentioned in other archaeological reports. They should be the money buried to protect the tombs and belonged to a special
local custom.
……

Part Five Conclusion
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the existing largest joint burial ground of Yuan Dynasty in Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region. The 49 tombs we excavated this time occupied one eighth of all,
and there were still more than a half to be unearthed. Yuan Dynasty had a history of about 100
years, so did Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. During the 100 years, the burial system of Han people inhabiting in Xanadu City also underwent changes. After the excavation of all or most of the tombs,
we may find some regular patterns of the changes. With the excavation of the tombs with reign
titles, we could set a standard for dividing tombs according to different times. We hoped it would
be realized soon.
……
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D. 2-5 Archaeological Findings and Preliminary Research of Site of
Xanadu City and the Surrounding Areas5 (Finished in 1999, Extracts)
Site of Xanadu City was 18 kilometers east of Dundahaote Town, Zhenglan Qi, Xilingol
League, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. Xanadu City was located in Xar Tala, which stood
to the north of Shandian River (the upper reach of Luanhe River) and possessed plentiful water
and lush grass. Facing Longgang Hill on the north and Luanhe River on the south, Xanadu City
was highly acclaimed in historical records: “Longgang Hill curls along the north of the city and
Luanhe River traverses the south of it. Surrounded by mountains on four sides, Xanadu City
boasts of fresh air and verdant greenery.” In summer and autumn, Shandian River meandered and
globeflowers blossomed. The beautiful scenery of Xanadu City was vividly portrayed by a poet of
Yuan Dynasty: “Cattle and sheep stroll under the setting sun. / Wild grass smells fresh and cheese
tastes sweet” (Saduci, “Five Poems on Shangjing City.” Yanmen Collections, Vol. 6). The construction of Xanadu City was started in 1256 and completed three years later. It was originally
named Kaiping City. In 1260, when Kublai Khan ascended the throne, Kaiping City became the
temporary capital. In the 4th year of Zhongtong (1263), Dadu City (present-day Beijing) was built,
and Kaiping City was renamed Xanadu City, also known as Shangjing City and Luanjing City.
Since then, Xanadu City became the capital of Yuan Dynasty, of equal importance with Dadu City.
As a capital city in grassland, Xanadu City “borders on the desert area in the north and Yan-Ji area
in the south.” In the writings of the well-known Italian traveler Marco Polo, Xanadu City was described in detail. Xanadu City was the first capital of Mongol Empire founded by nomadic people
after they came into power.
As an important capital of Yuan Dynasty, Xanadu City had attracted much attention from
scholars both at home and abroad. In 1937, Japanese scholars Harada Yoshito and Komai Kazuchika of Society for East Asian Archaeology investigated and surveyed the city, then published the
monograph Xanadu City in 1941. In 1977, Jia Zhoujie and his colleagues of Inner Mongolian
Cultural Relics Working Team published “A Survey Report on Xanadu City” after their survey and
investigation. Since the 1990s, with the support of State Administration of Cultural Heritage and
Department of Culture of Inner Mongolia, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner
Mongolia explored and excavated Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, worship sites and the tombs near Yangqun Temple, Tombs of Modot, hall foundations in Palace City of Xanadu City, and some sites in
South Neighbourhood, according to the overall plan. The institute also acquired many valuable
research materials by taking aerial photos and re-surveying Xanadu City. What follows is the report on the archaeological excavation and preliminary research, which is certainly open to criticism from scholars.
……
Archaeological work of Xanadu City and the surrounding areas had been the focus in both
historic and archaeological circles. In recent years, we had carried out the exploratory and preliminary work in the areas, yet, we needed to promote our research and to solve the unsettled problems in our future work. Here, we presented our findings and opinions, hoping to promote the research on Xanadu City and do some preliminary work for the exploitation of Xanadu City.

5

Wei Jian, “Archaeological Findings and Preliminary Research of Site of Xanadu City and the
Surrounding Areas.” Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. 2 (1999).
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D. 2-6 A Brief Report on the Excavation of the Western Part of Tombs
of Zhenzi Hill in the Southeast of Site of Xanadu City6 (Finished in
2001, Extracts)
Site of Xanadu City was located in Zhenglan Qi, Xilingol League, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, and on the north of Shandian River, the upper reach of Luanhe River. As a capital
city in the grassland of northern China, Xanadu City was built in 1256 by Kublai Khan and originally called Kaiping City. In 1260, when Kublai Khan ascended the throne, Kaiping City became
the temporary capital. After Dadu City had been founded in 1264, Kaiping City was renamed Xanadu City, also known as Shangjing City and Luanjing City, where emperors of Yuan Dynasty
spent summer.
During August and September in 1990, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner
Mongolia excavated 49 tomb yards in the southeastern part of Zhenzi Hill that was in the southeast of Xanadu City (Li Yiyou, “Report on the Excavation of the Southern Part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in the South of Xanadu City.” Collected Papers of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner
Mongolia. Vol. 1. Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, 1994). In August 1998, the
institute carried out a small-scale clearing of the western part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. During
July and August in 1999, the institute, together with Department of Archaeology of Jilin University, excavated the tombs again. What follows was the report on the excavations in 1998 and 1999.

Part One Location and Distribution of the Tombs
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was situated in the northwest of Duolun County and nine kilometers
northwest of Site of Xanadu City. With hills on the north and Xar Tala on the south, Xanadu City
was traversed by Shandian River that meandered from west to east. Zhenzi Hill stood to the south
of Xar Tala, with the peak flat, the upper half steep, and the lower half gentle. The tombs, around
the main hill, spread in different directions. The western part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was 3,000
meters from east to west and 2,000 meters from north to south. In the area, hundreds of tombs assembled. In 1998 and 1999, 33 tomb yards and 73 tombs had been cleared and excavated.

……
Part Four Conclusion
Section One
In the surrounding areas of Xanadu City, such as Woniu Hill, Modot, and Yangqun Temple,
tombs of Yuan Dynasty were also found. [See Wei Jian, “Archaeological Findings and Preliminary
Research of Site of Xanadu City and the Surrounding Areas.” Cultural Relics and Archaeology of
Inner Mongolia. 2 (1994); Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, “On
Worship Sites and Tombs of Yuan Dynasty around Yangqun Temple of Zhenglan Qi.” Collected
Papers of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. Vol.1. Beijing: Encyclopedia of
China Publishing House, 1994)] Among them, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the nearest to Site of
Xanadu City. The inscriptions and notes on stone tablets, bricks, and various utensils were all
written in Han characters, and some clearly recorded the names, addresses, and burial time of the
tomb occupants. In addition, the structures of tombs, the burial wares, and burial customs displayed characteristics of Central Plain culture. The western part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, therefore,
was the burial ground of Han people.
6

Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, Department of Archaeology of
Jilin University, “A Brief Report on the Excavation of the Western Part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in
the Southeast of Site of Xanadu City.” Firstly published in Cultural Relics. 9 (2001).
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Regarding the burial time of the tombs, it must be in Yuan Dynasty, judging from the records
with reign titles, Dade coins and Dayuan coins unearthed in tombs, and the unearthed porcelain
wares.
According to historical records, the construction of Xanadu City started in 1256. With the
constant re-construction and expansion of Xanadu City, large numbers of Han people moved there
from the inland areas. In the last years of Yuan Dynasty, Red Turban Army occupied Xanadu City
and burned palaces twice (in 1358 and 1363). At last, Xanadu City was destroyed. In the 100 years,
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill saw the rise and fall of Xanadu City.
Section Two Burial Forms and Customs
Located on the northern grassland, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill displayed many local features.
Firstly, stone-enclosed tomb yard was popular in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. The tomb yard
marked the territory of family tombs (One tomb yard stood for the area of the joint burial of a
family), prevented outer invasion, and represented the property owned by the tomb occupant during his lifetime. The stone-constructed walls could also been found in other tombs near Xanadu
City, but they were less in number and smaller in scale compared with these in Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill. [See Wei Jian, “Archaeological Findings and Preliminary Research of Site of Xanadu City
and the Surrounding Areas.” Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. 2 (1994); Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, “On Worship Sites and Tombs of Yuan
Dynasty around Yangqun Temple of Zhenglan Qi.” Collected Papers of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia. Vol.1. Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, 1994)]
Secondly, all large-scale and complicated tomb yards and tombs contained a wide variety of
and a large quantity of burial objects. Medium-sized tombs often included two bottles (or two jars)
and one incense burner, and some coins. In small-sized tombs with one tomb yard and one chamber, there were few burial objects. In some cases, no porcelain ware was unearthed in tomb yards
with outer and inner walls and tombs with two or more chambers. In the three tomb yards with
outer and inner walls which had been cleared (16 in total), only two tombs contained coins and
one silver box.
Thirdly, in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, ash burial and body burial coexisted, which was caused by
different religious beliefs. In general, ash burial was mostly used by Buddhists as Buddhism was
popular in Xanadu City. In some cases, two burial forms could be found in one tomb yard, which
suggested that, in Yuan Dynasty, family members in one family could believe in different religions.
In the 73 tombs excavated in the western part of Zhenzi Hill, 37 tombs contained burial objects and 29 tombs included porcelain wares that were regular in arrangement, for example, two
jars plus an incense burner, two bottles plus an incense burner, or two bottles plus a jar and an incense burner. In the nine incense burners unearthed, most were glazed and ceramic, with only one
misty blue. In those tombs without incense burners, the burial objects usually contained two jars
plus a bowl, two bottles plus a cup, and two jars plus one bottle, and some contained two bottles or
two jars. Bottles and jars mostly appeared in pair, with similar size and shape.
In the 73 tombs, 22 were ash burial and 51 were body burial. In the former, 19 contained
porcelain wares. In the latter, only 18 contained burial objects and 10 contained porcelain wares.
As a rule, porcelain wares were contained in all ash burial tombs with burial objects, but they
could not be found in one half body burial tombs with burial objects.
Most porcelain wares unearthed in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill were used as burial objects. Some,
in particular, were irregular in shape and coarse in quality, and should be made in local kilns.
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Section Three People of Different Races Buried in the Same Tomb Yard
In No. 16 Tomb Yard (a tomb yard with outer and inner walls), seven tombs were excavated,
and they were vertical pit-tombs with wooden coffins. Except several coins unearthed in one tomb,
no other burial objects were discovered. In the seven tombs, five adults and two juveniles were
buried, and three of the five adults were white people with European feature. The tomb occupants
of the single burial tombs, No. 26 and No. 27, also had European feature (Bones in No. 16 Tomb
Yard had been examined by Professor Zhu Hong of Department of Archaeology of Jilin University). The fact that people of different races were buried in one family tomb yard suggested that the
cultural exchanges between China and the western countries had existed in Yuan Dynasty.
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was by far the largest joint burial ground of Yuan Dynasty in Inner
Mongolia. The excavation of the western part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill provided valuable materials
for further research on the history of Yuan Dynasty, especially that of Xanadu City.
Participants of the excavation included Hu Yanchun, Lu Jun, Li Xingsheng, Zhang Fan, Zhou
Gaoliang, Zhou Mi, Jin Junli, Zhao Mingxing, Sheng Zhihan, Yang Chunwen, Luo Jinming, Xing
Jianjun, Zhang Taiping, and so on. Six undergraduates from Department of Archaeology of Jilin
University also took part in the work. We also would like to express our sincere gratitude to the
government of Duolun County, Culture Bureau of Duolun County, and Zhenglan Qi government,
for their care and support.
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D. 2-7 Report on the Aerial-photography Archaeology in the Southeastern Part of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region7 (Finished in
2002, Contents)
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7

Center of Remote Sensing and Aerial-photography Archaeology, Museum of Chinese History;
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, Report on the Aerial-photography
Archaeology in the Southeastern Part of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. Beijing: Science
Press, 2002.
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D. 2-8 Tombs in the Western Part of Zhenzi Hill in Duolun County8
(Finished in 2008, Extracts)
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was located in Shangduhe Town, Duolun County, Xilingol League, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. The tombs were 18 kilometers southeast of Chengguan Town,
the location of Duolun County Government, and nine kilometers northwest of the famous Site of
Xanadu City (Picture 1). By far, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the largest joint burial ground of residents of Yuan Dynasty among the tombs discovered around Xanadu City. Leaning on the main
peak of Zhenzi Hill, the dense tombs were distributed along the gentle slopes in the four piedmonts of Zhenzi Hill, occupying an area of about 20 square kilometers. Including the single burial
tombs, there were about 1500 tombs in total (Color Illustration 182). There were also a small
number of tombs discovered in the hills south to Xanadu City and at the foot of Nanping Hill adjacent to Zhenzi Hill. In 1973, Jia Zhoujie of Inner Mongolia University and his colleagues investigated Tombs of Zhenzi Hill while surveying Xanadu City. In 1990, Institute of Cultural Relics
and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia excavated the tombs in the southern part of Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill and discovered 44 tombs yards and 96 tombs (Color Illustration 183; 184, 1). Since 1992, the
institute had carried out large-scale investigations, mappings, and salvaging excavations of the
tombs and sacrifice sites in Xanadu City and the surrounding areas, accomplishing a lot in this
field. From 1998 to 2000, the institute excavated and cleared the robbed tombs in the western part
of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, discovering 48 tombs yards (Numbered DZXMYl to DZXMY48) and
102 tombs (Numbered DZXM1 to DZXMl02, Appendix 1: Color Illustration 184, 2; Color Illustration 185). The brief report on the excavations in 1998 and 1999 had been published. In this
report, we would publish all the materials of the excavations of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in the three
years. Any former publications that contradicted this report would be subject to it.

Picture 1 Location of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill
元上都 Xanadu City

砧子山

Zhenzi Hill

多伦县

Duolun County

Part One Geographic Environment
Zhenzi Hill was located in the southeast of Site of Xanadu City. With the height above sea
level of 1,360-1,400 meters, Zhenzi Hill could be clearly seen from Xanadu City. Longer in
north-south and shorter in east-west, the hill had a sole peak and extended roughly northwest-southeast. The top of the hill was gentle, with the upper part precipitous and the lower part
gentle. Looking like an anvil (Zhen Zi in Chinese) used to cast irons, the hill obtained the name
8

Wei Jian and Li Xingsheng, “Tombs in the Western Part of Zhenzi Hill in Duolun County.”
Firstly published in Wei Jian, Xanadu City of Yuan Dynasty. Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, 2008.
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Zhenzi Hill.
Tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill bordered on Zhenzi Hill in the east and extended
westward from the piedmont to the west slope. To the north of the tombs was the wide Shandian
River and to the south was the northwest-southeast Ji (Jining)-Duo (Duolun) highway. The tombs
were distributed in an area of 3,000 meters long from east to west and 2,000 meters wide from
north to south. On the grounds of the tombs, there were several east-west gullies made by water
flowing down from the hillside. In the tomb yards, it was quiet and the vegetation was well preserved. The grounds were covered by dust-colored soil of 1-2 meters thick, and beneath the
grounds was yellow sandy soil with hard texture.
Located in the beautiful Xar Tala, Xanadu City stood north to Shandian River which came
from the error made in the pronunciation of the Mongolian word Xandii Gool (meaning “Shang
Du He” in Chinese) and belonged to the upper reach of Luanhe River. Originating in Guyuan
County of Hebei Province, Luanhe River flew from southwest to northeast after entering the territory of Zhenglan Qi. Then with many small rivers, it ran across the south of Xanadu City and
reached Duolun County after flowing from east to southeast. Joining several big rivers, it finally
reached Weichang County of Hebei Province, where it was called Luanhe River. Xanadu City was
surrounded by hills on the four sides, and Xar Tala was endowed with attractive scenery along
Shandian River. When globeflowers blossomed in summer, Xar Tala was imbued with golden color and fascinating fragrance. With pleasant climate, Xanadu City had been a wonderful summer
resort. In the 6th year of his reign (1256), Möngke Khan, Emperor Xianzong of Yuan, assigned his
younger brother Kublai Khan to garrison Xar Tala. Kublai Khan ordered a Chinese official Liu
Bingzhong to choose a site and build a city in east Huanzhou City and north Luanhe River. Three
years later, the city was founded and named Kaiping City. When Kublai Khan ascended the throne
in the 1st year of Zhongtong (1260), Kaiping City served as the temporary capital. In the 4th year
of Zhongtong (1263), Kaiping City was upgraded to the Upper Capital and became the capital of
Yuan Dynasty. In the 5th year of Zhongtong (1264), Yanjing City was changed to Zhongdu City.
When Dadu City was founded in the 4th year of Zhiyuan (1267), the political system of “Two
Capitals” was established, with Dadu City as official capital and Xanadu City as Summer Capital.
Starting from Kublai Khan, emperors of Yuan Dynasty all followed the institution of “Inspection
Tour of Two Capitals.” Each year, from the 4th to the 9th lunar months, emperors often spent
summer and managed state affairs in Xanadu City. Since its foundation, many citizens, craftsmen,
and businessmen immigrated to Xanadu City from the country. After they died, they were buried
around Xanadu City. Among the burial grounds, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the largest joint burial
ground in the history of Xanadu City.

Part Two General Introduction to the Tombs
Tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill were slightly distributed northwest-southeast as
Zhenzi Hill extended in the same direction. In the western part, there were dense tombs and most
tombs had stone yard walls. As the salvaging excavation and clearing work were only carried out
among the tombs which were robbed and distributed in mass, the tomb yards and tombs marked in
the ichnography did not include the unexcavated ones. Most walls of tomb yards were under good
condition, except those with obvious grooves in the surface caused by local people who had
gouged some stones from the walls in recent years. The distances between tomb yards or between
tombs without tomb yards varied greatly, with the shortest of five meters and the longest of over
100 meters in the marginal areas. In the tomb yards, the directions of tombs roughly coincided
with these of the tomb yards, most in northeast and few in north or northwest, with the angle
ranging from 25 to 345 degrees, or 40 degrees in some tomb yards.
In the 102 tombs that had been excavated, 84 tombs were located in 48 tomb yards and 18
tombs did not have tomb yards on the ground. Except a knife-handle-like tomb yard (DZXMY43),
the tomb yards can be classified into three types: tomb yard with one wall, tomb yard with one or
two east-west walls built in the southern part, and tomb yard with outer and inner walls. The walls
of tomb yards were regular in shape and constructed with natural stones which were not laid on
slurry. Except few tomb yards with one or two east-west walls and with outer and inner walls,
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most tombs yards (about two thirds) had doorways in the southern walls, which were usually two
meters wide, with the narrowest one meter and the widest 3.5 meters. The walls of tomb yard were
0.5-1 meter wide and 0.4-1.2 meters high. In the tomb yards, the tombs were all distributed in the
northern or inner parts. In most cases, one tomb yard contained one tomb, and tomb yards with
more tombs were rare. As for the latter, one tomb yard usually contained 2-3 tombs, at most seven
tombs (in DZXMYl and DZXMYl6, Picture 2).

Picture 2

Ichnography of Tombs in the Western Part of Zhenzi Hill

In the 102 tombs, most were vertical pit-tombs and two tombs had tomb passages (DZXM8,
DZXM64). There were 92 vertical pit-tombs, seven brick-chamber tombs, one
brick-stone-chamber tomb, one stone-chamber tomb, and one tomb with wooden outer coffin.
In the 92 vertical pit-tombs, there were 75 rectangular tombs, nine long trapezoidal tombs,
four square tombs, one tomb in irregular form (DZXM47), one Tu-shaped tomb (凸, DZXMl3),
one tomb with the upper round and the below square (DZXM74), and one tomb with a chamber
beside the tomb passage (DZXM83). The four square tombs were ash burial tombs, and five tombs
had two-layer podiums built with immature soil. Most vertical pit-tombs had straight walls, and 12
tombs became narrower from the top to the bottom. Judging from the well-preserved tombs, the
entrances of 15 tombs were marked by natural stones, and the mark of the tomb DZXM61 was
T-shaped. In addition, stones or brick frameworks were built on the ground of seven tombs, and
only 15 tombs were well-preserved due to the early robbery and recent excavations.
In the 102 tombs, 64 were body burial tombs and 38 were ash burial tombs. In the 64 tombs,
wooden coffins were used as burial ware, except DZXMl7 that used slate. The wooden coffins
were of various shapes. Most coffins were long trapezoid in shape with wide heads and narrow
ends, and the rest were rectangle in shape. In the 46 tombs whose burial form could be judged, 41
bodies lay on the back with stretched limb, two bodies lay on the back with curved limb, two bodies lay on stomach with stretched limb, and one body lay on stomach with curved limb. Most
bodies were placed in the heads (north) of the coffins and few in the ends (south), most facing the
west and few facing upward or the east. In ash burial tombs, the ashes were often put in rectangular or square wooden cinerary caskets. In tombs without cinerary caskets, the ashes were put on
the corpus container (DZXM11, DZXM12) or in stone boxes (DZXM49). Most tombs were single
burial tombs, with eight joint burials in different pits (DZXMl, DZXM5, DZXM8, DZXM64,
DZXM66, DZXM67, DZXM69, and DZXM73) and nine joint burials in the same pits (DZXM 70,
DZXM 77, and DZXM 96, etc).
In the 58 tombs suitable for bone identification, there were 64 skeletons in total, including 31
males, 26 females, and seven children. Excluding children, the oldest were 45-50 years old, and
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the youngest were 17-19 years old, with the average age of 28-33. In the 64 skeletons, five had
European blood.
In the 102 tombs, 59 contained burial objects and 43 contained no burial objects because of
the early robbery and recent excavation. In the excavations from 1998 to 2000, 1,963 burial objects were discovered. The number of burial objects varied greatly in different tombs, ranging
from the most 237 (DZXM23) to the least only one. The burial objects were dominated by coins,
amounting to 1,657 pieces. The coins were distributed at the bottom of the tombs, coffins (cinerary
caskets), or in the soil filling the tombs. At the bottom of 11 tombs, coins daubed with cinnabar
were discovered (Appendix 2). In the 125 porcelain wares, most were narrow-mouthed vases,
some were Mei porcelain, jar, and bowl, and few were two-eared vases with small mouth,
four-eared vases with small mouth, calyx, and lids. The burial objects also included 13 glazed ceramic incense burners, 21 iron ornaments, and a small number of bronze wares, golden wares, silver wares, bone wares, pearl wares, wooden wares, stones wares, colored stones, lacquer wares,
ceramics, glass wares, building materials, wool fabrics, leathers, birch bark, etc. With other 135
burial objects of iron coffin hoops, coffin nails, and coffin rings, these burial objects would be
discussed in the “Burial Objects” part.

Part Three

Tomb Yards, Form of Tombs, and Burial Objects
……

Part Four

Conclusion

Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the largest burial ground of Yuan Dynasty discovered in Inner
Mongolia. In tomb forms, burial wares, and burial customs, it displayed distinct cultural features
and provided valuable materials for the study of the social life of Yuan Dynasty.
(1) Form of Tomb Yards
In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, the tomb yards were of diverse forms: with one wall (most), with
one east-west wall (few), with two east-west walls, outer and inner walls, and with knife-handle
shape (least).
Tomb Yard with One Wall: 29 in total, 60% of all tomb yards (48). This kind of tomb yard
was often small in size. The smallest one was 5.4×4 meters (DZXMY12) and the largest one was
32×16 meters (DZXMY27). Most tomb yards were vertical rectangle in shape and few were
square (DZXMY30, DZXMY33, and DZXMY39). Twenty-four tomb yards contained one tomb,
occupying 80% of all the tomb yards of this kind. The rest contained 2-4 tombs, at most 7 tombs
(DZXMY1). The tombs were all vertical pit-tombs.
Tomb Yard with One East-west Wall: 11 in total, 20% of all tomb yards (48). This kind of
tomb yard was a bit larger in size. An east-west wall was built in the site 3.2-16.8 meters north of
the southern wall of the tomb yard, dividing the tomb yard into the southern and northern parts.
The doors of the two parts were roughly located in the same central axis. The smallest one was
23×18.2 meters (DZXMY34) and the largest one was 61.4×33 meters (DZXMY23). Most tomb
yards contained more than two tombs, and few contained one brick-chamber tomb or
brick-stone-chamber tomb.
Tomb Yard with Two East-west Walls: three in total (DZXMY3, DZXMY4, and DZXMY40).
This kind of tomb yard was the largest in size, over 60 meters long and over 30 meters wide. The
tombs were constructed with stones or had a brick-constructed top like an arch. Two east-west
walls were built in southern part of the tomb yard, dividing it into the southern, middle, and northern parts, and the doors of the three parts were roughly located in the same central axis.
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Tomb Yard with Outer and Inner Walls: four in total (DZXMY9, DZXMYl4, DZXMYl6, and
DZXMY41). This kind of tomb yards were Hui-shaped (回) and small in size. The smallest one
was 15.5×14.8 meters (DZXMYl4) and the largest one was 20×18.5 meters (DZXMYl6). DZXMY41 contained one tomb, DZXMY9 three tombs, DZXMYl4 six, and DZXMYl6 seven.
Knife-handle-like Tomb Yard: One in total (DZXMY43). It looked like the handle of a knife.
The northern area was smaller and the southern larger. No doorway was found in the tomb yard. It
was created by constructing a tomb yard outside the northern wall of the tomb yard with one wall.
In the tomb yards, except DZXMY43 that contained tombs in both the southern and northern
parts, the tombs were distributed in the northern or inner parts of the tomb yards, and there were
neither tombs nor building relics in other parts. Judging from the tomb structure and burial object,
in the tomb yards with one or two east-west walls, the tombs were of high standard and contained
rich burial objects, and tombs in other tomb yards were of low standard. The difference in the
structures of tomb yards and tombs reflected the social status of the tomb occupants.
(2) Form of Tombs
In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, the tombs belonged to six forms: vertical pit-tomb, large
brick-chamber tomb, small brick-chamber tomb, tomb with a chamber beside the tomb passage,
Tu-shaped (凸) tomb, and tomb with slate base.
Vertical Pit-tomb: 92 in total, the most in number. There were 75 rectangular tombs, nine
long trapezoidal tombs with wide head (north) and narrow end (south), four square tombs, one
tomb in irregular form, one tomb with the upper round and the below square, one tomb with a
chamber beside the tomb passage, and one Tu-shaped (凸) tomb. All the square tombs were ash
burial tombs. The tomb in irregular form and the tomb with the upper round and the below square
were caused by early robbery. Five tombs had two-layer podiums built with immature soil, including four rectangular tombs and one square tomb. Only DZXM83 had a chamber beside the
tomb passage, which consisted of a vertical chamber and a side chamber. The former was in the
east, and the latter was in the west and was dug in the site 0.2 meter away from the bottom of the
tomb. The surface of the side chamber was irregular in shape, with a flat bottom and an arched top.
One wooden cinerary casket was placed in both the vertical chamber and the side chamber. The
Tu-shaped tomb (DZXMl3) was a vertical pit-tomb. In the eastern chamber was a rectangular pit.
Another rectangular chamber was built in the middle of the western wall of the chamber. In the
eastern chamber, there was a stone outer coffin containing a wooden cinerary casket. In the western chamber, there was also a wooden cinerary casket. The Tu-shaped tomb was formed by two
burials. At first, the eastern chamber was built, and later, the western chamber was built beside it.
There were 18 tombs without tomb yards. Among them, the entrances of DZXM20, DZXM90,
DZXM99, DZXM51 (in DZXMY20) were marked by natural stones or grey bricks.
Large Brick-chamber Tomb: four in total (DZXM8, DZXM11, DZXM12, and DZXM64).
This kind of tomb had one or two east-west walls and was large in size. It was composed of coffin
pit, chamber, door, corridor, and passage. In the ash burial tombs (DZXM11, DZXM12), there
were corpse container in the northern part. DZXM8 and DZXM64 were joint burial tombs of two
couples. There were mural paintings in the walls and the tops. In the southern part of DZXM8,
there was a sacrifice site.
Small Brick-chamber Tomb: five in total (DZXMl0, DZXM28, DZXM29, DZXM76, and
DZXM77). This kind of tomb had one or two east-west walls and was small in size. It was composed of coffin pit and chambers. Close to the four sides of the coffin pit was a pile of bricks or
stones. DZXM28, DZXM29, and DZXM76 were ash burial tombs, and DZXM77 was a joint
burial tomb of a couple. DZXMl0 was seriously robbed, only leaving a female body.
Tomb with Slate Outer Coffin: Only one in total (DZXM70). It was a vertical pit-tomb. Outside the outer coffin, two slates of 5-8 centimeters were placed, one at the bottom and one at the
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top. Inside the outer coffin, there were two parallel wooden coffins of a couple.
(3) Sacrifice Sites and Tomb Marks on the Ground
In the 48 tomb yards, sacrifice sites were usually built in the southern or northern parts of the
tombs, some of which, however, could not be found now due to robbery and excavation. Sacrifice
sites were discovered in six tomb yards, south of the tomb passage DZMR in DZXMY2, north of
DZXM36 in DZXMYl4, south of DZXM5l in DZXMY20, north of DZXM57 in DZXMY22, east
of the tomb passage DZXM64 in DZXMY23, and south of DZXM61 of DZXMY24. The sacrifice
sites were constructed with long rectangular grey bricks. The sacrifice sites in DZXMY2,
DZXM20, and DZXMY24 were rectangle-shaped, and these in DZXMYl4, DZXMY22, and
DZXMY23 were square and covered with lime. In DZXM8 and DZXM64, the sacrifice sites were
situated in the entrances of the tomb passages, and others were in the south or north of the entrances. In DZXM42, DZXM43, DZXM45, and ZXM53 in DZXMYl6, rectangular sacrifice sites
were built above the rammed-soil layer and constructed with long rectangular grey bricks, and few
were of four layers painted with white mud and red lacquer, but were severely destroyed. Around
the sacrifice sites, brick or natural stone frameworks were built to place sacrifices.
The grounds of 18 tombs were marked with natural stones, which were equal with or a bit
larger than the entrances. In DZXM58 of DZXMY24, the mark was unclear because of the early
robbery, and the marks of DZXM61 in DZXMY24 were T-shaped. The marks of the rest tombs
were rectangle-shaped. The marks could be roughly divided into two types. The first one was natural stones laid on the ground, such as DZXM79 in DZXMY37, DZXM84 in DZXMY41,
DZXM94 in DZXMY48, DZXM75, DZXM97, and DZXM98. The second one was natural stones
which were not laid on slurry, and the height was generally 0.3-0.4 meter, with the highest of 0.5
meter, such as DZXMl and DZXM6 in DZXMYl; DZXM42, DZXM43, DZXM44, DZXM45,
DZXM53, DZXM54, and DZXM55 in DZXMYl6; and DZXM58, DZXM60, and DZXM61 in
DZXMY24.
(4) Burial Wares
Burial wares mainly included wooden coffins, wooden cinerary caskets, wooden outer coffins,
and stone boxes.
Wooden Coffins: they were usually used to contain dead bodies. Most were destroyed due to
robbery, and only few remained intact. They could be roughly divided into three types.
Type A: very common in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. Taking the coffin of DZXMlB as an example.
It was a long trapezoid with wide head, narrow end, and two sides longer than two ends. Most coffins were fastened by iron nails, some with rabbets and iron nails, and few with iron loops. The
coffin of DZXM58 was fastened by iron loops on the surface and iron protectors at the four corners, and painted with red color in the body and the lid.
Type B: small in number. Rectangle in shape with two sides longer than two ends. Fastened
with iron nails.
Type C: with the most complicated structure. Only found in DZXM8. Taking the coffin of
DZXM8B as an example. It was a long trapezoid with wide head, narrow end, and two sides and
the bottom longer than two ends. Sixteen centimeters high and extrados-like, the lid of the coffin
was a trapezoid with narrow top and wide bottom, and was consolidated with two horizontal
drawstrings in the middle. The coffin was fastened with rabbets and iron nails.
Wooden Cinerary Caskets: severely destroyed because of early robbery and natural erosion.
The well preserved cinerary caskets were larger in size and rectangle in shape, and few were
square in shape. The larger was about 126 centimeters long and about 90 centimeters wide, and the
smaller was only 30 centimeters long and about 22 centimeters wide. Wooden cinerary caskets
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were usually thin and simple. Most were fastened by iron nails, and few by rabbets and iron nails.
The cinerary casket in DZXM86 was fastened by iron loops.
Wooden Outer Coffin: rectangle in shape. Enclosed the wooden coffin. Ten in total (DZXMl0,
DZXMl3, DZXM42, DZXM43, DZXM45, DZXM53, DZXM55, DZXM66, DZXM70, and
DZXM71). Slate coffins were built outside DZ-M13. In DZXM66, the wooden coffin was built
with boards of 0.06 meter thick and included the horizontally rectangular front chamber and the
vertically rectangular back chamber. Except the two angles in the north of the back chamber, the
corners were all fastened with wooden spiles of 0.1×0.06 square meters. A slate was erected on the
four sides of the coffin, and a slate was laid at the bottom and the top of the coffin.
In addition, in DZXM52, stone coffin was built outside the cinerary caskets. In DZXM49,
stone boxes were used as burial wares.
(5) Burial Customs
In the 102 tombs of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, there were 111 dead bodies, including 40 in ash
burial tombs and 71 in body burial tombs. As for the latter, there were 33 males, 26 females, 7
children, and 5 unknown. Body burial tombs occupied about 70% of all the tombs.
All the body burial tombs used wooden coffins as burial wares. In the 46 tombs whose burial
form could be judged, 41 bodies lay on the back with stretched limb, two bodies lay on the back
with curved limb, two bodies lay on stomach with stretched limb, and one body lay on stomach
with curved limb. Most bodies were placed in the heads (north) of the coffins, and few bodies in
the ends (south), such as in DZXM66 and DZXM67 (joint burials in different pits) and DZXM70
(joint burials in the same pit). In DZXM64, the body lay on a pillow stuffed with buckwheat bran.
Judging from DZXM8A in the western slope, the female body was well preserved, and should be
dressed with cotton-padded clothes or wrapped in a cotton quilt when she was encoffined. In
DZXM70, debris of hemp and silk were found on two skeletons, and leathers were found around
the pelvis, which should be the clothes of the tomb occupants.
Ash burial was one notable feature of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and an embodiment of people’s
belief in Buddhism in Xanadu City of Yuan Dynasty.
Coins of various numbers were found in tombs and at the bottom of the pits or wooden coffins (cinerary casket), at most 235 in DZXM23 and only one in DZXM68 and DZXM94. In tombs
around Chengpuzi City (Jingzhou Lu in Yuan Dynasty), the coins were also distributed at the bottom of the tombs or coffins. Therefore, coins were widely used in burials of Yuan Dynasty.
(6) Burial Objects
Dominated by coins, the burial objects included some porcelain wares and iron wares, and a
small number of golden wares, silver wares, glazed ceramics, copper wares, bone wares, lacquer
wares, and building materials.
In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, the location of burial objects was unclear and the arrangement of
them was irregular due to the early robbery and recent excavation. Only 30 tombs remained intact,
and in them, the location and the arrangement of burial objects could be roughly verified.
In body burial tombs, most burial objects were placed above the heads of wooden coffins,
and few below the heads. As for the former, the burial objects were arranged with a bowl and an
incense burner in the middle, and 1-2 black glazed bottles with narrow mouth or black glazed jars
with four ears on two sides. In DZXMl8 of DZXMY8, a black glazed porcelain jar and an iron
linchpin were placed above the head. In the coffins, combs, mirrors, and ornaments were buried.
In general, there were few objects placed below the heads of the coffins, not more than two porcelain wares, and only one in most cases, mostly black glazed porcelain and Mei porcelain. One coin
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was found in the mouth of the body in DZXM70B of DZXMY30.
In ash burial tombs, most burial objects were placed on the south of the wooden cinerary
caskets, and few on the southeast and southwest, at the four corners around the cinerary caskets, or
in the cinerary caskets. Incense burners were in the middle of the southern parts, and black glazed
bottles with narrow mouth were on the east and west sides. The objects at the east and west corners were porcelain vases, black glazed Mei porcelain, narrow-mouthed bottles, two-eared porcelain kettles, without incense burners. At the four corners of the cinerary caskets, the incense burners were mostly in the southeast, and black glazed pots with two ears, Mei porcelain, and black
glazed pots with lids were in the other three corners. Narrow-mouthed bottles and Mei porcelains
were mostly in the cinerary caskets.
Burial objects were same in two tombs with two coffins (DZXM8 of DZXMY2, DZXM70 of
DZXMY30) and a tomb with two cinerary caskets (DZXM83 of DZXMY40). The burial objects
in the outer side were 1-2 more than those in the inner side. In the south side of DZXM8, an incense burner was full of incense ash, indicating that sacrificial activities might be held when the
body was buried.
Besides, a small number of iron linchpins, iron saddles, iron hoops, and iron arrowheads were
unearthed. They were the testimony of the nomadic lifestyle of dwellers in Xanadu City. In four
ash burial tombs, 1-3 stones painted with cinnabar were found, which were used to guard the
tombs.
Section Two Differences between the Tombs in the Western and Southern Parts of Zhenzi
Hill
Tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill were located in the same burial ground with these in
the southern part that were excavated in 1990. In spite of the similarities they shared in terms of
cultural feature and burial form, there were many dissimilarities between them as Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill was distributed in wide areas and was used for a long time, as illustrated in four aspects.
Firstly, the tombs in the southern part were smaller than those in the western part. The tomb
yards in the southern part had one wall, without outer and inner walls or east-west walls. In the
tomb yards, there were no large brick-chamber tombs, brick-chamber tombs, and regular pits,
which could be found in the tombs of the western part.
Secondly, most body burial tombs in the southern part did not have burial wares, while those
in the western part used wooden coffins. In the southern part, some ashes were put in porcelain
and ceramic jars, and others had no containers. Most ash burial tombs were irregular in shape. The
simplest one was an irregular square pit which was constructed with irregular natural stones and
where ashes and few burial objects were placed. In the western part, the ash burial tombs were all
regular in shape. The ashes were placed in wooden cinerary caskets or stone containers, and slate
outer coffins were built outside the cinerary caskets. In DZXMl1 and DZXMl2, the ashes were
placed on the corpses containers of the brick arch-like tombs.
Thirdly, in the 96 tombs of the southern part, 65 were ash burial tombs, occupying 64% of all
the tombs, and 16 tombs were body burial tombs. In the 102 tombs in the western part, 63 were
body burial tombs, occupying 61% of all the tombs, and 39 were ash burial tombs.
Fourthly, in the southern part, stone memorial archways, steles, and title deeds for land were
found. In the western part, large lotus-like stone bases, roofs with wooden surface, stone staircases
were unearthed.
In tombs of the southern and western parts, the differences in burial scale, burial form, and
burial ware could not simply understood as the differences in the social and economic status of the
tomb occupants. Although large tomb yards with one or two east-west walls were not discovered
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in the southern part, the stone memorial archways and the stele with the inscription of “Tomb of
Honorable Mr. Ding” indicated that the owner occupants might be at high social status. Therefore,
the differences of the tombs in the two parts were caused by historical reasons, or burial customs
of the tomb occupants.

Section Three Issues on the Tombs in the Western Part of Zhenzi Hill
In the 102 tombs unearthed in the western part of Zhenzi Hill, only 15 were not robbed. The
rest were all robbed and excavated at different degrees in early time and recent years, which made
it hard to carry out a comprehensive study of them. Even so, the tombs excavated this time provided valuable materials for the study of the social life of residents in Xanadu City. In the following, issues on the tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill would be discussed.
(1) Time and Nationality
The structure of tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill was complicated and diverse.
DZXM8, the large brick-chamber tomb with mural painting, was constructed in the same way
with the tomb with mural painting in Houdesheng of Liangcheng County. In form and structure,
the Type-C wooden coffin of DZXM8 was similar to the wooden coffin unearthed in Jingzhou Lu
of Siziwang Qi; and the Type-A wooden coffin of DZXMlB was similar to the wooden coffins in
Yangqun Temple around Xanadu City.
The unearthed steles and bricks were inscribed with the reign tiles of “the 10th year of Dade,”
“the 7th year of Yanyou,” “the 2nd year of Taiding,” and “Zhizheng.” The latest coins were made
in the reigns of Dade and Dayuan. Therefore, the tombs were built in Yuan Dynasty.
The unearthed burial objects were commonly seen in Yuan Dynasty, and the porcelain wares
were typical in Yuan Dynasty.
The tomb structure and burial object demonstrated that Tombs of Zhenzi Hill was the burial
ground in Yuan Dynasty. It was built and ruined with the rise and fall of Xanadu City.
The burial customs and burial objects in the western part of Zhenzi Hill showed distinct characteristics of Han family in Central Plain. The unearthed steles and bricks unearthed in 1990 and
in the three years of 1998 to 2000 were inscribed with the names of Han people, such as “Tomb of
Honorable Mr. Ding,” “Wu Xianggao,” “Here Rests My Wife Madam Meng,” “Cheng and Yang,”
“Resting Place of My Father He Yuanjin,” “Li Xiaokou,” “Tomb of Li Kou,” “Resting Place of
Huang Delu,” “Liu,” “Lin,” “Chen,” and “Hao.” In the lacquer ware unearthed in DZXM64, it was
recorded that “Dargaq,” “Supervisor-in-Chief of Nankou Lu,” “Imperial Storeroom,” “Official of
Miscellaneous Ware Making.” Judging from these characters, some tomb occupants enjoyed a
high social status and probably were officials of Xanadu City. In addition, some tomb yard contained several tombs, and some tombs were joint burials with sacrifice sites on the ground. Therefore, the tombs in the western part should be the joint burial ground of Han people who lived in
Xanadu City and the surrounding areas.
In tombs in the western part of Zhenzi Hill, the tomb yard structure, burial form, and burial
objects reflected social and economic status of the tomb occupants.
(2) Function of the Tomb Yards
The regular form of tomb yards constituted the main difference between Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill and other tombs of Yuan Dynasty and was the uniqueness of the tombs around Xanadu City.
Regularly-formed tombs were also discovered in Tombs of Woniushi and Tombs of Modot in the
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northwest of Xanadu City, and Tombs of Yisong Oboo in Zhengxiangbai Qi, but they were less
and smaller than in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill.
In general, the tomb yards in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill had three functions.
Firstly, the tomb yards were the houses owned by the tomb occupants in their lifetime. According to the two large-scale excavations of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, the tombs were burial ground
of Han people who moved to Xanadu City from Central Plain and engaged in handicraft and business. In their lifetime, they heaped up wealth, and after death, they were buried in tombs with several parts, learning from the living habit of Han families in Central Plain. For instance, the stele of
“Tomb of Honorable Mr. Ding” unearthed in 1990, the brick epitaph of “Ancestral Tomb” excavated in M44 in the southern part of Zhenzi Hill, the stele of “Gate of Burial and Sacrifice,” and
other Han style building materials discovered in DZXMYl0.
Secondly, the tomb yards linked the clans and families. Among the 48 tomb yards that contained 84 tombs in total, seven tomb yards contained 3-7 tombs each, DZXMYl, DZXMY7,
DZXMY9, DZXMYl2, DZXMYl4, DZXMYl6, and DZXMY24. In seven joint burial tombs
where bone identification had been done, the couples were buried in the same or different pits,
DZXM8 of DZXMY2, DZXM64 of DZXMY23, DZXM66 and DZXM67 of DZXMY28,
DZXM69 and DZXM73 of DZXMY32, DXZM70 of DZXMY30, and DZXM77 and DZXM96 of
DZXMY35. In the tomb yards containing joint burial tombs, there were also tombs of other
family members. In the tomb yard containing only one tomb, the tomb was built on one side,
leaving space for other tombs. In that case, the tombs for the wife or husband and other family
members were reserved in the first burial. The tomb yards were burial ground of clans or families.
Thirdly, the tomb yards could protect the tombs and other buildings on the ground. Among
the tombs of Yuan Dynasty, the tomb yards with high yard walls were only found in Xanadu City.
Xanadu City and the surrounding areas were natural pastures with plenty water and lush grass. In
summer every year, when emperors of Yuan Dynasty spent summer and resolved state affairs in
Xanadu City, many officials, seigniors, and merchants accompanied the emperors and brought
large flocks of livestock to Xanadu City. The livestock were grazed in the surrounding areas of
Xanadu. Therefore, the yard walls were probably built to prevent the livestock from entering the
tombs.
(3) Other Relevant Issues
In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, 58 tombs were suitable for bone identification. In the 64 skeletons
that had been examined, five had European blood, of European origin or of half-European and
half-Mongolian origin, most probably the former. The tombs of people with European blood
shared the same tomb yard with these of the local people. DZXM42, DZXM43, DZXM53 and
other four tombs were all located in DZXMYl6, and there was no difference in tomb structure,
burial customs, and burial objects among them. The Europeans in Xanadu City might be officials
or businessmen, and they married the local people.
A coin was discovered in the mouth of the body unearthed in the west side of DZXM70. Coin
was widely used in the tombs of Han people in Central Plain, such as Tombs of Han people in
Chiping County of Shandong Province, tombs of Qin and Han Dynasties in Shuo County of Shanxi Province, and tombs of Tang Dynasty in Guyuan County of Ningxia Province. Research suggested that the burial customs originated in inland China and spread to the western countries
through the middle and southern passage of the Silk Road. This burial customs of the tombs in
Xanadu City was brought in by the people from Central Plain and inland China.
Body burial and ash burial coexisted in the tombs, with the former more than the latter.
Caused by the different religious belief of the tomb occupants, the two burial forms showed no
difference in tomb form and burial object. In DZXMY7, DZXMYl6, and DZXMY43, there were
both body burial tombs and ash burial tombs due to the family members’ different religious belief.
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In the tombs, the coins were all placed at the bottom of the tombs and wooden coffins, which
was popular in the tombs in the grassland of Inner Mongolia of Jin (1115–1234) and Yuan Dynasties. In some tombs, there were coins painted red and stones painted red or green. Li Yiyou believed that the coins painted red were burial coins and the stones painted green were safeguard
stones in his research of the tombs in the southern part of Zhenzi Hill. The tombs with red coins
and green stones had not been found in other areas, and were unique in Xanadu City
A golden spring coin inscribed with “Tian Xia Tai Ping” was discovered in the west side of
the wooden coffin in DZKM8. Copper spring coins with “Tian Xia Tai Ping” and golden ones with
“Zhi Da Yuan Bao” were also unearthed in the southern part of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and the coin
caves in Wushijiazi Village, Manihan Town, Aohan Qi, Chifeng City. It was recorded that “In the
reign of Zhida, women wore small golden or silver coins as ornaments, which were called ‘spring
coins.’” Based on the record, Li Youyi believed that these unearthed spring coins were the ornaments worn by women on their heads. However, the body in the west side of DZXM8 was proved
to a male by bone identification. This discovery suggested that in Yuan Dynasty, spring coins were
not exclusively used by women and that men might wear spring coins as ornaments. The hypothesis needed to be verified by further archeological materials.
In conclusion, through the excavations from 1998 to 2000, the overall arrangement, the tomb
(tomb yard) form, and burial customs of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill had been confirmed, which provided detailed and valuable materials for the study of the politics, economy, and culture of Xanadu
City.
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D. 2-9 Tombs of Modot in Zhenglan Qi9 (Finished in 2008, Extracts)
Tombs of Modot was located on the southerly slope in a valley to the north of Yingaolesumu
of Shangdu Town, about 12 kilometers northwest of Site of Xanadu City (Picture 1). Mainly distributed on two adjacent gentle slopes, the tombs consisted of two sections, with a distance of
about 1,500 meters. The ground was covered by one-meter thick black sandy soil, and beneath the
ground was hard loess. Section I was situated in a big valley in the west of Tombs of Modot,
whose north, east, and west were rising mountain ridges, and south a flat and wide land. The
tombs scattered on the gentle slope at the bottom of mountains. In Section I, except LYM2 and
LYM3 that were on the western slope, the other six tombs were distributed on the northeast slope.
Section II stood to the east of Section I, with hills surrounded its north, west, and south, and flat
and stretching grassland on its east. On the east and about 100 meters southwest of Section II,
there were two gullies caused by water, about 10 meters wide and four meters deep. The tombs
were distributed on the southerly slope of the low and discontinuous hills in the north. High in the
north and low in the south, the tombs appeared like a gentle slope.

Picture 1 Location of Tombs of Modot
正蓝旗
Zhenglan Qi
多伦县 Duolun County
一棵树墓地
Tombs of Modot
砧子山 Zhenzi Hill
卧牛石墓地
Tombs of Woniushi
羊群庙 Yangqun Temple
黄旗大营子
Huangqidayingzi
闪电河 Shandian River
上都高勒
Shangdugaole
乌和尔沁敖包林场 Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm
In August 1995, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia discovered
Tombs of Modot while investigating the relics of Yuan Dynasty around Xanadu City. As the tombs
were severely robbed and excavated, the staff of the institute cleared eight tombs in Section I
(Picture 2) and 11 tombs in Section II, numbered LYM1-LYM19. In July 1996, they cleared
another four tombs in Section II, numbered LYM20-LYM23. In August 1998, they cleared three
more tombs in Section II, numbered LYM24-LYM26 (Picture 3). For three times, they cleared 26
tombs in total and acquired much valuable information, as reported in the following.
9

Wei Jian, Li Xingsheng, and Cao Jian’en, “Tombs of Modot in Zhenglan Qi.” Firstly published
in Wei Jian, Xanadu City of Yuan Dynasty. Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House,
2008.
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Picture 2

Distribution of Tombs in Section I of Tombs of Modot

Picture 3

Distribution of Tombs in Section II of Tombs of Modot

Part One

General Introduction to Tombs of Modot

In Tombs of Modot, all the 26 tombs had suffered robbery at different degrees in early time. The
tombs faced the northeast or the northwest, with an angle ranging from 20 to 325 degrees. In Section I, the tombs were distributed in a scattered way. In the eight tombs, six had tomb yards and
two did not, and all the six tombs had stone yard walls. Except the ellipse-shaped LYM5, the other
five were all rectangle-shaped. In Section II, the tombs were distributed from east to west, forming
the northern and southern rows. The east-west distance between the tombs was usually 2-8 meters,
with an exception of the western LYM26 in which the distance was 18 meters. Only LYMIO had a
rectangular tomb yard.
In Tombs of Modot, seven tomb yards had one wall. Five were rectangle-shaped (LYMY1, LYMY2, LYMY4, LYMY6, and LYMY7), one was irregular in shape (LYMY5), and one was ellipse-shaped (LYMY3). Most tomb yards faced the north or the northwest, with an angle ranging
from 330 to 358 degrees, and LYMY7 faced the west by north of six degrees. The walls of the
tomb yards were constructed with natural stones which were not laid on slurry and regular in
shape. The walls were small in size and not more than 10 meters long. The largest tomb yard
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LYMY3 was about 10.3 meters long and eight meters wide. The smallest one LYMY4 was
7.23-7.73 meters long and 7.73 meters wide. The existing tomb yard was 0.55 to 0.7 meter high,
with the highest LYMY2 of 1.2 meters and the lowest LYMYl of 0.3 meter. No doorways were
found in seven tomb yards, and each contained one tomb, forming an angle ranging from 20 to
325 degrees with the tombs.
In the 26 tombs that had been cleared, 19 did not have tomb yards. The 26 tombs were all vertical
pit-tombs, 16 trapezoidal and 10 rectangular. The size of the tombs varied greatly. Most tombs
were 2-2.5 meters long, one meter wide, and 0.46-2.3 meters deep. The largest one LYM7 was 3.3
meters long, 3.1 meters wide, and 1.4 meters deep. The smallest one LYM2 was 1.9 meters long,
0.6-0.7 meter wide, and 0.6 meter deep. The 19 tombs all faced the northwest, with an angle ranging from 325 to 357 degrees, and the rest seven faced the northeast, with an angle ranging from
eight to 20 degrees. As for the tombs with tomb yards, LYMIO in LYMY7 was marked by natural
stones in the entrance, but others tombs were not marked on the ground of the tomb yards. As for
the tombs without tomb yards, except LYM23-LYM26, the tombs were marked by natural stones
in the entrance, which were irregular in shape. Two-layer podiums were built with immature soil
in two tombs, in the southern wall of LYM1 and the eastern and western walls of LYM9. The pits
beneath the podium were covered with bricks and ought to be the substitutes for wooden coffins.
Since the tombs were invaded and robbed severely in early time, the burial form remained unclear.
Judging from the skeletons near the pelvis in LYM6 and LYM9 that were well preserved, the bodies should lie on back with stretched limbs. Fifteen tombs had wooden coffins (50% of the total),
most of which were poorly preserved. In the wooden coffins whose shapes were clear, except the
rectangular LYM14, the other nine were trapezoid-shaped with wide heads and narrow ends. In the
trapezoid-shaped coffins, most were consolidated with iron hoops in the head, the middle, and the
end parts, except the coffin in LYM22. In nine tombs, livestock, mostly goat bone, was used as
burial object. The goat bones were placed at the northwestern corner in LYM21, and at the northeastern corner in the other eight tombs.
The bodies in the tombs were badly preserved due to the constant robbery. Only five tombs were
suitable for bone identification, including three females and two males. The tomb occupants were
all adults, aging 20-30.
Because of the early robbery, the locations of burial objects remained unclear and few burial objects were excavated in the tombs. In total, there were 182 burial objects of various types, and in
eight tombs there was no burial object. The number of burial objects in different tombs varied
greatly, the most (LYM21) 61 and the least one, on average 5-8. The burial objects were mainly
coins, 77 pieces in total and buried at the bottom of tombs or wooden coffins. There were also iron
wares, 23 pieces in total, including swords, linchpins, stirrups, rings, etc. Stirrups were mostly
buried at the bottom of the coffins. Other burial objects of small number included copper mirror,
birch-bark ware, gold earring, silver ware, bone ware, copper ornament, pearl, felt, and silk. These
burial objects would be discussed in the “Burial Objects” part.

Part Two Tomb Yards, Form of Tombs, and Burial Objects
……
Part Three Conclusion
Albeit severely damaged, the 26 tombs excavated in Tombs of Modot provided valuable materials
of special cultural importance for the study of social life of the residents and the burial system in
Xanadu City and the surrounding areas.
Section One Cultural Features
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Tomb Yards: In the 26 tombs discovereds in Tombs of Modot, seven had tomb yards, and each
tomb yard contained one tomb. The tomb yards were small in size and did not have doorways.
They could be divided into three types according to the shape.
Type A: Rectangle or slightly trapezoid in shape, including LYMY1, LYMY2, LYM4, LYMY5,
and LYMY6. The tomb yards were irregular trapezoid in shape with the four sides of unequal
length, and LYMY4 was a horizontal trapezoid. The wide sides were usually 0.15-0.5 meter wider
than the narrow sides.
Type B: Rectangle in shape, only including LYMY7. The tomb yard was regular in shape, similar
to counterparts with one wall in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill.
Type C: Ellipse in shape, only including LYMY3. The ellipse-shape tomb yard was rarely seen in
the tomb yards around Xanadu City.
Tombs: All were vertical pit-tombs and could be divided into two types according to the shape.
Type A: Rectangle in shape, including 13 tombs, LYM1, LYM4, LYM6- LYM 9, LYM11, LYM16,
LYM17, LYM 21- LYM 23, and LYM 26. Two-layer podiums were built with immature soil in the
southern wall of LYM1 and at the four sides of LYM9.
Type B: Long trapezoid in shape, including 13 tombs, LYM2, LYM3, LYM5, LYM10, LYM12LYM 15, LYM18- LYM 20, LYM24, and LYM25. The tombs were wider at the head and narrower
at the end, without two-layer podiums.
Except LYMIO, the tombs without yards were marked by natural stones on the ground, such as
LYM1, LYM2, and LYM9- LYM 22, 16 in total. In other tombs, the forms of the stones on the
ground were indiscernible and irregular due to the early robbery. Preliminary analysis suggested
that the tomb occupants, at low social and economic status, collected stones on the ground as
marks to guide their descendents to find and worship them, as they could not afford to construct
large tomb yards.
Burial Wares: In Tombs of Modot, 15 tombs used wooden coffins which were poorly preserved.
Judging from the relics of the coffin boards, the form of coffins could be verified in 10 tombs,
usually of two types.
Type A: Long trapezoid in shape, including nine tombs, LYM1, LYM4, LYM5, LYM11, LYM13LY-M 15, LYM21, and LYM22. With wide heads and narrow ends, the coffins were all fastened
with iron nails. Most coffins were consolidated with iron hoops in the head, the middle, and the
end parts, except the coffin in LYM22. In LYM4, the coffin was consolidated with iron protectors
at the corners.
Type B: Rectangle in shape, only including LYM14. It was also fastened with iron nails, without
iron hoops or iron protectors at the corners. It was difficult to make a general judgment as there
was only one coffin.
Burial Customs: In Tombs of Modot, the tombs were all body burial tombs. Except LYM2 where
two bodies were buried, there was one body buried in each of the other tombs. As the bodies were
also severely destroyed by robbers, there were few bodies and the burial form was indistinct.
Judging from the skeletons near the pelvis in LYM6 and LYM9 that were well preserved, the bodies should lie on back with stretched limbs.
In nine tombs, goat bones and legs were used as burial objects, occupying over one third of all the
tombs that had been cleared. The goat bones were placed in the northwestern corner in LYM24
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and in the northeastern corners in other tombs.
Judging from LYM23 where the four bottom corners of the coffin stood on the natural stones beneath them, stones were often used as the prop of the coffins in Tombs of Modot.
In the 26 tombs that were cleared, LYM4, LYM15, LYM21, and LYM23 contained coins that
scattered at the bottom of coffins or tombs. The number of coins differed, with the least of 10
pieces and the most of 50 pieces.
In LYM22, the felt and silk unearthed around the body and in the tomb indicated that the body was
at first wrapped with silk and then with felt, before it was put into the coffin.
In Tombs of Modot, iron stirrups and wooden saddles were unearthed near the feet of bodies. Due
to the early robbery, the location of other burial objects was unclear, but the arrangement of them
was regular and discernable, presenting the uniqueness of Tombs of Modot.
Section Two Times
The 26 tombs in Tombs of Modot displayed strong cultural features of Yuan Dynasty.
In the tombs around Xanadu City, the tomb yards that were constructed with natural stones were
very common, for instance, Tombs of Zhenzi Hill in the southeast of Xanadu City and Tombs of
Woniushi in the northwest of Xanadu City. The tomb structure of them was also typical among the
tombs around Xanadu City. In tombs around Jingzhou Lu of Siziwang Qi and Tombs of Zhenzi
Hill, the coins were also distributed at the bottom of the tombs or coffins. In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill,
the wooden coffins were also consolidated with iron hoops and iron protectors on the surface.
Burial objects unearthed in Tombs of Modot could also be found in other tombs of Yuan Dynasty,
such as black glazed porcelain jar discovered in tombs around Jingzhou Lu of Siziwang Qi, iron
stirrups and iron scissors in the southern and western parts of Tombs of Zhenzi Hill. In addition,
copper mirrors, gold earrings, and silver wares were easily seen in Yuan Dynasty.
With nomadic color, burials objects such as iron stirrups, iron arrowheads, silver pots, silver ornaments, and goat bones, showed the nomadic lifestyle of the tomb occupants. Therefore, Tombs
of Modot was the burial ground of Mongolian people who lived in the surrounding areas of Xanadu City in Yuan Dynasty.
Section Three Some Thoughts
Firstly, there were many differences between Tombs of Modot and Tombs of Zhenzi Hill.
Tombs of Modot and Tombs of Zhenzi Hill were tombs of residents in Xanadu City and the surrounding areas. In spite of the similarities that they shared, obviously, there were dissimilarities
between them in terms of form of tombs, burial customs, and burial objects.
1) In Tombs of Modot, the tombs were small vertical pit-tombs, while in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, the
tombs were large brick-chamber tombs, stone-chamber tombs, and soil-chamber tombs.
2) In Tombs of Modot, all the tombs were body burial tombs, and there was no ash burial ones. In
Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, no livestock was used as burial object.
3) In Tombs of Modot, the burial objects embodied nomadic features, such as iron stirrups, iron
arrowheads, silver pots, and silver ornaments. In Tombs of Zhenzi Hill, however, the burial ob-
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jects, mostly incense burners and porcelain wares, suggested the burial customs of Han people and
joint burials of families. Besides, coins unearthed in Tombs of Zhenzi Hill were not discovered in
Tombs of Modot.
Secondly, Tombs of Modot possessed notable nomadic features and martial spirit.
Tombs of Modot possessed notable nomadic features and martial spirit, which were illustrated as
follows:
1) The custom of using livestock as burial object was popular in Tombs of Modot. In the 26 tombs
that had been cleared, goat bones were found in the northeast or northwest corners of nine tombs.
The custom did not exist in tombs of Han people, like Tombs of Zhenzi Hill and Tombs of Woniushi.
2) In Tombs of Modot, the burial objects unearthed in the tombs, such as iron stirrups, silver pots,
and martial equipments like iron swords and iron arrowheads, reflected the nomadic lifestyle and
martial spirit of the tomb occupants.
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D. 2-11 Report on the Clearing and Repairing of the Southern Gate
and the Eastern Wall of Imperial City of Xanadu City (Finished in
2008, Extracts)
Part Three Clearing and Repairing of the Southern Gate and the Eastern Wall of
Imperial City of Xanadu City
Located in the southeast of Outer city, Imperia City was square-shaped, with each side about 1,400
meters long. The city walls were constructed with rammed loess and the surfaces of the walls were
covered with natural stones. In Imperial City, six gates were erected: two symmetrical in the eastern wall and the western wall each, one in the northern wall, and one in the southern wall; and
barbicans were built outside the six gates. Six trapezoidal bastions were built in the outer part of
each wall, and round-podium-like turrets were built at the four corners of Imperial City. The walls,
barbicans, bastions, and turrets were all well preserved (Color Illustration 79).
To facilitate the protection of cultural relics and the application for the World Cultural Heritage of
Site of Xanadu City, Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology of Inner Mongolia, together with
Administration of Cultural Relics of Xilingol League and Culture Bureau of Zhenglan Qi, carried
out local clearing and repairing in the northern part of the eastern wall of Imperial City in 2002, in
the light of the instruction of State Administration of Cultural Heritage and the requirement of
Zhenglan Qi government. In 2003, the institute carried out preliminary clearing and repairing in
the southern gate (No. LYM) and the barbican (No. LYW) (Color Illustration 80, 81). During the
clearing and repairing, a test trench was dug beneath the southern wall of Imperial City that was in
the west of the barbican. Through the above work, the institute acquired much information on the
structures of the city walls, the bastions, and the city gates in Xanadu City, and attained much valuable materials (Color Illustration 82, 83), which would be presented as follows.
……

Section Three The Eastern Wall of Imperial City
During June and August in 2002, the institute carried out local clearing and repairing in the northern part of the eastern wall of Imperial City (368 meters long from the northeastern turret to the
eastern gate) and the two bastions (No. LYDQ). Excluding the area connecting the turret and the
site of the gate, the real length of the repaired wall was 351 meters (Color Illustration 117, 118).
Firstly, we removed the deposit of blowing sand in the upper part of the outer surface of the wall.
Then, we sorted out the stone masonry from the collapsed wall, and re-constructed the wall according to the original technique. Meanwhile, we constructed the wall with rammed soil in the
former collapsed wall at different layers and connected it with the stone wall. As the structure was
unclear, we did not repair the upper part of the wall (Color Illustration 119, 120, 121).

……
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Picture 21 The Eastern Wall of Imperial City
马面
Bastion

1. The Eastern Wall of Imperial City
The eastern wall of Imperial City was 1,410 meters long. The middle part of the wall was constructed with solid rammed loess at different layers, each layer about 12-14 centimeters thick.
Both surfaces of the wall were covered with natural stones, and the stone wall was 0.5-0.6 meter
thick. On the outer surfaces, the stones were relatively flat and were laid on the lime slurry, leaving signs of crevices in some sectors (Color Illustration 122). The wall base was 12 meters wide
and became narrower from the bottom to the top. The slope located at the site 1-2 meters away
from the bottom were gentle, while became steep at higher site. Most parts of the wall were
well-preserved, and the existing wall was 2-5.5 meters high and about 5.8 meters high after being
repaired (Color Illustration 123).
Judging from the cutaway, at the bottom of the stone wall, a groove was dug, and a slope-like wall
base was built, which projected outward from the city wall about 15-20 centimeters and was about
30-40 centimeters deep (Color Illustration 124, 125)
2. Bastions
After being cleared and repaired, the two bastions were 118 meters apart. The northern bastion
was 125 meters north of the northeastern turret, and the southern turret was 101 meters south of
the eastern gate. The two bastions were constructed in the similar way and equal in size. The bottom of the bastion was trapezoid-shaped, and the two sides, like the city wall, were parallelogram
in shape, becoming narrower from the inner part to the outer part. The bottom was 12 meters wide,
and the existing bastion is seven meters wide at the top, 5.8 meters high, and projected outward
from the city wall about 5.4 meters (Picture 21; Color Illustration 126, 127).
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D. 2-12 A Feasibility Study Report on the Construction of the Museum
of Site of Xanadu City (Finished in 2009, Extracts)
Chapter One Introduction
……

Section Three The Significance and Necessity of the Project
……
Part Four Sub-conclusion and Basic Measures
Sub-conclusion
As the analysis of Site of Xanadu City and that of its protection and exploitation had suggested,
the site was severely damaged in history, with most cultural relics interred under the protective
layer of the grassland. The unscientific way of visiting and the fast growth of the number of visitors also placed great pressure on the protection of cultural relics and gave rise to the tough situation in the protection of Site of Xanadu City. Under such circumstances, effective solutions were
urgently needed.
In the protection of Site of Xanadu City, two problems must be solved: to maintain its authenticity
and integrity and to balance the protection and exploitation of it. Currently, the facility and method
fail to solve the two problems. To balance the exploitation and protection of the historical site, new
measures must be taken, by which the harmonious development could be achieved.
Basic Measures
The above discussion indicated that natural and human factors were the major causes for the
damages to Site of Xanadu City. What was more, the improper way of exhibition accelerated the
speed of the destruction of the cultural relics.
According to the successful precedents both at home and abroad, the basic measure for solving the
two problems was to construct the museum of Site of Xanadu City.
Part Five The Significance of the Project
Firstly, the project was an important way of protecting the cultural heritages of ethnic minorities
and inheriting the national civilization.
China was a unitary multi-ethnic country. In its long history, all ethnic groups had created the
profound and splendid Chinese culture, which linked Chinese at different places and times and
constituted an important basis for national unification and ethnic solidarity. As primeval culture,
the cultures created by the 55 minorities were distributed in ethnic regions, cities, and villages.
They were important origin and foundation of Chinese culture, and carrier of national spirits and
sentiments. Just as the protection of the environment we depended on for survival, that of national
culture should be given equal or more attention.
As an important part of traditional Chinese culture, Mongolian culture left us abundant material
and intangible cultural heritages. It was our precious cultural treasure from generation to generation and natural resources for developing museums. Since the founding of the People’s Republic
of China, especially since the Reform and Opening, the museum undertaking in China had entered
an entirely new phase, along with the economic and social development. So far, over 2,300 museums had been built nationwide, with the museum system with Chinese characteristics taking an
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initial shape. Museums were becoming more diverse and spreading in more areas. Although lagging behind, the ethnic and folk museums in ethnic regions had shown a strong momentum. In
China, over 20 minorities had built their own museums. In the western 12 provinces and autonomous regions where ethnic minorities gathered and lived, over 400 museums had been built at
the end of the 9th Five-Year Plan period, and nearly 500 ones at the end of the 10th Five-Year Plan
period. In Guizhou, Guangxi, Inner Mongolia, and Yunnan, the foundation of ethnic ecological
museums provided a new way for developing museum undertaking in western China. Among
them, museums in Guizhou set a successful model for governmental cooperation between China
and Norway. The ethic ecological museums in Yunnan, Hainan, Heilongjiang, Tibet, Xinjiang, and
Inner Mongolia had already become the centers for protecting, studying, and exhibiting their cultural heritages respectively, and enjoyed high reputation at home and abroad.
With the rapid advances in China’s industrialization and urbanization, great changes had taken
place in cultural ecology. The protection of cultural heritage was faced with new situations and
new problems. In particular, along with the constant changes in living environment, lots of cultural
heritages of the ethnic minorities were confronted with the danger of dying out. Therefore, effective measures must be taken to foster the construction of ethnic and folk museums. As places for
salvaging, collecting, protecting, studying, and exhibiting national cultural heritages, they could
inherit national culture, disseminate national spirit, and provide nice humanistic environment for
constructing the harmonious society. Therefore, they should be included in the government’s construction of advanced culture and established as soon as possible.
In the “The Circular of the State Council on Strengthening the Protection of Cultural Heritage”
issued at the end of 2005, it was pointed out that: “More efforts should be taken to build the necessary facilities for salvaging national cultural heritages. The protection of cultural heritage and
the maintenance of national culture are the link for connecting people of each nationality, the basis
for promoting ethnic solidarity and maintaining the country’s unification and social stability, as
well as the prerequisite for keeping the diversity and creativity of the world culture and for fostering the mutual development of mankind. To enhance the protection of cultural heritage is of great
necessity for developing China’s advanced culture, carrying out the scientific outlook on development, and constructing the harmonious society.” It was also required that “Great importance
should be attached to the construction of museums.” In the draft of the 11th Five-Year Plan for the
cultural relics undertaking, it was proposed that: “Overall planning should be made and guidance
should be enhanced. More efforts should be made to achieve the balanced development of museum system and to optimize the type of museums so that each minority will own at least one ethic
and folk museum in order to disseminate the traditional culture and maintain the cultural diversity.”
Secondly, the project played a main role in inheriting, developing, and studying the intangible
cultural heritage.
Originating and developing in the folk, the intangible cultural heritage came from people’s spiritual activity and reflected their social and aesthetic needs. Due to the differences in lifestyle, customs, historical tradition, and natural condition, people of different nationalities created colorful
and diverse ethnic folk cultures which had come down to today over the long history. As some
nationalities lacked written language or mystified their cultures, they passed them down with oral
language. In some cases, the information they left was inaccurate and incomplete, and people’s
ability to understand and accept the information differed, so the intangible cultural heritage might
become scattered and incomplete, and was hard to be standardized, which hindered the inheritance
and development of it. In particular, in Site of Xanadu City, most cultural relics were in urgent
need of salvage and protection due to the disrepair for years and destruction by natural and human
factors. As a gene pool or database of cultural heritages, museums could collect and record the
cultural heritages in a unique way, and research and demonstrate all kinds of activities done by
people in their interaction with nature and society. With the preserved heritages and recorded
documents, museums could guide people to protect the heritages consciously, to select the essence
and discard the dross, and to inherit, disseminate, and develop cultural heritage, by tangible ob-
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jects and reliable materials after making systematic study and scientific analysis. As for the cultural heritages unfavorable for social development and lack of vitality, they could be stored in museums and used as the testimony of history or as specimen and exhibits in the exhibitions of the
museums. With more heritages stored and more materials collected, people could facilitate their
research, acquire more information, and deepen their understanding of the value of the heritages.
In this sense, no matter the present relics or the vanished ones, as long as they once existed, they
should be stored in the museums forever.
Thirdly, the project was the foundation of the construction of the socialistic harmonious society.
In their long and glorious history, the Han nationality and the minority nationalities created Chinese culture with harmony as the core values, which provided rich historical and cultural resources
for the construction of the socialistic harmonious culture. The 6th Plenary Session of the 16th CPC
Central Committee clearly pointed out the significance to develop the harmonious culture, “To
construct the harmonious culture is one of the important tasks in the construction of the socialistic
harmonious society.” Constructing the socialistic harmonious culture helped to consolidate the
ideological and moral basis and provided ideological and moral support in the construction of the
harmonious society. Meanwhile, the construction of the harmonious culture played an essential
role in the all-round, harmonious, and sustainable development of society. Ideologically, the harmonious culture could enliven the creativity of the whole society, and the construction of it was
beneficial to the all-round development of material, political, spiritual, and social civilizations.
The construction of the harmonious culture also contributed to restructure social resources, settle
social conflicts, and unify the public. The harmonious culture was the encouraging strength for a
harmonious society. It was beneficial to create the healthy social conducts, promote the cultural
development, and foster the balanced development of culture and economy. As an ideological and
cultural system, the socialistic harmonious culture was a national, scientific, and popular culture,
which learnt from and innovated on the cultural achievements of all mankind. Based on socialist
system and guided by advanced culture, the socialistic harmonious culture was man-oriented and
realistic. It embodied the feature of time and kept the whole world in view. It inherited the harmony in Chinese traditional culture and met the requirements of the harmonious society.
The traditional culture of the ethnic minorities was a gem in the treasure house of traditional Chinese culture. The construction of the harmonious culture in ethnic regions was of great significance for the realization of the socialistic harmonious society. The construction of the harmonious
culture could unite people of different nationalities, social status, and professions with common
ideology and will, guide people to view the society with the proper viewpoint and method, to absorb the cultural essences of other cultures, and to look on and deal with various social problems
with a tolerant attitude. It was of great help to avoid the one-sidedness and extremism in the understanding of ethnic issues, to pacify activism, to resolve ethnic contradictions, to improve the
environment of development, and to create a nice atmosphere for constructing the harmonious
society in ethnic regions. China was a multi-ethnic country with diverse culture. In the long history,
people of different nationalities had been living in harmony and solidarity. In spite of ethnic and
cultural differences, tolerance and understanding, development and prosperity, and cooperation
and assimilation had been the mainstream. Today, the social stability, ethnic harmony, and national
unification all came from the mutual respect, recognition, and learning among different cultures.
The ethnic, religious, and linguistic differences did not hinder the communication between people
of different nationalities; on the contrary, as the potential resources and the internal impetus, they
strengthened the mutual understanding between them. Besides, the misunderstanding in different
nationalities was eliminated by virtue of the spread, exchange, and development of cultures.
Therefore, to construct the socialistic harmonious society, the Communist Party advocated that “It
is crucial to let the socialist core values dominate the ethos, to respect differences, to tolerate diversity, and to forge a consensus in social ideology to the maximum extent.” For each nationality,
the traditional culture possessed not only unique features but also historical limitations. It contained the essence that should be inherited and the dross that should be discarded.
Any nations could not disconnect with their history, tradition, and culture in the process of moder-
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nization. In cultural transformation, the essence that fitted the modernization of the traditional
culture would not be rejected, nor disappeared. Rather, they would become the constituent of the
new culture in new forms.
Part Six the Necessity of the Project
Firstly, the museum played an important role in the protection and exploration of Site of Xanadu
City. Through the exhibition of cultural relics, the museum could provide visitors from home and
abroad with more diverse and adequate service, minimize the visiting scope and time, relieve the
pressure caused by the visiting, and protect and exploit Site of Xanadu City in a better way.
Secondly, Site of Xanadu City was an important evidence of the existence of China’s grassland
culture. The construction of the museum was of great significance for reinforcing the social cohesion, promoting the national unity, raising public awareness about the protection of cultural relics,
and embodying the Communist Party’s policies on ethnic minorities.
Thirdly, due to its unique historical and cultural values, Site of Xanadu City had become the most
important cultural resources for Zhenglan Qi and Xilingol League, and an important part of the
cultural relics of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. The construction of the Museum would
greatly promote the cultural and economic development and the ecological conservation of Zhenglan Qi.
Fourthly, Mongolian people in Zhenglan Qi, where Site of Xanadu City was located, still preserved the traditional ways of production and life. The standard pronunciation of Mongolian issued by the State was the Chahar Mongolian in Zhenglan Qi. Mongolian culture in Xanadu City
constituted the intangible cultural heritage of Mongolian people. The construction of the museum
contributed to explore, study, and exhibit the historical, artistic, scientific, and social values of Site
of Xanadu City, to protect and inherit the intangible cultural heritage, and to realize the sustainable
development.
In conclusion, for the purpose of effectively protecting and reasonably exploiting Site of Xanadu
City, the construction of the museum was of great necessity.

Section Four General Introduction to the Project
Part One The Content and Size of the Project
The project included the construction of the Museum of Site of Xanadu City, with the size of 3000
square meters in total. The museum would be designed like a frame-structured yurt, and the infrastructure would be also constructed.
Part Two The Location of the Museum
The museum would be built in the buffer zone of Site of Xanadu City in Zhenglan Qi of Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region.
Part Three Total Investment
The total investment of the project was 6,000,000RMB.
Part Four Fund-Raising
The total investment of the project was 6,000,000 RMB, with 2,000,000RMB from the financial
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allocation of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and 4,000,000RMB from the local funds.

Section Five Conclusion and Suggestions
Part one Conclusion
Firstly, the survey showed that the protection and exploitation of Site of Xanadu City were confronted with tough situation due to the severe damage caused by natural and human factors in history, the unscientific visiting conducted by visitors, the lack of facilities for exhibiting, storing,
and studying the unearthed cultural relics, and in particular, the fast growth in numbers of visitors,
which should be solved as soon as possible. According to research, the construction of the Museum of Site of Xanadu City was an effective measure taken to resolve the contradiction between
the protection and exploitation of the site. It would help to effectively protect and reasonably exploit the historical and cultural heritages handed down from Yuan Dynasty, and to improve the
conditions of storing, studying, and repairing cultural relics. Furthermore, it could boost the application of Site of Xanadu City for the world heritage, promote the cultural identification, reinforce
the social cohesion, and strengthen the national unity.
Secondly, it was acceptable that the museum was located outside the heritage region that applied
for the world cultural heritage. In scale, the museum had the capacity to hold the increasing numbers of visitors (400,000 persons/year, with the maximum of 3, 000 persons/day) in the future. The
project also took other needs into account, embodying the foresight of the government. The city’s
public infrastructure could mainly satisfy the needs of constructing the project. The investment of
the project was provided by governments at all levels in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, so
the source of funds was reliable.
Thirdly, the project accorded with the direction of economic development in western China and
the tourism development planning proposed by Zhenglan Qi and Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region. It would promote economic growth, increase employment, and achieve remarkable social
benefit.
Fourthly, the project met the policies of the State and Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region as well
as the general tourism development planning of Zhenglan Qi and Xilingol League. In general, it
was of great feasibility.
Part Two Suggestions
Firstly, in view of the fact that the museum would be built in Site of Xanadu City, the contractor
should give full considerations on the adverse effects brought by the construction work and the
exploitation of natural environment. Bureaus of cultural heritage and environmental protection
should be invited to carry out the environmental impact assessment on the site selection and the
construction planning. If necessary, appropriate actions should be taken to protect Site of Xanadu
City.
Secondly, as long as the project passed through the environmental impact assessment, it was suggested that the related departments should get the project approved and initiated as fast as possible.
Thirdly, confined by the investment, many functions and facilities of the project were still far from
satisfaction, which may exert an adverse effect on the improvement of the comprehensive benefit
of the project. It was suggested that a moderate increase in investment should be added as the situation warrants, so as to make the museum an excellent tourist product.
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D. 3 Archives of Environmental Monitoring
D. 3-1 Report on the Scientific Expedition to the Nature Reserve at
Site of Xanadu City of Yuan Dynasty (Finished in 2009, Extracts)
Contents
Chapter One Introduction
1.1 Geographical Environment
1.2 Natural Resources
1.3 Society and Economy
Chapter Two Natural Environment
2.1 Geology
2.2 Topography
2.3 Climate
2.4 Hydrology
2.5 Soil
Chapter Three Vegetation and Plants
3.1 The Species of Plants
3.2 The Diversities and Resources of Vascular Plants
3.3 The Protection of Plants
3.4 Vegetation
Chapter Four Vertebrate
4.1 Vertebrate Flora
4.2 The Protection of Animals
4.3 The Species of Vertebrate
Chapter Five Tourist Resources
5.1 The Types of Tourist Resources
5.2 The Development of Tourist Resources and Its Influence on Environment
Chapter Six Communityand Community Economy
6.1 Administrative Divisions
6.2 Population and Nationalities
6.3 Traffic, Electricity, and Communication
6.4 Land and Its Use Pattern
6.5 Local Economy
6.6 The Historical Evolution of Nature Reserve
Chapter Seven The Evaluation of the Nature Reserve
7.1 Conservation Value
7.2 Type, Size, and Main Protected Target
7.3 The Evaluation of Natural Ecology
7.4 The Evaluation of Socioeconomic Value
7.5 The Evaluation of Management
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D. 3-2 Table of Climate Monitoring in Xanadu City of Zhenglan Qi
(Statistics of 1995-2009, Extracts)

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Gale
(≥
Force
Seven
/day)

Sanddust
(day)

110

4.0

86

12

2993.7

111

4.0

70

8

869.6

3118.7

90

3.7

52

7

18
5
14

868.8
869.3
869.4

3029.7
3224.4
3181.2

108
109
113

3.9
3.7
3.7

75
75
69

12
18
12

9
10
11
10
11

869.5
869.4
869.7
869.2
867.0

3431.3
3212.8
3124.4
3322.3
3271.9

119
134
134
103
134

3.7
3.7
3.4
3.4
4.2

75
76
45
51
92

26
25
4
17
13

4.1
4.1
4.3
4.4

89
37
40
35

28
10
9
7

Evapo
ration
(mm)

Depth of
Snow in
Winter
(cm)

Air
Press
ure
(mb)

459．7

1897.9

11

2.3

356.4

1832.8

1997

3.2

291.3

1998
1999
2000

4.0
3.5
2.2

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

2006
2007
2008
2009

Sun
light
(hours)

Frostfree
Days
(day)

869.3

2837.4

10

869.0

2079.7

7

417.8
452.9
342.2

1999.6
1976.9
1863.4

3.3
3.6
2.4
3.4
2.4

243.7
258.4
439.7
435.3
275.9

2173.7
1962.6
1456.3
1773.5
2158.2

3.3
4.0
3.0
3.2

472.8
231.4
427.9
207.0

2030.6
6
866.8 3040.3
138
2058.3
15
867.1 3086.3
140
1907.4
9
866.9 2930.0
132
2106.3
8
866.2 3092.6
150
Extreme Temperatures in the 15 Years

Years

Average
Temperature
(℃)

Rain
fall
(mm)

1995

2.3

1996

The highest temperature: in July and August, 38.2℃
The lowest temperature: in January, 35.2℃ below zero.
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D. 3-3 Table of Natural Calamity Monitoring (Statistics of 1999-2008,
Extracts)
1. The Monitoring and Prevention of Pest
Years

Kinds of Pest

Degree of Harm (pieces/m2)

Methods of Prevention

1999

Grasshopper

30

Chemical Means

2000

-

-

No Calamity

2001

Grasshopper

2002

Grasshopper

2003

Grasshopper

2004

Grasshopper

2005

-

-

2006

Grasshopper

34

2007

Grasshopper

85

2008

Grasshopper

71

Loxostege sticticalis Linnaeus

400

31
37
33
51

Chemical Means
Chemical Means
Chemical Means
Chemical Means
No Calamity
Chemical Means
Chemical Means
Chemical Means
Chemical Means

2. The Monitoring and Prevention of Rat
Degree of Harm (pieces/hectare)

Methods of Prevention

Microtus brandti Radde

42

Chemical Means

2000

-

-

No Calamity

2001

-

-

No Calamity

2002

Microtus brandti Radde

45

Chemical Means

2003

-

-

No Calamity

2004

-

-

No Calamity

2005

Microtus brandti Radde

52

Chemical Means

2006

-

-

No Calamity

20

Physical Means

18

Physical Means

Years

Kinds of Rat

1999

2007

2008

Myospalat aspalax Pallas
Myospalat aspalax Pallas

Note: In the prevention of Myospalat aspalax Pallas, physical means would be better, for instance, the Myospalat aspalax Pallas Arrow.
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3. List of the Losses Caused by Natural Calamity in History
Dates
(year)
June
26,
1982
August
4, 1982
July 18,
1983
June
13,
1984
June
26,
1988
July 5,
1991
July 31,
1992
July 23,
1998
July 13,
1999
August
12,
2000
August
12,
2004
July 17,
2006
July 13,
2007
August
2, 2007
June
18-30,
2008
Total

Fatality
(person)

Collapsed
Houses
(unit)

Economic
Loss
(10,000R
MB)

The
Maximum
Rainfall
per Day
(mm)

Hourly
Precipitation
(mm)

Kinds
of Calamity

Affected
Population
(person)

Affected
Area
(mu)

Mountain
Torrents

3560

5000

-

155

121.5

23.6

-

331

600

-

75

35.6

45.9

24.6

3690

14190

-

-

142

29.6

-

Storm

134

6920

-

96

120

33.8

-

Mountain
Torrents

244

9900

-

21

108

38.2

-

4980

10205

4

40

517

-

70

4316

15954

-

82

123

49.6

-

704

47000

-

17

130

33.3

-

4499

15230

-

68

331.83

33.8

-

Mountain
Torrents

870

4800

-

29

80

36.5

36.5

Storm

56

-

-

3

30

29.6

15.8

Storm

278

-

-

30

70

31.5

-

Storm

240

2600

1

64

14.5

-

Storm

2218

5170

3

103

980

-

-

Storm
and
Mountain
Torrents

53230

-

1

93

6756

-

34.6

79350

79350

5

196

9608.93

-

-

Mountain
Torrents
Mountain
Torrents

Mountain
Torrents
Rain and
Hail
Mountain
Torrents
Mountain
Torrents
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4. Distribution of the Monitoring Stations

No
.

Tow
ns

Monitoring
Stations

Location

Responsibilities

Methods
of Reporting

Qingf
eng

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Erdaoyi
ngzi

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Beiweizi

Minle

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

181

Kuishugou

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

The
Location
of
Zhen
glan
Qi
Government
The
Location
of
Sumu
Government
The
Location
of the
Town
Government
Bagaeren

Meteorology
and hydrology

Telephone
and
Broadcasting
Station

1
Nanweizi
2

3

Hutai

Habiriga
Tow
n

4

5

Head
Station
Shan
gdu
Tow
n

6

Zhuolun
River

7
Sang
gendalai
Tow
n

8

Wuxing
Station

Yangqun
Temple

Receiver

Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi

Artificial
Observation
√

Obs
erv
er

Methods
of Contact

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2

Telephone

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi

√

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi

√

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Flood
Control
Office of
Zhen-

√
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2

Telephone

2
Telephone
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No
.

Tow
ns

9

10

Baos
haodaisumu

Heichen
gzi
Pasture

13

14

15

16

17

18

Location

Responsibilities

Methods
of Reporting

The
Railw
ay
Station
Irriga
tion
Area

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

The
4th
Branc
h

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Head
quarter

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Branc
h

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

The 3rd
Branch

Branc
h

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

The 6th
Branch

Branc
h

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

The 7th
Branch

Branc
h

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Mingqu

Head
quarter

Meteorology
and hydrology

Mobile
Phone
and Telephone

Huisi
River

11

12

Monitoring
Stations

Wuy
i
Bree
ding
Farm

Baiyinb
aolige

The 3rd
Community
Committee
The 4th
Community
Committee
The 5th
Community
Committee
The 1st
Branch

The
3rd
Branc
h
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Receiver

glan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Flood
Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi

Artificial
Observation
√

Tele
metry

Obs
erv
er

Methods
of Contact

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

√

2
Telephone

Re
ma
rks
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D. 3-4 Preplan for the Prevention of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan
Qi (Finished on June 3, 2008, Extracts)
1. General Provisions
1.1 Purpose of the Preplan
Preplan for the Prevention of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan Qi was a set of pre-made scientific
and feasible emergency measures in disaster relief work made to curb and alleviate the loss of life
and property caused by mountain torrents, debris flow, and landslide in hilly and low-lying areas.
The Preplan aimed to guide and standardize disaster relief work in each sumu (or pasture) in
Zhenglan Qi to effectively fight against mountain torrents, to minimize the loss of life and property, and to avoid mass death and mass injury.
1.2 Basis of the Preplan
Preplan for the Prevention of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan Qi was compiled on the basis of the
following laws and regulations: “Flood Control Law of the People’s Republic of China,” “Law of
the People’s Republic of China on Water and Soil Conservation,” “The Regulation of the People’s
Republic of China on Geological Disasters,” “Meteorology Law of the People’s Republic of China,” and other related laws and regulations promulgated by local governments.
1.3 Principles of the Preplan
Guided by the scientific outlook on development, Preplan for the Prevention of Mountain Torrents
in Zhenglan Qi followed the people-oriented concept, with the primary objective of “Protecting
people’s lives and property.” The Preplan adhered to the principles of “Safety first,” “Be prepared,” and “Prevention in the first place, rescue and relief taken into account.” In addition, it
adopted the system of “Chief executive assuming the overall responsibility,” “Different administrative levels taking limited responsibility,” and “Different departments shouldering according responsibility.” To ensure the practicality and operability of the Preplan, we made the preplan in accordance with the specific conditions of Zhenglan Qi.
1.4 Application Scope of the Preplan
Preplan for the Prevention of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan Qi was applicable to all the sumus,
towns, or pastures threatened by mountain torrents.
……
3. Division of Danger Area and Safety Area
3.1 Division of Danger Area
According to historical data, mountain torrents often happened in Shandian River basin and the
southern low hilly area of Zhenglan Qi, especially in the latter, with an average occurrence probability of 0.8 time per year. The southern low hilly area of Zhenglan Qi was under the administration of Shangdu Town, Habiriga Town, Sanggendalai Town, and Baoshaodai Sumu while Shandian River basin was under the administration of Shangdu Town, Heichengzi Pasture, and Wuyi
Breeding Farm. The seven administrative prefectures where mountain torrents often happened
were listed as the danger areas. The detailed distribution of the danger areas was illustrated in the
following table “Division of Danger Area of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan Qi.”
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Generally, flood did not happen in the northern desert area. However, due to human activities, the
locations of sumu and town governments gradually became low and had poor capacity in drainage.
In case of heavy rain or long-time raining, inland inundation was likely to occur in these areas,
which would bring inconvenience and damage to production and living. Except the location of
Sanggendalai government, other inland inundation areas would not listed in the danger areas at
present.

Division of Danger Area of Mountain Torrents in Zhenglan Qi
Administrative Division

Sub-division

Gachas, Villages, and Pasture Branches

I

Qingfeng, Wulan, Sandaogou, Qimindi, Minsheng

II
Habiriga Town
III

Erjiazi, Erdaoyingzi, Nantai, Beitai, Chaoyang,
Danjing, Shanju
Dayingzi, Hongxing, Dongfeng, Minle, Qianbantai,
Houbantai

IV

Shangdu Town

I
II

Sanggendalai Town

I

Baoshaodai Sumu

I

Wuyi Breeding Farm

I

Heichengzi Pasture

I

Total

Kuishugou, Qidadui
The location of Zhenglan Qi government, Qinggeletu
Zhuolunhe, Baiyinjihulan, Engeer, Aribaolige
The location of Sanggendalai Town government,
Yangqun Temple, Bagaeren
Huisihe, Baiyinbaolige irrigation area
Headquarter, the 1st branch, the 3rd branch, the 6th
branch, the 7th branch
The 3rd Community Committee, the 4th Community
Committee, and the 5th Community Committee
10 gachas, 20 villages, and 7 pasture branches

3.2 Division of Safety Area
Safety area was the shelter place for people in the danger area. Seen from the distribution map of
mountain torrents, except the danger area, all places away from the river valley, river mouth, river
beach, steep slope, and low-lying area could be designated as safety area.
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阿巴嘎旗 Abaga Qi

那日图苏木 Naritu Sumu

明达拉庙 Dala Temple of Ming Dynasty

锡林浩特市 Xilinhot City

赛音呼都嘎苏木 Saiyinhuduga Sumu

上都音高勒苏木 Shangduyingaole Sumu

克什克腾旗

贺日斯台苏木 Herisitai Sumu

Keshiketeng Qi

阿尔善图牧场 Aershantu Pasture

多伦县 Duolun County

伊和海尔罕苏木 Yihehaierhan Sumu

卓伦高勒苏木 Zhuolungaole Sumu

太仆寺旗 Taipusi Qi

乌苏图查干苏木 Wusutuchagan Sumu

黑城子种畜场 Heichengzi Breeding Farm

正镶白旗 Zhengxiangbai Qi

桑根达来苏木 Sanggendalai Sumu

乌日图塔拉苏木 Wuritutala Sumu

宝绍岱苏木 Baoshaodai Sumu

杭哈拉苏木 Hanghala Sumu

哈登胡舒苏木 Hadenghushu Sumu

扎格斯台苏木 Zhagesitai Sumu

乌和尔沁敖包林场 Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm
4. Organization and Command System
4.1 Organization and Command Organs
4.1.1 Command Organs at Qi Level
To prevent and combat against mountain torrents, Zhenglan Qi established the flood control office
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and five work teams, namely, monitoring team, information team, transference team, dispatching
team, and support team (For members of each team, see the appendix).
4.1.2 Organization Organs at Sumu, Town, and Pasture Levels
Flood control and disaster relief offices should be established in the safety area and the danger
area of the sumus and towns. The heads of the offices should be the chief leaders of each sumu,
town, and pasture and the members of offices should consist of the following people: deputy secretaries in charge of agriculture and animal husbandry, deputy town chiefs (or deputy sumu chiefs
or deputy pasture chiefs), heads of armed forces, assistants of civil administration, school principals or presidents, and heads of gachas or villages threatened by mountain torrents. In addition,
some subordinate bodies of the offices should be established, including offices with full-time staff
and contact numbers, monitoring team, information team, transference team, dispatching team,
support team, and 2-3 emergency rescue teams with at least 10 persons each. The rescue teams
should be put into the responsibility of certain persons, and their job responsibilities should be
specified.
In gachas or villages threatened by mountain torrents, work teams headed by gacha or village
heads should be established to prevent and combat against mountain torrents. In addition, each
gacha or village should organize 1-2 emergency rescue teams (each team with at least 10 persons),
appoint people to monitor water level, debris flow, and landslide, and appoint two people to send
signals.
Each sumu, town or pasture should send documents about all the flood control organizations (including members and contact numbers of the organizations, and members of the emergency rescue
teams) under its administration before May 30 in the form of sumu, town or pasture government
(or administration committee) documents to Zhenglan Qi government, who after examining and
approving the documents, should send a duplicate to Zhenglan Qi flood control office for record.
Emergency rescue teams should be mainly made up of militia from the danger area and headed by
two chief leaders of the gacha (or pasture branch) party branch and gacha villagers committee,
who should organize and lead rescue and relief work in case of emergency.
The head, members, and contact number of each work team must be decided so as to ensure its
smooth operation in case of mountain torrents.
4.2 Division of Work Responsibility
4.2.1 Under the unified leadership and organization of Zhenglan Qi flood control office, each department should assume its own responsibility in carrying out the preplan to prevent and combat
against mountain torrents. The headquarter office should be in charge of daily work.
4.2.2 Under the unified leadership of Zhenglan Qi flood control office, flood control office of each
town, sumu, and pasture should organize and carry out prevention and rescue work under its own
administration. In case of emergency, they should report it to higher authority and plunge into
rescue work. Flood control work team of each gacha, village, and pasture branch should be responsible for the monitoring of rainfall, early warning of emergency, transference of people, and
rescue work.
4.2.3 Work Responsibility of Each Team
1. Monitoring Team: Monitoring team should monitor the precipitation in precipitation gauging
station and meteorological station, the water conservancy projects and danger area, the water level
of flood-discharge ditches, and the movement of debris flow and landslide.
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2. Information Team: Information team should collect and analyze information from flood control
offices, meteorology departments, and hydrology departments of Xilingol League and Zhenglan
Qi to get information on rainstorms and flood forecast, precipitation, debris flow, landslide and the
condition of the water conservancy projects, which would provide basis for the commanding and
decision-making of leaders in charge of flood control.
3. Transference Team: Upon reception of early warning, or order from flood control office, transference team should organize and evacuate people threatened by flood according to proposed
routes and locations. People in charge of transference should persuade each person for evacuation
and ensure the safety of victims during transference and after settlement.
4. Dispatching Team: Dispatching team should dispatch and use water conservancy projects and
machinery, dispatch and deploy rescue workers, allocate and manage relief supplies and vehicles,
and deal with compensation after the disaster.
5. Support Team: Support team should provide basic daily necessities and medical service for the
temporarily reallocated victims, reallocate the former houses of the settled victims, and help to
settle the examination and approval procedures of new house sites.
6. Emergency Rescue Team: In case of emergency, emergency rescue team should plunge into
rescue work in order.
Signal Senders: Signal senders should immediately send pre-arranged warning signals after getting
emergency information or receiving order to evacuate.
5. Monitoring and Early Warning
5.1 Threshold Limit Value of Mountain Torrents and Rain
5.1.1 Situated in Inner Mongolia Plateau, Zhenglan Qi was 1,200-1,600 meters high above sea
level. The average annual precipitation of Zhenglan Qi was 365.1 mm and uneven in distribution.
The precipitations of June, July, and August were 51.4 mm, 111.6 mm, and 84.2 mm respectively,
occupying 69% of the annual precipitation. According to historical data, the features of storm in
Zhenglan Qi, and the topographical and geological conditions of Zhenglan Qi, flood of small scale
would occur when precipitation in 24 hours reached 25 mm; therefore, the threshold limit value of
mountain torrents was set at 25 mm.
5.1.2 According to historical data, mountain torrents in Zhenglan Qi were mainly caused by floods
after heavy rain. The floods were single-crest floods or multi-crest floods, with the latter of dominative position. The following table was based on the flood on June 26, 1982. When the flood
discharge in the main discharge ditches approximated or exceeded the flood discharge listed in the
following table, disasters would occur.

Table of Discharge of Flood Crests in Main Discharge Ditches on June 26, 1982
Names of
Discharge
Ditch

Catchment
Area
(KM2)

Length
above
the Section (M)

Qianbantai

39.1

6900

Aerhubuhe

61.5

9500

Location of
the Section
The 1st Brigade
of
Qianbantai
South of the
former
township
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Total
Length of
Discharge
Ditch (M)

Gradient
(%)

Roughness

Flood Discharge
(M3/S)

11000

0.01

0.03

117.51

15000

0.013

0.03

137.00
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Shimenzi

11.55

5500

1.5

1500

3.75

2000

1.94

1500

175

22000

14

3000

39.65

5600

st

The 1 Brigade Wulan
Qingfengbei

Hengligou

Zhuolonghe
Hutai

Banjieliang

government
Dongfeng
Village
The
1st
Brigade
Wulan
At the foot
of the dam
of the former reservoir
The lower
reach
of
Hengligou
Under the
highway
bridge
In front of
the gate of
the former
township
government
The
3rd
Brigade of
Hutai

5500

0.02

0.03

29.98

1500

0.02

0.045

28.63

2000

0.06

0.045

61.23

1800

0.045

0.03

77.94

25000

0.03

0.035

156.68

7000

0.05

0.035

36.68

35000

0.005

0.035

129.43

5.2 Real-time Monitoring
5.2.1 Monitoring Content: precipitation, water level, debris flow, and landslide.
5.2.2 Monitoring Requirements: clear in goal; planned, systematic, and focused in work; and mass
monitoring and prevention first and professional monitoring second.
5.3 Communications
Communications: employ the communication means of TV, radio, telephone, fax, drum, gong, and
trumpet in accordance with the specific condition of Zhenglan Qi.
5.4 Forecast and Early Warning
5.4.1 Forecast Content: weather forecast, hydrology forecast, reservoir water level forecast, debris
flow forecast, and landslide forecast. Weather forecast should be released by meteorology department, hydrology forecast by hydrology department, reservoir water level forecast by water conservancy department, and debris flow and landslide forecast by land and resources department.
5.4.2 Early Warning Content: forecast information of storm and flood, monitoring information of
storm and flood, the water level of precipitation and flood (whether reaching the threshold limit
value), monitoring information of reservoir and dam water level, and monitoring and forecast information of possible debris flow and landslide.
5.4.3 Time of Issuing Early Warning: 1) Importance should be attached to the forecast of storm
and an early warning for storm should be issued when the forecast or actual precipitation reached
the threshold limit value; 2) An early warning should be issued to the lower reach when the drastic
increase in water level in the upper reach would cause mountain torrents in the lower reach; 3) An
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early warning for debris flow and landslide should be issued when there were signs of debris flow
and landslide; and 4)Information should be released when reservoirs and ponds burst.
5.4.4 Procedures of Issuing Early Warning: Based on investigation, monitoring, and analysis, early
warning should be timely issued according to precipitation, water level, and signs of mountain
torrents. Procedure and condition of issuing early warning should be made in accordance with local circumstances.
1) In general, early warning for mountain torrents should be issued by flood control office and
passed along the administrative level of Qi—Town (or Sumu, Pasture)—Gacha (or village, pasture
branch)—household (Picture 1).

Flood Control

Flood Control Of-

Forecast

Office at Dis-

fice

Mountain

trict Level

of

Xilingol

League

of
Storm

Tor-

rents
Flood

Debris Flow

Flood Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi

Landslide

Burst of Reservoirs and Ponds
Flood Control

Villages, Ga-

Office at Town-

chas

ship Level

Brigades,

Households

Haotes

Picture One Procedure of Issuing Early Warning in General Condition
2) In case of emergency, villages or brigades could directly report disasters to Qi flood control
office or town (or sumu, pasture) flood control offices, directly send an early warning signal, and
complete early warning work in the shortest time (Picture 2).
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Storm

Flood
Flood Control

Flood Control

Mountain

Office at

Office of

Torrents

District Level

Xilingol

Debris

League

Flow

Landslide
Flood Control
Office of
Zhenglan Qi
Burst of Reservoirs and Ponds

Flood Control

Villages,

Office at

Gachas

Township Level

Landsides of Large

Brigades,

House-

Haotes

holds

Geological Anomaly

Scale

Monitors

Burst of Reservoirs

Water

and Ponds

Conservancy

Projects Dangers

Picture Two Procedure of Issuing Early Warning in Case of Emergency
5.4.5 Early Warning System
Early Warning System: Three types of signals were used in the early warning system: yellow signal, orange signal, and red signal. Yellow signal would be sent (through phone or text message)
when precipitation reached 15-25 mm. Orange signal would be sent (through TV or phone) when
precipitation reached 26-50 mm. Red signal would be sent (through TV announcement, gong,
drum, or trumpet) when precipitation reached over 51 mm.
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D. 3-5 Preplan for the Flood Control in Zhenglan Qi (Finished on June
1, 2009, Extracts)
1. General Provisions
1.1 The preplan was enacted in the light of “Water Law of the People’s Republic of China,”
“Flood Control Law of the People’s Republic of China,” “Flood Control Regulations of the
People’s Republic of China,” “Regulations of the People’s Republic of China Governing the Administration of River,” “Implementation Measures of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region for
the ‘Flood Control Law of the People’s Republic of China’” and other related laws and regulations,
aiming to prevent and reduce flood disasters and defend against flood in a planned and
well-prepared way.
1.2 Preplan for flood control, collectively referred to the plans for flood control, abrupt mountain
torrent control and so on, was the defensive plan, counterplan, and measures made beforehand to
deal with all kinds of possible flood disasters. The preplan was also the guideline based on which
the flood control office of Zhenglan Qi made decisions, regulated the flood, and did the rescue and
relief work.
1.3 Flood prevention should adhere to the principle of localized management. Responsibilities
should be undertaken by the chief leaders of the people’s government at different levels and demands be implemented by leaders of related departments. Each sumu, town, state-owned pasture,
key enterprise, and flood control office should take charge of flood control and flood fighting in
their jurisdictions. When extraordinary flood disaster occurred across Zhenglan Qi or its counties,
flood control office of Zhenglan Qi should make unified dispatch and command according to the
requirements of the counterpart of Xilingol League. Then, all the related departments should perform their own responsibilities under the leadership and command of the flood control office of
Zhenglan Qi.
1.4 Flood control and flood fighting should follow the principles of “Safety first,” “Be prepared,”
and “Prevention in the first place, rescue and relief taken into account,” enhance the management
and monitoring of the flood areas, and strengthen early warning and forecasting system of mountain torrent so as to get well-prepared in case of flood disasters.
When flood happened, governments at different levels and the related departments should immediately organize adequate staff, take effective measures to minimize the casualties, losses, and
negative influences on the society, and protect the safety of people’s life and property.
……
3. Organizations
3. 3 The Existing Condition of Flood Control and the Problems
1. The Existing Condition of Flood Control in Zhenglan Qi
For geographic and geomorphic reasons, no large flood control project had ever been built in
Zhenglan Qi. Besides, the former small reservoirs had been out of service. Since the 1990s, Shandian River had been regulated by Guyuan Reservoir on its upper reach, and dried up. Except some
seasonal rivers and flood-discharge ditches in the hilly areas, other rivers, situated in the sandy
land with small surface runoff, could not cause flood.
According to the specific condition, the emphasis of the flood control and flood fighting of Zhen-
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glan Qi was laid on the hilly areas with seasonal rivers and flood-discharge ditches, which would
cause flood disaster in case of heavy rains, including Heichengzi Pasture, Shangdu Town, and
Wuyi Breeding Farm along Shandian River; Habiriga Town, Zhuolun River, Kuishu River in
Baoshaodai Sumu, Shisan Oboo in the inland river basin; and Old Yangqun Temple and Uhreqin
Oboo Forest Farm in Sanggendalai Town. In these areas, the flood control should be given more
attention and be made in a reasonable way.
Flood was likely to occur in the northern sandy land because of heavy rain. For historical reasons,
the low-lying terrain had been caused by wind erosion and constant population mobility. When it
rained, inland inundation often happened and the houses of residents were easily flooded. Therefore, all sumus, towns, and gachas should make thorough examination, do drainage and dredging
work, organize working staff, and prepare pumping equipments so as to drain water immediately
in case of flood disasters.
Flood drainage in towns: Towns in Zhenglan Qi were high in the south and low in the north. Due
to the expansion of urban areas in recent years, the drainpipes did not have adequate capacity to
drain water, and waterlogging often occurred when it rained heavily. Even worse, the water poured
into the houses of residents living in low-lying areas, and greatly affected their regular life and
work. Therefore, flood control in towns must concentrate on the quick flood drainage in urban
areas.
The houses that leaked and was out of repair posed a serious threat to the safety of people’s life
and property, so all sumus, towns, pasture branches, and other related units must keep special precautious about the dilapidated, leaked, and old houses in their jurisdictions, and take measures to
avoid any possible damages.
Baiyinbaolige irrigated area should strictly follow the watch system, pay more attention to the
streams from the upper reaches, and release water from the sluice to ensure the safety of the water
conservation project in the flood season.
2. The Problems
As the main task of the flood drainage in towns was to drain rainwater as quickly as possible, all
the roads in towns could be used as drainage passages. To ensure the smooth operation of flood
drainage, flood control office of Shangdu Town should cooperate with Urban Construction Bureau
and Land and Resources Administration Bureau to clear out each drainage passage and remove the
buildings that blocked the water. Meanwhile, they should prohibit the house building and protect
the wetland along Shandian River, as well as demolish the houses by step in the low-lying areas to
form the flood plain. As a result, the safety of flood discharge could be ensured and the river wetland could regulate and purify the climate.
Due to years of silt and dumping by the residents, the flood-discharge ditches in the south of the
former Qingfeng Reservoir in Habiriga Town had insufficient capability of flood discharge. In
particular, the bridges on the provincial road 304 were endangered. When heavy flood occurred,
they would lack of discharge capacity, so the silt needed to be cleared and the ditch to be improved.
In the areas suffering from frequent heavy rains, such as Kuishu River, Shisan Oboo, Kuishugou,
Beitai, mountain torrent often occurred owning to a great number of flood-discharge ditches. In
addition, there were no flood control facilitates against the large volumes of streams from the upper reaches and it was rather difficult to forecast the coming of the flood season. Therefore, profound attention should be paid to the flood control in these areas.
3. Characteristics of the Flood
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According to the landform, Zhenglan Qi was influenced by the atmosphere-river system. The
rainfall mainly occurred in July, August, and September. In particular cases, when hails and storms
lasted 30 minutes, mountain torrent would occur and cause injuries and deaths of people and livestock and losses of properties.
In Zhenglan Qi, due to the lack of local flood control facilities, the large area of flood control, and
the casualness of flood, the flood control in Zhenglan Qi was a tough task and required more attention.
3.4 Flood Control Plan
1. Flood Monitoring and Early Warning
The flood monitoring and early warning were in the charge of the government of Shangdu Town
that assisted Water Authority of Zhenglan Qi to report the rain and flood to the flood control office
of Zhenglan Qi.
In the monitoring and early warning of mountain torrent, the key point was to learn about the rain
and carry out real-time monitoring in advance. According to the principle of localized management, each sumu, town, and pasture branch should undertake the monitoring and early warning of
the rain and flood in valleys and inland inundation areas, and assign staff to monitor the rain and
to report to the higher authority after receiving the forecast from the department of meteorology
and flood, so that the flood control office could start the preplan according to the disasters.
As a rule, the department of meteorology should report the weather condition to the flood control
office in a short time.
2. Flood and Disaster Reporting
Each sumu, town, pasture should strictly follow the 24-hour watch system and establish the disaster reporting and recording system. In case of flood and disasters, each sumu, town, and pasture
branch must report to the flood control office of Zhenglan Qi immediately, and take effective
measures.
In the mountain torrent areas, riverway areas, and inland inundation areas, each sumu, town, and
pasture should set up preplan for emergency and carry out rescue and dispatch measures, according to the principles of localized management and responsibility taken by departments at different
levels.
The water draining and pumping were in the charge of Shangdu Town and Urban Construction
Bureau. The dilapidated and leaked houses, small mines and enterprises, and geological disasters
were in the charge of Land and Resources Administration Bureau, Education Bureau, Safety and
Supervision Bureau, and each Sumu, town and pasture, who undertook the rescue and dispatch
work and took measures in case of flood.
3.5 Safeguard Measures
1. Organs
Once flood occurred or was likely to happen according to forecast, the flood control office should
start to work immediately and all related departments should perform their functions under the
command of the office.
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2. Fund
The financial department took charge of allocating funds for controlling flood and collecting funds
for defending flood.
3. Technology
The flood control office of Zhenglan Qi and the department of water administration took charge of
editing and revising the preplan of flood control and flood fighting, the collection and analysis of
meteorological and hydrologic information, the investigation of the flood-discharge capacity of
flood control facilities, the flood monitoring and survey, and other technical work. They also took
charge of the conduction of early warning measures, the allocation of necessary communication,
traffic and technical equipments. In addition, they conducted professional and technical trainings
to raise the feasibility of the command and dispatch during the flood control and flood fighting
and to improve the technical skill to solve emergency and flood.
4. Material Reserve
According to the principles of localized management and the division of responsibility, the materials for flood control in each section should be prepared by local sumu, town, pasture branch, and
the related departments, and inspected and dispatched by the flood control office of Zhenglan Qi.
Once flood occurred, the materials would be dispatched to the designated places by Bureau of
Transportation. In a word, good preparations must be made to deal with any possible disasters and
to ensure the safety of people in flood season. During the flood season, each sumu, town, pasture
branch, Urban Construction Bureau and Water Authority must guarantee the storage of 5,000 woven bags, 30 shovels, 20 pickaxes, 20 life jackets, 30 weatherproof coats, five emergency cars, and
500 m³ of standby cubic meters of earth and stone. In the flood and waterlogging areas, each gacha or village must guarantee the storage of 1000 woven bags, 20 shovels, 20 weatherproof coats,
and 500 m³ of cubic meters of earth and stone.
In case of flood, Epidemic Prevention Station, Hospitals of Zhenglan Qi and Xilingol League, and
Family Planning Bureau should organize 20 medical personnel and two ambulances, and prepare
all the medicines for preventing epidemic diseases and the necessary medicines, such as disinfector, detergent, and chlorinated lime for medical treatment and epidemic prevention in disaster
areas.
……
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D. 3-6 The Protection of Animals and Plants in Site of Xanadu City
(Statistics of 2009, Extracts)
1. List of Animals under the State Protection in the Nature Reserve
No.

Names

Level of Protection

1

Ciconia nigra

Ⅰ

2

Aquila chrysaetos

Ⅰ

3

Grus japonensis

Ⅰ

4

Otis tarda

Ⅰ

5

Haliaeetus leucoryphus

Ⅰ

6

Aegypius monachus

Ⅱ

7

Circus melanoleucos

Ⅱ

8

Platalea leucorodia

Ⅱ

9

Cygnus olor

Ⅱ

10

Cygnus cygnus

Ⅱ

11

Cygnus columbianus

Ⅱ

12

Pandion haliaetus

Ⅱ

13

Milvus migrans

Ⅱ

14

Accipiter gentilis

Ⅱ

15

Circus spilonotus

Ⅱ

16

Buteo hemilasius

Ⅱ

17

Buteo buteo

Ⅱ

18

Aquila rapax

Ⅱ

19

Circus cyaneus

Ⅱ

20

Accipiter nisus

Ⅱ

21

Falco tinnunculus

Ⅱ

22

Falco vespertinus

Ⅱ

23

Falco subbuteo

Ⅱ

24

Falco peregrinus

Ⅱ

25

Falco cherrug

Ⅱ

26

Accipiter virgatus

Ⅱ

27

Grus grus

Ⅱ

28

Grus vipio

Ⅱ

29

Anthropoides virgo

Ⅱ

30

Chlidonias niger

Ⅱ

31

Asio otus

Ⅱ

32

Asio flammeus

Ⅱ
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No.

Names

Level of Protection

33

Bubo bubo

Ⅱ

34

Athene noctua

Ⅱ

35

Felis manul

Ⅱ

36

Felis lynx

Ⅱ

2. List of Wild Plants under the State Protection in the Nature Reserve
Place of

The Reason of Being

Origin

Selected

Picea meyeri Rehd.et Wils.

Zhenglan Qi

Endangered

Chaziyuanbai

Sabina vulgaris Ant.

Zhenglan Qi

Endangered

Caomahuang

Ephedra sinica Stapf

Zhenglan Qi

Salix gordeivii Chang et SkV.

Zhenglan Qi

Wuliu

Salix cheilophila Schneid

Zhenglan Qi

Shadiyu

Ulmus pumila L.var.sabulosa

Zhenglan Qi

Shaoyao

Paeonia lactiflora Pall.

Zhenglan Qi

Jinlianhua

Trollius chinensis Bunge

Zhenglan Qi

Huanglumu

Berberis amurensis Rupr.

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Bianfuge

Menispermum dauricum DC.

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Tangchabiao

Ribes emodense Rehd

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Chinese Name
Baigan

Huangliu

Huaqiushu

Latin Name

Sorbus pohuashanensis
(Hance)Hedl.

Of Great Economic
Value
Of Great Economic
Value
Of Great Economic
Value
In Danger
Of Great Economic
Value
Of Great Economic
Value

Qiuzili

Pyrus ussuriensis Maxim

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Neimenghuangqi

Pyrus ussuriensis Maxim

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Shanputao

Vitis amurensis Rupr.

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Wutouyesheputao

Ampelopsis aconitifolia Bunge

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Mengduan

Tilia mongolica Maxim

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Hippophae rhamnoides
Zhongguoshaoji

L．ssp．sinensis Rousi

Zhenglan Qi

Of Great Economic
Value

Hongruimu

Cornus alba L.

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Huangqin

Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi

Zhenglan Qi

Of Great Economic
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Chinese Name

Latin Name

Place of

The Reason of Being

Origin

Selected
Value

Ningxiagouqi

Lycium barbarum L.

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Qingqi

Solanum septemlobum Bunge

Zhenglan Qi

In Danger

Luwei
Chuanlongshuyu

phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin.ex
Steudel
Discorea nipponica Makino

D-111

Zhenglan Qi
Zhenglan Qi

Of Great Economic
Value
In Danger
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D. 3-7 Atmospheric, Hydrological, and Geological Conditions of Site
of Xanadu City (Finished in 2009, Extracts)
1. Quality of Atmospheric Environment
In Site of Xanadu City, from 2005 to 2008, the annual average content of SO2 was 0.045mg/m³;
the annual average content of nitrogen dioxide was 0.01mg/m³; and the annual average content of
suspended particulate was 0.03 mg/m³. The content of SO2 met the criteria of the second class
national air quality standard, and the content of nitrogen dioxide and suspended particulate met the
criteria of the first class national air quality standard. In 2008, the average composite index of air
pollution was 58.3%, with a decrease of 13.3% compared with 45.0% in 2005.
2. Hydrologic Condition
There were plenty of river systems and rich water resources in Zhenglan Qi. The river system in
the southern hilly area was an external one, including Shandian River, Heiben Gool, and Yangchangzi River. Flowing slowly in a tortuous course, Shandian River flew out of Zhenglan Qi in the
southeast—northeast—east direction. The river bed of Shandian River measured 30-100 meters
and the river was about 0.5-1.5 meters deep. Since dams were built at the upper reach, Shandian
River often dried up in the dry season and swelled in the rainy season. Smaller than Shandian River, Yangchangzi River and Heiben Gool were both seasonal rivers and belonged to Luanhe River
system. In the northern meadow region, dozens of lakes scattered, most of which were saltwater
lakes. The river system in meadow region was an internal one, including Gaogesitai River which
flew northwest out of Zhenglan Qi, emptied into Chagannuoer in Abaga Qi and was a seasonal
river.
Zhenglan Qi was rich in underground water resources. In the northern desert area, the abundant
underground water was low in level and easy to exploit. The ridges in the east of the desert area
were short of underground water which was deep in level and hard to exploit. In the southern hilly
area, underground water was uneven in distribution. Except the valley of Shandian River, others
regions lacked underground water resources.
The aquifer near the ground surface of Site of Xanadu City was a diluvium. Consisting of fine
sand layer, silt sand layer, coarse sand layer, and gravel layer, the aquifer was 140 meters thick and
2-30 meters below the ground. The water had a salinity of less than 0.5g/liter and a PH value
slightly greater than seven
3. Geological Condition
The northern part of Zhenglan Qi was almost completely covered by modern settled layer while
the southern part of Zhenglan Qi was mainly low mountains. In the higher places of the southern
low mountains, exposed igneous rocks could be easily seen, and few were Archaean formation,
volcanic rock, and sedimentary rock of Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras. According to national geological division, Zhenglan Qi was situated in the adjacent region of the eastern section of Yinshan
zonal complex zone and the 3rd uplift belt of Neo-cathaysian tectonic system. Zhenglan Qi was
not a key area for earthquake surveillance and protection. According to historical record, an
earthquake happened on May 22, 1664 (Bingwu of Emperor Kangxi’s Reign of Qing Dynasty) in
Heiben Gool and there were aftershocks on the next day. During the 1976 Tangshan Earthquake,
tremors were felt in Zhenglan Qi. From 1999 to 2008, no earthquake happened in Zhenglan Qi.
Buildings in Zhenglan Qi were constructed in the light of the aseismatic requirements of Zhenglan
Qi, with the acceleration of the peak value of ground motion parameters of 0.059 (the earthquake
intensity was six).
4. Pollution Monitoring
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Site of Xanadu City was located in the hinterland of grassland, and there was no pollution source
in the surrounding 400 square kilometers. The protected area of the Site had a low population density (about 10 people per square kilometer) and the wastes produced by people there did not cause
air pollution or water pollution. According to the air monitoring station at Site of Xanadu City, in
2004 the annual average content of SO2 was 0.045mg/m³; the annual average content of nitrogen
dioxide was 0.01mg/m³; and the annual average content of suspended particulate was 0.02 mg/m³,
with the average composite index of 45%. In 2004, the pollution index of Luanhe River was 0.76,
a 21% decrease compared with 0.97 in 1996. In 2006, two monitoring sections of Luanhe River
(in the section of Site of Xanadu City) showed a potassium permanganate (the main pollutant)
content of 4.0mg/L, a chemical oxygen demand of 15.5mg/L, a biochemical oxygen demand of
15.5mg/L, a volatile phenol content of 0.001mg/L, and a petroleum content of 0.20mg/L. The water in the sections of Luanhe River (in the section of Site of Xanadu City) met the criteria of the
second class surface water. Currently, the air in Site of Xanadu City and water in Luanhe River
had met the national environmental requirements of historical sites.
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D. 3-8 Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi (Statistics of 2005-2009, Extracts)
1. Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi
(Date: July 25-August 5, 2005)

No.

001

002

Location

42°18′
116°00′

42°24′
116°06′

003

42°27.114′
116°07.875′

004

42°29.394′
115°07.752′

005

42°12.968′
115°57.546′

006

42°09.598′
115°55.492′

007

42°11.895′
115°51.434′

008

42°11.602′
115°41.886′

Altitude
(m)

Dominant
Species

1300

Leymus chinensis+ Carex tristachya

1302

1352

1352

1294

1313

1316

1363

Stipa capillata
Linn+
Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Gramineae
Leymus chinensis+
Gramineae+
Artemisia
frigida Willd
Stipa capillata
Linn+ Leymus chinensi+
Carex
tristachya
Stipa capillata
Linn+ Leymus chinensis+
Gramineae
Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Stipa capillata
Linn+
Leymus chinensis
Stipa capillata
Linn+
Gramineae+
Carex
tristachya
Kalimeris
indica+
Stipa capillata
Linn+
Artemisia
frigida Willd

Coverage

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

60%

14

165

84.7

40%

19

81

41

50%

22

128

61

60%

85%

40%

45%

35%
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22

24

21

11.7

16

115

241

78

68

99

Villages
or Pastures
Silangcheng
Gacha of
Shangdu
Town
Shangduyingaole
Gacha of
Shangdu
Town
Yiriqi
No-grazin
g Area of
Shangdu
Town

57

No-grazin
g Area of
Forest
Farm

108

Qinggeletu Gacha
of Shangdu Town

32

Qinggeletu Gacha
of Shangdu Town

34.7

Bayingaole Gacha
of
Shangdu
Town

43

Zhuolungaoleaolinmaodu
Gacha
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No.

Altitude
(m)

Location

009

42°12.010′
115°55.792′

010

42°10.296′
115°32.608′

1314

1321

Dominant
Species

Coverage

Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron
cristatum
Caragana
sinica+
Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Artemisia
frigida Willd

35%

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

22.6

54%

121.4

27

91.3

Villages
or Pastures

56.1

Zhuolungaolebaiyinjihuleng
Gacha

54.3

Zhuolungaoleengeer Gacha

32

Bayinmendu
Gacha of
Naritu
Sumu

…

057

058

059

060

42°59.527′
115°57.711′

42°37.218′
115°50.638′

42°35.745′
115°46.038′

42°29.171′
116°20.653′

1291

1292

1316

1307

Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Leymus chinensis
Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Stipa capillata
Linn+
Agropyron
cristatum
Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Kochiaprostrata+
Gramineae
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron
cristatum+
Stipa capillata
Linn

15%

18

15%

77

14

35%

60

15

80%

26.7

131

24

373

Utu Oboo
Gacha of
Sanggendalai

50.7

Enhebaolige Gacha
of Sanggendalai
Town

77.4

The
1st
Branch of
Wuyi
Breeding
Farm

2. Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi
(Date: August 5-7, 2006)

No. Location

115°28′34
LA 4″
001 42°56′001
″

Altitude
(m)

Subgroups

1264

lris lacteal Pall+
Arrhenatherum elatius+
Carex duriuscula C.
A. Mey

Types
of
Plants

Co
ver
age

Height
of
Grass

5

60

17
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Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weig Weig
ht
ht

133

66

UtiRelizamark
tion
s
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Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weig Weig
ht
ht

Types
of
Plants

Co
ver
age

Height
of
Grass

1281

Artemisia desterorum Spreng+
Caragana microphylia Lam+
Phyllostachys propinqua

7

5

50

133

56

1280

Phragmites australis+
lris lacteal Pall

2

80

65

480

220

7

40

20

561

281

3

10

40

67

31

1279

Leymus chinensis+
Chenopodiaceae
+Carex duriuscula
C. A. Mey

3

80

50

453

220

1290

Stipa krylovii Roshev+
Cleistogenes squarrosa

3

50

17

202

101

1456

Stipa
capillata
Linn+ Achnatherum
sibiricum+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd

10

40

43

104

52

115°08′04
LA 6″
009 42°31′066
″

1397

Siberian Apricot+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Radix Sanguisorbae

7

85

34

249

124

115°12′14
LA 1″
010 42°30′489
″

1432

Stipa krylovii Roshev+ Cleistogenes
squarrosa

4

45

25

74

37

LA 116°14′06
011 9″

1389

Chenopodiaceae
+ Leymus

35

100

50

805

402

Altitude
(m)

Subgroups

115°30′38
LA 0″
002 42°54′134
″
116°34′22
LA 0″
003 42°52′276
″

No. Location

116°30′54
LA 2″
004 42°51′388
″

1281

116°29′32
LA 3″
005 42°49′194
″

1296

116°29′35
LA 3″
006 42°47′583
″
115°12′12
LA 3″
007 42°24′583
″
115°10′17
LA 1″
008 42°31′066
″

Artemisia desterorum Spreng+
Caragana microphylia Lam+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd
Artemisia desterorum Spreng+
Caragana microphylia Lam+
Psammochloa villosa
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No. Location

Altitude
(m)

42°33′149
″
116°15′36
LA 6″
012 42°36′159
″

1369

115°36′37
LA
6″
1283
013
42°54′011″
115°38′55
LA 7″
014 42°45′133
″

1316

116°05′42
LA 8″
015 42°15′147
″

1290

116°11′03
LA 7″
016 42°19′130
″

1286

116°12′05
LA 3″
017 42°20′540
″

1269

115°50′24
LA
3″
1307
018
42°44′117″
115°34′08
LA 6″
019 42°45′126
″

1294

Subgroups
chinensis+
Potentilla aiscolor
Bunge
Stipa krylovii Roshev+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Cleistogenes squarrosa
Phragmites australis+ Chenopodiaceae+
Arrhenatherum elatius
Agropyron cristatum+
Leymus chinensis+
Melissilus ruthenicus
Stipa krylovii Roshev+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Wild Herbs
Stipa grandis P.
Smirn+
Leymus chinensis
+Cleistogenes squarrosa
Carex duriuscula C.
A. Mey+
Potentilla aiscolor
Bunge
Ulmus pumila L
+Spiraea trilobata+
Artemisia desterorum Spreng
Tamarix ramosissima Ledeb+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Melissilus ruthenicus

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weig Weig
ht
ht

Types
of
Plants

Co
ver
age

Height
of
Grass

4

55

25

246

123

3

65

50

308

154

3

30

23

316

158

9

60

27

324

162

5

60

42

203

101

2

100

16

293

140

9

25

17

66

33

7

40

35

219

109
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3. Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi
(Date: August 15-17, 2007)

No.

LA
001

LA
001

Location
115°49′6
62″
42°27′57
3″
115°50′0
47″
42°26′38
9″

Altitude
(m)

1350

1338

LA
002

115°52′5
56″
42°26′33
″

1307

LA
002

115°52′4
68″
42°52′46
8″

1308

LA
003

115°34′4
31″
42°30′34
1″

1268

LA
003

115°35′9
05″
42°31′62
3″

1303

LA
004

115°41′3
59″
42°32′52
3″

1354

LA
004

115°39′3
76″
42°33′56
7″

1337

LA
005

115°53′0
47″
42°44′08
3″

LA
006

115°51′8
31″
42°44′11
1″

1317

1318

Subgroups
Agropyron cristatum
+Artemisia frigida
Willd+Gramineae+
Wild Herbs
Carex tristachya+
Agropyron cristatum
+Gramineae
Leymus chinensis
+Melissilus ruthenicus+
Artemisia
frigida Willd+Wild
Herbs
Stipa krylovii Roshev
+Leymus chinensis
+Artemisia frigida
Willd
Melissilus ruthenicus+
Carex tristachya+
Artemisia desterorum Spreng+
Astragalus mongolicum
Agropyron
cristatum+ Stipa grandis
P.
Smirn+Carex
tristachya
Calamagrostis epigejos +
Leymus chinensis
+Carex
tristachya+Artemisia
desterorum Spreng
Agropyron cristatum
+Carex tristachya
+Artemisia desterorum Spreng
Cleistogenes squarrosa
+Artemisia frigida
Willd+
Agropyron cristatum
Phyllostachys propinqua+ Polygonum
divaricatum Linn
+Melissilus ruthe-

Typ
es of
Plan
ts

Cov
era
ge

Heigh
t
of
Grass

Kilogram/
mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

Stocking
Capacity
(mu/Shee
p)

Re
mar
ks

4

80

25

239

123

44

Enclos
ed
Area

3

40

3

111

64

27

Graz
ing
Area

6

90

30

422

211

8

Nograz
ing
Area

9

37

16

73

41

42

Graz
ing
Area

3

75

80

197

99

17

Des
ert
Area

9

35

15

158

77

22

Graz
ing
Area

6

65

20

148

74

24

Enclos
ed
Area

4

20

15

38

19

84

Graz
ing
Area

21

Nograz
ing
Area

12

Nograz
ing
Area

9

8
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65

11

30

147

280

80

140
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Altitude
(m)

Location

No.

LA
006

115°50′3
86″
42°46′53
68″

1306

Subgroups
nicus+
Artemisia desterorum Spreng
Phyllostachys propinqua+ Polygonum
divaricatum Linn+
Olgaea leucophylla
+Artemisia desterorum Spreng

Average Enclosed Area
Average Grazing Area
In Total

Kilogram/
mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

Typ
es of
Plan
ts

Cov
era
ge

Heigh
t
of
Grass

Stocking
Capacity
(mu/Shee
p)

Re
mar
ks

4

20

9

24

13

141

Graz
ing
Area

8

73

29

25
4

12
8

15

6

45

10

81

44

40

7

60

20

16
9

86

28

4. Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi
(Date: August 15, 2008)

N
o.

Location

Altitude

Types of
Pasture

Subgroups

Hilly
Meadow

Stipa capillata
Linn+ Gramineae+
Carex tristachya

(m)

1

2

116°05′6
7.7″
42°27′33.
6″

116°20′061″ 125
42°35′66.1″

115°00′28.0
3

″
42°49′15.2″

115°57′51.7
4

″
42°13′40.2″

5

129
7

115°55′3
1.8″
42°38′02.
9″

9

133
4

130
1

130
9

Salt
Meadow
in
Low-ling
Area

Hilly
Meadow

Salt
Meadow
in
Low-ling
Area

Phragmites
australis+Leymus
chinensis+
Heteropappus
altaicus
Leymus
chinensis+ Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Potentilla acaulis L
Achnatherum
splendens+
Leymus
chinensis+
Hemerocallis
citrina Baroni
Salix gordeivii
Chang et SkV +
Caragana sinica +Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Agropyron cris-

Types
of
Plants

Cov
erag
e

Height
Of
Grass

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

10

85

60

289

168

5

95

40

539

245

13

65

9

90

45

550

285

12

53

13

964

146
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22

257

124

Stocking
Capacity
(mu/She
ep)

Remarks
Huangqi
Brigade
of
Shangdu
Town
The 4th
Branch
of Wuyi
Breeding
Farm
Silangcheng
of
Shangdu
Town
Qinggeletu
of
Shangdu
Town
Jihulantu of
Sang
Town
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116°10′56.8
6

″
42°47′35.8″

134
2

116°16′45.8
7

″

135

42°22′17.19

1

″
116°07′03.1
8

″
42°23′19.1″

9

10

11

9

116°06′0
6.1″
42°27′13.
1″

135
7

115°10′1
7.1″
42°27′13.
9″

1311

115°28′2
8″
42°12′13.
1″

115°31′13.1
12

129

″
42°43′16.2″

Mountain
Meadow
Mountain
Meadow

Hilly
Meadow

tatum+
Gramineae
Agropyron cristatum+ Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Carex tristachya
Artemisia frigida Willd
+ Gramineae
+Agropyron
cristatum+ Betula rotunaifolia
Stipa capillata
Linn+ Gramineae
+Artemisia frigida Willd
Leymus
chinensis+
Artemisia frigida
Willd+Agropyro
n cristatum
Stipa Baicalensis
Roshev
+Leymus chinensis+ Artemisia frigida Willd
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+ Caragana sinica +
Phyllostachys
propinqua+
Agropyron cristatum
Puccinellia
tenuiflora+
Phragmites
australis+
Leymus
chinensis

128
1

127
5

13

115°42′5
8.1″
42°16′21.
7″

130
7

Salix gordeivii
Chang et SkV+
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+ Phyllostachys propinqua+
Leymus
chinensis

14

115°56′0
1.1″
42°55′06.
2″

129
9

Agropyron cristatum+
Gramineae

130
5

Salix
cheilophila
+Artemisia frigida Willd+
Leymus
chinensis+
Stipa capillata
Linn

15

115°54′2
5.2″
42°44′19.
2″

Plain
Meadow

8

9

44

56

24

21

222

116

114

Tugumuge of
Sai
Sumu

79

Hemusitai of
Sai
Sumu
Xandii

8

75

22

188

98

Gool

in

Sang Town

7

75

28

316

167

Yimuqi
of
Shangdu
Town

7

80

31

309

164

Forest
Farm

79

Bao
Sumu
and
Jibao
Sumu

8

38

29

160

Chaganz5

90

40

344

165

huoer

of

Bao Sumu

6

33

49

205

92

Gaogesitai of
Bao
Sumu

8

50

18

128

68

Bayintala of
Na Sumu

35

Tamubaolige
of Sang
Town

11

D-120
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25
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16

115°49′3
2.8″
42°27′40.
6″

135
6

Plain
Meadow

17

115°49′2
3.8″
42°26′54.
4″

134
8

Hilly
Meadow

18

116°20′0
9.3″
42°50′35.
5″

134
8

Hilly
Meadow

19

116°18′4
0.9″
42°49′15.
5″

134
8

Hilly
Meadow

20

116°20′1
1.2″
42°53′09.
8″

135
2

Hilly
Meadow

21

116°21′3
3.8″
42°51′45.
0″

134
8

Hilly
Meadow

22

116°15′0
0.7″
42°25′11.
3″

23

116°14′5
5.7″
42°25′11.
0″

130
5

130
5

Hilly
Meadow

Hilly
Meadow

24

115°32′0
3.4″
42°31′01.
9″

125
2

Hilly
Meadow

25

115°31′2
7.1″

123
9

Hilly
Meadow

Artemisia frigida Willd
+Leymus chinensis+Gramineae
Artemisia frigida Willd+ Leymus chinensis
+ Thymus
Agropyron cristatum+ Leymus
chinensis
+Carex
tristachya+
Artemisia frigida Willd
Carex
tristachya+ Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Leymus
chinensis+
Gramineae
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+
Hedysarum
fruticosum
Pall.var.1ignosu
m
+Calamagrostis
epigejos+
Swainsona salsula
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+
Calamagrostis
epigejos+
Heteropappus
hispidus
Leymus
chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum+
Artemisia frigida Willd+
Carex tristachya
Leymus
chinensis+
Stipa capillata
Linn+Artemisia
frigida Willd+
Gramineae
Leymus
chinensis+
Medicago sativa
Linn + Setaria
viridis
(L.)
Beauv+
Agropyron cristatum
Caragana sinica +Leymus

7

70

20

172

88

Bayinxili of
Sang
Town
Bayinxili of
Sang
Town

8

55

7

64

30

6

65

25

155

82

4

1

4

5

55

5

40

70

20

11

9

27

103

116

85

201

Namusitu of
Sai
Sumu

55

Namusitu of
Sai
Sumu

50

Menggulajin
of Sai
Sumu

38

Menggulajin
of Sai
Sumu

109

The 6th
Branch
of Wuyi
Breeding
Farm

7

65

8

116

64

The 6th
Branch
of Wuyi
Breeding
Farm

9

35

11

153

72

Kuisuhe
of Bao
Sumu

4

10

8

28

14

Kuisuhe
of Bao
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42°31′11.
8″

26

115°48′1
6.7″
42°54′55.
0″

129
5

Hilly
Meadow

27

115°39′1
4.2″
42°51′53.
2″

128
4

Hilly
Meadow

chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+
Agropyron cristatum+
Leymus
chinensis+
Artemisia frigida Willd
Artemisia desterorum Spreng
+Artemisia frigida
Willd+
Leymus
chinensis

Sumu

7

51

3

20

9

232

5

35

117

Bayinwulong
of Na
Sumu

16

Bayinwulong
of Na
Sumu

5. Table of the Growth Monitoring of Grass in Zhenglan Qi
(Date: August 15, 2009)

Altitude(
m)

Types of
Pasture

Subgroups

1

115°57′43.9″
42°12′10.5″

1329

Typical
Grassland

Plain
and Hill

1

115°57′35.2″
42°12′42.0″

1331

Typical
Grassland

2

116°11′47.2″
42°21′41.4″

1267

Typical
Grassland

and Hill

2

116°11′44.1″
42°21′43.9″

1266

Typical
Grassland

3

116°14′55.4″
42°25′09.5″

1305

3

116°14′56.9″
42°25′11.3″

4

No
.

Location

Types
of
Plants

Cove
rage

Height
of
Grass

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

7

40

3

13

11

6

60

17

94

74

4

50

4

11

8

Plain
and Hill

9

70

22

268

156

Typical
Grassland

Plain
and Hill

11

50

16

114

69

1303

Typical
Grassland

Plain
and Hill

9

50

19

100

69

115°46′50.5″
42°41′47.4″

1305

Warm
Desolate
Grassland

Sandy
Land

7

30

5

24

14

4

115°46′50.7″
42°41′52.3″

1302

Warm
Desolate
Grassland

Sandy
Land

8

60

27

93

62

5

115°56′24.7″
42°10′00.4″

1318

Typical

Plain
and Hill

5

40

5

34

14

Plain
and Hill
Plain
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Stocking
Capacity
(mu/She
ep)

Remarks
Qinggeletu
of
Shangdu
Town
Qinggeletu
of
Shangdu
Town
Wuyi
Breeding
Farm
Wuyi
Breeding
Farm
The 6th
Branch
of Wuyi
Breeding
Farm
The 6th
Branch
of Wuyi
Breeding
Farm
Sanggendalai
Gacha of
Sang
Town
Aolike
Gacha of
Sang
Town
Qinggeletu
of
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No
.

Location

Altitude(
m)

Types of
Pasture

Subgroups

Types
of
Plants

Cove
rage

Height
of
Grass

Kilogram/mu
Gross
Net
Weight Weight

Grassland

5

115°56′27.4″
42°09′57.7″

Typical
1316

Grassland

The Average of 20 Plots

Plain
and Hill

5

60

17

148

110

55

18

141

84

D-123

Stocking
Capacity
(mu/She
ep)

Remarks
Shangdu
Town
Qinggeletu
of
Shangdu
Town
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D. 3-9 Statistical Table of the Grassland in Zhenglan Qi Grassland
Workstation (Statistics of 2006-2009, Extracts)
1. Statistical Table of the Grassland in Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
(Date: November 13, 2006)
Personnel Structure of Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation in 2006
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation

Date: November 13, 2006

Unit：Person

Staff

11

Primary
Level

2

6

Intermediate Level

1

3

18

5

3

1

2

3

3

1

2

11

12

12

1

8

7

1

9

13

14

15

Skilled

8

17

10

Technician

1

6

1
6

9

Senior
Technician

1

14

5

Technician

8

4

Assistant
Husbandry
Man
Husbandry
Man

7

3

Senior
Husbandry
Man

6

2

Structure of Technical
Workers

Structure of Technical Cadres
Research
Fellow

2

High School
and Technical School

2
1
2
0

College

In
Total

Bachelor

1

Above Bachelor
Others

1

0

Technical
Workers
Technical
Cadres

No
.

Educational Level of
Employees

Employees
In Total

Qi
and
Coun
ty

Statistical Table of the Calamity and Prevention of Rats, Pests, and Poisonous Weeds in 2006
Filing Office：
Unit:
Date: November 13, 2006
10,000 mu
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
Rats
Pests
Poisonous Weeds

10

2

4

5

6

7

8

100

50

36.6 36.6

50

40

30.7 30.7

9

10

11

12

13

14

Area of Prevention

15

16

Physical
Means

3

Are
a of
Severe
Calami
ty

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

2

Affect
ed
Are
a

In Total

1

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

Total

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

In Total

2

In

Physical
Means

1

0

Affected
Area

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

.

Area of Prevention

Affect
ed
Are
a

Area of Prevention

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

In Total

No

Qi
and
Cou
nty

17

Note: Affected Area referred to the area of the calamity that demanded prevention and Area of the Severe Calamity was twice or more of the affected area.
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2. Statistical Table of the Grassland in Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
(Date: November 15, 2007)
Personnel Structure of Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation in 2007
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation

Date: November 15, 2007

Unit：Person

Staff

2

11

7

10

11

12

1

9

3

13

14

1
5

Primary
Level
Intermediate Level

1

9

Skilled

6

8

Technician

13

7

Senior
Technician

20

6

Technician

In
Total

5

Assistant
Husbandry
Man
Husbandry
Man
Senior
Husbandry
Man

4

Research
Fellow

3

High School
and Technical School

2

College

1

Bachelor

0

Structure of Technical
Workers

Structure of Technical Cadres

Above Bachelor

Others

Technical
Workers
Technical
Cadres

1

In Total

N
o.

Educational Level of
Employees

Employees

Qi
and
Cou
nty

16

17

18

3

1

2

Statistical Table of the Calamity and Prevention of Rats, Pests, and Poisonous Weeds in 2007
Filing Office：
Unit:
Date: November 15, 2007
10,000
mu
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
Rats
Pests
Poisonous Weeds

2
3
4

10

11

12

1

2

3

In Total
Habiriga
Town
Shangdu
Town
Sanggendalai
Town

30

20

17.5

17.5

50

40

30.7 30.7

10

7

6.5

6.5

30

30

20.5 20.5

20

13

11

11

20

10

10.2 10.2

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

1

9

0

4

5

13

Area of Prevention

14

15

16

Physical
Means

8

Area of
Severe
Calamity

Are
a of
Severe
Calami
ty

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means
In Total

7

Biological
Means

6

Affect
ed
Are
a

Affecte
d
Area

In Total

o.

Chemical
Means

N

Qi
and
County

Area of Prevention
In Total

Physical
Means

Affect
ed
Are
a

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

Area of Prevention

17

Note: Affected Area referred to the area of the calamity that demanded prevention and Area of the Severe Calamity
was twice or more of the affected area.
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3. Statistical Table of the Grassland in Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
(Date: December 3, 2008)
Personnel Structure of Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation in 2008
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation

1
0

6

10

11

12

1

8

1

Primary Level

2

9

Intermediate
Level

1

8

Skilled

6

7

Technician

11

6

Senior Technician

1
8

5

Structure of Technical
Workers

Technician

4

Assistant Husbandry
Man
Husbandry
Man
Senior Husbandry
Man
Research Fellow
High School
and Technical
School

3

College

Others

2

Bachelor

Technical
Workers

1

Above Bachelor

Technical Cadres

0
In
Total

In Total

1

Qi
and
Cou
nty

Unit：Person

Staff
Structure of Technical Cadres

Educational Level
of Employees

Employees
N
o.

Date: December 3, 2008

13

14

15

16

17

18

3

1

2

Statistical Table of the Calamity and Prevention of Rats, Pests, and Poisonous Weeds in 2008
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
Rats

2

3

6

7

8

In Total
Shangdu
Town
Sanggendalai
Town
Baoshaodai
Sumu

30

30

15

15

320

10

10

3

3

50

20

20

12

12

70

4

Naritu Sumu
Saiyinhudouga
Sumu

5

9

10

11

Af
fe
ct
ed
Ar
ea

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

12

13

Area of Prevention

14

15

16

Physical
Means

6

1

Area of Prevention

Unit:
10,000 mu
Poisonous Weeds

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means
In Total

5

Are
a of
Severe
Calami
ty

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

4

Affect
ed
Are
a

Area of Prevention

In Total

3

Physical
Means

2

0

Qi
and County

Pests

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

1

Are
a of
Severe
Calami
ty

In Total

No.

Affect
ed
Are
a

Date: December 3, 2008

17

45.7 45.7
28

28

17.7 17.7

63
70
67

Note: Affected Area referred to the area of the calamity that demanded prevention and Area of the Severe Calamity was twice or more of the affected area.
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4. Statistical Table of the Grassland in Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
(Date: October 22, 2009)
Personnel Structure of Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation in 2009
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation

Date: October 22, 2009

Unit：Person

Staff
Educational Level
of Employees

Employees

11

6

1

7

8

2

1
0

6

9

10

11

12

1

8

2

13

1
4

Primary
Level
Intermediate Level
Skilled

1
8

6

Structure of Technical Workers
Technician
Senior
Technician

In
Total

5

Technician

4

Assistant
Husbandry
Man
Husbandry
Man

3

Senior
Husbandry
Man

2

Research
Fellow

1

High School
and Technical School

0

College

Bachelor
Above Bachelor
Others

Technical
Workers
Technical
Cadres

1

Qi
and
County

In Total

N
o.

Structure of Technical Cadres

1
5

1
6

17

18

3

1

2

Statistical Table of the Calamity and Prevention of Rats, Pests, and Poisonous Weeds in 2009
Filing Office：
Zhenglan Qi Grassland Workstation
Rats

80

18

15

80

18

15

5

6

7

8

15

88

36

48.81 33.51 15.3

68

27

39.3

24

20

9

9.51

9.51

15

9

10

11

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

12

13

14

Physical
Means

In Total
Shangdu
Town
Sanggendalai
Town

4

Area of Prevention

Affect
ed
Are
a

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

3

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

2

In Total

3

1

Affected
Area

Physical
Means

2

0

Area of Prevention

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

Biological
Means
Chemical
Means

1

Affected
Area

In Total

o.

Area of Prevention

Area
of
Severe
Calamity

Qi
and
County

Pests

Unit:
10,000 mu
Poisonous Weeds

In Total

N

Date: October 22, 2009

15

16

17

15.3

Note: Affected Area referred to the area of the calamity that demanded prevention and Area of the Severe Calamity was twice or more of the affected area.
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D. 3-10 Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland
of Zhenglan Qi (Statistics of 2003-2007, Extracts)
1. Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland of Zhenglan Qi
(Date: June 3, 2003)
Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

Types of
Pasture

April 1June 10

Low
Hilly
Grassland

115°48′54″

42°26′61″

Low
Hilly
Grassland

115°47′41.4″

42°43′26.9″

Sandy
Land
Grassland

115°42′31.6″

42°43′10″

Sandy
Land
Grassland

115°44′29.3″

42°43′14″

115°33′29″

42°27′23.4″

Sandy
Land
Grassland
On Average

Longitude

Grass

Latitude

Stipa
capillata
Linn+
Leymus chinensis+
Gramineae
Leymus chinensis+
Gramineae+
Artemisia frigida
Willd
Salix
gordeivii
Chang et SkV+
Psammochloa
villosa+Agropyron
cristatum
Kalimeris indica
+Leymus chinensis+
Gramineae
Leymus chinensis
+Artemisia frigida
Willd

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output of
Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

19

168

40

13

133

50

16

120

37

16

128

40

13

104

36

15.4

130.6

41

2. Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland of Zhenglan Qi
(Date: May 26, 2004)
Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

Types of
Pasture

March
25May 25

Grass

Longitude

Latitude

Typical
Grasslad

115°37.887′

42°14.211′

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°44.965′

42°45.511′

Stipa capillata Linn
+Leymus chinensis
+Gramineae
Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+Cyperus
microiria+ Agropyron
mongolicum
Keng

D-128

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output
of Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

8

176

55

10

142.7

30
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Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

Types of
Pasture

Longitude

Grass

Latitude

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°57.950′

42°59.090′

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°56.414′

42°56.889′

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°44.939′

42°45.448′

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°41.285′

42°45.448′

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°49.662′

42°44.180′

115°49.662′

42°44.180′

Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Carex tristachya +
Agropyron cristatum
Stipa capillata Linn
+Artemisia frigida
Willd+Carex
tristachya
Leymus chinensis+
Carex tristachya
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Agropyron
cristatum+
Carex tristachya
Artemisia
desterorum Spreng+
Phyllostachys propinqua+ Agropyron
mongolicum Keng
Leymus chinensis+
Artemisia
frigida
Willd

On Average

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output
of Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

10

154.7

50

8

74

40

12

176

50

11

124

30

20

241

65

20

112

45

12.4

150

45.6

3. Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland of Zhenglan Qi
(Date: May 15, 2005)
Location
Rest
Grazing
Period
March
25May 25

Types of
Pasture
Low
Hilly
Grassland
Low
Hilly
Grassland

Longitude

Latitude

115°47.262′

42°33.137′

115°48.463′

42°31.750′

Low
Hilly
Grassland

116°11.629′

42°21.678′

Low

116°07.579′

42°18.082′

Grass
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum+
Carex tristachya
Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum+
Melissilus ruthenicus
Leymus chinensis+
Artemisia annua L. +
Cleistogenes squarrosa+
Carex tristachya
Stipa capillata Linn+

D-129

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output
of Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

16

128

47

19

148

35

15

108

80

14

150

80
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Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

Types of
Pasture

Longitude

ly Grassland
Low
Hilly
Grassland
Low
Hilly
Grassland
Sandy
Land
Grassland
Sandy
Land
Grassland

115°55.021′

42°16.579′

115°53.116′

42°17.491′

115°49.654′

42°26.927′

115°50.324′

42°47.131′

115°37.827′

42°14.211′

115°44.965′

42°45.511′

Sandy
Land
Grassland

115°57.950′

42°59.090′

Sandy
Land
Grassland

115°56.414′

42°56.889′

116°39.589′

42°54.898′

Low
Hilly
Grassland
Low
Hilly
Grassland

Sandy
Land
Grassland
On Average

Grass

Latitude

Artemisia frigida Willd+
Potentilla
aiscolor
Bunge
Stipa capillata Linn+
Leymus chinensis+
Carex
tristachya
+Artemisia frigida Willd
Leymus chinensis+
Stipa capillata Linn+
Artemisia frigida Willd+
Carex tristachya
Artemisia frigida Willd+
Agropyron cristatum+
Leymus chinensis
Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Leymus chinensis+
Polygonum divaricatum
Linn
Stipa capillata Linn+
Leymus chinensis+
Artemisia frigida Willd
Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Agropyron
cristatum+Phyllostachys
propinqua
Artemisia frigida Willd+
Carex tristachya +
Agropyron cristatum
+Cleistogenes squarrosa
Stipa capillata Linn
+Artemisia
frigida
Willd+ Carex tristachya
+ Kochiaprostrata
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum+
Carex tristachya

D-130

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output
of Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

17

88

45

12

72

42

8.5

100

50

15

68

36

10

176

55

15

78

30

5

154

50

15

74

40

13

140

55

13

114

42
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4. Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland of Zhenglan Qi
(Date: May 15, 2006)
Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

April
1-May15

Types of
Pasture

Longitude

Grass

Latitude

Low Hilly
Grassland

115°51′404″

42°19′121″

Low Hilly
Grassland

115°36′563″

42°13′964″

Low Hilly
Grassland

116°09′357″

42°15′827″

Low Hilly
Grassland

115°49′574″

42°28′756″

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°54′294″

42°45′623″

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°53′060″

42°47′961″

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°53′627″

42°51′770″

Sandy
Land Vegetation

115°57′285″

42°56′294″

Sandy
Land Vegetation

116°06′269″

42°44′089″

Low Hilly
Grassland

115°33′693″

42°27′097″

Achnatherum
splendens+ Leymus
chinensis
+Potentilla aiscolor
Bunge
Stipa capillata Linn
+Leymus
chinensis+Gramineae
Stipa capillata Linn+
Potentilla
aiscolor
Bunge+
Agropyron cristatum
Artemisia frigida Willd
+Agropyron cristatum
Artemisia desterorum
Spreng+
Phyllostachys propinqua+
Agropyron cristatum
Salix
gordeivii
Chang et SkV+ Artemisia
desterorum
Spreng+
Agropyron mongolicum Keng
Ulmus pumila L+
Artemisia frigida Willd
+ Agropyron cristatum
Salix cheilophila+
Kalimeris indica+
Leymus chinensis
Spiraea
salicifolia
L.+
Leymus chinensis+
Agropyron cristatum
Artemisia
frigida
Willd+
Carex tristachya

On Average

D-131

Height
of
Grass
(cm)

Output
of Grass
(half
kilogram
/mu)

Coverage
(%)

10

323.8

49

11

166

45

8

100

45

7

360

70

24

174.8

37

21

146.9

36

6

21

48

7

180.6

44

9

118.04

46

6

113

30

11

170.4

45
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5. Table of the Testing of Grass Index in Rest Grazing Grassland of Zhenglan Qi
(Date: May 15, 2007)
Location
Rest
Grazing
Period

Types of
Pasture

April
5-May20

Low Hilly
Grassland

Longi-

Grass

Latitude
tude

Low Hilly
Grassland

Sandy Land
Vegetation

Sandy Land
Vegetation
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D. 4 Archives of Tourism Monitoring
D. 4-1 Work Summary of Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
(2004-2005, Extracts)
In recent years of 2004 and 2005, Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and Zhenglan Qi Government
established the developing goal that “Great efforts should be taken to develop the tertiary industry
and foster the development of tourism.” To attain this goal, in June 2004, Zhenglan Qi Government separated Tourism Administration from Administration of Culture, Broadcasting, and Sports
to administer tourism affairs. In 2005, while quickening the pace of attracting investment to exploit tourism resources, Zhenglan Qi Government allocated a sum of money as tourism development fund to improve tourism facilities, which laid a solid foundation for the development of
tourism.
Part One Overview of the Construction of Tourism Projects
In 2004, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration made concrete plans and measures for the construction of key tourism projects, and assigned the work to individuals, clarifying everyone’s job responsibility. Inner Mongolia Kai Tian Ltd., the investor of Uhreqin Royal Hunting Field, strengthened the protection and treatment of ecological environment. In particular, the company set up a
15-km long 10kv transmission line between Wuyi Breeding Farm and Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm,
and constructed the tap water supply system in the central office area. In addition, Kai Tian Ltd.
built a 25-km sand-stone road between Wuyi Breeding Farm and Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm, preliminarily improved the infrastructure of Uhreqin Oboo Royal Hunting Field, and made an overall
renovation of Kublai Khan’s Summer Palace Vacation Village, enabling it to offer more and better
services.
In 2005, the key tourism projects comprised three parts. The first was the Ecotourism Project of
Xanadu City. With an investment of 26,300,000RMB, it was contracted to Kai Tian Ltd. and was
still under construction. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi Government appropriated 2,000,000RMB for the
construction of the Exhibition Project in Site of Xanadu City, including the gate scene, the parking
lot, the lane and pavilion for viewing globeflowers, and signposts in the site, in the light of the
principles of “Exhibiting with protection” and “Developing with culture included.” Thirdly, we
carried out the Inner Mongolia-Yuan Cultural City Project to develop Xanadu culture of Yuan
Dynasty. The project consisted of organization, discussion, and investment attraction, and received
wide attention from contractors. We would get the project approved by Autonomous Region’s
Development and Reform Commission and work efficiently to attract investment. Meanwhile, two
projects would be completed soon. One was Kublai Khan Square in Shangdu Town with an investment of 18,000,000RMB. As a supporting tourism project, it included the square greening,
square hardening, and sculpture. The other was the cultural center with an investment of over
4,000,000RMB, including the Memorial Hall of Na Saiyinchaoketu (a celebrated Mongolian contemporary poet), Ethnic Customs Hall, and Cultural Relics Hall.
Part Two Tourism Promotion
In 2004, tourism promotion in Zhenglan Qi was strengthened by the strategy of “going out” and
“bringing in.” On June 26-27, the 3rd Zhenglan Qi Horse Culture Festival was held in the picturesque Heiben Gool Scenic Area, which attracted foreign tourists and reporters from CCTV, Inner
Mongolia TV, Xilingol League TV and other media, who went for sight-seeing and covered the
event. On August 6 and 10, Zhenglan Qi held the 13th Nadam Fiesta and the 6th Culture Travel
Festival of Xanadu City in Shangdu Town. Prior to the event, chief leaders of Zhenglan Qi Party
Committee and Government and the related officials went to Beijing to promote Nadam Fiesta and
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the process of applying for the World Cultural Heritage of Site of Xanadu City. They introduced
Zhenglan Qi to the public by taking advantage of the influential news media in Beijing. During
Nadam Fiesta, through China Post Advertisement, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration printed
promotional materials that introduced the tourism resources, overall condition of tourism, and
traveling routes in Zhenglan Qi. In Nadam Fiesta, souvenirs, ethnic handiworks, ethnic costumes,
and diary products were exhibited and sold. These activities presented to tourists the nature-endowed scenes of Zhenglan Qi (with Otindag sandy land as the core), the historical and cultural Site of Xanadu City, and the grassland ethnic customs of Chahar.
In 2005, prior to the tourist season, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration, hotels, and travel agencies vigorously promoted the ethnic customs, beautiful natural sceneries, and the unique Site of
Xanadu City in Zhenglan Qi. They participated in tourism introduction meetings, launched a
comprehensive promotion campaign by using newspaper ads, websites, and brochures, and complied guide books and brochures. In addition, they built and improved the website of Zhenglan Qi
Tourism Administration, and strengthened promotional work by extending the successful experience of the selected spots to the entire area. They took part in the 2005 Xilingol League Tourism
Introduction Meeting in Beijing sponsored by Xilingol League Tourism Administration. In this
meeting, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration talked and negotiated with the travel channel of
Sina.Com, the special travel issues of Economic Times, and some well-known traveling companies in Beijing, and distributed over 2,000 copies of pamphlets, brochures, maps of traveling
routes and program proposals, achieving the desirable effect. On July 16 and 20, Zhenglan Qi took
part in the 2005 Beijing-Xilingol Tourism Nadam Fiesta, established Zhenglan Qi Aili Yurt, and
introduced the tourism resources, tourist products, and ethnic customs of Zhenglan Qi, achieving a
satisfactory promotional result. During Nadam Fiesta, about over 3,000 tourists in and out of Xilingol League paid visit to Zhenglan Qi Exhibition Section.
Part Three Reception of Tourists in 2004 and 2005
Thanks to the comprehensive promotional work and the continuous discovery of rich tourism resources, Zhenglan Qi, as a rising star in the tourism field in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region,
was drawing more and more attention from tourists. The number of tourists increased obviously
and the tourism market continued to expand.
In 2004, Zhenglan Qi received over 50,000 tourists and realized the tourism-related revenue of
roughly 10,000,000RMB. By the end of October, 2005, the number of tourists had reached over
70,000 and the revenue had approximated 15,000,000 RMB. Compared with the same figures of
2004, the number of tourists in 2005 showed a 35% increase and the revenue indicated a 50% increase, with an apparent increase of the number of tourists from overseas and from Hong Kong,
Macao, and Taiwan.
……
Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
November 10, 2005
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D. 4-2 Work Summary of Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration (2006,
Extracts)
In 2006, under the leadership of Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and Zhenglan Qi Government and
the guidance of higher authority, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration earnestly carried out the
“Overall Planning of Tourism Development of Zhenglan Qi” and successfully finished the tasks of
this year, in the light of the requirements of the “Overall Planning of Tourism Development of
Xilingol League” and the specific tourism conditions of Zhenglan Qi. Now we summed up the
work performance as follows.
……
Part Two Progress Made in the Work Objectives
1. Great Efforts Taken to Promote Tourism Resources
With rich tourism resources and unique natural and cultural resources, Zhenglan Qi was a nature-endowed place for developing tourism. In 2006, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration made
great efforts to exploit the tourism resources and strengthen the tourism promotion, by centering
on the overall planning of social and economic development and the development of characteristic
tourism.
To forge the tourism brand of Zhenglan Qi, promote the tourism resources, and enhance the influence of Mongolian-Yuan culture in and out of China, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration took
part in two large-scale promotions. In mid-April, the Administration attended the Inner Mongolia
Tourism Introduction Meeting in the Media Center of CCTV held by Xilingol League Tourism
Administration. In the meeting, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration discussed and conducted
business negotiations with travel agencies from Beijing, Dalian, Qingdao, and other cities. The
yurts exhibited by Zhenglan Qi Golden Grassland Yurt Company during the meeting and the regal
attire of Yuan Dynasty and traditional attire of Chahar showcased by Alateng Zhulan Folk Culture
and Art Troupe prior to the meeting were highly acclaimed by people from all walks of life. In the
introduction meeting, more than 2,000 copies of promotion folders and proposals of investment
attraction programs were distributed and the newly-made promotion video “Into the Enthralling
Zhenglan Qi” was played, which yielded the desirable results. The promotional work not only enhanced the popularity of the tourism products of Zhenglan Qi amongst the public, but also boosted
the influence of Zhenglan Qi tourism in Beijing and consolidated the main tourist market in Beijing.
In late May, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration sent a delegation to participate in the Outer
Mongolia Tourism Introduction Meeting co-sponsored by Outer Mongolia Ministry of Traffic and
Tourism, Outer Mongolia International Travel Agency, Erlianhot Municipal Government, Erlianhot Tourism Administration, and Erlianhot International Travel Agency. The introduction meeting
was the first of its kind held in Erlianhot since Outer Mongolia became the tourism destination for
self-funded Chinese travelers. In the meeting, the delegation dispatched by Zhenglan Qi Tourism
Administration successfully signed an agreement of cooperation with Outer Mongolia Great
Genghis Khan Travel Agency and International Romance Travel Ltd, aiming to enhance the mutual understanding between people of the two places on the occasion of the 800th anniversary of
the founding of Mongol Empire. On the basis of full communication and complete trust, the three
parties hoped to develop the transregional tourism promotion and to create a cooperation model of
recommending tourism routes and exchanging tourist source. In the meeting, the delegation
handed out 2,000 pamphlets and audio-visual products, exchanged websites with others, and expanded communications, which provided a platform for further cooperation.
In mid-November, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration dispatched some staff to take part in Chi-
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na International Travel Fair sponsored by China National Tourism Administration and hosted by
Shanghai Municipal Government and Shanghai Tourism Administration. In the fair, our staff
handed out more than 5,000 copies of brochures and promotional CDs, which helped to promote
the reputation of Zhenglan Qi and to create new tourist source in the southern China.
2. Strengthened the Construction of Tourism Staff and Improved the Tourist Reception Capacity of
Zhenglan Qi
To secure a good start for tourism during the 11th Five-Year Plan period, Zhenglan Qi organized
the 2006 Symposium on Tourism in early April, inviting over 30 leaders and those concerned of
Bureau of Culture of Zhenglan Qi, of Bureau of Cultural Relics of Zhenglan Qi, of the External
Publicity Office of Zhenglan Qi, of hotels, of restaurants, of Herdsmen’s Home, of tourist product
stores, and of tourist product-related enterprises. The symposium deepened the understanding and
communication among the hotels, restaurants, travel agencies, enterprises, and scenic spots,
strengthened their confidence in tourism industry, and laid solid foundation for the development of
tourism in Zhenglan Qi. After the symposium, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration signed the
“Convention of Good-Faith Tourism in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region” with the hotels, travel agencies, Herdsmen’s Home, and tourist product stores.
To accommodate to the new situation of tourism, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration, together
with Zhenglan Qi Bureau of Labor Employment and Service, held Skill Training Classes for Hotel
and Restaurant Staff and the Second Session of Guide Training Workshop in mid-May so as to
improve the reception capacity and the service quality of Zhenglan Qi. More than 80 waiters and
waitresses from Xar Tala Hotel, Xanadu Summer Palace Hotel, Herdsmen’s Star Hotel, and Xanadu Power Plant Hotel and more than 20 part-time tourist guides and candidates attended the
training class, which achieved its expected objective.
3. While using the well-known medium out of Zhenglan Qi and the internet to promote tourism
resources and publicize the new development in tourism, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
actively conducted market research and compiled tourism bulletins.
So far, the Administration had issued 23 information bulletins and composed two survey reports,
with the tasks set at the beginning of the year successfully finished.
4. Continual Improvement of Tourism Infrastructure
In 2006, Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and Zhenglan Qi Government adhered to the developing
goal that “Great efforts should be taken to develop the tertiary industry and foster the development
of tourism,” and improved tourism infrastructure through external investment and self-funded
construction. We continued the construction of the Exhibition Project in Site of Xanadu City, including the marble signposts, tourism maps, passages for special purposes and cars, and Sand Table Scenic Spot of Xanadu City. The project was started in May and was postponed in mid-June
because of the application for the World Cultural Heritage of Site of Xanadu City. At present, the
project had been mostly completed and put into use. The project upgraded the tourism in Zhenglan
Qi, enhanced the popularity of Zhenglan Qi, and improved the tourist reception capacity of Zhenglan Qi.
5. Unsatisfactory Progress in the Construction of Tourism Development Projects
In 2006, the Ecotourism Project of Xanadu City contracted to Inner Mongolia Kai Tian Ltd was
not fully funded according to the original plan due to the chaotic management of the company and
the lack of investment. With an investment of 18,000,000RMB, the project was composed of three
parts: the asphaltization of the sand-stone road between Site of Xanadu City and Uhreqin Oboo
Forest Farm, the renovation of the road from Uhreqin Oboo Forest Farm, Xiaozhagesitaichuoer to
Sanggendalai, the renovation of Kublai Khan’s Summer Palace, and the construction of 1-2 villas.
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6. Staged Festivals with Other Departments
In late August, Zhenglan Qi convened the 7th Xanadu Culture Tourism Festival and the 1st Chahar
Dairy Products Festival sponsored by Zhenglan Qi Government and organized by Administration
of Culture, Broadcasting, and Sports, and Tourism Administration. In the festival, a series of
events like horse race, Mongolian chess, and dairy products appraisal were staged. Through the
dairy products festival, Zhenglan Qi not only gained experiences in holding tourism festivals, but
also laid a solid foundation for creating the festival brand of Zhenglan Qi.
7. Great Growth in the Number of Tourists and the Amount of Revenue
In 2006, Zhenglan Qi strengthened the tourism promotion and enhanced its popularity, which expanded tourism market. In particular, large numbers of tourists were attracted by the Exhibition
Project in Site of Xanadu City and the tourism festivals. By the end of November, the number of
visitors to Zhenglan Qi had reached 100,000 and the revenue approximated 20,000,000RMB, with
an increase by 30% compared with the same period in 2005.
In 2006, Zhenglan Qi had made steady progress in the development of tourism, but there were also
problems and inadequacies. Firstly, core products had not been formed in scenic areas due to the
lack of investment. The small scale of scenic areas enormously hampered the innovation of tourist
products and the exploration of tourism market. Secondly, the structure of tourism was irrational.
Supporting facilities of food, accommodation, transportation, travel, shopping, and entertainment
lagged behind, and most of the existing companies were small in scale and owned poor capabilities to withstand risks. Thirdly, the progress in the investment for tourism projects was slow.

Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
November 29, 2006
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D. 4-3 Work Summary of Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration (2007,
Extracts)
With the support of Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and Zhenglan Qi Government, the tourism industry of Zhenglan Qi reached a new stage in 2007. By the end of 2007, the number of tourists had
come to 180,000 and tourism-related revenue had approached 50,000,000RMB, increasing 80%
and 50% compared with the same periods in 2006, respectively. While using the well-known medium out of Zhenglan Qi and the internet to promote tourism resources and publicize the new development in tourism, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration actively conducted market research
and compiled tourism bulletins. So far, the Administration had issued 45 information bulletins and
composed two survey reports, with the tasks set at the beginning of the year successfully finished.
The main tasks and achievements of this year were as follows.
Part One Formulated and Promulgated “Opinions on Speeding up the Development of Tourism”
To accelerate the development of tourism, the “Opinions on Further Speeding up the Development
of Tourism” was formulated by Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration and was discussed, passed,
and finally promulgated by Zhenglan Qi Government as No. [2007] 27 document, providing
guarantee for the development of tourism in Zhenglan Qi.
Part Two Strengthened the Construction of Tourism Infrastructure and Service Facilities
With an accumulative investment of over 30,000,000RMB, Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and
Zhenglan Qi Government designed and built a series of cultural and sports facilities. Zhenglan Qi
had taken great efforts to build the circular tourism route from the middle forest farm to Xiaozhagesitai, to upgrade the sand-stone road from Site of Xanadu City to the forest farm, and to forge
the tourist area of “Two Stripes and Eight Areas,” including Kublai Khan Square, Na Saiyinchaoketu Cultural Center, Site of Xanadu City Landscape, Pavilion for Viewing Globeflowers, Xanadu
City Sculpture Group, Plank Road for Viewing Globeflowers, Uhreqin Oboo Scenic Area, and
Sand Table View of Xanadu City. Meanwhile, tourism projects were launched, such as
Sight-seeing Tour of Uhreqin Oboo and Xiaozhagesitai Lake and Forest, Leisure Travel in Gaogesitai Sandy Land, and Adventure Travel in Heiben Gool. Besides, the Museum of Xanadu City,
invested and built by Gi Tai Company, was scheduled to be opened to the public at the end of this
year.
Part Three Prizes and Titles of Honors
1. During 16-18 of January, 2007, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration dispatched a delegation of
three tour guides to take part in the 1st Xilingol League “Excellent Reputation Cup” Paradise
Grassland-Tour Guide Talent TV Competition co-sponsored by Xilingol League Tourism Administration and Xilingol League TV. The team won the Excellent Performance Prize and each of the
three contestants obtained the Prize for Good Manner.
2. Zhenglan Qi took the second prize among the 72 contestants, and was awarded the title of “Top
10 Inner Mongolian Historic Cities” in the appraisal and selection of “Top 10 Inner Mongolian
Historic Cities and Top 10 Inner Mongolian Natural Beauties” co-sponsored by Inner Mongolia
Office of Spiritual Civilization, Office of Inner Mongolia Daily and Inner Mongolia Tourism Administration, and hosted by Northern Households.
3. On April 3, Zhenglan Qi Scenic Area, together with Mt. Huang in Anhui Province, Ancient
Town of Lijiang in Yunnan Province, and some other celebrated scenic areas, were honored the
title of “Top 10 Chinese Ethnic Culture Tourism Brands” in the appraisal and selection of “China
Ethnic Culture Tourism Brand” co-sponsored and co-hosted by China Daily, Sina.Com and dozens
of other media with support of State Nationalities Affairs Commission.
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Part Four Tourism Promotion
Promotion played an important role in the development of tourism, and it was largely dependent
on marketing strategy and means of publicity. This year, the promotional work mainly included
the following.
1. Great Efforts Taken to Promote Tourist Resources and the Popularity of Zhenglan Qi
Promotion was a key measure to keep the steady and rapid development of tourism. In 2007,
Zhenglan Qi erected a few billboards and sign-postings at the entrances to Beijing Badaling Expressway, Sanggendalai Road, No. 207 National Highway, No. 308 Provincial Highway, and the
Huhai Grand Passage. In addition, Zhenglan Qi printed fine albums of pictures and took media
advantages, presenting an all-round view of the tourism of Zhenglan Qi.
2. Promoted the Unique Tourist Resources of Zhenglan Qi via the Media
It had been our top priority to seek cooperation with news media in external publicity to procure
intensive and extensive publicity for tourism. In 2007, we succeeded in collaborating with Inner
Mongolia TV and CCTV Sports Channel to produce excellent TV programs like “Traversing Inner
Mongolia from East and West Lines to Meet in Xanadu City” and “Exploring Gaogesitai Sandy
Land.” The large-scale “Yuanhe Cup” tourism-themed event of crossing grassland by horse were
successfully held and photographed in Gaogesitai scenic area. CCTV tracked and covered the
whole event. Relying on the rich sand tourism resources with horse culture as the core and using
big games a vehicle, this event attracted over 60 horse-riding lovers for competition and
sight-seeing. It was of great significance in creating a horse cultural atmosphere and in assisting
the cultivation of horse industry and the establishment of grassland tourism culture brand.
3. External Promotions
In 2007, Zhenglan Qi took an active part in the following promotions:
“Symposium on the Development of Tourism Market” held in Beijing on May 18; “Being International Tourism Expo” held on June 21;“Northern China Travel Fair” held in July;“The 1st Xilingol
League Ethnic Culture Products Exhibition and the 2nd Tourist Products Exhibition” held from
13-15 of August; “Inner Mongolia Training Classes for Tourism Promotion” held in Hainan on
December 4-13.These events displayed the good tourism image of Zhenglan Qi.
Part Five Held and Participated in Tourism Activities
1. “Green Grassland Cup” Zhenglan Qi Travel Logo and Souvenir Design Contest
After a month’s preparation, the design contest was opened in mid-April at the Multifunctional
Hall of Zhenglan Qi Second Middle School. Ten prizes were awarded, including one first prize,
one second prize, two third prizes, and six prizes for excellence. This contest boosted the prosperity of the system of tourist souvenirs shopping. It was of great importance in propelling the development of tourism.
2. Skill-Training Classes for Waiters and Waitresses from Hotels, Restaurants, and Herdsmen’s
Home
Together with Zhenglan Qi Bureau of Labor and Employment, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration launched a skill-training class for waiters and waitresses from hotels, restaurants and
Herdsmen’s Home in mid-May, enrolling more than 50 trainees. This training class improved the
standardization, institutionalization, and routinization of tourism-related corporations. In early
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June, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration, together with star-rated hotels in Zhenglan Qi, invited
professional instructors from Zhangjiakou to train the 30 newly-employed waiters and waitresses
in tourism service skills.
3. Fostered and Developed Large-sized Ethnic Customs Villages, Held Herdsmen’s Home Tourism
Nadam Fiesta
In Zhenglan Qi, there were 22 sizable Herdsmen’s Home ethnic custom villages, among which 17
organized rich tourism events. These villages organized the colorful Nadam Fiesta in accordance
with the topic of 2007, “Charming Village, Dynamic City, and Harmonious China.” On July 7 and
15, the villages respectively staged Tourism Nadam Fiesta. These activities enabled cities and
pastures to share tourism resources and customer sources, to complement each other, and to
achieve win-win development. Moreover, these events transferred hundreds of pasture labors and
increased their income, providing a new and feasible way in the construction of new socialist pastures.
Part Six Held Various Tourism Festive Activities
1. On January 1, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration successfully held 2007 Xilingol League
Traveling in a World of Ice and Snow by Off-road Vehicles—Drive Your Off-road Vehicles Hilariously in a World of Ice and Snow to Cross Zhenglan Qi in Otindag Sandy Land.
2. The 1st Xar Tala Flower-Viewing Festival successfully held on July 14 obtained three firsts. Up
till now, it was the first most influential event staged by Zhenglan Qi. It was the first pageant in
which the number of tourists reached over 10,000 a day and the tourists out of Inner Mongolia
first peaked 2,500 in Xilingol League. It was a grand meeting in which self-driving travel was realized. This event boasted an accumulative number of 15,000 tourists and generated revenue of
8,000,000RMB. The festival indicated that as the tertiary industry, tourism played a leading role in
the economic development of Zhenglan Qi.
3. On August 20, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration, together with Zhenglan Qi Bureau of Cultural Heritage, organized the 2nd Zhenglan Qi Dairy Products Festival and “Yuan Capital Cup”
Mongolia Boke (Mongolian wrestling) Competition. This event received 10,000 visitors and disseminated the traditional royal diary culture and ethnic culture of Zhenglan Qi.
……
Part Eight Major Problems to be Solved
Despite its bountiful and high-grading tourism resources, Zhenglan Qi was still beleaguered by
various problems: a late startup, the immature tourism industrial chain, the lack of pan-tourism
awareness, the laggard tourism infrastructure and service facilities, the lack of high-quality tourist
projects, the immature cooperation among scenic areas, and the unsatisfactory work in biding for
A-rated tourist attractions. Therefore, we should invest more efforts and money to achieve the goal
of Prospering Zhenglan Qi through Tourism, to make tourism the pillar industry of Zhenglan Qi,
and to promote the economic development of Zhenglan Qi.
Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
November 20, 2007
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D. 4-4 Work Summary of Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration (2008,
Extracts)
In 2008, with support of Zhenglan Qi Party Committee Zhenglan Qi Government, Zhenglan Qi
Tourism Administration attached great importance to the development of tourism, resolving to
fully implement the strategy of “Prospering Zhenglan Qi through Tourism.” Regarding tourism as
the key tertiary industry, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration convened symposiums to discuss
and deploy tourism work, increased financial input, strengthened the construction of basic tourism
facilities and scenic areas, quickened the pace of attracting investment, accelerated the marketization and industrialization of tourism, and transformed the tourism resources into economic advantages. As a result, tourism of Zhenglan Qi had maintained a sound development and showed a
strong momentum.
In 2008, the tourism of Zhenglan Qi stepped into a new stage. By the end of 2008, the number of
tourist had amounted to 250,000 and tourism-related revenue came to 100,000,000RMB, increasing 39% and 39% respectively compared with the same periods in 2007. Meanwhile, the money
invested to tourism projects and tourism infrastructure reached 69,700,000RMB. The main tasks
and achievements of this year were as follows.
Part One Launched the Overall Planning of Tourism Development
To ensure the rationality and feasibility, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration invited high-level
designing institutes to revise and compile the overall planning of tourism, and made detailed designs and plans to construct the scenic areas. Taking into consideration the protection and exploitation of Site of Xanadu City, the designing institutes compiled “The Planning for the Exploitation
of Site of Xanadu City for Tourism Purposes.” The fist draft of was scheduled to come out at the
end of 2008 and would be discussed and implemented in the first half of 2009. Zhenglan Qi also
carried out the feasibility study and operation planning of potential scenic areas. Through these
works, Zhenglan Qi advanced the investment attraction of tourism projects, strengthened the cooperation with the tourism regions, such as Xilinhot City, Hexigten Qi, and Duolun County. In
particular, Zhenglan Qi joined the tourism system of Xilingol League by constructing the tourist
route Xilingol-Hexigten-Zhenglan Qi-Duolun.
Part Two Strengthened the Construction of Basic Facilities and Increased the Proportion of Tourism Development Fund
Firstly, the Exhibition Project in Site of Xanadu City, including Kublai Khan Sculpture Group and
Sulde Square, had been opened to the public. The second phase of the Plank Road for Viewing
Globeflowers and the construction of public toilets in Xar Tala had been completed. Environmental protection, afforestation project, and Sulde Altar were under the construction. The investment
of these projects accumulated to 4,300, 000RBM. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi built new circular tourism route in addition to Uhreqin Forest Park-Xiaozhagesitaichuoer that was finished in 2007. The
70 km sand-stone roads from Wuyi Breeding Farm to Huiwen River and from Xiaozhagesitaichuoer to Sanggendalai, with an investment of 9,400,000RMB, had been completed and put into
use. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi constructed the supporting facilities of water and electricity systems to
boost the development of Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Scenic Area.
……
Part Four Tourism Promotion
Firstly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration printed and distributed fine tourism brochures providing information on food, accommodation, transportation, shopping, and entertainment in Zhenglan Qi. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration successfully held a news conference on
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“China Xanadu City Culture Tourism Festival,” which was covered by over 40 mainstream media
from Beijing. The Administration also organized photographers from Beijing for an outdoor photography tour in Zhenglan Qi during summer and autumn. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration established road signs and billboards at the entrances to Badaling Expressway and Sanggendalai of Huhai Grand Passage with such slogans as “Visiting Xanadu City by Following Marco
Polo’s Step,” “At the Place Where Globeflowers Are in Full Bloom,” and “Welcome to the Grassland Nearest Beijing”. It also erected billboards saying “Splendid Grassland, Historical Xanadu”
near the Habiriga section of No. 207 National Highway and near Hohhot airport highway. Moreover, it used air ticket bags of Xilinhot Airport to promote the tourism image of Zhenglan Qi.
Fourthly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration took part in “Being International Tourism Expo,”
“2008 Northern China Travel Fair,” and “The 3rd Xilingol League Tourist Products Exhibition”
where over 3,500 copies of brochures and promotional CDs were distributed. Fifthly, Zhenglan Qi
Tourism Administration promoted its tourism image by taking advantaging of the Weather Report
in Tourism Channels. Sixthly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration promulgated and upgraded
tourism information with help of China Grassland Travel Web.
Part Five Creative Work
1. Established the Brand Positioning of Zhenglan Qi Tourism
Home to Mongolian-Yuan culture and Xanadu City, Zhenglan Qi was the place where Genghis
Khan ascended the throne, and possessed unique tourism resources of grassland and Mongol-Yuan
culture. After years of investigation and discussion, the brand positioning of Zhenglan Qi tourism
was established, namely “Typical Grassland North to Beijing, Home to Mongolian-Yuan Culture”
and “Splendid Grassland, Historical Xanadu.” With the brand positioning, Zhenglan Qi would
develop into a tourist resort of Mongolian-Yuan culture and grassland culture to the north of Beijing.
2. Successfully Held China Xanadu City Culture Tourism Festival
To enhance the brand value of Zhenglan Qi tourism, Zhenglan Qi changed “Xanadu City Culture
Tourism Festival” to “China Xanadu City Culture Tourism Festival” and publicized the new name
by holding press conferences in Beijing and launching an extensive promotional campaign
through influential medium of Beijing and Tianjin. By organizing Sulde Sacrifice, Xar Tala
Flower-viewing, Chahar Diary Festival, self-driving travel, car cross-country race, and photography contest according to the overall planning, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration enriched the
content of China Xanadu Culture Tourism Festival and made the festival a part of the characteristic tourism in Xilingol League and Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. In 2008, the 1st China
Xanadu Culture Tourism Festival yielded tourism-related revenue of 20,800,000RMB and witnessed the arrival of 52,000 visitors, 20,000 of which came outside of Xilingol League and 6,000
outside of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.
3. The First Touring Train Put into Operation
Carrying over 100 tourists, officials, reporters, and heads of traveling agencies, the tourist train
“Jitong” made its maiden trip, departing from Daban, Chifeng and arriving in Zhenglan Qi on July
20. Later, the touring trains were officially and regularly operated.
Part Six Other Activities
1. Eight scenic spots had been preliminarily built or would be built, including Xar Tala, Uhreqin
Oboo Forest Park (in Grassland Scenic Area), Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Scenic Spot, Gaogesitai
Scenic Spot, Huiwen River Scenic Spot (in Sandy Land Ecological Scenic Area), Site of Xanadu
City Park, the Museum of Xanadu City (in Wenbo Scenic Area), Xanadu City Power Plant Red
Scenic Spot (the birthplace of the 1st Baoshaodaiengeergachachahar’s Party branch and a pilot
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city of industrial tourism). Two tourist routes had been basically formed: Xanadu City—Xar Tala—Uhreqin Oboo Forest Park—Xiaozhagesitaichuoer—Huiwen River and Gaogesitai—Otindag
Leisure Tour.
2. Ethnic Customs Tourism and Self-driving Tourism were encouraged. Firstly, Zhenglan Qi established tourist routes for self-driving tours and ethnic customs tours in accordance with the specific condition to solve the two problems, the unclear self-driving tour route and the featureless
Herdsmen’s Home. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration convened a symposium to find
a solution to the bottleneck problems in the development of ethnic customs tourism. In the symposium, decisions were made to subsidize public constructions, such as purchasing tourism facilities,
improving hygiene condition, and to intensify the marketization and promotion of ethnic customs
tourism. Besides, loan and interest subsidy would be provided to the ethnic customs villages with
economic strength and rich experience in developing tourism. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi adopted the
system of recording after examination and approval in establishing Herdsmen’s Home. To standardize the operation and management of Herdsmen’s Home, Zhenglan Qi provided training and
guidance for the managers of them, which increased the income of herdsmen. With the standardization and reconstruction of Herdsmen’s Home, there had been 20 sizable tourist resorts,
represented by Agetengaili in Mengke and Bayinburide in Menggen, equal to these in 2007, in
addition to Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Vacation Village on the wheel and Herdsmen’s Home of Kublai
Khan’s Former Residence. Currently, Nadam Fiesta had been held in 11 major Herdsmen’s Home
by turn during the tourist season, with the tourist number of 100,000, the working staff of 150, the
per household income of105,000RMB, and the relevant revenue of 40,000,000RMB. Encouraged
by the success, the herdsmen showed unprecedented enthusiasm in tourism, and they could obtain
an annual income of 15,000 RMB from the ethnic customs tourism.
3. Progress was made in the construction of tourism pilot area. There were 20 tourist product
manufacturers and tourist product stores that were set up with pilot areas, represented by
Herdsmen Star Yurt Company, Li Min Diary Products Company, and Tenggelila Diary Products
Company; by Mengliang Handiwork Shop, respectively. Traveling and shopping streets with
Mongolian-Yuan flavor began to take shape and the construction of tourism service system quickened its step. Now, there were three travel companies, two travel agencies to be registered, 18
tourist restaurants, 20 tourist products stores, and five star-rated and unrated hotels, enabling
Zhenglan Qi to receive 2,400 tourists each time. Particularly, Atenggeaili Mongolian-Yuan Culture
Camp was rated an AA national scenic spot.
4. In July, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration took part in the tourism-themed event Watching
Beijing Olympics, Visiting Grassland Paradise: Traversing the Grassland on Horseback sponsored
by Inner Mongolia Tourism Administration and Xilingol League Civil Administration Office and
hosted by Xilingol League Tourism Administration and Inner Mongolia Yuan He Group. In the
horse-riding race consisting of over 40 contestants, three from Zhenglan Qi ranked the top 10,
with the total score ranking among the best of the five southern Qis and counties. In the following
weekly races, Zhenglan Qi continued to participate in, and took these opportunities to promote
Zhenglan Qi and its horseback culture.
Part Seven Strengthened Market Management and Improved Tourism Service
Firstly, Zhenglan Qi started skill-training classes for the waiters and waitresses of hotels and restaurants, focusing on the key issues in tourism service. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi organized
skill-training classes for tour guides from the Museum of Xanadu City and enlarged the contingent
of tour guides. Among the trainees, 10 had passed the evaluation examination and four were preparing for National Guide Qualification Certificate. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi organized the 1st
skill-training classes for tour guides at local level, and 15 cadres of Herdsmen’s Home obtained
the local guide qualification certifications. Fourthly, Zhenglan Qi invested considerable efforts to
apply for star-rated hotels. It conducted first-hand inspection of the newly established hotels of a
certain scale and encouraged them to apply for star rating after renovations and improvements at
the end of 2008. Fifthly, Zhenglan Qi enhanced the security and standardization the management
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of tourism market, by organizing a law enforcement brigade, establishing the tourism safety complaint mechanism and the emergency response mechanism, strengthening the management of ticket, price, tourist safety, and route for self-driving tour, and the supervision of the quality of service.
In addition, Zhenglan Qi conducted safety inspection and reconstructed tourism market, with emphasis on the safety of the traffic, recreational facilities, and sanitation, by which the casualty in
tourism was greatly reduced.
Part Eight Prizes and Titles of Honor
Firstly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration ranked 3rd in team total score and 1st in Scenic Spot
Explanation Contest in the 2nd Paradise Grassland Tour Guide Talent TV Competition of Xilingol
League. Secondly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration won the second prize in the “Safety Cup”
Law and Social Knowledge Quiz. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration was awarded the
title of “Advanced Unit in External Work and Information Publication” of Zhenglan Qi in 2007.
Fourthly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration won the Prize for Excellence in Organization and
the first prize in Tourist Product Design Contest. Fifthly, Zhenglan Qi was listed in China Top 10
Emerging Ethnic Culture Tourism Brands by State Ethnic Affairs Commission.
Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
December 18, 2008
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D. 4-5 Work Summary of Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration (2009,
Extracts)
With support of Zhenglan Qi Party Committee and Zhenglan Qi Government, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration continued to improve tourism infrastructure and standardize tourism market,
bringing tourism to a new stage. Up till now, Zhenglan Qi had received 302,000 tourists and generated tourism-related revenue of 144,000,000RMB, increasing 23.3% and 46.9% respectively
compared with the same periods in 2008. After winning the title of “Top 10 National Ethnic Culture Tourism Brands” in 2007 and the title of “Top 10 Emerging Ethnic Culture Tourism Brands”
and “66 Chinese Main Tourism Counties” in 2008, Zhenglan Qi was honored the title of “World
Famous Culture Tourism County” by “2009 Forum on World Culture Tourism” in 2009. The main
tasks and achievements of this year were as follows.
Part One Brand Positioning and Tourism Promotion
Firstly, to enhance the influence and popularity of Zhenglan Qi tourism, Zhenglan Qi printed fine
tourist brochures and leaflets providing information on food, accommodation, transportation,
shopping and entertainment, and distributed them among star-rated hotels and in large-scale
events.
Secondly, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration established and improved its own website, and
strengthened the tourism promotion through various media. Routes for self-driving tours were also
carefully selected, with comprehensive online guidance and reservation service for food, accommodation, transportation, shopping, and entertainment. Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration cooperated with China Grassland Traveling Website to publish and upgrade tourism information.
Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi collaborated with the Travel Channel and CCTV Channel 1. Promotional
videos were played in the prime times of the Travel Channel and Morning News of CCTV Channel 1 to promote the tourism image and characteristic tourist products of Zhenglan Qi.
Fourthly, Zhenglan Qi invited and organized famous travel agencies in and out of Inner Mongolia
to conduct a field investigation to explore possible tourism routes. These agencies agreed that a
three-day tourism route of Hohhot—Xianghuang Qi—Zhenglan Qi, a 3-day tour of Beijing, Tianjin, and Zhenglan Qi grassland, and the tourist route of Beijing—Zhenglan Qi—Xilinhot should be
forged into competitive tourist routes and brought into regular operation as soon as possible.
Fifthly, in the opening ceremony of 2009 Xilingol League Ecotourism, the representatives of
Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration made an introductory speech, played a promotional video,
and handed out brochures and leaflets to people of the tourism circle, which promoted the tourism
resources of Zhenglan Qi.
Sixthly, in the 2009 Forum on World Culture Tourism held in the famous historical city Xi’an,
Zhenglan Qi was honored the title of “World Famous Culture Tourism County,” and Ba Genna,
party secretary of Zhenglan Qi was awarded the prize “Outstanding Personal Achievements in
Advancing the Development of Culture Tourism.”
Seventhly, in Xilingol League tourism work conference, Zhenglan Qi obtained the title of “Advanced Region in Tourism Work.” Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration obtained the title of “Advanced Unit in the Construction of Scenic Spots.” Site of Xanadu City was rated one of the “Top
10 Scenic Spots” and Agetengaili Mongolian Camp was honored an excellent Herdsmen’s Home.
Eighthly, in the 5th Annual Meeting of China Festive Industry held in Hangzhou, China Xanadu
City Culture Tourism Festival was awarded the title of “Top 10 Ethnic Customs Events” and was
honored “2009 China Golden Finger Prize.”
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Part Two Great Efforts Taken to Hold Tourism-themed Events and to Promote Ethnic Customs
Tourism and Self-Driving Tourism
1. Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration successfully staged the 2nd China Xanadu City Culture
Tourism Festival. Rich and diverse in content, the festival turned out to be a comprehensive tourism pageant incorporating theatrical performances, traditional Nadam Fiesta, Globeflower viewing,
photography exhibition, Chahar Dairy products festival, and business negotiations. In particular,
“Eternal Xanadu” International Photography Exhibition and “Guiyouchi” Long-distance Running
proved to be the highlight of the event. On September 15, all the entries of the photography contest were appraised. In total, there were 16 pieces of work that won prizes, including one first prize,
two second prizes, three third prizes, and 10 merit prizes. Sudebilige, mayor assistant of Zhenglan
Qi, won the 3rd prize for his work “Cool,” and Hasizhaolu, author of “Sunrise” was awarded a
prize for excellence. Near 60,000 tourists from Japan, Outer Mongolia, and other mainland provinces and cities of China took part in the festival and brought in the revenue of 24,000,000RMB.
2. Land Rover Meeting Entitled “Exploring Nature, Enriching Life” of Land Rover Club was successfully held in Zhenglan Qi. On September 18-20, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration organized an outdoor gathering for auto owners together with Beijing Land Rover Club, and more than
500 club members took part in the gathering. 150 of them traversed Otindag Desert and experienced the pleasure form sand surfing. They also visited Site of Xanadu City, Uhreqin Oboo Ecological Scenic Area, Xanadu Lake Ecological Grassland Scenic Area, Legend Grassland Vacation
Village, and Huiwen River Scenic Area. During the event, the occupancy rate of hotels reached
100% and by the end of September, the event had generated the revenue of 506,000 RMB.
3. Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration encouraged Herdsmen’s Home to hold Nadam Fiesta.
Bonfire party was added to Nadam Fiesta in addition to the traditional events, such as Boke
(Mongolian wrestling) competition and singing and dancing performances. Up till now,
Herdsmen’s Home had received 140,900 tourists, realized the revenue of 6,486,000RMB (profit
per household of 171,800RMB), and created employment for 214 people in the pasture.
4. Inner Mongolia Tourism Administration, Beijing Traveling throughout the World Self-driving
Travel Club, and China Self-driving Travel Web co-organized a self-driving route surveying team,
first of its kind in Inner Mongolia. Accompanied by Bao Jinhai, deputy chief of Xilingol League
Tourism Administration, the team made an expedition to Zhenglan Qi to explore routes for
self-driving tourism. After investigation, the team agreed that Site of Xanadu City, the Museum of
Xanadu City, and Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Scenic Area should be included in the self-driving tourism
route of Inner Mongolia and promoted as a whole, bringing the self-driving tourism of Zhenglan
Qi into that of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and infusing new blood into it.
Part Three Accelerated the Construction of Tourism Infrastructure and Scenic Spots
Firstly, Zhenglan Qi continued to construct the circular tourism route upon the completion of the
Uhreqin Forest Park—Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Scenic Area. Secondly, to facilitate the development of Xiaozhagesitaichuoer Scenic Area, Zhenglan Qi carried out the construction of supporting
water and electricity systems. With 31 kilometers finished (consumed 6,500,000RMB) and another 15 kilometers to be finished, the 46 km-long Xiaozhagesitaichuoer S308 Road was expected to
be completed in 2011. Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi invested 1,400,000RMB to construct the 14 km-long
sand-stone road in Baiyinbaolige Reservoir Scenic Area in the middle of Huhai Grand Passage
1050-1051, with the investment to Baiyinbaolige Reservoir Scenic Area reaching 3,500,000RMB
from 2007 to 2009. Fourthly, 14 constructions had been finished in Xanadu City Royal Grassland
Culture Tourism Resort by the end of 2009, including eight Mongolian camps, three Oboos, one
hunting field, the restoration of Kaiping Temple, and one decorated gateway, with an 18-long road
built and an accumulative investment of 1,500,000RMB. Fifthly, Zhenglan Qi built an eco-park at
the crossroads of Habiriga Town and Heichengzi in the west of Xanadu City. Zhenglan Qi also
designed and built flowerbeds, traffic lanes, side walks, “Silver River Falling from Azure Sky”
water curtain terrains, and sculptures according to the overall scenery of the eco-park. Meanwhile,
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Zhenglan Qi constructed new large Oboos in the park and created a strong cultural atmosphere,
which enabled tourists to taste the traditional Mongolian ethnic culture while appreciating natural
landscape.
……
Part Five Strengthened Tourism Market Regulation and Improved Tourism Service
Firstly, Zhenglan Qi held a skill-training class for service staff from hotel and restaurant, focusing
on the key issues in tourism industry.
Secondly, Zhenglan Qi organized the 1st training classes for guides at local level and museum
guides. Among them, 15 cadres of Herdsmen’s Home and 10 museum guides obtained qualification certificates.
Thirdly, Zhenglan Qi quickened the pace of bidding for star rating. It conducted the first-hand investigation of the newly established hotels of scale and standard and encouraged them to apply for
star rating after improvement and reconstruction. Currently, Zhenglan Qi had five star-rated hotels
in total. Huili Business Hotel was rated one star and Imperial Holiday Hotel was rated two stars.
Fourthly, Chahar Travel Agency was officially approved and registered by Inner Mongolia Tourism Administration. With a registered capital of 300,000RMB, it was the first and the only travel
agency of Zhenglan Qi that was officially registered and established.
Fifthly, Zhenglan Qi organized a law enforcement brigade and strengthened the supervision of
ticket, price, tourism safety, and route for self-driving tour. In addition, Zhenglan Qi conducted
safety inspection and reconstructed tourism market, by which the casualty in tourism was greatly
reduced.
Sixthly, Zhenglan Qi reconstructed Herdsmen’s Home to meet the criteria of star-rated hotels,
standardized the process of examination and approval Herdsmen’s Home, and issued operation
licenses to those qualified ones, in the light of No. 28 Document “To Strengthen the Management
of Ethnic Customs Tourism of Zhenglan Qi” promulgated by Zhenglan Qi Party Committee in
2009.
Seventhly, Zhenglan Qi took great efforts to carry out the comprehensive inspection of tourism
market that was under its administration in the light of “Circular on Comprehensive and Overall
Inspection of Tourism Market Environment” issued by Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration, and
other related documents. It mainly inspected hotels, travel agencies, and Herdsmen’s Home, with
the focus on service quality, environment, food safety, traffic safety, business scope, the quality
and price of tourist products, and ticket price of the scenic spots.
……
Part Eight Future Development
Looking forward to the future, Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration would endeavor to achieve
the following goals: 1) To accelerate the process of marketization and industrialization of tourism;
2) To strengthen the construction of the tourism infrastructure and scenic spots; 3) To increase local financial input; 4) To expand and upgrade tourism of Zhenglan Qi through the brands of “Xanadu City” and “Mongolian-Yuan Culture”; 5) To join in the overall tourism development and participate in the exploitation of tourism resources of Xilingol League and Inner Mongolia; and 6) To
transform tourism resources into economic advantages.
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1. To revise and compile the Overall Development Plan of the Tourism Industry in Zhenglan Qi.
2. Regarding the planning of scenic spots, emphasis would be laid on the following aspects: to
improve the infrastructure of Site of Xanadu City, to assist the application for the World Cultural
Heritage, to accelerate the construction of Xandii Gool Ecotourism Pasture Scenic Spot and Uhreqin Oboo Eco-tourism Scenic Spot, and to advance the construction and invest attraction of Otindag Sandy Land Leisure Traveling Spot (in Gaogesitai River and Huiwen River valley).
3. To accelerate the construction of tourism projects and enhance the core competitiveness of the
tourism of Zhenglan Qi. Every means would be sought to quicken the pace of introducing and
constructing projects, to improve the quality of project construction, and to boost the development
of tourism by projects.
4. To organize tourism festive events and folk customs festive events and to enrich the content of
tourism-themed events, including China Xanadu Culture Tourism Festival and Herdsmen’s Home
Nadam Fiesta.
5. To reinforce the tourism promotion: 1) Improve Zhenglan Qi Travel Website; 2) Design and
upgrade billboards and posters that were built in Beijing, Hebei Province, and Hohhot City; 3)
Collaborate with China Mobile to promote tourism by short text messages; and 4) Make promotional videos, maps for self-driving tours, and fine brochures that provided information on food,
accommodation, transportation, travelling, shopping and entertainment.
6. To strengthen tourism market regulation and improve tourism service: 1) Strengthen the guidance for the standard operation of tourism service, including vehicle management, tour guide service, and entertainment service; 2) Speed up the construction of ethnic customs villages; 3)
Strengthen the planning, guidance, and support of tourism; 4) Enrich the content and feature of
tourism festive activities; 5) Upgrade the standard of ethnic customs tourism; and 6) Develop Lele
carriage (a Mongolian oxen cart) travelling, camel-riding, horse-riding, hiking, and sand-skiing in
addition to the catering businesses.
While making a summary of our work in 2009, we carefully analyzed the existing problems. To
build Zhenglan Qi as a new tourist city featured with “Mongolian-Yuan Culture,” we made detailed planning and arrangement of our work in 2010, hoping to attain more development in tourism market and tourism-related revenue.

Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
December 16, 2009

D. 4-6 Emergency Preplan for the Tourist-caused Damage to Site of
Xanadu City (2009, Full Text)
Part One Emergency Preplan for the Damage Caused by Over-crowdedness
Administrative organs of scenic spots should establish complete protection system and equip the
scenic spots with management staff and relevant facilities. During tourism season, measures must
be taken to control the number of tourists by raising ticket prices and shortening visiting hours.
Part Two Emergency Preplan for the Damage Caused by the Improper Exploitation of the Scenic
Spot in Site of Xanadu City
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The principle of “Exploiting with Protection” of cultural relics must be followed in the light of the
“Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics.” As for ancient
structures, such as engraved stone tablets, historical sites and antiques, an archive must be established, delimiting the protective scopes and erecting protective signs.
Part Three Emergency Preplan for Damage Caused by Improper Construction of Facilities the
Scenic Spot in Site of Xanadu City
A four-leveled protection system was initiated according to the brand value and necessity of protection of scenic spots in Site of Xanadu City.
Level-1: Necessary sidewalks and relevant facilities permitted; irrelevant facilities forbidden.
Level-2: Constructions irrelevant with sight-seeing limited.
Level-3: Facilities in harmony with the landscape and in accordance with planning permitted.
Level-4: Emphasis laid on greening; supporting infrastructure in accordance with planning permitted.
Part Four Emergency Preplan for Damage Caused by Natural Erosion (Wind Erosion, Rain Erosion, and Thundering)
To curb natural erosion, it was necessary to adopt long-term protective measures and keep regular
inspection, protection and maintenance of the relics.
Part Five Emergency Plan for Damages Caused by Natural Disasters (Earthquake, Flood, and Fire)
In case of natural disasters, administrative organs of scenic spots should immediately report them
to the administrative service division of tourism administration, who while reporting to the higher
authority, should instantly plunge into relief work, primarily save tourists and try to rescue cultural
relics.
Part Six Emergency Preplan for Damage Caused by Rats and Insects
To prevent damage caused by rats and insects, administrative organs of scenic spot should cooperate with the Tourism Administration and Cultural Relics Management Department to conduct
regular inspection of the relics and to exterminate rats and insects under the guidance of the Health
and Epidemic Prevention Department.
Part Seven Emergency Plan for Ecological Damage of the Scenic Spot in Site of Xanadu City
To protect the environment and ecology of Site of Xanadu City, it was necessary to take the following measures: delimiting ecological reserves, protecting vegetation, improving greening, punishing tourists for plucking flowers and spoiling grass, strengthening the management of surface
water and ground water, preventing water pollution, and applying the system of regular closing
and resting in the key scenic spots of the site.

Zhenglan Qi Tourism Administration
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